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WITCH HUNT
The National Committee of the Socialist Workers
Party expelled Ave members of the party's left wing
minority at a plenum in New York City at the end of
December. The five expelled supporters of the SWP's
Revolutionary Tendency are Shane Mage, James Robertson, Geoffrey White, Laurence Ireland, and Lynne
Harper. The Party Political Committee had suspended
them two months earlier on the grounds that a Control
Commission investigation had revealed that Robertson,
Ireland, and Harper had expressed "disloyal" written
opinions privately within their own tendency. The
accused had written that the SWP had ceased to be
a revolutionary party and had become centrist, and
that an irreconcilable struggle within the framework of
party discipline was therefore required against the
Majority line and leadership. Mage and White were
accused of having also been leaders in a tendency which
held or permitted such views. Upon refusing to recant
or disassociate themselves from one another, all five
were summarily expelled.
Disciplined Acceptance
five

These expulsions mark a new phase in the thirtyyear history of Trotskyism in the United States.

The degeneration of the party in recent years has
reached such a point that for the first time in the entire
experience of the SWP the leadership has used expulsions to rid the party of an internal opposition which
met the Bolshevik conditions for party membership
disciplined acceptance of the policies imposed by the
Majority.

Wide Support
Within the party all oppositional tendencies, dissidents, and critics, totaling more than a quarter of
the membership, rallied to the defense of the expelled
comrades following the preliminary suspensions. Among
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SWP

those opposing and protesting the PC action were:
Myra Tanner Weiss, several times the party's vicepresidential candidate; Arne Swabeck, a founding
leader of American Trotskyism, together with many
members of his tendency across the country; prominent party members such as Jack Wright of Seattle and
Wendell Phillips from Southern California; the Wohlforth-Philips grouping; several party branches including New Haven and Seattle.

Control Commission

Two

strong reactions felt in the party are responsible for this outpouring of support from the most
diverse and politically antagonistic sections of the
party. One response was indignation at the exclusion
of party comrades accused of having "disloyal attitudes." Intensifying this feeling was widespread disgust with the means which were, and must be, used in
such political witch hunting. The party leaders refused
to grant even the formality of a trial. The expulsions
took place following a sordid investigation led by Control Commission member Anna Chester, wife of a PC
majority member and notorious in her own right for
her fanatical belief in the party leadership. The investigators first demanded access to private minority draft
documents and correspondence. Under extreme protest
RT supporters complied with these demands. Apparently unsatisfied with the results, the Control Commission proceeded to call in young and new comrades for
tape-recorded interrogation sessions in the rooms of
the party national office. The youth were asked to admit
their own and their tendency's indiscipline, disloyalty,
and Menshevism. Failing to win such admissions, the
investigators then turned to questioning which was
clumsily designed to entrap the young comrades into
involuntary confessions of guilt!
(Continued on Page 3)
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to surrender to a sense of grievance
at the outrages committed by the party leadership must
be resolutely opposed. Certainly the principal authors
of the witch hunt in the party have drawn a hard line
between themselves and elementary norms of revolutionary socialist practice. While these individuals can
likely be written off, this is by no means the case for
the bulk of the party's ranks who have shown rather
the lesser and more reversible weakness of insensitivity
to blows against party democracy and acquiescence to
misleaders.

Above all, a political response is required.
expulsions cut across necessary clarification of

EDITORIAL NOTES
In Lieu of a General Policy Statement

We are publishing the Spartacist because our expulsion from the Socialist Workers Party cuts off our
expression of views within that party. We will continue
to print a public organ pending readmission to the
and resumption of our proper role within it.
We aim to summarize our viewpoint as a brief
declaraltion of "Where We Stand" in an early issue of
the Spartacist. In the meantime, while this issue is
intended to deal specifically with the SWP, its whole,
content speaks for us as well in a more general way.
We intend our periodical to be a propagandist publication directed toward the same two aims which we
have hitherto pursued exclusively within the confines
of
membership. We want to influence such radical
and leftward moving groups or sections as aspire to
Marxist clarity and direction. We frankly state in
advance that the purpose of our action is to further
a revolutionary regroupment of forces within this
country such that a Leninist vanguard party of the
working class will emerge. Secondly, we want to win
individual supporters for our viewpoint from among
radical youth, militants in the civil rights struggle, and
seek to create modest nuclei within key sections of the
working class. Critical to our success will be the ability
of our comrades to both be involved as revolutionists
in the social struggles of our times and to undertake
effective inquiry into the pressing theoretical and political issues posed for Maxists today..

SWP

SWP

Our Name;

The
what

has underlain all the inner-party disputes of recent
years: i.e., can the struggle for socialism be successfully waged today with the ostensible revolutionary
Marxists acting as auxilliaries to others? Or does the
Trotskyists' strategic

aim necessarily continue

to center

on themselves winning the leadership of the working
class ? This issue still has to be concretely and decisively met in the SWP. This is but the contemporary formulation of an old question among socialists. At bottom
it resolves into the basic division
reform or revolu-

—

The presently unresolved quality to the question
shown subjectively in the party by the contradiction
the consciousness of most members. They still think

tion!
is

in

of themselves as Trotskyists, while following revisionist leaders ever further from Marxism! We aim to
allow no organizational measures of petty bureaucrats
to stand in the way of the coming polarization along
principled lines in the centrist SWP. For we know full
well that many who today place their factional allegiance with the Majority leadership, will tomorrow find
themselves in the revolutionary left wing.

We

Urge:

supporters of our tendency, friends and
sympathizers, and defenders of our rights in the ranks
the
SWP,
we urge you to remain resolute in the face
of
of the expulsions. Support us in our efforts to gain
readmission to the party. Abide by party discipline and
persist in upholding your views. In short, stay in and

To

all

fight in the

SWP!
|

We

chose the title, Spartacist, after the name,
Spartakusbund, taken by the German revolutionary left
wing led by Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht during the First World War. The German Spartaci^jts
waged a brave struggle ajrainst their imperialist rulers
in wartime and, moreover, had to fight every step of
the way in opposition to the degenerate, patriotic Majority social democrats of their time.
(Continued Next Column)

We, for our

part, intend to exhaust all recourses

More
line and

—

not be content
to merely subject the
actions of the party to
necessary criticism through the pages of the SPARTACIST
and elsewhere. It is equally our responsibility to support the public actions of the
in all principled
ways. In particular we declare our intention to participate fully in the work of the party's 196i pi'esidential
to reverse the expulsions.

uoe will

SWP

campaign.
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POLITICAL BASIS
The

|~ NEW ~|

WITCH HUNT

(Continued from Page 1)
The second major basis for the rally
ing to the defense of the Revolutionai-y
Tendency was fear of the precedent
set by such expulsions. The exclusions
came as a climax to a mounting series
of provocations and repressions over
the past several years against all opponents of what has now become the
Dobbs regime. The blow against the
RT was broadly and clearly directed
against the right of any organized
group, other than the Majority faction, to continued existence outside
convention periods. Thus all oppositional elements know they are threatened with similar treatment.
The political logic behind the expulsions is a simple extension of the proposition that the Majority's loss of a
revolutionary working-class perspective
makes party democracy superfluous in
its view. Combining this outlook with
the presence of very widespread internal opposition, the Majority has
found that the apparent luxury of democratic practice, above all the right to
factions, becomes intolerable. Today
in facing its internal critics, the Dobbs
leadership openly advances- the slogan,
"The Majority Is the Party!"

Revolutionary

Tendency

was

forhied initially as a party minority in
1961 in response to the Majority's line
on the Cuban Question. The Majority
went beyond even uncritical endorsement of the Castro government; the
party leadership ended up putting the
Cuban Revolution on a par with the
Russian October as an historic model
for emulation.
The Minority charged that this response was an impressionistic abdication from fundamental Lenjnist and
Trotskyist positions on several counts.
The Majority made a mockery of the
Permanent Revolution by doing away
with its most essential aspect
the
struggle to win workers* power in order to consummate colonial revolution.
The Majority ripped the heart from our
understanding of proletarian democracy as a vital condition , for opening
the road to socialism. The Majority
was necessarily led to deny the need
for a conscious vanguard party of the
working class. Similarly, by degrading
the international struggle for socialism
to separate, autonomous national incidents, the Majority emasculated the
struggle to build the world party of the
socialist revolution, the Fourth International.
The Revolutionary Tendency counterposed to the specific
Majority
Cuban line a viewpoint which evolved
into the position that Cuba had become
a ih'fottned mothers' state, similar to
the outcome of the Yugoslav and Chinese revolutions.

—

SWP

Following the revision of Marxism
over Cuba, the Majority leaders proceeded openly to deepen and extend

'

EXPULSION!

their new vision of reality. Thus Ben
Bella in Algeria was discovered to be
laying down the foundations of agricultural socialism. And toward the bureaucratic regimes of the Soviet bloc
all sorts of softening and accommodation took place. As a further step, the
brought about an international
regroupment of forces, breaking its
ten-year association with the revolulutionary Marxists of the International
Committee of the Fourth International,
to ally with the Pabloists who had for
years been press agents for the more
radical bureaucratic strata within the
working class and colonial liberation

SWP

Roger Abrams, supporter of the ReV'
olutionary Tendency, was expelled from
the Socialist Workers Party, February
IS, by the New York City branch in a
vote of 28 to 11. Comrade Abrams, a
23-year-old student, had participated
in a hastily called picket line on January 22 at Columbia University protesting the avoarding of an honorary degree to the Greek Qu^en Frederika.
Abrams figured prominently in TV coverage of the demonstration when he
was led away by guards who objected
to his sign, "Free Greek Political Prisoners!"

movements.

SWP

As the SWP became more deeply enmeshed vicariously in the alien aspira-

line

tions of impressively larger movements,
new deterioration appeared. The party
itself became caught up in an interrelated pattern of gross abstention from
struggle in its own right, together with
a sectarian hostility toward genuinely

Comrade Abrams was charged by the
Majority vnth joining the picket
"without prior consultation or approval of the branch or branch leadership." When Abrams stated that he was

previously unaware of this new policy
and that he would abide by it, he was
also accused of internal disloyalty and
expelled.

leftward moving, and therefore potentially competitive, forces.

The year 1963 found the SWP demonstrating the most central surrender
of all loss of confidence in its own
earlier conception and role in the coming American Revolution. The party
seized upon the growth of the Black
Muslims as a substitute for the aim of
building in the United States a unified
vanguard party based upon Leninist
program, not upon color. Instead, the
Majority's National Convention resolution projected the schema of an All
Black Movement for Freedom Now paralleling the separate, white, workingclass, SWP-led struggle for socialism.
The resolution suggested hopefully
that the two movements might one day
collaborate through cementing a working unity between their two vanguards.
For the SWP to aim to be no more
than a white party in the United States
is simply to write off any revolutionary
perspective at all. L. D. Trotsky noted
in 1939 that:

—

happens that we in the
are not able to find the road
stratum [the Negroes],
then we are not worthy at all. The
permanent revolution and all the
rest would be only a lie."
"If
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RESCIND THE SUSPENSIONS!
'

(Statement to the National Committee
of the Socialist Workers Party by the
five then suspended supporters of the
Revolutionary Tendency, Dec. 10,1963.)

Introduction: The Political
Committee Action Against Us
1. On August 2, 19r.3. the Political
Committee adopted a motion which
took up some old accusations of Wohlforth and Philips, paraphrasing them
in summary form as (1) "Hostile Attitude toward the Party," (2) "Double
Recruiting," and (3) "Split Perspective." The PC motion concluded by instructing the Control Commission to

look "into possible violations of tho
statutes of the party, especially involving Robertson, Ireland, and Harper."
On October 24. after some months of
purported investigation the CC reported, exclusively on the basis of written
opinions offered by Robertson, Ireland,
and Harper internally within their own
tendency, that: "In these statements

by the Robertson-Mage- White minority their hostile and disloyal attitude
toward the party is clearly manifested." The PC, in its motion of November 1, found it necessary to expand on
the CC's sole conclusion by presenting
lurid accusations created out of thin
air and giving as sole source "as indicated by the Control Commission's report." The PC went on to suspend from

party

comrades

membership

Harper,

Ireland, Mage, Robertson, and White.
Moreover, the suspensions were without specified time limit and were to
be with "the same force and effect" as
expulsion during the period of suspension.

the
2. Thus for the first time in
history of the
a leadership has
taken the punitive action of exclusion
from the party of minority supporters
on the basis of opinions! This action
is rendered even more grave and unprecedented by the fact that the views
for which punishment was inflicted
were themselves nothing more than
personal contributions to a private discussion within a minority tendency!

SWP

II.

Background: Recent Trends in the Party
3. Through the period of the last
two party conventions (1961, 1963),
the party has witnessed a systematic
and general attrition of representation
on the NC of all minority factions or
tendencies, dissidents, and other crit-

Thus, for example, Bert Deck, the
then managing editor of the Internaics.

Review and associate
Murry Weiss was removed from

tional

Socialist

of
the NC after he offered a slight modification to the PC line on the Cuban
Question for the 1961 convention. In
the same period there has been a sys-

tematic denial, compounded by calculatedly hysterical Majority hostility, of
the rights of the party membership in
above all in the largest
branches
branch, New York to express opinions, offer recommendations to leading
bodies, or even to discuss new developments or the actions and decisions of
the party leadership.
4. A year ago the Majority made an
assault on the very right of our minority, and by implication any minority, to exist within the party. A provocative attempt was made by Majority supporters to intrude into a private Minority patherinc:. As the upshot of our informal protest to party
authorities, it was revealed that the
incident had taken place at the instigation and under the direction of a
Majority PC member. The leadership
white-washed this action by adopting
a condemnatory motion which accused
the Minority of boing the guilty party
for having held such a private tendency meeting! Thc.'^c events are fully
detailed in our document "For the
Right of Organized Tendencies to Exist within the Party!"

—

—

5. In connection with the last party
convention, the Majority made severe
incursions upon party democracy and
upon our party rights:
a) The National Secretary, Dobbs,
without, offering any reason, refused
to print in the bulletin material on the
international question which we deemed important to present to the party.
In the same pve-convention discussion
period the National Secretary likewise
deferred printing documentary material on the youth question. Later an
opportune legal problem presented itself as an excuse for refusal. A key

document in this collection has been
kept from the movement since September, 1961, by the PC.
b) At the convention itself the Majority refused tc give any representation on the National Committee to
our minority despite a sufficient numerical as well as clear cut
basis for such representation.

political

Thus the

Majority has not only deprived us oSf
our proper voice within the party, but
it has also put into question the legitimate authority of the leading party

bodies, the

^hem on a

NC

and PC, by electing

restricted basis.

c) In reporting the convention to
the public, the Militavt^ article, after
identifying James Robertson and Shane
Mage among others by name, stated
that "They charged that ... the leadwere in the process
ership of the
of abandoning Marxism." This cynical
abuse of control of the public press
by the Majority to identify and isolate inner-party opponents is indeed an
abandonment of the method of controversy among Marxists.

SWP

6. In
a continuous series of incidents over the past two years, the Majority has abused its leading position
in the party to hinder, harrass, and
immobilize supporters of our tendency.
The evident general aim of the Majority has been to make as the penalty
for individual comrades becoming oppositionists the paralysis of any political role, either within the party or
in broader outside movements. Thus
there has accumulated a seemingly
endless list of all-too-legitimate grievances on this score. Perhaps the most
outrageous and flagrant incident of
harrassment was that against Comrade Shirley in removing her from
Southern SNCC work. Most common
has been the regular, rarely overridden
refusal to accept into membership contacts brought to the party by the minority. Yet throughout the past several years, and whatever the provocation, our tendency has always counselled and insisted that its supporters
abide in a disciplined way by the decisions the Majority imposed upon the
party.
7. The
foregoing sections are intended only to sketch the immediately
relevant portion of the party's organizational side in the past period. We
do not suggest that these are the main
characteristics of the party's evolution, even of the organizational aspect.
Rather what is described is that part
of the party's face shown to the party's minorities, particularly to our own
tendency. At the same time as the
comrades of the Revolutionary Tendency have responded in a disciplined
fashion to developments within the
party, we have not failed to form and
offer opinions among ourselves and to
the whole party as to the meaning,
implications, and direction of the course
the party has been pursuing in regards
to both political revisionism and organizational degeneration. The determination of the more general processes
at work in shaping the party was ex-
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"punishment" of us for our very tenacity in remaining in the party despite
its degeneration and for our intransi-

actly the subject under hot discussion
in the tendency when the documents
were drafted over which the Majority
now raises a scandal in its desire to
exclude us from the party. See, for

gence in struggling against that degeneration.

example, Robertson and Ireland's "The
Centrism of the SWP and The Tasks
of the Minority" (September 6, 1962),
and also the earlier basic tendency
statement, "In Defense of a Revolutionary Perspective" (in 1962 SWP
Bulletin No. 4).
Suffice it to say that the most salient
features of the party's overall motion
in the last period have been as follows :
a) In general political approach the
party has sought after substitutes for

working

III.

The Accusations Against Us
8. In view of the material already
written, listed below, there is by this
time little that need be added as regards the vacuity, irrelevance, or downright falseness of the accusations of
statutary violations made against our
tendency or its individual supporters.

The party leadership has

presented its case against our tendency
in the following materials: a) letter
of National Secretary Dobbs to James
Robertson, July 5, 1963; b) PC motion
of August 2, 1963, "On the RobertsonIreland-Harper Case"; c) "Report of
Control Commission on the Robertson
Case," October 24, 1963; d) PC motion
of November 1, 1963. The following replies and refutations have been offered
by individual tendency supporters: a)
letter of Robertson to Dobbs, July 9,
1963; b) letter of Geoffrey White to
the PC, November 5, 1963; c) letter
of Laurence Ireland to Dobbs, November 8, 1963; d) letter of Shane Mage
to the PC, November 10, 1963; and
e) letter of Lynne Harper to the NC,
November 18, 1963. We urge the Na-

perspective ^notably the surrender of all
Marxist responsibility toward the Cuban Revolution through abasement as
an uncritical apologist for the Castro
regime; repeating this process over
Ben Bella's Algeria; negotiating an
alliance of convenience and mutual amnesty with fellow Pabloists internationally ("reunification of the F.I.") ; and
most lately, within the United States,
in a will-o'-the-wisp chase after Black

a

revolutionary

—

class

Nationalism.
b) Yet while the party Majority has

eagerly given itself over to enthusiasm
for the goals of alien movements, it
has resolutely avoided such opportunities as would further involvement
and struggle in the party's own right.
Thus actual civil rights work, North
or South; a serious approach to Progressive Labor or participation in the

tional

Cuba committee and

its trip;

any modest effort at rebuilding the
party's contact with the workers, such
as plant press sales or Hazard miners
work, have all either come at the Minorities' urgings, but vastly too little
and too late, or have been refused
outright. The proper word for such
conduct is abstentionism.
c) It
instant,

was

in the party leadership's
instinctive responses in the

moments of great crisis or apparent
peril
the Cuban missile crisis last
year and the Kennedy assassination

—

this year

—that

the party's utter loss
of a revolutionary compass has been
most decisively shown. (See our statement "Declaration on the Ctaban Crisis." later printed in 1963
Bulletin

SWP

No.

18.)

d) Within the - party the shift in
equilibrium of forces in the central
party leadership through the retirement of Cannon and the elimination
of Weiss has intensified the drive by
the Dobbs regime to solve all questions by brute organizational force.

about

and

//
the charges were true that we were
some kind of split-crazed wreckers,
then Wohlforth-Philips should have
taken far more decisive and prompt
action than their act of waiting a
year after first revealing within the
then common tendency such heinous
crimes, then simply repeating the revelations to the party as a whole. But
the charges were not true, they
if
should never have been made in the
first place. Instead they went ahead

As a result of the totality of these
to publicize their accusaticfns and then
underlying considerations the Majordeprecated them by declaring them to
ity leadership has been driven now to
be no valid basis for organizational
seek the exclusion of our tendency
from the party. In essence this is a action against us by the paity leader-

recruitment

or

the

upon examination because it depends
upon one false equation, to wit: party
members, even if organizationally loyal
and disciplined (as we are), can be
"really" loyal only if, in the course of
carrying out party decisions, they
agree with the leadership.
No matter from what side the Dobbsian interpretations given in the PC
and CG material are approached, it
.

"HOSTILE AND DISLOYAL ATTITUDE!"
"After a serious warning was

9.

soluble contradiction in Wohlforth
Philips' accusations against us.

"double"

childishness of proposing to expell us
we are alleged to have a "split
perspective." Indeed the core of the
case against us collapses immediately

because

Committee members to familiar-

themselves with this correspondence.
The accusations of our indiscipline were originally put before the
party by the Wohlforth-Philips "Reorganized Minority Tendency" in appendices to their document, "Party and
Class" (1963 SWP Bulletin No. 27).
We shortly replied with our "Discipline
and Truth" (in SWP Bulletin No. 30).
In our reply we stated that "Party
and Class" lied, and we sought to show
why its authors had been led into such
action. With documents written earlier
within the tendency, which we appended to our reply, we proved that
we had been the object of false accusations. Moreover, to even the most
superficial observer there is an in-

would be an enormous and

10. It

pointless task to seek to pin down and
dispose of very many of the irrelevancies or wild distortions in the charges which the PC and CC have levelled
against us: e.g., the abusive nonsense

ize

'

travel to

officially

ship!
Nonetheless, it is to the credit of
Ihe Wohlforth-Philips group that they
have now come forward, first, in disassociating themselves from their earlier accusation that we had a split orientation. This had been the key point
in all of Wohlforth's other charges.
Secondly, it is to their credit that they
oppose organizational action against
us, thereby implicitly declaring that
their own old accusations had been
without real, actionable substance, but
were rather their own interpretations.

given to the anti-Party elements
by the Fourth Plenary Session of
the Seventh Central Committee of

Kao Kang not only did
not admit his guilt to the Party,
but committed suicide as an ultimate expression of his betrayal of
the Party."
Resolution on the Anti-Party
Bloc of Kao Kang and Jao ShuShih Passed by the National
Conference of the Communist
Party of China, March 31, 1955.
the Party,

—

always turns out that to the central
leaders, "loyalty" to the party means
loyalty to the leaders. Because our
acceptance of discipline justifies and
justified by our inner-party strugagainst the leadership policies,
our carrying out of party decisions is
dismissed as "cynical" and presumably
then defective because it lacks sincerity. Thus, many of the "quotations,"
even in their selected and trimmed
form, offered as the views of tendency
supporters can have as their only
purpose making the point that we don't
believe in or offvee with the party's
is

gle

policies and direction of recent years, nor do we respect the initiators and directors of those changes,

changing

either.
(Contiiiiied

Next Page)
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RESCIND

It is elementary, but no longer obvious In the SWP, to note that discipline has meaning especially when
there is disagreement. Democratic centralism is most fully called upon to
regulate differences and mobilize the
entire party for carrying out arrivedat decisions when there are sharp and

deep-going divisions. To exclude from
the party those who have sharp and
deep differences, those who believe
that the policies and course of the Majority leadership are part of a profound degeneration, is to amply prove
the existence of that degeneration.
11. For our part, we have and do
declare that our political loyalty lies
exclusively with the Trotskyist program. It is as a derivative of this
prime consideratioa that our tendency
has always sought to abide fully by
the discipline of the party, despite the
rapidly advancing disease of degeneris

in this sense

and no other that the

much-quoted

ation in the party. It

phrase in the Robertson-Ireland document was advanced about avoiding
"mistaken concepts of loyalty to a
diseased shell." We would be peculiar
people indeed should we find our loyalty resting with the cancer growing
within the party! This should have
been evident to any honest reader of
the materials in question, for otherwise many other statements in these
inner-tendency documents would be in
flat contradiction and would reduce the
entire set of opinions to a meaningless
jumble. Notable in this connection is
the statement in Comrade Harper's
draft, "Orientation of the Party Minority in Youth Work" that ".
we
must act as disciplined
members
." Again, in Comrade
at all times.
Ireland's "What the Discussion is Really About," is found: "But since our
perspective is one of remaining in the
.

.

SWP

.

.

SWP, we

can hardly afford to violate
'party discipline or party statutes.'

document had

(Incidentally, this latter

been turned over to the Control Commission by Comrade Ireland to remove
any possible ambiguities about his
opinions on actionable subjects. How." gave
ever, the CC in its "Report
no acknowledgement of the receipt or
very existence of this document, much
less any mention of its contents!) Finally, to put this whole point another
way, if the SWP has become centrist
in character as we stated in our main
resolution to the last party convention, "Toward Rebirth of the Fourth
.

.

International" (that ".
the centrist
tendency is also prevalent among certain groups which originally opposed
the Pablo faction"), then some organizational concltisions reasonably follow
that justify our acting as disciplined
.

.

party members despite the party's centrist politics. Further, it necessarily
follows that such a conclusion is no
more or less incompatible with party
membership than is holding the political analysis which led to it.
IV.

What Our Expulsion
Would Mean for the Party
12. It may be that sections of the
National Committee have not thought
through the international implications
of expelling our tendency from the
SWP. Within the limitations of the
Voorhis Act, the American party has
been a prime mover in the recent reunification with the Pabloist forces of

Secretariat. In an
effort to draw into the unity as many
of the scattered and divided groupings
as possible, big promises were made to
those opposed to the basis of the uni-

the

International

fication to convince them to come along
anyhow. For example Dobbs and Hansen wrote in the article "Reunification
of the Fourth International" (Fall,
1963, International Socialist Review)

as follows:

"Groupings with much deeper difthan opposing views over
rijjht in a past dispute can
coexist and collaborate in the same

ferences

who was

organization
revolutionary-socialist
under the rules of democratic cenand
.
tralism."
.
.

"The course now being followed by
Healy and Posadas and their followers is much to be regretted. Under
the democratic centralism which governs the Fourth International, they
could have maintained their political
views within the organization and
sought to win a majority."
Even more recently the United Secretariat of the Fourth International itself declared in its statement of November 18, 1963, in reply to the HealyLambert grouping, that:
"The fact remains, however, that
they [British and French 'International Committee' sections^] have demonstratively refused to unite in a
common organization in which they
would be in a minority. They demonstratively refused to accept the
majority decision of the International Committee forces on reunification.
They demonstratively refused in advance to abide by majority decision
of the world Trotskyist movement
on reunification."
and
"As for our position, we stand as
before for reunification on the basis
of the principled program adopted
.

.

.

—

at the Reunification Congress—of all
forces that consider themselves to be

revolutionary socialists."
13. Our tendency opposed the projected unity move. Indeed the tendency
itself was born in opposition to the

political

course

which

underlay

the

projected unification. We stated our
opposition and proposed an entirely
different pjolitical basis for reuniting
the world movement in our 1963 draft
international resolution, "Toward Rebirth of the Fourth International."
also made it crystal clear in advance
that should the pro-Pabloist unification win a majority and go into effect,
.then the dissident and opposing minority internationally who shared
our
general outlook should go through the
experience of the falsely-based unity
attempt. V/e stated our willingness
"demonstratively" to accept the reunification in the entire concluding section
of our recent international resolution

We

which states:
"(19) 'Reunification' of the Trotskymovement on the centrist basis
of Pahloism in any of its variants
would be a step away from, not toward, the genuine rebirth of the
Fourth International. If, however,
the majority of the presently existing Trotskyist groups insists on goist

ing through ^ith such 'reunification,'
the revolutionary tendency of the
world movement should not turn its
back on these cadres. On the contrary: it would be vitally necessary
to go through this experience with
them. The revolutionary tendency
would enter a 'reunified' movement
as a minority faction, with a perspective of winning a majority to the
program of workers' democracy. The
Fourth International will not be reborn through adaptation to Pabloite
revisionism: only by political and
theoretical struggle against all forms
of centrism can the world party of
the socialist revolution finally be
established."

THE REASON

WHY

.

.

.

"In the last analysis, comrades,
the majority is the party. I'll tell

you why."
Report by Farrell Dobbs to New
York Local on Suspensions, November 7, 1963.

And we
fully

ourselves have

met the conditions

more than
by

set forth

Dobbs-Hansen and by the United Secretariat. On top of abiding by discipline and accepting decisions, we have
resisted abuse, disloyalty, calculated
incitement, and outright provocation
by the American leadership to force us
to leave "voluntarily." Our tendency
in its
is therefore virtually unique
ability to be the living test of the

genuineness of the claimed democraticcentralist based and inclusive reunification. Several things will be clear
should we be thrown out for liolding

opinions by no means more critical of
the U.S. and international Pabloist
leaderships than views held by others
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been publicly and repeatedly
invited to join in the unification. If we
are excluded, then the true scope of
the unity as an act of bad faith and
deliberate fraud by its instigators will
be definitely shown to all Trotskyists.
In a Tery practical and concrete way,
the SWP-NC, by its action towards us
at its December, 1963 Plenum, will go
far in making final for this period
both the shupe of its own relations
with the world movement as well as
those of its international allies.

who have

14.

Are

sections of the National
prepared to take responsi-

all

Committee

bility for the kind of developing internal life which our exclusion would
formalize? We are by no means the
only people in the party who believe
is degenerating apace
that the
or that the Dobbs regime is a disaster
party.
for the
If these views become
proscribed through the awful example
of our expulsion, then such opinions
would be driven into a fetid underexistence.
Inevitably
there
ground
would be a multiplication of the symptoms of organizational degeneracy
the flaring up of intensely hate-filled
quarrels on the permitted secondary
questions, cliquist plots, hysterical reactions by a leadership fighting dimly
seen enemies. Such an atmosphere
could only accelerate the rightward motion of the party's cadres and train
the newer members in a caricature of

SWF

Marxist party

life.

These are some of the general considerations which have always kept
the Trotskyists from proscribing opinions within the party, however obnoxious they may be to the leadership, or
of expelling the holders of such views.
Moreover, in the specific case before
the NC, action against our tendency
will not achieve its desired aim of
turning the party into a docile machine. Others will continue as oppositionists within the party, and we
will press our struggle from outside
for readmission and for acceptance of
our political viewpoint. It is within the
province of the NC to prevent the demoralization and splintering of the
party being brought on by a bureaucratically heavy-handed leadership.
15. For the NC to intervene to return the party to the revolutionary
organizational practices of the past is
to hold open the possibility of a revolutionary future for the SWF. If the
NC permits the destruction of our
party membership, it thereby acquiesces to the destruction of any chance for
a reversal of the rightward, revisionist
course of the party because those who
opposed it would he excluded. By eliminating the content of party democracy,
the degeneration of the party becomes
irrcversil)le. Thin wed vot he!

The

SWP

Majority reflects no im-

placable bureaucratic social layer. Its
loss of a proletarian, revolutionary
perspective, its eager search for subidealizing the
stitutes and short cuts
radical petty-bourgeois leaderships: the
Castros, Ben Bellas, Malcolm X's is
not some inevitable automatic reflex
based upon a position of privilege.
Rather despair and ensuing degenera-

—

—

tion have come through prolonged isolation, persecution, weakness, and aging.

NC

The
stands now at a last crossroads, at which it yet has open a conscious choice. Sections of the party
leadership may already have gone
much further in political revision or
bureaucratic
organizational
practice
than they ever intended. Although it
would be idle to deny that it is very
late, there is, still a choice; the party
does not have to, is not predestined to,
continue down the road it is travelling
at full speed. To repeat: to halt now
is to leave open the way back so the
party might again have a revolutionary future.

WEISS
resolution'

\

(Presented by

Myra Tanner Weiss

SWP

the
Political Committee,
ber 1, 1963.)

to

Novem-

MOTION: To reject the report of one
elected member of the Control Commission and a "representative" as unfair, factionally motivated, and a violation of the limited province of the
Control Commission.
1. Comrades are elected to the Control Commission, not on the basis of
their political maturity, to evaluate political positions and theories. They are
elected as people who can be trusted
to be fair, above temporary factional
alignments, and scrupulously attentive

and their

to facts

verification. This- re-

port presumes to examine and evaluate
political documents, thoughts, opinions,
and to characterize them aa "loyal" or

Such an undertaking is beyond the province of the Control Com"disloyal."

mission.

V.

2.

Conclusion: Rescind the Suspensions!

normal course of seeking
a mistake or an injustice
within the party, one would normally
turn readily to the NC as a resort, but
under the extraordinary circumstances
in which the central party leadership
has plunged the party, with the NC's
acquiescence to date, we must offer a
reservation. Presumably we are expected to appeal the disciplinary action
of the PC against us. But how can we
appeal against what has not been the
finding of any trial; how can we appeal against accusations which have
no relation to any alleged intended vio16. In the

to

rectify

lation of the rules of democratic-cen-

tralism?
17. Despite

the outrageous position

which we would be placed in appealing to the NC from a non-existent
trial, we are prepared to send a representative to appear before the NC at
its coming plenum to present our case
and to answer questions the plenum
may wish to put to us. Because of the
grave defects in the present situation
we do not turn to the NC with an appeal but with the demand: RESTORE
in

PARTY DEMOCRACY!
OUR SUSPENSIONS!

RESCIND

18. Finally, we call upon all party
members, branches, individual NC
members, and political tendencies in
the party to present letters and statements to the NC calling for the lifting
of the suspensions and restoration of
ovr party rights as a vital interest of

the party itself!

The

"evidence"

of

"disloyalty"

submitted in the report consists entirely of opinions, and no one in the
history of the Socialist Workers Party
has ever been punished for thoughts
that differ with those of the majority
nor ever can be if we are to remain
a revolutionary force.
3. It is impermissible for a ruling
faction to use its majority power to
pry into the written or oral work of
an oppositional tendency. Any faction
has the inalienable right to discuss
freely and in private its point of view.
Furthermore, the material presented
by the report does not consist of faction decisions, but preliminary opinions expressed by individuals in the
course of preparing for decisions.
To violate the right of a faction to
its own internal life is to destroy the
Leninist conception of organization.
Democratic centralism not only places
obligations on a minority to abide by
the decisions of the majority, but it
places obligations on the majority to
protect the democratic right of organized dissension for minorities.
In an epoch which we have characterized as a crisis of leadership, in an
era when socialism suffers from the
monstrous tyranny of Stalinism, it is
unthinkable for us to lower our own
high standards of democratic procedures. The world revolution is united
today in the struggle for socialist democracy. If we are not its champions
in our own internal functioning, we
have no right to occupy the revolution-

—

ary podium.
4. For two of the comrades cited for
suspension by Comrade Dobbs, we are
(Continued on Page 8)
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WING VIEWS THE
KENNEDY ASSASSINATION
THE LEFT

The <u$a88ination of Preaident Kenuedy waa an acid test of the class posiof every left movement in the
United States. Among the radical
groups in America, a qualitative division may be perceived between those
tendencies which turned resolutely to
the working class for an independent
tion

alternative to bourgeois statesmanship,
and those formations which joined their
cries

to

the liberal threnody for the

—

—

offensive
as it will against the people's fight for a better life. Johnson's

record is part and parcel of the oppression of the ruling class with a
dash of Southern seasoning added for

—

good measure.

"The People are still faced with racism, unemployment, poor housing and
schooling, high rents and high-priced
(or no) medical services. The People,
if they are really to unite, should unite
around programs dealing with their

its own existence to the maximum,
"The so-called Pentagon section is
aware of this situation and feels that
the very time delay means a direct loss
for its economic, social and ideological
interests. That is the reason for the

prolong

offensive that

to launch the

—

the exist-

assailant, not only reflects
ence of serious political contradictions
for the U.S. ruling class, but raises

new

heights. . .
"While it is essential that revolutionaries evaluate all of the political
aspects of the assassination, it is also
necessary for revolutionaries to reject
assassination as a conceivable form of
political struggle. The killing of one
man cannot alter the course of history.

these contradictions to

Only efforts by millions to change the
particular political and economic system can be decisive. . . Finally, assassination only tends to confuse the real
issues that face the workers. It encourages the ruling class to step up the
oppression of the people.
"Assassination and individual violence, however, is part and parcel of
the Capitalist system. . . .
". . . On several occasions our government has engineered or supported
actual organized assassinations with
great relish. The assassination of Pa.

Nov. 25, 1963—"The United States of
America came close to a fascist coup
d'etat,
and the establishment of a
Right Wing, reactionary, totalitarian

.

.

surprise at that

"This is really the main and fundamental fact to emerge from the assassination of President Kennedy,
ly

"That the coup d'etat did not actualcome off can only be explained by

the fact that the forces of political reaction, virulent racism and 'preventive
war' militarism, had failed to coalesce
at the critical moment and emerge with
'a man on horseback.'

"The trend to totalitarian dictatorship can only be reversed by the intervention of an ever largrer mass of the
millionfold working class movement,
and of unity between black and white
workers against the common oppressor."

(The Workers World deserves credit
for reprinting excerpts from Fidel
Castro's excellent statement on the asnasaination.)

(British organ of the Posadas group,
Latin-American-based Trotskyist

the

tendency.)

—

"The assassination of Kennedy is the result of a struggle between bandits. One faction has liqui-

member of the opposite faction.
"Within the heart of Yankee imperialism there are two tendencies. One
tendency centers on what is called
the Pentagon and is wrongly called
'right wing' (there is no left or right
for capitalism but simply different positions in relation to the same policy)
and the 'Kennedy' tendency. . , .
"Imperialism, the Kennedy tendency,
tries to profit from the consei'vative interests of the Soviet bureaucracy to

dated a

,

.

WEISS

(Continued from Page 7)
not even provided "disloyal" quotes,
obtained. Where is the evidence of their "disloyalty"? Association? Bourgeois law is at least formally more democratic.
6. Even with selected quotes of selec^d documents, the loyalty, not "disthe minority tendency
loyalty" of
would be indicated. Surely these comrades know that the demand to see

internal faction discussion maa violation of their democratic
Yet they show to a Commission
member documents that member has
no right to see. Will the repeated insistence of the minority comrades of
intention to abide by the discipline of
the party avail it nothing? If the majority is so anxious for a split, why not
have the patience to wait for "subversive" thoughts to be translated into

their

terial is

rights.

deeds?
6.

If the minority surreptitiously re-

youth to the Party on the basis
of its factional line, what is there to
fear? Are we not confident enough of
our point of view, and with full control of the public expression of it, to
be certain that we can win the best
to the majority? Since when did revolutionary Trotskyists have to resort
to organization means to protect its
liberating ideas? Are we afraid they
will recruit so many that we shall no
longer be the majority? That is unfortunately not very realistic; but if
it were, we can hope that we have set
a good example of how a majority
should rule.
7. I propose that we apologize to the
minority for the unwarranted investigation and express our desire to collaborate in comradely fashion in the
future for the building of the Socialist
Workers Party.
el uits

RED FLAG

Jan., 1964

.

illegally

dictatorship.

trice Lumumba was warmly welcomed
by the Kennedy Administration. Fur-

thermore, assassination has also been
8 way of eliminating friends who have
outlived their usefulness to the Administration. Only weeks before the Kennedy assassination, the Administration
(and many who now cry hypocritical
tears for Kennedy) were laughing up
their sleeves over the U.S.-inspired assassination of Diem and his brother in
South Viet-Nam,
.
"In the face of this continued ruthlessness and terror, the people and especially those who consider themselves
fighters for socialism, should not be
caught up in the whirl-wind of ruling
class contradictions. The people should
utilize every moment for pressing their
demands. They should not wait for the
Johnson Administration to resume the

war by

WORKERS WORLD

PROGRESSIVE LABOR
"The assassination of
Nov, 27, 1963
President Kennedy, by a still unknown

has just carried out.

(Continued Next Page)

problems."

late president.

it

"The Pentagon killed Kennedy within the framework ol a policy designed
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moment most convenient

Ftom

to itself."

the publications of the three
it can he seen that a

groups above,

class position was maintained
during their discussions of the Kenclass line must
assassination.
nedy
not only continue to orient the working

basic

A

class against their claxs enemy, the
bourgeoisie, but must provide a correct

analysis for the workers in a period
of confusion and consternation. The
three groups above never last sight of
their ruling class enemy nor did they
hesitate to point this out to their
readers.
There were eaSaggerations and mis-

—

takes, such as the Workers WorliTs
confusion between fascism and a coup
Or the Progressive Labor
d'etat.
group's referral to "our" government.
And of course the Posadas tendency's

conclusion

thfit

the Pentagon assassin-

ated Kennedy can only be considered
interesting speculation at this point.
These positions stand out in bold
contrast to those periodicals and organizations whose^ "Socialism" and "Marxism" led them in the moment of panic
to genuflect to the ruling class. State-

ments about "Loving (!) This Country (!!)" and the like can only serve
to confuse and misdirect socialist militants.

Compare

the following examples.

NEW AMERICA

—

Dec. 13, 1963 "I am writing this on
the day of mourning under a profound
sense of shock and loss and shame. We
mourn a gallant President, sincerely
interested in peace and freedom, who
was growing in strength. . . .
"You will be reading this column
after Thanksgiving Day, when we will
be putting this day of mourning into
perspective.

For what can we Ameri-

cans be thankful in this time of tragedy? We can be thankful for some enrichment of memory. We can be thankful for the general outpouring of grief
and recognition of the shame at the
atmosphere of hate in which the tragedy took place. We can give .thanks for
the orderly succession and the absence
of bitter partisanship in President
Johnson's accession to his high office."

—Norman

Thomas

"The Socialist Party joins the entire
nation in deeply mourning the tragic
death of our President. The senseless
and dastardly murder which, took the
life of John P. Kennedy was one of
the greatest crimes and tragedies in
the history of our country. To Mrs.
Kennedy and the entire Kennedy family we extend our most sincere and
heartfelt condolences."
Rcsolutwii of National Comtnittee of
The

Socialist

Party

THE WORKER
Nov. 26, 1963

— "Nation

for Martyred Leader"
page hcadlint.)

in Mourning
(Banner front

"We share—^ along

with all other
Americans immeasurable grief at the
monstrous and shocking assassination
of President John F. Kennedy.
"We extend our deepest sympathy to
Mrs. Kennedy, to his son and daughter,

—

and to his entire family. . . .
"Although anguished in sorrow over
the loss of the highest officer of our
nation, the American people will not be
panicked. They' will rally around the
constitution, defend its basic Democratic traditions and rights, and they
will not be diverted from the determination that our nation shall trod the
path of ever-expanding democracy, social

progress and peace."

and criminal act. We extend our
deepest sympathy to Mrs. Kennedy and
social

the children in their personal grief .
"The act springs from the atmosphere
created by the inflammatory agitation
and deeds of the racists and ultraconservative forces. Political terrorism,
like suppression of political freedom,
violates the democratic rights of all
Americans and can only strengthen
the forces of reaction. Political differences within our society must be settled in an orderly manner by majority
decision after free and open public debate in which all points of view are
heard;"
Farrell Dobbs, National Secretaryt

—

Socialist

A MOMENT OF TRUTH
"Let me then make clear as
your President that I am deterIN

.

.

.

mined upon our system's survival
and success, regardless of the cost
and regardless of the peril."
Speech of President Kennedy to

—

the American Society of

News-

paper Editors, April 21, 1961.
(Following the Bay of Pigs
fiasco.)

THE MILITANT

—

Dec, 2, 1963 "If We Really Love This
Countrjy We Must Abjure Hatred"
(Front page headline quoting Chief
Justice Earl Warren as a "Voice of
Sanity.")
"The American people have undergone one of the most traumatic experiences in its history. The staggering
news that President Kennedy had been
assassinated, followed so quickly by
the unexplainabhe, televised murder of
his alleged assassin in the Dalla& city
jail by a crony of the police, left Americans reeling with bewilderment and
wave of apprehension ran
shock.
through the world with the news of the
assassination
as people of all
Kennedy
lands attempted to decipher the cause
and portent of the tragic event. . . •
"Before all others, it is the federal
government's duty to block the attempt
to use the Dallas tragedy for the staging of an even more devastating witchhunt. Before all others, it is the duty
of the federal governmeni to furnish
the people with a thorough-going analysis of the atmosphere of hate and
violence which fostered that tragedy.
Lefore all others, it is the federal government's duty effectively and fully to
enforce the civil liberties of Americans
of all political views, no matter how
critical of those now dominant, and the
civil liberties of all Americans, regardless of color. Only then can the cloud of
violence and hate overhanging this
country begin to be dispelled."
The Editors

A

"The Socialist Workers Party condemns the brutal assassination of President Kennedy as an inhuman, anti-

And Now,

Workers Party

A

Breath of Fresh Air!

THE NEWSLETTER
(Organ

of

the

Labour

Socialist

League, the British Trotskyists.)
Nov. 30, 1963—"This millionaire politician was destroyed by the very contradictions which he thought he could
overcome smoothly and peacefully.
"Whether or not we ever learn the
truth about the killings in Dallas, Texas, Kennedy's death was without doubt
the result of angonising conflict within,
the American ruling class.
"On the issues of Negro integration
and foreign and defense policy, Kennedy's programme, reflecting the needs
of one section of US big business,
aroused sharp hostility from powerful
economic and political groups.

"The role of the Texas state authorimakes this very clear. If Oswald
was framed, and this seems quite probable, the job was organized at a high
ties

level in the st^te

machine.

.

.

.

"We

do not mourn John F. Kennedy.
"As international socialists we see
him as the world leader of the class

enemy.
"If he was far-sighted,

it was in the
interests of the continuation of capitalist exploitation everywhere."

—

—John

Crawford

Dec. 7, 1968 "Marxists and the Kennedy Assassination" (Headline, page
two.)

"The assassination of President Kennedy has given rise to a more than usual round of hysteria, tear-jerking and
praise-mongering by the literary and
political representatives of the

middle

class.

"Reading some of the articles in the
and liberal press
might be forgiven

so-called socialist
about his life, one

for thinking that Kennedy stood for
the freedom of the Negro people and
was, in fact, a socialist in all but name.
"Thus do the hirelings of international capital endeavor to whitewash the
most reactionary imperialist power in
the world in its hour of crisis.
"Kennedy was, of course, a most able

(Continued Next Page)
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KENNEDY

headed

he was merely using high-sounding liberal phraseology so that he could all
the better, on behalf of his class, continue to enslave the Negro people.
"Marxists express no sympathy whatsoever over Kennedy's death.
"We do not condone the act of individual terror responsible for his death,
not because we are squeamish or humanitarian about how it was done,
but because individual terror is no
substitute for the construction of the
revolutionary party.

Disorganises
is a weapon which

"Terrorism

in

fact disorganises and leaves the working class leaderless. It creates the impression that the removal of prominent

and statesmen can

solve the problems of the working class.
"But for every tyrant shot, there is
another ready to take his place. Only
the overthrow of the capitalist system
in the United States and its replace-

ment by working-class power and

so-

cialism can solve the problems of the

American

whites

working-class

and

Negroes.

"Such a task cannot be accomplished
by terrorists like Lee Oswald. The answer lies not with them, but through
the preparation and building of a revolutionary party which, through mass
action, will take the power. . . .
"The taking of power by the revolutionary party is not without terror.
The ruling class will not hesitate to
terrorise the working class, the Negro

and

colonial peoples.

.

.

.

"The sympathy of Marxists, while not
agreeing with the method of Oswald,
must be given to the millions of Oswalds, black and white, who have been
driven into pauperism by capitalism.
The task of the American Marxist

movement is
wards these

to direct its attention topeople, and not towards

the sending of messages of sympathy
to Mrs. Kennedy.

Fatal

"When Lee Oswald
shot, he did

fired

news item

in its issue of Monday,* Decemljer

representative of his class. Eveiythin{?
that he did had but one objective, to
strengthen American imperialism. . . .
"When he spoke about Negro rights,

capitalist politicians

people,' carried this

the fatal

something more than as-

sassinate a president.
"He also destroyed utterly and completely the lie that the Socialist Workers Party of the United States is a

'Socialist

Leader

2,

Denounces

(Here follows the statement of FurDobba which is reprinted above.)

"Farrell Dobbs does not look to the
working class as his only real ally in

"This nause.ating report repudiates
every principle that Trotsky and the
Bolshevik Party fought for. It is a
report written by cowardly liberals,
whose eyes are turned solely in the direction of the American middle class.
" 'We extend,' says Fai-rell Dobbs,
'our deepest sympathy to Mrs. Ken-

the fight against the witch-hunt. He
looks in the opposite direction, towards
the ruling class. On this, question, as
on all others, Dobbs has betrayed the

rell

nedy.'

"Indeed!

And who

is

Mrs. Kennedy?

Reactionary
"She is the daughter of a Wall Street
millionaire, and was the wife of the
leader of the most reactionary imperialist power on earth. Marxists can
have no sympathy whatsoever with
Mrs. Kennedy and her class.
" 'Political differences within our society must be settled in an orderly
manner,' says Dobbs.
"Indeed! Tell that to the Negroes of
Birmingham, Alabama, and the miners
of Kentucky. Tell that to the millions
of colonial people in struggle against

imperialism.
"The settlement of class issues will
not take place in an orderly manner,
but in a violent way, because the ruling
class will never give up its power
peacefully. To the millions of working
people in struggle against imperialism
all over the world, Dobbs is just one
more American liberal,- who talks the
language of 'order' so as to mask the
brutality of his own imperialist gov-

ernment.

Trotsky would have loathed this
statement of the leader of the Socialist
Workers Party. He would have flayed
its author alive in every language he
could muster. This is cringing bootlicking of the Ahierican petty-bourgeois by a man who claims to be a
Marxist!

Attack
"Dobbs sends his condolences to 'Mrs.
Kennedy and the children,' but not a
word about Mrs. Oswald, a poor Russian woman whose children and herself
will be singled out for attack wherever
she goes.
"Instead of taking up the cudgels on
behalf of the poor in the United States,
Dobbs turns his eyes to to the representatives of the rich and mighty.

"There

was, of course, a distinct
possibility that anti-labour witch-hunt-

ternational.
"The Militant, weekly organ of the

by sending condolences to Mrs. Kennedy. The answer to any witch-hunt is
to explain the class issues involved in
the assassination, which can only be

which, according tb

'published

in

the

its

masthead,

interests

of the

Marxist movement. . . ,
"His political degeneration is a
to Marxists everywhere. It
follows closely on the heels of the socalled 'reunification' with the Pabloites, who supported the brutal assassination by the hired thugs of the FLN of
the Algerian trade union leadei's in
Paris in 1957 and 1958.
"This unification was an alliance of
renegades from Trotskyism to turn
from the working class to the radical

warning

do-gooders whose sole aim is to whitewash imperialism.
"We look forward to any news as -to
whether or not James P. Cannon,
founder of the American Trotskyist
movement, was prepared to sign the
message of condolence to Mrs. Ken-

nedy."

—Gerry Healy,

Socialist

National Secretary

Labour League

The acid test of any organization
presenting itself as socialist taken
place in periods of revolutionary opportiinity or crisis. All such organizations were tested in their ability to
maintain their principled positions at

the time of the
To those for

Trotskyism
class

Kennedy

whom

assassination.
the concept of

synonymous with firm
positions under the most adverse

conditions,

"How

ers would utilise the Kennedy assassination in order to attack the left, but
such an attack could not be answered

SWP

Betrayed

Murder of the President':

Trotskyist party and that it continues
the traditions for which it was founded
in the struggle to build the Fourth In-

is

done by a thoroughgoing exposure of
Kennedy's role.

is

the

statement

of

Farrell

Dobbs and the entire edition of the
Militant on the Kennedy assassination
came as a profound shock. At a calmer
and more reflective moment, even the
leaders of the Socialist Workers Party
themselves must have been chagrined
and surprised at their lack of stamina.
It is, of course, true that it is a
perfectly principled tactic to carefully
avoid the use of provocative phrases
when the legal organizational existence,
and possibly the lives, of revolutionaries are at stake. However, the words of
Dobbs and the Militant were not thoss
of a revolutionary Socialist, but rather
of Social Democrats and bourgeois liberals, and richly merited the attacks of
Gerry Healy and the Socialist Labour

League.
The Revolutionary Tendency has repeatedly pointed out the attempt to

SWP

convert the
into an appendage of
petty-bourgeois radical formations. Tho
abandonment of the concept that tht
ivorking class and its vanguard must
lead the masses, evidently aud inevit'
ably leads, at a moment of crisis,
the abandonment of the essence of oB
rcvolittiounry working-clatK positions.
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TOWARD REBIRTH
OF THE FOURTH INTERNATIONAL
(DRAFT RESOLUTION ON THE WORLD MOVE-

MENT

submitted to the 1963
Revolutionary Tendency.)

SWP

Convention by the

INTRODUCTION
1. For the past fifteen years the movement founded
by Leon Trotsky has been rent by a profound theoretical, political, and organizational crisis. The surface

manifestation of this crisis has been the disappearance
of the Fourth International as a meaningful structure.
The movement has consequently been reduced to a
large number of grouplets, nominally arrayed into
three tendencies: the "International Committee," "International Secretariat (Pablo)," and "International
Secretariat (Posadas)." Superficial politicians hope to
conjure the crisis away through an organizational formula "unity" of all those grouplets willing to unite
around a common-denominator program. Thiis proposal obscures, and indeed aggravates, the fundamental
political and theoretical causes of the crisis.

—

2. The emergence of Pabloite revi;sionism pointed
to the underlying root of the crisis of our movement:
abandonment of a working-class revolutionary perspective. Under the influence of the relative stabilization of
capitalism in the industrial states of the West and of
the partial success of petit-bourgeois movements in
overthrowing imperialist rule in some of the backv/ard
countries, the revisionist tendency within the Trotskyist movement developed an orientation away from the
proletariat and toward the petit-bourgeois leaderships.
The conversion of Trotskyism into, a left satellite of
the existing labor and colonial-revolutionary leaderships, combined with a classically centrist verbal orthodoxy, was typified by Pablo hut by no means was
confined to him or his organizational faction. On the
contrary, the Cuban and Algerian revolutions have constituted acid tests proving that the centrist tendency is
also prevalent among certain groups which originally

—

opposed the Pablo faction.
3. There is an obvious and forceful logic in the
proposals for early reunification of the centrist groups
within the Trotskyist movement. But "reunification"
on the basis of centrist politics cannot signify reestablishment of the Fourth International. The struggle for the Fourth International is the struggle for
a program Embodying the working-class revolutionary
perspective of Marxism. It is true that the basic doctrines of the movement, as abstractly formulated, have
not been formally denied. But by their abandonment of
a revolutionary perspective the revisionists concretely
challenge the programmatic bases of our movement.
4. The essence of the debate within the Trotskyist
movement is the question of the perspective of the pro-

letariat

and

its

revolutionary vanguard elements toward

the existing petit-bourgeois leaderships of the labor
movement, the deformed workers states, and the colonial revolution. The heart of the revolutionary perspective of Marxism is in the struggle for the independence,
of the workers as a class from all non-proletarian
forces; the guiding political issue and theoretical criterion is workers' democracy, of which the supreme expression is workers' power. This applies to all countries
where the proletariat has become capable of carrying
on independent politics only the forms in which the
issue is posed vary from country to country. These
forms, of course, determine the practical intervention
of the Marxists.

—

EUROPE
5. The recovery and prolonged prosperity of European capitalism Has not, as revisionists of all stripes
contend, produced a conservatized workers* movement.
In reality, the strength, cohesion, cultural level, and
potential combativity of the European proletariat are
higher today than ever before. The defeat of DeGaulle
by the French miners and the persistent, currently
accelerating, electoral swing to the Left in the bourgeois-democratic countries of Europe (most notably
Italy, Great Britain, Germany) illustrate this fact.

6. The European workers' attempts to go beyond
partial economic struggles to the socialist transformation of society have been frustrated by the resistance
and treason of the labor bureauct-acy. The four years
of reaction in France followiiig the seizure: of power
by DeGaulle show the terrible price still exacted for

tolerance of these misleaders. The Belgian general
strike showed once again that "leftist" bureaucrats
like Renard would also do all in their power to block
or divert a movement capable of threatening capitalist
rule. But the experiences of both France and Belgium
prove a spontaneous desire of the workers to engage in
struggle against the capitalist class—rising on occasion to an open confrontation with the system.
7. The task of the Trotskyists in the European
workers' movement is the construction within the existing mass organizations (unions and, in, certain instances, parties) of an alternative leadership. Marxists
must at all times retain and exercise political and
programmatic independence within the context of the
organizational form involved. Support to tendencies
within the labor bureaucracy, to the extent that they
defend essential interests of the working class or reflect
class-strugutlie desires within the labor movement, is
correct And even obligatory; but this 8upi;K>rt is always
only conditional and critieal. When, as is inevitable, the
class struggle reaches the stage at which the "leftist"
(Centinaed Next Page)
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bureaucrats play a reactionary role, the Marxists must
oppose them immediately and openly. The behavior of
the centrist tendency around the Belgian journal La
Gauche in withdrawing during the general strike the
correct slogan of a march on Brussels, in order to avoid
a break with Renard, is the opposite of a Marxist attitude toward the labor bureaucracy.
8. The objective prospects for development of 'the
Trotskyist movement in Europe are extremely bright.
Large numbers of the best young militants in all countries, rejecting the cynical and careerist routinism of
the Stalinist and Social-Democratic bureaucrats, are
earnestly searching for a socialist perspective. They
can be won to a movement capable of convincing them,
practically and theoretically, that it offers such a perspective. The structural changes stemming from European integration pose the issues of workers' democracy
and of the independence of the political and economic
organs of the working class as the alternative to state
control of the labor movement and impel the working

—

class

into

increasingly

significant

class

battles.

If,

under these objective conditions, the West European
Trotskyists fail to grow at a rapid rate it will be
because they themselves have adopted the revisionist
stance of a satellite of the labor leadership as opposed
to a perspective of struggle around the program of
of workers' democracy.
3Ic>I5J5M5ISISJ5JiJSISJ3

"Because he

a Marxist-Leninist, the Soviet
student is much more radically dissatisfied than if he
were an Anglo-Saxon pragmatist." (David Burg to
The New York Times.) The Trotskyists, lineal continuers of the earlier stage, have an indispensable contribution to make to this struggle: the concept of the
international party and of a transitional program required to carry through the political revolution. Assistance to the development of a revolutionary leadership
in the Soviet bloc through personal and ideological contact is a primary practical activity for any international leadership worthy of the name.
stated,

is

COLONIAL REVOLUTION
11. The programmatic significance of workers' deis greatest in the backward, formerly colonial,
areas of the world: it is precisely in this sector that
the program of workers' democracy provides the clearest possible line of demarcation between revolutionary
and revisionist tendencies. In all of these countries the
struggle for bourgeois democratic rights (freedom of
speech, right to organize and strike, free elections) is
of great importance to the working class because it
lays the basis for the advanced struggle for proletarian
democracy and workers' power (workers' control of
production, state power based on workers' and peas-

mocracy

ants' councils).

12. The theory of the Permanent Revolution,
is basic to our movement, declares that in the
modern world the bourgeois-democratic revolution cannot be completed except through the victory and extension of the proletarian revolution the consummation of workers' democracy. The experience of all the

which

—

SOVIET BLOC
9. Since the Second World War, the countries of
Eastern Europe have been developing into modern industrial states. As the proletariat of the deformed
workers' states increases in numbers and raises its
living standards and cultural level, so grows the irrepressible conflict between the working class and the
totalitarian Stalinist bureaucracy. Despite the defeat

of the Hungarian workers' revolution, the Soviet-bloc
proletariat has won significant reforms, substantially
widening its latitude of thought and action. These reforms, however, do not signify a "process of reform" or
"destalinization process" they were yielded only grudgingly by the unreformable bureaucracy, are under perpetual attack by the faction of "Stalin's heirs," and
remain in jeopardy as long as Stalinist bureaucratic
rule prevails. These concessions are historically significant only to the extent that they help the proletariat
to prepare for the overthrow of the bureaucracy. Real
destalinization can be accomplished only by the political
:

colonial countries has vindicated this theory

and

laid

bare the manifest inner contradictions which continue
ally unsettle the present state of the colonial revolution
against imperialism. Precisely in those states where
the bourgeois aims of national independence and land
reform have been most fully achieved, the democratic
political rights of the workers and peasants have not
been realized, whatever the social gains. Tlfis is particularly true of those countries where the colonial
revolution led to the establishment of deformed workand Cuba. The
ers' states: China, North Vietnam
balance, to date, has been a thwarted success, either
essentially empty, as in the neo-colonies of the African
model, or profoundly deformed and limited, as in the
Chinese example. This present outcome is a consequence
of the predominance of specific class forces within the
.

.

.

MARXIST BULLETIN #1;

revolution.

A new revolutionary leadership is emerging
the proletarian youth of the Soviet bloc. Inspired by twin \sources the inextinguishable Leninist
tradition and the direct and tangible needs of their
class
the new generation is formulating and implementing in struggle the program of workers' democracy. Notable in this regard is the point made recently
by a long-time participant in Soviet student life. Regarding the fundamental character to much of the
widespread opposition among Russian youth, it was
10.

among

—

—
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colonial upheavals, and of the class-related forms employed in the struggles. These forms imposed upon the
struggle have been, for all their variety, exclusively
i.e., parliamentary ranging through the
bureaucratic-military. And the class forces involved
have been, of course, bourgeois or petit-bourgeois.
class counterposition is developed out of the complex
of antagonisms resulting from failure to fulfill the
bourgeois-democratic revolution. The petit-bourgeois
leaderships with their bureaucratic forms and empiricist methods are ranged against participation by the
workers as a class in the struggle. The involvement of
the working class is necessarily centered on winning
workers' democracy and requires the leadership of the
revolutionary proletarian vanguard with its programmatic consciousness of historic mission. As the working
class gains ascendancy in the struggle and takes in tow
the more oppressed strata of the petit-bourgeoisie, the
Permanent Revolution will be driven forward.

"from above,"

A

13. "^he Cuban Revolution has exposed the vast
inroads of revisionism upon our movement. On the
pretext of defense of the Cuban Revolution, in itself
an obligation for our movement, full unconditional and
uncritical support has been given to the Castro government and leadership, despite its petit-bourgeois nature
and bureaucratic behavior. Yet the record of the regime's opposition to the democratic rights of the Cuban
workers and peasants is clear: bureaucratic ouster of
the democratically-elected leaders of the labor movement and their replacement by Stalinist hacks; suppression of the Trotskyist press; proclamation of the
single-party system; and much else. This record stands

.15. Experience since the Second World War has
demonstrated that peasant-based guerilla warfare under
petit-bourgeois leadership can in itself lead to nothing
more than an anti-working-class bureaucratic regime.
The creation of such regimes has come about under the
conditions of decay of imperialism, the demoralization
and disorientation caused by Stalinist betrayals, and
the absence of revolutionary Marxist leadership of the
working class. Colonial revolution can have an unequivocally progressive significance only under such leadership of the revolutionary proletariat. For Trotskyists
to incorporate into their strategy revisionism on the
proletarian leadership in the revolution is a profound
negation of Marxism-Leninism no matter what pious
wish may be concurrently expressed for "building revolutionary Marxist parties in colonial countries." Marxists must resolutely oppose any adventurist acceptance
of the peasant-guerilla road to socialism historically
akin to the Social Revolutionary program on tactics
that Lenin fought. This alternative would be a suicidal'
course for the socialist goals of the movement, and
perhaps physically for the adventurers.

—

THE WORLD PROSPECT FOR SOCIALISM
Comprehensive 1961 resolution of the

Socialist

Labour

League, endorsed by the International Committee of
the Fourth International.
sections

The Necessity of Socialist Revolution
The Crisis of Leadership
Imperialism and World Revolution

enormous initial social and economic
accomplishments of the Cuban Revolution. Thus Trotskyists are at once the most militant and unconditional
defenders against imperialism of both the Cuban Revolution and of the deformed workers' state which has
issued therefrom. But Trotskyists cannot give confidence and political support, however critical, to a governing regime hostile to the most elementary principles
and practices of workers' democracy, even if our tactical approach is not as toward a hardened bureaucratic
side by side with

.
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The Fourth International
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but the willfully blind by its forcible seizure of control
over the labor movement and its suppression of all
opposition parties. Even widespread nationalization
and development of management committees seen in
the context of the political expropriation of the working
class and the economic orientation towards collaboration with France cannot give Algeria the character of
a workers' state, but leaves it, on the contrary, a backward capitalist society with a high degree of statification. As revolutionaries our intervention in both revolutions, as in every existing state, must be in accordance with the position of Trotsky "We are not a government party we are the party of irreconcilable opposition" (In Defense of Marxism). This can cease to
apply only in relation to a government genuinely based
on workers' democracy.
•

i
'

;

New

York, N. Y. 10001

true of the revisionists' approach to-

ward the Castro regime is even more apparent in regard
to the Ben Bella regime now governing Algeria on the
program of a "socialist" revolution in cooperation with
French imperialism. The anti-working-class nature of
this petit-bourgeois group has been made clear to all

16. In all backward countries where the proletariat
exists as a class, the fundamental principle of Trotsky-

the independence of the working class, its unions,
intransigent opposition to imperialism, to any national liberal bourgeoisie, and to petitand parties of all sorts, includgovernments
bourgeois
ing those professing "socialism" and even "MarxismLeninism." Only in this way can the ground be laid
for working-class hegemony in the revolutionary alliance with the oppressed petit-bourgeois strata, particularly the peasantry. Similarly, for a working-class

ism
and

is

its parties, in

party in an advanced country to violate class solidarity
with the workers of a backward country by politically
endorsing a petit-bourgeois colonial-revolutionary government is a sure sign of centrist opportunism, just as
refusal to defend a colonial revolution because of the
non-proletarian character of its leadership is a sign
of sectarianism or worse.
(Continued Next Page)
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between bourgeoisinter-relktionship
17. The
democratic and proletarian-democratic struggles in the
colonial revolution remains as formulated in the founding program of the Fourth International, a formulation
which today retains complete validity:
"It is impossible merely to reject the democratic
program; it is imperative that in the struggle the
masses outgrow it. The slogan for a National (or
Constituent) Assembly preserves its fall force for

such countries as China or India. This slogan must
be indissolubly tied up with the problem of national liberation and agrarian reform. As a primary
step, the workers must be armed with this democratic program. Only they will be able to summon
and unite the farmers. On the basis of the revolutionary democratic program, it is necessary to
oppose the workers to the "national" bourgeoisie.
Then, at a certain stage in the mobilization of
the masses under the slogans of revolutionary democracy, Soviets can and should arise. Their historical role in each given period, particularly their
relation to the National Assembly, will be deter-

mined by the political level of the proletariat, the
bond between them and the peasantry, and the
character of the proletarian party policies. Sooner
or later, the Soviets should overthrow bourgeois
democracy. Only they are capable of bringing the
democratic revolution to a conclusion and likewise
opening an era of socialist revolution.
"The relative weight of the individual democratic
and transitional demands in the proletariat's struggle, their mutual ties and their order of presentation, is determined by the peculiarities and specific
conditions of each backward country and to a considerable extent by the degree of its backwardness.
Nevertheless, the general trend of revolutionary
development in all backward, countries can be determined by the formula of the permanent revolution in the sense definitely imparted to it by the
three revolutions in Russia (1905, February 1917,
October 1917)." (The Death Agony of Capitalism
and the Tasks of the Fourth International.)

the building of a world party firmly based on
strong national sections, the assembling of a cadre of
working-class militants won and tested in the process
of the class struggle and on the firm basis of the revolutionary perspective of the Fourth International, the
program to realize workers' democracy culminating
in workers' power. A fundamental statement expanding
on this perspective, its opposition to Pabloism, and
its relevance in the United States is contained in the
Minority's "In Defense of a Revolutionary Perspective"
(in SWP Discussion Bulletin Vol. 23, No. 4, July 1962).
is

—

19. "Reunification"

revolution finally be established.

June 14,1963

Announcing a new magazine

CONCLUSIONS:
The task of the international revolutionaryMarxist movement today is to re-establish its own real
existence. To speak of the "conquest of the masses"
18.

as a general guideline internationally is a qualitative
overstatement. The tasks before most Trotskyist sections and groups today flow from the need for political
clarification in the struggle against revisionism, in
the context of a level of work of a generally propagandistic and preparatory nature. An indispensable part of
our preparation is the development and strengthening
of rbots within the broader working-class movement
without which the Trotskyists would be condemned to
sterile isolation or to political degeneration in the periods of rising class struggle and in either case unable
to go forward in our historic task of leading the working class to power. Above all what can and must be
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on the centrist basis of Pabloism in any of its variants
would be a step away from, not toward, the genuine
rebirth of the Fourth International. If, however, the
majority of the presently existing Trotskyist groups
insists on going through with such "reunification," the
revolutionary tendency of the world movement should
not turn its back on these cadres. On the contrary: it
would be vitally necessary to go through this experience
with them. The revolutionary tendency would enter a
"reunified" movement as a minority faction, with a
perspective of winning a majority to the program of
workers' democracy. The Fourth International will not
be reborn through adaptation to Pabloite revisionism:
only by political and theoretical struggle against all
forms of centrism can the world party of socialist
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independent of them. This organizational independence is a consequence of

CASTRO

its historical origin, in

(Continued from Page 16)
potential. Tactical considerations must
be seen as a part of and subordinate
to strategic ones. Flowing from the
empiricism of the Cuban leadership the
strategic aim (if it ever existed) of
world proletarian revolution has been
sacrificed to the narrow, short-sighted,
"pragmatic" goal of stable prices for
Cuban sugar. If it is still objected that
Castro had no choice, then we, at least,
do not have to apologize for his actions
no
in Moscow. Castro indeed had
choice: he was the prisoner not only of
his own policies, but also of his historical origin which was the basis for
those policies. Suffice it to say that if
our movement had come to power in
Cuba it would have been out of a quite
criti
different historical situation.
cize the Castro leadership as a part ot
the process of building the Bolshevik
leadership that will be an integral part
of such a situation. The historical game
of changing places with various leaders is not one that Marxists engage in.
Soviet economic blackmail techniques
are, of course, well known to the people of Albania and China, and it is to
Castro's credit thkt he held out as long

We

as he did.

which

it

came

to power as the leadership, not of workers' and peasants' Soviets, but of a
guerilla army. From this social basis
flows the empirical and not Marxist nature of the Cuban leadership, as was
stated clearly by "Che" Guevara: "In
order to know where Cuba is going, the
best thing is to ask the government of
the U.S. just how far it intends to go."
If many socialists who supported the
Castro government as opposed to the
counter-revolutionary Khrushchev regime did not see the need for a dialectical view of society, trusting instead to
the "natural" course of events, their
idealistic impressionis;n has at least
been dealt a rude blow by the empirical wanderings of the Castro leadership.

The strategy of Marxists in the
epoch of imperialist decay flows from
our comprehension of the total and allsided development of the international
class struggle, and thus from the needs
of the international proletariat. This
view, which grasps the interdependence and interrelatedness of all phenomena, has nothing in common with the
empiricism of not only the Cuban leadership, but also, unfortunately, many
communists as well.
The Cuban leaders have reacted em-

vacillation of the Castro leader,
ship between the positions put forward

pirically to all the pressures, not only
of the, U.S. imperialists, but of the

by the Soviet and Chinese bureaucracies, and its adherence, more or less, to

Soviet bureaucrats as well, and have
not only failed to carry out the essential
tasks facing the revolutionary
workers' movement, but have not even
comprehended what these tasks are.
And they have failed to comprehend
these tasks precisely because of their
incapacity, flowing from their social
origins as a bourgeois democratic peasant movement, to think any other
way except empirically. Empiricism,
the ideology of the bourgeoisie after
it has established its power, is necessarily the method of all tendencies
which do not base themselves on the
strategy of world proletarian revolu-

The

the line of the latter, has permitted
many socialists to indulge in certain
illusions as to the nature of the Cuban
leadership illusions which that leadership has itself begun to dispel.
Moreover, these same socialists are

—

harboring an even more fundamental
illusion in their belief that a proletarian-revolutionary outlook motivates the
superficially revolutionary Chinese position. As long as the Maoist leadership
speaks with a revolutionary vocabulary,
many socialists are inclined to take it
at its word. Nevertheless, it is clear
from the whole history of the Chinese
revolution that the attempt to build a
following around the CCP line is only
for the purpose of putting pressure on
imperialism in order to force the latter
to accommodate itself to the present
Chinese state government.
The rightward shift of the Castro
leadership has now posed the question
of MaiTtist theory and its relation to
practice before all those who consider
themselves to be revolutionary communists. If the revolutionary workers'
movement is to go forward it will have
to come to grips with this and other
questions, and arrive at a solution
based on the independent action of the

working class.
The Cuban leadership, while responding to the pressure of the masses, yet
stands above and is organizationally

tion.

Even the most elementary bourgeois
democratic reforms cannot be maintained in the backward countries except under the dictatorship pf the proletariat.

To depend on oth^r, similar

movements leading revolutions as farreaching in their social transformations
as the Cuban revolution has been is to
let the initiative pass over 'into the
hands of imperialism. It was only the
incapacity of American Imperialism to

accommodate

itself to a radical pettybourgeois revolution that forced the
Castro regime to go as far as it did
farther, indeed, than anyone in the
July 26 movement had planned. The
European imperialists have so far been
more astute than their American confreres. The former have more correctly
gauged the tide of the nationalist movement and have jnelded much of their
political and some of their economic
power in Africa and Asia precisely to
avoid what happened in Cuba. They
permit the "socialist" Ben Bellas and
Nkrumahs to rant against the imperialists; the latter would rather lose
face than face the loss of areas for investment, even if such investment faces
certain restrictions.
The justifiably tremendous tide of
enthusiasm for the Cuban revolution
has overflowed into the kind of uncritical adulation of the Castro leadership
that is entirely unacceptable to Marxists. The causes of this are, however,
clear: the smallness of the American
communist movement; the relative quiescence of the American working class;
and the success of a radical pettybourgeois revolution that has defied
American imperialism and stirred the
imaginations not only of the oppressed colonial workers and peasants, but
of Americans radicals as well. In the
face of the tremendous tasks that face
so few. revolutionary communists in this
country, some of us have looked elsewhere and have become worshipers of
the accomplished fact
Fidel Castro
and Mao Tse Tung, not to mention
Jimmy HofiFa and Malcolm X. Those of
us who do not harbor any illusions
about these leaders are attacked as sectarians. However, our analysis, in the
case of Castro, has been dramatically
confirmed. It is necessary to face the
truth unflinchingly, purge oursdves of
all easy romantic notions, and get down
to the critical task of building a Marxist party in this country.
party based
on illusions will never lead the working

—

A

class to power.

DEFEND
THE CUBAN REVOLUTION!
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CASTRO
Premier Fidel Castro, caught in the
complex web of Washington-PekingMoscow relationships, has begun to become more clearly enmeshed in the
machinations of the Russian leadership.
Statements made in both Castro's Soviet TV interview of January 21, and
the Joint Soviet-Cuban Communique of
January 22 reveal unmistakably that
Khrushchev has begun to consolidate
his grip on the PURS (the Cuban party) and its leader. Although there will
undoubtedly be further vacillations,
Castro has, without question, begun to
trail behind the Soviet Union in foreign
policy.

P.

Jen

perience," Castro said on Soviet TV
Jan. 21. "I am very interested in the
role played by your Party, the role of
the advanced detachment, the role of
organizer and inspirer of all the activity in the Soviet Union. I am interested
in the participation of the Party on
all labour ffonts
in agriculture, in industry, in cultural activities, in all
spheres of production, in all spheres of
politics, and in the army. My attention
is
attracted by the wonderful role
which the Party has been playing in
the Soviet Union for nearly half a
century now."

—

For the

—

One of the "concrete" results of
those efforts was, in the Joint Soviet-

three almost four
decades, however, "the wonderful role
which the Party has been playing in
the Soviet Union" has included Stalin's
frame-up trials ; the decapitation of the
Red Army on the eve of World War II;
the betrayals of the proletarian revolution
in
China (1925-27), Germany
(1929-33), France (1934-36; 1945-pre8ent), Italy (1944-present), Iraq (1958),
etc.; and the present strategic outlook
of capitulation to imperialism.

Cuban Communique of January 22,
greeted favorably by the Cuban government: "The government of the Republic of Cuba regards the successes
achieved by the Soviet Union in the

"We have been able to appreciate,"
said Castro on Moscow TV, "the way
in which the Party [CPSU] has trained
specialists, has fostered the revolutionary way of thought in the people, train-

struggle for the discontinuation of nuclear tests and the agreement on nonorbiting of vehicles with nuclear weapons as a step forward promoting peace

ed astronauts, scientists, has produced
the cadres who are today developing

Castro, appearing on Moscow TV
21, said, "At the same time
[after the October missile crisis] there
was a relaxation of international tension, a relaxation in the cold war. All
this was a result of the policy and the
efforts of the Soviet Union and the socialist
camp on behalf of peace."
(Emphasis added.)

January

j

MOSCOW

IN
by

FEBRUARY-MARCH 1964

and disarmament."

last

the economy and the entire lif^ in the
Soviet Union, has produced the cadres
building communism. The
Party is a symbol of revolutionary
continuity and the people's confidence
in themselves." (Emphasis added.)

who are now

Giving further support to the polibureaucracy : "(Comrade Fidel Castro expressed his approval of the measures taken by the
Central Committee of the CPSU to

cies 'of the Soviet

Castro's evaluation of Nikita Sergeyevich Khrushchev, the leader of this
so-called

building
country,

"Communist" Party which is
"communism" in a single
of warmth and admir-

is full

ation. "I have full right to evaluate
and admire this man, who combines in
one person so many splendid qualities:
intellect, excellent character, kindness
and strength
the qualities which
make him a great leader. And the more
I know Comrade Nikita Sergeyevich,
the more time I spend with him, the

—

more warmer grow my feelings for
him, the more I admire him, the higher is my opinion of him as a man."
(Castro on Moscow TV, Jan. 21.)
Fidel Castro's words supply their

own commentary. Those jwho want- the
full text of his interview on Moscow
TV, as well as the Joint Communique,
can find these in the supplement in the

Moscow News, January 25,
For socialists who saw

militant stand a revolutionary

right must come as a surprise and even
a shock. Castro's perceptible yielding
to Soviet ecortomic pressure, while per-

haps mistakenly understandable from
one point of view (that of building the
national economy), is inexcusable from
another (that of the international proletarian revolution), and in fact strategically defeats the former. It is only
on the basis of the proletarian revolution in the advanced countries that the
Cuban economy can develop to its full
(Continued on Page 15)

to consolidate cohesion

It is clear

from
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this that in the con-

50c

text of the Sino-Soviet dispute Castro

has unequivocally joined "the leaders
of the CPSU," who, in the words of
the Chinese "are the greatest of all revisionists as well as the greatest of all
sectarians and splitters known to history." (Printed Feb. 4 in Jenmin Jih
Pao, the Chinese CP daily paper.)

Not only Soviet

policy,

but Soviet

political life in general, and the leader
of the CPSU in particular, have received the approval of Fidel Castro. "I
am very much interested in Soviet ex-
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THE NORTH

The struggle in New York City is especially significant for several reasons. A low wage, high cost town,
New York manifests in an acute form many of the
social ills affecting decaying capitalist societies. It
includes some of the largest, most oppressed, and highly
charged racial ghettos in the United States. Much of
the leadership of the national civil rights movement is
to be found here, and its lessons for political radicals
are sharpened by the fact that all radical tendencies
have their centers here. Therefore, although much has
been happening also in Detroit, Cleveland, Chicago, and
San Francisco, New York developments are worthy of
special consideration.

Hate Campaign
Over the past few months New York has witnessed
an unprecedented campaign of press terror against the

Negro people. All-out mobilization of middle-class white
opinion against the rapidly developing Negro freedom
movement began with the second school boycott and
increased in tempo through the period of the threatened stall-in. A second, even more vicious stage in the
anti-Negro campaign was initiated by the appearance
of a lengthy front page article in the New York Times
claiming the existence of a Black-Muslim directed
dope-selling, karate-trained gang of 400 "Blood Brothers," whose main activity was the maiming and killing
of whites. Thereafter isolated incidents of violence involving Negroes were given front-page shock treatment
day in and day out in such a manner as to deliberately
create the, impression of uncontrollable terrorism by
rampaging Negroes against whites, while incidents of
violence by whites against Negroes were played down
and their racial aspects denied. At all times the subtle
and not so subtle equation of Negro violence and civil
rights militancy was made.
That this incitement of racist hysteria was not in the
least accidental but represented on the contrary the
carrying out of a high-level decision by those who rule
this society is evidenced by the fact that at all points
^the campaign was initiated and led not by representatives of the gutter press like the Daily News and Journal-American but by what is considered the most
authoritative voice of the bourgeoisie in the country,
the New York Times. This press terror campaign has
as its purpose the psychological preparation and justification for the smashing, through police terror, of the
coming stage of the Negro rights struggle. The new
"Stop-and-Frisk" and "No-Knock" laws and pi-oposed

ACTION SPEAKS LOUDEST. On May
dreds of

CCNY

21 hunstudents, after hooting Mississippi

Ross Barnett, marched through Harlem to
join militants in sit-down against dangerous traffic.
racist,

further restrictions on the right to bear arms are additional evidences of this intent.

Mass Action
The necessity for the bourgeoisie

to

prepare such

drastic steps to halt the struggle has arisen from the
beginning of the mass entry of the Negroes of the
northern ghettos' into the fight for jobs, decent housing,
and adequate schools. This began last year around con-

struction sites in Brooklyn, Harlem, and Philadelphia
in the fight for jobs for qualified Negro workers ex(Continued on Page 3)
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LETTERS RECEIVED
Some Responses

to

Our

First Issue;
Austin, Texas

I

have been concerned with the bureaucratic and re-

SWP

visionist tendencies of the
for some time. In
particular, my main concerns are the positions of the

SWP

on black nationalism, Cuba and Algeria. I do
not consider the Muslims a progressive movement since
racism is profoundly reactionai'y and serves to divide
the working class; this essential reactionary role of
racism is the same whether this racism is spread by
Bull Conner or by Muslims. As Marxists, we must see
the Negro Liberation Movement as part of the larger
class struggle. Thus, it is essential that the Civil Rights
movement be broadened to the poverty stricken and
unemployed to create a working class movement of
sufficient weight to transform society. Black nationalism is inimical to this end.
Cuba, it seems to me, is exhibiting symptoms of
Stalinist bureaucratic decay. Spartacist correctly differentiates between a revolutionary movement based on
the industrial proletariat and one based on the peasantry of an underdeveloped country. Keeping this distinction in mind, one must be careful in using the
proper terms to refer to the Cuban revolution. I don't
consider Cuba a worker's state since the Cuba revolution was not a revolution of the proletariat in which a
revolutionary program was consciously held by the
proletariat. The Cuban revolution was essentially a
bourgeois anti-imperialist movement which was forced
to submit to Stalinist control because of the reactionary
pressure of. the United States. I consider it of the utmost Importance that the Spartacist print a complete analysis of the Cuban revolution. We must have
faultlessly documented accounts of the bureaucratic
degeneration of the Cuban revolution. This will be of
and to revoluutmost value to members of the
tionists in Latin America.
I want to salute the Spartacist for upholding the
highest traditions of Marxism. You have the courage
to maintain your revolutionary program even at the

SWP

.

.

The

first

York, N.Y.

number of the "Spartacist" was

siich

a

dreary, neurotic, ultra-sectarian, paranoid and unreadr
able thing that I was almost glad such dreary people
had been thrown out of the party. . . .
Comradely regards,
G.L.

New

York, N.Y.

"Spartacist" should be welcomed by all of us who
desire to see the rebirth of a Trotskyist movement in
this country.
has been consistently
For many years the
shrinking into petty-bourgeois reformism and away
from the basic class struggle. . . This has now reached
the point where the banner of Marxism-Leninism is
torn down and replaced by one of jingoistic, pettybourgeois "Black Nationalism." Any similarity between
the
and a socialist organization is purely accidental and I am sure in due course will be "corrected"
by the gentle folk of 116 University Place. . . .
Today, it seems to me, the only bright spot on the

SWP

.

SWP

—

Left is the Progressive Labor Movement. ... I would
urge you to give careful consideration to both the
strength and weakness of PLM and to examine possible
avenues of cooperation.
At the same time I would urge you to re-examine
your position in regard to Cuba. The struggle within
the movement there is real and it would be highly
sectarian to feel it has been concluded in favor of
Khrushchev & Co. because international pressures and
the question <rf survival force certain public statements. The basic tenet of Comrade Castro's remarks
is far from that of K.
Let uS avoid the sectarian idiocy
Marcy displayed in the early stages of the Cuban Revolution, the hero worship displayed by the SWP and
the dangerous ultra-leftist conclusions of the P.O.C.
The science of Marxism-Leninism can not abandon careful study of the facts to snap judgments.
For the Rebirth of American Trotskyism! Against
!

All Revisionists!

Fraternally yours,

G.S.

New

York, N.Y.

saw "Spartacist" and it opened my eyes. I'm too
much committed to get out and join you, but believe
me there are more than a few of us inside supporters.
You may be interested to learn
I

.

.

.

Comradely,

The Insider

—
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duded by

job-trust attitudes and racial bias in the trade
unions, and then spread to the struergle against slumlords and their bank and big-business associates. In
the process thousands of tenants formed tenants councils, withheld rents, and won services and repairs from
some reluctant landlords. It was with the struggle for
integrated schools, however, and the involvement of
almost the entire Negro and Puerto Rican people, that
the ruling class drew the line.

School Boycott

The New York

school boycott of February 3 clearly
demonstrated the militancy and power of the Negro
masses ana their readiness to fight for total school integration. To this determined action by hundreds of
thousands of the most oppressed, New York authorities
had the arrogance to respond with mere token offers
(20 out of more than 300 schools to be desegregated!).
A icond boycott was called, and the anti-Negro hate
paign was on.
c

Under tremendous pressures from white capitalist
enemies and middle-class "friends," the respectable
Negro and Puerto Rican leaders found flimsy and transparent excuses to withdraw their support. Playing a
paramount role in the sell-out were the reformists of
the Socialist Party-Social Democratic Federation and
Young People's Socialist League. Through positions
they hold in the national office and certain chapters of
CORE a key organization ^they not only refused to
support the boycott but did all in their power to sabotage it, just as they later did over the stall-in. The part

—

—

played in the civil rights movement by the SP-SDF and
as they prove over and over again their feverish eagerness to act as self-appointed agents of capitalism in the working class movement, is perhaps best
exemplified by the role of that sinister figure, Bayard
Rustin.
Y^t despite betrayals and sell-outs the Negro masses
showed their support of the boycott by pulling out 90
per cent of the children in ghetto-area schools, and
boycotts in other northern cities facing similar oppo-

YPSL,

sition

were

also successful.

White Backlash
where the great masses of Negro
people enter the fight for a fundamental change in
It is at that point

.

.

.
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New

Although
litical
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I

party,

am
I

not a

Haven, Conn.

member

of any organized powould like to take this opportunity to

lend my encouragement and moral support to your
present battle with the forces of degeneracy centrism
and revisionism within what I consider to be th« foremost Revolutionary party in the U.S. today.
Keep up the good work. I remain, sincerely.
Yours for the Revolution,
E.R.

—

—

their basic conditions of life that our capitalist rulers
discard the Dr. Jekyll mask of bourgeois democracy
and expose the naked racist and class bias of Mr. Hyde.
Decisive sections of the ruling class are now agreed
that the overhead for maintaining formal segregation
is too high. They are therefore willing to permit the
gradual abolition of legal segi-egation and provide
avenues of upward social mobility for a tiny minority
of the black race. But it is an entirely different matter
for stagnating American capitalism to accede to the
struggle for real equality or to provide jobS for all,
black or white. The contracting market for labor and
the ever-increasing squeeze on the rate of profit that
motor force of a capitalist economy make reforms on
the scale necessary to meet the needs of the Negro
masses impossible, while in fact the economic aspects
of continued racial discrimination in this counry act
as an internal prop to the rate of profit. Thus the Negro
struggle as it develops a mass character poses a direct
threat to the capitalist system itself and to all those
deriving special benefits from it. This is the explanation for the white backlash which has affected so many
of the white liberal "friends" of the Negro people, and
why the bourgeois state now prepares to fight openly
in the streets through its police arm against the resurgence of the struggle.

—

—

Stall-in

make a show-down out of the
April stall-in at the Worlds Fair that smug monument
they built to .their own technological hypertrophy and
poisonously decadent kitsch-culture. The frightened
ruling class brought heavy weapons into play. They
used thousands of their police, tow trucks, new laws
with heavy penalties passed in one day, their mass
media, their official Negro leaders, and finally, their
President of the United States. But while circumstances
prevented our rulers from physically smashing the
demonstration as they so greatly desired and planned,
nevertheless the failure of the stall-in had in itself
serious consequences, which we are now experiencing,
on the development of the movement.
Tying up the country's largest city in a massive demonstration of the organized power of the oppressed in
the struggle for their rights is a powerful tactic. It
>VaS the action itself that our rulers so desperately
feared in this case, not the cutting of one day's Fair
receipts or attendance as was done. The successful
completion of the action, denoting strength, direction,
and determination, would have won the Negro movement new allies (as it began to do when the 10,000-man
sanitation workers' union refused the scab role of removing stalled vehicles) and would have set a precedent for other aggrieved sections of our class society.
The bourgeoisie had

to

—

Unspoken Defeat
Unfortunately, however, the leaders of Brooklyn
CORE and the other supporting chapters (all those,
and only those, with large Negro membership) saw the
stall-in not as a demonstration of the organized power

SPAKTACIST

.
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of the

.
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Negro masses but as an anarchistic and indivfrom the seven-

idualistic tactic not different in type

man

tie-up of the Triborough Bridge earlier in the
year. No provision was made for the mass participation of the non-car owning Negro working people, who

nevertheless supported the stall-in from a distance.
Equally important, the leadership refused to organize
even those who were able to participate thus assuring
the miscarriage of the project. The stall-in leaders,
despite all their militancy and good intentions, because
of thefr petty-bourgeois class nature and lack of program, were unable to recognize that the basic strength
of the Negro masses, as of the working class as a whole,
lies in their numbers and organization as against the
economic and political power of the ruling class.
The failure of the stall-in, and lack of any analysis
or even admission of the failure within the movement,
is reflected in the "caving-in" of the militants and the
present lack of activity. The betrayers of the movement
have been able to inflict crippling penalties upon the
former rebels (not the least being the curtailment of
chapter autonomy at the just concluded CORE national
convention).
Safe activities like northern voter registration, "pressure" on the conventions of the two capitalist parties,
campaigns for Medicare, and the like, have been accepted as a substitute for militant mass action during
this summer period which was supposed to have been
"hot" for our rulers. The ruling class on the other
hand has been emboldened in taking repressive action
against the rights movement. Symbolically, all demonstrations at the Fair, including the silent picketing
which had been previously assured, have been banned.
Arnold Goldwag of Brooklyn CORE, a leading proponent of the stall-in, received a 13-month jail sentence
for probation violation, thereby establishing a precedent whereby any demonstrator can be given a heavy
suspended sentence to inhibit him from further action
in fear of a long jail term
yet the badly shaken "rebel"
CORE chapters did not even mount a protest despite
the threat this poses to their own future. The spectre
of a witchhunt within the movement has raised its
ugly head.

—

—

=

y
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FUNDS URGENTLY NEEDED!
Defend: Arnold Goldwag

and

Civil Rights Militants

necessity to dampen the struggle to appease their white
liberal sponsors and preserve their political ties with
the Democratic Party administration, and their increasing exposure as appeasers before the Negro masses. They continually make groveling appeals to the
ruling class to come through with an occasional facesaving concession to prevent more militant forces from
displacing them, but when the struggle reaches the
point where it is embarrassing or threatening to the
ruling class (as in the case of the second school boycott and the stall-in) these respectables do all in their
power to call it off. But this they can no longer do.
Messrs. Young, Wilkins, and Farmer are shortly scheduled to learn that all their willingness to serve their
masters will not save them once their ability to control
their supposed followers, and thus their usefulness to
the ruling class, has been lost. They will then be thrown
on the scrap heap by these same masters in favor of

new

"leaders,"

New

rights struggle in this city." This viewpoint is
superficial and opportunistic. Actually this so-

civil

both

"new leadership" is a motley collection, ranging
from miliant leadership aspirants like Jessie Gray to
old political demagogues like Adam Powell. Gray, by
far the best of the lot, is an experienced and capable
called

activist,

lyn

who, however,

CORE

like the well-intentioned

rebels, lacks a sufficient

program

ADVERTISEMENT
/•

CHALLENGE

Read:
Crisis of Leadership

The Revofutfonory Weekly

This past period has been a time of testing for all
leaders and would-be leaders of the Negro struggle.
The established spokesmen the Whitney Youngs,

Organize for Socialism!

—

Roy Wilkinses and James Farmers

—have

been caught
in the increasingly sharp contradiction between the

Brook-

to carry

the struggle through to its necessary conclusion. Galamison, on other other hand, already with one sell-out to
live down in calling off mass picketing at the Downstate Medical Center construction site in Brooklyn,
seems to be no more than an aspiring Farmer or King.
Malcolm X, despite an excellent job of propagandizing
for Negro self-defense, nevertheless seems to be more
intent on building a personal cult'foUowing than in
leading the Negro people in militant struggle. In any
event, this coalition of CORE rebels with militant and
militant-sounding individuals is more in the nature
of a temporary alliance than any stable "new leadership." The so-called "new leaders" do differ from the
old, however, in one respect: the new ones, at least,
look to the ghettos for their support and therefore must

Support: Brooklyn Civil Rights
Defense Committee
G.P.O. Box 1496
Brooklyn, N. Y. 11201

^

Leadership?

those individuals who called the second
boycott and the stall-in? The Socialist Workers Party,
in the Militant, has hailed this grouping as "a bold
new leadership" which would not be able to sell out in
the old style, and sees in it "the dividing line in the
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respond, within limits, to the increasing mass pressures or be very shortly discredited.

Revolutionary Leadership
Given that the demands of the movement have altranscended
ready
mere upper-class integration which
would leave the masses of the Negro people facing the
same reality of high unemployment, concentration in
low skilled and poor paying jobs, segregated slum housing, and segregated, inadequate schools, and given the
sharpening national and international contradictions of
American capitalism, including chronic unemployment
of four to five million, the stage is set for the development of a revolutionary leadership. The same forces
which make this development necessary also make it
possible.

A revolutionary leadership is a leadership that poses
not only the winning of immediate concessions but
which poses transitional demands and slogans which
at each point tend to bring the Negro masses to the
recognition in struggle that fundamental solutions to
their problems are not possible within the framework
of the capitalist system.
Tenants Councils
Such a leadership would strive to extend the organization of the masses of Negro people and to deepen
their involvement in struggle at all levels. The rent
strike must he extended, not because it can provide
the final solution to the problem of slum housing, but
because it, with its concommitant tenants councils,
offers the best method so far devised to organize the
community not only around housing, but, for example,
to bring off school boycotts at will. With the present
level of mass consciousness, only the lack of experienced
organizers prevents virtually the whole of Harlem and
the other New York ghettos from being organized into
tenants councils right now. Moreover, block councils
firmly based on building councils would offer a natural

—

Party of cold-war liberals, Southern racists,
kept union leaders, and Uncle Toms in order to break
up the system of two capitalist parties which perpetuates the status quo. Black workers are today in a vanguard position; they must not wait until the higher
paid white workers in bureaucratized and conservative
trade unions begin to move. Thus it is an entirely practical aim today to place independent, anti-capitalist
Representatives in Congress from the Black Ghettos.
To succeed in such steps could be the specific breakthrough leading the entire working class to create a
combative mass labor party.
cratic

Struggle
The struggle for the above program within the existing civil rights movement will augment the polarization
between the militants, who will be attracted by the
struggle, and the conservatives who strive
unceasingly to place ever more restrictive chains upon
existing organizations. Out of this polarization can
come the base for the formation of a revolutionary
mass organization of the Negro people whose leading
cadre will provide a link with the Revolutionary Party.
Such a new organization would express simultaneously
the special needs of the Negro struggle and its relationship to broader struggles
ultimately for workers*
power.
The Negro masses are the most exploited section of
the working class. It is they who can hold the key to

program of

—

the radicalization of the entire class. It is this part of
the class which is in motion, determined to fight for
a better life. To the extent that it adopts a revolutionary outlook it becomes capable of leading the whole
class to the seizure of power and the elimination of all
inejjuality, exploitation, and racism.

%

/
Coming

A

basis for the organization of self-defense. [This need
has never been more urgent. As we go to press, rapid
firing police shock troops flooding Harlem have precipitated a violent clash with hundreds of incensed

Negroes protesting the police
James Powell.]
Jobs for

all

"30 for
wages

at decent

killing

of

an Early Issue

Marxist Appraisal of

Black Nationalism
as Ideology and

Movement

15-year-old

40**
is

the answer to breaking

up the ghetto and thereby eliminating slum housing
and inferior, segregated schools. But the capitalists are
incapable of providing sufficient jobs for workers of
either race. They seek to insure their continued rule
by keeping black and white workers in conflict with

each other over an ever-shrinking pool of jobs. A revolutionary leadership goes beyond trying to win a few
jobs here or there by raising and fighting seriously for
such demands as "30 for AO" (30 hours work for 40
hours pay) which unite workers of both races in a
struggle to increase the number of jobs. History shows
that in such common struggle racial hatreds are laid
aside. Such was the case in the 1930's during the struggle to organize the CIO or today in Appalachia.

Class Politics

The revolutionary leadership
the black workers

in

also seeks to educate
about the real nature of the Demo-

Fourth International
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of the Fourth International
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The Future of the Fourth International
by Cliff Slaughter
Trends in Soviet Literature (1) by Jean Simon
The Consequences of Peaceful Co-existence
by Michel Varga
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WITCH HUNT DEEPENS
On March

5 the

New York

branch

the Socialist Workers Party expelled five additional members of the

of

—

Revolutionary Tendency
Al Nelson,
Price Chatham, Charlotte Michaels,
Edith Olsen, and Harry Turner. As in
the original expulsions of RT supporters, the new ones were for ideas and
attitudes, with not a single act charged.
Once again the SWP has resorted to
organizational purging to eliminate poThe charges against
the newly-expelled group centered on
their vote at an internal membership
meeting against the NYC organizer's
report which characterized the "Robertsonite Spartacist splitters" as "enemies of the party" and declared that
any "expression of sympathy" for the
expellees would be met with "drastic"
action. The Majority's formal charges
claimed that the statements made by
the RT members in motivating their
vote indicated "their intention to act as
agents of an enemy opponent political
group." The RT supporters had called
for reinstatement of the RT leadership
to the party and pointed out that the
Majority had only itself to blame
if after having expelled comrades for
their ideas these comrades gave public
expression to their views.
litical differences.

SWP

Rigged Trial
took place before an enbranch executive committee
meeting composed exclusively of members of the majority faction. A loaded
and prepared List of Questions were
asked the defendants who were called
in one at a time, each not knowing
what had been asked of or answered
by the preceding comrades, in an attempt at entrapment. Thus the RT supporters on trial were asked: ,"Do you
condone the publication of the Spartacist and its attack on the party?"
"Are you in political solidarity with
the Spartacist group?" "Do you continue to meet with the expelled people?" "Do you meet socially with
them?" "What do you discuss?" "What
about internal party politics?" That
this procedure failed completely is
shown by the fact that no acts of any
kind were added to the specification of
charges. The vote to expel at the next
branch meeting was 44 to 19.

The

trial

larged

PC Motion
This new action against the Revolutionary Tendency in New York followed the party-wide publication of a
Political

Committee

motion

assailing

a Letter to the National Committee by
those expelled earlier. The PC con-

demned as "hypocritical" the RT statement refusing to accept the expulsions,
and called upon all party branches to
"keep the Secretariat informed of the
activities
conducted by the
Robertsonite splitters and report any
evidence of collaboration with them
from within our ranks." By libeling
those expelled against their will as
"splitters" the party leadership obviously hopes to obscure its responsibility
for executing an ideological expulsion.
public

United Secretariat

The expelled leaders of the RT, having exhausted all presently available
recourse within the American party,
made an appeal on Feb. 23 to the new
"United Secretariat of the 4th International" for its intercession. The appeal
pointed out that the expulsions were
exclusively for holding dissident views
and reaffirmed once again the disciplined acceptance of the political line of
the Majority by the RT in the past,
and the readiness to do so in the future,
while seeking in an orderly way to win
other SWP members to its viewpoint.
The SWP-supported United Secretariat,
an international group recently
formed on a revisionist basis, had itself
adopted, in words, democraticcentralist
organizational
principles
which, if implemented, would assure
disciplined action side by side with
internal
democracy
including the
right of organized tendencies to exist.
The United Secretariat was asked to
translate its words into deeds by acting
to rectify the flagrant organizational
abuse by its American co-thinkers.

—

Exposed

The reply of the United Secretariat
again proved that solidarity between
centrists takes precedence over Leninist principle. The "Resolution on Robertson Group" by the United Secretariat first justified the expulsions on
the basis of political differences, e.g.,
"ultra-left sectarian line," "opposition
to the reunification of the world Trotskyist movement," "judgment of the
Socialist Workers Party as a 'centrist'

formation," "eventual split." The resolution then stated that our action in
publishing a public organ was "in flagrant violation of the principles and
practices
of
democratic
centralism
which require a minority in a revolutionary socialist party to abide by majority decision." But the publication of
SPARTACIST came after the expulsions. To call issuance of a public press
by people after expulsion from a party
a violation of the democratic central-

SWP

THE

IN

ism of that party

is

nothing but double

talk desired to cover up the bureaucratic behavior of
the SWP. The
United Secretariat group, far from being an all-inclusive reunification of the
world .Trotskyist movement, is exposed
by its resolution as a conglomeration
of revisionists intent on outlawing the
fundamental ideas of Trotskyism as ultra-left and sectarian.

Not Yet the End

At

this writing the

SWP

leadership

shows

every sign of spreading the
witch hunt throughout the party and
into the Young Socialist Alliance, as
the inevitable result of its rightward-

moving

course.

*

*

*

Since this article was completed, the
Socialist Workers Party, Young Socialist Alliance, and the United Secretariat, operating on their common political
basis, have scored the following "successes," large and small:
The Young Socialist Alliance on
May 30 suspended three comrades from
membership in New York for publicly
supporting the work of the SPARTA-

—

CIST.

—The

United Secretariat, meeting
suspended its most prominent
member, Michel Pablo, and his leading
supporters from all international bodies, thus signaling, a world split, without, however, any basic differences in
revisionist method between the two
in Paris,

groups.

—

The United Secretariat announced
on June 22 its expulsion of the majority leadership of its Ceylonese section,
the LSSP, for that classic betrayal of
the working class, entry into a capitalist government. [Full information on
this very serious development is presented in the British Newsletter
address: 186A Clapham High Street,

—

London S.W.

4.]

—The SWP

Political

Committee on

July 10 suspended the nine members
of the Wohlforth group from all party
rights. The Wohlforth tendency had
demanded the reopening of discussion
on the international question in view
of the political complicity in the Ceylonese crisis of the SWP and United
Secretariat.

A discussion of the 'Tolitical
Implications of the Oswald Affair" has been held over to the
next issue for lack of space.

—
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CUBA

(Continued from Page 8)
olutionary-Marxist political party and
the total lack of democratic structures
whereby the government would be responsible to and controlled by the workers and peasants. For a considerable
period these factors were overshadowed
by the revolutionary actions of the
Castro regime and its responsiveness
to mass pressure. Nevertheless, the fact
remained that the Cuban state and
economy were in the hands of a separate administrative apparatus independent of the workers and peasants
because not subject to election and recall' by them. Even that most democratic of institutions, the popular militia, was deprived of the essential democratic right to elect its own officers.

Bureaucratism
9.

Even

in the period of revolution-

ary upsurge there were strong tendencies towards the imposition of bureaucratic structures upon the revolution.
This was most clearly evident in the
case of the Cuban Trade Unions whose
democratically elected leadership, whatever its vices, was composed of Fidelistas who had ousted the old pro-Batista
bureaucrats in 1959. During 1960 this
leadership was arbitrarily and undemocratically removed and replaced by a

new

leadership, largely Stalinist in
origin, subservient to the government.

Subsequently th^^structure of the union

movement was revised to eliminate the
autonomy of individual unions, placing
centralized control in the hands of a

small bureaucratic group.
10. Since the

April 17 invasion there

has been a real intensification and acceleration of the trend toward bureaucratization

by the veteran Stalinist
leader Carlos Rafael Rodriguez.
tion Congress"
12.

of speech to all tendencies supporting
the revolution, the Cuban government
since April 17 has begun major repressions. Most important has been the
suppression of the Trotskyist paper
"Voz Proletaria" and the book "Permanent Revolution" by Leon Trotsky. Political censorship has been imposed on
films, and the independent cultural
publication "Lunes" forced out of existence. The arbitrary arrests and long
detentions without charges of North
American revolutionary socialists strikingly indicate the existence of a well
developed secret police apparatus free

from

legal or democratic restraints.

Deformed Workers State
13. Taken as a whole, the process going on today in Cuba is that of the formation qf a deformed workers state
that is, the creation of a society like
that which exists in the Soviet Union,
Eastern Europe and China. By minimizing the influence of the working
class in the revolution, by limiting the
appeal of the revolution to workers in
other lands, by tending to give power
to an uncontrolled bureaucracy, and by
subjecting the future of Cuba to the
counterrevolutionary diplomacy of the
Kremlin, this process raises the danger
of capitalist restoration in Cuba. However, this does not signify that in Cuba
today the bureaucratic apparatus is as
consolidated or dominant as in the
countries of the Soviet Bloc. The democratic mass mobilization and participation in the revolution of the workers
and peasants has been so powerful and
far-reaching that at all levels significant resistance to the process of bureaucratization occurs.

and authoritarianism. Most

Workers Democracy

agrarian

co-operatives,
theoretically
their peasant members,
have been transformed into "People's
Farms" under centralized state admin-

controlled

Far from guaranteeing freedom

by

istration. Tentative forms of workers
control in industry, the "Technical Ad-

visory Councils," have been allowed to
lapse into inactivity. Government policy, as represented by Che Guevara, is
specifically opposed to workers' control
and assigns to Cuban Trade Unions
the exclusive role of increasing production, not defending the specific class
interests of the workers.
11. As the Cuban regime develops
political structures these likewise tend

to be Bureaucratic and authoritarian.
After April 17, under cover of phrases
about^ the "socialist revolution," a sin-

gle-party system has been developed
through the amalgamation of all remaining political groups into the "Integrated Revolutionary Organization."
The Stalinist apparatus of the former
"Peoples Socialist Party" plays a major role in the ORI which was represented at the recent "National Produc-

14. The Cuban workers and peasants
are today confronted with a twofold
task: to defend their revolution from
the attacks of the U.S. and native

counterrevolutionaries, and to defeat
and reverse the tendencies toward bureaucratic degeneration of the revolution. To confront this task they crucially need the establishment of workers democracy.

Workers democracy, for us, signithat all state and administrative
officials are elected by and responsible
to the working people of city and country through representative institutions
of democratic rule. The best historical
models for such institutions were the
Soviets of the Russian Revolution of
1917 and the Workers Councils of the
Hungarian Revolution of 1956. The Cuban workers and peasants can, no
doubt develop their own original variants of these forms. There is only one
essential attribute without which any
democratic form is but pretense and
mockery: there must be full freedom of

organization and expression for all political groups and tendencies that support the revolution, without any concession to the Stalinist monolithism of
the one-party system.

Revolutionary Party
16. The full victory of every modern
revolution, the Cuban revolution included, requires the emergence in a leading role of a mass revolutionary-Marxist party. The small Trotskyist groups,
in Cuba and elsewhere, have a vital
role as the nucleus of such parties.

They can

this role only if they contheir political inde-

fill

tinually preserve

act, and if they
of yielding to nonnon-proletarian leader-

pendence and ability to
avoid

the

peril

and

Marxist

ships their own ideological responsibilities and the historic mission of the

working

class.

Defend the Revolution
17. In its relation to the Cuban revoYSA, like every revolutionary group, has two principal tasks:
a) To exert the utmost effort to defend the Cuban revolution not only
against the military and, other attacks
of U.S. imperialism, but also against

lution the

the political attacks of the social-democratic agents of imperialism.
b) To struggle for the development
and extension of the Cuban revolution
and against the attempts of counterrevolutionary Stalinism to corrupt the
revolution from within. We seek to
further this development and extension
both by supporting revolutionary actions of the existing leadership and by
constructively criticizing, openly and
frankly, the mistakes and inadequacies
of that leadership. Both to develop the
Cuban revolution and to extend it
throughout the Hemisphere, we base
ourselves on the imperative necessity
for the establishment of workers democracy and the forn^ation of the mass
party of revolutionary Marxism.
submitted to the YSA Convention
December 21, 1961

—
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THE CUBAN REVOLUTION
The following document, presented
in 1961 to the Young Socialist Alliance
by
tendency, has since received impressive confirmation.

ow

The prognoses

it sets forth^for exthe counterrevolutionary aims
of the Russian Stalinist bureaucracy have met the test of later
events: the missile crisis; the Moscow
sugar deal (see SPARTACIST #1);
and most recently Castro's offer to arrive at an understanding with American imperialism.

ample,

in

Cuba

—

The resolution also states that
"Taken as a whole, the process going
on today in Cuba is that of the forma-

—

tion of a deformed workers state
that
the creation of a society like that
which exists in the Soviet Union, Eastern Europe and China." It has been
our opinion for more than a year that
this process has reached a point of consolidation such that Cuba has become a

is,

DEFORMED WORKERS STATE.

1. The Cuban revolution constitutes
the highest point of revolutionary development hitherto attained in the

Western Hemisphere;

it

is

potentially

the commencement of the American socialist revolution. Realization of this
potential is possible only if the Cuban
^evolution once more surges forward,
internally and externally, to the establishment of workers democracy in
Cuba and the spread of the revolution
to at least the decisive countries of
Latin America.
2.
Despite
enormous accomplishments,
Cuba remains economically
backwiiid and isolated in a Western
Hemisphere under the domination of
U.S. imperialism. This situation is the
direct cause not only of the obstacles
to the further progress of the Cuban
revolution but also of powerful tenden-

cies

their

own

destiny,

4. The revolution has basically overturned the previous Cuban property
forms. The U.S. and Cuban owned latifundia have become the property either
of the working peasantry or of the
state. All U.S. owned industry has
been confiscated and the properties of
a considerable portion of the Cuban
bourgeoisie have likewise been expropriated. Since Cuba remains free from
the burden of meaningful compensation
and indemnification payments,
these measures can provide the structural basis for a non-capitalist type of
planned economy.
5. The speed and depth of the propoverturn has been essentially a
response to the actions of U.S. impe-

erty

Although the Cuban revolution
with purely bourgeois-democratic aims (agrarian reform, overthrow of the Batista dictatorship, national independence) these could not be
achieved without a fierce struggle
against U.S. imperialism and its Cuban
rialism.

began

bourgeois retainers. The refusal of the
Castro regime to back down before
U.S. blackmail and economic aggression led it to mobilize the Cuban masses
and strike against the economic bases
of imperialist and bourgeois rule. Its
very survival compelled it to destroy
the old army and police which had been

the

bulwark of the "democracy" of

Grau and Prio as

well as of the dictiitorships of Batista, and replace them

with a new revolutionary army and a
vast popular militia.
U.S. Imperialism
6. The main concern of U.S. imperialism in its vicious hostility to the Cuban revolution has been t^ safegruard
U.S. economic positions througfaout
Latin America. The U.S. has been held
back from a military invasion of Cuba
only by the probability that such action
would spread the revolution instead of
suppressing it, and the certainty that
a U.S. attempt to occupy Cuba would
be met by the Cuban people with resistance of the utmost ferocity. U.S.
policy toward Cuba therefore has attempted to strangle and distort the Cuban economy through a combination of
military and diplomatic pressure with
naked economic aggression.
7. The Cuban economy has been able
continue functioning under these
blows only because the Soviet Union
came to its aid by taking Cuban sugar
in return for oil, munitions, and essen-

to

industrial products. Far from being altruistic, this action is entirely to
the economic and political advantage
of the counterrevolutionary Stalinist
bureaucracy which rules in the Soviet
Union and the other countries of the
"Socialist Camp." It is aimed at bringing the Cuban revolution under control
and using it to put pressure on the
U.S. in order to gain more concessions
in an eventual "peaceful co-existence"

tial

deal.
8. The political development of the
Cuban revolution has throughout been
marked by the absence of a sizable rev(Continued on Page 7)

—

toward degeneration.
Social

3.

the masses with the formation of the
militias—all this, while it was not consummated in the actual control over
the state by the working class, did give
th^ masses a very real weight in the
political life of the country. This was
an important acquisition of the Cuban
masses and marked the Revolution as
a
profound social upheaval which
brought the Cuban masses for the first
time in history into partial control of

SUBSCRIBE TO THE

Upheaval

For the masses of Cuba the most

significant economic achievement of the
revolution has been a substantial increase in living standards. This has
been accomplished through a radically
egalitarian redistribution of income
and wealth, and a reorientation of the
pattern of inrfest'iient to give priority
to the «^nsliuction of schools, homes,
and cultural and recreational facilities.
At the same time, a start has been
made toward diversification of Cuban
agriculture. The direct action of the
working class in seizing industry and,
in many cases, in exerting democratic
control over this industry; the organization of the peasantry into democratically run cooperatives; the arming of

!
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CRITICAL SUPPORT FOR THE ELECTION CAMPAIGN
OF THE SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY

Vote for DeBerry and Shaw

In the current Presidential election militants, black and
white, who are struggling against racial and economic oppression
at home, and support the anti-imperialist struggles abroad, whether
in Viet-Nam, the Congo or Cuba, can find no comfort in either
bourgeois party. The immediate and pressing task is the construction of a revolutionary instrument of struggle, which can wage an
uncompromising battle in behalf of the exploited. The need for an
Independent working-class party whatever its form or composition
may be in the coming period can best be expressed in this election
not by abstaining but by a vote for the Socialist Workers Party
candidates: for President Clifton DeEerry; for Vice-President
Edward Shaw; as well as for the various local campaigns of the SWP
and the independent candidates of the Freedom Now Party,

—
—

—

To further the SWP campaign SPARTACIST supporters have
worked along with SWP members to get the SWP ticket on the ballot
in New York State, have helped build Students for DeBerry and
Shaw' and supported meetings of the candidates themselves all
across the country, and have urged support to the campaign upon
such other groups as the Progressive Labor Movement and the Young
Peoples Socialist League c But such activity is only part of the
responsibility of revolutionists toward this campaign. The centrist
nature of the SWP and, flowing from its naturfi^ some of the platform planks the SWP has advanced oblige the SPARTACIST to give its
support a sharply critical political content.
»

The Revisionism of the SWP

The Socialist Workers Party purports to defend the principles
of Marxism-Leninism, as developed by Leon Trotsky and the Fourth
International to meet the new developments of world reaction and
the degeneration of the Soviet Union after the failure of the
European revolutions following World War I, Previous Issues of
SPARTACIST have exposed how, over a whole sequence of crucial
political issues, the SWP has departed from a revolutionary position
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and assumed the role of pressure group toward non-working class
forces* In this article, we continue this analysis with respect
to a central SWP campaign slogan,
Federal Troops to the South,'
»

Every form of revisionism is a flieht from struggle « The
revisionist party, as it has begun to lose faith in the capacity
of the proletariat to emancipate itself, seeks, and eventually finds,
allies in other classes, to whom it entrusts the role of historic
leadership. Thus it is with the Socialist Workers Party« In the
colonial revolutions they turn to petty-bourgeois leaderships at
the head of peasant guerrilla bands. The Cuban experience, where
such a development culminated in the elimination of imperialist
control of the economy, serves as the excuse for neglecting the
construction of proletarian parties in the backward and oppressed
parts of the Earth, Without reserve the SWP lauded the FALN
terrorists in Venezuela, and utter not a wor d of the tragic defeat
of the Venezuelan movement, and of simlTar catastrophes in Latin
America, And in Cuba itself, workers democracy and control are
but a luxury in this view, and the arbitrary imprisonment of Cuban
Trotskylsts goes unprotested by the SWP, while Castro's rightward
turn, evidenced in his overtures to the U,S, in his recent interview
with the NoY. Times is camouflaged.
,

Likewise in the United States the SWP abstains from the only
current arena of struggle, the Negro struggle, on the pretext
self-fulfilling prophecy— that the SWP is a 'white' party, and
cannot presume to advise black militants. They see their task as
placing their support behind attractive petty-bourgeois radicals
like Malcolm X or, to a lesser extent, Jesse Gray or John Lewis of
SNCC, creating hero-worshippers among their youth instead of critical
Marxists with supreme confidence in the independent organizations
of the working class, whether black or white. Dishonesty is implicit
in this method. Hence, for example, the recent capitulation of
Malcolm X to the orthodoxy of Mecca goes unmentioned in the Militant ,
which conceals and distorts to cover its empirical zig-zags.

—

It is, however, when a once-revolutionary party adapts not
to some charismatic faker but to the ruling bourgeoisie that the
term revisionism is replaced by a harsher characterization reformism.
A foreshadowing of such a capitulation became manifest over the
Kennedy assassination (see SPARTACIST No. l); the equivocal role of
the SWP and its international co- thinkers toward the Ceylonese
betrayal was another step. Still another piece of evidence is the
SWP's opportunist demand that federal troops, and not the armed
working class, solve the problem of segregation in the South.

AGAINST THE SWP SLOGAN

"

FEDERAL TROOPS TO THE SOUTH"

The slogan of 'Federal Troops to the South' has a long history
In the SWP. It first became an issue late in 1955, when the slogan
was raised in a lead editorial in the Militant entitled, "For FederA sharp reaction was provoked among
al Intervention'. "
stauncher elements in the party who correctly pointed out that
bourgeois governments, in the era of imperialism and the permanent
revolution, must not be called upon by the proletariat to carry out
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the democratic revolution against feudal or backward ruling sections.
The southern police-state regimes rule with the consent and support
of the liberal bourgeoisie » In the same way Marxists do not appeal
to the imperialists to liberate the South African blacks from their
racist exploiters because they know that the U»Sr government
supports with arms these racists, and reaps great profit from their
cooperation. On the contrary, Marxists emphasize the self- defense
of the Negroes In the South, and look to them, ultimately in
league with the white workers under a Bolshevik program, to accomplish a real shattering of the racist system. North and South,

The slogan was thus withdrawn and lay dormant until, with
the Increasing tempo of struggle, the opportunism of the SWP had
another chance to reveal Itselfo In the Interim the revisionist
infection spread throughout the Majority leadership of the party.
The SWP'

s

Appeal to President Kennedy

The incidents In Birmingham in May 19^3 fetched up a new
response from the SWP, Following the introductory heading
"Socialist Workers Party to Kennedy," a banner headline in the
Militant demanded, " Deputize, Arm Birmingham Negores for Selft)efense Against Racists V" VJithln the party, only those in left
opposition condemned this call as an act of faith In the Federal
Government and its apparatus, exposed the slogan as a fraud and
another evasion of the needed call to self-defense g Should the
Federal Government Intervene at all and the desirability of this
was sharply questioned- -which Negroes would it deputize? Would It
legalize an armed Negro workers militia In the South? To ask the
question is to answer it Nol This appeal was recognized as
simply a cloaked reincarnation of the old troops slogan.

—

—

Indeed, the SWP came close to raising the original Itself,
when its National Committee editorialized, « Kennedy, e of Inally
Invoked federal authority* But only as a threat in the form of
federal troops ^0 miles away^» The NC concluded with the demand:
"The time for President Kennedy to act is Nowl'' (Militant, May 20,
1963)3 But for what purpose might federal troops be used in
Birmingham? The answer was a^lrea^^ brutally clear . Already In
May the Negores of Birmlngham7''frustrated and infuriated by police
prods and the imprisonment of thousands of young people in the
cause of a few meaningless, token integration proposals by Martin
Luther King who does the bidding of the Attorney General in moments
of crisis resorted to violent self-defense against the bombs of
their racist attackers. This was Kennedy's cue to bring federal
troops to the areae But the SWP learned nothing.

—

—

—

—

Only once in all this time well after the struggle had
subsided In Birmingham and when Negroes had already organized to
combat racist terror did the SWP screw up its courage and "after
the murder of Medgar Evers clearly advocate armed self-defense for
The troops slogan served as a cover for their loss
the Negroes,
of confidence in the black workers to take the lead in securing
their own emancipation. Accordingly, the SWP gave them no guidance,
but looked to another force to carry out the task the American

—

—

bourgeoisie!,

The party did not at that time put forth the troops slogan
in its original form. Why not? Because revolutionary minorities,
the conscience of the party, spoke up vigorously against this
departure from Leninism as a recourse to the bourgeoisie. The
revolutionary gadfly, however, was subsequently largely removed
by a series of bureaucratic swats (see SPARTACIST Nos, 1 and 2).
The SWP Reverts to the

«

Troops" Slogan

This summer, however, at the murder of the three civil
rights workers near Philadelphia, Mississippi, the SWP revived as
a major propaganda slogan the call for federal troops to the South.
In their revisionist consistency, which has a logic of its own,
the SWP outdid even the reformist civil-rights organizations which
generally confined their demands to federal protection for rights
workers in the south: a non-revolutionary approach to be sure,
but quite different from requesting a federal invasion in behalf
of the oppressed Negro, But this is what it means to ask the
bourgeois armed forces to liberate the South,

—

Most recently, the troops slogan in its most vulgar and
ludicrous form has appeared on a campaign sticker for Clifton
" 'WITHDRAW THE TROOPS PROM VIET NAM
DeBerry. The sticker reads:
AND SEND THEM TO MISSISSIPPI,' says Clifton DeBerry, Socialist Workers Party candidate for President*" So the bourgeois imperialist
army, currently engaged in massacring peasants and workers in South
Viet-nam, in burning their villages and defoliating their land, and
imprisoning the people in 'strategic hamlets'
this army, says the
SWP, should be transferred to the American Southl
To advocate
sending the U.S. Special Forces into Mississippi is treachery to the
Negro struggle. It is also an absurdity which no one has failed to
observe.

—

—

There is an argument, tacit to be sure, which is raised
in private by some conscience-stricken members of the SWP, It is
that the SWP calls for troops in order to reveal the unconcern of
the federal government for the civil rights cause. It need only
be remarked that nowhere in its press has the SWP affirmed a
conviction that the bourgeoisie will not in fact take real action
in the South, and that, should it move militarily there. It would
serve to block the Negro struggle.

Johnson has been maneuvering behind the scenes with Southern
businessmen to eliminate some of the most conspicuous sore-spots
of Southern segregation. Business in the South is concerned at the
high overhead, in police expenses and losses caused through mass
unrest, which the apartheid has produced, and is prepsu?ed to make
some token concessions. The subtle operations of the administration
carefully shift the burden of 'desegregation' from the crucial
sectors of the economy the great industrial plants in the South
to the service areas, such as threaters and motels, so that the
basic patterns of economic and residential segregation remain the
same, while the added revenues from a few Negro patrons may be
welcome to some proprietors. We do not need Qoldwater's slash at
Johnson's civil rights record to realize that the Republicans will

—
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act In much the same way. Any analysis of the role of the federal
government must Include the federal indictments of civil rights
leaders In Albany, Georgia, and the record of over 200 unsolved
bombings in the South«

Toward a Revolutionary Party
It is the task of militants to begin now the construction
of an Independent political party of struggle which can be the
instrument of social emancipation. In the concrete, this means no
support for the capitalist parties. It means a vote now for the
party which. If it cannot lead the masses toward a solution, at
least poses the problem of Independent anti-imperialist sti'uggle.
All forms of sectarian abstentionlsm must be vigorously opposed:
in the hands of revolutionists this campaign is an excellent vehicle
for bringing the idea of class politics into the Black ghettos and
throughout the working class. Militants must take a position of
critical support in the coming campaign for Clifton DeBerry and
Edward Shaw of the Socialist Workers Party, for President and VicePresident of the United States.
* * *

REVOLUTIONAR Y TENDENCY IN YPSL
CALLS FOR C RITICAL SU PPORT TO De3ERRY -SHAW C AMPAIGN

SP Suspends National YPSL

The Young Peoples Socialist League by a large majority at its
Chicago Labor Day convention repudiated any support to the capitalist
presidential candidates . The day after the convention the YPSL'
parent body, the Socialist Party-Social Democratic Federation, retaliated by suspending the /?SL with the charge that Its new leadership does not accept the
.Ic principles of democratic socialism.'
»

^

-

Given this definition of 'democratic' socialism. It is a matter
of some pride to the SPARTACIST that one of the evidences the SP
later advanced to support their charge was the seating at the YPSL
convention of a Spartacist delegation as fraternal observers* The
Spartacist was the only outside group, of those Invited, to respond by
attending the convention where the Spartacists urged the following
five points upon the convention delegates as a possible basis for
Initiating a revolutionary regroupment:
1.

For defense of the Cuban Revolution against U.S. Imperialism,

Against U.S. imperialism's war to crush the South Vlet-Nam
2.
Liberation Front; for military support to North Vlet-Nam against
U.S. imperialism,

Against federal troops to the South; for self-defense by the
3.
Negro People.
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4.

For critical support to the SWP's DeBerry-Shaw electoral

campaign.
5.

For YPSL disaffiliation from the SP-SDF.

Revolutionar y Tendency Formed
These five minimal points largely coincided with the views
of the extreme left wing present which by the end of the convention
had coalesced as an organized grouping, the Revolutionary Tendency,
supported by five of some 40 delegates attending. One of the RT's
principal stainds at the convention was their call for critical
support to the DeBerry-Shaw ticket, a position which was voted down
by a large convention majority*
vn-jiat

the Militant Didn» t Print

Following an interview by Militant writer Barry Sheppard with
a YPSL convention delegate, the Militant of 21 September printed
the gist of the above story (only deleting all reference to the role
of the Spartacist which, however, was mentioned in the National
Guard ian story on the YPSL suspension) . But the Militant did not
print any reference to something of great interest to its readers
a scathing attack upon the SWP» s capitulation over the Kennedy
assassination, and by the historical] y reformist YPSL no less'.
At the YPSL convention several of the most left-wing delegates had
Introduced a draft resolution repudiating the outgoing YPSL leadership's own conduct at the time of the assassination. With only
slight modification, the resolution was adopted by the national
convention. The opening paragraph of the resolution dealt with
the SWP;

"The Kennedy assassination proved to be an acid test of
all groups professing to be soc:' -'^"'*at. In the face of
the public hysteria and the po* kki Ity of a witch-hunt
which followed the assaesir*ati«.>i^'^a!l?; A groups abandoned
their socialist politics for :C04^Mi?e liberalism. This
ae social-democrats
nauseating reaction on the par
and Stalinists was to be expect^*, the response of the
Socialist Workers Party was more surprising, but merely
underlined that organization's retreat from a revolutionary posture. Our own National Action Committee put itself into the same class as the SV/P, CP, and SP with its
statement expressing 'grief ove the assassination and
comm3.tting their organization to i*''mourn« for Kennedy*"
'

SometM ng

SI s^e the Militant Dldji'

Print

While tUJ-itant writer Bariy Sheppard was publicly commiserating with the suspended YPSL over being subject to a party whose
constitution provides for the expulsion of any member viho supports
the candidates of the Socialist Workers Party, YSA National Chairaan
Barry Sheppard was fresh from his own Labor Day YSA Plenum where
he was reporter on the 'internal situation,' the high point of
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which was the expulsion of eight YSA members, most without any
notice until afterthe fact. The basic motion presented by comrade
Sheppard authorizing the expulsions and adopted by the plenum Is
as follows:
yMembe rshlp in,_sugpjDrt _to, or coll abora tion wit h
the Sparta cist ^roup Is Incompatible with member'snlp In the YSA .
The YSA and SWP Majority have clearly met one more requirement for entrance Into the camp of 'democratic* socialism.
« * «

(Statement to the Oct,15 Rally Against Fascism sponsored by ?WL, etc.)
INDEPEND.'M: CLASS POLITIC S— THE ONLY

ANSVm

TO GOLDWATERISM

The nomination of an overt reactionary as the Republican
candidate for President reveals that the contradictions of capitalism pose serious problems for the American bourgeoisie even in the
height of prosperity^ Goldwater is backed by precisely those supporters of the existing order who have benefited least from the
rule of liberal capitalism. On the one hand, heavily capitalized
industries, where the rate of profit is depressed; armament industries; and enterprises with foreign holdings directly threatened
by nationalization or already expropriated, have shoon Impatience
with the Johnson administration and sympathy for the Senator from
Arizona » Here the only difference from recent elections in the
response of various sections of the bourgeoisie is that this time
an unusually large section, especially of the finance capitalists,
are themselves for continuing Johnson in office. On the other
hand, Goldvjater relies upon votes from the frustrated and conservative petty-entrepreneur and from fearful, vengeful, racist whites
ranging from the poverty-ridden South to Parent and Taxpayer'
elements in Brookl-jni and Queens.
'

In the rising tempo of the Negro struggle and the Insecure
stalemate which imperialism faces abroad, combined with the racist
and chauvinist support which the Goldwater forces enjoy, have given
rise to the mistaken Impression that the Goldwater campaign poses
an immediate threat of fascism in the coming election. Those socalled socialists who make this error a pretext to abandon the
struggle of the working class and Join the camp of the Johnson
Imperialists, have cast their lot with the ultimate bearers of
fascism; they become traitors to socialism and, in this thermonuclear era, to the very future of humanity.

Fascism

— Specific

M enace or Catch-All Word ?

Revolutionists who would fight effectively the motion to
the right symbolized by Goldwater must understand that not every
movement of bourgeois reaction constitutes fascism. We have seen
over the Harlem riots how easily democratic rights wither in times
of crisis. But to imagine that bourgeois democracy has perished
and that fascist political revolution has occured or looms imminent

I
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At bottom those who confuse
current reaction with fascism display a naive utopianism about
bourgeois democracy as it reall y is. Thus, it rema ins urgent
for all milit aj^ts to press a vi&crpus and mass-'^sed legal defense
campaign for "M'll Ip'tonT framed u£ for crTminaT a'narcTiy ^as a
Bcapegoat'^IH the 1^1 em police rl^ts , as we'll as for the duEa
travel-^nnoreaicing sfiudentsl
is to lose all historic perspective

'

'

The historic function of fascism is to smash the working
class, destroy its organizations, and stifle political liberties
when the capitalists find themselves unable to govern and dominate
with the help of democratic machinery. When the fascist threat
does become urgent it can only be smashed by the mobilization of
the working class against the capitalist class and its state. In
preparing today for that fight our immediate and pressing task is
the construction of a revolutionary vanguard instrument of struggle,
which can wage an uncompromising battle in behalf of the exploited.
This is an arduous task, which can only be retarded by the confusion of fascism with conservative reaction, and doomsday prognostications concerning the Goldwater campaign.

Vote Socialist Worker s
The need for

independen t workinp; cla ss part y can best
election, not by a bstaining, but "bj^ giving
to So cialist Worker£ Party candidate s
for President—Clifton DeBerry; for Vice President— Edward Sliaw; for U.S.
Senator— Richard Garza; as well as for the Freedom Now Party
candidate for State Sena'^r'::^^uT^ou€'eTre,

expre ssed
this
M
critical support

an,

.in

:

« « «

PLM ERRS IN OPPOSING SWP ELECTION CAMPAIGN
The Progressive Labor Movement, in the Oct. 2? Challenge , has
finally come out with an electoral statement and against the campaign
of the only serious anti-capitalist party which is running candidates. Chal lenge exposes, in its own pecuBar way, the rottenness of
the demand *tb send federal troops to the South. This is their only
significant point of difference with the campaign platform of the
SWP (which party the editorial manages to avoid mentioning by naune),
and, as the lead article in this issue of SPARTACIST has shown, is
not in itself a sufficient reason for opposing the SWP slate.

Political Revolution in China
A second point over which PLM challenges a standing position
of the SWP is not contained in the election platform and is taken
out of context and distorted. That is, PLM attacks the SWP el ection
campaign because of the policy of the party which allegedly "Tl'ncludes
overthi'owing the government of the Peoples' Republic of China,' This
is a distortion of a position which the SWP once held but is in the
process of abandoning: that the establishment of workers democracy
can be brought about only through a political revolution by the
working people. This position is today held by the SPARTACIST. The
SWP, in its 1963 Resolution on China, stated that 'a program of
struggle for workers democracy would run up against the resistence

«

'9'

of the regime* It would be preferable If the resulting confrontation between the bureaucrats and the people could be resolved by
The SWP leadership,
mutual, agreement of the contending forces o'
while discounting this as * the least likely of variants* not only
admitted Its possibility, but specifically rejected the call for
•political revolution* against the ruling bureaucratic caste,*
»

It would appear from reading the Challenge editorial that
the SWP Is for an Imperialist counter-revolutfon In China, whereas
the SWP has always defended the Chinese Revolution.

Use the SWP Campaign to Build Revolutionary Movement
But most Important, PL opposes a vote for DeBerry and Shaw
because these candidates offer no solution' to the problems of the
American workers© Does PL think that a better election platform, put
forth In a parliamentary struggle, can solve the workers* problems?
If so, then the details of one*s program are of paramount Importance.
However, Marxists approach the election not from the point of view
of winning parliamentary power and thereby solving the workers* problems, but rather as a means of reaching the masses with the Idea of
class politics, and as a weapon for organizing the workers In struggle. Parliamentary struggles are tactical , and are always subordinated to the need for building a vanguard~party of the proletariat
that will be able to solve the problems of the class.
»

The SWP campaign can serve this tactical purpose. The SWP
Is an antl-lmperlallst, antl-capltallst party opposed to the cold
war, for unemployment benefits at full wages for the full period of
unemployment, for thirty hours work for forty hours pay, an end to
Jim Crow, and recognition of and peaceful relations with Cuba and
China, Moreover, It Is still by far the best working class party
running candidates and therefore It Is not only Justifiable but
necessary at this time to give It critical support
No Answer
PL*s vague call for Independent political action In the coming Mayoralty election must be seen In the light of Its present
concrete opposition to such action. That PL could have participated
In this "campaign In order to prepare for the next perhaps did not
occur to Its leading committee; or the failure to mention the SWP
by name perhaps reveals a certain sectarian fear. Whatever the
reason, the comrades In PL will have to approach the problems much
more seriously If they are to acconpllsh what they set out to do.
Most Immediately we urge the PL comrades to reconsider their
position against the SWP election campaign.
<(•

*
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HARLEM RIOT AND AFTER
For months last spring and early summer the New
York press pounded away, day in and day out, in an
unprecedented campaign of press terror against the
Negro people and the Negro freedom movement.
Spartacist viewed this campaign as the deliberate and
conscious preparation of white opinion to accept an
all-out police attack on the developing struggle for
Negro freedom. Over the preceding months this struggle
had risen to new heights in the North with the entry
of thousands and even hundreds of thousands in the
case of the school boycotts of the (oppressed black
people of the ghettos into militant actions to change
the basic conditions of their lives -jobs, housing, and
schools. The future development of the movement along
such lines of militant mass struggle was intolerable
for those who rule this country, for at this juncture
stagnating American capitalism, even in a temporary
spurt of prosperity, cannot raise 10 per cent of the
total population of the country to even that standard
of living of the rest of the working class. On the contrary, the ruling class faces the long-term necessity of
cutting back the living standards of all workers. For
this reason, any sustained mass struggle by the Negro
people for fundamental reforms poses, at bottom, a
threat to the capitalist system itself and must run
headlong into the state apparatus.

—

—

:

Spartacist Predicted

On

Spartacist stated early

in July

the
bourgeois state now prepares to fight openly in the
streets through its> police' arm against the resurgence
of the struggle." This prediction was strikingly confirmed on July 18 and the days that followed as wave
after wave of armed, specially trained elite police
the Tactical Patrol Force swept through Harlem indiscriminately beating and terrorizing all who crossed
their paths, when the mood of the ghetto made it clear
that the killing of 15-year-old James Powell by an offduty police oflScer would not go unprotested.
this basis

.

.

—

Police Started It
While the shooting of Powell itself was probably

a,

FREEDOM
FOR CUBAN

TROTSKYISTS!
[The author of this article was one of several supporters of the Spartacist ivho participated in the trip
to Cuba last summer by eighty-four AmcricoM students, in defiance of a State Department ban on travel
to Cuba. The group spent two months makiyig an extensive tour of the country, investigating the Results
of five years of the Cuban Revolution. During this time
the author had lengthy interviews with Leon Ferrera,
son of the imprisoned leader of the Cuban Trotskyists.]

New

repressive acts have been undertaken by the
Trotskyists.
These moves represent a. qualitative change in the attitude of the Cuban leadership towards this workingclass political tendency that unconditionally supports
the Revolution, but is critical of certain fundamental
policies and positions of the' leadership.

Cuban government against the Cuban

Five members of the Partido Obrero Revolucionario
(POR), Cuban section of that wing of the Fourth
International led by Juan Posadas, have been tried in
secret and sentenced to prison with terms up to nine
years. Among the five was the General Secretary and
editor of their newspaper, Idalberto Ferrera.

Andres Alfonso
arrests began in November, 1963, when Andres
Alfonso, a mechanic at the Interprovincial Bus Repair
Shop, was arbitrarily ordered arrested by the administrator of the shop, Manuel .Yero, after distributing
copies of Voz Proletaria among his fellow workers.
(The Trotskyists' newspaper consisted of several mime-

The

ographed pages,

all

they have been allowed to print

purely spontaneous trigger action on the part of a brutal racist cop, the following protest provided the opportunity the city powers had been waiting for to provoke a

since the seizure of their printing presses in May, 1961,

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 12)

and the smashing of the type of a Spanish edition of
Permanent Revolution.) Comrade Andres

L. Trotsky's
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Lenin's and Trotsky's conception of the nature and role
of the revolutionary party, and with their conception
of the strategy and tactics which that party must follow
in order to be successful. This, above everything else,
was the question which differentiated us from every
other current within the YPSL, and is the basic consideration in determining the course which our tendency
has decided to take upon the dissolution of the YPSL.
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Over Thanksgiving iveekend the National Committee
the Socialist Party-Social Democratic Federation,
meeting in Chicago, called upon the suspended national
Young Peoples Socialist League to recognize its subor-

dination to the SP as the condition for lifting the
suspension. In response the YPSL National Executive
CcMmittee voted to dissolve the YPSL organization.
The following is a declaration by that tendency in
YPSL which, over the past several years, has fought
its way toward a revolutionary and internationalist
perspective.

ON THE DISSOLUTION OF YPSL
Statement by the

YPSL

Revolutionary Tendency

The

dissolution of the youth group of the American
social-democracy can only be welcomed by all those who
desire to make a socialist revolution in this country.
At the same time, this move by itself is far from
enough it is only the first step along the long and
difficult path of rebuilding a revolutionary party; rooting this party in the working class relating this party
to the day-to-day struggles of the class; and leading
the working class, through the medium of a transitional
program, to the overthrow of capitalism and the construction of the socialist order.

—

;

Where

We

Stand
Those of us who were drawn to the socialist movement through participation in the Young Peoples Socialist League have had to grapple with the numerous
theoretical questions which face every serious socialist,
questions which, while admitting of no easy answers,
must be answered if we are to live and grow. In particular we have had to face those questions which were
posed in their sharpest expression by the October Revolution,

around which the various currents within the

socialist

movement

define themselves to this day.

Break-up

—

—

Joins Spartacists;

of

^

YPSL

In coming to this position, which we did not do
lightly nor without a thorough asses-qment of the other
alternatives, we have had to break with a number of
attitudes and political positions which, until recently,
bound the entire YPSL together. We refer, for instance,
to a deepgoing nationalism, which expressed itself in
a lack of concern for building an .international movement and a fear of domestic reaction which gave impetus to semi-pacifist and, finally, outright pro-imperialist politics; cynicism and skepticism about the
possibility of making a revolution, and therefore skepticism about the necessity of ourselves the revolutionary Marxists having any vital role to play in immediate struggles, which led to a shameful deferment in
the mass movements to the existing leaderships (which
are now revealing themselves as increasingly reactionary and braking forces within those movements) ; a
desire for respectability, which led us to try to build
"revolutionary cadres" in a common political organization with Norman Thomas and Michael Harrington;
and, finally, a corroding contempt for theory, which
led us to pay lip-service to Marxism and purely literary
homage to Lenin and Trotsky while ignoring the essential class content of the politics of Marxism, Leninism,
and Trotskyism.

The

most outstanding of these questions, as is only natural,
are those which are identified with the names of the
makers of that revolution. Lenin and Trotsky. Specifically, ,we have considered and come to agree with

The resulting political structure, which did not even
pretend to be a revolutionary organization, showed its
instability even as a reformist organization, as domestic and international events rent apart not only the
organization but even its internal factional groupings.
"Only that which is constructed on intransigent revolutionary ideas neither crumbles nor falls into dust." In
the course of the disintegration of the YPSL, however,
one positive development emerged: many questions of
strategy and tactics facing the revolutionary movement
were discussed, and anyone who was seriously interested in developing revolutionary politics had the opportunity to consider and realch a conclusion about
them. We have tried to do this, and have developed the
following positions.

Our Positions
The

colonial revolution, even in its Stalinist

festations,

mani-

must be defended against imperialism,

re-

gardless of the consequences to the revolutionists carrying out this task within the imperialist countries.

The Shachtman

analysis of the role of the Stalinist
advanced capitalist countries,
has proven to be false, and Trotsky's conception corworking-class parties,
essentially
these
parties
are
rect:
with petty-bourgeois leaderships, seeking reconciliation
parties, at least in the

with capitalism.
Both the perspective of pressuring the labor bureaucracies and the liberals, in America, to form a
"liberal-Labor party," and the position of rejecting any
intermediate and transitional demand and calling only

JANUAKY-WBRUARY

T96S

for a "revolutionary party," are incorrect. Until the
revolutionary party ia large enough to be a practical
alternative to the bourgeois parties, we call upon the
workers to "form their own party which can take power
and solve the problems facing the working class," and
participate in those intermediate expressions of this
movement, giving critical support to other socialist
parties and such anti-capitalist formations as the Freedom Now Party.

We do not fear, and as Trotskyists seek to enter into,
united actions with other radical groups, even if these
groups lack respectability in American liberal

We

raise the

demand of organized, armed

circles.

self-de-

fense by Negroes against racist violence, and call for
the formation of block councils in the urban ghettos
which can give protests a mass character.
Finally,

we seek

the unity of

all

genuinely anti-

and anti-Stalinist radicals into a single revolutionary party, agreeing with Trotsky that the differences over the "Russian Question," as important as
these are, should be no bar to organizational unity.

.

PURGE

.

.

(Contiiiued from Page 16)
busy weekend. The next day she had to rush
down to Philadelphia to undergo the formality of a
trial prior to expulsion from the SWP. The local branch
acted on charges proposed by party National Secretary
Farrell Dobbs. These were: (1) the main charge that
she went on a "political junket" to Cuba as part of the
travel-ban-breaking group without prior party approval; (2) that "co-thinkers" had informed the SWP
that she had distributed copies of the Spartacist in
Cuba; and (3) that on her return she stayed at the
home of a leading Spartacist and had participated
without prior SWP clearance in a New York Times
group interview (see Aug. 19 issue), organized by the
Student Committee for Travel to Cuba.

ticularly

capitalist

We

maining with the comrades of the American Socialist
Organizing Committee, seeking to win them over to
our views. After serious and extended consideration we
have decided to join the Spartacists, in spite of differences on the nature of the Soviet Union, and function
as a loyal and disciplined part of the Spartacist organization. We hope that the comrades of the ASOC, as
they deal with the problems that we have raised, problems which will inevitably arise within their gi-oup
as they seek to apply themselves to the task of rebuilding the revolutionary party in America, will follow us
in our course. In any case, we and the Spartacist group
as a whole look forward to continued fraternal relations and cooperation in united actions with the comrades of the ASOC.

Not the End, But the Beginning!

A

small but important chapter in the history of
American revolutionary socialism has come to a close.
We hope that we can measure up to the tasks that face
us, the bearers of the communist future of mankind,
all

avoHobfe

SPARTACIST

Special Election Suppiemenf

Join the Spartacist Group

With the dissolution of the YPSL we faced the
choice of joining the Spartacist group, with which we
are in substantial programmatic agreement, or of re-

and that

sm

socialists

who

are the irreconcilable ene-

mies of capitalist and Stalinist oppression, in this short
period of time we have remaining before the final
struggles that determine the fate of our race take
place, will make those decisions and take those actions
which alone can guarantee the victory of humanity
over the forces of annihilation and barbarism, will
take the road marked out by Lenin and Trotsky during
the first half of our century. There is no other way.
Fraternally,

For the Revolutionary Tendency, YPSL:
Douglas Hainline, New York, NEC member
Lyndon Henry, Texas, NEC alternate

David Rader,

New

York,

NEC

alternate
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The

third charge concerning her return is peculiar
and
Times she upheld the position of the
was praised for her remarks by the party National
Organizational Secretary, Ed Shaw. And to make an
accusation out of staying with a Spartacist supporter
is simply evidence of a contemptible, bureaucratic mentality. The second charge of distributing copies of the
Spartacist in Cuba is flatly false. Examination of the

SWP

in the

main charge

reveals a deep-going hypocrisy by the
SWP-YSA Majority toward the whole series of Student
Committee-sponsored trips. Comrade Stoute had asked
permission to go. The party equivocated for several
weeks without giving her an answer the time came to
go and she left "without permission"! In the Militant,
the SWP has supported these Cuba trips in words, but
meanwhile the YSA, without coming out openly, has
done everything it could to keep young people from
going. (And the YSA leadership had thfe gall to complain to the official Cuban Federation of University
Students when at the last moment two YSA functionaries applied and were not allowed to go,)
;

Not Yet the End
The purge of oppositionists goes on apace in the
SWP and YSA. On November 14, following the collective expulsion at the YSA plenum and the accompany.

ing official proscription of the Spartacist group, a supporter of the Wohlforth committee was "suspended indefinitely" from the YSA for publicly selling his group's
bulletin. And the end is not yet in sight as the party
Majority tries to cinch up its departure from revolutionary Marxism by a campaign of expelling oppositionists

and silencing

dissidents.

SPARTACIST
.
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(Continued from Page 1)
"riot" and thereby "justify" a fullscale police offensive intended to smash
every sijcn of struggle and intimidate
the movement for a long time to come.
Demonstrators at the 28th precinct
house in Harlem were therefore pressed back, and back again, by the cops,
who harangued them in racist terms,
roughly dragged several of them into
the station house, and finally charged
into the main body. Then, the moment
resistance flared, the Tactical Police,
already on hand and waiting, surged
through the mairt streets of Harlem
attacking not only the demonstrators
near the precinct but, for example,
charging into Saturday night crowds
as they left movie theaters, throwing
up barricades in such a way as to
prevent fleeing crowds from dispers-

ing and running down and groupbeating fleeing or defiant individuals.
This then created the "riot" situation
necessary to justify the all-out intervention.

Previously Prepared
Police

directed

Murphy who
made no bones

Commissioner
the

attack

about acknowledging (The New York
Times, July 20) that the city police

had been "fully prepared" for several
months and that his staff had long
brought
their
"riot-control"
since
plans "up to date." Given the foregoing months of press preparation, it
could be expected that not only would
there be no outcry from the general
public, but that, on the contrary, the
"riots" themselves would be regarded

by middle-class whites as conclusive
evidence that Negroes are, by nature,
uncontrollable and violent, and that
further division of black and white
workers and discredit to the Negro
people's fight for freedom and equality
would result. And just as the treatment of the July 18 demonstrators was
a provocation to all Harlem, so the
Harlem events were in turn a provocation to every other black ghetto in
the North, evoking echoing outbreaks
in seven others in the following weeks.
It is unlikely tha,t such a wide-scale
strategic attack against the Negro
people could have been carried through
without the complicity of the highest
political power in the land
the Johnson administration in Washington.

—

Test of Leaders
This clear and dii-ect confrontation

between the Negro masses and the police, agents of those who have created
and maintain for their own profit the
miserable conditions under which millions of black workers live and die,
was a test of all who seek to lead the

Negroes' dtruggle. The teen-agers and
young workers of the ghetto fought
back valiantly, but the defiant shouts
and coke bottles of individuals, no
matter how numerically preponderant,
were no match for the organized, armed
force of the police, as the casualties
show. Obviously the overriding need
of the ghetto was
and is its own

—

each
block must be so organized that on
Saturday, July 29th, we will be able
to have an organized march.
As the
march moves up Lenox Avertue each
Block Captain will have his block ready
to join as we pass his block." Though
only a small group, the HDC did all
.

it

.

.

could to translate this call into rcr

mass organization.

ality.

Organization

United Front Against HDC
This beginning, however small, toward the creation of a co'interforce to
the institutionalized violence and oppression of the state, struck fear into
the hearts of the ruling class and their

self-directed

Furthermore, the question of organization is no abstract one in this
case. The people were in the streets,
angry and ready to struggle, conscious
of themselves not as mere individuals
but as thousands with the same basic
interests and needs, facing one enemy.

Under such

conditions there is a spontaneous urge toward organization
handful of people walking with Bayard Rustin instantly became hundreds
(he urged them to go home)
on another occasion a few people with
"Wanted For Murder Gilligan the
Cop" signs became in minutes a march
a thousand strong. The masses were
crying out for organization and leadership as at no other time. All who
would be leaders must be judged foremost on their response to this transcendent need.

—

;

—

"Unity Council"
20, almost

On Monday, July
isting

STRATION. Each home and

all

ex-

Harlem organizations formed a

"Unity Council" which included both
integrationists and nationalists, from
the NAACP to the Muslims to Malcolm X's organization; the American
Negro Labor Council, and Negro business associations; Jesse Grey, the rent
strike leader,

and Dunbar McLaurin,

slumlord; Percy Sutton for the Democratic Party, and so on, through a list
of 65 organizations. The Unity Council pledged itself to "restore peace in
the community" and put forward several semi-reformist demands. But the
only action vigorously pursued by this
impressive alliance of "leaders" was
directed! against the one serious attempt that was made to give effective
organization and direction to the people in the streets.

Harlem Defense Council
That effort was made by the Harlem
Defense Council (HDC) which, by
Tuesday, had issued a leaflet reading

"ORGANIZE YOUR BLOCKS.

The
two days have shown

events of the last
that if ive are not organized we are
just a mob and not in a position to
properly deal with the enemy. OR-

GANIZE APARTMENT BY APARTMENT, HOUSE BY HOUSE! The
Harlem Defense Council
black people of Harlem to

calls on all
set up Block
Committees with the purpose of defending each and every block in Harlem from the cops. MASS DEMON-

"liberal" politicians, their cops, and
their "Negro leaders." On its eve the

March was banned by Commissioner

Murphy

in

the

interest

of

so-called

law and order. The position taken by
the Unity Council was that while the
ban was bad, the march was worse
(for
the
quaking petty-bourgeoisie
view nothing with more alarm than
the

organization .of
the
masses).
in probably the
grass-roots work most of its supporters had ever done, the Unity Council
canvassed the blocks along the
route of the proposed march, circulating leaflets and urging tenants not to
participate.
They devoted ceaseless

Springing into action

first

efforts to attempting to persuade Epton, leader of the
and vice-chair-

HDC

man

of the Progressive Labor Movement, to call off the march, and did
succeed in convincing Jesse Grey to
withdraw his backing at the last minute. (Grey, who had seemed a genuine
militant up to this point, apparently
was unable to withstand the pressure
of a real showdown and not only withdrew his support to the march but
later also revoked his sponsorship of
the
Harlem Solidarity Committee's
garment center rally, pulled a number
of buildings off rent strike, and appeared in court to voluntarily deny
that he had any intention of organizing a force of "one hundred revolutionaries" in Harlem.) The efforts of
the Unity Council were ih concert with
those of the police who were mobilized
27,000 strong to crush the march. And
if this wasn't sufficient, James Lawson,
head of the United African Nationalist Movement and another indefatigable member of the Unity Council,
offered his own black membership to
fight alongside the police against the

marchers! With much courage and
dignity Epton, with his lawyer, Conrad
Lynn, with the continued support of
the Freedom Now Party, and others,
stepped out to begin the march and
was immediately arrested. Leaderless,
the demonstration did not materialize.
Solidarity Committee
Those militant forces that were
side

in-

Harlem stood with the Harlem
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Defense Council; those outside joined
together to form the Harlem Solidarity Committee in an attempt to take
the pressure off the ghettos now including Bedford-Stuyvesant by rallying working-class support for the be-

—
—

seiged Negro people. Initiated by the
Spartacist group, other participants
the HSC included Youth Against

in

War

and Fascism, Workers World, the
Brooklyn Civil Rights Defense ComOrLabot Movement. (The Socialist Workers
Party, which was also initially involved, withdrew, citing the pressure of
"lection petition work
though saying
privately that they felt the groups involved were "disreputable.") Around
mittee, the Committee for Peace
ganization, and the Progressive

—

"Hemove the Rioting Cops
from Harlem" and "Support the Right
of the Citizens of the Ghetto to Defend
Themselves," the Harlem Solidarity
Committee organized a mass rally in
the center of the garment district, and,
the slogans

despite

the

fact

that

of

sound

equipment was denied by the

police,

use

addressed nearly 1,000 woi'kers who
enthusiastically supported the speakers and make quick work of the one
or two hecklers. James Robertson,
Spartacist editor, described the role
of the cops in creating the riots and,
in reference to attempts being made
to blame the riots on Communists, said
that "unfortunately there aren't many

Reds

in

Harlem now

but

there

will

be!"

Playing With Fire

Though the "riots" were needed by
and provoked by the bourgeoisie as an
excuse to crush a growing mass movement, nevertheless the development
and outcome of such an undertaking
cannot be fully foreseen. It is certain
that resistance to the police attack
far exceeded what they had anticipated, for the extent to which the
youth and young workers of the ghetto fought back, even without organization, was an ominous portent for
the ruling class. In Rochester, for example, the city "police force was actually defeated and driven from the
ghetto area in the initial hours of
fighting; only with the intervention
of the state police and national guard
was the ghetto re-occupied.
All leaderships, during normal times,
claim to be militant and independent
of the power structure. It is times of
crisis when pressures, but also needs
and opportunities, are greatest that
provide a real test, with lessons to be
learned for both sides. Prior to the
"riots" the bourgeoisie had been uncertain about the Black Nationalists.
However, when forced to choose sides
the usually militant-sounding Nationalists proved themselves to be thoroughly reliable allies of the (white)
bourgeoisie, playing no role different

James Robertson, foreground, editor of SP ART AGIST, addresses
rally called by Harlem Solidarity Committee in the garment district.
of, the middle-class integvationists. It was class
orientation, not color orientation, that
provided the basis during- those July
days for an alternative leadership:
i.e., the Harlem Defense Council.
The response by the ruling class
to the threat of class rather than race
struggle was two-fold. On a minor
scale it experimented with encouraging the development of a respectable
nationalist movement which could exploit the wide-spread pseudo-national-

from, or even independent

sentiment among Hai'lem youth and
channel it against the "Reds." Such a
movement would also be useful in calling off or controlling future ghettosparked protest which might be embarrassing or threatening to the ruling class, since the old middle-class
civil-rights leaders had been shown
over the past period to no longer be
ist

regard. For this reaNationalists were, for the
time, received by the Mayor and
other City officials; and Lawson and
Overton were enabled, with police support, to hold rallies in the cefiter of
Harlem which was forbidden to others.
As could be expected, these figures

launched a no-hold.s-barred witch hunt,
and the gutter press appeared with
such daily headlines as "Riot Leftists
Urged Murders." In this atmosphere
sweeping injunctions were issued to
all who were associated in even fhe
most remote way with either the Epton March or the Harlem Solidarity
Committee, forbidding them from "assembling, gathering together, convening, parading, marching, demonstrating or acting in concert, in the public
streets, squares, sidewalks and other
public areas" from 110th Street to
155th Street and from river to river.
Epton was charged with "criminal anarchy," on the basis of a paraphrase
of Lenin's State atid Revolntiov, with
urging the murder of cops and judges,
and faces 10 yeais in prison and $10,000 fine if convicted. (Apparently the
Communist Party is hoping to get rid

effective in this

of

son Black

Gurley Flynn speaking fi'om Moscow
and The Worker did everything possible to lend credence to the phony

fiist

themselves wholeheartedly behind the anti-Red witch hunt, which

threw

was

the primary tactic of the ruling

class.

Witch Hunt
To cover up their own

role

and

themselves

to

of
those who proved the potential real opposition, the authorities immediately
prei)arc

for

ridding

its

leftist-Maoist

opposition

since

charges.) A Grand Jury "investigation" was initiated against the Progressive Labor Movement in an attempt to place the blame on them for
instigating the riots. In this context
and the concomitant pull-back in
struggle, practically all special reactionary interests have been encouraged. The combined forces of the Daily
News, landlords, and police department circles went on to initiate their
own successful witch hunt, against

(Continued Next Page)
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(Continued from Page 5)
Mobilization for Youth, a city social
agency which had supported rent
striken. Those forces opposing school
integration have been encouraged to
mobilize and launch a counterattack
against even the most minimal efforts
toward school integration. Eventually, with the issuance of the PBFs
report on September 27, it became
apparent that, lacking a single shred
of evidence, the FBI was not able to
either sustain or create a "Red Conspiracy" underlying or linking together the various riots. They had to
settle merely for exonerating the cops
(whom they found to have been too
soft in suppressing Negroes), labeling all who resisted police terror as
the worst and most irresponsible elements of society, and toeing the line
for Police Commissioner Murphy as
regards his personal shibboleth, a civilian review board.

SWP

Disoriented
The response of one other organization must be examined in relation to
to Harlem events
that is the Socialist Workers Party, which still claims
to be a Trotskyist organization and
the vanguard of the American working class. Once again events left the
SWP far behind with the consent of
the SWPf The political line of this
group in recent years justifies their
own abstention from struggle since
they see themselves as unessential to
the victorious outcome of these struggles, HaViup lost confidence ia their
ability to lead, they have revised revolutionary ti-ieory to eliminate the necessity for conscious,
revolutionary
leadership in the fight for socialism,
and look to other, non-working-class
forces to do the job for them. On this
basis the SWP restrains its members
from any active involvement in the
Negro struggle, choo.sing instead to act
as a cheering section for one or another "leader."

—

—

There is a revolutionary axiom concerning the interrelationship of action
and theory: A line formulated apart
from experience will undoubtedly err,
Avhile a correct line embodied in cadres deeply rooted in, the class can be
decisive in the outcome of a struggle.
The SWP's lack of involvement and
experience in the Negro arena is undoubtedly responsible for its incorrect
analysis of the Harlem events as contained in the Militant of August 10
under the heading "Meaning of tlje
Harlem Riots" by the party's official
Intellectual,

William P. Warde.

In this article Warde views the riots
solely as "eruptions" and "spontaneous outbursts" stemming from frustration and bad conditions. He over-

looks the whole development of class
forces over the preceding period culminating in the necessity for, and decision of, the bourgeoisie to bring a
halt to a potentially threatening chaiii^
of militant actions. To him the riots
are a "new, higher stage" of the struggle, and he speaks of "urban guerrilla
warfare" and "revolutionary
methods." But fighting back in a war

started
interest

by

prepared

one's

enemy

for his

own

while one's own side is unis hardly in itself "revolu-

—

tionary" ^it's more like instinct. Revolutionary methods ©f struggle involve
precisely preparation and orfftmitation, on a mass basis, so that there is
at least a fitting chance to win something whether or not complete victory is gained in that particular struggle. And it is no "higher stage," no
step forward, which results in all casualties on one's own side, the winning
of not even the most minor concession,
and in the aftermath a sweeping witch
hunt, and demoralization and inactiv-

among

one's own forces. The riots
actuality a set-hack to an
step forward
though with proper leadership and organization they could have led to a
great step forward.
ity

were

in

upward motion, not a

Ever Upward with William F. Warde
In the following key paragraph
from the Warde article we can see the
crux of the SWP's revisionism on

all

questions

"The revolt of the black freedom
fighters is moving forward under
our eyes from, one stage to another
in obedience to the objective laws
of every great national and social
revolutionary process. Each new
stage emerges with implacable necessity from the gainjs and deficiencies, the victories and setbacks, of
its predecessor. The needs and de-

mands
too

that power its progress are
imperative and irrepressible to

be arbitrarily halted. Both concessions and repressions feed it and
stimulate its forces in different ways
as the cumulative momentum of its
onward march keeps lifting it to
higher levels of struggle."

In the inexorable advance of History
there can be no defeats, for, according
to the above schema, even a setback
is a step forward. And what role is
there for a revolutionary vanguard in
this chain of inevitable and automatic
progression? The aging leadership of
the SWP, tired and discouraged after
35 years of struggle in the heart of
world imperialism, no longer believes
it will play a role; therefore they revise revolutionary theory to eliminate
themselves. Contrary to the whole
force of Leon Trotsky's analysis and
revolutionary struggle, they feel that
the question of leadership is no longer

decisive

and hence are not seriously

concerned with it.
Accurate, careful analysis is not important if it is not made from the
standpoint of determining one's own
future orientation toward a struggle.
Thus the Warde article omits mention
of either the Unity Council or the HDC
march, for to criticize the first would
be, in effect, a criticism of the Na-

upon whom the SWP banks
all, and to give due credit to the HDC
would be building a hated and envied
competitor. And since the SWP can
no longer admit errors it is forced to
tionalists

cast the Nationalists in the role of
the militants in the struggle despite
the fact that they were, at the time,
in alliance with the liberal integral
tionists whom the
condemns. At
another point "Warde lumps together
as "the most militant": Jesse Grey,
Bill Epton, and the various Black Na-

SWP

But a class line was drawn
between Epton and the Nationalists,
with Grey vacillating and finally ending up on the wrong side.
tionalists.

In its search for non-class elements
to cast in a leadership role, the

SWP

makes no mention of the formeriy^
vaunted "bold new leadership" which,
as recently ago as April, the Militant
hailed as "the dividing line in the
civil
rights struggle in this city."
(The Spart AGIST had characterized the
groups which had called the second
school boycott and stall-in as a temporary, artificial alliance of militant
and ' militant-sounding individuals.)
Having found this force to cuddle up
to in April, the
had necessarily
to lose it in July, for by the time of
the "riots" this "bold new leadership"
no longer existed! The SWP, in putting forward uncritically one nonrerolutionary Negro leadership or another, praising their good points while
omitting
ansrthing
unfavorable
in
either record or program, te in fetet
encouraging the Negro people to place
their trust in leaders who ivill only
sell them out at some future, possibly
more critical date.

SWP

Waiting for Malcolm X
Warde's Militant article ends by
hopefully anticipating that Malcolm
X and his new Organization of AfroAmerican Unity can fill the leadership
vacancy. Malcolm X has been the
SWP's top candidate for Black Leader
for almost two years, and they are
reluctant to give him up despite recent and predictable statements by
him which must be highly embarrassing to them. Malcolm X has now become the protege of Sheik Muhammad
Sarur Al-Sabban, head of the World
Mdslim League and described by Mr.
X as "the richest and most powerful
figure in Saudi Arabia today. . . .
Many very responsible Arabs refer to

—
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'real king of the Hejaz'
Arabia the last bastion of
chattel slavery (of black Africans!) in the world today. From that
land of oil-imperialism financed slavery Malcolm X, in his new position as
representative of the World
official

fend

Muslim League, has assured the Amer-

strike at this

him as the

that

is,

—

legal

ican bourgeoisie that he

is

not anti-

American, un-American, seditious, or
subversive {The New York Times,
Oct. 4). In proclaiming his new-found
Brotherhood of all Mankind he has
the effrontery to proclaim before the
Negro people that some of his dearest
friends are Uncle Toms! He goes on
to say "It takes all religious, political,
economic, psychological and racial ingredients to make the Human Family
and the Hupian Society complete.
We must forget politics and propaganda and approach this (the race
problem) as a Human Problem" calling for "real meaningful actions, sincerely motivated by a deep sense of

—

.

.

make

are trying to

HDC

into a "horscapegoat in the

example" and
campaign of suppression through fear
and Red scare in Harlem and all the
rible

great black ghettos of the northern
To smash this attack and de-

cities.

HDC

reopen
shut.

an immediate way to
whole trend and widen or
struggle being clamped

is

fields of

Such a defense requires many

a non-partisan, i.e., politdefense committee side-by-side with a principled
refusal to empty the defense of its
content by concealing or sidestepping
the radical beliefs and aims of the
elements:

ically inclusive, national

.

A

now become

X over the past couple of
words never appeared
nor were they commented on by

Malcolm

years, but these
in,

that paper.

Defend

Bill

Epton

The roll-back and lull in the Northern freedom struggle resulting from
demoralization following the "riots"
will be only temporary despite the
desire of existing organizations to permit only the most' limited and "safe"
Such programs will only
activities.
serve to widen the gap between the
Negro masses and these middle-class
organizations; it has been correctly
said that the riots were the death knell
of a militant CORE. Yet despite the.
widespread pseudo-nationalist sentiment, nationalist organizations, despite
their mjilitant-sounding rhetoric, have
become increasingly exposed to those
young militants prepared to commit
themselves unreservedly to organized
struggle. Only the Harlem Defense
Council, of all existing black organizations, withstood the stringent tests
of the past period. Yet HDC itself is
at present only a tiny and by no means
fully correctly oriented organization.
Struggle must also continue within
the existing civil rights organizations
to win their best' elements to a program of mass organization and militant struggle.
The vigorous defense of Bill Epton
(and those other HDC members who
have now been charged with "criminal
contempt" for refusing to aid Epton's
frameup) is directly and urgently tied
to far broader needs. The authorities

riots

revolutionai-y leadership will educate the Negro people to the understanding that the Democratic Party
is merely the preferred political tool
of the very classes responsible for oppression. The Democratic Party has
been the most powerful political force
in this country .for three decades; the
fact that it has done nothing of any
substance to advance the position of
the Negro people is because it doesn't
want to: it is controlled by powerful

njoral responsibility."
the prime responsibility of Negro leaders to make "their
own people see that with equal rights
also, go equal responsibilities." The
Militant has devoted a lot of space to

has

—^d

s.uch patrols are the
of that workers militia which
will defend the coming American Revolution. The challenge from Parents
and Taxpayei's must be met by plans
for immediate integration of all schools
backed up by the force of massive
demonstrations and boycotts.
lice

embryo

humanism and
It

Ghetto organization can presently
best be extended through the creation
of block councils firmly based on building tenant councils. Through .'^uch
councils ghetto dwellers gain experience in organized struggle and confidence in their abilities to fight. One of
the most effective and militant weapons in this struggle is the rent strike
which must be expanded, especially
in view of the current attempt of the
landlords and courts to put a stop to
this once and for all. Moreover, such
councils form a natural basis for the
organization of defense patrols to protect the community against future poda.

Bill

financial

Epton

defendants; an emphasis on mass organization both of local defense committees in the cities, ghettos and campuses across the country and of actions and demonstrations rightly turning the Epton case info the cause
celebre of this country.

—

Revolutionary Program
Revolutionaries in the Negro freedom movement need to pose transitional demands which, at each point,
tend to bring the Negro masses to the
recognition in struggle that fundamental solutions to their problems are not
possible within the framework of the
capitalist system, a- system which incorporates in its very being inequality,
racism, and mass destruction. Depresunemployment within the
sion-level
ghetto will not be solved by fighting
for a job here or a job there or by
schemes which bring the black and
white workers into conflict over a
shrinking job pool. Rather, a revolutionary program attempts to unite
black and white workers in a common
struggle to increase the number of
jobs. The best method of doing this is
to fight for the shorter

work week

at

loss in pay ("30 for 40"). The fact
that electricians in New York recently
won a 25-hour workweek indicates that
this struggle is definitely on the agen-

no

interests

who

from

benefit

the oppression of Negroes. The cop on
the corner, Murphy, and the judges
are all part of the Democratic machine
on the local level. The only alternative
is the development of a mass Labor
party based on an alliance of black

and

white

workers

committed to a
problems of the

socialist solution to the

working class

—unemployment,

speed-

low wages, slums, and racism.
Tn the absence of such a party, support must be given to all independent
political
candidates who have programs based on the needs of the ghetto, such as the Freedom Now Party.
up,

Black Workers Will Lead
Out of the strujjgle for and' implementation of such a program will come
a new revolutionary orcranization callable, of organizing the Negro masses
and leading them in struggle. Such an
organization, through fighting for the
special needs of the Negro people, will
form its link through the Revolutionary Party to broader struggles ultimately the struggle for workers power
and a socialist reorganization of society. The Negro people, the most exploited section of the working class,
will, by virtue of their long experience
in struggle for a better life, play a
leading role in the emancipation of
the entire American working class
and through them, of all humanity.
!

—

SPARTACIST

BUREAUCRACY AND REVOLU
INTRODUCTION
The Sino-Sovlet dispute has further
stimulated a process that neither of the
disputing parties can stop the breaking
UP of the once monolithic International
:

Communist movement

into its

compon-

—national—parts.

ent

Italian,

The Rumanian,
and French Communist Parties'

recent maneuvers toward maximizing
their security and privileges within the

context of a national political and economic structure are the most recent expressions of this universal process. The
trend has reached it furtherest development in the split between China and the
Soviet Union a split which flows from
a profound divergence of national interests, and which, given the social character of the bureaucracies in question,
cannot be healed. Khrushchev's ouster
was undoubtedly due in large part to
the
to
his intransigent opposition
Chinese Communist Party (CCP), but
the feeble attempts of Brezhnev and
Kosygin to ameliorate the conflict can
retard only slightly what is, at bottom,

—

an irreversible process.

The depth of the

split

can be judged

—

—

Toward
As the

difficult conditions, the iron discipline
necessary for the victory of the proletariat." Similarly, only the history of

the Comintern during the whole period
of its existence can satisfactorily explain why it degenerated into today's
stinking corpse. Present reality is not
accidental or unrelated to the past but
is, rather, the total realization of it.
Nothing can be understood except in
its historical development.
SUlin'fi Politics

method that PL has thus
far avoided. The entry of the Chinese
into
the
Koumintang (ordered by
CP
Stalin) resulted in the tragic slaughter
of thousands of Chinese workers in
Shanghai and Wuhan at the hands of
Chiang Kai-shek in 1927. During the
"Third Period," under the false policy
of "social fascism," the German CP
refused to launch a United Front
struggle against Fascism (as Remmele,
one of the KPD's leading parliamentarians, said, "Let Hitler take office
he will soon go bankrupt, and then it
will be our day.") In France in 1936,
when the "People's Front" government
faced a massive strike wave in which
the French workers had occupied the
factories and were the overwhelming
force in the country. Thorez said, "One
must learn how to end a strike!," and
the French CP continued to support
the bourgeois coalition government. In
Spain the Spanish Revolution was ber
headed by Stalinist "Peoples Front"
policies under which the CP destroyed
the workers' militia of Barcelona' in
May,
reinstated
the
hated
1937,
bourgeois police, and murdered worlcers' leaders. At the end of the Second
It is this

not only by the refusal of the Soviet
Union to support China in the SinoIndian border conflict, but by the fact
that it instead supported with arms
Under such circumstances
India!
China's development of the A-bomb
must be greeted by all revolutionary
Marxists as a welcome strengthening
of Chinese defenses at a time when the
Chinese Revolution is not only being
aggressively threatened by U.S. imperialism but when it is also being systematically betrayed by the Soviet
bureaucracy in the search for "peaceful coexistence." However, the main
point is that every increase in the
ability of the Chinese to hold the U.S.
at bay militarily is an increase in time
to prepare the proletarian revolution
above all in America the only final
safeguard to all gains thus far made
by the international working class.

—

The Progressive Labor Movement,
smaller than the American CP,
has found much needed moral support
in the CCP's criticism of the Soviet
leadership. But, since the Chinese have
not gone beyond superficialities and
formalism the responsibility now confronts PL to explain the development
of class-collaborationist policies by the.
Soviet bureaucracy. In explaining the
victory of October Lenin said, "Only
the history of Bolshevism during the
whole period of its existence can satisfactorily explain why it was able to
build up and maintain^ under the most

much

a Revolutionary

Answer

monolith disintegrates, workers and youth within the
Communist movement begin to genuinely seek a revolutionary alternative
Stalinist

to the reformism of the old-line Stalinist parties and at first glance the
Chinese position appears to offer this.
Thus, the first steps toward class politics are often in the direction established by the Chinese CP. We nee that
the Sino-Soviet dispute not only accelerates national decomposition of the
Communist movement, but also furthers
polarization within the ranks of each
party.

World War,

in France and Italy when
Communist-led working classes
Were the major armed force in the

the

countries, the CP's of these countries
entered bourgeois coalition governments and disarmed the workers.

Empiricism

An

of the foregoing are not just

facts! To acknowledge some
and ignore others, while refusing to
isolated

see or explain the organic interrelation
of all these events is not Marxian dialectical

—

materialism but empiricism

the very method which led to the above
mistakes and crimes. The mistakes of
the past cannot simply be forgotten,
or laid aside in the. interests of presentday "unity." The contradictions of the
present epoch of imperialist decay continually create the objective conditions
for proletarian revolution. As touched
on above, too many of these opportunities have been destroyed or betrayed.
As the conditions of our epoch continue to create similar opportunities,
the policies of the past which led to
defeats of revolutions must be understood thoroughly so as not to be repeated. An overall historical analysis
must be made of the past decade despite
conclusions which doubtlessly will be

unpopular with some who call themselves socialists and communists. This
is absolutely necessary for the creation
of the Revolutionary Vanguard which
must be forged in this country. Only
if it is properly armed theoretically and
prograrnmatically will it be able to lead
a victorious struggle for the proletarian
dictatorship
in
the
United
States.

The following article thus takes as
its point of departure the needs of the
international
proletarian
revolution
and derives from these the particular
strategy toward the Sino-Soviet dispute. The substance of this ai-ticle was
presented as a resolution for the
National Convention in the Summer
of 1963 by the Revolutionary Tendency.
The present article has been very
slightly
abridged.
The intervening
time has served only to reinforce its
viewpoint.

SWP

THE SINO-SOVIET DISPUTE
The open split between the ruling
groups in the Peoples' Republic of
China and the Soviet Union is a fact
of world-historical significance. On the
surface the split appears to be a dis-

pute over ideological questions among
- proclaimed
"Marxist - Leninists."
In its underlying reality, however, the
split has a vastly different meaning.
It signifies the eruption of irreconcilable material
antagonisms between
national Stalinist bureaucracies. The
context of this struggle is the mortal
crisis of the Stalinist system squeezed
between the pressures of unyielding
world imperialism and of rising workself

ing classes internally.

The crisis of Stalinism is caused by
the growing power of the new generation of industrial and intellectual workers in every country of the Soviet bloc.
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MOSCOW AND PEKING

IN

This generation, thanks to

its

—

own

ef-

and to its birthright the strucand ideological heritage of the

forts

tural

—

October revolution has been able to
achieve magnificent economic successes
despite obstruction, incompetence, and
inigleadership

by the Stalinist

rulers.

The new working class of the Soviet
bloc has embarked on a struggle to cast
repression and obscurantism and to establish proletarian democracy.
off Stalinist

authoritarian repression. Their specaste interests, as the usurpers of
power and privilege within a social
structure historically deriving from
the proletarian revolution, define them
ultimately as anti-proletarian and procapitalist despite the fact that they are
obliged in extremis to defend the organism upon which they are parasites
against imperialist military onslaughts.

cific

Repressive Bureaucracy

As e
devolution
suppressed
Hungarian
Political

The

and

Polish revolutions showed that prole-

democracy can be won only
through the smashing of the Stalinist
bureaucratic and police apparatus by
revolutionary mass action. These struggles, and their repression by the monotarian

lithically united counter-revolution, definitively verified Trotsky's

political

tion

Political

of
revolu-

— successful repetition of the Buda-

pest

—

revolutibn.

program

commune

Moscow and Peking
climax of the movement
in

will be the
of the Soviet bloc proletariat.

Marxist

politics

and Marxist theory

constitute a unified whole. Both are
entirely based on the specific class interests of the proletariat, the only really
revolutionary class of modern society.
The developing political revolution in
the Soviet bloc is comprehensible only
in terms of this dialectical inter-relationship of theory and practice: the
development of a revolutionary-Marxist
anguard party is indispensable to the
victorious struggle of the workers, and
no party can understand the political
development of the Soviet bloc, manifested currently in the Peking-Moscow
split, unless it consciously and directly
analyzes from the point of view of the
Soviet-bloc proletariat, i.e., on the basis
of the political revolution.

Only confused centrists couid try
explain

the

Sino-Soviet

dispute

to
in

terms of the indigestible "ideological"
apologia issued by the two sides and
limit their conclusions to a judgment
as to which of these positions is more
or less "correct," is righte;- or lefter.
The Marxist, proletarian, view starts
with the recognition that the political
groups symbolized by both Khrushchev
and Mao Tse-tung are mprtal and irreconcilable enemies of proletarian democracy, of socialism, and of the working class. Only on this basis can the
real issues in their conflict be grasped.

The opposition of the Peking and
Moscow ruling groups is grounded in
their identity. The fundamental fact
constitute
privileged
both
bureaucracies able to maintain their
caste power only through a system of
is

that

privileged

caste

formed and

organized on a national basis, the
Bonapartist bureaucracy of every de-

formed workers state always and inevitably seeks to maximize its own
economic and political power. This
takes place necessarily at the expense
of the workers and peasants, and, if
possible, at the expense of the imperialbut at the same time no
ist sphere
Stalinist bureaucracy has shown hesi-

—

tancy to defend or increase its own
power at the expense of another deformed workers state and of its ruling
caste. The "ideological" struggle between Peking and Moscow reflects the
real incompatibility of the material interests of two counter-revolutionary
national bureaucratic castes.

The real issues in the Peking-iMoscow clash are posed in terms of conflicting power-political and economic
needs. These needs reflect the different
origins of the two national bureaucracies, and above all they reflect the dif-

ferent relationship of forces between
each, imperialism, and the working
class. The differential impact of American imperialism upon the Chinese and

Russian states raises their antagonisms
to the level of sharp struggles. The
Maoist leadership must contend with
an American policy quite unreconciled
to the Peking regime and actively employing

all

available

means

to destroy

The American imperialists even
maintain a competing paper-regime in
Chiang Kaishek, oh Formosa. The Russians are
more free from an immediate restorationist threat from imperialism and
are driven by other forces to seek a
detetite with the American government.
But what Khrushchev is prepared to
off'er in the Kremlin's side ,of a coexistence deal is to go even further in
it.

the, form of the old tyrant,

acting as imperialism's indirect policeman not only among workers in the
advanced countries, but over the colonial revolutions
of which the Chinese
is one!

—

Unlike the Soviet bureaucracy, which
developed in and through the degeneration of an authentic proletarian
revolution, the Chinese Stalinist bureaucracy has its origins in a struggle

whose nature was petty bourgeois and
whose direct historical mission was
basically bourgeois. Its heroic epoch,
the Chinese civil war, was a combination
of
an elemental peasant
struggle for the land and a nationalist struggle against foreign domination and for national unification. The
leadership forged in this vast revolutionary upheaval took shape as a military elite, selected on the basis of the
qualities of combativity, devotion, and
discipline. Basically alien to the urban
proletariat, and cut off from its own
petty-bourgeois roots by the very fact
of its militarization, this bureaucratic
caste was welded together through the
structure and leadership of the Communist Party and the ideology of Stalinism.

China's change into a
workers state was initiated

deformed
a mass

in

peasant-based revolutionary civil war
which was followed by a militarybureaucratic process of transformation
into a form of society modeled upon
the Stalinized Soviet Union, economically and politically cut off from the
capitalist world, and economically and
politically integrated into the Soviet
bloc. The bureaucratic caste completed
this transformation in a forced response to the overwhelming objective
requirements of military defense in the
Korean War and the need for rapid
economic recovery and growth. Though
this was done in a pragmatic fashion,
it was perfectly consistent with Mao's
fundamental conception of the "Bloc
of Four Classes," whose true meaning
is the claim of the Communist Party
leadership to state power as a supraclass "Peoples Democratic Dictatorship."

Chinese Nationalism

The success of Mao Tse-tung and
his followers in channeling and distorting into the form of a national-bureaucratic

straight-jacket

the

socialist

drives of the Chinese revolution testifies only to the thoroughly and consistently counter-revolutionary nature
of the Maoist bureaucracy. The pettybourgeois nationalist nature of Chinese
foreign policy is demonstrated most
dramatically by the fact that Peking's
border claims against New Delhi are

supported by the Chiang Kai-shek re-

gime occupying Formosa. The obligation of Marxists to give unconditional
defense to the deformed Chinese workers state in order to prevent its military
defeat by a capitalist power cannot' be
permitted to obscure the fact that the
extremely sparse population of these
wastelands is neither Chinese nor
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Indian. Humiliation of Nehru's milipretensions
in the border conflict
tary
is obviously a triumph for Chinese
foreign policy, and has gained Peking
much closer friendship with the military dictators of Pakistan and Burma.
It is an equally obvious h\o-w to Soviet
foreign policy, which had made enor-

mous and

partially successful efforts
to secure a relationship of special close.-.ess with the Nehru regime. It is irrelevant to the Chinese and Russian
Stalinists, but of absolute importance
to Marxists,, that the Chinese policy of
posing the question in national-chauvinist pather than class-revolutionary
terms has done serious damage to the
chances of the proletarian revolution
in India and elsewhere in Asia.

The Stalinist policy of Chinese
hegemony over non-Chinese nationalities is as much a violation of the right
of peoples to self-determination and
contradiction of the basic interests of
the international proletarian revolution as is the Great-Russian chauvinism
of the Kremlin. This is shown most
clearly in the cases of Tibet (where
Chinese policy resulted in an uprising
under reactionary leadership) and of
Formosa. Thou.uh the Pekinj? bureaucrats use the most violent language to
denounce imperialist treaties at the
expense of China, they completely endorse the imperialist Cairo agreement
and
Roosevelt,
Churchill,
(among
Chiang) which gave Formosa to China.
Using this imperialist treaty as a pretext, the Chinese Stalinists refuse to
recognize the right of the Formosan
workers and peasants to self-determination and reiterate their intention to
seize Formosa by force of arms. The
practical effects of this policy are to
give political aid to Chiang in his oppression of the Formosan people and
to help U.S. imperialism in its policy
of isolation and containment of the

Chinese revolution.
The extreme antagonism

Peking and Washington

is

between
rooted

in

the appetites of U.S. imperialism which
still resents its loss of China, seeks
by all means to hamper and frustrate
Chinese development, and openly professes its desire to see the present

Chinese government overthrown by
counter-revolutionary foi'ces. This continual pressuie has led the Chinese
Stalinists to formulate a bitterly antiU.S. foreign policy, at profound variance to the Kremlin's basic line of a
bi-lateral deal between the super-powers. The underlying nationalism of the
Peking line, however, continually acts
to upset all efforts to break through
the cordon sanitaire imposed by Washington.

Chinese Economic Policy
The economic policy of the Chinese
Stalinists has undergone the most staggering shifts. Until 1957 the CCP's
general line attempted to balance rapid
industrialization with gradual agricultuz'al collectivization
and slight improvements in living standards
policy
which permitted impressive,
even spectacular, economic progress.
This course culminated in the brief
"Hundred Flowers" period when the
momentary thaw allowed the general
proletarian and intellectual revulsion
against the Maoist-Stalinist bureaucracy to emerge into the open. The
working-class opposition was immediately and brutally suppressed in the
"Anti-Rightist" campaign. The warning of inevitable political revolution,
however, led the bureaucracy to make
a radical new departure in ec6nomic
policy: the demands for workers' democracy were to be buried through
transformation of the entire nation
into a tightly disciplined economic unit
under the slogan of an immediate

—

transition to full communism through
the medium of the "rural peoples'

communes."
Bureaucratic Adventurism

The "great leap forwaid," viewed
objectively, was an attempt to achieve
rapid economic development through
methods of total "military mobilization.
It was an act of criminal bureaucratic
adventurism, and failed ignobly. The
forced communization of the peasantry,
the elimination of all restraints on the
duration and intensity of labor, and
the uprooting of technical specialists
led to an economic collapse unprecedented in the history of the Soviet
bloc.

The

cultural

decline in industrial and agriproduction, in industrial em-

ployment, and in living standards was
too drastic to be concealed, despite the
fact that the total breakdown in economic planning involved the non-existence of meaningful statistics (and,
after 1959, of any statistics at all).
The Chinese economic collapse in-

the tension between Peking
and Moscow to the breaking point.
China was not only unable to fulfill
commitments under its trade treaty

creased

with the Soviet Union, but simultane-

and the return of private agriculture
on a significant scale are merely temporary retreats within an unchanging
policy. The basic policy of the Chinese
Stalinists is the construction of "commuhism in a single country" on a
pauper technical basis using the unaided labor of hundreds of millions of
peasants. The Maoists refuse to depart
even slightly from this reactionary
conception, despite the efforts

now

be-

ing made, for the first time since 1957,
to increase trade with the capitalist
powers.
The authoritarian attitude of the
Chinese Stalinists toward the workers,
peasants, and intellectuals has always
been coupled with the preoccupation of
maintaining close ties with the masses,
and of winning genuine support for
'

government policies, if possibl(». They
have sought to gain mass -support
through a pretense of "Leninism" as
well as through their familiar "thoughtreform" tactics. Similarly, in the period
of the first Soviet Five- Year Plan,
Stalin sought to appeal to the idealism
of the workers and the youth on the
basis of a seemingly "revolutionary"
line in foreign as well as domestic
policy: forced collectivization and the
"Third Period" were inseparable aspects of a single ultra-leftist line. In
China, though real enthusiasm among
certain sections of the population at
the start of the "leap forward" is well
attested, this had disappeared by 1962,
Nevertheless the profession of a "leftist" foreign policy remains necessary
for the Mao regime in order to hold
together its cadres, to distract international attention from its catastrophic
economic blunders, and, in addition, to
face the intransigent hostility of imperialism.

Chinese Stalinism
The Chinese Stalinists, in their dogmatic reiteration of the Stalin-Zhdanov
line on everything from Art to Yugoslavia, and in their continued practice
of the Stalin cult, express clearly their
real nature. Only people whose own
political
line has become hopelessly
muddled can discover any inconsistency
between the Chinese position on "destalinization" and their criticisms of
policy.
Khrushchev's
foreign
The

Chinese

Stalinists'

ideological

line

is

ously demanded that the U.S.S.R. give
aid. To top it off, the
it increased
Chinese Stalinists pressed Khrushchev
to increase his military spending and
to help them expend. Chinese resources
in the development of a Chinese atomic
bomb. Khrushchev's reaction was the
brutal withdrawal of Soviet technicians
at the end. of 1960, and the rapid reduction of Sino-Soviet trade to a level
reflecting China's vastly reduced ex-

a consistent reflection of their 'international isolation, the insuperable economic diflficulties confronting them, and
their inability to make any real concessions to the demands of the Chinese
people for greater freedom except at a
deadly risk of political revolution. In
contrast, the Soviet bureaucracy is in
an almost diametrically opposite situ-

port capability.
The Chinese Stalinists claim that
the abandonment of the "leap forward"

the

ation.

The very growth and successes of
Soviet economy have exploded

Stalin's autarchic fantasy of the *'two
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worid markets" (the

final

formulation

of "Socialism in One Country" until
Mao resurrected it with his communes)
amd have forced tiife Soviet Union to
adopt a policy aiming at integrated
economic planning within the Soviet
bloc and steadily increasing interdependence with the capitalist states. The
f^rowth of the Soviet proletariat in
size, skill, and cultural level has conftvnted the Soviet bureaucracy with a
gigantic social force that can be temporarily averted from political revolution
only at the price of real concessions, of
which the liquidation of the Stalin
cult was the most profound. The terribly economic drain involved in prepa*rations for modem war give the Soviet
bureaucracy powerful incentives to
promise the people of the Soviet bloc
•n effective reduction in international

fallacious, but because it conflicts with
other, more fundamental, interests of

U.S. imperialism. Imperialist power in
the world can ultimately not be preserved without armed force. The U.S.,
therefore, cannot and will not disarm.
The Soviet econ&my, freed from the
burden of armaments, would develop
so rapidly that the U.S. would soon
ilnd itself in

concessions to and steady improvement
in the living standards of the Soviet
people. It therefor^ feels a profound
need for an overall accord with U.S.

imperialism which would permit recovery of economic resources now
wasted on military purposes and would
allow the Soviet Union much freer
access to Western markets. Of course
the price for this hoped-for accord between the U.S. and the Russian bureaucracy is to be at the expense of
others.

The Soviet Union is becoming a
ste|adily more important factor in the
world economy and in international
politics, as is shown in varying ways
by the increasing Soviet oil exports to
the West, the spectacular rapproehement between the Kremlin and Vatican,
and the decisive military and economic
support provided for the pro-Soviet
regime in Cuba. This process of steady
improvement in the bargaining position of the Soviet bureaucracy vis-avis U.S. imperialism has resulted in a
general Soviet-U^S. entente on decisive
political questions
(against political
revolution in the Soviet bloc, for neocolonialism under the aegis of the
U.N. in the backward countries) dating
at least from the Suez and Hungarian
•ffairs.

Soviet cooperation, nevertheless, has been limited drastically by the
refusal of the U.S. government to
make any concessions on what is, to
tbe Soviet bureaucracy, the quintessential matter: disarmament. The Soviet
-

Stalinists have sought to persuade
U.S. capitalists that disarmament is
in their immediate economic interest.
The Khrushchev position is Utopian,

not because the economic argument

is

and

In the context of its coexistence
strategy the Kremlin is willing to ^ve
material aid to petty - bourgeois - led
colonial revt>lutionary movements, as
in Algeria, while attempting to pre-
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What

Consequences of Coexistence
The basic line of the Soviet bureaucracy is to preserve its power and
privileges ttrrough a combination of
repression with peripheral political

political

fatal for capitalism.

tensions.

U.S.

an inferior

economic situation, and this would be

Is

Revolutionary

however indirectly, by the
October Revolution^ propertjr form*
which are the basis for the development of a socialist society. However,
the working class in these oountries
directly or

does not wield political power, does not
control production, and does not dedide
the international policy of these states.
Thus we see the Soviet-bloc conntries
as workers states which have become
degenerated or been born deformed.
Their present form can only be tempo*
rary, and it is wrong to interpret these
temporary distorted forms as a new or
inevitable stage in the development of
society. We stand for the defense of
these states as of every conquest of
the working class. The Fourth International's call for a political revolution
to overthrow the bureaucracy in the
workers states constitutes the most effective defense of these states and i*
part of the strategy of world revohu
tion against imperialism.

Leadership?

Marxist InterrenUon

The Trotskyists
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vent their development into proletarian
revolutions. For example, while maintaining "correct" diplomatic relations
with the French government, the
Kremlin via the Czech government,
gave great quantities of arms to the
FLN to fight the French, and simultaneously, via the French CP, aided
the FLN in its campaign to exterminate opponents within the movement. (After this, the Soviet protests
against tihe outlawing of the Algerian
CP sound singularly hollow.) Where
such revolutions cannot be confined
within capitalist limits, as in Cuba,
Soviet aid is accompanied by pressures
toward internal dictatorship and suppression of anti-Stalinist currents and
of subordination to the general line of
the Kremlin. Thus, even when seemingly aiding revolutions, the Khrushchev line is directly anti-working-class
and counter-revolutionary.

The Deformed Workers States
The counter-revolutionary nature of
Stalinism in all its forms ^ithout exception cannot be permitted to obscure
the fundamental thesis of the Trotskyist movement that the Stalinist bureaucracy is defined by its role as a
parasite upon the economic structures
of the kind established initially by the
October Revolution. The regimes in the
Soviet bloc, now including Cuba, are
defprmed workers states: i.e., they are
based on property forms established^

totally reject a seetarian, abstentionist, "plague on botk
your houses" approach to a phenomenon of wotid-historical significasioe,
the split between the Moscow end
Peking wings of the counter-revolit-

tionary Stalinist bureaucracy. Thus as
in every clash within the labor bureaucracy the contending formation^
may be compelled to seek mass support
through actions whose potential consequences transcend and contradict the
real aims of the bureaucrats. We support all actions, however and by whomever initiated, which are in the interest
of the working class, since as Marxists

we have no

interests

distinct

from

those of the working class as a whole.
Our intervention tends always to transform actions initiated by the bureaucracy into struggles against the bureauif
racy, whereby ttie working class can
develop the alternative revolutionary
leadership required for its self-liberation.

In tiieir polemics against the Soviet
leaders, the Chinese Stalinists have
pointed out aspects of the counterrevolutionary Kremlin line, its conciliation to imperialism and open revision
of basic Leninist concepts. In practice,
of course, the Chinese have gone as
far as the Soviets in 'supporting thoss
anti - woridng-class national bouiiseois
regimes which are willing to take a
pro-Chinese line in foreign policy
(Algeria, Guinea, Ghana). Nevertheless, within the Communist parties outside the Soviet bloc, these Chinese
criticisms help to disrupt the disci^dine
of the parties, and stimulate the emergence of tendencies seeking a more
militant struggle against their own
ruling class.

(Continued Next Page)
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In response to the Chinese attacks
the Kremlin leaders have found that
their most potent

weapon

is

the issue

of Stalin. Every partial exposure of
the reality of the Stalin era, every degree of latitude for the expression of
variant views in politics, economic;,
and the aits, is a gain for the workers,
and every attempt to maintain or increase repression under the pre-sure of
"Stalin's Heirs" in Peking and Moscow
is an attack upon the vital interests
of the working class.

Revolutionary Solution

The

basic orientation of the Marxists
is always
to the workers, never to
bureaucratic leaderships.
side with
the Communist workers of the western
colonial
countries
who,
however
and
confusedly, seek a revolutionary policy
instead of the reformist coexicitence
line.
side with the workers of the
Soviet bloc (and those young intellectuals seeking to be their spokesmen)
who are striving to free themselves

We

We

from

and
oppression
thereby to restore the revolutionary
and socialist democracy of the Lenin
era.

—

The struggle of the masses in the
Soviet bloc is today developing in acco) dance with this program of workers' democracy. The Trotskyists seek
to intervene "in support of every struggle, every demand, however limited or
partial, in accordance with this pro-

all

nized as soviet parties by the workers
and peasants;

—revision

of planned economy from
top to bottom in the interests of pro-

ducers and consumers. Factory committees should be returned the right
to control production. A democratically
cooperative
consumers'
organized
should control the quality and price
products;
of

—reorganization

the collective
farms in accordance with the will and
interests of the workers there enof

immediate

to solicit his

re-

As a result, after she left, and
the presence of bureaucrats from
the District and Sectional CDR's, Flor-

lease.

and Andres were exneUed from
was uruered

idia

the Committee and she
arrested.

Floridia, an employee of the Ministry of Transport^,, was a militia woman, a member of the Cuban Federation of Women (FMC), and had re,

done

cently

voluntary

labor

cutting

sugar cane. Her father, Gustave Fraga, lost his life as a member of the
anti-Bastista underground in Guantanamo City. She too had been a fighter
the underground from very early

in

in the struggle.

Ricardo Ferrara

.

The following day, December 2, 1968,
when Ricardo Ferrara went to inquire
about Floridia at the Fifth Unit of
the CDR, he himself was seized and
illegally
ordered arrested. Comrade

.

CUBA

.

(Continued from Page 1)

had

undergone harassment for sevmonths prior to his arrest on
9, because of his outspoken

eral

opposition to the authoritarian attitude and buieaucratic methods and
errors of the administration and the
union officials. He had been transferred
from job to job and finally, in October,
190:1, was tiansferred to a location

—freedom of the trade unions and
the factory committees;
— legalization of
parties recog-

Committee
in

giam.

problem for the Marxto establish ideological and potactical

contacts with these revolutionary tendencies in order to deve'lop
common actions against impciialist
capitalism and its Stalinist bureaucratic labor lieutenants controlling the
deformed workers states. The strategic
goal of the world Trotskyist movement
is the emergence of a new revolutionary leadership on the basis of the
transitional program of the Fourth
International.
The program of the Fourth International for the Soviet Union as s^et
forth in 1938, which posed the central
task of the Soviet workers as the
restoration of Soviet democracy, is entirely valid today not merely for the
U.S.S.R. but for the deformed and
degenerated workers states generally.
The key points of this program are:

;

—

only the victorious revolutionary
uprising of the oppressed masses can
revive the
regime of Soviets and
guarantee
ils
further development
toward socialism. There is but one
party capable of leading the Soviet
masses to insurrection the party of
the Fourth International.

November

litical

gaged

—

bureaucratic

The

ists is

replace the reactionary international
policy of the bureaucracy. No secret
diplomacy
the complete diplomatic
correspondence of the state should be
published;

1963, after returning from a meeting
of her CDR where she had denounced
the arrest of Andres and asked the

two hours from his home in Havana
in effect fired from his job. He fought
the transfer and had received the support of an Assembly of the Transport
Workers union for his re-instatement
and against the illegal transfer. Twice
during this period he was held by the
police for a short time and released.
Following his final arrest, he was confined for several weeks by the Security

Forces (G-2) without any charges

and then transferred

to

"La Cabana"

prison.

Loyal Participant

As

is

the

case

with

all

the

other

comrades arrested, Andres was a full
and loyal participant in all the activities of the Revolution, from before
1959, when the Stalinists were still
waiting to see who would win. At the
time of his arrest he was a sub-officer
in a combat militia battalion and had
been mobilized during the October,
19G2, crisis. He was a voluntary worker and a member of the Conmiittee for
Defense of the Revolution (CDR). Before the victory of the Revolution in
1959 Andres was a revolutionary union
militant and fought in the underground against Batista, as well as during the final insurrection.

Fraga
Floridia Frnga, the companion of
Andres, was arrested without charges
at her home the night of December 1,
Floridia

outstanding

Ricardo's

revolutionary

record started when he joined the Castro guerillas at the age of sixteen and
fought in the Oriente Second Front,

"Frank Pais."
the Militia, the

He was a member of
CDR, and was a "Vain-

guard Worker" of Commerce. Shortly
before his arrest he had just returned
from volunteer labor, picking coffee,
when Hurricane Flora struck. He inimediately volunteered for the rescue
work and spent many days, almost
without any rest, rescuing and attending to victims of the floods.
r

were held incommunicado
months without any accusa-

All three

for

five

tions or charges being placed against
them, despite many protests from trade
unions, union leaders, prominent socialists,
and revolutionists from all
over Latin America, including the leadership of the fighting Bolivian' tin

miners.

Last spring they were taken from
their prisons to a trial that
to the public.

with:
per,
the

(1)
(2)

was

closed

There they were charged

distributing an illegal paadvocating the overthrow of

Cuban government, and

(3)

being

critical of Fidel Castro. Floridia

Fraga

and Ricardo Ferrara were sentenced

two years each; Andres Alfonso received a sentence of five years. Andres
to

and

Ricardo

are

currently

serving

their time in the "El Principe" prison,
while Floridia is in the Woman's Prison of Guanajaz.

Roberto Tcjera

That same month the purge continued with two more Trotskyists arrested
in the same manner. Roberto Tejera
was taken in custody when he went
to

inquire

about his three comrades.
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Idalberto Ferrera
Later, the police came to the apartment of Idalberto Ferrera, the General Secretary of the POR and editor
of Voz Proleteria, and arrested him,
again with no explanation. Their office
was broken into and copies of the
paper and other documents were confiscated.

an open

Comrade Ferrera had written
letter demanding the immedi-

ate releasie of those in prison and denouncing' the Stalinist methods used
in their arrest and imprisonment. The

twd w'ere brought to "trial" and found
"guilty"' on the same charges as the
others. Roberto was sentenced to six

members and the factoiy
management refused, so he appealed
cal

Party

to the

Ministry of Labor in Havana.

The Ministry ordered him

reinstated,

but again the Party said no.

Havana fighting this
when we spoke with him.
in

last

He was
rulinji'

Slanders

The exemplary revolutionary record
of the arrested five, and the Cuban
as a whole, both before
and after the triumph of the Revolution, stands in marked contrast to
the official rumors and cynical state-

ments of the Cuban leadership. (Among
slander circulated by the Stalinare stories of Trotskyist participation in the Bay of Pigs invasion, where
actually, one of the comrades fought
\yith his militia unit to repel the in-

drastic

During a meeting this summer with
the American students, one of them
asked Che Guevara, concerning the
jailed Trotskyists, if it would not be
better if political criticism in the
framework of unconditional support
and defense of the Revolution, should
be handled politically, rather than by
suppression of views. Guevera replied,
"I agree with your statement, but the
Cuban Trotskyists are not inside the
Revolution, but only 'divisionists.' I
did not see them in any mountains,
I <lid not see them dead in any city
battle. They appeared after the revolution was over giving instructions

In addition to these illegal jailings,
there has been a whole series of events
that indicate the determination of the
Cuban leadership to isolate and crush
tlie. Trotskyist party and its supporters, liquidate the only organized critical voice of the Revolution, and in the
process, intimidate anyone else who
may wish to offer a criticism or oppose
a policy of the leadership or the Gov-

ernment.

Late in 1963, the residence permit of
tlje delegate in Cuba of the Posadas
Fourtli
International was
abruptly
cancelled, arid after having his watch,
clothes, and typewriter seized by the
police, he was deported from the island. This attack came only a few days
after the five Latin American Trotskyiats participating in the Havana Congress of Architects

had uncondition-

ally offered their services following the
strike of the hurricane. Around the

same

time, other Cuban Trotskyists
were prevented from leaving the coun-

attend a world gathering in
Europe of the Posadas tendency.
While in Cuba some of the students
spoke with another comrade from
Guantanamo City, who had been fired
from his job by the factory administration because he was a Trotskyist. A
baker, he had been a union militant
for almost thirty years and was well
known by his fellow workers. He appealed his dismissal (a very serious
punishment in Cuba that prevents a
worker from getting a job anywhere
except in the tiny private sector that
remains) to the factory Reclamation
CJopimission (a grievance panel consisting of representatives of the factory workers, the Factory Directorate, and the Secretary of Labor), who
ordered that he be reinstated. The lotry

to

Cuba.

"Yes," he replied, "formally
there is a gap, but in reality there is
none." That so-called "gap" has been
the principal focal point of the criticism and program of the Cuban Trotskyists, namely, that the Cuban workers' state is not controlled by the

Cuban working

people.

Trotskyists

years; comrade Ferrera was sentenced
to njne years! Significantly, the leader
of the group received the most sever^
sentence, indicating the purely political character of the repressions. Both
are serving their sentences in "La
Cabana" prison. As of the time the
American students left Cuba in August, there has been no mention whatsoever in the Cuban press of these
actions.

for this function, there seemed to be
an organizational gap between the
Government and the working people of

the

ists

vaders; of sabotage of transportation
at Guantanamo; that the hated and
corrupt union leader Mujal, former
PSPer, was in reality a Trotskyist
agent, and so on.

about Guantanamo, and so on. I won't
say they are CIA agents we don't
know. They have no history of support
to the Revolution. They say there is a
right-wing formed by the Stalinists
and we (Guevara) are the left-wing."

—

Similar accusations were made by
Bias Roca, thirty-year PSP member
and professional opportunists, in an interview held for the student group
following a tour of Hoij. After giving a brief "history" of the Trotskyists in Cuba, Roca said, "They are
always to the left. In 1059 they were
calling for Soviets in Cuba. This would
have provided Imperialism with the
excuse to attack our Revolution as
'Communist.' " Strange excuse from a

presumably Communist state leader!)

To a subsequent question he admitted
that at the present the^e was nothing
Cuba comparable to the Soviets or
Workers' Councils of revolutionary
Russia, i.e., elected representative bodies of workers' and peasants' control
of the State. Another question to Roca
pointed out that since this was the
case and since neither the structure
of the party (PURSC) nor the present role of the unions were substitutes
in

Interview with Leon Ferrera
We had a lengthy interview in Havana with Leon Ferrera, son of the
imprisoned General Secretary and editor of Voz Proleteria, Idalberto Ferrera. We spoke with Leon and othe*
comrades of POR in his small apartment in a workers' district of old Havana. His father had received his nine
year sentence only about three weeks
before we had arrived in Cuba^ and
he was not sure just when he and
the rest of his comrades would also
be arrested. Sitting there in his Militia
uniform he looked very much "inside"
the Revolution. When questioned ^out
the repressive actions taking against
his father and the other comrades, he
was primarily concerned that, aside
from the discredit to the Cuban Revolution by these Stalinist tactics, the
arrests represented a very
serious
threat to the advance of the Revolution.
He explained that all of the
Trotskyists' criticism had only one
purpose to strengthen the Revolution
and correct its weaknesses already
manifesting themselves. Whatever happened to Cuba affected the rcvoltitionary movement and the workers' struggles in all of Latin America and
throughout the world. The charge that
they were "seeking to overthrow the

—

Cuban government" was
said.

"We

do

not

ridiculous,

struggle

to

We

he

seize
fight

political power from Fidel.
in order that state power may pass
totally to the masses; in order that

communes and

—

Soviets
which are the
masses' political organs of expression
be organized and function; in
order that the masses may intervene

— may

and directly participate in all the administrative processes of economic production and distribution, thus preventing bureaucratization. We struggle for
self-administration of the masses and
not mere obedience of orders imposed
from above." He said that even though
the Cuban workers and peasants possess arms, they could not exercise political

power

without

Soviets.

Leon

said that their program consisted generally of the following points: (1) for
free elections in the unions, no slates
chosen by the Party; (2) for the convening- of a National Congress of the
Central de Trajabadores de Cuba Revolucionaria with new leaders and delegates freely elected; (3) for the es-

t4—
.

.

.
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tablishme
control,

from broadcasting his "Radio Fr«e
Dixie" program for several weeks and

t

of

Workers Councils

also wasn't able to publish his newsto

through their delegates, the

administration of the Cuban State;
and (4) for the right of all political
tendencies that support the Revolution
to freedom of expression.

Letter from Prison

A

striking confirmation of the revo-

lutionary character and devotion to the
Revolution of the Cuban comrades is
found in a recently published letter by
Andres Alfonso, written from the
prison where he is serving his fiveyear term. In it he expresses concern
over whether prison -labor is being
utilized in the most efficient manner
and says he feels "a revolutionary disquietude for being condemned already
for five months to total inactivity, eating as a parasite, depriving the Revolution of my humble mechanic's role."
Later he states, "We criticize the bureaucracy as an obstacle to the Revolution, but we oflFer solutions, the means
to combat it and to attenuate the damage caused by the bureaucracy and we
understand that the best form, if not
to eradicate it, at least to diminish
the negative influence of the bureaucracy, is the intervention of the masses,
control by the working class, and the
functioning of socialist democracy.
Oar struggle has no sense if we do
not defend this basic socialist principie."

The apparently confused and ambiguous nature of the early moves
against the Cuban Trotskyists, the
"cat and mouse" character of the
whole repression, is an indication of
the variety of powerful forces acting
on the Cuban leadership and elements
within it, that prevent it from acting
as a unified and free agent. Some of
the T.-otskyists were detained and released several times before their final
arrests; while three were being held
for months without charges or any
sigrn of release, their modest press was
permitted to continue publication. Sev'cral of those that are in prison, for
clearly political reasons, have been appointed Political Instructors in their
respective prisons! They have not been
sent to the prisons for counter-revolutionaries, but to those for "workers
who make mistakes." Also, while the
Ministry of Labor was ruling in favor
of re-instating the worker fired from
his job, his comrades were being sent
to jail.

Robert Williams
Also indicative of the recent state
of affairs in Cuba is the experience of
Robert Williams, the black revolutionist in exile to escape the racist
FBL He said he had been prevented

letter^

"The

Crusader,"

during that

period, and was having his mail interrupted. Those responsible for this are
the "Amigos de Cuba," a gi'oup of expatriate American Stalinists residing
in Cuba. They have been hostile to
Williams' militant stand on self-defense and black revolution, favoring
instead "nonviolence," as does the
CPUSA. If anything the "Amigos" ar«
worse than their counterparts in the
because in Cuba they hav«
influence. They circulate rumors that
Williams, in fact, represents only a
tiny group in the U.S. and has no
following. They have repeatedly attempted to compel Williams and his
wife, Mabel, to lend their names to
one or another of their pacifist proj-

working masses

exercise political
control of their State (not Fidel's or
Raul's or Che's). Workers' democracy
is not just a question of "forms" or
an abstract social concept. In a workers' state with a nationalized and planned economy the centralized administration of such an economy involves
above all political questions and not
just technical-economic ones, therefore,
of necessity, demanding the greatest
participation of the working people
of the country.
to

CPUSA

critical

Behind the Repressions
These repressions are a manifestation of a distinct shift to the right by
the Cuban leadership, adopting the
"peaceful coexistence" line, with the
corresponding strengthening of the
most conservative, conciliatory trends
and forces within the Government, represented generally by the sector made
up of the leadefs of the old PSP (Cuban Communist party) and a whole
layer of new elements in the administration.
It is a rule in the class struggle that
a shift to the right by an organization or a government is generally ac-

companied by an attack on

its left.

The

Trotskyists started
of the
around the time of Castro's trip to the
Soviet Union, where he agreed to support the Russians in the Sino-Soviet
dispute in exchange for the vital stable sugar price. (See: "Cas?tro in Mosarrests

Spart AGIST #1.) After his return Castro arranged the interview
with The New York Times where he
indicated his willingness to take a
step back from any revolutionary role
in Latin America, among other concessions, in return for a relaxing of
pressure by the United States. All the
developments of the past year or so
have taken place against a general
right turn throughout Latin America:
Brazil, Venezuela, Argentina, Chile,
cow,

and now Bolivia.
The suppression of the Cuban Trotskyists marks a dangerous milestone
in the development of the Cuban Revolution. It should be of particular concern to those uncritical supporters and

"friends" of the Revolution who, in
the last five years, have seized on one
substitute after another as "trends
toward democratization." These attacks

on a critical political tendency fully
in support of the Revolution, are, in
fact, an attack on the historical neces-

and absolute right of the Cuban

relationship

ers' participation

and

between workvital economic

questions, readers are referred to

perceptive analysis of
cal life

ects.
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a
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by Adolfo Gilly, "Inside the

Cuban Revolution,"

in the

October

1964 Monthly Review.
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At every major stage in the
opment of the Cuban Revolution

devel-

if has
been the working masses of the country that have taken the initiative and
the Castro leadership that has responded or reacted to this pressure.
The first Agrarian Reform merely codified and limited what, had already
taken place in the countryside. The

wave of occupations of factories in
1959 was the basis of the later nationalizations; the action taken against

Anibal, Escalante (without the benefit,
any democratic proce-

incidentally, of

dure and with the concurrence of the
leadership of the Soviet Union) was
admitted by Castro to be in response
to enormous pressure from below.
However, what this "pressure" lacks
is a conscious, organized expression,
a revolutionary party. This, plus
fact that the Castro leadership
itself to be very sensitive and
responsive to the drive from below,
explains why the Cuban working people stopped mid-way, acceding the political control of their state to the
Castro leadership. Now the right of
the country's worker and peasant
masses to organize such a party, to
create the political instruments to express their opinions, has been rudely
denied by that same leadership.

i.e.,

the

showed

Needs of the Revolution
survive, the Cuban workers'
state rrmst break out of its political
and economic isolation and its corrupting dependence on the Soviet Union. The narrow nationalist ideology
has to be discarded and replaced by
a revolutionary foreign policy, building and providing leadership and assistance to the revolutionary movement
throughout Latin America. The over«

To

^
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throw of capitalism and the establish-

ment of workers' states in Venezuela,
Bolivia, and Chile are very much on
the agenda and represent the only
effective way to smash Cuba's present
"Peaceful coexistence" not
only is no solution but presents a major threat to Cuba, representing, 'more
than anything else, an attempt by a
large section of the capitalist world
to influence the Revolution from the
inside, seeking to indirectly create
conditions for the development of the
most conservative, bureaucratic trend
isolation.

in tfa» Cubans leadership.

The formation of a conscious, revolutionary party ^the instrument crucial to such a development; the establishment of Soviets, genuine workers'
councils, i.e., those representative bodies of self-government that in a Avorkers' democracy express the will of the
working masses, would result in the
widest participation of the Cuban
workers and farmers in the leadership
of their state, with the free discussion
and rich democratic, political life that
marked the early years of the Russian
Revolution. Such a development would
have a profound effect on the working
populations of the capitalist countries,
exposing all the lies and slanders of
their governments concerning ,the Cuban Revolution. In addition, this would
provide a powerful impetus to the
working masses of the other deformed
workers' states to get rid of their own
bureaucracies and take control of their
state, continuing what was begun in
East Germany in 1953 and Poland and
Hungary in 1956. Neither the leaders
of these states nor the capitalist governments, though each for their own
reasons, are at all interested in seeing
socialist
democracy
established
in
Cuba, providing, for Cuba, a dangerous intersection of interests.

—

Apologists

The questions of workers democracy
and of building the revolutionary party are completely lost upon a wide
layer of "friends of Cuba," not least
the Majority of the Socialist Workers
Party. Bluntly, the truth is that such
people are not in reality for workers'
democracy. Their reasoned apologetics
represent nothing but a fake search
for fake substitutes. They invariably
identify with the elitist leadership itself, and betray in fact a contempt for
mass rule, with various excuses that
the working masses are "insufficiently
educated" or "inexperienced" or "backward" or "stupid" or anything else
except entirely capable of controlling
their own state and society. Another
variation of the same theme is that
the working people don't really "deserve" to rule, since most of the "real"
fighting was done by Castro and the
guerillas. With their "uncritical sup-

port" they join the ranks of those conservative forces within the Revolution

and the

capitalist

and

so-called social-

advocates of "peaceful coexistence"
outside that have no desire to have
the weaknesses of the Cuban Revolution exposed, criticized, and corrected,
since they themselves view them as
favorable tendencies.

A

floor

the Cuban Trotskyists, the Cubans
could have probably done better without it. That was in the summer of 1962
when Joseph Hansen, in his usual role
of hatchet-man, wrote a series of articles for the Militant in reply to slanders of Trotskyism by Bias Roca in
Hoy. The section dealing with the
Cuban comrades (Part 2, August 13)
consists essentially of a more direct
attack on the Cuban Trotskyists, in
the guise of exposing Bias Roca's distortions of their positions. In the article, Hansen refers to them as a "minor" tendency outside the "mainstream
of world Trotskyism" (i.e., the centrist SWP)
they were "ultra-leftists"
that "added to the Complications facing the central leadership" whereas
they, the SWP, could justifiably be
called "Fidelistas" says Hansen. The
proposals of the Cuban T^^otskyists
were "bizarre or Utopian" and could
lead to disaster if put into effect. He
refers contemptuously to their criticisms of Castro as seeking to qualify
Castro as a "simon-pure MarxistLeninist" before entrusting him with
"the red charter." This despicable attack by an unprincipled, centrist, opportunist goes on ad nauseum, revealing the
leadership in a position
of obsequious adulation of the Cuban
leadership in power, with whom they
clearly identify and sympathize, attacking their nominal comrades in
order to prove who the "good Trotsky;

;

SWP

ists" are.

Since the recent waves of arrests
starting in. November, 1963, the
has been conspicuously mute in its
press, too craven in its search for "respectability" to accept public responsibility for what is in fact its position,
preferring instead to give a nod of
approval to the supression Of the Cuban Trotskyists by maintaining a discreet silence. However, Barry Sheppard, YSA National Chairman, and
member of the
National Committee, recently filled the breach. At a
public meeting, while
New York
acting as moderator of a panel discussion by several students just returned from Cuba, there was a question from the floor requesting comment on the fate of the Cuban Trotskyists. Sheppard intercepted the question and replied, "There are Trotskyists and there are Trotskyists. But, if
/ were in Cuba / wouldn't be arrested.

SWP

SWP

SWP

to

agree with Brother

heartily

Sheppard.

ist

The last time anyone in the SWP
undertook an ostensible "defense" of

spokesman of Spabtacist took the

Deepen the Revolution
The Cuban Revolution must replace
present nationalist, "peaceful coexistence" ideology. Its strangling economic and political dependence on the
Soviet Union, with a revolutionary
foreign policy, an-orientation to the
Latin American Revolution, to concretely building and giving leadership
to the Revolutionary Movement in
Latin America as part of a world
movement. Internally, the establishment of genuine workers democracy,
building Soviets workers' councils
elected representative organs of workers' power, and restoration of the rich
internal life that is vital for any revolutionary movement in defeating bureaucracy. Make all Government Ministers responsible to Workers' Couiu
its

—

cils!

To begin these tasks that mean life
or death to the Cuban Revolution, it
necessary first to build the instrument capable of waging this fight
conscious revolutionary party that will
be, in fact, the vanguard party, anticipating the course of events and the
needs of the Revolution, and leading
the Struggle.
is

—

Defend the Cuban Trotskyists!
At this point, a vital link in this rearmament of the Cuban Revolution, is
for the Cuban Trotskyists tq win free-

dom and complete

vindication, as part
of the right of all political tendencies
supporting the Revolution to freedom
of expression. It is imperative, therefore, that all supporters of the Cuban
Revolution, all those that have not
forgotten the grotesque results of forty years of apologies or silence concerning similar events in the Soviet
Union, send protests to the Cuban
Government demanding the immediate
release of the Cuban Trotskyists! In
the United States letters may be sent
to: Prime Minister Fidel Castro Ruz,
c/o Cuban Mission to the United Nations, 5 East 67th Street, New York,
A.S.
New York 10021.

CEYLON
The Great Betrayal

By Gerry Healy
24 pages

— 25^
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PURGE HITS YSA
The National (ommittoe of the Young Socialist Alliance expelled eight YSA membei's at its Labor Day
vveekend plenary meeting. Three of the expelled had
been previously suspended for public activity as Spartacists following their earlier ideological expulsion from
the Socialist Workers Party.

Spartacist Proscribed
remarkable about the YSA's group
expulsion are the implications of the key section of
the NC's (ixpulsion motion which promulgated a new
general policy: 'Mcmbcrftlnp in, support to, or collabnraliou irith the Sparlucint group is inc<ivipaiit>le
with membrn^hip in the YSA." This motion singles out
the Spartacists as a proscribed group the only such
in the history of the YSA
and in flat contradiction
with the YSA C( iistitution which declares:

What

really

is

—

—

"Membership in the YSA is open to those young,
who agree with the Statement of Purpose
and who accept the program and policies of the

people

YSA,
sliip

of vievibers}iip or nov-memberadult socialist party." (Article III,

rcfiaidlens
iv

Section

a)i!f
1.

emphasis added)

i

Most serious foi- the future of the YSA is that not
only has a group been proscribed, but so have its ideas.
In the now policy motion, when one subtracts the meaning of both "membership in" and "collaboration with"
the Spartacist group, the only sense in which the also
banned "sui>p(n't to" Spartacist can be taken is as
pnlitienl agreement. This
indeed the case as was
it-

proved by the selection of that five of the eight, who
had been giv(-ii no tiial at all (nor in most cases even
notice that action against them was pending). What
the five had ail shared in common was having voted
for left-wing delegates to last year's YSA Convention.

EXPELLED FOR IT. Shirley Stoute does volunteer
labor tn Cuban supar cane field.
expelled her
for going on travel-ban-breaking trip last summer.

YSA leadership singled them out as known or
sympathetic with what had become, in the
intervening pei iod, the Spartacist group. In plain language this is called a purge. Here is the real measure
for such cynical declarations as the one in the subsequent October Young Sorinlist that: "As an independent and donioci-atic socialist' youth organization, the
YSA guarantees to all its members the right to' freely
express their political ideas and to share fully in all

expression to their views
Spartacist.

The

believed

political

SWP

Witch Hunt Continues

to

the

SWP

of those expelled at the YSA plenum, comrade
Shirley Stoute, until then a member of the YSA National and National Executive Committees, had a par-

(Continued on Page 3)

SUBSCRIBE TO THE

Convention

Revolutionists do not simply acquiesce to unilateral
organizational exclusiciiis in the face of continuing, unresolved lack of political clarity. The
and YSA
continue to call themselves Trotskyist, thereby reflecting the unfinished, centrist quality of their rightward
motion. For this reason I'epresentatives of the expelled
comrades are seeking to make an appeal before the
forthcoming YSA National Convention, where, by
rights, they should be pai'ticipants. In addition to reversal of the YSA expulsions, the Convention will be
asked to call upon the SWP to likewise reinstate those
and thus wipe out the immeexpelled from, the party
diate frictions and problems created by the waves of
expulsions with the expelled necessarily giving public

SWP

—

in

in

One

and organi/.ational decisions."

Appeal

and criticisms as
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VJHAT GIVES IN

VIETNAM?

The U.S. Government says that its air raids above the 17th
Q.
parallel were 'reprisals' for North Vietnamese attacks on U.Si military forces. Is_ th ere any truth to that assertion ?
None. Immediately after the first raids the New York Times
A.
(2/8) pointed out that the U.S. defeat at Pleiku had been inflicted
by a relatively small National Liberation Front (NLF) force, helped

by the local population and using captured, U.S. manufactured, mortars. Moreover, as the Times also spelled out, the raids were staged
from an extraordinary TasK Force which had been assembled and ready
for action before the so-called 'provocation,'
Were these raids, then, a military measure designed to cut
Q.
off Northern aid to the NLF?

While the North Vietnamese government, to its credit,
A.
has indeed given aid to the NLF, that aid cannot be held d ecisive in
the guerilla struggle in South Vietnam. The soldiers of the NLF are
natives of the Southern half of their country, they are mainly armed
with captured weapons, and their greatest strength lies in the support
of the Sou-ch Vietnamese peasantry.
Even the U.S. military admits that
the m.ajority of the Southern population lives in areas governed by the
NLF, Bombings in the North in no way alter these facts, and they
won't even stop the aid that is still getting through.
Q.

What, then, is the real reason for these raids?

A.
As we saw, the U.S. government falsely claims that it is trying to make the North Vietnamese stop 'intervening' in South Vietnam.
The reality is the exact opposite: t^he^ w ant to force Hanoi _to inter vene in rest r aint of the NLF
The basic fact which has now been
spelled ouc in the headlines is that the U.S. military's dirty little
war in Vietnam is alrea dy lost. The South Vietnamese 'army' is now
The U,S.
effective only to overthrow fictitious Saigon 'governments,'
forces in Vietnam are confronted with the prospect of destruction in
Unless the NLF c^n somehow be pera series of local Dienbienphus «
suaded not to exploit its advantage the U,S. position will soon
collapse.
.

Q.

But how can Johnson hope that these raids will have that

effect?
A,
These raids are intended to make 'credible' a deadly threat:
the threat to extend the war, to level the cities of North Vietnam,
to send the U.S. Army into Vietnam on a Korea scale, to attack China,
The U,^. government l_s implying thiat there are no limits to the crimes
against hum anity tha t it _wlll co mmit in order to retain its imperial ist ^rl£ ove r S outheast A^sia. This is what the Washington cliche
'negotiate from positions of strength' actually means. The only
'position of strength' left to them is the threat of thermonuclear war.
We are all, personally, being threatened by these people.

HANDS OFF VIET NAM I
Q.

What is the alternative?

The U.S. Army must get out of Vietnam, must get out unconditionally, must get out now. The U.S. government has nothing legitimate
to say about the future of Vietnam, It has no right to Impose 'neutralization' as a condition for withdrawal. It has no right to 'negotiate'
the life and death of Asians. Hands off Vletnaml
Only this course Is
In the Interest of American working people and our Vietnamese brothers.
A.

The following Is the text of a cablegram to Ho Chi Mlnh regardIng the air strikes by the U.S. against North Vietnamese targets:

'PRESIDENT HO CHI MINH,
SUNDAY, 7 FEBRUARY I965
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF VIET NAM
HANOI, NORTH VIET NAM:
SPARTA CIST IN FULLEST SOLIDARITY WITH THE DEFENSE OF YOUR COUNTRY
AGAINST ATTACK BY UNITED STATES IMPERIALISM. HEROIC STRUGGLE OF
VIETNAMESE WORKING PEOPLE FURTHEI1STHE AMERICAN REVOLUTION.
SPARTACIST EDITORIAL BOARD'

SPARTACIST— Box 1377, G.P.O,^ New York, N.Y. 10001
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SPARTACIST EDITOR SUBPOENAED

BY "HARLEM RIOT" GRAND JURY
On February 8, the editor of the SPARTACIST, James Robertson,
was subpoenaed to appear before the New York State Grand Jury which
Is seeking a communist conspiracy behind last summer' s so-called
Harlem Riots. A New York City red squad cop served the subpoena
while Robertson was In a picket line protesting this witch-hunting
Grand Jury. Comrade Robertson was "commanded to appear before the
Grand Jury' on Monday, February I5, but the Jury was unable to get
a quorum so he was called back for Wednesday, two days later.

The Involvement of the Spartaclst group was the first widening
of the Inquiry beyond the Progressive Labor Movement. We stated In
our New York Spartaclst Committee leaflet calling for a protest
demonstration against the Grand Jury the apparent motives of the
authorities In picking out the Spartaclst group for legal entanglement along with the PLM:
'The SPARTACIST editor has been dragged Into the witch hunt
because of our detailed exposure of the police over the riots
last summer; our determined defense of Bill Epton and
Progressive Labor against legal Intimidation and persecution;
and our Initiation last summer of the militant Harlem Solidarity Committee which rallied working class support In New

(continued next page)

—Spartaclst Statement on Viet Nam

INSIDE;

—Leaflet to New York Welfare Strikers

SUPPORT THE APRIL IJ MARCH ON WASHINGTON

TO

MD

rag WAR IN VIET NAM l

York's garment center for the people of Harlem during the
police riots,"
Pro.lected Policy As a Witness

The Spartacist group is fortunate in having as its attorneys
Conrad Lynn and his partner. Gene Ann Condon, with whom an effective
and principled set of guide lines was worked out for the Grand Jury
appearance.
As a general consideration, one must expect that testimony will
find its way into the hands of the FBI and other police agencies,
there to be used for the harassment of people, loss of Jobs, etc.
In addition, in a case where "conspiracy to advocate" indictments
are being sought, the mere mention in the most innocent circumstances
of another individual places that person in grave Jeopardy.

At the same time the Spartacist group has no reason or desire
to conceal either its political views or its actions.
Quite the
contrary; should its officers be sent to Jail for refusal to testify,
we want it crystal clear that such punishment is exclusively for
refusal to drag in the names of innocent people or to render false
testimony.

Using the policy arrived at as a guide, Robertson made several
valuable points in the course of his appearance before the Grand Jury:
(1) Robertson has never heard Bill Epton advocate acts of violence
and terrorism; moreover, since Comrade Epton is a declared Marxist
such advocacy would be in fundamental contradiction to his beliefs.

(2) This likewise applies concerning the two other officers of PL,
Milton Rosen and Fred Jerome.
(3) By contrasting the reality of the Harlem Solidarity Committee
with the lurid testimony of Red Squad cop Fritz 0. Behr before the
State Supreme Court last summer, Behr' s credibility as a witness is
undermined

(4) The New York City cops, not communists, provoked the riots last
summer.

Still Threatened

While Robertson was prepared to himself surrender his right to
silence under the Fifth Amendment by answering any legitimate question, his rights were taken away by his being granted "immunity
from prosecution" for his non-existent part in starting the Harlem
During the hearing Assistant DA Joseph Phillips, who runs
Riots.
the interrogations before this Grand Jury, chose not to ask Robertson
any irrelevant or improper question for which refusal to answer must
be made. However, it is by no means certain that the authorities
are through with the Spartacist group. In the current atmosphere,
intensified by an alleged Statue of Liberty bomb plot and the very
real assassination of Malcolm X, Robertson or others may again be
called before this Jury or legally harassed in other ways.

It Is N ecessary To Pightl

The defense of Bill Epton, charged with criminal anarchy, and
of the others Jailed for contempt. Indicted or threatened Is an
unavoidable responsibility for all those who call themselves radicals
or militants or simple civil libertarians.
The Epton case contains many crucial opportunities, any one of
which alone would be Important:
to throw back In the face of the "liberal" Wagner machine
Its attempt to make the PLM and others the "Harlem Riot" scapegoats;
to place the blame for the "riots" where it belongs on a
provocative police force goading the poverty-stricken and oppressed;
to affirm the right of the Negro people in the Northern
ghettos to organize with leaders of their own choosing;
to stop the use of the Grand Jury as a pure and simple witch
hunting device one which has already Jailed CCNY coeds and others
having no relationship to Harlem and which threatens many more;
to smash the "criminal anarchisn)" law as the threat to civil
liberties it is.

—
—
—
—

—

—

—

For more information about what you can do to he-lp the Epton
case and to contribute financially, write the defense organization.
Committee to Defend Resistance to Ghetto Life, CERGE for short,
at:
Room SlJ, 1 Union Square, New York, N.Y, lOOOS.
*****
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The facts about the war in Vietnam are
generally known. Everyone is aware
that the U.S. government is carrying on

the U.S. government maintains that the
"fall" of Vietnam would "endanger"
other areas of course, it is quite cor-

war against peasant-supported guer-

The "danger" will come when the
masses in these other areas realize their
strength and overthrow their ruling
classes, as they will, inspired by the example of revolutionary victory in Viet-

now
a

and is supporting a series of unpopular governments; it is now obvious
that the U.S. is losing that war. Three
questions remain to be answered: Why
was the U.S. in Vietnam in the first
place? Why did it attack North Vietnam?
What solution to the Vietnamese situarillas,

tion should

Why

we support?

Is the U.S. in

Vietnam?

The foreign policy of the U.S. government, everywhere, at all times and regardless of which party is in power, has
been to preserve the interests of American capitalism abroad. With no major
financial investments in Indochina, the
U.S. was at first reluctant to become involved in the war. It was not until after
the Chinese Revolution in 1949 that the
United States began substantial support
to the French effort. The Chinese Revolution tore out of the world capitalist
economy one of the choice arenas for
American capital investment. This loss,
coupled with the example China gave to
all other colonial nations, was a warning to United States ruling circles to
take measures to curb the expansion of
the colonial revolution. American intervention in Vietnam was, therefore, part
and parcel of the strategy of waging
ceaseless war against struggles for eco-

nomic and political independence by the
Asian peoples, most directly influenced

—

rect.

nam.

Why

Did the U.S. AtUcli North Vietnam?
The U.S. government falsely claims
that it wants to make the Northern government stop intervening in S. Vietnam.

But while the Hanoi government, to its
has given aid to the National Liberation Front, that aid cannot be held
decisive in the struggle. In fact, the
truth of the situation is the exact opposite of the U.S. claim: by threatening
to level the cities of North Vietnam, the
U.S. government wants to force Hanoi
credit,

/

is

waged

in alliance with lo-

cal landlords and capitalists. Most landlords in Vietnam, as in most colonial
countries, are urban or foreign businessmen who have invested capital in land.

The peasants cannot take land away from
the landlords without overturning the
entire capitalist economic structure. Support for agrarian reform in Vietnam directly conflicts with U.S. defense of capitalism and lines the peasants up against
foreign imperialists as well as the native
capitalist landlords. Therefore the struggle becomes anti-imperialist. The weakness of the capitalist-landlord class has
forced it to look for foreign allies in its
struggle against the peasants. As the
self-appointed policeman for the entire
capitalist world, the U.S. has allied itself with these capitalist-landlord elements in order to use South Vietnam as
a strategic base in Southeast Asia. Despite their differences, the U.S. government and Vietnamese property owners
have in common their defense of capitalism. In accord with the "domino" theory,
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feme form of neutralization to be guaranteed by the policing of an international body such as the UN. But the side

UN

that the

takes in these situations
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UNITED STATES IMPERIALISM. HEROIC STRUGGLE OF VIETNAMESE
WORKING PEOPLE FURTHERS THE
AMERICAN REVOLUTION.
ITY
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NLF

to intervene in restraint of the
basic fact which has now been
spelled out in the headlines is that the
U.S.'s dirty war in Vietnam is already
.

The

Unless the NLF can somehow be
persuaded not to exploit its advantage
lost.

the U.S. position will soon collapse.
Solution Should We Support?
Providing the U.S. can be deterred
of the war into North
expansion
from
Vietnam and perhaps attacking China,
the real courses of action open to the
American government are either a negotiated or unconditional withdrawal.
There are those who urge the U.S.
government to negotiate a "neutral"
Vietnam, ruled by a "coalition" government. This would mean attempting to
get the NLF leadership to sell out the
Vietnamese working people by accepting a solution that would leave the property-owning classes undisturbed. But the

internal class conflict. Thus neutralization as a solution to the problem is
neither desirable nor as the example of
neighboring Laos proves possible.

—

To withdraw all U.S. troops and leave
Vietnam for the Vietnamese is the only
solution which will end the war in Vietnam and bring about a progressive solution to the social problems facing the
Vietnamese people. In 1954 the Viet
Minh controlled virtually the whole
country, having decisively defeated the
French. However, at the conference table
in Geneva, the Russian and Chinese

governments signed an accord giving
half of Vietnam back to the imperialists,
on the basis of a U.S.-backed promise to
hold free elections in 1956. This sell-out
must not be allowed to happen again.
Self-determination for the Vietnamese
people requires the immediate, complete,
unconditional withdrawal of all U.S.
forces!

What

dynamic of the struggle

in

Vietnam is
and

the struggle against these classes

is

determined by the fact that the UN is
still controlled by the United States in
the last analysis, as proven by its role
in the misnamed "peace keeping" operation in the Congo. The simple fact is
that there is a sti-uggle between contending classes in South Vietnam which
is not going to be stopped by such an
outside force. There can be no real
neutrality between the gouging landlord
and the revolutionary peasant, between
the revolutionary worker and the luxuryloving imperialist agent who exploits
him. In such situations no international
body can be a "peace keeping" force but
will inevitably tend to take sides in the

—
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by the Chinese Revolution.
This war
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their American allies. Thus a "neutral"
solution to the war would be at the expense of the peasantry and against their
wishes. Senator Morse has proposed
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TO WIN THIS STRIKE

.

-

,

I

The capitalist Establishment Is subjecting the welfare
workers to one o-f the most Intense education processes you can
undergo a hard-fought strike. Learn from Itt Use the lessons
to win the strike and guide your future actions.

—

Y our Enemies
Most of you probably voted for the hypocritical Wa p;ner
By now it is kicking in an open door to point
Ad mini s tra t ion >
out that by the test of deeds not words, the most "Liberal and
left-wing" New York City Democratic machine is a crass and corrupt agency of the capitalist class against you.
,

The metropolitan press has done Its duty as expected, from
sensationalizing a fake story of strikers
the Daily News
breaking a lady scab's leg to the dignified anti-strike line
of the N>Y. Times .
'

Behind the politicians and the kept press stand the courts
and the police , whose humane Impartiality has to be directly
experienced to be fully appreciated (ask around in Harlem). Do
not be lulled into any false sense of security about the police.
If the occasion arises they will behave savagely. The forces
of "law and order" are the repository of the ultimate sanction
to Jail your leaders, break your picket
of force against you:
lines, smash your strike.

Your 'Friends

'

Those who profess to have at heart the best interests of
the welfare staff are a motley collection* Roy W il kins of the
NAACP, acting as Wagner' s pawn, has managed to come up with an
incredible accusation that the strikers, in good part Negro and
Jewish, are themselves white racists and anti-semites
Ba yard Rustln and' associated respectable radical celebrities
like "Michael Harrington and Norman Thomas have favored you with
support and advice. Beware I The Civil Rights movement is today
a shambles, stopped dead in its tracks, through the action of
men such as these in confining the Negro struggle within limits
acceptable to the Kennedy and Johnson administrations.

From the official labor leadership Paul Hall and the N.Y.
Central Labor Council invited themselves in to partake of the
direction of your strike. Everyone having the slightest familiarity with the life and history of Hall's Seafarers International
Union, or who recalls the shabby role of the Labor Council in'
undermining the last teachers' strike, must treat this support
with the greatest reserve and caution.
(over)

You and Y our Leadership
The outetanding militancy, unitv;^_ and detgrmination shown
by the workers on strike is literally your greatest weapon to
win from the City substantial galni in vjcrklng conditions and
wages. Your solidarity has managed so far to stave off the use
of force against you| it has made nought ef slanders by the
press and Wagner^s hirelingS| it compels the City administration
to bargain with youe
Your strength hms gcs far permitted you
to make more use of youi' ''well-wishers" then they of you,»
It
has brought you financial support and picket line participation
from other unions and Is the key to what |rou need most from
the labor movement--sin:ple respect Tor your picket lines .

Only when you are eetuelly stx'ikir.g can your strength be
felt. That- is i^fhy every proposal by the VfagneF maehins centers
on your return to work. Once you are back on the job^ the
employed. aiiromaticall^ has the aSvfentage in dealing with "you
and your demands. To win the strike, your return to work
must hinge upon significant, tangible gains and without any
kind of victimization of the strikers.
"

"

Your ov;n leaders, inexperienced, on entering into this
strike, have suddenly found themselves the objects of enormous
pressures, many-sided and some even subtle, to push them into
unwarVanfced concessions.
Your vl gi lance and will-to-win reinforce your leac3ership»
Not for Yoursel ves Alonel

Victory in this strike equals a powerful union in the
Wel*fare Department; but the gains will not be yours alone*

Very
directly the welfare clients, all other N.Y* City employees,
and welfare workers across the country will benefit. Most
broadly, winning this strike will stimulate militant organizatioi
generally among government and white-collar workers by showing
that laws such as Condon-Wadlin prohibiting strikes against
the government" can be smashed in action.
Labor Party
Prom your strike experience the need should be obvious for
political party of labor to replace the obscenity of the Democratic Party' doing the job of the racist capitalist class while
receiving the support of the working people. A mayoralty campaign is coming soon in New York—•Ijet" 3 have a Labor-Negro
candidate runnl ng_ a gainst Wagner and the Democratic Party I
a

Class Struggle and You

The real nature and relationship of social forces so openly
revealed by the Welfare strike is only accountable in terras of
class struggle. The other side has always known and used this
fact of life. Marxism is nothing else than that systematic
understanding such tnat our side will not each time have to
learn all over again and never go beyond a few elementary lesson;

Instead, the aim of the Marxists is to apply accumulated experience and wisdom to each fight and relate each to the broadest
revolutionary aims and social goals.

N.y.C, Spartacist Committee
18 January 1965
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Hands

off

The Internaticnal Committee of the Fourth International condemns the large-scale bombing attacks in
North Vietnam by the U.S. imperialists in early February 1965.
These actions are counter-revolutionary reprisals
against the rapidly approafching complete victory of the
revolution in South Vietnam.
The International Committee is in complete solidarity with the workers and peasants in Vietnam and the
Viet Cong (liberation army) in their revolution against
the corrupt capitalist regime in Saigon and its imperialist supporters. The interests of the working people
in South-east Asia cannot be realized until the last
vestige of imperialist intervention is removed.
Cynical Betrayal
The International Committee calls for the unrelenting support of the workers of all countries for the
army and for the actions of the Vietnamese
workers, whose aim is to expel the American forces
liberation

all

imperialist forces

from

South-east Asia.
In this struggle for national liberation, the workers
will find the road to their own power in these countries.
Their struggles are part, of the world socialist revolution.

The successful conclusion of the civil war in South
Vietnam will complete the revolutionary victory at
Dien Bien Phu in 1954. Th^t victory demolished French
imperialist rule over Indo-China, but the victory was
cynically betrayed by the Stalinist bureaucracy in the
Geneva Agreement of July 1954 which partitioned
Vietnam. The pretext for this "compromise" was that
only this type of settlement could avoid nuclear war in
the atomic age.

Subsequently the Geneva provisions for "free elections" and national unification have bepn ignored by
the South Vietnamese dictatorship which has received
the support of U.S. imperialism: the American forces
in Vietnam are now 24,000 troops, together with a
large naval and air striking force.
Meanwhile, the British Conservative and Labour governments alike have built up imperialist forces in
Malaysia.

Even

this,

situation,

however, has failed to prevent the present
fall every few days

where Saigon governments

10

CENTS

the Vietnam Revolution!

statement of the International Committee of the
Fourth International on U.S. actions in Vietnam,
adopted on February 21, 1965.

from South Vietnam and

1965

and the Viet Cong controls 80 per cent of South Vietnam.
The counter-revolutionary reprisals of the Pentagon
aim to intimidate the peoples of South-east Asia and
particularly the workers and peasants of Vietnam and
of the Chinese* Peoples' Republic.
Threatening "escalation" into a world nuclear conflict, Johnson and the U.S. ruling class hope to ensure
the collaboration of Moscow and even Peking for a
sell-out in Vietnam,, to save whatever can be saved for
in^perialism.

The workers of the world and the people of Vietnam
can have no confidence in any wing of the Stalinist
bureaucracy.
There must be no settlement through secret diplomacy.

Working Class Action
in Vietnam will be victorious through
the struggles of the Vietnamese workers and peasants
backed by the solidarity actions of workers all over
the world.
Those "socialists" who demand recall of the Geneva
Conference or "new diplomatic initiatives," particularly
the Communist parties of Western Europe and the left
wing of the British Labour Party, are advocating a new
sell-out like Geneva in 1954.
The present situation and its dangers, the largescale bloodletting over the last 11 years, are the results precisely of the subservience of these opportunists
to imperialism and to the Stalinist bureaucracy in 1954.
Now, as then, there is no way out except through the
international working-class struggle. In every country
and particularly in Britain and the USA, the workers

The revolution

must demand:

HANDS OFF THE VIETNAM REVOLUTION!
WITHDRAW ALL U. S. AND BRITISH
TROOPS, WARSHIPS AND MILITARY AIRCRAFT FROM SOUTH-EAST ASIA IMMEDIATELY!
STOP BOMBING OF NORTH VIETNAM!
END THE BRITISH LABOUR GOVERNMENT'S SUPPORT FOR U.S. IMPERIALISM!

NO SECRET DIPLOMACY!
ALL SUPPORT TO THE REVOLUTION
SOUTH VIETNAM!

IN

2^
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Thus, the retreats and betrayals of Stalinism ,haye
been a determining factor in the nature and extent of
the present war.
And yet another betrayal is being prepared by the
Communists in the National Liberation Front. Their
demand for a neutral South Vietnam leaves open the
possibility of a settlement which will leave basic problems unsolved, and will thus require further armed

May-June 1965

CORRESPONDENCE
More on .Vietnam;

And this treacherous policy is not criticized in the
Newsletter article! Nor is there mention of the necessity for building a Marxist party which will lead the
struggle not for neutralism, but for a Vietnamese
workers' republic.
What has happened to the Permanent Revolution?
Do we now put our faith in Stalinists and petty-bourgeois nationalists? It is a Marxist's responsibility to
expose the inadequacy of the program, as well as the
treachery of the leaders, which have led the masses
to suffering and defeat. The article by P. Desai in
The Newsletter, however, fails in this respect. Instead,
it leaves us with confidence in those same forces which
have several times betrayed the Vietnamese workers
and peasants, and are once again preparing a similar
tragedy. I trust that this article does not reflect the
editorial policy of

New

The Newsletter.

York, N.Y.

The Newsletter,
London, England:
Dear Comrades,
The article which appeared in the January 2 Newsletter under the title "Vietnam workers face 20th year
of war" byT. Desai, was deficient in both historical
accuracy and Marxist criticism. It refers to the "heroic" struggle of Ho Chi Minh and the Indo-Chinese
Communist Party from 1945 to 1954 without mention:

ing that this "heroism" expressed itself in a consistent
policy of betrayal of the revolutionary workers' and
peasants' movement which has served only to prolong
the war. The article does not refer to the murder of
Trotskyists by the Communists, the disarming of the
workers and peasants, and the handing over of the
population to the Allied occupation forces lat^ in 1945.
Communist policy at that time was aptly described
by Nguyen Van Tao, a top Stalinist: "Our government,
I repeat, is a democratic and middle class government,
even though the Communists are now in power."
The Trotskyists were murdered precisely because
they stood in the way of capitulation to the Allied
powers which then included a Soviet Union anxious not
to displease its French ally. Thus, in Indo-China
Stalin's policy of peaceful coexistence led to a bloodier

and more costly conflict than would have been necessary
had there been a Marxist and not Stalinist leadership.
And the outcome of the war against the French was
another capitulation At Geneva in 1954 the fat Soviet
and somewhat leaner Ch'ntse bureaucracies, together
with the. United States, Britain and France, decided
the outcome of the war without the participation of the
Vietnamese! The revolutionary forces, following the
terms of the settlement imposed on them, withdrew
from areas under their military control with the understanding that the imperialists would permit free
!

elections

.

Fraternally,
P. Jen

15 January 1965

And;
The following cablegram was sent on the day the
North Vietnam were begun:

U.S. air attacks against
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Havana, Cuba
would like to thank you for the copy of your
telegram to President Ho-ehi-Minh that you kindly sent

We

us.

We, South Vietnamese, specially are deeply moved
by the heroic and powerful movement of American Negroes, students, workers, employees and personalities
demanding the end of the aggressive war of US imperialism in South Vietnam and of the US attacks against
the territory of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam,
and supporting the just struggle of our people.
We would like to [take] this opportunity to express
[to] you our deepest thanks and to send you our bo-^t
greetings.

Ly-van-Sau,
[South Vietnam National
Liberation Front]

=1
Responses to st*ARTACIST No. 3:

N«w York,

N.Y.

analysis in the January-February, 1965 issue
of Spartacist of the Harlem 1964 events, is the best
study in depth that I have read.

The

Enclosed please find my check for one dollar so you
can send me ten more copies of that issue.
Sincerely,

Conrad

J.

Lynn

London, England
thank you warmly for the way you
have made a contribution to the cause of Trotskyism
by publishing the facts on the arrests of our Cuban
comrades. Just as the SWP takes up a position indistinguishable from any anti-proletarian apparatus in
relation to our Cuban comrades, so over here the deigenerated "Trotskyists" have kept a complete silence
on the subject of the arrests of the Cuban, Brazilian
and Spanish comrades. No doubt you are aware Also
that the "militant" SLL which has considerable resources behind it over her€ has been careful not to give
any serious publicity to the activities of the arrested
comrades. There is nothing more revealing to show up

We

would

like to

.

rejoining and revitalizing the SWP. We would be interested in your comments on this.
Our own plans, as we finally worked them out, have
been to conduct the Workers Party as a political, labor,
and social action group concentrating on Texas, and
specifically Houston, and forming as a separate entity
a sort of committee of correspondence to establish regular communication among revolutionary socialists nationwide. . . .

The dissolution of the YPSL And particularly the
action taken by its Revolutionary Tendency have caused
us again to reconsider our course of action. We are requesting membership in the Spartacists, if this is
.agreeable to you. We would have done so sooner, only
we did not think that, geographically isolated as we are,
it would be possible under the rules of discipline of the
organization. [All our present members] are serious
and willing to donate time and energy. We are very
strictly disciplined and have been very selective in
letting in members. We want no kooks or dilettantes
and make sure we know each person before he is admitted. We are all agreed on* all basic issues and programs, feel very greatly the need for the formation of
a disciplined, dedicated, revolutionary organization in
this country, and feel we agree with the program of the
Spartacists. . . .
I

am enclosing a copy of the Workers Party local conand am very anxious to hear from you soon.

stitution

their complete loss of Bolshevik perspectives.
You have rendered a service to Trotskyism in the
in the very citadel of Imperialism. . .

Fraternally,

Ramon

USA

Revolutionary Greetings,

Theo

Melville,

Revolutionary Workers
P«rty [Posadas]

Spartacist

Growth t
Houston, Texas

We

received with great interest the statement of the
YPSL Revolutionary Tendency on the dissolution of the
YPSL. I and the other comrades here agree with the
statement and believe they have done the right thing in
going into the Spartacists. We in the Workers Party of
Texas also feel ourselves in substantial agreement with
you. In adopting the nan^e we did not intend to imply
that we were trying to* revive or continue the Sfaachtmanite formulations. If anything, we feel ourselves
closer to the Spartacists on the question of the nature
of the Soviet Union and the role of the Stalinist parties

than your newest members. Very basically, there are
only two kinds of iwoperty ownership ^private and
collective. Whatever its bureaucratic degenerations and
possible deformities, the Soviet Union has achieve'd socialization of the basic means of production and distribution. In spite of its tyranny and imperialist actions in competition with the capitalist world market,
the Soviet Union remains a degenerated workers' state
that has the basic form of a socialist system, and our
attitude toward it should be one of critical defense.

—

We have been laboring under the impression that the
Spartacist movement was more or less a tentative organization with the perspective either of helping to
form a larger revolutionary organization or eventually

Austin, Texas
have considered ourselves socialists for quite
some time, and have come to place our hopes in the
principles of Marxism-Leninism. As Trotskyists we
believe your group to be the most potentially effective
radical organization around. We would like to formally
apply for membership in Spartacist with this letter.
... We believe that we understand the concept of democratic-centralism and of candidate membership.

We

Since there are [several] of us applying at once from
Austin, we would like to be given status as an organizing committee.
Yours for the
Fourth International

I

Baltimore,

Md.

would like to request acceptance of my application,
for membership in Spartacist, by the Editorial Board.
I am fully aware of the nature of Spartacist organization, its conditions of membership, and its positions.
I, as a Marxist-Leninist, and a follower in principle
of Ijeon Trotsky, ana prepared to act as a dedicated
and discipline^ member of Spartacist. I, with the Spartacist organization, look forward to the creation of a
communist society as forged out of the struggles of the
proletariat led by the revolutionary vanguard party.
Comradely greetings
I

The above

a number of applicor
from the Baltimore area.

letter is typical of

tiona recently redeived

(Continasd Bottom Next Page)
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Conspiracy and Treachery
in

Alabama

From

the beginning the black voter registration campaigil in the South was an assertion of potential independence directed against the underlying social sysfem as well as the segregationist political apparatus
which helps maintain it. Revolutionary in implication
because it involvedf organizing masses of black workers
and. share-croppers in struggle, the mass character of
the inbvemient poses a dangerous threat to the American .ruling class and its politicians. Hence they use
every means at their disposal to derail the movement
—including sending in such kept leaders as Martin
Luther King to head it off and deliver it to the Democratic Party where the job of beheading and neutralizing it can be finished off.

—

—

N.Y. cops featuring ultra-rightist William F. Buckley
as speaker. Buckley, in the course of a long invective
civil-rights movement, praised the "restraint" of the Alabama troopers and pleaded that they

against the

had been "provoked" and were justified in attacking
the Selrha marchers with clubs, cattle-prods and tear
gas. For this, amidst enthusiastic "stomping, whistling,
ajid cheering" by "New York's Finest," Wagner congratulated Buckley for his "eloquence.")

Perversion in Selma
Through the King leadership, Lyndon Johnson managed to corral the Selma civil-rights movement into a
virtual rally of support for himself and for these same
the Democratic Party. In fact, the
the character of an "official" parade
from Washington, with a corps of
food and latrine trucks, doctors and nurses, swarms of
politicians, etc., plus Federal troops standing guard
along the i*oute. The tempo of mass pressure for democratic rights in the South had made it necessary for
Johnson to offer some sort of voting rights law. However, 'n the granting of this concession, Johnson has
made every effort tp bend it to the interests of capitalism and particularly to the benefit of his party. It is
clear that Johnson timed his Voting Rights bill and
the deployment of troops to coincide intimately with
King's maneuvers' in Selma. In this way Johnson, the
racist cracker, has made himself appear as a "great
white father" and the Federal government as benefactor and defender of the Negro people a master
stroke of cynical dupery.
racist bosses

Racist Bosses Supported

Mardi

The

spectacle of Northern "liberal" political bosses,
such as Wagner and Rockefeller, shedding crocodile
tears over the racist violence and supporting the Selmato-Montgoraery march, corroborates our opinion. For
example, Wagner's representative to the march, Deputy
Mayor Paul Screvaire, was in direct control of the New

York City administration last summer when thousands
of his cops terrorized the people of Harlem for four
days under the pretext of suppressing a "riot." And
this was merely an intensification of the daily oppression and intimidation of Negroes and Spanish-speaking
minorities carried out by the "liberal" big-city machines. (Wagner's true role was made clear a few weeks
ago at a Catholic breakfast-rally attended by 5,600

.

.

.

CORRESPONDENCE
Loftus, Australia

advise you of the death of John P. (Jack)
i6th 1964 in his eighty-fourth year,
six days before his eighty-fifth birthday.
There isn't much I can say at the moment except that
he fought for the rights of the workers up to the last
few weeks of his life, when he became bedridden, and
his mental facilities collapsed.
Wishing you success in the struggle.
is to

Kavanagh on July

Edna

L.

Kavanagh

The Workers Vanguard, a Canadian socialist paper
for which comrade Kavan^tgh wrote, carried the following biographical note about him in its issue of June
1963:

"Our correspondent from 'down under' was president
of the Vancouver Trades Council in 1912-1913. During
the trial of the leaders of the Winipeg General Strike
of 1919 he was sent to England to raise funds for the
strikers' defense. A founding member of the Canadian
Communist Party, he went to Australia in 1925. He
was expelled from the Australian CP in 193J!f for

TrQtskyism."

in

alcquired

iirectly launched

—

—

Celebration on the Left

The mindless enthusing

Death of a Comrade
This

march

of the Militant and others
over the Selma-to-Montgomery march only attests to
the extraordinary political shrewdness of Johnson:
firmly directing King's activities with one hand,
staunchly defending "states' rights" with his other
hand, all the while cautioning "both sides"; and then
sending in troops and pushing the vote law from the
"middle of the road." In addition to adding its voice
to the chorus celebrating the march and the mobilization of Federal troops, the "revolutionary" Militant
committed the further betrayal of calling upon Johnson to keep Ms troops in Alabama, and reiterated its
demand to the bourgeoisie that the American troops in
Vietnam be sent to Alabama. The grotesqueness of the
demand is clear when one recalls what troops are fighting in Vietnam the notorious Marines and the anticommunist elite "Special" Forces" For "revolutionists"
to proclaim that the democratic revolution in the South
can be carried out on the bayonets of imperialism, instead of by the organized black and white workers in
struggle against such forces, is simple treachery.

—

!

Breach

in the

Democratic Party

In spite of Johnson's efforts to make his voting rights
hill "work" for racist capitalism, it appears that what

—I
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emerge is a potentially valuable concession by the
power structure to the civil rights movement, giving
Negroes in Alabama and several other states the right
to vote. Of course -the ruling class intends to do all it
will

can to assure that this right is not exercised in a way
that would threaten it, i.e., by going outside the Democratic-Republican party framework. In ad<^ition, it is
vital to note that (as nume^-ous news analysts have
pointed out) the bill applies in practice solely to those
Southern states in which Democratic machines bolted
for Goldwater in 196^, while ignoring the voter restrictions of other states.'such as Louisiana, which remained
loyal to Johnson. Thus, it is obvious that Johnson wishes to pay back Governor, Wallace and various other
Southern politicians for this defection. Through the
services of King and other "policemen," Johnson feels
he has the Southern Negro vote "in the bag" and can
afford to push a voting law through Congress toward
pulling the rug out from under his opponents inside
the Democratic Party with black votes in 1966 and '68.

—

A

Southern Labor Party

Recognizing this trap, civil-rights militants in the
South must make it their main task to broaden the
struggle for democratic rights into a political struggle
against Johnson and the two-party fraud, and to work
towards an 'independent party based on the needs of
the Negro people and the whole working class. With
such an organization, ready to defend itself and its
people from the racist attacks of cops, troopers, and
hoodlums, black people would have little trouble getting and keeping the right to vote, Federal law or no.
Only in the context of organizing for independent political struggle does voter registration have meaning.
In addition, the civil rights movement must realize
that it cannot look to the Federal government for "protection" of any sort. If the past history of Federal inaction and collaboration with the segregationist apparatus is not enough proof, the Selma case should

make

it

clear that

Johnson

will mobilize Federal forces

and pass voting-rights bills only when he feels thj»t
the interests of the American racist status qiw will
benefit. Once the Negro people begin to assert their
real power and independence, and attempt to use these
laws for their own political action, these same troops
will be turned against them in the interests of racist
oppression. The civil-rights movement will then find
itself witch-hunted, its meetings raided and supporters
arrested, by the same F.B.I, it is presently beseeching
to protect it. The illusion of "non-violence" spread by
King and others is a criminal disarming of black people, and is consistent with the role of these "leaders"
as agents of the power structure. The movement must
scrap these illusions once and for all and begin to organize the Negro people to defend themselves from
violence. The movement must look to Jtself, not to the
Federal government, for protection.
By developing now a party commanding respect and
winning gains throught the organization of black
power, yet a party without racial exclusivism, Negro
militants will lay the basis for eventual working-class
fusion. This fusion will come about when the exploited
section of the white South is driven into opposition and
in desperation is compelled to forego color prejudice
in order to struggle along class lines against its real
enemies thV owners of land and industry and their

—

state.

Onjy Through Struggle
The Selma-Montgomery events must be

clearly rec-

ognized as an intended perversion of the civil-rights
movement. But militants can turn the projected empty
voting-rights law against the Democrats, against the
maintenance of the capitalist system, the survival of
which is inextricably linked with the continued oppression of black people. The key to filling the voting process with content i? voting for and building a new party
fighting for the political, social and economic rights
and needs of the working people.

Pickets protest witch hunting "Harlem Riots" Grand Jury on day SPARTACIST editor subpoenaed to
appear at Criminal Court Building. The well-hated New York Red Squad cop, Fritz O. Behr, watches.
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MALCOLM X
Of all the national Negro leaders in this country,
the one who was known uniquely for his militancy,
intransigence, and refusal to be the liberals' frontman has been shot down. This new political assassination is another indicator of the rising current
of irrationality and individual terrorism which the
decay of our society begets. Liberal reaction is predictable, and predictably disgusting. They are, of
course, opposed to assassination, and some may even
contribute to the fund for the education of Malcolm's children, but their mourning at the death of
the head of world imperialism had a considerably
greater ring of sincerity than their regret at the
murder of a black militant who wouldn't play their
game.

The

official

Black Muslims?
is that Black Muslims

story

killed

But we should not hasten to accept
date unproved hypothesis. The New York
;olm.

Mal-

this to
Police,

for exampie, had good cause to be afraid of Malcolm,
and with the vast resources of blackmail and coercion which are at their disposal, they also had ample
opportunity, and of course would have little reason
to fear exposure were they involved. At the same
time, the Muslim theory cannot be discounted out
of hand because the Muslims are not a political
group, and in substituting religion for science, and
color mysticism for rational analysis, they have a
world view which eould encompass the efficacy and
morality of assassination.
man who has a direct
pipeline to God can justify anything.

A

No Program
point, however, is not who killed Malcolm, but why could he be killed? In the literal
sense, of course, any man can be killed, but why
was Malcolm particularly vulnerable? The answer

The main

to this question

makes of Malcolm's death tragedy

of the sharpest kind, and in the literal Greek sense.
Liberals and Elijah have tried to make Malcolm a
victim of his own (non-existent) doctrines of violence. This is totally wrong and totally hypocritical.
Malcolm was the most dynamic national leader to
have appeared in America in the last decade. Compared with him the famous Kennedy personality was
a flimsy cardboard creation of money, publicity,
makeup, and the media. Malcolm had none of these,
but a righteous cause and iron character forged by
white America in'the fire of discrimination, addiction, prison, and incredible calumny. He had a difficult to define but almost tangible attribute called

charisma.

When you

heard Malcolm speak, even

when you heard him say things
confusing,

you wanted to

wrong and
Malcolm could
of which mass

that were

believe.

move men deeply. He was the stuff
leaders are made. Commencing his public life in the
context of the apolitical, irrational religiosity and
racial mysticism of the Muslim movement, his break
toward politicalness and rationality was slow, painful, and terribly incomplete. It is useless to speculate
on how far

it

would have gone had he

lived.

He had

entered prison a burgler, an addict, and a victim. He
emerged a Muslim and a free man forever. Elijah
Muhammed and the Lost-Found Nation of Islam
were thus inextricably bound up with his personal
emancipation. In any event, at the time of his death
he had not yet developed a clear, explicit, and rational social program. Nor had he led his followers in
the kind of transitional struggle necessary to the
creation of a successful mass movement., ly^acking
such a program, he could not develop cadres based on
program. What cadre he had was based on Malcolm
instead. Hated and feared by the power structure,
and the focus of the paranoid feelings of kis former
colleagues, his charisma made him dangerous, and
his lack of developed program and cadre made him
vulnerable. His death by violence had a high order
of probability, as he himself clearly felt.
,

X

H^oic and Tragic Figure
The

Makolm, and the disastrous e««seqi^nces flowing from that murder for Malcolm's organization and black militancy in general, does not
mean that the militant black movement can always
be deca]2^itated with a shotgun. True, there is an
agonizing gap in black leadership today. On the one
hand there are the respectable servants of the liberal
establishment; men like James Farmer whose contemptible effort to blame Malcolm's murder on "Chinese Communists" will only hasten his eclipse as a
leader, and on the other hand the ranks of the militants have yet to produce a man with the leadership
potential of Malcolm. But such leadership will eventually be forthcoming. This is a statistical as well as
a social certainty. This leadership, building on the
experience of others such as Malcolm, and emancipated from his religiosity, will build a movement in
which the black masses and their allies can lead the
third great American revolution. Then Malcolm
will be remembered by black and white alike as a
heroic and tragic figure in ft dark period of our eomraurcter ef

X

mon

history.

Bay Area

Spartacist Committee, 2 March, 1965
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NEW YORK WELFARE
A

century ago Karl

Marx wrote: "The

greater the

social wealth, the functioning capital, the extent

energy of

its

and

growth, and, therefore, also the absolute

mass of the proletariat and the productiveness of

its

labor ... the greater is official pauperism. This is the
absolute general law of capitalist accumulation." Today, as U.S. capitalism is attaining a cyclical peak of
imexanipled prosperity, the relief rolls in New York
City are growing at least as fast as the National Income. "Poverty'* is the liberal's catchword and alibi,
but the fact remains in New York, the richest city the
world has ever known, not only does a quarter of the
population live in hovels but almost half a million citizens of this city are kept from starvation only by the
"Welfare" dole. Some 6,000 social workers are employed by the City to administer these people— it was
these 6,000 who this January struck through the entire
month, the largest and longest strike of public employees in the history of this state.
:

/

Partial Victory

Strikes of public employees are illegal in New York
State. Under the Condon-Wadlin law not only may the
strike itself be enjoined, but all strikers are subject to
penalties ranging from departmental fines to dismissal.
In the course of the strike each striker was told several
times that he or she was fired; and nineteen union
leaders were imprisoned for over a week. Nevertheless
the strike remained solid throughout, and terminated
in a clear, though incomplete, victory for the workers.
The penalties threatened by Condon-Wadlin have been
effectively blocked,' and the settlement imposed by the
"fact-finding" arbitration agreed on at the close of the
strike gives the workers very substantial gains, even
though it falls short in a number of important areas.
The scope of this settlement is indicated by two facts:
a.) the workers receive across-the-board wage increases
ranging from 11.3 to 14% (from $600 to $950), b.) ^he
improvements in working conditions agreed to will cost
the City when they finally come an amount eqiliivalent
to the direct wage increase.

Militant Strikers

This major strike has a significance going far beyond
the local problems of the N.Y. Department of Welfare
in its motivation and dynamism it was at least as closely related to the Southern civil rights struggles and
the Berkeley Free Speech fight as it was to traditional
trade unionism. The social workers at the Welfare
Department are in a large majority young college graduates with a degree in the "liberal arts." They are a
highly fluid group, without such permanent ties to the
job as pension investment, family responsibilities, etc.
This is expressed in one durable statistic the turnover
rate of 40% among case workers. This figure can only
be an index of mionumental inefficiency, but to the City
administration it is more than acceptable. It saves
money in two ways: by keeping a majority of staff in
the' lowest paid category, and by making it difficult,
often impossible, for those on relief to get assistance
to which they are legally entitled but which an inex:

STRIKE

perienced and overburdened worker cannot provide. As
a result, all the socially and intellectually rebellious factors present in this stratum of American youth came
to be directed against the City administration.

SSEU
For

this revolt to catch

fire,

however, an effective

organizational instrument was needed. Since the McCarthy era, when the left-wing United Public Workers
union was smashed, the welfare workers had been represented by a local of the AFL State, County and Municipal Employees, dominated by high clerical employees
in the central welfare administration
a company union. This grip was finally broken by an independent
rank and file led union of social workers, the Social
Service Employees Union. Last October 9 the SSEU
decisively won a collective bargaining election giving
it the right to represent all non-supervisory
social
workers. Although the AFL aflfiliate subsequently replaced its leadership with a more militant group and
supported the strike, the leading role throughout was
played by the SSEU.
The great strength of the SSEU has been the militancy of its members, which time and again upset, the
calculations of the City, and made it impossible for the
bureaucrats of the AFL-CIO Central Labor Council to,
carry through maneuvers aimed at selling a rotten
compromise to the workers, maneuvers which at the
close of the first week of the strike had come so close
to fruition that newspapers were announcing an imminent settlement.

—

Leadership Weakness
The SSEU, however, also showed certain weaknesses.
The strike was not adequately prepared financially or
materially, and above all the union's efforts to inform
and mobilize the welfare recipients before the strike
were negligible. As a result, the City did not feel real
pressure until the strike was well into its third week,

as the clients received their standard checks (sent out
by machine) and posfponed attempts to obtain emergency assistance. Much more significant, in the long run,
a section of the SSEU leadership proved highly receptive to the seductions oflfered by the AFL-CIO bureaucrats, and could be kept in line only by the overwhelming militancy of the ranks. However, militancy
as such is neither a good guide nor a durable guarantor. It must translate itself into the formation of a
coherent, conscious, and far-sighted leadership for the
potentially

historic

significance

of

the

strike

realized.
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The Student Re
The

free speech revolt on the University of California's Berkeley campus is
another indication that the great society
is unlikely to get beyond the pressagentry stage. The revolt was, in the
last analysis, directed against the valves and assumptions that are essential
to the liberal consensus, and indicates
a deep-seated dissatisfaction, if not open
revolt,

among

social

groupings

whom

the establishment might legitimately
expect to' support it. The students and
teaching assistants at Berkeley are not
amonjg the economically deprived marginal groups. They do not represent
forgotten pools of poverty which the
President's domestic war is supposed
to mop up. On the contrary, the students at Berkeley are by and large
drawn from middle class famines, especially the intelligentsia, and from
the upwardly mobile working class. Regardless of their social origins, they
have every prospect of being able to
share in the benefits of the economy
of abundance. A U.C. diploma, or advanced degree, is virtual assurance of
split level
income opportunities for
the aspiring student. The Great American Way of Life is open and accessible to these students, and this fact
l^ves their rejection of the established
way a profound meaning.
Attempts by the detractors of the

Free Speech Movement (FSM) to dismiss the whole matter as confined to a

few

disaffected

radical

futile in the face of the

students

mass

are'

partici-

pation which the events evoked. The
strike
which climaxed the stUggle
brought the University to a virtual
standstill and involved in one degree
or another of active participation a
majority of the graduate students (a
large majority in the case of the liberal arts), and a minority of the overall
student body which approached
fifty percent. Movements of this proportion cannot be considered mere
ideological byplay out on the fringes;
rather, they must reflect underlying social discontent in significant strata of
the population, whether this discontent manifests itself in economic or^

as in

this

case,

in

intellectual

and

issues, able to involve only a numerically insignificant percentage of them
in political and social struggle. All

thtee

of the

basic

radical

tendencies

have been represented, Social Democratic, Stalinist; and Trotskyist, with
now one and now the other rising to
greater prominence. Since the beginning of the sixties, there has been a
generailly increasing degree of student
political activity, but even at its height
this has been little more than an interesting part of the over-all campus
background and has had little impact
on the lives and consciousness of the
great majority of the students.
Restless Students
Probably the most famous of these
earlier controversies was the loyalty
oath fight of 1950-51. However, this

was

largely a faculty affair, to which
students were mainly spectators,
and the eventual ignominious capitu-

the

lation of the great majority of the
liberal faculty was scarcely an example
to inspire students. Later, however, a

larger (but still very small) number
of students began to be involved in political action. SLATE, originally organized to challenge Greek control of
the official student organization, the
Associated Students of the University
of California (ASUC), became a general issue-oriented catch-all organization of liberals and radicals, and directly or indirectly organized student
participation in a number of cai^ises
such as abolition of capital punishment (around the Chessman case),
fair housing, and most spectacularly,
in opposition to the HUAC. The response of the students to the hosing
of spectators and hecklers at the May
hearings in San Fran1960,
cisco brought the first mass turnout
of students, when about three or four
thousand people, roughly half of whom
were students, protested the police action on the following day. However,
this event proved episodic in character and it was not until the build-up
of the national civil rights movement
a few years later that sig-nificant
numbers of students again became in-

HUAC

moral forms.

volved in politics and social action.

The political periphery of the Berkcampus has of course been making small waves for a number of years.

1963 and 1964, campus political
around the civil rights quesbegan to have real impact on the
outside community. The Berkeley campus contributed more than its share
of cadre elements to the national movement, and to such actions as the Mis-

eley

Since the fifties there have always
been diverse organized radical movements on the campus, sometimes relatively large and sometimes smaller,
but never deeply rooted among the
students, and even on the most popular

by Geoff

In

action,

tion,

sissippi

series

summer

Locally, a
began, starting

project.

of job actions

MASS ACTION. U. C. students surround
Campus CORE was arrested. Top of car u
with the picketing of Mel's Drive-ins
by Youth for Jobs. The Ad Hoc Committee to End Job Discrimination then
spearheaded an attack on the SheratonPalace Hotel in San Francisco which
culminated in an all-night sit-in by a
thousand or so demonstrators, the majority of whom were students, the first
mass arrests, and a substantial victory.
The auto-row demonstrations
kept things going and added new mass
arrests. Meanwhile, in Berkeley itself,
CORE'S campaign against Lucky's
Stores, while involving fewer people,
created widespread controversy, over
the militant economic sabotage tactics used by CORE. This action also
brought out the firpt rank and file
counter-movement, with fraternity and
law school types helping Lucky's to
clear away the check stands swamped
by the CORE demonstrators. Thest
student activities diew real blood, and
when, in the period before the election, ^the Ad Hocers turned to picketing
William Knowland's Oakland Tribune,
they took on the most powerful single
force in Alameda county. Simultane-
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^olt at

Berkeley

White

i

institution, the University of
California has a long history of infringements on student and faculty
political
rights. In the recent past
there was the Regents' loyalty oath,
which had purged the faculty of some
liberal

of its more principled members. For
several years Communist Party speakers had been banned from the campus.
Eventually President Kerr lifted this
ban (wisely, it turned out, for when
the students flocked to hear the first
"legal" CP speaker, it became, painfully apparent that the CP had nothing to say), but replaced it by a series
of unreasonable restrictions applying'
to all outside speakers, such as 72hours notice and the presence of a
tenured faculty member. The Kerr
directives of 1959 attempted to restrict
involvement of campus organizations
in off-campus political questions, and
the p.dmiriistration stooped to such
petty harassments as requiring student groups to pay for unneeded and
unwanted police protection for their
meetings.

Shortly after the beginning of the
term, Dean of Students Katherine
A. Towle announced that the tables
which the various organizations had
been in the habit of setting up in t^e
area next to the main entrance to the
University campus were in violation
of University rules, and would no
longer be tolerated. Since this was
the main means by which the student
action groups operated, the enforcement of this regulation would have
been an insupportable blow to the student organizations. These organizations agreed jointly to resist, not only
by protesting through channels and by
legal picketing, but also by ignoring
the ban. Thus was established the basic pattern for the future development
of the FSM.
fall

'

Photo by Dorothy White

npus police car when Jack Weinberg of
ts podium while Weinberg was held inside.
students were harassing the
America,
world's largest bank, Bank
with picket-lines and "bank-ins,"
Thus, at a time when the civil rights
movement nationally was in a state
of decline, the Berkeley students had
scored a number of victories over sigously,

nificant,

if

relatively

minior,

oppon-

and were now a real annoyance
most powerful forces in the
state. Furtheimore, the trend of developments made it clear that the student civil rights movement and student
ents,
to

'

I
P

the

related pslitical
fields was creating an incipient mass
movement, and that given the right
developments nationally and internationally, the establishment would be
activity

in

directly

dealing with something much more sigfew score dedicated in-

nificant than a
dividuals.

A Long
,

Chain of Abuses

At the core of the united front were
the civil rights organizations, aided by
the radical groups Young Socialist Allaince (YS.^), Independent Socialists,
DuBois Club, and Young Peoples Socialist
League (YPSL) liberal groups,
religious organizations, and even organizations of the right like Campus
Young Republicans, Students for Goldwater, and Univeisity Society of Individualists. Its demands were simple:

—

—

In this context it is not surprising
that
the
University
administration
chose the fall of 1964 to renew its carn-

The students shall have the right
hear any person speak in any
open area of the campus at any
time on any subject, except when

paign against student political and so-

it

cial action.

True

to its tradition as a

1.

to

would cause a

traffic

interfere with classes.

problem or

2.

Persons shall have the right to
participate in political activity on
political action beyond voting, by joining organizations, ilnd by giving dona-,
tions.
Both students and nonstudents shall have the right to
set up tables and pass out politi-

campus by advocating

cal literature.

The only reasonable

and acceptable basis for permits
is

traffic control.

The unreasonable and arbitrary
of 72-hour3' notice,
student paid-for police protection,
and faculty moderators, required
for
using
speakers
University
buildings, must be reformed.
The administration was evidently
taken by surprise at the student resistance. Their first excuse was that
the tables blocked traffic, but this
was so manifestly absurd that it was
dropped in favor of arguments based
on a state law forbidding political activities on public property. When, in
the face of the unexpected strength of
the student protest, the administration revised the ruling to permit tables with "informational material" but
not calls for action or recruitment, the
real political nature of the ban became
clear. The next move came from the
administration which took the names
of five students 'who were manning illegal tables and ordered thern^ to report
to the dean's office individually for
disciplining. The students replied by
turning in to the dean's office a statement by four hundred students that
they too had been manning tables or
were intending to, and demanding
equal treatment with the five. All reported to the dean's office en masse, and
the first Sproul Hall (Administration
Building)
sit-in
resulted. The
students continued to man the tables and
the five students and three others were
indefinitely suspended.
3.

restrictions

Students Capture a Car
Two days later the authorities attempted a showdown. University policemen approached Jack Weinberg who
was manning a campus CORE table
and asked him to desist from this illegal activity. When he refused he
was arrested and placed in a campus
police car which had been driven up
to, the spot. However, before the polic could drive away with their prisoner the car was surrounded by students who sat down in front of it and
behind it and would not let it move. In
almost no time five hundred or so stu-

(Continued Next Page)
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STUDENT

dents were surrounding the car, and
had arrested Weinberg,
the students had in effect arrested the
police. Without prior planning, but on
the basi^ of what they had learned in
previous civil rights demonstrations,
the students showed an ingenuity and
boldness which amazed even^ friendly
outsiders, and terrified the administration. FSM made the top of the
captured car their speakers' platform,
setting up a loud-speaker system which,
turned the Sproul Hall Plaza into a
giant open air rally. The crowd was
continually addressed by a series of
FSM spokesmen and others, exhorted,
informed, and entertained. A commissary was set up, and food and cold
drink's passed out for the hot afternoons, and hot coffee and food in the
cool night. The inevitable sleeping bags
and blacket rolls appeared, and it became apparent that the students were
if the iwlice

'

determined to stick

it out.

-The actively participating crowd
varied in size from time to time, but
five hundred was probably the average, and at no time did it fall below
three hundred. On the second evening
of the siege, the fraternity-football
contingent put in a^n appearance, but
^nding themselves outnumbered, they
confined themselves to desultory heckling. Within an hour or two the hostile elements melted away, and tensions relaxed. Around the central core
of committed demonstrators was a
constantly shifting periph'ery of the
Mainly students and
ancommitted.
campus community people, they observlistened, discussed. For most it
was a conflict of values, between their
commitment to the traditional rules

ed,

of free speech and fair play on one
hand, and to the sanctity of property
and orderly process on the other. Two
months later it was the ultimate decision^ of many of these people to support the protest which made the strike

a success.

As long as

the students made no
attempt to release the prisoner by
force, and as long as the police made
no attempt to use force to release the
car, the situation was at an impasse.
However, with the newspapers and
TV yelling "anarchy," and the right
wing press and politicians calling for
blood, the impasse had to be resolved.
Demonstration leaders were summoned
to a conference with President Kerr
who had previously refused to nego-

They were offered an
agreement whereby if the students Released the car and promised to "cease
tiate with them.

illegal

in'

forms of protest," they would
be guaranteed against re-

turn

prisal; the matter of student political
activities was to be referred to a com-

mittee which would include FSM leaders and the case of the eight taken to
"the student affairs committee of the

academic senate." The academic senate is the organization of the tenured
faculty members on the campus. The
arrested man was to be taken to the
station, booked, and released on his
own recognizance. Kerr told the student leaders that if they rejected this
proposal, the matted would be turned
over to the five hundred police who
were being held close at hand. After
negotiating a slight improvement in
the wording which would not cut them
off indefinitely from "illegal forms of
protest," the leaders returned to the?
demonstration, explained the situation,
and while Warning against probable
bad faith on the part of the administration, recommended acceptance of the
truce. Under the prevailing conditions,
no formal vote, of course, could be
taken, but it was clear that the leaders' position had the support of the
overwhelming majority of those present, and thirty hours after the original arrest, the crowd quietly turned
its back on the car and walked away.
Students Capture Sproul Hall

The following two months were a
period of prolonged negotiations and

much

confusion, with the

now formal-

FSM

waxing and waning according to underlying moods
among the students and the degree ol
ly constituted

provocation exhibited by the
administration. When it turned out
that there was no Academic Senate
tactless

Committee

on

Student

Affairs,

sus-

of official , bad faith were
strengthened. The Chancellor obligingly filled the gap by appointing a tripartite committee of faculty, student,
and administration representatives. Of
the student representatives, two were
from the FSM, and two from the official ASUC Kehilah. However, FSM
refusal to deal seriously with this suspect committee did produce reforms in
its composition, and the committee itself finally called for mitigation of
the disciplinary action against the
eight. As weeks passed without decisive action, there appeared to be a
distinct possibility that the momentum
of the student movement would be dissipated in the maze of official channels
and committee meetings.
This period of confused negotiations,
however, was ended by action of the
administration. On Friday, November
27, Chancellor Strong, chief administrative officer of the Berkeley campus,
sent letters to four of the top leaders
of FSM, including Mario Savio, initiating new disciplinary action on the
basis of the siege of the police car.
Students hitherto only mildly interested were outraged j^t what appeared
to them to be simultaneously double
picions

J

jeopardy (all the students involved
had already been suspended), ex post
,

and the administration's repudiation of the recommendations of its

facto,

own hand-picked committee.

FSM

rec-

ognized that with its leaders' heads
on the block there was no more room
for negotiation, and held three eoiisecutive rallies on Sproul Hall steps,
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday,
each larger than the previous one. At
the end of Wednesday's rally over 800
demonstrators occupied Sproul Hall.
The great Sproul HalU sit-in was on.
,

Once

in possession of the administra-

tion building, the students proceeded
to such varied activities as showing old

movies and holding regular
and seminars as part of the
Free University of California. They
draped their FSM banner across the
front of the building, and most important, set up a public address system which they used to speak to the
constantly changing but always huge
crowd in the plaza in front of the
hall. All efforts by the administration
to persuade the student leatfers to
evacuate the building failed> and sometime during Wednesday evening. President Kerr, at the end of his resoarees,
appealed to Governor Brown. Brown is
a true liberal Democrat, and further
has a reputation for weakness, indecision, atid mildness; However, ^en
such a vital ^a-rt of the system as the
University faces a serious threat, he
Chaplin

classes

capable of quick action. Some five
police, from Berkeley, Oakthe Alameda County sheriff's
office, and the California Highway Patrol were sent to the campus with
orders from Brown to evacuate Sproul
Hall, by force if necessary.
is

hundred
land,

The demonstrators were told they
might leave the building freely, but if
they did not do so at once they would
be arrested. Very few left, and in the
small hours of Thursday morning the
arrests began. Some walked out with
arresting officers, but the great
majority followed the standard civil
rights technique and went limp. After
carrying, dragging and throwing the
dempnstrators down the stairs of the
building, the police took them in buses
and police wagons to the Santa Rita
County Prison Farm where they were
charged with such offenses as tresthe

passing,

disorderly conduct,

arrest, and failure to leave
building. 801 demonstrators

resisting
a public
were ar-

about eighty percent of them
students or employees of the.
University, or their wives, one was a
faculty member, and m&ny of the remainder were people mpre or less closely associated with the broader University community. These mass arrests
constituted a serious defeat for the
administration forces. By appealing to
rested;

were
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and

resorting to
more stature
of the
University community hitherto uninvolved in the controversy. The governor's action, however, was very well
received by the press, both conservative and liberal, though the specific
techniques of the police, such as dragging students down the steps by their
heels, did receive some criticism.

authority

outside

armed force they
in the eyes of

lost still

many members

Students Strike the University

The FSM, through its affiliated
Graduate Coordinating Committee, had
long been laying plans for a strike in
the case of just such an emergency.
Even with most of its leaders only
slowly filtering back from Santa Rita
prison, the machinery automatically
elicked into actidn Thursday morning.
But no machinery, no call, was necessary to instigate the strike. On Thursday morning the arrests were still taking place in Sproul Hall, and tibe wave
of indignation generated by the police occupation of the campus, and
especially

Oakland

the flight of the notorious
police, virtually closed the

University. Preliminary strike talk had
prepared the minds of the students for
this form of action, and they now

took

it

more or

less automatically.

The

created apparatus of the
organized, channeled, and sustained the spontaneous outburst. Picket lines were set up at all entrances to
the campus, and some delivery trucks
were turned back. The major buildings
were also picketed, and roving-.picket
lines moved about the campus. Students were asked not to attend classes,
teachers not to teach, and staff not to
'report for work. The student appeal
won a response in all these categories,
and in the liberal arts departments the
previous!];

FSM

i^trike was an overwhelming success.
For two days the administrative ma-

chinery and the academic heart of the
University were paralyzed.
Key to the success of the strike was
the role of the teachii^g assistants,
graduate student^ studying for their
Pk.D.'s. At Berkeley, as at so many
other prestige universities, the actual
teaching duties of the faculty members are of secondary importance to
their role as researchers, writers, ideologues, and in many cases providers of
tiechnical services for outside interests.
The major teaching of undergraduates
is done by the teaching assistants,
whose status is intermediate between
that of students and faculty, and
whose rather meager teaching salaried
see them through to their doctorates.
The support of these men and women,
who of course had no tenure or union
and only their own solidarity to pro-

them from reprisals from their
department heads or the University ad-

tect

ministration,

was

crucial to the

suc-

cess of the strike. Support from teaching assistants in the liberal arts was
overwhelming, and in the departments
of philosophy and mathematics it was

virtually 'unaniYnous. All in all the
strike was an outstanding success, far
so, ,in fact, than tbe
leadership had anticipated.

FSM

more

Epiphany in the Greek Tlieater
The climax of this decisive battle of
the free speech revolt took place, appropriately enough, in the Greek Theater, a gift by the Hearst family to
their University. The Academic Senate,
comprising the tenured faculty members
and those others who had been with
the University two or more years, had
been a complaisant tool of the administration since the days of the Regents' loyalty oath fight in the 1950's.
Now, however, it could no longer be
considered reliable from Kerr's point
of view. With administration prestige
at a low ebb and a large minority of
the students in open rebellion, Kerr
needed faculty cover for his next move.
He found this through the well-known
liberal Professor Robert A. Scalapino,
chairman of the Department of Political

Science.

classes and closes administrative and
department offices, so that the effectiveness of the strike on the morning of
its third day was obscured. The meeting was well attended by some eighteen

twenty thousand persons, overwhelmingly students but with an unusually largfe attendance by faculty
and a healthy sprinkling of employees..
The convening of this assembly provided a convenient way of making a
rough estimate of the nature of public
to

opinion among the students at this
time. When President Kerr was introduced, about one third of the audience
cheered him, while about one third
jeered. Considering that it is not at
all customary for American students
to jeer their president on solemn occasions, even in times of stress, this
small event gives an additional indication of the depths of the feelings involved.
'

What

This academic politician
to have realistic

Leadership?

was generally reputed

ambitions to replace the inept Edward
W. Strong as Chancellor of the Berkeley campus.
Short-circuiting the

Is

Revolutionary

Four articles from Labour Review

—25^ a copy

48 pages

Academic Sen-

brought together all the
department^ heads. These professors,
on the whole men who either have a
disposition to be attracted by the administrative side of affairs or at least
less aversion to it than the average
faculty memher, were in the aggregate more inclined to be sympathetic
to Strong and Kerr than the average
faculty member. For the minority who
were strongly opposed to the admin-

Order from: $PARTAaST
Box 1377, G.F.O.

ate, Scalapino

New

York, N. Y. 10001

Scalapino presented the Department

Heads' proposals, striving to put behind them the full weight and prestige
of the faculty. Then Kerr spoke. Un-

Kerr is a man
tremendous accomplishments and
and a key member of the liber-

like Chancellor Strong,

of

istration's position, Scalapino used, the

ability,

blackmail of threats of a legislative
investigation, the immediate replace-

al establishment in California. Having come up through the Institute of
Industrial Relations, he is by experience and training a man of the highest
skills in the use of the liberal rhetoric,
in the art of that kinji of compromise,
adjustment, and accommodation which
somehow always leaves the positions of
the power structure intact, and the
opposition with the feeling that the
great man was really on their side,
but for some reason unable to help
them.

.

ment of the

liberal

Kerr by a right

wng

reactionary (Max Rafferty, the
ultra-rightist State Supetintendent of
Education, always seemed to be lurking somewhere in the wings), and
other frightening pictures of the utter
destruction of the University. .Thus he
was able to secure unanimous approval
of a series of proposals which, while
saying many kind words about freedom of speech and political discussion, in actuality made as their sole
concession to the students the promise
of amnesty from the University, but
not civil, discipline for all actions hitherto taken. With this fig leaf of faculty
covering, Kerr made his play.
Kerr called a University meeting
for Monday morning, December 7, in
University meetthe Greek Theater.
ing is for all students, faculty and employees. It automatically suspends all

A

That Monday morning Kerr was
making the fight of his life and used
all his skills. But he was speaking to
an audience whose intelligence and sophistication he and his supporters had
consistently underestimated and who,
by and large, had learned more in the
past two months than many students
do in the full four years. Many had
read "The Mind of Clark Kerr," a

(CoDtinued Next Page)
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clever critique by Hal Draper of Kerr's
theory of the role of the "multiversity" as set forth by the president in
his, Gpdkin Lectures at Harvard. To
this audience Kerr presented himself
as a mature and benign statesman,
firm in the defense of principle but
always ready to reason together with
others if only they, like him, would
be reasonable men and show due reprinciples of la"^ and
everyone's
g^iaranteed
order which
freedom. He was one willing evfen to
concede that his opposition might h^ve
Some legitimate grievances, which no
doubt could be met in the right atmosphere. But above all he was one who
would fight to the death to defend the
principles of his beloved University,
now threatened by anarchy within, and
by implication by the now awakened
dogs of know-nothing reaction without.
On an exalted note he pledged his personal honor to the amnesty provisions
of the Department Heads' proposals,
announced the resumption of classes at
one o'clock, and declared the meeting

spect for

the

Would this great performance
have won the uncommitted center? It
closed.
is

we shall never know
As Kerr ringingly announc"This meeting is now closed,"

doubtful,, but

for sure.
ed,

Mario Savio, the charismatic leader of
the FSM, began walking across the
stage toward the microphone. Before a
stunned audience of 18,000, Savio was
seized by half a dozen campus policemen, knocked down, and carried bodily
the stage.
In thirty seconds the delicate, laboriously created image so skillfully
worked up by Kerr and Scalapino was
off

smashed beyond all recall. The instant
revelation of what lay behind the dignity, the beautiful rhetoric, the air of

sweet

reasonableness, galvanized the
audience. Kerr was ashen and visibly
shaking. Scalapino, of whom it was
said in cruel jest that he had been
phancellor of the Berkeley campus for
twenty minutes, was distraught. In one
instant the uncommitted were committed, and shouted their shock and
protest. This soon settled down into
the steady chant, "We want Mario!"
The hard core of Kerr supporters
left as instructed, but the great majority, the hitherto silent ones as well
as the hitherto committed, Stayed to
wait for Mario. Behind the stage Savio
was being held in a small dressing
i-oom by the police while FSM lawyers
were demanding that he be charged
or released. Steve Weissman, leader of
the striking graduate students, encountered Kerr and said, "It sounds as
if the students want Mario." The shaken presidjent replied, "Yes, I guess they
do." In a few minutes, Kerr collected

his wits

and ordered Savio's releaBe.
With that feeling for the occasion and

on all members of the University community to join with the faculty, in its

rapport with his audience which has
made him the outstanding public figure
in the FSM, Savio walked to the micro-

efforts

phone and said: "I just wanted to an>nounce that there will be a rally on
Sproul Hall steps at noon today." On
that note, the meeting ended.

y

its

restore

to

the

were unprecedented in academic circles. The Academic Senate was to consider the problem at its Tuesday meeting. At its Monday noon rally immediately following the Greek Theater
meeting, FSM announced that in order
that the Senate might meet in the
calmest possible atmosphere the strike
would end Monday night, and that no
activities would be scheduled for Tuesday. On Monday afternoon
was about 80% effective.

the strike

That there

"1.

shall

GR

pre-

be no Univer-

measures against
disciplinary
members or organizations of the University community for activities prior
to December 8 connected with the cursity
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Some of the Department
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who they felt had compromised and
misled them. Scalapino and other Department Heads were subject to attack in departmental meetings which
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rent controversy over political speech

With the administration forces demor-

and

alized

activity.

"2.

That

the time, place,

and man-

ner of conducting political activity on
the campus shall be subject to reasonable regulation to prevent interference
with the normal functions of the University; that the regulations now in
effect for this purpose shall remain in
effect provisionally pending a future

report of the Committee on Academic
Freedom concerning the minirtial regulations necessary.
"3. That the content of speech 6r
advocacy should not be restricted by
the University. Off-campus student po-

not be subject to
University regulation. On-campus advocacy or 'organization of such activities shall be subject only to such limitations as may be imposed under seclitical activities shall

tion

2.

That future disciplinary measures in the area of political activity
shall be determined by a committee appointed by and responsible to the
Berkeley Division of the Academic
Senate.
"4.

"5. That the Division urge the adoption of the foregoing policies and call

\

and in disarray, positive action
virtually assured. The most serious opposition came in the form of
an anti-force-or-violence amendment
offered by Lewis Feuer, who claims to
have once' been a Marxist and is entrusted by the University with the
task of instructing students in the
obscurities of this ideology, and Nathan Glaser, who as co-author of The

was

Lonely Crowd no doubt wished wholeheartedly for the good old days of
"other-directedness" on campus. The
depth of Feuer's intellectual and moral degradation can be judged by his
main supporting argument that the
KKK might use the resolution as cover
for organizing synagogue defacements
and pogroms! The Klan threat not being a particularly pressing problem on
the UC campus, this amendment Was
supported by only about 150 out of the
nearly one thousand faculty present.
It is interesting to note that this hard

—

core

of opposition

was characterized

by the presence of a disproportionate
number of ex-radicals of one kind and
another,

who

for

various

reasons of

Stalinophobia, fear, and cynicism were
totally unable to respond to the moral
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challenge FSM presented. The final
vote on the unamended resolution was
824 yes to 115 no. Thus the faculty,
after months of hesitations and pettifogging, finally placed itself formally
on record in support of the students'
demands. This was without doubt the
high-water mark of the whole campaign, and no matteij what retreats
the faculty might lateif make, no matter

how much

it

might

fink

position, that vote stands

on
in

its

own

the rec-

ord and validates the student movement in a way that permanently altered the terms of the equation. '
No doubt the fiasco in the Greek
Theater contributed heavily to the lopsided nature of the vote, but it is likely
that the majority position represented
a more fundamental response to the
continuing pressure of the students
which posed the question to the faculty
in sharper and shai-per terms. For
those like Feuer and Glaser, especially
-

the former who had had some pretensions to influence among the thinking
elements in the student body, their
opposition to the resolution marked the
end of their political and moral, and
to a considerable extent also of their
intellectual, influence among all sections of the students with the exception of the fraternity-football elements,
and these are not interested in ideas
anjrway.

Triangle of Forces
this struggle the faculty
has played the role of the third part
in a three-part equation involving students, faculty, and the external society
represented by the administration and
the Regents. That section of the FSM

Throughout

leadership whose background was primarily in civil rights, which usually
deals with situations wherein an independent third force is not present,
tended at first to underestimate the
importance of the faculty and also,
when the faculty acted, to overestimate
its reliability as an ally. However, the
healthy scepticism of the politicals in
the leadership combined with the militancy of the civil rights elements to
develop the tactics best designed to
force this wavering group to take a
stand, and to utilize that stand once

made.

When

liberal

Democrats, both

real and pseudo, raided counsels of
cautioh lest the faculty be antagonized, the FSM rejected this suicidal
advice and redoubled its pressure. This
tactic, combined with the very real
felt grievances of the faculty itself
which has been disregarded and treated with refined contempt by the administration, won the faculty to its
position of December 8, and prevented
its effective use by Kerr and company.
On Wednesday noon, following the
Tuesday Academic Senate meeting,
FSM called a victory rally and de-

clared its wholehearted acceptance of
the Senate's resolution. Some have attacked this action as premature, contending that it fostered illusions and
that no real victory was won. While it
is true that the action of the Senate
did not mean that the students had
won the concrete points they were
struggling for, this was never claimed
by the FSM leaders. It was a profound
victory all the same, for it transformed the FSM from a group of marginal
malcontents disrupting the University
into the legitimate spokesmen for the
whole acjademic community. It meant
that as long as the struggle was confined within the framework of the academic community (and the Regents
really form no part of this community,
being on the contrary the means by

which this community is controlled by
the outside), the victory was complete,
the administration forces utterly routed.

Where

the

Power Lies

This marked the end of the militant
phase of FSM activities. All that could
be done to force the Regents' hands
had been done. A petition and letterwriting campaign was organized, but
after what had gone before this was
generally recognized as futile and
meaningless. The campus waited for
the Regents* decision. Two phenomena

were noticeable in the mood of the
campus during this period. One was a
rapid decline in the euphoria engendered by the faculty action and an increasing pessimism about the reaction
of the Regents. The other was an intense emotional feeling of solidarity
and comradeship among the students,
a feeling which included for the first
time much of the faculty and which
transcended the rigorous hierarchical
lines of the academic set-up.
The reply of the Regents came just
before the Christmas vacation, and by
this time everyone anticipated what it
was going to be. The Regents, after
many declarations in favor of free
speech and other good things and denial of any intent to prohibit advocacy,
in substance rejected the Klemands of
the Berkeley Academic Senate, brusquely as far as the attempt to take
over disciplinary power was concerned,
indirectly on other matters. From this
model of unclarity one thing emerges

The Regents reassert their
and treat with demeaning
contempt the demands of their faculty
and students. They will dispose, and
distinctly.

authority

they alone. At the moment they chose
to be relatively conciliatory, but they
do not negotiate. They v/ill run the
University as they also run the Bank
of America, the Tejoii Ranch, Signal
Oil,

and the

not de jure, most of their demands. The obdurate Chancellor Strong

.facto, if

was replaced in a face saving way by,
the affable Martin Meyerson, a man
of far greater sensitivity and sophistication and therefore perhaps in the
long run a more dangerous opponent,
but one far less likely to back himself
into a cbrner where he cannot make
concessions when they are called for.
The new rules when they come out are
likely to be relatively reasonable, and
Kerr's pledge of University amnesty
for the P'SMers stands. There is even
a widespread rumor that he had to lay
his personal prestige on the line to
prevent gorilla elements on the Regents
from exacting reprisals. Thus, even
on the level of their formal demands
the students appear to have won a major victory, in substance if not in
form. It is probable that it will be
quite some time, before there is any
further serious harassment of the student political organizations. Tables will
be set up, action mounted, illegal acts
advocated, and speakers heard. Of
course another round will come, especially if state politics Shift, as appears likely, to the right.
Future of the FSM
Barring the unforeseen, the current
intentions of the
are to disband,
leaving only a skeleton appai'atus to
serve two functions: First, as an information center which can get material telling the story out to interested parties, and especially to other
campuses; and second as an agency to
defend the 801 now facing charges in
the civil courts and others who may
be victimized in any way as a refiult
of their part in FSM. Having won the
right to advocate, the students now
want to get back to that task, and
others want to explore the possibilities
of more t;enuinc intellectual communication between students and teachers

FSM

and within each group opened up as
a by-product of the free speech struggle.

The Deeper Gains
The gains of the students are
however,

merely

to

not,

gaining

their social

and

gaining more favorable conditions for operating the antiestablishmeiit underground, important
though these gains are. The intangible
gains have been summed up by Bob
Starobin, a teaching assistant in History,' a former editor of Root and
Branch, and^delegate to the FSM Expolitical

action,

ecutive Committee from the Graduate
Coordinating Committee, in the following eight points:
1.

like.

At this stage, February 1965, it appears that the students have won de

limited

more elbow room for

2.

The myth of liberalism has been
completely shattered.
The students have a much better
(Continued Next Page)
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understanding of the bureaucratic
mentality and how to deal with it.
They have had an education in political alignments and how politi-

power

cal
.

4.

is

They

distributed.-

better how power is, achieved
and held.
They have developed serious doubts
about the Democratic Party and

know

in
5.

won

STUDENT

.

many

cases overt hostility to-

ward it.
They have had an education
tactics, especially in the uses

6.

limitations of civil disobedience.
They learned about the unreliability of
the press. Even The

Chronicle
7.

in

and

lies.

They have received an education
on the role and nature of the police.

8.

The faculty felt, correctly, that
they had lost the respect of their
•students.

These points are very well taken, and
some require further elaboration. Persons not acquainted with the Berkeley

mind that

situation should bear in

not

is

by

a

reactionary

political

thals.

On

and

this

run
Neander-

institution

academic

the contrary,

it

is

a truly

liberal institution. Its president is se-

riously considered for a Cabinet post
in the Great Society administration.
The most clearly political of its Re-

gents are in a majority Democratic appointees, many by the liberal Democrat
Brown who called out the troopers. Even
Scalapino, Kerr's faculty spokesman at
the Greek Theater meeting, had earned
a liberal reputation both in his academic
work and as a radio commentator. The
faculty has a strong liberal leaning,
especially in the liberal arts, and those
faculty members like Glaser, Feuer,
and Lipset who were most vicious
against the FSM had a reputation as
left liberals and even aspired, in the
case of Feuer and Lipset, to be considered some sort of radicals. The moral collapse of such an institution and
such a set of individuals cannot but,
for the students involved, sweep away
much of the liberal myth in its wake.

The

lesson in

power

is

also of vital

importance and two sided. If the movement had any collective heroes, it was
the teaching assistants, the elite of the
graduate student body. Given the present set-up, this group, previously of
low status and apparently powerless
and exposed to the worst hazat-ds of
reprisal and victimization, has in actuality the power "to bring the machinery to a grinding halt." In the
December strike they discovered that

power and used

it.

They are not

to lose this consciousness,

likely

nor aware-

ness of the fact that their role has

the r€spect of faculty and undergraduates alike. The teaching assistants now have a viable trade union
affiliated with the AFT.
There is also the negative side of
the power equation. The students have
learned that even after totally defeating the administration within the
academic community the administration still stands, intact, because the
ultimate sources of power lie with the
outside power structure, represented
by the Regents. More* and more stu-

dents

see

this

power structure

cor-

a bureaucratic monster
but, by one name or another, as a selfconscious, organized ruling class. Its
academic representatives, Kerr, Strong,
and the like, have much autonomy, and
rectly, not as

ordinarily its many internal splits obscure its character. But when the chips
in the
fight, it acted
as a disciplined, conscious class. Knowland and Brown were united. This
lesson too is not lost. To return for a
momept to the comments of Starobin:
"The greatest single gain of the
is the politicization to one degree or
another of a major portion of the student body."

FSM

were down

FSM

This struggle also appears to mark
the end of principled non-violence as
an issue in this area. Faced with
armed cops in the hundreds, the students were obviously in no position to
adopt tactics of self-defense, so that
the question was never sharply posed.
However, the whole, spirit of converting the enemy through love, the selfrighteous condemnation of "un-CORElike attitudes" which had been a dominant theme in dthe actions around 1960
was notably absent. The students were
most grateful for the support of folksinger Joan Baez, for example, but
when she called on them to enter
Sproul Hall with love in hearts this
plea was received with considerable
cynicism. When, during the arrests at
Sproul Hall, a large detachment of police tried to seize the microphone of
the public address system which the
students were using to address the

crowd

in

the plaza, the students re-

by grkbbing the policemen's legs
and in
general pushing non-violence to its
extreme limits. For the demonstrasisted

and

clubs, trying to trip them,

HUAC

tions following the
affair in
1960, male students were told authoritatively to wear jackets and ties if at
all possible. Now, however, the search
for middle-class respectability is treated with contempt, and on the ideological level the
doctrine of pacifism,
though still strong, no longer predom-

inates.

A F«w

Questions

For Marxists and revolutionaries
the whole FSM must be not only a
source of great satiafaction and inspi-

ration but also the occasion of raising

some serious questions. The first and
most obvious of these is to what extent can we expect similar phenomena
elsewhere? Really, this is the same as
saying, "Why Berkeley?" A number
of reasons suggest themselves.. First,
The University of California is probably more heavily infiltrated by the
federal governriient, and especially by
the military and the AEC, than any
other major university. This increasing
identity between the government in its
most coercive aspect and the University has had its effect on the over-all
institution, to the detriment of free
scholarship
and undergraduate instruction. Second, Berkeley is a prestige university, in academic standing
second probably only to Harvard. It is
indisputable that it is among the best
students that the disaffected are to be
found. An independent study of the
academic standing of those arrested in
Sproul Hall, for example, revealed
that they had a grade-point average
much higher than that of the general
student body. Indeed, a local sports
columnist suggested that the best way
to lick the Reds in
was to give
more athletic scholarships to deserving
patriotic footballers who couldn't make
the grade at present.
Third, the local bourgeoisie tends to
have more of a coexistence attitude
toward dissidence than elsewhere . . .
up to a point! Bay Area cops beat
where New York cops would shoot.
The local labor movement too is influenced by a large unmber of exradicals who retain the rhetoric of
their past while jettisoning its content. In such an atmosphere it is easier
for dissidence to gain a foothold.

FSM

Fourth, Berkeley has accumulated
over the years a sizable fringe of disaffected semi-bohemian elements who,
while they have no formal connection
with the University, cluster around it
and form a supportive element for
student radicals. Among these fringe
elements are many radicals who, while
not yet ready to quit politics altogether, are also not anxious to pursue
them strenuously, and find in Berkeley
an atmosphere conducive to living on
their political light-duty slips. In short,
the student radical does not face a
harshly hostile environment once he
steps beyond Sather Gate.
Fifth, there is the class character of
the student body itself which is drawn
mainly from the intelligentsia, the
professional classes, and the comfortable section of the working class.

may have

Pop

been a working man, but the

home has provided enough security to
make chance-taking possible. In a period like the present the response is

bound to be greater among these middle-class elements than among th«
'

children of the working class in such
nei^boring institutions as Oakland
City College. There, working class students are desperately anxious to get
out of the class and won't jeopardize
their chances by agitating. Finally, all
of this of course is self-reinforcing.
The word gets around and dissatisfied
elements transfer in' from the University of Nebraska.
At the moment the Berkeley campus seems isolated from the rest of the
students in America. However, the
news is being spread by direct contact, and the media are now taking it
up more seriously.
leaders expect that the isolation will end soon,
and their- expectation may be well
founded. Surely where similar conditions prevail and where there is sufficient provocation, the same underly-

FSM

tury to create a mass movement or to
develop impressive intellectual leadership significantly reduces its appeal.
The empiricism which infects American society generally has not left the
radical movement unscathed. Having

own role, the left
the need for theory
at each outburst of
to follow where it

lost confidence in its

tends to deprecate
and wax euphoric
militancy, happy
would never think

More fundamental, however, is the
that objective circumstances do
not permit the students to link up
with decisive social forces. This reinforces their tendency to see their strugAlthough many elements among them would be overjoyed
in

isolation.

at the prospect of outside support,
they see a working class in actuality
largely passive, if not hostile, to their

NEW PAMPHLET!

The

FSM

was not

hostile to the tra-

FSM

One, of course,

is

the traditional

Amer-

pragmatism and eclecticism, in
which the Free Speech Movement participates. The FSM and its allied organizations have been unable to jell
an over-all ideological attitude. The
impact of the organized left was further diminished by its highly fragmented
state with Stalinists, Trotskyists, and
social-democrats all split and in one
degree or another of disarray. Moreican

FSM

over, the majority of the
people
have a strong reaction against what
they interpret as infantile factionalism
and sectarian attitudes. Given the students' pragmatic, attitudes, the inability of the left in the last quarter cen-

To

fail

those sick symptoms which grow
out of prolonged .isolation and impotence. There is no reason to be unduly
pessimistic concerning the possibility
of making this link. The FSM is now
entering its evaluation stage and is
all

breaking

down

parts.

has been highly politicized

It

Two
Finally,

York, N. Y. 10001

aspirations, and because of their own
middle-class character they are cut off
from" what small sparks of militancy

These factors taken together have
tended to make the FSM regard the
ideology of all the left groupings as
equally irrelevant. This empiricism is a
serious weakness in the movement. No
one with a realistic view of the scene
would expect this mass movement to
submit meekly to the embraces of some
branch of the traditional left, to accept
uncritically the pre-conceived ideology
of the older groups. However, if the
necessity, of a world view of sufficient
clarity is not recognized, the movement stands in peril of dissipation and
disintegration in the face of larger
questions which can be approached
only in the light of a more general
over-vievf.

The movement can

and
would encourage

organizatiohally

revitalizing,

ideologically.

into

its

component

States.

do exist.

ditional left, and there was absolutely
no red-baiting. Rapport with the vaidenrious left tendencies, and
dification with left ideologies, was limited, however, by a number of factors.

be

enduring and powerful movement, an
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Role of the Left

Bridging the gap with living strugis also a vital necessity for the
Marxist movement. To succeed would

gles

ihiportant step toward the creation of
a revolutionary force in the United

By LEON TROTSKY
15 pages — 10c a copy

ing dissatisfactions may be expected
to find open expression in forms influenced by the FSM experience.

like

class. With this basis, continued openness on the part of the students and
an approach by the Revolutionary left,
at once ideologically self-confident and
also willing to recognize the unique
break-through which the students have
achieved on their own, can build an

Permanent Revolution?
New

politicians

Pat Brown, Lyndon Johnson, and their

and has been exposed to the power
structure which many of its supporters
have come to see clearly as a ruling

What Is
The

Box 1377, G.P.O.,

capitalist-imperialist

successors.

to lead.

fact

gles

only be transcended by learning from
it, not ignoring it. Otherwise, for example, the same stale old class-collaborationist platitudes that sunk th«
movements of the 1930'3 through support of Roosevelt and then of World
War II would seem like exciting new
ways to manipulate for radical ends

ill

aff'ord to

re-

peat all the errors and false starts of
previous generations whose efforts in
the main ended in downright betrayal
of the subjective, desires and intentions of the participants. The past*can

Currents in

it

is

FSM

noticeable

that<

two

separate currents come together in
FSM. One, whiph supplies a large part
of its leadership, especially on the tactical level, consists of those for whom
the primary issue is one of certain
specific rights and demands, freedom
of advocacy and organization, freedom

from unreasonable harassment by the
What these elements want
is enough elbow room to conduct their
political and social campaigns, at this
point primarily around civil rights, but
authorities.

including other issues as well.
There is another current which joins
this one, and for whom the symbol of
the enemy is the IBM machine. They
speak less in terms of civil rights and
civil liberties, of political and social
action", than in terms of alienation, of
the intellectual degradation of the university by the multiversity, knowledge
factory, concept. They feel cheated in
their education, and dehumanized by a
soulless machine. Only a small minority of those yf/ho suppoi;ted FSM wei-fe
interested in personally participating
in political

and

social action.

FSM

be-

came a truly mass movement because
of this second current because these

—

(Continued Next Page)
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STUDENT

humanity and individuality, and

Berkeley Elections

perhaps make the University into a
true community of scholars. Their moral integrity is one of the most impressive things about the FSM revolt.
However, while the first current, the
politicals, were able to win the limited
demands they were fighting for that
is, in essence, more favorable condi-

The Bay Area Spartacist Committee
offered a socialist alternative to Berkeley electors this April. The campaign
attacked the liberal Democratic majority of the City Council as political abettors of the Vietnam atrocity and of the
Johnson diversion of the civil rights

—

tions for their underground movement
the hopes of the second group were
doomed to disappointment. True, after
the Academic Senate meeting of December 8 there was a brief period of
euphoria when it seemed that honest
communication and mutual respect
could be established between faculty
and students, and that the community
of scholars could exist apart from and
in spite of external social forces; but

—

already now this mood is evaporating,
the old barriers coming up again, the
faculty retreating, and the IBM machines are clicking on. As long as the
university is a vital part of the capitalist establishment no community of
scholars can exist, and the moral corruption of moribund capitalism must
taint the campus as well as every other
social institution. This section of the
students, naive if you will, hoped with
the aid of the faculty to be able to
take the University away from the ruling class. This was a vain illusion, of
course.

fhe bourgeoisie

will

no more give up

knowledge factory than it will its
General Motors plant, and it needs the
one as much as the other. Some educational reform may be forthcoming,
but nothing that will meet the needs

its

thes^ students. The question is,
then, what will their reaction be? On
the one hand, it could be a retreat into
a personal world, marijuana and bohemianism for some, and surrendei^ to
split-level values for others, and in
both cases disillusionment and cynicism. But this is not necessarj^ They
have^been in intimate contact now with
the Underground opposition, the civil
rights advocates and the politicals.

of

There

genuine communication and
respect between the two groups, and
perhaps their values can lead them to
understand that the road to the free

and the

intellectual

free-

dom and honesty

that this concept imonly through the oyerthrow
of the capitalist systein which corrupts their environment.' In that case

plies, lies

we m^y come

to see a transformation
social and political cli-

of the whole
mate in the United States.
.

movement.

The University and Capitalism
With .the changes which are cur-

The

campaign

platform

centered on the demand for immediate
and unconditional U.S. withdrawal
from Vietnam and support of the right
of

American Negroes

to

armed

self-

defense in the face of racist violence.
Local demands featured rigorous rent
control, thirty-hour week for city employees, and abolition of the police red
squad.
The candidate for Berkeley City
Councilman, Geoff White, -West Coast

Spartacist editor, received 2,051 votes,
about 6 percent of the total, against a
full slate of liberals. He had previously
run for the same office in 1963 as a
candidate of the SWP.
Support of the candidacy was asked
from those groups calling themselves

Geoffrey White

rently taking place within the structure of western capitalism, the university becomes a more and more critical part of the over-all system. As
automation eats away at the traditional working class and the white collar
elements as well, the bourgeoisie more
and more needs its trained specialists.
Not| only have they technical tasks of
the highest order to perform, but the
bourgeoisie is also in increasing need
of reliable and skilled ideologues and
of social engineers to manage the manipulated society. Their dilemma is that
this job cannot be done by third rate,
unskilled,
uncreative people. Giving
more athletic scholarships won't meet
their needs. Their professional people,
if they are to do the job, must have
education as well as training. But to
the degree that education, intellectual
freedom, and creativity are permitted,
to this degree there i.s the danger of
the kind of revolt which took place in

revolutionary-socialist.

It

ple

was a middle
to

whom

class revolt of peothe system offered its

most attractive material rewards, and
status gratifications too. These students had it made, but in the FSM re-

^

campaign slogan '.'Withdraw troops
from Vietnam, Send them to Alabama." High points of White's campaign were a speech from the steps of
the University's Sproul Hall, scene of
the mass sit-in during the recent student rebellion, and a three-way debate
with representatives of the liberal and
conservative slates.
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volt they rejected the whole set of values and assumptions of the split-level

What they want is something
not yet sharply defined but not to

White was en-

by the Independent Socialist
Club, of which Hal Draper is a leading
figure; PL refused endorsement; and
the SWP had not arrived at a position
by the time of the election. The SWP
candidates for Oakland Mayor and
School Board were publicly endorsed by
the Spartacist Committee, but critically so in view of the SWP's central

dorsed

Berkeley.

is

university,

in

list

students felt that this way they could
strike back at the machine, reassert
their
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six issues

society.
else,

be found in the Great Society. But the
Great Society needs these students,
and in their revolt against it they expose a sickness in that society from
which it is not likely to recover.
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The Dominican Revolution!
The United States' bloody occupation
of the Dominican Republic, by order of
the Johnson Administration, has been
unquestionably the most brazen of recent American military efforts to safegruard the interests of capitalism and
maintain its oppression domestically and
abroad. "For the first time since 1927,
U.S. Marines have landed in a fermenting Caribbean country and frankly,
we're delighted," said the ultra-rightist
N.y. Daily News (30 April 1965) in an

—

editorial

entitled

"Seems

Like

Old

Times."

Rebellkn Led to B«Tolati<m

As in all colonial countries, the proU.S. Dominican ruling class is maintained by imperialism and in return
administers the society for imperialism.
The "liberal" wing, led by deposed
President Juan Bosch, supports "reforms" and "democratic" trappings to
stave off basic change and maintain
social oppression. The liberals attempted
a coup against the junta of the right
wing, which realizes that only naked
dictatorship can save imperialism and
Dominican capitalism.

It

is

significant

that under both regimes the economic
condition of the country deteriorated.

This

crisis

provided an

in

banking upon mass support

to help return the liberals to power was
described by a pro-U.S. observer: "The
leaders of the elements favoring the
return of former President Juan Bosch
were on the verge of taking over the
government 24 hours after the revolution begran. . . . But thm they let the
revolution get out of their hands. I saw
pro-Bosch forces handing out weapons
to anyone who asked for them." (N.Y.
Joumal^Ameriean, 2 May 1965.) On 30
April, "U.S. officials in Santo Domingo
and other observers believe no one is
now in control ... of the armed rebel
bands, which include many young civilians." At this point, "American officials
hinted strongly that it would be necessary for American troops to occupy
Santo Domingo." (N.Y. Post.)

In spite of U.S. ranting about a "minority take-over," it is clear that what
developed was an uprising of a large
section of the masses against the imperialist power structure
even against
the efforts of certain "Communist" and
liberal leaders to tie them to Bosch. According to the press, a rebel stronghold

—

could not be controlled by their mili.
tary leaders."
(Same paper) Johnson
at once sent in Marines to "save American lives"; but this "humanitarian" pretext, loudly touted by liberal apologists,
was rapidly dropped. Instead, as Johnson has admitted, the aim of U.S. intervention was to crush the developing
.

.

revolution.

be desperate to commit such a brazen

and naked

William Randolph Hearst, Jr., in a
Journal-American editorial
(2 May),
favorably quoted Johnson's State of the
Union message of 4 January: "We are
prepared to live as good neighbors with
all, but we cannot be indifferent to acts
designed to injure our interests, or our
ciitzens, or our establishments abroad."
Barry Goldwater "stressed the effectiveness of 'big stick' diplomacy" and said,
"Yes, I approve the landing of the Marines in Santo Domingo for the protection of American lives and property."
(Journal- American, 30 April.)
Equally guided by Realpolitik are the
apologists who regret Johnson's

liberal

"imprudence" in "going it alone" in unabashed imperialist fashion instead of
relying on the Organization of American States (mainly a band of U.S.backed dictatorships) to do the job under a "democratic" facade. The token
contingent which Johnson finally extorted from the OAS to his "international
peace force" has been obviously designed to whitewash his butchery behind a
drapery of phony "legality" and "consensus." It is now obvious that Johnson
has not sent 20,000 troops to suppress
a Communist "minority," but to fight
thousands of workers and rank-and-file
Dominican militants who partly bypassed their "Communist" and liberal
leaders and rallied the support of the
Dominican masses to a popular revoluagainst
imperialism.
Johnson's
"concern" about the "foreign training"
of agitators was designed to divert attention away from the direct rape of
the Dominican Republic by a foreign
occupation army. The sensationalism
about the "atrocity" of rebels killing
cops and Marines was designed to mask
the strafing and bombing of the workingclass areas of the city to smash the revolution. Indeed, imperialism must clearly

act.

Crisis of Leadership

Castro and other "Communist" leadshown their bankruptcy in supporting the
capitalist
"legality"
of
ers have

Bosch and calling upon the imperialistdominated United Nations to "intervene." The absence of a truly revolutionary Dominican party to guide the
working class and lead the revolution
has resulted in confusion among the
rebelling

masses.

The

old-line

leaders

have done their best to abort the revoluand negotiate a "truce" with im-

tion

perialism.

Realpolitik Behind Intervention

opportunity

for the Dominican workers and peasants
to intervene, much as they had done in
1962 when Trujillo was assassinated.
The fatal mistake of Bosch and Colonel

Caamano

has been the Ciudad Neuva section of
the city, "an area of low income housing
and student quarters. Planes strafed the
area Wednesday and yesterday." (Herald Tribuve, 30 April.) On 2 May, "the
rebels
were winning." Their forces,
swollen to thousands "by armed civilians

The swearing-in of Boschite

military leader Caamaiio as "President"
has been due in good part to the efforts
of these leaders to channel the
masses
back into a "popular front" with the

ruling class. The agreement of
these
elements to a "cease fire" even in the
face of an imperialist build-up has helped disarm the revolution and facilitated
further bloodbaths. The success of
the
revolution can be guaranteed only
by
the Dominican workers' conquest
of
state power, under the leadership
of a
revolutionary party, and the establishment of a Dominican workers' republic.
All such advances reciprocally strengthen the socialist revolution in the United
States and the world.

WE CALL UPON AMERICAN
WORKERS, STUDENTS, AND ALL
THOSE FIGHTING OPPRESSION IN
THE UNITED STATES TO SUPPORT
THIS STRUGGLE OF THEIR BROTHERS IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBUC FOR NATIONAL UBERA-nON,
AND TO RECOGNIZE THE BI-PARTISAN GOVERNMENT OF UJ3. IMPE1UAUSH AS THEIR COMMON
ENEMY!
NYC Committee, 6 May 1965
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INDONESIA:

LESSON IN BETRAYAL
The reign of terror heiiiK carried out by the Indoarmy against the \voi-l<:ing class of that country
folloAvs logically from a process of treachery tragically
familiar in the annals of woi-king class struggle. The
working pef)pl(J of Indonesia are now paiiiin/ iiuth their
nesian

bln(,d for the betrayal

by the leadership of the 3,000.000-

memher, pro-Chinese C'onmuinist Part\- of Indonesia
(PKI ), which must share guilt for the present violence.
Workei-s and militants of all countiies, particularly
those who look to the VV of China for "revolutionary"
example and direction, cannot afford to ignore the warning of this classic lesson.

Mao's Peaceful Coexistence
the Mao government's "bloc of four
classes" doctrine and need for "Peaceful Coexistence"
with "progressive, non-aligned" capitalist "friends,"
such as Indonesian President Sukarno (a former collargest Comlaborator with colonialism), the I'KI

Guided

by

—

—

munist party in the cajjitalist world has been helping
administer Indonesian cai)italism while suppressing the
struggles of the Indonesian workers and keeping them
wedded to Sukarno's polic<^-state. Meanwhile the Chinese press has heaped continuous praise upon Sukarno,
mentioning nothing of Indonesia's poverty-stricken
economy, the abysmally poor conditions of Indonesian
workei's, Sukarno's militai-y aid to Laotian right-wingers, etc. (This position has been echoed by Maoists in
the U.S. the October 1965 issue of Progressive Labor
magazine reprints a "revolutionary" speech of Sukarno,
apparently ks a contribution to "Marxism-Leninism"!)
Nowhere is the Maoist opportunism of the PKI better
reflected than in their adherence to "Bung (Brother)
Karno's" cynical strategy of "Nasakom" a Popular
Front of nationalists, religious groups, and Stalinists
under the roof of class collaboration. Following this
policy, the PKI concerned itself with the "national interests" of the Indonesian bourgeoisie, pressured for
reforms, and endeavored to woo various ministers and
;

—

sections of the military leadership over to its "struggle

against U.S. imperialism." Accepting Sukarno's promise to arm the workers and peasants "if necessary," the
PKI called for "co-operation between the people and the
Armed Forces," and to offset unrest over Indonesir.'o
economic deterioration raised as a major slogan "For
the Maintenance of Civil Order, Help the Police!" This
counter-revolutionary policy led directly to the present
violence and the Army's work is undoubtedly facilitated

by

it.

In return for its aid, "Bung Karno" bestowed cabinet
posts and other favors upon the PKI, including outlaw(indiscriminately
ing left-wing political opposition
labeled "Trotskyist" by the Maoists). This symbiotic
relationship was further illustrated last March, when

THE

UN

POINT. Signs carried at Soviet
TO
Mission picket line called by NLF Aid Committee demanding USSR and China give real aid to Vietnam.
Photo taken next day at anti-Johnson protest.
Communist petroleum workers took control of Standard
Vacuum's refineries at Sungei Gerong and Pendopo.
Instead of consolidating these gains and pursuing a

program directed toward workers' power, the PKI
the Sukarno government to give back these

allov.-ed

to their imperialist owners. Foreign Minister
Subandrio, another "friend" of the PKI, issued apologies to the firms and assured them that "there would
be no further embarrassment of Americans" (N. Y.
Times, 19 March 1965). Two months later, at the celebration of the 45th anniversary of the PKI, the party
cHiairman D. N. Aidit eulogized His Excellency:
"Amotig us
is Bung Karno. The clear sky above ics
is witness to it. Thousands of eyes see him. Millions of
people are listening to him over the radio and watching
him on their TV screens.
Sukarno's portrait hangs
beside those of Marx, Engels, Lenin, and Stalin."

plants

.

.

.

.

.

.

Proletarian Leadership
amplj' demonstrated that the outstanding problem facing the international working class
is the question of leadership
i.e., the necessity for an
international revolutionary party which, on the basis
of its program, can lead the working people to the con-

Modern history has

—

quest of state power in every country. A fui'ther illustration of the counter-revolutionary nature of Maoism
and its own version of "Peaceful Coexistence" is China's
cynical support to the recent "palace coup" in Algeria
(where, unlike Indonesia, Peking does not control the
mass party of the poor) idiotically parroted in the
U.S. by the Progressive Labor Party's judgment that
(in spite of Boumedienne's recent oil give-away to
France) the coup was a "revolutionary advance" be-

—

(Continued on Page 4)
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wovk without con-

crete perspectives for the class struggle in the United
States. Such a perspective is an urgent nece.^s^ity for

the American working class.
Not only the I.C.'s collaborators in the .^.C.F.T. but
also the 'Spartacist' group, have oxpiossed agieement
with our international resolution; thus tliLue is a clear
basis for agreement on American perspectives. Without this there will be no development of Marxism in
the United States.
We call upon comrades in the A. C.F.I, and 'Spartacist' to accept their responsibility along these lines,
and to work first and foremost to build a united section
of the International Committee of the Fourth International in the United States.
3 October 1905
'

signed articles do not necessarily repre-

sent an editorial viewpoint.
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Press Release:

SPARTACIST BREAKS WITH

TROTSKYIST UNITY
INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE STATEMENT
To

the American Committee for the Fourth
International and to 'Spartactst*:

The I.e. regards as the most urgent requirement of
the working class the building of a section of the
Fourth International in the United States, as part of the
reconstruction of the Fourth International.
Crisis of U.S. Capitalism

As the wor4d economic and

political crisis of capital-

ism deepens, so the U.S. in particular falls victim to the
sharpest conflicts and contradictions, the necessary consequences of its very dominance, economic, political and
military, in world capitalism. The Vietnam war, the Negro movement expressed in Los Angeles and Chicago,
the growing pressure on the whole of the American
working class of the mounting economic difficulties of
the U.S. economy, are the most violent expression of an
international crisis.
At the same time, the intensification of U.S. capitalism's crisis has been accompanied by the most pronounced revisionism and liquidationism in the Trotskyist movement. Farrell Dobbs' letter to Mrs. Kennedy and
the subsequent .abandonment of all class positions by the
Socialist Workers Party have demonstrated the victory
of revisionism in the S.W.P. placing great responsibility
upon those who accept the positions of the International

Committee.

Toward

its

A

United IC Section

We

call upon those in the U.S. who accept the Transitional Programme and the policy and programme of the
I.e. to collaborate with us in preparing with us the
International Conference of 1966.

Trotsky, before he died, insisted upon the necessity
of a struggle for dialectical materialism and against
the dominant pragmatism of American philosophy and
politics. Dialectical materialism can be defended only
by developing Marxist theory in living connection with
the activity of the working class revolutionary party.

NEW YORK PARADE COMMITTEE
At the third meeting of the Committee for Fifth
Avenue Vietnam Peace Parade, held on September 29,
1965, Albert Nelson speaking for Spartacist announced
Spartacist's withdrawal from the Committee on the
basis that it was politically dominated by right-wing
pacifists and liberals and had established a policy of
exclusion of all but the most moderate viewpoints in
the scheduled activities of October 16.

Background
The Committee is coordinating activities in New
York City in preparation for the Natit)nal Vietnam
Day demonstrations on October 16. While formally composed only of individuals, the Committee includes representatives from the Progressive T.abor Party, Socialist Workers^ Party, Workers World, Young Socialist
Alliance, Youth Against War and Fascism, May 2 Movement, American Committee for the Fourth InternationCommunist Party, N.Y. SANE, War Resisters
al,
League, Socialist Party, "Liberation" magazine, Clymmittee for Non-Violent Action, and a number of other
organizations. Previous meetings on September 15 and
22 had decided in favor of 07ie slogan for the Parade,
"Stop the War in Vietnam Now," and a speakers list
for the Rally that features Dr. Spock, A. J. Muste, Russ
Nixon, Dave Gilbert, Dagmar Wilson, Norman Thomas,

and others.

Meeting of 29 September
Chairman Dave Dellinger had opened the meeting
with a statement that apparently the difficulties of the
previous meeting concerning political representation
had been resolved to the satisfaction of everyone. In
the Organization Report that followed, Dellinger indicated that four additions had been made to the Administrative Committee, the four representing in effect the
Communist Party, Workers World, Welfare Workers
Vietnam Committee, and Movimiento Pro Independencia.

Statement by Albert Nelson
At the conclusion of the Organization Report, Albert

—3
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Nelson from Spartacist made the following remarks:
"At the last meeting on September 22, we raised
serious objections to the 'one slogan' policy and the
political compoHiiion of the Rally speakers list.
"Had ice been invited to the first meeting on September 1') irlieic the substantial issue of non-exclusion
n-as di:^c/'ssed and decided, we would have made our
views knoirit. then. We objected to the concept that this
is a committee of 'individuals' rather than organizations. Bii.t of course votes are taken on the basis of
organization and not individuals since that is the reality, hi an attempt to obscure the exclusion taking
place, speakers for the rally were chosen on the basis
of artificial 'representative' categories: Women, Art,
Negroes, Puerto Ricans, Students, Marxist-anti-Imperialists, etc., icith one speaker from each category. But
our objections are not simply petty organizational
grievances they are political ones.
"Since the last meeting we have carefully considered
these issues as loell as the line of the Call that has been
issued and have decided that we can no longer participate in this committee on a principled political basis.
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Therefore we announce our withdrawal and request
list of sponsors of

that our name be removed from the
the demonstration.

Stop WHOSE War in Vietnam?
"The slogan 'Stop the War in Vietnam Now' can
mean many things to many people. But given the comit is dominated
by right-wing pacifists and 'liberals,' i.e., pro-capitaland pro-LBJ, it is clear that the slogan is deliberately ambiguous in order to avoid facing the duty to
advance the only demand that has any meaning: 'For
the Immediate, Unconditional Withdraival of All U.S.
Troops from Vietnam!' Instead of this, the Call demands that 'all foreign troops' be removed from Vietnam. This is only an endorsement of the position of the
U.S. Government. Further, we are not simply for stopping the war, but rather for the victory of the social
revolution that is taking place in Vietnam. It is absurd,
and against the interest of the revolution, to call simply
for disengagement of forces, and implies a confidence
in the integrity of U.S. Imperialism to keep such a bargain. You have completely obscured what we think is
the most important character of the Vietnam war
that
this is a naked, ruthless intervention by U.S. Imperialism to interrupt and drive back a social revolution in
Vietnam, a revolution that is the only road to freedom
for the Vietnamese working masses. We are not neutral
in this. What is involved is not simply a matter of selfdetermination or moral indignation or national security
or the honor and reputation of the American people as
the Call indicates. The best defense of the Vietnamese
revolution in this country is to build a militant antixvar movement strong enough to compel the United
States to get out of Vietnam!

position of this Committee, the fact that
ist

—

For Real United Action!
"There are many people in this committee with whom
share a number of positions on a range of issues
including Vietnam. As in the past, we stand ready to
work fully and loyally with you on the basis of political
agreement. But we cannot be a party to this committee

we

as

it is

presently constituted, containing forces that in

a class sense are simply not compatible.
"This split might have been avoided by a policy of

Correspondence

New
Re

:

5th

York, N.Y.

Avenue Peace Parade

Let me congratulate you and your organization for
your insistence on your right to bear slogans in the
projected "Peace" parade calling for the immediate
withdrawal of American troops from Vietnam. Any
position less than tliis is objective aid to the Johnson
Doctrine of armed iulei veiit ion against tbe social revolution where ever it may hi-eak.
Revolutionaries, above all, should be forthright and
unequivocal in supporting a victory for the social revolution in Vietnam. This means the backing of the National Liberatit)n Front aiul the Demociatic Republic of
Vietnam.
Sincerely,

Conrad

J.

Lynn

New
'12

York, N. Y.
October 1965

The National Guardian

New

York, N. Y.

Dear Friends
I would like

to correct an error in your excellent reporting of the New York Anti-war parade. Spartacist,
not the Committee to Aid the NLF, authored the signs
bearing the demands: (1) "VIETNAM, WATTS: IT'S

THE SAME STRUGGLE!"; (2) "VICTORY FOR
THE VIETNAMESE REVOLUTION ... NO NEGOTIATIONS!"; and

also another not cited

by you, (3)

"UNCONDITIONAL WITHDRAWAL OF ALL AMERICAN TROOPS."
I offer this correction without any intention of disparaging the good people of the NLF Committee with
whom we marched, but simply to take responsibility for
our own slogans which were carried on placards signed
by Spartacist.
This is a not unimportant matter inasmuch as we
had earlier resigned from the Parade Committee so as

to be free

from

its

decision at

SANE's

insistence to

carry only one (unacceptable) compromise slogan in the
parade, instead of a democratic non-exclusionist policy.
Fraternally,

James Robertson,
editor of SPARTACIST
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BETRA YAL
(Continued from Page 1)

cause of Boumedienne's rejection of the "Trotskyites,"
Yugoslavs, etc., who "surrounded" Ben Bella (China's
former "friend") and because of his "staunch support"
of Peking's upcoming Afro-Asian Conference {Challenge, 27 July). Mao's former "ally," the Indian government, is now an imperialist pawn, as China's new
"friend," Pakistan, was yesterday, and will be tomorrow.
Similar pursuits have led the Mao government to suspend struggle in one country after another while seeking collaboration with capitalist or feudal rulers such
as Prince Sihanouk of Cambodia or the "patriotic bourgeoisie" of Japan "against U.S. imperialism."

Counter-revolutionary

Maoi^

This line towai'd Japan, carried out by the big proMaoist Japanese Communist Party, has the gravest
strategic consequences of all. Japan with its exceptional
economic vulnerability and instability, its militant, or-

What Is The
Permanent Revolution?
by LEON TROTSKY
15 pages

—10c

a copy

Order from: Spartacist
Box 1377, G.P.O.,

New

York, N. Y.

10001

ganized working class and radical student movement,
has been ripe for building a mass revolutionary party.
At each point Chinese policy has deflected the proletariat

from

this course.

A

it is proved that Mao & Go. in China,
as Stalin and his successors in Russia, systematically
undermine the defense of the workei's' states over which
they rule. The defense of the Sino-Soviet bloc against
imperialism ui-gently requires the political revolution
by the workers in these countries against the ruling
bureaucracy which strangles workers' democracy and
economic growth at home and betrays revolutions

nesian betrayals

proletarian revolution

in

Japan, the industrial powerhouse of Asia, would profoundly alter the relationship of forces upon the whole
planet. Such a revolution could only be carried out by a
working class acting through Soviets, armed and with a
conscious party at its head everything that China is
not. Overnight U.S. imperialism's power in East Asia
would vanish; but the Maoist bureaucracy would be
swept away in the same revolutionary wave. This at the
most fundamental level is the basis for Chinese policy.

—

abroad.

Revolutionary Party
In the United States groups such as Workers World
and Progressive Labor, in their inexcusable support of
the Sukarno regime and other capitalist governments,
have shirked their responsibility to tell the truth to
American wox'kers, a necessary prerequisite to building
the revolutionary movement in this, or any, country.
The substitution of the illusion of automatic, inevitable
revolutionary victory through guerrilla warfare (Algeria, Vietnam), or elections (Allende in Chile), or terrorism (Venezuela), or evolution of existing governments (Goulai-t in Bi-azil, Indonesia) is characteristic
of the anti-working class revisionism of the PKI and
the CP's of both Russia and China. Even the peasantbased guerrilla war fought to a victorious conclusion has
at best led only to a deformed workers' state barred
from the road to socialism by its bureaucratic leadership. Serious militants and revolutionists must decisively repudiate such methods and direct themselves- to the
outstanding task of constructing a revolutionary party
which can l^ad the working class to the acquisition of
state power.

DEMAND RELEASE OF THE JAILED COMMUNIST WORKERS OF INDONESIA!
REPLACE SUKARNO AND ALL CAPITALIST
REGIMES WITH WORKERS' GOVERNMENTS!
POLITICAL REVOLUTION IN THE SOVIET
BLOC!

NO CLASS COLLABORATION
THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION!

— TOWARD

CUBAN TROTSKYISTS
The

Political Revolution

Meanwhile,

China's rotten maneuvers have helped
drive all the other deformed workers' states (e.g., Cuba,
N. Vietnam, and now N. Korea), except Albania, at
best toward neutrality in siding with the USSR at
China's expense; for Russia possesses overwhelmingly
greater economic preponderance while China offers
neither trustworthy military, nor economic, nor political aid. (The N.Y. Times, 13 October 1965, reports that
even the feudal Cambodian government now draws back
from China on the valid grounds that she has done
next to nothing to stop the incessant bombing of her
other "ally," N. Vietnam.) Thus China is now almost
totally isolated as she faces U.S. imperialism
a fruit
of the Mao bureaucracy's policies of coexistence with
"friendly" capitalist governments and cowardly subordination of the interests of the working people to the
special interests of the Maoist national ruling caste. It
is no cause of joy to record that once again in the Indo-

—

—

release of the Cuban Trotskyists after 18 months
in jail has been publicized by Joseph Hansen in the
Pabloist World Outlook of 25 June. Hansen sarcastically
criticized the report in SPARTACIST #3 of the Cuban
jailings and dismissed the view that they were part of
a right turn. On the contrary, he attributed the release
to "the struggle ... by the Fidelista leadership against
bureaucratism," stating "a miscarriage of justice in
relation to the Posadas group was rectified."

Hansen never protested about the jailings until after
the Cuban government seemed to take the initiative by
releasing the prisoners. But the circumstances of their
release are grim. The prisoners had to sign capitulatory
pledges to win their freedom an old device from the
arsenal of Stalinism. According to the published letter
by J uan Posadas of 27 April the Cuban comrades "had
signed to dissolve the party in Cuba and withdraw from
the Fourth International." Posadas called upon his
Cuban followers to repudiate their pledges and resume

—

political activity.

NOVtMliK-DiCtMMIt IMS

Toward Arming the Negro Struggle
(The information on the Deacons for
Defense and Justice contained in this
report is based in part upon an interview between the writer and Charles
Sims, head of the Bogalusa Deacons.)
self-defense has at last taken
root in the civil rights movement. On
21 February 1965, the New York Times
reported the existence of the Deacons
for Defense and Justice, "a mutual
protection association, employing guns
and shortwave radios," which was bom

Armed

the

summer

before in Jonesboro, Lou-

isiana, to protect

CORE

workers there.

The organization began to patrol the
Negro neighborhood, and the impact of
organized, armed self-defense became
immediately obvious. Harassment from
the Ku Klux Klan and allied groups
had decreased markedly since the Deacons made themselves known.
By June the Deacons had achieved
considerable success in several other
southern towns. On Sunday, 6 June,
the Times announced, "ARMED NE-

GRO UNIT SPREADS IN SOUTH."
The article continued, "The Deacons
has crossed
for Defense avd Justice .
the Mississippi River to Mississippi
and Alabama and plans to move into
every Southern state. .
Earnest
Thomas of Jonesboro, La., the 32-yearold vice president and full-time organizer of the deacons, said yesterday that
the organization had 50 to 55 chapters
in various stages of organization in
Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama."
.

But Sims' mistrust

by Mark Klein
action and discouraging reliance upon
the institutions of the bourgeois state.
Mr. Thomas explained that the organization was formed after the
paraded through a ghetto street under
police escort, tossing out leaflets: "We
decided that if the power structure
would do that for the Klan, then we
had better do something for ourselves."

KKK

When

the

FBI

tried

discourage

to

Thomas' plans and suggested he

join

a bi-racial committee, he rejected their
idea, because he distrusts such committees. "They are to slow things
down," he commented.
Hence already the FBI has the Deacons under surveillance and has tried
to discourage their growth. Recently,
too, it was reported that HUAC, which
is conducting an investigation of the
(under Chairman Willis, a La.
Democrat), may also look into the Deacons!

KKK

Curious Duality

.

.

.

Although the Deacons have achieved
a new level of militancy, they are still
far from achieving the consciousness
needed for ultimate success. In their
Bogalusa, La., chapter, for example,
they exhibit a curious duality: on the
one hand, highly militant, paramilitary
tactics are used to protect their struggle; on the other hand, comparatively
mild,

"Protected Non-Violence"

The Times reporter could not hide
the fact that the method of armed selfdefense had proved highly successful
in preventing violence. Local CORE
workers, under the direction of Richard
Haley, the Southern director of CORE,
had begun to co-operate with the Deacons and to accept their services "when
CORE discovered that its workers were
safer with the Deacons around." Haley
was forced to set down an official
double-standard
policy
for
CORE:
CORE still believes in the basic principles of non-violence and so will not
recruit, organize or plan for the Deacons; however, CORE appreciates the
presence of the Deacons and is willing
to co-operate with them and to accept
"protected von-inolence"
their services
is better than unprotected

recently, "/ don^t approve of the Deacons myself, but we have no choice."

Against Federal Troops

To a degree, Sims mistrusts the instruments of the power structure. Some
of the members of the local FBI, he
knows, believe in white supremacy. Ac-

when the FBI

tried to dis-

only because it saves
lives, liut also because it raises the
level of consciousness of the civil rights

courage his self-defense ideas, he replied that he would cease organizing if
the FBI broke up the Klan; and thus
Sims went ahead with his plans. In
addition, Sims is against calling for
help from U.S. ti'oops, for he believes
that troops cannot ])usli the stiuggle
forward at best, they can only freeze

movement by encouraging independent

the situation.

Tremendous Step Forward
The Deacons organization is a tremendous step forward for the Negro
struggle,

not

—

With

parochial.

Politically

Disarmed

speaking, Sims' localized
view tends to disarm the struggle. To
Sims, the main problem in Bogalusa is
unequal job opportunities. And to Sims,
the Fedei'al government, especially the
Federal courts, is the answer to the
problems of the Negro, North and
South. This belief, of course, leaves no
political role for the Deacons, and Sim3
will admit this
he believes the Deacons should be for defense only, and
not get involved in politics. Building
another party, he thinks, is completely
out of the question because Bogalusa
is
a Democratic town, and another
party would be merely another split. In
shoi't, Sims has put military power
into the hands of the local Negro
workers because he felt they could not
get effective protection from the system; yet he still retains political faith
in the system, and so does not seek to
Politically

—

YOU CAN

anti-discrimination politics rely-

ing heavily on the 1964 Civil Rights
Act characterize their political perspectives. This duality is embodied in
Charles Sims, the president of the Bogalusa chapter of the Deacons.
Bogalusa is a Klan stronghold, and
so almost any struggle there is bound
to produce violent reaction. This perhaps explains in part why the tactics'
there are so bold, while the politics are
reticent. As Sims told a Life reporter

cordingly,

is

arms of oppreshas not been able to see that
those arras have their roots in an oppressive monster which, in one or another form, grips the whole country.
Thus, he regards Martin Luther King
as a "great man," though King is
struggling to keep the Negro movement
disarmed and dependent.
his eyes on the local

sion, he

HELP!

"Every Dime Buys a Bullet"

For information about the
Friends of the Deacons, write:
c/o

Henry Austin, 1210 Ann

'

St.

Bogalusa, La.

\

^

.

put independent political power within
their reach.

Revolutionary Program
The Bogalusa Negroes cannot long
rely on the Federal government. For
when the struggle attains a more distinct class character, when, for instance, Negroes demand 7nore jobs as
well as equal job opportunity, the Federal government will be out in earnest
to destroy the Deacons. The presence
of Federal troops in the South must
very soon become a moi tal danger to
the Negio struggle. The contradiction
military armament,
in Sims' outlook
but j)olitical disaimament will precii)itatc a crisis of leadership, revealing' the iii'^ieiiL need for revolutionary
tlieoiy and program to achieve the social liiuMation of the Negro people.

—

—

SPARTACIST

AND

IMPERIALISTS

VIETNAM

IN
Spartacist says

:

Victory for the Viet-

namese Revolution! No Negotiations!
No Deals! Build the American Revo.

lution!

Invincible?
It is

now popular among American

radicals to speak of the "invincible"
revolution in Vietnam and elsewhere,
and to regard the imperialist cause in
South Vietnam as already defeated.

Such an assumption, comforting though

may be, is not only wrong but dangerous. The cold fact is that the U.S.
has the military power to physically
smash the revolution in Vietnam, and
that to do this in reality would not
mean the total liquidation of the Vietnamese population. Only in the imaginings of revolutionary romantics do
people fight op indefinitely against
what they perceive to be hopeless odds.
Rather, they seek out other forms of
struggle, or seek personal or mystic
it

•

solutions.
But will the U.S. be willing and able
to use its military power fully? To
prevent the genuine liberation of Vietnam, that is, to prevent the social rev-

olution in that country, tlu> U.S. will
certainly try. U.S. jiolicy in Vietnam
not fortuitous, mistaken, or insane.
It is based on the economic and social
needs of the capitalist ruling class in
this country. First, U.S. imperialism
needs a base for direct operations in
is

Southeast Asia. Second, by forcing a
in Vietnam, and by its arrogant provocations of Hanoi and Peking, the U.S. seeks to administer to
China the same type of defeat it gave

greatest event in modern history, resulted in the creation of the world's
workers' state. But eventually difRussian
ficulties multiplied and the
Revolution Ijegan to degenerate. It
came to be dominated by an all-powerful bureaucracy led by Stalin and aided by police terror.
first

Stalinism thus represents the social

and

to the Soviet

Union

in

crisis, since which time the U.S.
has obtained the initiative and a much
sile

freer

hand

vis-a-vis the Russians.

However, the U.S. government may
not have to go the entire military route,
because it has a second line of weapons: after napalm, negotiations. Negotiations and diplomacy can also be
imperialist weapons because of the nature of the world Stalinist movement,
which conti'ols state power in the nonthe
capitalist world and dominates
revolutionary movement of Vietnam.
Stalinism

Stalinism has
arisen from the victory of the revolution in economically and technically
backward countries and its defeat in
the great industrial nations. The October 1917 Revolution in Russia, the

As a world movement,

economic

interests

and

political

psychology of a privileged and dominating bureaucratic caste whose continuing material advantages and power
prerogatives depend on an uneasy balance. On the one hand, they must
maintain the nationalized property
forms on which their power is based,
against the restorationist drives of the
world imperialist movements. On the
other hand, they must struggle to maintain the political expropriation of the
working-class, in whose name, but
against whose interests, they maintain their rule. In this context their
concern with their national-caste interests leads them constantly to seek a
modus Vivendi with world capitalism,
agreement which would in essence safeguard their national bases from imperialist attack
at the expense of the
revolution in other areas. This longstanding policy, currently expressed in
the doctrine of peaceful coexistence,
makes of Stalinists treacherous enemies
of the revolution within the anti-impe-

—

rialist

camp.
Reluctant Liberator

showdown

the Cuban mis-

STALINISTS
aegis of the great Stalin,
Peking at least).

—in

still

a hero

Geneva Sell-Out
of the cold
to block the revoluceased
war, they
tionary drive of the Vietnamese people, and launched a successful war of
However, once
liberation.
national
again the diplomatic interests of the
first,
and at the
Stalinist giants came
Geneva conference in 1954 the southern half of the country was returned
to imperialism and the revolution dis-

With the development

armed. The Geneva

sell-out,

remember,

also signed by the Maoists, who
pretend to very revolutionary and Leninist. If it be suggested that they really believed that elections would be held
to enable them to take power legally,
it
can only be answered that such
criminal naivete is inconceivable from
such experienced politicals. Ho Chi
Minh has certainly been a somewhat

was

reluctant liberator.

y~.

\

The Committee to Aid the National
Liberation Front of South Vietnam
asks YOU to aid the NLF. Send your
contribution by International Money
Order or Registered Mail to: the NLF
of SV, Mission, Nekazanka 7, Prague,
Czechoslovakia.
For more information

al^out the

work

of the Committee, inquire directly c/o
Tealgue, 103 Macdougal St., N. Y.,
N. Y. 10012 (Tel:
2-7162)

W.

YU

Ho

Chi Minh ("liberator of his country") and the Vietnamese leadership
are part of this Stalinist world and
their record is far from admirable. The
Stalinist popular front period of the
1930's had a peculiar effect on the colonial revolution. Instead of fighting
Hitler by revolution, Stalin decided to
form common fronts with liberal capitalist elements, who would then sign
worthless non-aggression pacts with
Stalin. Naturally, so as not to annoy
these gentlemen, the colonial struggle
was adjourned. Ho complied. Twice
the Ho Chi Minh leadership has openly and consciously turned power in
Vietnam over to the imperialists in the
higher interests of Sino-Soviet diplomatic needs, without so much as consulting the Vietnamese people. First
at the end of World War II for the
sake of the Potsdam agreements and
big-power amity they allowed the Chinese and British and later the French
to reoccupy the country (all under the

Ho's group and their political trainface a few facts, now control
the FLN. A few years ago there was
added to this group a shadow nationalist
element to make things look
broader and more "progressive." These
bourgeois nationalist elements have no
social base of any consequence, and
serve only as an ersatz "bloc of four
ees, to

classes." The Vietnamese
Stalinists
have won the support of the vast majority of the peasantry, and that plus
their foreign connections make, them

the bosses of the show. Given their
record, the American hope for negotiating another sell-out is by no means
Utopian.

We Do to Aid the
Vietnamese Revolution?

What Can

The imperialist war drive

is inherent in the capitalist economic system
Therefore, imperialism will end
only when capitalism ends. Imperial-

itself.

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1965
ism is not just a policy which capitalism could stop, as Kautsky maintained
against Lenin, and which many believe
even today. Several current non-revolutionary approaches require comment.

No

Negotiations?

see hardat the con-

ference table. Negotiations are desired
by the liberal wing of imperialism, including such worthies as Walter Lippmann and Senator Gruening, who hate
the revolution like poison. These people want continued control of Southeast Asia by American' capital just as
much as Johnson. They disagree only
about means, preferring fraudulent negotiations to Johnson's brutal war.
Grueijing, the noted liberal, was all in
favor of senfling troops to the Dominican Republic, you j'cmember. The demand foi' negotiations thus becomes an
imiierialist weapon against the Vietnamese Rfvolution, in tb.e quite realistic hope that the ''Stalinists in both
Peking and Moscow can be brought
once again to sacrifice someone else's
revolution to the national-bureaucratic
interests of their respective countries,
as they flid at Geneva. For alleged socialists to echo this bourgeois demand
is a betrayal and piece of great-power
arrogance of th'- worst sort. On the
contrar.N', friends of the Vietnamese
Revolution must do all in their power
toi chock imperialism, expose its "negotiations"' slouan, and help strengthen
genuinely revolutionary elements in
Vietnam in their inevitable struggle
with the Stalinist leadership.

UN? Some

say the

UN

But the

UN

stepped in, they
would restore tl.e country to the impeiialists, as they did in the Congo,

murder of Lumum-

UN

?
Some say the
should
a coalitimi government. This
would only ho one nioi-e attempt to
stop the revolution. Coalition governments are iinL-t;ilile because they have
no real sii)ipoit Uom the bitterly conniuiuallv
tending and
incompatible
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November, page 7). The PLP
Statement used our Imperialists and

lenge, 2

Stalinists in Vietnam (reprinted in
this issue of spartacist) as the springboard for the attack. This attack left
us at once regretful, pleased and perplexed.

We

regret the Stalinist content of
what Trotsky once
the syphilis of the working
class. There are too few seeking to build
^ revolutionary movement in America
today for us to want PL's potential
eaten away and destroyed. We are
pleased because, if elements in PL were
going to strike out at Trotskyism, they
flingled out the Spartacist as the most
characteristic group in the U.S. bearing the revolutionary Marxist ideas
associated with the name of Leon Tx'otsky. We were perplexed, however, as
to whj/ this attack was made at this
time, when the open activities of our
two organizations hardly impinge upon
each other mainly as a result of the
overriding effort by PL to isolate itself and its work from Trotskyists. In
the past year, for example, Spartacist
supporters have been expelled or excluded from the Harlem Defense Coun-

PL's accusations

—

called

in

their

party does not
a long and
i,no.
Novcr-

he

l.uild

l,;.<is

ivl;is

the anti-'.\ar iiin\fiiKnt.

fioni which to
movement, and
The possibility

cil,

the

CCNY May

2nd Movement, and

of the defense organization,
on the grounds of "counter-revolutionary Trotskyism."

the

work

CERGE,

all

Three Little Dots
would welcome a frank and fraternal confrontation of views with PL
on the urgent tasks facing communists,
we
while working together where
agree on particular issues. But it is impossible to consider the PLP Statement

We

as a serious criticism of Spartacist.
Typically, the authors of the Statement
create a position which we neither
these Trotskyites,
stated not hold
in a final display of supreme arrogance
only outdone by their stupidity, tell
." This is
oppressed, people to vmit.
.
a plain lie. The authors create another
"Spartacist" viewpoint by joining together two (inaccurate) quotations by
three dots: some 1200 words were
skipped over with these three little
Stalinist dots! With this method anything can be "proved" about anyone.
No, the reasons behind PL's attack are
not to be found in their words.
:

.

.

.

—

should step
by the

UN

after settinu- up the
ba by Tsh.mibc.

Progressive Labor Party has
launched an all-out anti-Trotskyist atatck upon Spartacist in their Statement on the Peace Movement (Chal-

The

Why Us?
PL's own internal situation indicates
the real reason behind the Statement
in Challenge. Controlling sections in
PL appear to be playing a "game" with
members who differ with the prevailing
line.

controlled

is

capitalists. If the

Stalin Lives?

friend of the Viet-

namese people wants to
won gains bartered away

in.

PROGRESSIVE LABOR

of union support

most
hold

more remote,

since
unions are caught in the strangle-

of

a

is

conservative

bureaucracy.

Rather than give up on the rank-andfile of such unions, however, we must
help

them to organize militant oppo-

sition within the

unions themselves.

The dangers threatening the Vietnamese revolution are indeed overwhelming. Externally there is U.S. aggression and internally there is the
treacherous Stalinist leadership. Actually the internal factor, Stalinist leadership, depends indirectly on the existence of imperialism. For if there
were successful revolutions in the impeiialist countries, the Stalinist bureaucracies in the backward countries
would soon be replaced. Thus, a socialist revolution in the U.S. would liberate not only the U.S. but also end the
role of both imperialists and Stalinists
in

Vietnam.

TURN THE ANTI-WAR MOVE-

MENT INTO THE ANTI-CAPITALIST
MOVEMENT!
(reprinted from DID YOU VOTE
FOR WAR?,

a publication of the

Buy Area Vietnam Committee)

We

there are people in PL who
do, that opposition to a
Vietnam imnegotiated peace today
plies that the 1954 Geneva agreement
was a betrayal by the Sino-Soviet
leaderships, who were then united. We
know there are PL members who think
that PL should not have given in to
SANE and the liberals over the N.Y.
Peace Parade, but instead marched as
we did with militant slogans of support to the NLF struggle.

know

we

believe, as

w

Sectarian Abstentionism

We know

there are

PL members who

we did, to the
Party's mayoralty
candidates despite PL's sectarian abstentionism; who believe that it was
correct to call upon the anti-war movement to give electoral support to all
anti-war
working-class
or
socialist
candidates like Epton, Jose Fuentes,
tickets, and only to such
and the
anti-capitalist candidates; who were
disgusted when PL stopped the work of
Spartacist suiijioi'ters for the PLP
candidate. Rill Epton. on the "principled" grounds of refusing aid from
"counter-revolutionaries."
gave

critical support, as

Socialist

Workers

SWP

(Continued on Page 15)
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TROTSKY AND THE FATE
THE PROPHET ARMED, Trotsky:
PROPHET UN1879-1921; THE
ARMED, Trotsky: 1921-1929; THE

PROPHET

OUTCAST,

Trotsky:
1929-1940, Oxford University Press,
1954, 1959, 1963. Also in a paperback
edition Vintage Books, New York,
1965, $2.45 per volume.

—

and

supreme
their
agent. "2

never-resting

These merits would themselves be
enough to make Deutscher's trilogy an
enduring biographical classic. Its imhowever, transcends even
portance,
this. Just as the Russian revolution
remains in a real sense still unfinished,
still a dynamic force in the world, so
Tiotsky's life and thought remain in-

Isaac Deutscher's three-volume biography of Leon Trotskyi commands enthusiasm. The biographer of Trotsky
confronts a staggering task. Trotsky
was not only one of the decisive political personalities of our time, a "worldindividual" in the fullest
historical

tensely problematic. To ask what is
the balance of success and failui-e in
that revolutionary life is also to ask
the balance of validity and invalidity
in the revolutionary philosophy given

sense. He was a complex and colorful
human being whose whole life was

that

bound up with great events; a writer
of unequalled brilliance; a profound
thinker whose vision, having impressed
itself indelibly upon reality, continues
to exeit an indispensable formative
influence upon any serious conception
of our social universe; a revolutionary
leader identified with a party and doctrine. Beyond all that, his career has,
not least in his martyrdom and diabolification, the import of a deeply meaningful modern myth. To create a living
picture of Trotsky in all these dimensions seems a superhuman achievement: yet exactly this is what Deutscher has attempted and, to a remarkable degree, accomplished.
Enduring Biography
Deutscher is superb.
a vast primary documentation, both personal and political, and used it to produce a scrupuIn

technique,

He has mastered

lously accurate account. His style, likewise, is out of the ordinary: vivid, incolorful,
fast-moving,
often
cisive,
sometimes lising to heiylits of eloquence, and always clear. Kven tedious
ideological v;ran<'les and petty organizational squabbles somehow acquire
leal interest through their skillful absorption into the narrative flow, since
Deutscher never for a moment lets slip
from view the historical panorama
within which the entire action unfolds,
the monumental stakes at issue. Time
and again he comes up with the memorable line or sentence that e;)itomizes
a whole complex chain of thought. To
cite only one instance :• after posing
the question of ivhy in 1940, after the
extermination of all opposition within
the Soviet Union and the decimation
of the few Trotskyist cadres outside
it, Stalin finally decided that he could
no longei- toleiate Trotsky's i)hysical
existence, Deutscher answeis, "All the
prospects that were so leal to Ti'otsky
in his hopes were equally real to Stalin
in his fears; and Trotsky alive was

its

contemporary form in
For the socialist, the
of the Russian revolu-

definitive

thought.

spiritual child

Review
through

01

Article!

own ambivalence and

the
(one-sidodness,
deficient
limitedness
consciousness)
of the hero
himself
leads to his "downfall" and c) Renewed
Exile but transfigured by a heightened,
enriched understanding with ultimateits

ly redemptive significance.
The crux of this sequence is the
"downfall" phase. Here the skeins of

and individual responappear as inextricably inter1VC have to unravel them if

blind necessity
sibility

twined:

we are

to assimilate the full content of

tion, this means to meditate on the
very meaning of our epoch. These problems arise ineluctably from Trotsky's
life itself, and the response to them
necessarily shapes
the
biographer's
whole work.

Classical

Tragedy

Deutscher fiist presents his central
through a striking thematic analogy: Trotsky's life is to be viewed
as a "truly classical tragedy ... or

thesis

rather a reproduction of classical tragin secular terms of modern poli-

edy

tics."-'

"Much

as I have been concerned with
the lestoration of the various features and details of the historical
drama, I have never been able to
disiriiss from my thoughts the tragic
theme that runs through it from be-

ginning to end and affects nearly
the characters involved. Here
modern tragedy in the sense in
which Trotsky himself has defined
it: 'As long as man is not yet master
all
is

of his social organization,
uanization towers above

that

him

orlike

Trotskv
the tra;.vody.

ed,

been

capably dp:;tined

.

.

.

.

i:i

.

.

vain?"^

The archetypal tragic structure that
Deutscher lightly sees in the life of
Trotsky is the inexorable tlialectic manifested in the classic figuies of Oedipus
and Orcst/s: a) I'Jxilr in preparation
for return and b) l/ihcmi ittg llvniic
Acliieociiient
which,
both
however,

1940
is

of

alisoihinv; interest," to us as well as to

the hiojiiaphei',

Fate ib-elf.
The tiagedy of restricted i)ersonal passion is too flat
for our time
we live in an epoch of
social passion. The sturt" of contemporary tragedy is found in the clash
between the individual and a collectiye, or between
hostile collectives
represented by individuals'
what
modern Sophocles or Aeschylus could
possibly produce tragedy as high as
Trotsky's own life? Is it too much
to hope that this is nevertheless an
'optimistic tragedy,' one in which not
all the suffeiing and sacrifice have

—

in

"The question which
is

Tiolsky eontriliute

To what
pelled
liy

for

extent,

by

"To what extent
to

his

did

own defeat?

was he himself comcircumstances and

critical

own character to pave the
Stalin?"?

his

way

Deutscher's Thesis

Deutscher never gives a direct answer to these questions, but a general
response does emerge from his pages:
That given the failure of the European workers' revolutions of 1919-1923
the Soviet

Republic, isolated, exhaust-

and teriihly backward, was

ines-

bureaucratic degenbureaucratic degenRevolution could survive
to

eratioj'. (liven this

eration, the
only thiouuh .the Stalinist industriali(lri\'e.
with all its wastes and
horrors. This piocess ha.l the foice of
historical inevitability. R.ecause Trotsky
as an in(livi(lu;d had no power to pi'e/ati(jn
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Shane Mage
,

vent it he can be said to have contributed to it only insofar as, "compelled
by critical circumstances," he shared
responsibility for the initial stages of

bureaucratization in the years 19191922. Trotsky's role as leader and symbol of the Communist opposition to

Stalinism was supremely justified: on
him depended the preservation of the
Revolution's moral honor. But this was
work destined for future generations.
Trotsky was "the representative figure
pre-Stalinist communism and the
of post-Stalinist communAs a contestant for power in
the era of "Stalinist communism" he
was foredoomed to failure and his
eflForts to build a Fourth International

of

precursor
ism."''

were a fiasco. Nevertheless, already today the "all too modest" tentative liquidation of "the Stalinist perversion of
vindicates the revolution
socialism
.

.

.

basic optimism about it, and
lifts the dense fog of disillusionment
despair."7
and
The thesis summarized above is a
complex one, and in no way implausible
or inconsistent with the Marxian philosophy of history. It is even an "ortho-

and

his

atus, economic planning, and policy
toward the non-Russian nationalities
had been simmering for almost a year.
At the close of 1922 Lenin from his
sickbed told Trotsky of his solidarity
cn all these issues and proposed a
"bloc against Stalin." Outraged by
Stalin's "brutal" behavior in regard
to the Georgian Communists, Lenin

resolved "to crush Stalin politically"
by denouncing him openly before the
Congress and demanding his removal
as General-Secretary. When Lenin was
prevented by illness from appearing at
the C'on<iress he sent his prepared text
to Trotsky and lequested him to present it. "Moreover, in a last moment
of an exhausting tension of mind and
will he urged Trotsky to show no weakness or vacillation, to trust no 'rotten
compromise' Stalin might propose, and,
last

his

iting Stalin. He let
He failed to act as

a-

down

of con-

his allies.

Lenin's mouthpiece with the resolution Lenin had
expected of him. He failed to support
before the entire party the Georgians and the Ukranians for whom he
had stood up in the Politbureau. He
kept silent when tlie cry for innerparty democracy rose from the floor.
He expounded economic ideas the
historic portent of which escaped his

much

audience but which his adversaries
could easily twist so as to impress
piesently upon workers, peasapts,
and bureaucrats alike that Trotsky
was not their well-wisher.
Finally, Trotsky directly strengthened
the triumvirs when he declared his
'unshaken' solidarity with the Politbureau and the Central Committee
and called the rank and file to exercise 'at this critical juncture' the
strictest self-restraint and the utmost vigilance.""
.

it

between Ti'otsky and the "troika" (Stalin, Zinoviev, Kainenev) oveibui'eaucratization of the Party ap|)ar-

Stalin,

founding the triumvirs and discred-

ever, its meaning is quite clear: the
victory of Stalinism that actually took
place can appear as inevitable if and
only if we are convinced that no reasonable course of action present as a real
possibility to Trotsky but rejected by
him would have resulted in a prefer^able alternative.
Did such opportunities ever exist? It
is important to note that on Deutscher's
own showing thei'e were, during an
entire decade, repeated instances when

conflict

He made a

with

As Deutscher sums it up:
"He missed the opportunity

misused and misunderstood phrase. In
our (and Deutscher's) context, how-

12th Party Congress

point.

to

icy.

my view, its truth is at best
one-sided and conceals as its falsehood
that fatalistic outlook which must produce confusion in the writing of history
and fatal eiror in the acting of it.

The first of these critical occasions
came at the 12th (Congress of the Soviet
Conimutiist Party i-n April \\r2:',. The

every

compromise"

the suppression of Lenin's
"Notes on the Nationalities Question,"
and confined his intervention at the
Congress to questions of economic polgi'eed

theless, in

was, sometimes aiguably, sometimes
manifestly, within the power of Trotsky and the Left Opposition to bring
about the downfall of Stalin.

on

request
"rotten

dox" one, inasmuch as it agrees in essentials with Trotsky's own retrospective explanation of his defeat. Never-

Historical Inevitability?
"Historical inevitability" is a

but not least, to give Stalin and
associates no warning of the atBut Trotsky violated Lenin's

tack. "»

The

description

is

brilliant,

.

but

.

when

comco to tlie crucial question n-hi^
T-otsky stumliled into this "\n< 'dibly
foolish," "awlcward and prejiosterous"
it

behavior, Deutscher's exf)lanation is to"The truth [!] is
that Trotsky rcfiaiiie.i from attacking
Stalin because be felt sc.uie. ... It
seemed alniust a bad jol:e that Stalin,
the wilful and sly but shabby and intally unsatisfactory:

man in the background,
should be his rival. "10 But this is literally no explanation, since for most of
the previous year Stalin had acted as
Trotsky's main antagonist within the
Politbureau and it was already clear
to the mortally ill Lenin that Stalin as
General-Secretary had "concentrated
immeasurable power in his hands." If
Trotsky, despite Lenin's pleas, remained blind to these facts, that itself
would call for explanation.
articulate

Circumscribed Struggle
There is, however, a real political
explanation for Trotsky's catastrophic
error: he was desperately anxious to
avoid an open clash within the leadership of the Communist party (and, a
fortiori, totally unwilling to take any
action which might risk organizational
exclusion from the party). Trotsky's
conduct in early 1923 was not an episodic blunder, a mere momentary lapse:
on the contrary it expressed an orientation which was to dominate, and paralyze, Trotsky's political activity up
to the formation of the "United Opposition" in 192G, and was not to be fully
abandoned until the mid-1930's.
The record of the years 1923-1926
leaves no doubt how profoundly Trotsky was politically crippled by this
orientation. In the fall of 1923 the
open struggle of the Left Opposition
was begun with a declaration by 46
Old Bolsheviks, not including Trotsky,
demanding restoation of inner-party
democracy and accelerated industrialization of the Soviet Union. Although
the Opposition was immediately identified (and regarded itself) as "Trotthe most
Trot.sky
himself,
skyist,"
gifted and eff'ective orator of the party,
played a very limited and merely literary role in the struggle preceding
the crushing of the opposition at the

Party Conference in January
Why? In his autobiography Trotsky asciibes his inaction to illness
on a duck-hunting expedition he had
contracted influenza
followed by a
"cryptogenic temperature"" which his
doctors could not explain but which
kept him al semi-invalid for the better
part of a year.
On this vital fact Deutscher's analysis goes not an inch beyond Trotsky's
13th

1924.

own
curious to note how such acillness
first
Lenin's
and
then his own contributed to the
trend of events which was more solidly determined by the basic factors
of the situation. 'One can foresee a
levolution or a war,' Trotsky reniaiks in .1/// Life, 'but it is impos"It

is

cident.s

—

—

(Continued Next Page)
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TROTSKY

.

sible to foresee the

consequences of

an autumn shooting trip for wild
was certainy no mean disadvantage to Trotsky that at this

ducks.' It

crucial stage the use of his live voice
and direct appeal to an audience was

denied him."i2
An "accident," though? One need not
dwell on Trotsky's term "cryptogenic"
(which Deutscher for some reason
transmutes into "malaria"). The important thing to note is that the "shooting trip" took place in late October,
very shortly after the statement of
the "46." It was certainly a time when
one might reasonably expect Trotsky's
full time and energies to have been
taken up by the factional struggle. Is
it an "accident" that this was not the
case?

Correct Tactics?
In any event there was nothing accidental about the Opposition's decision
in 1924 to stop open party activity as

an organized group
effects of this

decision

(nor about the
on the groups
in
Deutscher's

Opposition:
words, "they shrank and fell apart.")
Add in Trotsky's "disciplined" willingness to repudiate Opposition supporters abroad (of which his notorious disavowal of Eastman's publication of
Lenin's testament was only one instance) and the lefusal of the Trotskyists to give thte slightest help to the
1925 Zinovievist opposition (at a conjuncture where, as Deutscher makes
clear, a strong intervention by Trotsky
of

the

would at the very least have put Stalin
in deep trouble)
the picture adds up
not to a series of errors but to a ruinous policy.

aristocracy

old

Deutscher discloses this picture fullenough, but on each occasion he
repeats his failure to suggest a fully
satisfactory explanation. The net effect is to present each fact in isolation
and thus to minimize the scope and
consequences of Trotsky's orientation.
This is not because Deutscher is tinable to explain Trotsky's conduct. On
the contrary, it is because his own
analysis, in the context of his basic
thesis,
suggests a conclusion which
contradicts his own i)rofound insight
into the tragic nature of the historic
drama: were Trotsky'a ituier-party tactics from 19^3 to 1926 eftscnfialli) correct after all?
Deutsche)' advances two main propositions tending toward this unwanted
conclusion: (1) The inherently antidemocratic nature of a socialist regime
in the Russia of the 1920's; (2) The
presence of overwhelming historical
forces leading to the specifically Stalinist

OLitcor.ie.

The

first

post-Civil

starts

War

from the nature of
society. The

Russian

had

bourgeoisie

tional parties.

Deutscher's Fatalism

This analysis is incontcstaiily accuDeutscher, hovvtvcr, goc; on from
to deduce an e iual logical necessity
for the suppression of factions within
the Bolshevik pai'v itself— that fateful
measure, pioposeO by Lenin and endorsed by Tiotsky, which ultimately
provided Stalin wilh the( indispensable
weapon to suppress all dissent from his
I

ale.

Lenin and Trotsky. But he fails to see
that this argument is internally contradictory. In defending the establishment of one-party rule, Deutscher
bases his case precisely on the fact
that Russia had ceased to exist as a
"body politic." The Bolshevik party, despite its

growing

deficiencies,

remained

a coherent political force with a clearly
socialist history, ideology, and membership. The pressure of the peasant
milieu made itself felt within the
Party, but in exactly the opposite way
from that feared by Lenin in 1921.
The weight of the peasantry was exerted, not through an openly petitbourgeois restorationist faction, but
through the very faction that crushed
party democracy under the pretext "no
factions." The Opposition was there-

it

fore logically as well as politically justified in demanding
(though all too
hesitantly and belatedly) elimination
of the ban on factions. By their fears
of disunity in the face of the hostile
peasantry the Bolsheviks were led to
fight the wrong danger with the wrong

totalitarian rule:
"Destroying the multiparty system
the Bolsheviks had no inkling of the
cori.^equences
thrmsclves. They
to
imagined that outsif'e that system

weapon.

would still remain what they
had alwa\s been: a disciplined but
they

free association of militant Marxists.
The single-party system was a
contjadiction in terms: ih^ single
party itself could not reman: a party
in the accepted sense. Its inner life
was boun4 to shrink and wither. Of
.

.

.

APPEAL FROM CEYLON
YOUNG

:

ly

and

been driven into exile; the revolutionary proletariat of 1917 had provided
many of the cadres of the Bolshevik
regime, but otherwise, no longer existed.
The only viable social class
was the peasantry, instinctively antisocialist but in itself politically impotent, "a huge sack of potatoes."
The Bolshevik party, compelled by history to "substitute itself for the proopen
letariat," could not withstand
democratic political competition in the
reactionary Russian milieu, and could
survive only by outlawing all opposi-

The
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centralism,' the master
Holshev;i; organisation,
only centralism survived.
No
body politic can be nine-tenths mute
and one-tenth vocal. Having imposed
Russia,
silence
non-Bolshevik
on
Lenin's party had in the end to impose silence on itself as well."'*
This lengthy quotation is an excellent example of Deutscher's central
error: the fatalistic view that runs
like a thiead through the whole fabric
of his iiitci-i)rctati()n. ile here substitutes a logiial necessity, exprcsse(; in
the formula "no body politic can he
nine-tenths mute ami nne-tf'nth vocal,"
for the historic choice fruly made' by
'(l('iTif)cratic

principle

of

.

,

"Primitive Socialist Accumulation"
The really crucial point in Deutscher's thesis, however, is his view of
the ))ositive historical forces leading
to Stalinism. This? is first and most
clearly stated in his discussion of the
Trotsky-Preobrazhensky "Law of Primitive
Socialist
Accumulation."
The
"Law" holds, in essence, that a workers' state in a
relatively backward
countiy can survive the economic pressures of the capitalist world market
and of domestic capitalist-type and

peasant economy only by achieving and
maintaining a rate of economic growth
substantially above the capitalist norm;
that the resources for such industrialization

must come principally from the

peasantiy but also from restraints on
industrial wage increases, and in quantities objectively dictated by the required growth rate; and that in the
specific circumstances of the
Soviet
post-war
economy these quantities
would have to be relatively very large.
Deutscher quite rightly acrcpt.-^ the
validity of the law, hut hy coupling it
with the su|)posedly inevitable huroauc-

ratization

of

the

levolution

and

the

.

(genuine) deep identification of the
Bolshevik bureaucracy with the nationalized sector of the Soviet economy
he comes up with a startling corollary:
"It was Trotsky's peculiar fate that
even while he declared war on the
political pretensions and the arrogance of the bureaucracy, he had to
try and awaken it to its 'historic
mission.' His advocacy of |)riniitive
socialist accumulation aimed at this.
Yet s\ich accumulation, in the cii-cunistanccs under whicli it v\'as to
take place, could hardly be reconciled

n
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•
with the workers' democracy.
The two aspects of the program
in
1923
expounded
which Trotsky
were to prove incompatible in the
near future; and therein lay the
fundamental weakness of his position. The bureaucracy raged furiously against one part of his program,
the one which claimed a workers'
democracy; but after much resistance, hesitation and delay, it was to
carry out the other part which spoke
of
primitive
socialist
accumula.

.

This

and scale"

is,

I

believe, grave-

The entire economic proof the Opposition was aimed at a
demonstration, not that rapid industrialization was desirable (no Bolshevik leader could or would deny that
truism) but that industrialization was
economically feasible w. the context
of workers' democracy. Deutscher does
not even attempt to refute the Opposition thesis by economic arguments. All
he can do in the end is appeal to the
mere facts against the potentialities:
ly erroneous.

"The

bureaucracy

Stalinist

about to put

into

was

nevertheless,

Deutscher has gone

is

implicitly

asserted.

But

is altogether indefensible. Deutscher does not contradict Trotsky's
characterization of Stalin's 1929-1933
policies
as catastrophic ultra-leftist
adventurism, nor can he, since the historical facts speedily and conclusively
vindicated Trotsky's position. The rapid gTowth of heavy industry achieved
under Stalin's aegis was paid for by
a vast destruction of producttDc forces
in the agricultural sectoi-, saddling the
Soviet Union with a permanent agricultural crisis; a long stagnation in
consumer-goods production; and imposition of a hopelessly wasteful and inefficient
planning system over the

this

tion."! 4

This proposition

citation,

wrong. By asking the wrong- question,
whether Trotsky would have been able
to carry through industrialization at
Stalin's "pace and scale" without totalitarianism, the validity of that "pace

Economics of Workers' Democracy

gram

and workers' democracy.

very

points up where

,

whole economy (and all this without
even mentioning such "non-economic"
aspects of the Stalinist monstrosity as
the Comintern policies which enabled
Hitler to take power

!

)

The conclusion

Trotsky's

in the field of economics is beyond dis-

program of primitive socialist accumulation. Trotsky was the authen-

the growth of heavy industry
had been restrained to a level that did
not disrupt the other sectors the So-

effect

tic inspirer and prompter of the second revolution of which Stalin was

to be the practical

coming decade.

manager

in the

would be futile to
speculate how Trotsky might have
directed that revolution, whether he
would have succeeded in carrying out
Russia's industrialization at a comparable pace and scale without condemning the mass of the Soviet people to the privation, misery, and
oppression they suffered under Stalin, or whether he would have been
able to bring the muzhik by persuasion to collective farming rather
than to coerce him into it. These
questions cannot be answered; and
the historian has more than enough
work in analysing events and situaIt

tions as they were, without trying
to ponder events and situations that
might have been. As things were,
the political evolution of the 1920's
predetermined the manner in which
Russia's social transformation was
to be accomplished in the 1930's."iS
It should be noted that the last sentence cited, if taken seriously, would
reduce Deutscher's argument to impotent circularity, for how can the political evolution of the 1920's be explained
by a subsequent fact which itself is
"predetermined" by the evolution to
be explained? Even without that sen-

tence, however, this appeal is selfdefeating, since it is precisely the potentialities of the "situation as it was"
that are at issue in regard to the sup-

posed

incompatibility

between indus-

pute:

viet

if

economy would have emerged

in a

far healthier condition.
But was such an expansion path politically feasible?
By 1928 the Left
Opposition had been defeated and exiled, and Stalin's "second revolution"
seemed to leave it only the choice between capitulating to Stalin in order
to help the Soviet Union survive the
desperate crisis into which Stalin had
plunged it, or opposing Stalin in the
name of the principles and ideals of
socialism, but without hope of immediate effect. With the exception of
Trotsky, all the major leaders of the
Opposition ultimately capitulated to
Stalin,

Bloc With Bukharin?
In 1928 and even 1929 the Opposition
had, however, a third alternative: a
bloc with the "Right Opposition" led
by Bukharin. This idea was first proposed by Bukhai 'in in the summer of
1928, well before his break with Stalin
came into, the open. It was viewed favorably by Trotsky, provided that this
was solely "for one purpose, namely,
the restoration of inner-party democracy."i6 But these overtures led nowhere, since both factions still saw
each other as the main enemy.
Deutscher correctly, though inconsistently, sees in this a major, virtually fatal, error. He ascribes it partly
to the preoccupation of all the Russian
Communists with the misunderstood
and misleading precedent of the "Ther-

Great
the
in
Reaction"
midorian
French Revolution (his critique of this
analogy is brilliant and decisive. Cf.
particularly The Prophet Outcast, pp.
314-318) but also to the "Marxist tratlition
which approved alliances between left and center against the right,
but considerecl any combination of left
and right directed against the center
as unprincipled and inadmissible."i7
It is unfortunate that Deutscher does
not also carry through the critique of
this "tradition," beyond the statement
that "subsequent events were to transcend" its logic. But the "logic" itself
was faulty: the episodic, contingent
political

designations

"left,"

"right,"

and "center," which should be neutral
and have no emotional weighting at all
(at least n-ithin the revolutionary spec-

trum)

somehow became metaphysical

essences showing the true nature of
each faction. Thus the ivay in which
the schema was transcended was misunderstood by the Trotskyists: they
continued to regard the Stalin faction
as, the "center" even after it adopted
adventurist policies that placed it at
the eo;freme (or, if you wish, "ultra")
left of the Soviet Communist Party
and the C/omniunist International, destroying the previous relationship of
the mid-1920's, when Trotsky and Bukharin had symbolized opposite poles.
Bukharin recognized this change when
he told Kamenev, "Our disagreements
with Stalin are far, far graver than
those we have had with you."'« Trotsky, however, and still more the rest
of the Trotskyist Opposition, continued
to view the Bukharinist right as "the
chief antagonist."

Trotsky's Error

From

this discussion one

major con-

drawn: when Deutscher
speaks in terms of the "historic mission" of the Stalinist bureaucracy
he in essence transposes into historical
language the major political error of
the Trotskyist Opposition: the fatalistic sense of impotence against overwhelming social forces that caused its
clusion can be

fatal inability to recognize that Stalin
was the main enemy. This should not

be taken to indicate even infinitesimal
acceptance of the reactionary view that

any alternative

would have
is that on
real, though quite limited, programmatic issues there had developed a
consensus between the "Left" and
"Right" Bolshevik oppositions at that
time. Deutscher's paradox is that he
to

Stalin

been preferable: the point

is too fine a historian not to recognize
the Trotskyists' errqr (when, for instance, he speaks of the failure of
efforts from within the Stalin faction
itself to remove Stalin in
1932 as
caused by fear of the consequences of
overthrowing Stalin, "the fear that

(Concluded Bottom Next Page)
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Algerian CoupA

Crushing Blow to Revisionists' Theory

The recent military coup d'etat in
Algiers contains most important lessons for Marxists. Colonel Boumedienne's army, which deposed President
Ben Bella, is the instrument of "order"
on behalf of the native capitalist class
in Algeria.
A national-revolutionary struggle, involving years of large-scale conflict,
was necessary before these native capitalists could take hold of state power.
As in all national revolutions, the
bourgeoisie had a double problem: to
establish their

own power by shaking

the foreign imperialist domination;

off

and to push back the forces of the
workers and peasants whom they had
to

mobilize for the first aim.

So great

is

their fear of the popular

TROTSKY
had

hamstrung

all

Tprevions

opposi-

tiona") but is prevented by the fatalism in his ideological pieconceptions
from seeing its full implications,

Trotsky's Greatness
If this essay has seemed to dwell on
Trotsky's errors disproportionately to
his immeasurably greater and better
known achievements it is in order to
emphasize through what travail the
idea of the new revolutionary movement, unconditionally committed to
workers' democracy and to struggle
against Stalinist and Social-Democratic
bureaucracies, had to pass to achieve
birth. This is the ultimate significance
of Trotsky's tragic destiny. His call
for a Fourth Iiitcrriutional was far
more than a meie recognition of the
irremediable degeneracy of Stalinism:
it above all demonstrated with unchallengeable moral authority and gave
living symbolic form to the survival of
revolutionary Marxism as a spiritual
ideal

and

political

[CLIFF

SLAUGHTER

examines reac"The Militant," organ of the Socialist Workers Party,
and "World Outlook," of the 'United

tions to the coup in

Secretariat' of revisionists in Paris.]

of the workers and peasants,
and so impossible their development as
an "independent" capitalism in the
modern world of monopoly capitalism,

forces

that

these

bourgeois-nationalist

gle for the bourgeois-democratic revolution. Land reform, a complete break

with impel ialist power, and democracy

—

all of these become the subject of
compromise with the imperialists, and

repression of the people.

confronting contemporary socialism.
Deutsche!- can cite the partial reforms in the Soviet Union since 1953,
or the socialist direction taken, in distorted form, by the Chinese revolution
thanks, he says, to "the gravitational
pull of the Soviet Union"'^; but he
himself recognizes that these leave
open the question of the ultimate validity of Trotsky's revolutionary perspective.

For

Fourth International
our part we recognize

struggle mobilizing the working classes of "East" and "West" towaid the practical realization of
Trotsky's essential program. The concept of the Fourth, 1 titernatioval therefore emerges with even greater clarity
as the conscious foim, equally symbolic
and rational, of mankind's present hispolitical

torical necessity.

NOTES
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1. In
his introduction the author states "The
three volumes of the present work are, of course,
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But 1 have so planned them
that each volume is as far as possible self contained and can be read as an independent work,"
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struggle against the national
bourgeoisie is necessary.
In Algeria, these problems were presented in almost classical form.
However, a whole group of so-called
Trotskyists,
revisionists,
the
Pablo,
Germain, Frank and later the leaders
of the American Socialist Workers
Party, who came to their support in
in the "United Secretariat," instead of opposing the national bourgeoisie and fighting for an independent
proletarian revolutionary party, offered themselves as apologists for the
bourgeois-nationalist leaders.
These revisionists encouraged the
fatal illusion that colonial liberation
political

movements would transform themselves
into socialist revolution without the
independent Marxist party, and without a struggle against the bourgeois

nationalists.

these

facts as fully as does Deutscher, but
draw a firmer conclusion: the manifest limits of these "objective processes" can be transcended only through a

force.

Deutscher, however, just as he earlier had understated the significance of
Trotsky's errors is now led by a comparable fatalism to question his achievment. True, Deutscher cannot be gainsaid when he contends that the Fourth
Intei'national, like even the Comintern
before it, never succeeded in attaining
actuality
u-orld
as a
rcvolntionaru
party, or that Trotsky's revolutionary
expectations in both instances were
over-optimistic. P,ut this does not even
touch Trotsky's real pii pose — to define the construction of the revolutionary international as the .1 itical task

gov-

ernments do not even carry out the
elementary tasks of the national strug-

Classical
Marxists in our epoch, organized behind the program of Lenin and Trotsky in the Fourth International, have
approached this problem always with
the theory of Permanent Revolution.
Only the working class,, leading the
poor peasantry, with its own Marxist
party in a struggle for workers' state
power, can complete the bourgeoisdemocratic revolution, and for this, a

They went further, and concluded
that nationalist leaders, such as Ben
Bella, would lead the nation to the
establishment of a workers' state.
Pablo, who recently split from Germain, Frank and Hansen in Paris,
went to the extreme of taking a post
in the Ben Bella administration.
For something like a year, these
Pabloites, particularly the Paris clique,
have expressed
shamefaced
doubts
about their "premature" conclusion
that Algeria was a "workers' state."
They have written "worried" articles about the masses' resistance to
bureaucracy and the concentration of
power in the centralized state and
Presidency.
Final Blow

The Boumedienne coup has

delivered
the final crushing blow to this revisionist school (see last week's I\'eiv>f!cttcr)
A revolutionary situation with a divided ruling class today finds the Algerian working class an<l peasantry
leadeilcss.
Those revisionists who lent the name
of "Trotskyism" and "Marxism" to the
stifling of independent woi king-class

NOVEM BER-DECEMBER
politic? bear a historic
for this situation.
They condemned the

responsibility

—

"The military coup that overthrew
Ben Bella regime is obviously a
move of the deepest significance for the Algerian people and
the world socialist movement."
the

political

And

then to say in the next:
".
it is not realistically possible
to
determine if General Boumedienne^a seizure of power will mean
a general continuation of the policies of the Ben Bella government
or a significant shift auay from
them."

decisive

over the

What

International
Committee, and its sections, such as
the Socialist Labour League, for "sectarianism" when we denounced the
arrests of oppositionists like Boudiaf,
and when we drew attention to the
capitalist character of the Algerian
state and of the Evian agreement, to
the suppression of independent trade
unions and to the centralized state's
restrictions on workers and peasants.
Above all, we were condemned for
an insistence that the workers must
have their own party, independent of
the National Liberation Front (FLN),
independent of the bourgeoisie, and opposed to the myth of national unity
perpetrated by Ben Bella and the
bourgeois leaders.
The supporters and sympathizers of
this revisionist tendency are now of
course in disarray.
The Militant, organ of the Socialist
Workers Party, appeared last weekend with just over 100 words on the
coup "the facts are still unclear."
It would have been better to remain
silent, we suggest, than to say in one
sentence

.
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is

niiiiirid

riuestioiis.

a "vvell-ortiaiiizod vtint:uat<i

party"? There

is

confusion

deliberate

World

Outlook

wants

one set of
entourage, the
Cuba' and all

readers (Ben Bella's
July 26 movement in
sorts of "progressives") to understand
by this phrase the official party of the
Algerian state, the National Liberation Front. One wing of the Algerian
national bourgeoisie and most, perhaps,
of the Algerian petty-bourgeois politicians, would prefer control through
this party to army control.
At the same time, World Outlook
hopes that those who regard thepiselves
as Trotskyists will understand by a
"vanguard party," the revolutionary
proletarian party of Marxism.
Above all, the relation between the
two things must not be clarified.

But this clarification
what has been necessary

precisely
the past

is

in

period. In this way, the revisionists
complete their betrayal, just as they

did in Ceylon.
In the same issue of World Outlook
published a declaration by the "United Secretariat of the Fourth International" (i.e., Paris revisionists) on 23
June, "Defend the Algerian Revolution." Here, the position of the revisionists is stated more precisely.
In this declaration, all manner of
radical phrases are thrown out, but the
question of independent working-class
is

Fortunately, perhaps, The Militant
goes on to its summer schedule and
will not appear again until 12 July.
If we turn to World Outlook, published by the United Secretariat in
Paris, we find a more comprehensive
treatment.

"Boumedienne's

seizure

of

Power"

is the main news article, which
informs us that the Algiers' coup "has
been judged by experts [?] in this
field to be one of t^e most skillful in
history. It caught virtually everyone
by complete surprise, the most stunned

of all being Ben Bella who was hauled
out of his bedroom at 2:25 a.m. by
the conspirators." No doubt!
Once the inspired journalism is done
with, we get down to the political ver-

Says World Outlook:
"In the absence of a well-organized
vanguard party, of unions with an
independent leadership, the army
stood as the only cohesive power in
the country."

dict.

In the guise of a "Marxist" commentary, we here have a blanket drawn

NOW

AVAILABLE

Marxist Bullefin

Socialist

Workers

—discussion material

70 pages

— 50<

the

riijiit-iciiii/

cause

:

the Algerian revolution had not
been carried through to the end, to
the ivsfitufio)! of a vorkers' state
based 0)i coin inittees of workers and
poor peasants exercising the real
power."
The main question is ignored: such
a state could only have been created
by building a Marxist revolutionary
party, opposing the bourgeois nationalists in every one of the actions which
they took to halt the revolution and
consolidate their own power.
The ]evisionists, instead, speculated
about whether Ben Bella was "another
Castro," i.e., someone capable, in their
revolution
opinion,
of
taking the
through to workers' power.
All the criticisms in the world of
Ben Bella's compromises with the
Right, his attacks on the unions, his
concentration of personal power, are
worse than useless without the struggle
".

.

.

to build an alternative, the basis of
which must be a revolutionary workers' party.

In

so

far

the

revisionists

only

The sum

SPARTACIST

Box 1377, G.P.O.
New York, N.Y, 10001

'W.

<
and a Trotskyist party of the
International

in

Algeria,

of their politics
militants that the

total

was

to

FLN

itself could

persuade

guard

become the "mass vanwhich they now talk

And

so to the miserable conclusions

"Negative"

35< a copy

is

avoided.

"Strength"
World Outlook commented only a few weeks ago that Ben
withdrawing the
announcement
Bella's
This

as

ent situation.
Their deception now will convince no
one in Algeria, France or anywhere

A JOURNAL OF
INTERNATIONAL MARXISM
documents on: "The Fourth International and the Socialist Workers Party"

Fourth

/

Niipjxiil liKj

party"
about at every turn.

Fourth International

politics

.

,!/(/ r/srs
offered
lioi Bella agni)i^t
forces that sought
to block, slov (Inwv and de-rail the
Algerian revolution."
How "correct" can you get? World
Outlook says all this has happened be-

rrrolHl„n,arii

Ihr

else.

SPECIAL ISSUE

both from

llic

(if

.

.

the policy of the FLN, they helped the
reactionary forces to prepare the pres-

#2

(mimeographed)

"The Nature of the
Parts'"

shnirs the
( iiticiKiiiK
irhich

iiiiivcy

campaigned for greater "pressure," organized by the "Ifft wing" to change

.

now

((in<'<-liiist<

irhllc

hei-e.

fimii

same

death sentence on Ait Ahmed was a
"sign of the strength of the Ben Bella
regime."
Now they say:
"The ease with which Ben Bella was

declaration (of bankruptcy).
The theory of the permanent revolution, it appears, has "been strikingly
confirmed; this time,
unfortunately
[sic] not in a positive sense as in the
case of Cuba, but in a negative way."
of

this

After advocating liquidation of the
revolutionary party, placed by Trotsky
the center of the theory of the
permanent revolution, you then pronounce the verdict that "unfortunately," the theory has been confirmed in a
"negative" way.
The whole process is viewed as
something separate from Marxist theory, not as a process in which this
theory, given concrete form in the revolutiotiary party, plays a decisive obat

jective role.

(Continued Next Page)
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Only after the negative confirmation,
it necessary to say, as does the
declaration's next sentence, that:
"No conquests in a colonial revolution can he considered to have been
consolidated until a workers' state
has been created, until a revolution-

is

party has been built,
until the workers and poor peasants
hold power through their own institutions of proletarian democracy."

ary

socialist

Not a word about the criminal confusion beween the working-class revolutionary party and the bourgeoisnational movement. Not a word about
the criminal responsibility of the authors of the same declaration, who have
been in the forefront of the revisionist
subordination
bourgeois-national
to
leaders like Ben Bella.
Their vagueness about the "Algerian
left wing" is matched by the statements earlier this year by Pablo, recently expelled fi-om the leadership of
the United Secretariat. He referred
constantly to "the organized left, the
marching wing" of the revolution, but
he discussed always within the framework of Algeria as a country on the
road to socialism.
When he criticised government tutelage of the unions he did this always in
terms of the state becoming isolated

from the masses.
What was actually required was a
struggle of the workers, leading the
poor peasantry, to fight behind a Trotskyist party for their own power in
opposition to the existing state.
Ben Bella has for years been consolidating the centralized state power
against the workers and peasants.
Boijmedienne and the right have thrown
him out because he did not go far
enough and was too prone to give
concessions to the masses.
As soon as Ben Bella had worked
with Bouniedienne for the 19()2 ovcrthi'ow of the old provisional government, he used Boumedienne's army to
consolidate bourgeois state power.
This army was quite separate from
the popular liberation force which
fought the French. It was preserved in
relatively privileged and comfortable
conditions after the liberation, having
previously been kept out of the fighting.

It

Collaboration
was used to suppress and disarm

all remaining- forces of the Maquis in
the different regions of Algeria. The
resolution of the National Liberation
Front Congress to create a people's
militia I'eniained just a scrap of jiaper.
This army consolidated its power
while independence of the unions was
eaten away and the land reform was
halted. It was a classical example of

the bourgeoisie halting the democratic
revolution, to collaborate with imperialism, and attack the workers and
peasants.

Ben Bella, with his demagogic
speeches and popular appeal, was necessary to the Algerian bourgeoisie
and the imperialists only during the
initial difficult period.

The reactionaries behind Boumedienne have now decided that his» "left"
talk about socialism can be dispensed
with, and they will provide their own
substitute.

This does not mean that the struggle

ed in the area. 'After years of frameups, brutality and intimidation,' it said,
'the black people are throwing off the
control of the same rulers who are making war on working people throughout
the world in Viet Nam, the Dominican
Republic and the Congo.' " James Robertson, editor of Spartacist, submitted
the following reply (23 August) to
the editors of Time.
"In your account of the Shicago
black ghetto outburst (20 August),
you falsely identify as 'anonymous' a
leaflet produced by the Chicago supporters of Spartacist, o Trotskyist

—

publication.

over or that the new regime is firmly
established, but there can no longer be
any doubt about the forces which have
been established.
Certainly the Algerian events are of
is

great consequence for Marxist theory
and for the working-class movement.
But the revisionists of the "United
Secretariat" cannot calculate this significance because it involves above all
an accounting of their own role.
As in Ceylon, revisionism has led to
betrayal, and has prepared the way for
defeats. But the struggle against that
revisionism can be strengthened now
that the lessons are being driven home.
Just as the workers and peasants of
Ceylon and Algeria have not yet spoken their last word, so the Fourth International is no longer held back in its

development by the revisionists.
On the contrary, they are being rapand defeated. This is a
necessary part of the revived international struggle of the working class.
[from Newsletter, 3 July 1965]

idly dissolved

.

.

.

"This leaflet was signed by the local
Spartacist Committee, together with
its mailing addy-ess and phone number. The leaflet ivas in no sense anonymous; it was part and parcel of our
desire to help trails form these spontaneous, leaderlcss upheavals into

Spartacist Local Directory
AUSTIN. Box 8165, Univ.
78712.

CHICAGO

111.

442-1423.

HARTFORD. Box

arrested and jailed during the riots.
Two supporters of Spartacist were
anested for "incitement to riot" and
"mob action" while in possession of
this leaflet. Held in jail for three days,
they weie subsequently released on
S1,000 bail each. They were later convicted of disorderly conduct and fined
.?400. The more serious charges were
dropped because the prosecution admitted it lacked adequate evidence.

Specter of Spartacist
Spartacist,

among organized political movements, in the cause of the Negro peoduring the riots provoked widespread conmient in the world press,
from Mexico to Germany to China.
Tiiiir magazine (20 August) reported:
'"J'hc Flil K'us investigating the origin
of aiiolher, anoiiymous leaflet distribut-

ple
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conscious political struggle for the
social liberation of the Negro people."

Time responded, "Although we were
unable for reasons of space to publish
your letter, we thank you for setting
the record straight and for your interest in Time's reporting."
Peking Review (20 August) reproduced the quotation from the Spartacist leaflet reported by Time as ah expression of the sentiment of Chicago
Negroes, and returned once more to
the quotation the following week (27
August) in a reprint of an editorial in
Rcnmin Ribao (19 August), the leading daily in China.

(Continued Top Next Page)
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Los Angeles
Since no explicit demands emerged
out of the heat of the Los Angeles
riots, the analysis in our Chicago leaf-'
let and our support the suninier before
to the i)eople of Harlem under police
attack were indirectly .ueneralized by
the pres^. Thus a nationally syndicated
column (iate-lined Los Angeles report-

II.

ed:
''Others said that the action [the
Watts uprising] ivas vltimatcly covtrulled

1)1/

0)1

organization nitli

.

a

big cities."

The Struggle

for

Militant Leadership
From

the beginning the Chicago
civil rights struggle has exhibited, in
specific instances, a high degree of participation on the part of the Negro
working class. The first school boycott
of 1963 was highly successful, and
placed the Mayor Daley machine in a
serious bind. Both token gestures, like
the removal of the "Willis-wagons"
the summer before, and ingid intransigence had the danger of heightening
the level of consciousness and participation. Thus the second boycott took on
special importance: for while the first
boycott
represented a
"petition
to
our leaders," the second implied a development in the movement beyond the
leadership, program and tactics tolerated by the bourgeoisie. Those who,
during the first boycott, received the
"grievances of the Negro community"
with paternalistic patience were driven
to rally their kept leaders and kept
press to smash the second. With the
success of the second school boycott,
for the first time in Chicago, large
masses of Negro people rejected the
leadership of the official movement.
Only on a localized basis had this
happened before.

Early Leadership Fails

But from the beginning the

crisis

in leadership has infected the
civil rights

Chicago
movement. The Rose Simp-

son — CORE
dissident
militants — left
YPSL grouping represented the only
radical class-conscious tendency that
could have bid for city-wide leadership.
move for leadership was never attempted because of a deep-seated blind
activist streak, a strong fear of "Redbaiting," and generally a fear of political struggle beyond the demand for
elementary rights. Later these forces
formed the Metropolitan CORE Chapter where, with the exception of a few
minor projects, they hibernated for a
year and a half before their emergence
at the May 1965
hearings demonstration.

A

HUAC

Un-American Hearings
The House Committee had as its
prime purpose in "investigating sub-

versives" the intimidation of the civil
rights and peace movements. While established "leaders" were calling for
quiet and dignified picket lines the

Chicago Committee to Stop HUAC,
made up of the activists of Metropolitan CORE, SNCC workers, supporters
of the IWW, ASOC, and Spartacist,
proposed direct action that would
bring the HUAC hearings to an end.
The morning after the demonstration,

*

Living Provocation

Toward New Leadership

From the beginning of this siimmer's
demonstrations there was dissatisfaction with both the leadership and the
program of the civil rights movement.
One expression of this dissatisfaction
was the Committee to Make Daley
Jump, which urged, in a leaflet, active
solidarity with the taxi strike then
in progress. That this proposal did

receive

it

is

-

What better way for an uneasy leadership to silence such currents within
PL than to link them to a pro-imperialist and white chauvinist parody of the
ideas of Spartacist, and then slyly to
link Spartacist to the U.S. State Department.
Spartacist will
certainly
survive this attack, but Progressive
Labor may not. The authors of the PL
Statement show themselves adept at
the language, not of Marxist political
thought and polemic, but of the political police
the language of provocation, calculated lies, and frame-ups.
But the Stalinized Communist Parties
in the days of the Moscow Trials had
large numbers and great, if already
debased, authority to compel acceptance of virulent anti-Trotskyism.

—

PL's Choice

Those days are long gone. If the
leaders of the few hundred who make
up PL persist in their anti-Trotskyist
course, they will shrivel into another
isolated Maoist sect, competing with
the several already existing, irrelevant

bands of self-appointed defenders
of the Chinese-Albanian-Stalinist faith.
The choice is PL's.
Resident Editorial Board
little

injunction.

not

PL members

An Amalgam

ASSAULT." The YSA and W.E.B. du

—A

some

but a step to realize that contemporary
Trotskyism is nothing but an extension
of the program of Lenin and Trotsky
which culminated in the October Revolution
a working-class revolution
whose degeneration under Stalin and
later brought it down to the political
level of the peasant-based and deeply
contradictory revolutions in Yugoslavia, China and Cuba.

—

"PICKETS STORM RED PROBE;

Willis

itself.

Finally, for

lead headlines in the daily press read,

An advisor to Mayor Daley was
reported to have said in mid-May of
this year that the civil rights movement could not materialize over 100
supporters at a picket line. Thus, Willis
was retained as superintendent of
schools by the Chicago Board of Education. The retention of Willis the man
was only an indication that the Board
again would make no concessions. At
first the Negro leaders, with Al Raby
at the fore, planned to respond to this
provocation with a week-long boycott.
With the announcement that the city
would obtain a court injunction, SNCC
and CORE wavered, and the leadership
in deference to the "law" called off the
boycott when the courts granted the

PLP

Mao regime

HUAC PICKETS BATTLE COPS;
MOB STORMS HEARING, TURNED
BACK AT DOOR; PROTESTERS
HURL COPS TO GROUND IN MASS
Bois Clubs were conspicuously absent
from the attempt to end the hearings,
the success of which set the pace for
the summer to come.

.

We know there are PL members who
are sickened by attempts to apologize
for the Comintern's "Third Period"
sectarian
splitting
the
German
of
working class, which opened the road
to power for Adolf Hitler. Moreover,
we know that there are PL members
who are becoming increasingly aware
that something is basically wrong with
China's foreign policy, which proclaims
treacherous capitalist politicians like
the late Nehru, Sukarno and Prince
Sihanouk as its friends and allies.
China's pursuit of a counter-revolutionary policy abroad, in turn, puts in
question the political nature of the

vuiiic
of Sparlahcieficol Coniittinii^t organipresevt
to
be
seoiis
that
zation.
irhercvcr there is scrio/is trouble in
siiiist<r-soii iidiiig

CKs,

.

(Continued from Page 7)

tlie

support revealed

the

ir-

—

remediable weakness of the leadership.

And
rectly

the crisis of leadership was diresponsible for the elemental,

unorganized outbursts which ensued.
The sharp decline in struggle in the

wake of the riots makes compellingly
clear the need for principled revolutionary leadership.
—Bob Sherwood
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TWO RIPORTS FROM
I.

CHICAGO

The Riots and

"The tension exploded with a raw
fury, spilling terror through the West
Side commimity under cover of night,"
said the Chicago Daily Nevjs, Saturday, 14 August, following: the Friday
night riots on the west side of Chicago.
Although the bourgeois press accounts
attributed the "terror" to "Negroes
run amuck" the residents of the ghetto
in the West Garfield Park area had a
somewhat clearer picture of who was
being terrorized by whom. "/ was sitting in a bar on Pulaski vjhen they
[the cops] cnme in, pulled gvns, and
lined everyone against the ivall. Those
who didn't know what vms really happening ayid didn't jump fast enough
vjere clubbed down. As I was being led
to the wagon with a pistol at my head
I heard the mael\,inc gun fire from down
," said a 22-year-old Nethe street
gro youth arrested in the riot. Another
youth said, "After we hit Goldblatt's [a
department store] three of us headed
down Madison where we ran into cops
who had broken through the barri.

.

.

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1965

We

Spartacist

and ran. I made it
down an a Hey where as jumping a
fence I heard the machine gun. I went
to 7ny belly and cinu-lrd au-ny under
cades.

split

with biillcf.^ i)oinidiiig info flic
fire
fence where 1 had been." Among the
cops present there were about 500
were reported open Nazi sympathizers,
distinguished liy swastikas on their
bolt buckles or by their open advocacy
of Nazi methods: "Hitler did it to people like you."

—

—

No Middle Ground
Black woi-kei-s in Chicago (as well
as in Los Angeles), battling the police,
were no longer submitting to the usual
intimidation
and framebrutalities,
ups. Those "leaders" who called for
the people to go home, or called off
demonstrations as Al Raby did, were
participating on the side of the cops.

The Chicago and Los Angeles riots
scraped off the non-v'olent veneer from
tlie actual
policies of the kept civil
rights leaders. On the one hand they
called upon the iieojile to go home.

while on the other hand they supported
the occupation by police and troops.
It was no accident that Martin Luther
King, Dick Gregory and Al Raby did
not call for non-violence on the part
of the co]is, for to do so would have
meant opjiosing the police arm of the
system which these men support and
serve.

Riols and Revolufion
Riots as such are not beneficial, for
they are an unorganized and undirected outpouring of the grievances of the
masses. Clearly the problem is not any
lack of combativity on the part of the
.Negro population but rather their lack
of leadership and program. The task
of eal leaders is to organize the strug.ule and to put forward demands which
give the Negro movement political direction beyond its present scope.
l

Spartacist Intervenes
"GET THE COPS OUT," begins a
Spartacist leaflet which was distributed in the West Side ghetto on 14
.August. It continues, "The cops and

Daley Machine had

the

The

))C(iple

arc

in

I

this coming.
he right, the cops

the wrong.

in

"The /-rr.s-.s- informs us that Daley
his iliiiikics had to mobilize their
I
XutioiKil Guard today to enforce 'law
and order' if iiicrssuri/. 'Law and order' to these modern-day taskmasters
means the sn)ne treatment black folks
hare received for the last 400 years.
Tlirir 'law and order' is the conduct of
rioting cops in Chicago and Los Angeles as ii-ell as of U.S. troops in Vietnam. Their 'la IV and order' has nothing
in
common, u-ifh the black working
oil,

jicoplc.
/.s-

For when a people assume what

their civil rights

Ddleys and

Wilsons

to

start with, the
'law and

invoke

order' to take it away."
Further on, the leaflet

continues,

"H'e must organize to defend the ghetto from cop terror!
THE
(Continued Bottom Page 14)
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BATTLE FOR ASIA
At the beginning of 1965 the Vietnamese liberation
struggle seemed to many to be tiie spearhead of a eontinuing wave of anti-imperialist movements through
Southeast Asia. The Chinese leaders stridently proclaimed that such "democratic national liberation struggles" would lead to the victorious encirclement of the
advanced countries by the peasant countryside of the
revolutionary colonial world. Writers of U.S. Foreign

Policy propaganda used a similar line of reasoning to
justify the slaughter in Vietnam as an urgent effort to

contain China.
Instead, during the past 15 months there has been
a 180-degree turn in the tactical situation in Southeast
Asia in favor of U.S. Imperialism. On 16 April, Secretary of State Rusk, speaking before the Senate Far
East Subcommittee, explained a possible change in
present China policy: "We knoir the irhnle tvorld
knoivs
that the Chinese Com nnm ists have .suffered setbacks during tJie past 14 nu.n'hs.
They have suftlie Indonesian
fered a major setback in hidonesia
Commiivist party lias been decimated."

—

—

TROTSKYISTS

UNDER ATTACK
Once again Trotskyists are suffering the blows of
and "socialist" oppressors alike. A leader of
the Movimiento Revolucionario 13 has been killed in
Guatemala and a visiting Trotskyist journalist jailed
there; eight Trotskyists are being held in a Mexican
jail and at least five have been imprisoned in Poland.
capitalist

Protests mount against the persecutions in Poland.
Most notably, Isaac Deutscher has addressed an open
letter to Gomulka. So far less attention has been paid

under attack in Latin America.
While many thousands of miles separate Poland
fi-om Latin America, ideology takes precedence over
geography; and the bureaucratic rulers of Poland, the
Guatemalan dictatorship and the "democratic" Mexican government respond identically to the threat of
the ideas of Leon Trotsky.
to those

Student Strike
Arrests in Mexico followed on the heels of a 43-day
student strike at the National Autonomous University.
Striking students in a massive demonstration occupied
the University rector's office and forced Ignacio Chavez
to sign his resignation. While it is not clear what role,
if any, they played in these demonstrations, it was just
after these April 25th demonstrations that suppoi'ters
of the Partido Obrero Revolucionario (Trotskyists)

were rounded up by Mexican

police.

Adolfo Gilly, widely known for his articles in Monthly
Review on the Cuban Revolution and the Guatemalan

MR13, was the

central figure in the government crackof the arrested were Argentines, the other

down. Two
five were Mexican.

(Continued on Page 4)

.

.

—
.

Buddhist Front?
The bankruptcy of U.S. military policy in Vietnam,
the ])resent "civil war within a civil war," thus occurs
at a tirrte when the U.S. is compelled and able to consider and adopt new imperialist tactical policies which
were not acceptable to 'Washington even a year ago.
Washington must now seek to gain by political betrayal
what it has failed to secure by military means; Rusk &,
Company must now seriously consider accepting the
kind of "Buddhist"-dominated popular, front government it ruled out during 1965.
•

A

"Buddhist"-dominated popular front regime, even

included representatives of the National LiberaFront, could pi-ove to be a mere episode on the
road to the victory of a stable counterrevolutionary regime in South Vietnam. The recent counterrevolution
in Indonesia, like the preceding counterrevolution in
Algeria, like China of 1925-27, demonstrates afresh
that the military arm of "democratic national liberation forces." which Mao and Castro instruct us to support, is objectively a pro-capitalist force in the long
run. At the first appropriate turn in the situation, the
military arm of a popular front regime will slaughter
the communists and the working-class vanguard. The
generals then establish a government oriented to imperialist "aid." After all the sacrifices of the workers
and peasants, the same old crap begins all over again
as in Algeria and Indonesia. Washington's main task is
to find diplomatic agents in Moscow
and possibly Peking to help suck the Viet Cong into this political trap.
if

it

tion

—

—

Imperialism's Agents
Moscow, Washington can certainly depend
upon Brezhnev & Company for something in the tradition of Yalta, Potsdam, Tashkent, etc. Despite the mili(Continued on Page 8)
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SPARTACIST
denounce himself before the Conference as "a pettybourgeois American chauvinist."
This incident proves, according to Healy, the political and organizational character of the entire Spartacist organization
Now, the BvUetiv and particularly Healy's voluminous personal correspondence to Spartacist and ACFI
members, are filled with all sorts of charges against
Spartacist. Most of these charges, it is interesting to
note, are identical with objections to unification raised
by Wohlforth at Montreal, where Healy denounced
Wohlforth as a "non-Marxist" for his approach to
Spartacist on just these grounds. Now, Healy reverts
to this same "non-Marxist" nonsense
on the pretext
that Robertson suddenly revealed his "true nature" in
to
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REUNIFICATION

SMASHED
The unity between the American Committee for the
Fourth International and Spartacist has been smashed.
internationally and in the
is being seriously disorganized by G. Healy and
M. Banda, leaders of the British Socialist Labour League.
The Healy group dominates the International Committee of the Fourth International, whose forces, includ-

The Trotskyist movement
U.S.

ing ourselves, we deem the essential political repository in this period of authentic revolutionary Marxism,
i.e..

Trotskyism.

The current wrecking campaign being pushed

in the
ACFI Bulletin and elsewhere represents
turn away from the principled fusion
line advanced by Healy at the October 1965, Montreal
conference. Then Healy insisted, with our full concurrence, that the three-year-long unjustified (and, unprincipled) division between Spartacist and ACFI must
be brought promptly to an end; ACFI-Spartacist fusioij, he then insisted, was an absolute pre-condition for
building the Trotskyist movement in the U.S.
Now, in the wake of the April London I.C. Conference (reported on in this issue) Healy, without offering any serious political pretext for his actions, has
diverted the energies of the I.C. away from building
an international to conducting a campaign of petty
internecine warfare against those with whom, up to
April, he proposed to unify. By his own criteria of last
October, Healy has set out to wreck the revolutionary
movement in the United States.
This compels Spartacist to evaluate this Healy with
whom we have been in political solidarity since 1961.
We must redefine our tasks in the light of this recent
development.

columns of the
a

180-degree

The
actions

Healy's Line
which Healy cites to justify his strange
that spartacist editor, Robertson, refused

issue
is

The Actual Issues

signed articles do not necessarily repre-

sent an editorial viewpoint.

Number 6

—

London.

a consistent political issue underneath
Healy's surface irrationalities. It was only with considerable negotiation that the Spartacist delegation at
Montreal won the following concession from Healy:
"Tactical disagreements on work in the U.S. will not
be an obstacle to unity provided decisions do not contravene the basic documents of the world movement."
Healy reluctantly agreed to the right of national sections to make their own tactical decisions, a right
whose importance is demonstrated by the degeneration
of the Comintern under Stalin: national leaderships
reduced to incompetent, Kremlin-servile hacks devoid
of revolutionary capacity.
Since Wohlforth had completely discredited himself
at the joint ACFI-Spartacist New York membership
meeting on the eve of the April Conference, Healy
could no longer proceed on the (always false) assumption that a cohesive ACFI fraction under Wohlforth
would simply march into and take over the "loose,
activist" Spartacist organization. This weakening of
Wohlforth's position was aggravated by the latter's
political
break with ACFI's proclaimed theoretical
leader, L. Marcus, at the same time. If fusion were
carried out, Wohlforth would enter Spartacist as i-epresentative of a doubly-isolated faction; Healy was
faced with the prospect of an American section led by
a bloc which would resist Healy's Cominternist practices. Under the circumstances, Healy could not accept
fusion unless Robertson servilely degraded himself at
the conference. Healy doesn't want any section in the
I.C. that Healy himself does not control down to the
last

is

nut and

bolt.

What This Means

SWP

A

section of Spartacist then forming the
Revolutionary Tendency had a similar experience with
Healy in 1962. Healy insisted that the R.T. bloc with
as a still genuinely
the Dobbs leadership of the

SWP

revolutionary tendency, against Hansen, Weiss and
Warde. R.T. leaders were given an ultimatum to sign
such an agreement without discussion, vote or appeal.
At that time the R.T. wrote: "One of the most serious
implications of the mode of intervention of the SLL-IC
is the question mark it places over the capacity of
these comrades to rebuild the Fourth International on
a solid basis. We must reserve final judgment until
more of the circumstances are clear."
The circumstances are now quite clear. Healy and
Banda, free-swinging figures in control of the SLL

JUNE-JULY 1966
moment, an organizaThey have used their
the recent conference to drive out a
number of candidate and observer sections and thus
dissipate an historic opportunity for refounding Trotsky's Fourth International. The Healy-Banda machine
itself is now aptly characterized as "fake Leninist," a
tendency whose real political character is displayed by
its "clever" machine politics. That is to say, the experience of the Conference, taken together with other evidence from the history of the SLL, demonstrates that
the Healy-Banda machine subordinates real political
issues of agreement and disagreement to the exigencies
of organizational issues and personal prestige politics.
That organizational tendency is itself a political issue
of the first order.
partj' machinery, have, for the
tional hammerlock on the I.C.

hammerlock

at

Turn to SWP?
In late 19G2, Healy broke with the R.T. for characterizing the SWP leadership as centrist. Barely
half a year later, after his opportunistic maneuver had
failed, Healy began describing that same SWP leader-

———

y
ACFI Bulletin
by W.W. of New Haven

Letter to

17 May 1976
I am returning the bundle of 5 Bulletins, and ask that
you discontinue sending me any more. This is apparently
my only way of expressing my protest and indignation
at the failure of unity between you and spartacist, a
failure carefully engineered by Healy and Co.
I am sure I speak for many unaffiliated comrades who
had looked forward to the unification with great hope,
and with the expectation of joining a united group. In
my mind, I contrast the rigid, bureaucratic, and authoritarian actions and method of Healy with the patient,
even pedagogical attitude of Trotsky, when he was trying to build the Fourth International.

N

f

ship as total betrayers of Trotskyism without redeeming quality. Now, in the wake of the new split with
Spartacist, Healy again makes certain moves toward
a new maneuver with that same SWP leadership. In a
letter to two Spartacist members, he justifies the split
on the grounds that unification "would have strengthened the anti-internationalist trend of the SWP."
Then, in the 21 May Newsletter, after over six months'
intensive denunciation of the SWP's Anti-War line in
the Newsletter and Bulletin, Healy comments on the
killing of a Detroit YSAer by a deranged person by
praising the anti-war struggle of the SWP! In any
case, the smashing of ACFI-Spartacist fusion is a gift
to the revisionist SWP.

ship was marching under the discipline of that committee, and refused to carry any slogans other than the
officially approved "Stop the War^ in Vietnam Now."

However, the

ACFI

with which we proposed to fuse

original eight members of
Wohlforth's SWP sectlet. Both experienced and new
Marxists had been drawn to ACFI on the basis of the

consisted of

more than the

program. ACFI's greatest rate of growth
its perspective of fusion with
Spartacist. Now, since Wohlforth first called fusion
off in an outburst at the March 20th joint membership
I.C.'s political

occurred on the basis of

meeting, over a quarter of ACFI's nearly forty members has dropped from the organization or joined with
L. Marcus and Carol Lawrence in carrying out fusion
with Spartacist. Of those who remain in ACFI, a majority are simply unwilling to break with Healy's
"junior Comintern," despite their contempt for the
Wohlforth leadership clique; how many hang on remains to be seen.

We Go Ahead
We

firmly believe that real politics shapes the direction of organizations far more decisively than organizational and personal issues. At the same time the latter interact with and are therefore a part of real politics. It is from that that we draw the lessons of the
April Conference and define our tasks flowing from it.

We draw appropriate political conclusions from the
organizational wrecking practices of Healy and Wohlforth. However, we do not close the door to them, much
less to all those forces within the I.C. who are their
victims. Yet, from Healy and Wohlforth, in particular, we will need evidence of an inner-revolution before
collaboration would be possible. So long as they remain
on their present bankrupt course, we are locked in an
implacable struggle to cleanse the revolutionary movement of their poisonous influence.
In our
expulsion

statement to the I.C. Conference, with
minutes away in a grotesque, petty
frame-up that gives the real measure of the Healy
clique, we said: "// the comrades go ahead to exclude
us from this Conference, we ask only what we have
asked before study our documents, including our present draft on U.S. work before you now, and our work
over the next months and years. We will do the same,
and a unification of the proper Trotskyist forces will
final

but

—

be achieved, despite this tragic setback."
In addition to extending our international ties and
functioning as a conscious detachment of the world
movement within the U.S., we have the duty to go on
to build a strong American section rooted in the class
struggle and to push forward our understanding
through the inner-struggle confrontation between our
acquired lessons from yesterday and the endless new
challenges that are inherent in social life. We shall go

forward,

let

our enemies beware!

ACFI

We refrained from advancing conclusive judgments
of ACFI until recently. The recent experience, added to our intimate acquaintance with Wohlforth and
his circle over many years, brought us to the conclusion that he represents a literary left-centrist tendency.
This was graphically revealed at the tipie of the NYC
October 16 Peace Parade. Then while the Bulletin was
correctly attacking the popular-front nature of -the
Parade Committee, at the same time the ACFI member-

draft "Theses on Building the Revolutionary Movement in the U.S. Tasks of the Spartacist League" by
the Spartacist delegation to the International Committee Conference in London, April 1966.

—

a

copy free on request from
G.P.O.,

New

Spartacist,
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...ATTACK
(Continued from Page 1)

After the Trotskyists (who are supporters of the
Posadas tendency) were beaten for three days, suitable
"confessions" were extracted. The eight were then
brought to a preliminary hearing. At the hearing all
"confessions" were repudiated. Instead the arrested
Mexicans affirmed their membership in the POR and
stated that their party seeks better wages for woi-kers,
land for the peasants and the expropriation of North
American industries. Under the judge's questioning one
of the arrested Argentines affirmed that he belonged

POR of his own country. No bail was set at the
hearing, and at this writing the eight have yet to have
formal charges brotight against them so that bail can
be set and their release negotiated.
to the

Guatemalan Murder
Red Flag, organ of the English Revolutionary Workers Party (Posadist), in its May issue reported the
recent murder of Francisco Amado Granados. The
newspaper states that Granados, a leader of MR13,
was murdered by the Guatemalan dictatorship with
the support of the Guatemalan Communist Party.

In Guatemala, another Mexican Trotskyist student
arrested. David Aguilar Mora, editor of Voz
Obrero (organ of the Mexican POR) was in Guatemala
as a journalist reporting on MR13. Voz Obrero re-

was

ported his arrest in its December 25 issue. Not much
is now known concerning David Aguilar because he is
still being held incommunicado by the Guatemalan dictatorship; however, it is feared that he has been tortured in order to extract a false confession and his life
may now be in danger.

Tied Together
SWP, what happens in Cuba
has no substantial relationship to what happens in
Mexico or Guatemala. Yet when Fidel Castro singled
out Trotskyism, and most particularly the Posadas

For empiricists

like the

tendency, for attack at the Tri-Continental Conference,
he was also fingering these comrades to the police. To
the extent that Castro still represents the socialist revolution to the working people of Latin America, what
he says will be a big factor in determining the vulnerability of small groups like the POR which set themselves apart from the anti-revolutionary line of the

Cuban

leadership.

Castro's attack against Trotskyism allowed the Latin
American governments to use "friendship" with the
Cuban regime as a left cover for anti-revolutionary
acts. Unless the counter-revolutionary line of the Castro
leadership and the resultant slanders against Trotskyism are decisively repudiated, the freeing of the imprisoned Trotskyists in both Mexico and Guatemala

becomes more

difficult.

"Coexistence"
The threads which connect events in Mexico,
Guatemala and Poland are tied in Cuba. Castro's betrayal of the Latin American revolution comes at the
same time as his total commitment to the Soviet camp
in the Sino-Soviet dispute. His conscious turn toward

"peaceful coexistence" with the United States parallels
the current turn to Libermanism in the Soviet bloc
decentralization of industry controls coucountries
pled with greater integration of these industries into
the world market.
In order to make this turn, which demands that products be competitive on the world market, Soviet-bloc
technicians resort to many of the same techniques as
their efficiency-expert counterparts in the capitalist
countries speedup and a reduced standard of living
for the workers. Under such circumstances the voice of

—

—

revolutionai'y

such

moved

Trotskyism becomes intolerable. Under
regime

circumstances the "libei^al" Gomulka
to silence the voice of criticism.

Polish Trial
Ludwik Hass and at least five others have been imprisoned following a Stalin-style political trial. Hass
has been a Trotskyist since the late 30's and as a result
spent 18 years in Soviet prison camps. After he was
released in 1957, he joined the Polish CP but continued
to uphold his Trotskyist positions. Finally, Hass and
others in his group prepared a 128-page political platform that included a characterization of the Polish regime as a bureaucratic dictatorship and a call for proletarian internationalism and workers' democracy. The
creation and distribution of the political platform precipitated the arrests in April 1965 of from 12 to 15
and the trial of fewer numbers in July 1965 and January 1966. Although all of the details concerning the
trial are not yet clear, it appears that most of the defendants received prison sentences of three to three
and one-half years. At their trial, the defendants reaffirmed a Trotskyist position. They led the spectatprs
in singing the Internationale and gave the communist
salute.

This rebirth of Trotskyism in the Soviet bloc
comes at a time of political unrest. An aggressive, vocal
clergy in Poland is agitating for a return to capitalism.
Despite crimes that have been committed in the name
of "Marxist-Leninism," despite the general apathy and
cynicism that have resulted from the corrupt relationships formed in a deformed worker's state, revolutionary ideas have again taken root.

Uncompromising Defense
While Deutscher should be given credit for coming
to the defense of the Polish Trotskyists, he condemns
not being a member of
himself in his own words ".
any political organization, Trotskyist or otherwise, I
am speaking only for myself. I should add, however,
that on a few vei'y rare occasions I have broken my
:

.

.

self-imposed political abstinence."
Failure to understand the crucial role of the revolutionary party can only disarm the workers' movement
and leave it open to attack. Self-styled friends of revolution who support bureaucratic regimes (the SWP
with Fidel; Deutscher with his thesis that Stalinism
will reform itself) in the long run open the workers'
movement to just such attacks as have recently occurred
in Mexico, Guatemala and Cuba.

Although we do not know the full program of the
Polish group and though we do have significant political differences with the Posadist tendency, it would be
unprincipled to offer our persecuted comrades anything
less than uncompromising defense.

-.5
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ASOCI
At

tlie Aineiican
Organizing Committee held
over Easter in New York City, Bob

the conference of

Socialist

Brown moved

to dissolve the organizaafter two years of existence. A
national referendum was to be held to
decide the question. Thus what was an
attempt to build a national organization
of left "third camp" socialists has
proved to be a failure.
Leading to the dissolution was a
sharp internal division over the question of whether or not to call for the
Liberation
victory of the National
Front of Vietnam. One group, whose
position has been articulately expressed by Kim Moody of Baltimore, holds
that the Stalinist leadership of the
NLF constitutes an "incipient ruling
class," and therefore anyone lending
any form of support to the NLF would
be regarded by radical workers as
"traitors of the people."

tion

NLF?

Support the

The

opposition,

led

by Brown and

Barton, correctly insists on the antiimperialist nature of the current struggle by the NLF against the U.S. They
call for critical support to the NLF by
revolutionary socialists. It has been reported that Barton and Brown have
declared that they are no longer third
campers.
In protest against the proposed dissolution, a conference was held in Baltimore on 1 May. Present were those
people from Philadelphia and Balti-

more who have remained in ASOC and
members of the Baltimore Independent
Socialist Union. The conference established an editorial board which is to
put out a bi-monthly discussion bulThis can only be a transient organizational form, a way station for
the "third campers" as they move to

letin.

the right or

left.

Joins Spartacist
26 April Joe Verret, a young
New Orleans militant, resigned from
ASOC. We quote him: "... I HAVE
JOINED SPARTACIST. I feel that
this organization by virtue of its political stands represents the only hope
of building a Marxist-Leninist Vanguard in this country i.e., building a
revolution in this country. I encourage
all those in ASOC who see the need
for a vanguard to be built in this country to follow the road which I have
taken. It is not possible to build a
revolution on the petty-bourgeois muck
which is the organizational and theoretical ground of the ASOC."

On

—

Former

members

of

ASOC!

You

would do well to follow Comrade Verret's example. We urge that you reconsider the five points which we put
before you at the YPSL convention
just

before

the

founding

Once again we present these

of

ASOC.

five points

BALTIMORE

iuv discuosiuii. If we can come to esprogrammatic agreement on
sential
them we will have the basis for fruitful
colllaboration.

"TOWN

For defense of the Cuban Revolution against
U.S. imperialism. The
1.

struggle for national liberation by the
colonial countries is a struggle against
imperialism. There is no neutral ground
for revolutionary socialists. Either you
defend the Cuban revolution or you are
a party to efforts by the U.S. government to reestablish its dominance in
Cuba. Either you defend the Vietnamese revolution or you are a party to
armed aggression against the Vietnamese people. In the 195G Suez crisis
revolutionary
socialists
supported
Egypt against British and French imperialism. We are not neutralists. We
struggle against imperialism and for
the victory of the working class in all
countries. As the recent right turn of
the Castro leadership illustrates, the
best defense of the Cuban revolution
•will be accomplished by the working
class as it assumes power against the
present bureaucratic regime.
2. Against U.S. imperialism's war to
crush the South Vietnam Liberation
Front; for military support to North
Vietnam against U.S. imperialism.
Critical support to the NLF is basic
for revolutionary socialists. Differences
as to the nature of the Democratic
Republic of Vietnam or of the National
Liberation Front should not prevent
unified action if there is agreement on
the need to support the struggles of the
Vietnamese people against imperialism.
Against federal troops to the
3.
South; for armed self-defense by the
Negro people. It is clear that the American ruling class is incapable of carrying out the demands of the black people
of the South. Only organized armed
self-defense by the Negro people can
stop the wanton murdering by Klansmen and racist cops in the South and
in the urban ghettoes.
4. For critical support to the SWP's

campaign.
electoral
DeBerry - Shaw
Even though the 1964 election is over,
the principle of non-sectarian support
to candidates with a working-class platform, independent of the Democratic
or Republican Parties still stands.
5. For YPSL disaffiliation from the
Democratic
Socialist
Party Social

—

Federation.

(ASOC,

of

course,

did

break from the SP-SDF although in a
maneuverist way, using an organizaIn the struggle
tional technicality.)
against counter-revolutionary Stalinism, the equally important struggle
against the reformist social-democracy
must never be neglected.
It was on the basis of agreement with
these five points that the YPSL Revolutionary
Tendency and Spartacist
achieved unity in 1964.

SOCIALIST"
(The following

is

vmn

reprinted from a coU
Evening Sun of

in the Baltimore
21 July 1965.)

The town socialist, A. Robert Kaufman, who was removed from the podium by police at the request of city
councilmen at the earnings tax hearing, has recently switched his allegiance on the Far Left from the Socialist
Workers party to the Spartacists. He
says the latter splinter group is "more
militant."

Anti-Vietnam War
Mr. Kaufman impressed the councilmen as irrelevant when he took time
earmarked for the local tax proposal
testimony and used it, in part, to denounce the United States role in Vietnam.
The Spartacists, who bear the name
of the German Communists who fought
Nazis in the streets in the 1930's, favor
a complete United States withdrawal
from Vietnam and oppose any negotiation of the

war

there.

Recent Local Growth
According to the paper, "a number
of applications" for membership were
"recently received from the Baltimore
area" at Spartacist headquarters in
New York. The outfit wants the South
Vietnam government to lose, but a correspondent in the Spartacist paper also
denounces the North Vietnam Communeu.
nist government as "Stalinist. .
.

tralist

.

,

.

democratic

and middle

class."

The

Abandons SWF
Workers party that Mr.

Socialist

Kaufman has abandoned has

also been
classified as Trotskyist, and it also
visualizes itself in the vanguard. But
it has never called the North Vietnam

Communists "middle class." It has
never forthrightly denounced Communist Cuba for anything.
The Spartacists Mr. Kaufman now
joins appear to be way, way out (with
a second headquarters in Berkeley,
Cal., where the riotous college students
are). Whither the Far Left? The old
Socialist party, or democratic socialists, are passive and no longer make
much^ pretense of being in the vanguard. The old orthodox Communists
appear to be considerably less militant
than the Spartacists.
How many "Stalinist" Communists
have caused the City Council to call
the police lately?

SPARTACIST

THIRD

I.e.

CONFERENCE

Defeat for

World Trotskyism
It is a bitter irony that the Newsletter (organ of the British Socialist

Labour League) headlined

its article

the April Conference of the Interna"Rebuilding
Committee
the
Fourth InternationaL" The signal accomplishment of the conference: the
Voix Ouvriere (a French Trotskyist
group previously unconnected to either
the I.e. or the United Secretariat) was
driven away and Spartacist expelled.
Thus the Fourth International was
tional

Where

ac-

complished over a transparent organizational
pretext.
Spartacist editor
James Robertson, a delegate to the
conference, excused himself from one
afternoon session, and refused later to
"confess" that his absence v/as either

a

violation of principle or the expres-

sion
of
"petty-bourgeois
American
chauvinism." His failure to make the
"proper apology" was deemed a departure from democratic centralism. It
was grotesque that an international
split should be precipitated by an undeclared rule on attendance which was
applied only to the Spartacist delegation; so grotesque, in fact, that no section of the I.e. has yet found the cour-

age to make this fact public.
On the contrary, the American Committee for the Fourth International,
which had formerly proclaimed itself
ardent advocate of unity, has suddenly
"discovered" that the positions of Spartacist are incompatible with participa^
tion in the I.C., fabricating a smokescreen of political accusations in the
ACFI Bulletin of 9 May 1966, to explain the unexpected break.

A
Since

Critical

Review

supporters of a principled
unification among revolutionary Trotskyists must be surprised and confused
at this about-face, it is necessary to
review critically the political contributions and events at the London Conference, in order to determine what
precipitated the split.
The major report of the conference
was given by Cliff Slaughter, secretary
of the I.e., on "Rebuilding the Fourth
International," the international resolution before the Conference. Incorporated in the summary by Slaughter
was a Vehement attack on the political
activity and character of Spartacist
all

We

Stand

Spartacist came to the conference
because we were in basic political
agreement with the main positions published by the International Committee.

We remain in basic political agreement
with the I.e. Resolution, despite par-

"rebuilt."

The break with Spartacist was

as his comment on the Slaughter report a sharp political attack upon
Spartacist's positions. In the evening
session which followed organizational
issues of "indiscipline" were raised.
Attacks upon Spartacist continued
for a twenty-four hour period during
which the Healy group tried to crfeate
some political pretext for the expulsion. Finding none, they were left with
the original shabby organizational pre-

and a special attack upon Robertson,
as noted above. While our delegation
voted in support of the resolution,
they perforce abstained on the vote on
the Slaughter report.

on

.

text.
It

ticular exceptions.

Comrade Slaughter characterized the

Secretary of the SLL of his intended absence, and that furthermore
upon returning to the conference he
explained to the assembled delegates
that he had known of no rule demanding his attendance, that he had had no
intention of not following protocol and
would certainly adhere to all rules in
the future.
al

present objective context as one of
"deepening crisis of imperialism," especially since 1956. He saw the working class as both increasingly restive
the world over and rapidly exposing

and rejecting the traditional labor bureaucracies. He described the rise of
Pabloite revisionism as the reflection
of conscious effort by the bourgeoisie
to disorient and bridle the vanguard of
the working class. Nevertheless, he declared, Pabloism has now been defeated
decisively, and the struggle for leadership of the working class is the immediate task. The superiority of the I.C.,
he asserted, lies in its understanding of
"Leninist methods of party-building
and in Marxist theory."
The V.O. group stated a counter position that Pabloism has been the reflex
of the petty-bourgeois composition of
the Fourth International since World

War

IL

On the third morning of the Conference, Comrade Robertson's turn on
the speakers' list was reached. He expressed Spartacist's fundamental agreement with the line of the International
Resolution and of the report, but he
took the opportunity to make clear certain differences.
(His remarks are
printed in this issue, below.) Comrade
Robertson then missed the session
which followed the delivery of his remarks. Although three members of the
Spartacist delegation were in attendance at the session, fully empowered to
take part in the discussion, this absence by Comrade Robertson was made
the excuse for a violent attack upon
our organization.
Spartacist Expelled

During the session missed by Robertson, Michael Banda of the SLL chose

should be noted that Robertson

had informed Comrade Healy (Nation-

ACFI's Feeble Effort

What was

the reason for this vehe-

ment assault? The Bulletin makes a
feeble effort to provide some motivaThus: "Robertson stated that he
in general agreement with the report (of Cliff Slaughter) but showed
that he had no understanding and in
tion.

was

,

reality no agreement with
mental method and line."

its

funda-

In evidence for this fantastic interpretation, the Bulletin points to Sparshort-run
tacist's evaluation of the
stabilization of capitalism in the colonial world after the recent defeats
sustained by the working class in the
backward nations. Because Robertson
has noted this temporary set-back for
working-class forces, he is blind to the
"unity of the crisis." If by unity of
the crisis it is meant that despite interim advances the capitalist class cannot resolve or suppress the contradictions in society, then Spartacist vigorously concurs. But if the Bulletin and
the I.C:, whose line it represents, desires to translate every defeat into a
victory, to treat the crushing reversal,
say, in Indonesia, as a new, higher
stage in the struggle for socialism,
that is another matter: so the Comintern in 1933 viewed Hitler's rise to
power as the springboard for the proletarian revolution. The revolutionary
conviction of Spartacist is based, not
on euphoric optimism, but on confidence

—7
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in the workins;' class with the leadership of a revolutionary vanguard party
to become conscious of its mission to
liberate society from the stranglehold
of capital.

Negro Question
a similar vein, the Bulletin arsuggests that Spartacist's special
approach to the Negro question disparages the white working class. This
is especially dishonest of our ACFI
comrades since it is they who went
along with the SWP abdication to
Black Nationalism in 1963. Spartacist
comrades, then known within the SWP
as the Revolutionary Tendency, voted
for a revolutionary integrationist counter-resolution and have maintained a
consistent position since then on the
need for a class rather than national
analysis of the Negro question.
To be fair, ACFI has since modified
its line on this question, publishing in
its Bulletin a revised position which
characterizes the Negro people as a
people-class, in analogy to A. Leon's
characterization of the Jewish people
as a people-class. Sti-angely, the ACFI
delegation in London remained silent
while Spartacist was denounced by
Greek and French delegates for having
an ACFI-like people-class line on the
In

ticle

No Bolshevik Discipline!
Most ironical: the I.C. is not an International: it has no discii)line, at
least not for the privileged British*- and
French sections. The I.C. has instead
accepted the position that "The only
method of arriving at decisions that
remains possible at present is the principle of unanimity." Yet it demands
complete,
unquestioning
"discipline"
from its sympathizers, even on the
level
of organizational trivia.
Our
friends in ACFI recently refused debate with us without first "clearing it."
For Robertson to have "apologized"
London would have meant that
Spartacist would have accepted ACFI's
puppet role in the international movement. This kind of subordination is poin

litical suicide.

It remains to answer why the Healy
group in the I.C. chose to wreck the
immediate prospects for rebuilding the
Fourth International by driving out
the V.O. group and expelling Sparta-

In the light of this how shall we
evaluate the revolutionary potential of
cist.

the Socialiyt, Laliour League despite its

obvious aehit'VfnH'nta?

Behind the Split
In one sense, the remarks of Comrade Robertson did bring on the split.
Clearly, the I.C. felt unable to tolerate
a disciplined hut vigorous and independent tendency within its ranks. This
is the organizational reality behind the
expulsion, behind the lies and distortions in the Bulletin. But what, in turn,
is
the political explanation for the
monolithic bureaucratism of the I.C.

and

esi)ecially of its chief section, the

SLL

of Britain?

bureaucracy in a workers'
reveals fundamental
of confidence in party members
and ultimately in the revolutionary capacity of the working class. The Healy
Rigid

movement always
lack

group has demonstrated a fundamental
incapacity to build a world revolutionary movement. It is up to Spartacist
along with other sections of the International Committee to construct a leadership to that end.

Spartacist Statement to

Negro question.

Why this sudden switch in line by
ACFI, this insensitivity to the special
position of Negroes in the U.S.? Because ACFI, like puppets on a string,
must now view American questions in
British terms.

International Conference

,

REMARKS

made during the discussion of Cliff Slaughter's PoReport at the International

litical

Propaganda OR Agitation?
With "inexorable logic," the Bulletin

Committee Conference by Comrade Robertson on 6 April 1966
on behalf of^ the Spartacist delegation (with minor editorial cor-

article plods to the inevitable conclusion: Spartacist is only a propaganda

group, incapable of fusing theory with
action. Yet Tim Wohlforth, the uneasy
ACFI leader, missed his signals and
submitted to the London Conference a
revealing document, "Some Comments
on Perspectives for the Fused Movement," which concluded: "The Spartacist comrades, -while insisting
on a
propugandistic course, have done ynore
to break out of an exclusive propagandistic existence than we have." While
Spartacist comrades have been arrested some twenty times over the past
three years as a result of our active
participation in the civil-rights movement, we have yet to hear of one single
ACFI member facing similar persecution! This striking difference reveals
the truth.

The

argument, all others failing, is that Robertson "did not agree
that the I.C. and only the I.C. represents the continuity of the movement."
If the Spartacist comrades did not befinal

was a political heir
of Trotskyism, why have they sought
unity within a disciplined International? The Bulletin intends something
more: servile subordination is delieve that the I.C.

manded.

rections.)

Therefore the issue, "What is Pabloism?" has properly been heavily discussed. We disagree that Pabloism is
but the expression of organic currents
of reformism and Stalinism, having no
roots within our movement. We also
disagree with Voix Ouvriere's view
that Pabloism can be explained simply

by
In behalf of the Spartacist group, I
greet this Conference called by the International Committee. This is the first
intei'national participation by our tendency; we are deeply appreciative of
the opportunity to hear and exchange
views with comrades of the world

movement.
Therefore, we feel we have the responsibility to present to you our specific views where they are both relevant and distinctive, without adapting
or modifying them for the sake of a
false unanimity which would do us all
a disservice, since we have, in our opin-

ion,

some valuable insights

to offer.

We are present at this Conference
on the basis of our fundamental agreement with the International Resolution
of the I.e.; moreover, the report of
Comrade Slaughter was for us solidly
communist, unified throughout by revolutionary determination.
1.

What Pabloism

The central point

Is

of the Conference
'The Reconstruction of the Fourth
International, destroyed by Pabloism."

is

reference to the petty-bourgeois
social composition of the F.I., any more
than one could explain the specific nature of a disease by reference solely to
the weakened body in which particular
microbes had settled.
Pabloism is a revisionist answer to
new problems posed by the post-iy43
Stalinist expansions. And Pabloism has
been opposed within the movement by
a bad "orthodoxy" represented until
the last few years by the example of
Cannon. We must answer new challenges in a truly orthodox fashion: as
Gramsci put it, we must develop Marxist doctrine through its own extension,
not by seeking eclectic absorption of
new alien elements, as Pabloism has
done.

The pressure which produced Pabloism began in 1943, following the failure of Leon Trotsky's perspective of
the break-up of the Soviet bureaucracy and of new October revolutions
in the aftermath of the war: this failure resulted from the inability to forge
revolutionary parties. After 1950, Pabloism dominated the F.I.; only when
(Continued on Page 12)
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(Continued from Page 1)
tant bombast from Peking, the diplomatically-isolated,

politically-crisis-rid-

den Chinese regime has demonstrated
in the cases of Algeria and Indonesia
that it will frequently betray revolutionary principles in favor of the most
maneuvers
diplomatic
opportunistic
with counterrevolutionary regime",. As
for the intended victim, the politicallyamorphous, peasant-based South Vietnamese National Liberation Front has
the same fundamental weaknesses that
led to the betrayal and defeat of so
many similar movements in other countries.

Such a turn
ese

policy

is

in Imperialist

made

possible

end that the revolutionaries must immediately draw the lessons of Indonesia and the recent Tricontinental Conference at Havana.
It is to this

Vietnamby the

present
wave of counterrevolution
throughout the semi-colonial world.
However, whether the U.S. will actually be able to reap the fruits of that

advantage in Vietnam and elsewhere depends on the objective conditactical

tions tending to bring forth fresh revolutionary struggles and on the qualities of leadership provided for new
revolutionary forces. An effective international revolutionary movement can,
during an upsurge, upset any betrayals
being engineered in the embassies.

Not Stable

—

der from crisis to crisis. The economic
blunders inherent in a non-Marxist or
pseudo-Marxist regime can only contribute to the greater misery and demoralization of its people, while giving
the possibly decisive tactical advantages to the imperialist enemy.

Such a party must be a party of the
working-class.
While the initiating
cadres of a Leninist party are invariably recruited from the revolutionary
intelligentsia,

objective conditions for new revolutionary upsurges exist throughout
in
general.
semi-colonial world
the
U.S. Imperialism has thus far failed
to solve the underlying economic causes
for the state of more or less perpetual
social crisis in those regions. Nor are
Imperialism's immediate prospects for
changing that particularly sound: the
presently deteriorating balance of payments problems of the U.S. and Britain
are only exemplary of the conditions
in the home countries of Imperialism
which militate against subsidies in
the quantity and kind required to reverse the spiraling economic decline
of Latin America, Africa and Asia.
Thus, the immediate strategic peispec-

The

tive is for new revolutionary ferment
in major sectors of the colonial world,
coupled with a rise in preconditions
for parallel ferment in even the advanced countries.

Now, but for the small pro-Trotskyist
MR-13 movement in tiny Guatemala,
there is virtually no even semi-qualified
revolutionary leadership in any colonial or semi-colonial country where
ferment is occurring or apparently imminent. Movements without a qualified
and selected leadership will mainly be
crushed by imperialist intervention and
counterrevolution. How to remedy this
is the key question. The strategic outlooks of Imperialism and Socialism, respectively, in Southeast Asia and
where depend on the question

Qualified Leadership
To prevent the defeat and betrayal
of revolutions, the leadership must be
Marxist. Only a leadership schooled in
Marxist economics can master the technical problems of seizing and holding
state power, can avoid turning the
revolutionary state into an instrument
for greater national and international
economic bungling as the Castio leadership has bungled. In a colonial or
semi-colonial country, even a socialist
revolution can be only a kind of "holding-operation," economically, and its
leadership must negotiate the treacherous waters of world trade and finance with scientific precision. A leadership which might attempt to build
"socialism in one country" must floun-

else-

of
qualified revolutionary leadership.

a

this

intelligentsia

be-

comes

the active leadership of the
working-class and politically thereby a
part of the class. Every other class,
including the peasantry, is by its nature inclined toward capitalist ideology, and tends to represent a procapitalist,
if
temporarily anti-impe-

—

force during and especially
after the struggle for national "liberation."
rialist,

a party which constantly struggles to gain every material advantage,
including the control of the decisive
armed force, for the workers. It is a
revolutionary leadeiship in the way in
which it prepares for and carries out
the tasks of insurrection: not to dispose its forces for cbmbat prematurely, thus giving the enemy a tactical advantage, nor to let the moment for
insurrection slip by without the rapid
concentration of the revolutionary forces for a decisive blow against all of
the institutions and power held by the
It is

enemy.
It

is

victory

a party which prepares for
through a struggle for the

hegemony of Marxism over
the workers and their allies, by confronting anti-Marxism and exposing
"fake Marxism" in all facets of the
struggle for the supremacy of ideas.
ideological

Ticsson of Indonesia

The slaughter of hundreds of thousands of communists by the Indonesian
counterrevolutionaries is a three-fold
indictment of the Chinese leadership

and world Maoism. Since the Indonesian CP was under the hegemony of
the crushing defeat of that
party, unarmed and not organized to
materially defend itself against Suharto's butchers, is the most devastating proof of the incompetence of Mao
& Company. Secondly, out of Peking
Review's ov.'n mouth, we learn that the
Peking leadership subordinated the
lives of Indonesian communists to opportunistic
diplomatic
maneuvering
with the butchers. Thirdly, the bungling and betrayal of the Indonesian
revolution by Mao and by the Maoist
Aidit leadership of the Indonesian CP
is the natural outcome of the political
program and perspectives of world

Peking,

Maoism.

The Maoist program today is a modern version of the line of the 1917
Russian Mensheviks: "Russia is not
yet

ripe

for

the

socialist revolution;
support the victory of
revolution in backward
countries." This was also the view supported by certain "Old Bolsheviks,"
including Stalin, until Lenin beat them

we must

thje

first

capitalist

famous "April TheAfter Lenin's death, Stalin res-

into line with his
ses."

urrected this social-democratic line and
used his authority in the Comintern
impose it upon the Chinese CP. So,
under the direction of Stalin, the Chinese CP subordinated itself to the
Chiang Kai Chek machine both organito

zationally and ideologically. The result
was the slaughter of the Chinese communists and the workers' vanguard by
the military arm of Chiang Kai Chek's

Kuomintang.
So, the Stalinist, Mao, continuing
the role of his great teacher, subordinated the revolutionary interests of the
Indonesian people to the diplomatic
•

maneuvers of China with Sukarno
and Suharto. So, the Indonesian CP,
under Mao's tutelage, followed a course
which was a suicidal replica of the
policy which led to the slaughter of
Chinese Communists during 1925-27.
The Indonesian CP subordinated itself
organizationally and ideologically to
Sukarno's equivalent of the Kuomintang, the "Nasakom" movement; the
main cadres of the Indonesian CP were
butchered by the military arm of Sukarno's Nasakom-"intang."
The "fake Marxist" Indonesian Maoists not only failed to physically arm
the communist forces in that country,
but
are
even
more fundamentally
guilty by virtue of their refusal to
arm the revolutionary forces ideologically. In a country in which the struggle for hegemony of Marxist ideas has
been effectively conducted, at the moment of crisis the great mass Of class
forces and their allies, including those
in the army, come over to the revolutionary side with their weapons in
hand. The Indonesian CP betrayed the
revolution in its own country by subordinating itself and its supporters to
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Sukarno's Nasakom ideology. In this
way the Maoists strengthened the hegemony of anti-Marxist ruling ideas over
those same students and soldiers who,
in the moment of crisis, butchered procommunist men, women and children
indiscriminately.

Peking's Guilt
Lest there be any doubt concerning
Peking's implication in that defeat and
slaughter. No amount of zeal by the
most ardent pro-Maoist can produce a
single word of political analysis of this
defeat from a published Pekins^- source!
For over six months from the October
butchery until its 29 April issue
Peking Review had much space to give
to such profound Indonesian matters
as the theft of a plaque from Chinese
embassy property, but not. a ivord on
the hundreds of thousands of communist corpses choking Indonesia's rivers.

—

As Renmin Ribao (organ
regime) claimed in

"Up

its

till

of the

Mao

this

Moscow, will in the last analysis betray a revolution in the interests of
diplomatic maneuvering with a counterrevolutionary regime.
This confirms Trotsky's analysis of
the political character of "communist"
petty-bourgeois-led peasant levolutionary parties. When Preobrazhensky, in
the late Twenties, raised the proposition that it might be possible for such
a party to seize state power, Trotsky
replied, "Suppose it suddenly does? A
Chinese communist who reasons along
such a prescription would cut the
throat of the Chinese Revolution."
Exceptional Circumstances

30 March edi-

today, the Chinese press
has not even published a single commentary on the change in the situation
torial,

Indonesia in recent months." Why
suppression of the news by the
Chinese press? Renmin Ribao is quite
explicit: in the interests of maintaining meticulously correct diplomatic relations with the Indonesian butchers!
This criminal suppression of the truth
by Peking demonstrates that it, like
in

But, the Maoists sagely protest, the
did take state power. In the
"Transitional Program," drafted by

CPC

and adopted by the 1938
Conference of the Fourth
one canInternational, one finds: ".
not categorically deny in advance the
theoretical possibility that under the
influence of completely exceptional cirfinancial
cumstances
(war,
defeat,
revolutionary pressure,
crash, mass
etc.)
the petty-bourgeois parties including the Stalinists may go further
than they themselves wish along the
road to a break with the bourgeoisie.
." The victory of the peasant CPC
.
in the late Forties did occur along just
of
these lines over the objections
Stalin!
"under the influence of comcircumstances,"
pletely
exceptional
such as war, financial crash, mass revolutionary pressures, etc., and the conjunctural inability of the U.S. to intervene directly and massively in behalf
of puppet Chiang. It was similar with
Castro, who, "under the influence of
completely exceptional circumstances,"
was impelled to violate every article
of his original capitalist parliamentarian commitments of January, 1959, to
make a break with U.S. Imperialism
and his own national bourgeoisie, and
to orient to the Soviet economy and
military-political bloc.
Granted,
comrade Maoist, under
these exceptional circumstances, Maoism or Castroism (another variant of
Maoism) produced more or less stable
regimes modeled on that of the Soviet
bureaucrats. Is it then your "revolutionary" policy to build parties and
programs which can lead to nothing
but butchery of the
revolutionary
forces in all but completely exceptional
Trotsky

Founding

.

.

.

—

—

:

circumstances?
That, in eff'ect, has been the history
of attempts to make revolutions according to the "peasant model." The
"Castro prescription" in Latin America
has sent uncounted bands of devoted
revolutionary youth out of the cities,
generally to be easily and soon slaughtered by the imperialist-supported militia. Maoism, which operates on a much
lai'ger scale than Castroism, displays
its outcome by choking the rivers of
Indonesia with communist corpses. The
revolutionary who reasons along the
prescription of the possible victory of
Maoism or Castroism under completely
exceptional circumstances thus cuts the
throat of the revolution as Trotsky

—

warned.

Outcome of Castroism
All of the principles of Leninism
were betrayed at the recent Tri-Continental
Conference at Havana, at
which Castro objectively strengthaned

BUT SIR, wouldn't you rather use rubber soles?"

the hegemony of bourgeois forces in
Latin America. In his infamous address at that conference, Castro attacked the Guatemalan revolutionary
movement, MR-13, demanding that
MR-13's leader. Yon Sosa, abandon the
proletarian revolution in favor of the

(Continued Next Page)
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orsanization and program of that Stalinist renegade, Major Turcios. In supporting Turcios, guerrilla leader of the
Moscow-oriented Guatemalan CP, Castro in practice demanded the liquidation of potentially Leninist movements
in Latin America in favor of absolute
subservience to the dictates of MoscowHavana, and in favor of a program
which has for the past seven years
produced the repeated slaughter and
defeat of young revolutionary cadres
throughout that part of the Hemisphere.

What do Castro's lofty expressions
of fervor for the revolution-in-general
mean in practice? In practice, every
delegate who left that conference in
support of its resolutions went to his
home country as an avowed enemy of
the only potentially viable revolutionary leadership and program in Latin
America. In practice, Castro's role was
that of a betrayer of the socialist rev-

Therefoie, the immediate task in
itself is the formation of an
independent underground Leninist par-

away from

which intervenes organizationally
and programmatically in the present
anti-imperialist struggles of workers
and students in the cities. While this
party must not isolate itself by sectarianism it must give even the Buddhist leaders critical support under

namese "October Revolution" and a
workers and peasants government.
This struggle must have the full,
active support of the international revolutionary movement. In the course of
this internationalists must, of course,
defend the Stalinists and Buddhist militants against imperialism, but under
no circumstances must this defense
conceal the fact that the Buddhist
leadership (like the Indonesian Moslems) would be a party to the slaughter of the communists tomorrow, with

Vietnam
ty

—

—

certain conditions
absolutely no ideological
or programmatic concessions
must be made to Buddhism, bourgeois
ideology or Stalinism. The party must
link with the militant students, with
nationalist militant sentiments in the
South Vietnamese armed forces; it

must make a programmatic

link with
tactical flexibility
to advance the interests of the struggle, but not a single concession in principles or ideology. This party must win

the

NLF; maximum

the

Overcome Maoism!

forms.

The present

strikes

and demonstra-

against the Ky regime under
unfortunately! the hegemony of the
Buddhists expose the fundamental flaw
in the program of the National Liberation Front. The revolutionary tactic in
that country must be the insurrection
the simultaneous armed uprising of
armed workers in the cities together
with coordinated assaults in the countryside, in a single effort to destroy
all the apparatus of the puppet regime
and cripple the materiel pipelines of the
Imperialist forces. In the jrrescnt situation, a strike wave which could he the
tions

—

—

decisive blow of the Vietnamese socialist

revolution has been abandoned by

the communists and consigned to the
of the Buddhists. The Buddhist
leaders, unless the communists intervene to prevent this, will attempt to
use the power of the strike to bring
down the Ky regime in favor of a
Buddhist-dominated coalition equivalent to the Kuomingtang or Nasakom.

use

students

On Thursday, May

successful

"democratic

counterrevolution after &
national liberation" gov-

ernment has been established. Despite
all those qualities in which the NLF
has distinguished itself most favorably
from the Indonesian Maoists, the NLF
still demonstrates those same fundamental political weaknesses which led
to the victory of the counterrevolution
in Indonesia.

for the

Viet-

Stalinism serving as the gravedigger.
We ourselves would betray the Vietif we misled them or
revolutionaries anywhere on the nature of Stalinism and other forms of
petty-bourgeois nationalist leaderships.

namese people

peasants

one p.m.,
well over a hundred students of Brook19, at

lyn

College settled in the lobby of
Boylan H^ll to protest the college administration's
cooperation
with the
Selective Service System. Several hundred students participated in the sit-in
during some part of the next 24 hours.
This enthusiastic demonstration was
far and away the most successful in
recent years. Sit-ins do not, of course,
produce a "responsible image"; but, in
the fight against war, it is necessary

away with comfortable images in
favor of understanding the reality, and
our responsibility is only to our conto do

victions.

"Compromise" Petition Circulated
During the sit-in a petition to Faculty Council was circulated. This petifocussed exclusively on the submission of class standings to the SSS.
This petition cx/jlicitli/ affirmed its interest in the smooth operation of the
draft system "for the sake of the nation

L.M.

Sit-in

interest"! It voiced absolutely
no opposition to the war in Vietnam.
tional

Nothing could be more misleading than
to confine attention to the tertiary is-

sue of classroom competition, while
ignoring the fundamental questions behind the draft. Nevertheless, many
participants in the demonstration were
misled and lent their signatures to the

document.
There is, however, another, more basic reality which most of the demonstrators at B.C. have not yet clearly

The (J.S. intervention in
Vietnam is not an accident or a mistake; on the contrary, it is the essential response of capitalism to social
revolution anywhere in the world.
In the last analysis, trying to end the
war in Vietnam without ending the sounderstood.

cial

system which produced

it

is

DEFEND ADOLFO GILLY
Juez Primero do Distrito
en Materia Penal

write to :

Mexican Embassy
2829 N.W. 16th Street
Washington, D.C.

or

like

trying to fight the draft without openly opposing the war which is its cause.
The responsibility of students is to
probe and expose the fundamental nature of society. Ii

PROTEST MASS ARRESTS

By

abandoning
the
working-class
struggle, by relegating it to> the ideological and organizational hegemony of
the militant Buddhist leaders, the NLF
has strengthened the possibilities of a

and

Marxist," nonanti-Marxist nationalist

prejiaration

in

Brooklyn College

olution.

In Vietnam, the task of defeating
U.S. invaders and frustrating Stalinist
conference-table sell-outs takes these

workers,

the "fake

and

Marxist
leaders

Eduardo Ferrer McGregor
Bucareli 24

Mexico D.F. Mexico

SAVE DAVID AGUILAR

MORA

write to:

Guatemalan Embassy
2220 R. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
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THE SWP IN TRANSIT

From Centrism
At

movement

to

Reformism

least forty-six people have left
the Socialist Workers Party as a result
of expressed political differences since

two fundamental and interconnected demands
Freedom Now and WitJidraw Now.

September 1965 convention. The
Party has continued in its headlong

This dramatic historical linking of the
struggle against war with the struggle
against racism was an expression of
the general feeling of the delegates
there, that the war in Vietnam is intimately linked up with the other social
injustices of our society: racial discrimination;, poverty, exploitation, growing totalitarianism, intolerance and the
overpowering pressure to conform in
every social sphere. The significance of
this feeling is that what is required of
us is that we aspire to a new social
order where the urge to capital investment and profit at the expense of humanity is no longer the overwhelming
and completely dominant force of

its

flight

the

from revolutionary
anti-war movement,

politics.

the

In

major

arena of its recent activity, the SWP
has played a treacherous role. Although raising the supportable slogan
"Bring the Boys Home Now," the SWP
at the same time demands that the
anti-war movement confine itself to a
classless "single issue" program.
The SWP has abandoned classstruggle politics for liberal

illusions:

only enough people shout loudly
enough surely Johnson must stop the
if

war. They reason: since every voice
counts regardless of the politics, let's
not be too controversial. Thus to the
swamp of popular-front politics.
Spartacist Line Change
The Spartacist can no longer seek to
reenter the
as it has now become.
The
is guilty of complicity in the
betrayal of the Ceylonese woi'king class
by the Lanka Samajasts in 1965. Despite Fidel Castro's best anti-Trotskyist efforts, the
still clings to him
in desperation, in fact printing his recent May Day speech in the Militant
without comment. The internal regime
of the Party precludes open factional
struggle. Above all, we could not accept the role of a disciplined minority
within the ranks of a party committed
to the betrayal of the anti-war struggle. To do so would be to betray our
own revolutionary politics.
The entire Seattle branches of the
and YSA and the Philips tendency have left the
in the recent
period in protest against the unprincipled politics followed by the Party.
While we have differed with these
groups in the past we look forward to
a fruitful collaboration in joint work
over the coming period. The Seattle
comrades have oriented towards a proMaoist grouping within the SWP; the
Philips tendency has had an evolution
different from ours. Therefore the task
for the next period is also to clarify
and discuss our differences so that we
can seek to build a genuinely revolutionary Trotskyist party in this coun•

SWP

SWP

SWP

SWP

SWP

try.

The following excerpted statements
are representative of those who have
recently broken with the SWP.

A

Revolutionary

Perspective

for

the

Anti-War Movement by Lawrence
and Clara Kaye of Seattle
"At the Washington Convention the
delegation from the South proposed

Shumm

that the

raise the

"To those who believe that this end
can be aided by political action in and
around the Democratic or Republican

we point to the decades (and
nearly centuries) of subservience
of these two twin agencies of reaction
to the capitalist class, and to the fact,
that the basic role that pacifist liberals
and radical social workers have played
in their participation in these parties
parties

now

has been to provide humanitarian window-dressings for war, racism, the deof civil liberties, and the
preparation for Fascism in the U.S."

struction

^

Memorandum on

SWP

"And

this country

in Viet

would have

to be

Nam.

"In the tradition of the Trotskyist

movement, not only would we long ago
have warned of this development, but
we would have been the only group to
have utilized our understanding of the
objective laws of capitalism to help direct the anti-war movement onto the
class struggle road to the fight against

war. We would have been the ones to
insist that the only chance for the
struggle to succeed would be if it were
capable of enlisting the interest and
the active support of the working class
and the Negro people."
Resignation by Four Supporters of
J., Stan L., Marion S.,
and later supported by Jeremy C.
"Most of us have been members of
the Party for many years, and it is
with great reluctance that we come to
the conclusion that we can no longer
maintain that membership. Nevertheless, we conclude that the urgent task
of building a revolutionary movement
in this country is best served by our
full and formal participation with our
former comrades now in the Spartacist
organization and in political solidarity
with the forces of the I.C. abroad."
Spartacist: Rose

society.

the

aged in

curtailed because of the costs of the

war

yet

^

Their Expulsion from

by the ^Philips Tendency
it

was

precisely the expelled

comrades of the Minority who were
and remain the only ones in Detroit to
raise the question of Viet Nam in their
unions; not only to raise it, but to
raise it effectively because they do participate in the daily struggles of the
rank and file. Ironically, at the very
same time as they were being inst/ucted to be 'political,' they were accused
by the Majority of 'smuggling in' the
Minority line in the very attempt to involve their unions in the struggle
against the war. Our orientation, we
were informed with all due solemnity,

—

is to the campus, and it is confusing
and disorienting to try to inject the
labor movement.
"It is the quickly developing crisis
around Viet Nam, and the rapid evolution of the anti-war movement which
has shown clearly and concretely just
how far the
has drifted from its
proletarian Trotskyist heritage. Never
has a President of the U.S. put the relationship between foreign and domestic policy more crudely than Johnson
in his recent proclamation that henceforth all program* designed to help
the working class, the poor, and the

SWP

Application for Membership in
Spartacist by Shelly Welton
"In January 1965 I resigned from
the Socialist Workers Party for personal reasons.
After the N.Y. Fifth
.

Ave.

Peace

ing, with the

.

.

Parade Committee meetSWP capitulation and ac-

commodation to the pacifist-liberal
wing with the one slogan, 'Stop the
War in Vietnam Now,' I became aware
of Spartacist's coriect position on with-

drawal of support and marched with
them under their slogans. These included: 'Unconditional Withdrawal of
All American Troops' and 'Vietnam,
Watts: It's the Same Struggle!'
"The SWP-YSA splitting activity in
Washington was the point of repudiating my sympathy for the SWP. I began studying the SWP internal documents of 1963 and the criticisms of
the then Robertson minority. I sought
defor an understanding to the
generation. As I learned what 'Pabloite revisionism' is the picture became

SWP

SWP

has lost its working
revolutionary perspective and
{petty-bourgeois)
forces. Thus, its uncritical support to
Castro, Malcolm X, and Ben Bella.
"I appeal to the ranks in the SWP
and YSA to examine their consciences
(Continued Bottom Next Page)
clear.

The

class

now depends on other

12

—
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.

.

STATEMENT

(Continued from Page 7)
the fruits of Pabloism were clear did
a section of the F.I. pull back. In our
opinion, the "orthodox" movement has
still to face up to the new theoretical
problems which rendered it susceptible
to Pabloism in 1943-50 and gave rise
to a ragged, partial split in 1952-54.
Inevitable Struggle

The fight against Pabloism is the
specific historic form of a necessarilycontinual struggle against revisionism,
which cannot be "finally" resolved
within the framework of capitalism.
Bernstein, Bukharin, and Pablo, for example, have been our antagonists in
particular phases of this struggle,
which is both necessary and inevitable,
and cannot be "solved."
These are some of our views about
Pabloism; they are not exhaustive, for
they are shaped by the particular aspects of Pabloism which have loomed
large in our own struggle against it.
We take issue with the notion that
the present crisis of capitalism is so
sharp and deep that Trotskyist revisionism is needed to tame the workers,
in a way comparable to the degeneration of the Second and Third Internationals. Such an erroneous estimation
would have as its point of departure
an enormous overestimation of our
present significance, and would accordingly be disorienting.
We had better concentrate upon what
Lenin said concerning the various, ubiquitous crises which beset imperialism
(a system essentially in crisis since before 1914); Lenin pointed out that
there is no impossible situation for the
bourgeoisie, it is necessary to throw
them out. Otherwise, "crises" are all
in a day's work for the mechanisms
and agencies of imperialism in muddling through from one year to the
next. Just now, in fact, their task is
easier, after the terrible shattering of
movement;
the Indonesian workers'
add to this the other reversals which
expose the revisionists' dependence
on petty-bourgeois and bureaucratic
strata, like the softening of the USSR,
the isolation of China, India brought
to heel, Africa neatly stabilized, and
Castro a captive of Russia and the U.S.

The

central lesson of these episodes is
the necessity to build revolutionary
working-class parties, i.e., our ability
to intervene in struggle.

Anti-Pabloist Tactics
comrade put it

2.

A

French

There

.

.

SWP

and their revolutionary convictions. In
the name of Revolutionary Socialism
get out of your complacency and study
the history of the Trotskyist movement! Recognize the Pabloist course
and the 'United
taken by the
Secretariat!' We must build a revolutionary party in the U.S., a party
basing itself on the independent working-class struggle and guided by the
'Transitional Program' of the Fourth
International!"

SWP

struction of the F.I., culminating in a
world congress to re-found it.

is

is

—

—

—

—

clusiveness.

We
.

Must Do Better

Up to now, we have not done very
well, in our opinion, in smashing the
Pabloites; the impact of events alone,
no matter how favorable objectively or
devastating to revisionist doctrines,
will not do the job. In the U.S., the
break-up of the SWP left wing over its
five-year history has been a great gift
to

the

revisionist

leadership

of

the

SWP.
At

into revisionist groupings remains necessary in order to consummate the struggle for the actual recon-

tration

well:

no family of Trotskyism."
only the correct program of
revolutionary Marxism, which is not
an umbrella. Nevertheless, there are
now four organized international currents all claiming to be Trotskyist, and
spoken of as "Trotskyist" in some conventional sense. This state of affairs
must be resolved through splits and
fusions. The reason for the present
appearance of a "family" is that each
of the four tendencies
"United Secretariat," Pablo's personal "Revolutionary
Marxist
Tendency,"
Posadas'
"Fourth International," and the International Committee is in some countries the sole organized group of claiming the banner of Trotskyism. Hence,
they draw in all would-be Trotskyists
in their areas and suppress polarization; there is no struggle and differentiation, winning over some and driving
others to vacate their pretense as revolutionists and Trotskyists. Thus, when
Spartacist comrades visited
several
Cuba, we found that the Trotskyist
group there, part of the Posadas international, were in the main excellent
comrades struggling Avith valor under
difficult conditions. The speeches here
of the Danish and Ceylonese comrades,
representing left-wing sections of the
United Secretariat, reflect such problems.
The partial break-up and gross exposure of the United Secretariat forces
the expulsion of Pablo, the Ceylonese betrayal, the SWP's class-collaborationist line on the Vietnamese
war, Mandel's crawling before the Belgian Social-Democratic heritage prove
that the time has passed when the
struggle against Pabloism could be
waged on an international plane within
a common organizational framework.
And the particular experience of our
groups in the United States, which
were expelled merely for the views
they held, with no right of appeal, demonstrates that the United Secretariat
lies when it claims Trotskyist all-in"there

united fronts and organizational pene-

present, our struggle with the
Pabloites must be preponderantly from
outside their organizations; nevertheless, in many countries a period of

3. Theoretical Clarification
The experiences of the Algerian and
Cuban struggles, each from its own

very important for the light
they shed on the decisive distinction
side, are

between the winning of national independence on a bourgeois basis, and
revolutions of the Chinese sort, which
lead to a real break from capitalism,
yet confined within the limits of a bureaucratic ruling stratum.
Two decisive elements have been
common to the whole series of upheavals under Stalinist-type leaderships, as
in Yugoslavia, China, Cuba, Vietnam:
1) a civil war of the peasant-guerrilla
variety, which first wrenches the peasant movement from the immediate control of imperialism and substitutes a
petty-bourgeois leadership; and then,
if victorious, seizes the urban centers

and on

its

own momentum smashes

capitalist property relations, nationalizing industry under the newly consolidating Bonapartist leadership; 2) the
absence of the working class as a
contender for social power, in particular, the absence of its revolutionary
vanguard: this permits an exceptionally independent role for the petty-bourgeois sections of society which are
thus denied the polarization which occurred in the October Revolution, in
which the most militant petty-bourgeois sections were drawn into the
wake of the revolutionary working
class.

Political Revolution

However it is apparent that supplemental political revolution is necessary
to open the road to. socialist development, or, in the earlier stages, as in
Vietnam today, the active intervention
of the working class to take hegemony
of the national-social struggle. Only
those such as the Pabloists who believe
that (at least some) Stalinist bureaucracies (e.g., Yugoslavia or China or
Cuba) can be a revolutionary socialist
leadership need see in this understanding a denial of the proletarian basis
for social revolution.
On the contrary, precisely, the pettybourgeois peasantry under the most
favorable historic circumstances conceivable could achieve no third road,
neither capitalist, nor working class.
Instead all that has come out of China
and Cuba was a state of the same order as that issuing out of the political
counter-revolution of Stalin in the Soviet Union, the degeneration of the
October. That Is why we are led to define states such as these as deformed
workers states. And the experience
since the Second World War, properly
understood, offers not a basis for re-
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visioiiibt turning away from the perspective and necessity of revolutionary
working-class power, but rather it is a
great vindication of Marxian theory
and conclusions under new and not previously expected circumstances.

Weakness and Confusion

Many

statements and positions of
the I.e. show theoretical weakness or
confusion on this question. Thus, the
I.e. Statement on the fall of Ben Bella
declared:
"Where the state takes a bonapartist form on behalf of a weak
bourgeoisie, as in Algeria or Cuba,
then the type of 'revolt' occurring
on June 19-20 in Algiers is on the

agenda."

—

Ncivsletter,

movement. This

26 June

1965.

4.

The

While the nationalization in Algeria
now amounts to some 15 per cent of
the economy, the Cuban economy is, in
essence, entirely nationalized; China
probably has more vestiges of
geoisie. If the

order to defend the validity and neof the revolutionary Marxist
is a bad method: at
bottom, it equates the deformed workers' state with the road to socialism;
it is the Pabloite error turned inside
out, and a profound denial of the Trotskyist understanding that the bureaucratic ruling caste is an obstacle which
must be overthrown by the workers if
they are to move forward.
The theoretical analysis of Spartacist concerning the backward portions
of the world strengthens, in our estimation, the programmatic positions
which we hold in common with the
comrades of the I.C. internationally.
in

cessity

its

bour-

Cuban bourgeoisie

is in-

deed "weak," as the I.C. affirms, one
can only observe that it must be tired
from its long swim to Miami, Florida.

The current I.C. resolution, "Rebuilding ,the Fourth International," however, puts the matter very well:
"In the same way, the International and its parties are the key
to the problem of the class struggle in the colonial countries. The
petty-bourgeois nationalist leaders
and their Stalinist collaborators
restrict the struggle to the level of
national liberation, or, at best, to
a version of 'socialism in one country,' sustained by subordination to
the co-existence policies of the Soviet bureaucracy. In this way, all
the gains of the struggle of the

workers and peasants, not only in
the Arab world, India, South East
Asia, etc., but also in China and
Cuba [our emphasis: SpartacistQ,
are confined within the limits of
imperialist domination, or exposed
to counter-revolution (the line-up
against China, the Cuban missiles
crisis, the Vietnam war, etc.)."
Here Cuba is plainly equated with China, not with Algeria.
The document offered by the French
section of the I.C. several years ago on
the Cuban revolution suffers, in our
view, from one central weakness. It
sees the Cuban revolution as analogous
to the Spanish experience of the 1930's.
This analogy is not merely defective:
it emphasizes precisely what
is not
common to the struggles in Spain and
in Cuba, that is, the bona fide workers'
revolution in Spain which was smashed
by the Stalinists.

Overcoming Bad Method
The Pabloites have been strengthin our opinion, by this
simplistic reflex of the I.C, which must
deny the possibility of a social transformation led by the petty-bourgeoisie,

ened against us,

Building U.S. Section
principal

aspect

of

our

task

which may be obscure to foreign comrades is the unique and critically and
immediately important Negro question.
Without a correct approach to the Negro young militants and workers we
will be unable to translate into American conditions the rooting of our section

among

the masses.

We

have fought hard to acquire a
theoretical insight in the course of our
struggle in the
against Black Nationalist schemes which disintegrate a

SWP

—

revolutionary
perspective
defending
the position that the Negroes in the
U.S. are an oppressed color-caste concentrated in the main in the working
class as a super-exploited layer. And
we have acquired a considerable experience for our small numbers and despite
a composition which is still only about
10 per cent black. We have a nucleus in

Harlem, New York City. We intervened in several ways, in the Black
Ghetto outbursts over the summers of
1964 and 65, acquiring valuable experience.

[The balance of the remarks was
not WT^itten out before delivery; it
is given as reconstructed from the
rough notes. The issue of propaganda and agitation was not significantly gone into in the report,
but is in the Spartacist draft document on tasks assembled the night
before the oral report was given,
hence the relevant section of that
draft is also quoted below.]
Our draft resolution before you
states regarding our Southern work
that, "Perhaps our most impressive
achievement to date has been the building of several SL organizing committees in the deep South, including New
Orleans. This is a modest enough step
in absolute terms and gives us no more
than a springboard for systematic
work. What is impressive is that no
other organization claiming to be revolutionary has any base at all in the
deep South today."
Black and White

The race question in the U.S. is different from that in England. In fact it
is part way between the situation in

England and that in South Africa.
Thus some 2 jxr cent of the British
population is coloured; in South Africa
over 2/3rds of the people are black. In
the U.S. if some 20 per cent of the
population
is
Negro and Spanishspeaking, then within the working class,
given the ovei-whelming concentration
of whites in the upper classes, the
others comprise something like 25 or
30 per cent. What this means is that
in England the intensity of exploitation is spread unevenly, but rather

smoothly

throughout an essentially
working class. At the
extreme in South Africa, the
white workers with ten times the income of the black, live in good part
themselves off the blacks, thus imposing an almost insuperable barrier to
common class actions (witness the European and Moslem workers' relations

homogenous
other

in Algeria). In the U.S. the qualitatively heavier burden within the class
is borne by the black workers. In quies-

cent times they tend to be divided from
the white workers as in the lower levels of class struggle such as are now
prevalent. Therefore the black youth in
America are the only counterparts today to the sort of militant white working class youth found in the British

Young

Socialists.

Uniting the Class

However, we are well aware that at
a certain point in the class struggle the
main detachments of the workers, as
such, i.e., black and white in common
class organizations such as trade unions, become heavily involved. Every
strike shows this. In preparation for
the massive class struggles ahead we
have begun to build fractions in certain accessible key sections of the working class. But today the winning over
of young black militants is the short
cut to acquiring proletarian cadres as
well; virtually all such militants are
part of the working class.
Finally, we know that under the specific conditions in the U.S. to build a
.genuinely revolutionary party will require the involvement in its ranks and
leadership of a large proportion, perhaps a majority, of the most exploited
and oppressed, the black workers.

A Fighting Propaganda Group
The Spartacist draft theses state:
"The tactical aim of the SL in the next
period

a sufficiently large
capable of agitaintervention
tional
in
every social
struggle in the U.S. as a necessary
step in the building of the revolutionary party. For this intervention we
seek an increase in our forces to at
least tenfold. From our small force of
around 100 we move toward our goal in
three parallel lines of activity: splits
and fusions with other groups, direct
involvement in mass struggle, and the
strengthening and education of our organization."
is

to

propaganda

build

group

74
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ured in constant prices—was not

TRI'PARTITE

.

(Continued from Page 16)
by N.Y. nurses is merely the latest ex-

ample of

this trend.

union

welfare

cago

spired and aided in

The striking Chiwas directly in-

o ganization

by the

SSEU.
Our rulers' problem became even
more urgent when the 13-day strike by
the New York Transit Workers Union
in January demonstrated the enormous
power of some sections of government
employees, and of the working class as
a whole. Though not in the immediate
was posed of a
offing, the spectre
powerful alliance of all governmental
workers and the identification of a
huge stratum of white collar workers,
usually considered "middle class," with
the organized labor movement and the

working

high-

er than a year earlier, though he was
working someivhat Longer hours. Does
anyone imagine that labor will continue to show moderation in its irage
demands when prices and profit mar-

are covtiimally rising?" (Neiv
York Times, 3 May). Two days later
(New York Times, 5 May) President
Johnson in his address to the Advisory
Council on Labor-Management called
maintenance of economic stability "the
crucial domestic issue of the day," and
despite the enormous increases in profits and prices labelled wage increases
over the past year "disquieting." He
called for a strict adherence to the 3.2
per cent guideline on wages.
It is for these reasons that the ruling class desires to put a halt to the
spread of militant unionism within a
new section of the working class.
gins

class.

Economic Squeeze

Life-or-Death Threat

Concern evoked by such a potential
development is only to a lesser extent
due to the precarious condition of most
state and city budgets. More basic is
the fear of democratic unionism and
militant strikes spreading to all sections of the working class in a period
when workers are experiencing the

The test of a leadership is its response to crises those brief periods in
which some fundamental issue is posed
and then resolved one way or the

effects of rapid increases in the cost of

—

a period when the government,
due to the inflationary pressures of the
Vietnamese war and the general conliving

of capitalism, must hold
the line on wages and living conditions
tradictions

— a period when technological advance-

ment and severe unemployment among
some sections of workers demand an
all-out

struggle to cut the

hours of

work while maintaining and

increas-

ing wages.
The need for the capitalist class as
a whole to curb inflation and head off
labor struggles at this time is clearly
expressed by Gardner Ackley who presented the position of the Federal Government, that "Executive Committee
of the Ruling Class," to the annual
meeting of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. Ackley, chairman of the President's Coulicil of Economic Advisors,
pointed out profits have increased 88 per
cent since 1961 and "substantially exceed the rise in employee compensation
over that period." He went on to state,
"In March the weekly spendable income of the average manufacturing
worker with three dependents meas-

—
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other. The way in which it is resolved
establishes the framework of reality
for the whole forthcoming period. Tripartite is such an issue. If it is defeated by the militant struggle of
workers, not only can the SSEU membership look forward to many positive
gains but the memberships of other
City unions will also be benefitted,

unionism among government workers
will continue to expand, and rich opportunities will develop for the formation of a powerful, inclusive alliance
of government unions. If on the other
hand Tri-Partite goes through without
serious struggle, the SSEU would be
shown to be weak, unorganized, apathetic, and with a gutless leadership.
And the SSEU would be burdened with
harsh penalties should it attempt to
strike and have already lost the right
to bargain in most major areas. Under
these conditions its membership would
dwindle away. Further expansion of
militant unionism among public employees will be retarded, and the development of an inclusive alliance of
government unions will have been removed from the agenda for the coming
period.

SSEU

It is in this context that the
leadership must be judged.

The

threat
possibly
life-or-death
posed by Tri-Partite found the SSEU
in a state of membership apathy and
in an initial position of isolation from
of the labor movement, inby the fact that Local 371,
representing welfare supervisors and
clerks and an affiliate of DC 37, was
endorsing Tri-Partite. The fundamental tasks faced by the leadership, then,
were the overcoming of this isolation
and the rallying of the membership.
The initial response was good; a
small but highly militant demonstra-

the rest
tensified

Cuba and Marxist Theory
selected documents on

the Cuban Question

35^ a copy

order from Spartacist
Box 1377, G.P.O.
New York, N.Y. 10001

^

tion outside the

American Arbitration

was mobilized on short noand an emergency meeting of the
Executive Board voted unanimously to
recommend a strike should Lindsay atAssociation

tice,

to implement the Agreement. An
News was gotten
issue of the
out in which the first sentence of the
lead article quoted delegate Marty
Morgenstern: "It's a question of stopping this thing or being in so much

tempt

SSEU

—

an
trouble we might not aurvive it"
indication that the extent of the threat
posed by Tri-Partite had been correctly
assessed. Following these steps,
however, the leadership more or less
fell apart as they awaited the return
of Judith Mage, the SSEU's president

and dominant

figure,

from her vaca-

tion in the Virgili Islands.

Mrs. Mage Returns
Upon her return Mrs. Mage

quickly
took charge of the situation. The task
of rallying the membership for whatever action might be necessary to preserve the union was judged too difficult; and besides all-out struggle might
alienate the supervisors the SSEU is
hoping to recruit, or repel the new,
liberal,
welfare
commissioner with
whom Mrs. Mage feels it possible to
establish
a relationship of mutual
understanding and cooperation. At a
policy-setting talk at one of the centers shortly after her return, Mrs.
Mage presented a new assessment of
Tri-Partite: "/ have heard it said that
if Tri-Partite goes through, the SSEU
is
Even if this does go
finished.
through, tvith every provision, it would
not mean the destruction of the SSEU.
What it would mean is that we would
have to fight all over' again on things

You
we thought we had won.
should not feel it will mean our de.

struction."

The threat

to the

.

.

power of

the union through curtailment of the
right to strike was not mentioned (and
remains strangely absent from leaflets and subsequent issues of the union
paper a tacit indication of the leadership's willingness to go along with
this and, worse, an indication that a
strike will not be considered should the
SSEU's contract demands be rejected
this fall). Instead the worst feature of
Tri-Partite was presented as the limitation' on areas of bargaining, interpreted primarily as an attack on "professionalism" which Mrs. Mage has
decided is the major concern of welfare' supervisors.
She overlooks the
fact that the question of which areas
are bargainable is beside the point if
ultimate
weapon and
the
union's
power, the right to strike, is so fraught
with penalties that to exercise it would
permit the legal destruction of the
union.

—

All-Out Struggle?

Given this new assessment an all-out
struggle against Tri-Partite becomes
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unnecessary.

Mrs.

Ma^e

referred

to

unanimously recommended
by the Executive Board should TriPaitite be implanted, as a mere threat
to fool the City: "This is ovUj a type

the

strike

—

the Citii reads
of propagaiulu we use
our leaflets." She went on to say, "Of
course ive 7»i(/ht fake on action that
the City rvoiild call a striJxe but we
at City
ivoiildn't." A demonstration
Hail might be called for which workers would request vacation leave. .Since
Department regulations prohibit more
than 25 p^r cent of employees taking
such leave at any one time, exceeding'
this limit might be labelled a strike.
However, Mrs. Mage hastily assured
those present that at most this would
mean no more than the loss of a day's
pay.
The SSEU, then, has adopted a
cot\rse of only limited struggle, within
the context that Tri-Partite will not
mean the destruction of the union, and,
though undesiiable, is therefore ultimately tolerable. Hence it has decided
to forego the real mobilization of the
membership that is necessary to defeat
Tri-Partite.

Union Alliance Formed
Only in one area had the leadership
responded correctly. The initial isolation of the

SSEU

from the

rest of the

movement

has been partially
breached by the formation of the Committee for Collective Baigaining, a
loose alliance against Tri-Partite of
unions representing some .30,000 city
workers; it is this Committee that has
called the City Hall demonstration on
1 June to oppose the City Council aclabor

tion to partially implement Tri-Partite.
Though the alliance has not yet been
consolidated, and no really powerful
union has as yet joined, nevertheless it
offers an enormous promise and potential. The basis on which the beginnings
of the realization of this promise and
potential can take place will be the

cairying out of the City
demonstration, which, since the

successful

Hall

membership of the SSEU,

ti.

most

significant union involved, is being 'eft
to mobilize itself, is not yet assui-ed.
Thus the shortcomings of the SSEU
leadership may be reflected even on
this correct step that it has under-

taken.

"Helping the Mayor"

One other

tactic of the

SSEU

leadership toward Tri-Partite deserves special comment as it reveals a potential
of the leadership to sell out the SSEU
membership. This is particularly re-

vealed by the counter-document being
proposed by the SSEU as a substitute
for Tri-Partite, an attempt by the
union to advise its employer on how to
conduct its labor relations in the interests of the employer! The drafter
of the counter-proposal, vice-president

—

Bart Cohen (who incidentally

is

lead-

ing the attempt to return the new welfare union to the red-baiting tactics
that led to the destruction of independent unionism and the installation of
a company union in Welfare during
the witch hunt) states: ^'Tlie fiivdamcvtal opposition to the Mayor's hill is
that it cannot lead to the peaceful resolution of labor disputes. On the contrary it is a mandate for strikes, for,
labor uniest and chaos" (SSEU News,
27 May). The counter-proposal is to
play a "positive" role in helping the
City solve its labor problems: "The
Committee's substitute proposal will
show the Council that unions are concerned about the labor problems faced
by the City, ovd that the attack on
Tri-Partite is not based on negative
and obstructionist motives."

We

ask Mr. Cohen: when has the City
itself to be particularly concerned about "peaceful" settlements?
The Welfare and Transit strikes are
cases in point. Will Mr. Cohen's next
step be to suggest that City workers
take voluntary cuts in pay out of concern for the City's financial problems?

shown

Most SSEU members are not only
unfamiliar with the provisions of the
document drafted by Mr. Cohen, now
basic SSEU policy, but are unaware
even of its existence. It was passed at
a membership meeting of only 75 people, and these 75 only saw the long
and involved

document for the

first

time on the evening it was presented
for endorsement. It should be understood that this document, proposed by
the SSEU as a City Law, if enacted
rather than Tri-Partite would itself be
an enormous step back for City unions!

It voluntarily offers concessions
that would tie the hands of labor, such
as compulsory arbitration of grievances. And it, like Tri-Partite, outlines
a whole system of "independent" arbitration bodies to arrive at decisions
in place of the struggle between workers and boss. However, lucky as City
workers are that this proposal stands
no chance of enactment, the primary
task remains the defeat of Tri-Partite.

TO DEFEAT TRI-PARTITE:
First and foremo.st a fundamental
coercive effort by the ruling class, such
as Tri-Partite is, will only be defeated
by the mass mobilization of the union
membership, prepared to take whatever steps are called for to save the
union. The SSEU leadership must
make the membership aware of this,
and aware of the fact that mass intervention alone will be decisive. But
proper analysis and the putting forth
of the correct and necessary program
of action are not enough. "The organizing to carry through this action must
be carried out. This organization must
be Center-by-Center and unit-by-unit
in order that the entire membership
be readied for action. The membership

must not only be kept fully informed,
but must be brought in as paiticipants
in decision-making. This means frequent meetings in local Centers with
ample time for discussion.

Unite

ALL

Welfare Employees

The presently narrow base of the
SSEU must be extended throughout
welfare, not only to the supervisors
but to the clerks as well. "Professionalism" must" be seen as a phony issue
which can only alienate the clerks and
perpetuate division aipong welfare employees. The call must not be for "One
Professional Union in Welfare" but
for "One Militant Union in Welfare."
The decisive question for the supervisors is not "professionalism" but
whether or not the SSEU can produce as a union. Recruitment of the
supervisors depends in good part on
the defeat of Tri-Partite.

Organize Welfare Recipients
SSEU must orient toward ac-

The
tive

intervention

to

organize

clients

and toward the labor movement for
real strength, not toward the weakof a professional society. The
SSEU leadership's talk of "professionali.sm" encourages the elitist atti-

ness

tudes of many SSEU members who
attach enormous importance to the fact
that they have college educations and
to the differences between themselves
and other sections of the labor movement. This encourages all sorts of
weakening divisions (e.g. Mrs. Mage's
remark: '^The other unions affected
don't have the concern we do since they
are not professional unions. We care
[about Tri-Partite] because ive have a
professional ethic and a professional
interest in the standards of service
offered clients, and therefore we want
a say in job content.")

Deepen Labor Ties

SSEU

The
must instead develop an
alliance with clients and ties with
other sections of the labor movement,
beginning especially with other public
employee unions. The stait already

made toward bringing

in other unions

must be expanded and stiengthened
especially by the bringing in of such
powerful "non-professional" unions as
the Transit and Sanitation workers.
The spectre so feared at this time by
the ruling class must be materialized
and turned against them. As a first
step toward this, the City Hall demonstration must be a success. Labor

can never afford to tie its hands with
no-strike clauses, "impartial" arbitration, reliance on phony fact-finding
boards, third-party intervention; nor
can it give up its right to negotiate
grievances, which are basic to the enforcement of a contract. Tri-Partite,
the first step of the campaign to smash
militant civil service unionism, must
be stopped now.
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Jri-Partite" Agreement:

Workers

Public

No-Strike
New York: The recently proposed
"Tri-Partite" Agreement
the three
parts being- the City, Labor, and "the
Public" is intended as the first step
in a carefully calculated campaign by
the capitalist class to smash the militant unionism that has been on the rise
among municipal and state employees
across the country. The provisions of
this agreement, expected to be enacted
shortly by Mayor's Executive Order
and a City Council Local Law, would
apply not only to signatory unions but
to all unions of City employees savingonly the powerful Teachers' and Transit unions
(and Lindsay oj)enly expresses his intention to extend it to

—

them at a later date). However, despite its all-inclusive nature, the real
target at present is the Social Service

(SSEU),

Emi)loyees Union

the

most

significant and militant of the affected
unions. If this union, which led a successful month-long strike against the
City a year and a-half ago, can be

crushed through the technique of TriPartite, then a model will have been

yr-

V,
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—
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in Older to prevoit strik-cs or other interruptioits of service." The heart of
the Agreement is the provision for the
insertion of no-strike clauses into all
contracts, and other sections in effect
eliminate the right to strike at any
time. Standards for selection of employees, the disciplining- of workers,
and the right to lay off workers for
lack of work or other "legitimate"
reasons are temoved from the area of
union concern and assigned to sole
"management prerogative," as are job
content and the "technology of work
performance." In addition, the notorious sell-out union, District Council 37
(American Federation of
of

AFSCME

State, County and Municipal Employees) would automatically become sole
bargaining agent for all City employees, regardless of their elected union,

wage and salary
structure, hours of work, and leave.
The "justification" for this gross violation of the most basic right of labor
the right of workers to representation by organizations of their own
is that DC 37 holds bargainchoosinging rights for titles which include 51%
despite the
of affected City workers
fact that DC 37 has never actually
fraction
tiny
organized more than a
of these workers!
Having thus been squeezed out of
the central areas of bargaining, the
other, elected, unions would then face
a perspective of gradual, and eventually destructive, loss of membership.
The SSEU, given the very high rate of
turn-over among Welfare case workers, could expect to be especially affected. Finally, should any disputes
develop, the Agreement provides for
various levels of "impartial" arbitration bodies, and any union refusing to
accept the decisions of the final Dispute Panel would be in a position to
have its certification revoked. Given
the fact that the whole framework in
which disputes between the municipal
employees and their employer, the City,
in such key areas as

—

3142, Univ.
Ohio 43210. phone: 291-8650.

whole

The anti-labor tone of the document

—

COIUMBUS. Box

Fight

—

take place is the boss's legal structure,
Tri-Partite delivers the workers, all
bound and ready for the slaughter, to
their
employer. And if Tri-Partite
isn't enough, the ruling class through
the infamous Rockefeller Report, is

proposing to establish killing fines and
other legal reprisals against any striking union of public employees, applicable on a state-wide basis and including- Transit and Teachers.
Public Workers' Militancy

The just-concluded strike by Chicago
welfare workers, under the leadership
of the newly formed Independent Union of Public Aid Employees points up
clearly the problem faced by the ruling
class which Tri-Partite and the Rockefeller Report are attempts to solve. A
large and rapidly increasing section
of

the

American working

class

now

area of municipal, state,
or Federal employment.
For years
tho.se workers have either been unorganized or represented by docile unions. But the last few years have seen
the organization of a number of new
unions, usually of a. democratic and
falls

the

in

militant character, and the stirring to
again of unions which had suffered
severe witch-hunt intimidation. One of
the first to foim was the United Federation of Teachers which led two oneday strikes in New York City. Shortly
thereafter the newly-recognized SSEU
led a successful 28-day strike by City
welfare workers. These examples proved contagious: there has been an unprecedented rash of teachers' strikes
across the country including in the
Deep South and the recent struggle
life

—

—

(Continued on Page 14)
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1966 ELECTIONS
The widespread

opposition to the

internal

government's war in
happy surprise to more than
,Not only have demonstrations
out thousands, but tens of
States

United

Vietnam has proven a
a few anti-war activists,
against the war ]brought

thousands have recently
votes for pi'imary candidates who were
the Johnson administration, with several
such candidates getting 45 per cent and more of the
Democratic primary vote in Congressional elections in
California and New York. What has impressed anti-war
militants has not remained unnoticed by the leftEstablishment political pros. Thus in the last few
months the public has been treated to the truly obscene
spectacle of Robert Kennedy, former counsel for the
McCarthy committee, evolving with indecent haste into
the very model of a modern labor liberal, complete with
anti-war stance, trips to South Africa, and a visit to
the Delano grape strikers.
cast

their

critical

of

Mouldy

Politics

Although he is the most prominent of all the liberal
Democrats who would like to capitalize on the, anti-war
sentiment, Kennedy is not the only one. Various individuals and groups whose political aim is to strengthen
their position within the Democratic Party have formed
an organization called the National Conference for New
Politics. Far from being new, the politics are the same
old mouldy politics of coalitionism, "realignment," etc.
which have suffered a partial eclipse within the civilrights and anti-war movements, and which are now

the projected campaign of Sy Cassady in California
fall into this category. These "New Politics" are an
old trap set for the anti-war movement.
Not all of the independent campaigns have the pernicious character of the preceding group. In several
areas anti-war groups have decided to run independent
candidates as part of an explicit attack on the Democratic Party, recognizing that this party is the favored
tool of those forces which are committed to maintaining
American capitalist hegemony throughout the world.

Oppose Ruling Class
But independence from the two wai'-parties, desirable
and elementary though it is, does not guarantee that a
"peace campaign" will cease to spread the harmful
illusions about this society that have allowed the Lyndon Johnsons to monopolize its political processes. An
inadequate analysis of the nature of this social system
and the causes of its wars may lead to an "independent"
campaign with a program that has fundamental flaws
in its intended anti-war platform. In order to formulate an effective program we must first have a clear
conception of the structure of American society and a
(Continued on Page 4)

being revived. The National Conference for New Poliin its own words, hopes to "bring together the

tics,

and the movement activists." Remember when
"liberal" Governor Pat Brown was "brought together"
with the "movement activists" of the Bei-keley Free
Speech Movement last year, through the medium of
"liberal" Brown's police?
liberals

"New"

Politics

I

— Old Trap

But the Democratic Party looks so bad at present
that some political tendencies which would normally be
a part of the Democratic Party, and which will in the
future be a faction within this party, are now going
run "independently." The effect of such "independent" campaigns will be to try to head off the growing
discontent with Johnson's party and to channel it into
those courses where it will eventually support the
political ambitions of certain liberal Democrats. The
now defunct campaign of Ronnie Dugger in Texas and
to

JAPANESE TROTSKYISTS

were among thou^
sands of demonstrators protesting Vietnam war
4 July 1966. The demonstration was sparked by
Dean Rusk's arrival in Kyoto for discussions.
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Three months after the Conference, two full pages
were devoted to us in successive July issues of the
Newsletter. C. Slaughter, a genuinely able Marxist, was
given a dirty job which he tried valiently to cany out.
But because Comrade Slaughter felt it necessary occasionally to quote from our remarks made to the Conference, as reprinted in our last issue, certain objective
limits were placed on what are otherwise sti'aw men

masquerading as owf positions.
Any independent comparison of our positions with

Managing EDITOR: Helen Janacck

West Coast EDITOR: GeofFrey White

intentional
misrepresentation of them
unnecessary for us to detail the many discrep-
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For example: our emphasis on the impoi-tnnce

of black working-class youth in the U.S. is not a denial
of the working class as a whole no more is our recognition of the generally propagandistic level of our work
a denial of the agitational and class-struggle elements
which are necessarily present but not dominant. For
Slaughter to insist that the recognition of a certain
primacy eliminates other aspects of a question is to be
mechanistic, simplistic and anti-dialectical. Thi'ough
such distortion Slaughter tries to obscure the collision
between our actual views and the underlying sectarian
and mechanical positions of the SLL.
;

94701. Telephone: TH 8-7369.

Opinions expressed

in
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signed articles do not necessarily repre-

sent an editorial viewpoint.
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LONDON CONF£RCNC£

The SLL contends that the Fourth International has
been rebuilt (or never needed rebuilding they haven't
yet worked out which) and that Pabloism has been
smashed internationally, but in any case that the IC is
the FI. The IC under Healy avoids the necessary step
of seeking to promote splits and fusions among other

—

AFTERMATH

self-styled Trotskyist groups, resorting instead to at-

have now offered their versions
and taken their stands on the April International Conference called by the International Committee of the
Fourth Internutional. The Conference was marked by
the driving away of the Voix Ouvriere comrades on the
unique grounds that they would not have been invited
had Healy known their positions, which had all been
published months before the Conference, and by the
nakedly trumped-up expulsion of the .Spartacist grouo.
All interested parties

Healy's Neivsletter reported the Conference immediupon its conclusion, but said tiot a word about
its expulsion, although the projected
American unification between Spartacist and the American Committee for the Fourth International had been
one of the main aims set for the Conference. Although
as a result of the Conference we were supposed to be
forthwith "removed
from the path of the working
class," Healy was apparently too embarrassed to take
the initiative.
ately

Spartacist and

.

.

.

Dirty Job

Thus he took an oblique approach, leaving the dirty
work to his hacks on ACFl's Bnlletiu, who finally produced a scries of political misrepresentations, a hint
about H c(j))fereMcc "cleavage" and no mention of the
destruction of the projected American unification. When
in reply Spartacist printed a full report of the Conference (see Spartacist, June-July 1966 issue), including our full political positions, as well as making public the orgatiizational pretext for the expulsion
the
refusal of a Spartacist delegate to state that his coming late to a Conference session constituted an .admission of the petty-bourgeois nature of his organization
the SLL leadership and its ACFI satellite were finally
forced to deal with the actual events of the Conference.

—

tempting to destroy the revolutionary integrity of any
group which does not display an abject submissiveness
to the SLL leadership, by forcing it to profess indefensible positions and thus discredit itself, or, failing
that, to the tactic of outright misrepresentation and
lies.

Slaughter i)retends to see some sort of unprincipled
our statement that the Cuban comrades of
the Posadas tendency "were in the main excellent comrades struggliiig with valor under difficult conditions."
He replies that the jailed Posadists were released last
year,'iiaving given the Cuban authorities a declaration
that their opposition to the Ca.stro regime would cease.
"Even Posadas himself denounced this declaration, but
Robertson cannot mention it." In fact, Comrade Slaughter very likely first read in Spartacist itself (Nov.Dcc. 1965 issue) of the capitulation of some half-dozen
of the 50-100 Cuban Posadists and of Posadas' repudipolitics in

ation.

Leninist l*olilics?
false though Slaughter's polemic
is, at least it attacks some ideas and defends others.
However, Healy's American altar boy, Wohlforth of
ACFI, in rushing to get into the act, felt no such compunction no (luoting of one's opponent, no ideas to attack or defend, only calculated loyalty to Healy and
simple hatred for Spartacist appear in the Bulletin.
In "Spartacist and Leninist Politics, Part I, the International Movement," Wohlforth sidesteps the discussion of Conference events with the question: "We de-

But wretched and

:

that Spartacist explain how 'bureaucratic centralbuild the healthiest revolutionary proletarian
party in the world." Since the revolutionary capacity
of the SLL is still to be proven and its recent actions

mand

ists' coulcJ
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cast serious doubts that it will be; since
among British socialist groups its proletarian composition is hardly notable
(the allegiance of radical unionists is
since it is still
still largely to the CP)
far too small td proclaim itself a mass
party Wohlforth could be said to have
pverloaded the question just a bit! His
supplemental conclusion is that "having no politics himself, the Abernite
[i.e., Robertson] is forced to adapt to
alien political currents." Such "analysis" Hows from the psychological realm
of pure projection; Wohlforth has always followed persons rather than
right-wing
conciliator
ideas,
from
Weiss all the way over to Healy, with
;

—

lesser flirtations (e.g., Swabeck, Mage,
Phillips, Marcus) in between.
In "Part II, The Flight of the Middle
Class Intellectual,"^ we find that Shane
Mage plays the James Burnham to

(what hapRobertson's Shachtman
pened to Robertson the Abernite is not
clear). Wohlforth completes this preoccupation in pereonality by predicating his case on the assumption of Leon
Trotsky's basic infallibility. However,
Trotsky was not infallible (indeed, why
should he be ? ) until the bloc with Zinoviev his course in the struggle against
Stalinism was disoriented and unclear,
but afterwards unswerving to the end.
Trotsky himself recognized this when
he wrote in 1985 that he had misjudged
the whole point of the "Thermidorian"
;

reaction.

the

constructs'

Fourth

International:

Documents and Conunents by Participants in a Fiasco, with a Preface by
Joseph Hansen." By showing up Healy
as a prime example of "sectarianism
and tinpot despotism" the United Seccretariat protected its left flank just at
the time that the Pabloists are politically most vulnerable.
As indicated, the pamphlet consists
of a batch of documents, introduced by
Hansen's lengthy, amusing and sometimes accurate narrative of the Conference. Hansen describes the documents as having Ijeen "received" by the
"by chance." (What a delicate
way to describe the ajjpropriation of
the documents by an alternate memljer
National Committee!)
of the
Hansen attempts to use the documents
as the basis for an attack on all par-

SWP

SWP

y

\

WHO

LIES?

The following are several
graphs from the

article

para-

by

ClilY

Slaughter, secretary of the International Committee.
"Spartacist, in order to cloud over
this political basis of the split, lies
about the departure oi Robertson and
his delegation."

And
to

"Robertson was, of course, not asked
denounce himself as a petty-bour-

geois, or anything of the sort. Such is
not the politics of Bolshevik organiza-

tions:"

Wohlforth's own working relationwith Marcus illustrates his preoccupation with personality.' For nine
months he used Marcus as his chief
theoretician and even stated on record
that he was in 99 per cent agreement
with Marcus (to which we replied that
Wohlforth would find the remaining 1
per cent awfully big). Marcus spent
seven weeks with us, and ultimately
found the atmosphei'e of Marxism far
less congenial than that of ACFl. However, we still defend, the most patient
ship

efforts to integrate talented intellectuals into our own ranks. Wohlforth, who

accepted Mage and
Marcus en bloc, not critically, as did
Spartacist, will not force us with his
gibes into a sectarian mold.

opportunistically

And

US

monopolists and American excep-

tionalism."

—from The

portance beyond the ranks of the
groups present. In particular, the
"United Secretariat" tendency associat^

ed witjh the American Socialist Workers Party had cause to fear a successful
outcome to the Conference. Strong opponent sections in the U.S. and France
and a functioning international center
for the IC would have threatened them
severely at a time in. which events in
Algeria, Indonesia and. Cuba have been
dealing hard blows to their revisionist
illusions. Consequently the United Secretariat was delighted with the actual
Conference outcome; the
has now
brought out a pamphlet, "Healy 'Re-

SWP

Newsletter, 2 July 19GG

\

f
However,

he

able to dig
up about Spartacist is the old and discredited lie that our i)redecessor tenfor
denc-y was expelled from the
"indiscipline." As for the Vmx Oiivrirrc
ticipants.

all

is

SWP

group, he can do no more than characterize them as "wily politicians." Al-

though
l*abloists Protected
The Conference had a recognized im-

finally:

"His very rejection of this, his insistence on j)ersonal prestige ayaiiist
this discipline, confirms our characterization of this group as petty-bourgeois,
dominated by the ideology of middleclass radical groups in American politics, their ideology subordinated to the

we have

substantial

political

with VO, we believe that
could exist within the
framework of a genuine democraticcentralist International. This conclusion is strengthened by the exemplary
honesty and resi^onsibility that VO has
shown in its dealings with the IC and
with us, and the seriousness of its
treatment of the main Confei ence documents as well as its participation in the
Conference itself.
diff'erences

our

groups

Monstrous Statement
AVe waited with interest to see how
Healy would react to the Hansen
pamphlet; in the Newsletter of 20 August, the reaction came. The statement
by the SLL Political Committee is mon-

SLL leadertrai)ped in a tight corner,
slandci'ously accuse opi)onents
and critics of being agents of the class
enemy, "finger men for the State Department," (2) and tiiemselves threaten
to use the capitalist police and courts to
fight their political battles for them;
".
[the] pamphlet ... is legally
libellous, we shall not hesitate to deal

strous,
will

.

showing that the

when

shii),

(1)

.

appropriately

.

.

."

'The alleged liasis for the SLL's treatBient is that the pamphlet opens up

"the Robertson group ant! the Wohlforth group" for legal prosecution under the U.S. Voorhis Act. We for our
part reject the SLL's solicitousiiess on
oui- behalf. The Voorhis Act is a paper
tiger
never used against anyone and
patently unconstitutional. For the Jus-

—

Dejjartment to start pi-ocecdings
against a small group like ours or the
smaller and much less threatening
ACFl would make the government a
laughing stock, and Healy knows this.
He is aware that for years the SWP
has hidden behind this very act to defend its own federalist idea of an International. He wrote contem))tuously
of the United Secretariat (Newsletter,
19 June 1965) when it refused on the
basis of the Voorhis Act to heai- an apfrom us against our expulsion
lieal

tice

from the SWP.
The truth is that the SLL

is

left

gasi)ing in the face of the documents.
It can only bluster, threaten, conceal
and tragically itself cross the class line
by threatening to call the cojis. Nowhere in the SLL-PC statement is any
inkling given of the pamphlet's condocuments of Conference
tents
i.e.,
participants themselves. Instead the
pamphlet is made to appear entirely the
product of the SWP. The reason is that
the documents, and especially the key
letter written by Healy himself, expose

—

Healy's tactics for what they are.
In conclusion, there are two iioints.
In the light of the best eflToi ts by all the
interested parties to interjiret and justify their roles or attitudes toward the
London Conference, we must state that
for the historic short run at least we
have been vitidicuted in the course that
we steered at the Conference and subsequently, and have emerged with our
caiiacity to

pursue revolutionary work

unimpaired. Healy and his New York
centrist publicist cannot say the same.
It is absurd to describe Healy's break
with Spartacist as being our breaking
from the Fourtii International; rather,
our understanding of authentic internationalism and of our role as a detachment of the world movement has
been deepened. And if Healy's wrecking
sectarianism and bureaucratism have
made the work of Trotskyists (includmore
internationally
ing ourselves)
diflicult, we will go ahead; the world
party of socialist revolution will be
reborn, but toward that task Healy has
been shown to be not a midwife, but an
abortionist.
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prescription for action to change that structure.

Most anti-war militants will agree that the high
school civics text thesis of the nature of political power
in America is false. There is obviously an enormous
power wielded by the working
people on the one hand, and such servants of the bourgeoisie as corporation hierarchies, military circles and
government bureaucracies, on the other. It is 'apparent
that we must attack and remove from power the ruling
class and its agencies in order to end the causes of war
for good. Where many anti-war fighters reveal doubt
is over the question of how to attack the present system.
The working people, including those organized into
trade unions, look apathetic or worse, certainly not
very likely candidates to overthrow the system. Thus
many anti-war fighters end up directing their appeals
to the middle class, especially its "intellectual" layer.
They couple these efforts with an attempt to reach the
one section of the working class they see a^ uncorrupted, the black workers jammed into the big city
ghettoes.
difference between the

As an immediate description of reality, the image of
an apathetic white working class is not entirely incorrect, and even those sections of the class which are
beginning to fight again on economic issues do not
appear particularly receptive to anti-war propaganda.
But an examination of the reason for this will reveal
the key to building an anti-war movement which can
begin to make genuine inroads into the foundations of
American imperialism. For in examining the state of
the working class today, we will discover lioir the ruling
class rules, and thus how we can fight it.
obvious that when substantial sections of the
population have rejected, or are about to reject, the
rule of their capitalist overlords, then the ruling class
simply rules by open violence. That is what happened
in the Dominican Republic and that is what is happening in Vietnam today. But the preferred method
of control by the ruling class is ideological that is to
say, they would prefer that their slaves be willing.
Thus, through a variety of social mechanisms, the
masses of people are politically socialized to believe in,
if not the justice, at least the permanence of capitalist
rule. A false consciousness is implanted
not necessai'ily through a conscious "plot"
into the minds of the
working people. Thus it is that millions of working
people in the U.S. vote regularly for the Democratic
Party, feeling that, whatever its inadequacies, it is
It

is

—

—

—

"their" party.

Smash

Illusions

This analysis points in the direction that the independent anti-war campaigns must take. They should
not seek to reinforce the illusion of non-class politics

with radical verbiage, but rather should openly declare
their recognition that the U.S. is a class society where
the working class has no political instrument to express
its will. Their attack on the Democratic Party should
be in these terms, pointing out that the war in Viet-

is only one of many examples of the betrayal
of the interests of the working people by the Democrats. As an alternative to the Democratic Party, they
should call for the formation of a party of the working
people, based on trade unions, ghetto gi'oups and other
organizations of working-class struggle. Since such a
party will be formed only in struggle against much of
the present leadership of the trade union and civil
rights movements, they should encourage the formation
of militant rank-and-fil* caucuses within these move-

ments, and seek to work with such caucuses where they
do exist. In Sum, independent campaigns must not only
break with the Democratic Party, but must break with
the system of bourgeois rule, and aim toward arousing
the working class from its present passive allegiance
to that system.
Socialist Candidates
There are a number of campaigns which have a clear
socialist or working-class character, which openly identify the class basis of politics, and which will therefore
help advance the anti-war movement. Although all of
these campaigns may be criticized, they are deserving
of serious support by opponents of the war. We refer
to the campaign of Wendy Nakashima, Progressive
Labor Party candidate for state assemblywoman in
New York City's 69th A.D.; to the ticket headed by
Judy White for governor being run by the N.Y. State
Socialist Workers Party; and to the campaigns for
Congress waged by Leslie Silberman in the Queens 7th
Congressional District of New York and by James
Weinstein in the 19th CD. of Manhattan's West Side.
The Nakashima campaign takes an explicit position for
socialism and the working class. Silberman's less clearly
defined platform includes the demand for a labor party,
thus recognizing that one must choose to identify with
the interest of one class over the other that there can
be no such thing as a "people's" candidate. Weinstein's
newly announced candidacy as an independent socialist
centers on two points: immediate withdrawal of U.S.
forces from Vietnam and from all other ove^'seas bases;
the demand for a? ?;ocialist alternative to corporation
control. Thus Weinstein's campaign makes a definitive
break from the terrain of capitalist party politics.

—

Levin Falters
independent peace campaign which seems to come
close to the class borderline but does not is being made
by Hal Levin for Congress. Running in Brooklyn, Levin
is opposing
Herbert Aptheker, a Communist Pai'ty
leader who is hypocritically running as an independent,
/for purely tactical reasons. Although he is for "ending
the war in Vietnam," Aptheker refuses to call for immediate withdrawal. In the face of the politically dishonest Aptheker campaign, it is unfortunate that Levin

An

does not come out forthrightly for class politics. Without such a position his campaign is an unsupportable
waste. Although his platform includes a number of excellent demands, it falters when it reaches the question
of politics. Instead of clearly calling for a political
party based on the working people, Levin speaks of
"building a broad-based movement independent of the
Democratic and Republican parties ... a movement
for the vast majority of the American people, not for
(Continued on Page 14)
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1948'STYLE INDEPENDENT

Henry Wallace and Gideon's Army
In lale 1947, Henry A. w'allace anto run for the
])residency of the U.S. as an anti-war,
p,)o-labor canciidate. Wallace had been
seci'etary of agriculture, vice president
and secretaiy of commerce, all under
Fi-anklin
Roosevelt,
capitalism's
D.
phony champion of the working' man.
But for the 1948 campaign Wallace ran
at the head of the new Progressive
Party, a third party challenge to the two
established capitalist "front groups."
During 1946 and early 1947, old-line

paign waged

l)y Wallace is accurately
indicated in that term. Wallace himself
relished the designation and seemed
eager to portray himself as a latter-day

nounced his intention

New

Dealers and some Democratic poliCIO President Philip Murray,
left-dominated unions in the CIO and
organizations based on the CIO; and
the Communist Party had all shown an
interest in such a third party. However by December 1947, the first two
groupings, partially under the pressures of a gi'ovving red scare, had almost all retreated to the Democratic
Party. Only the CP and gioupings
closely allied to it gave any substantial
support after the end of 1947. The nature of that support can he seen by the
continuing withdrawals throughout the
campaign by Stalinist-led unions confi-onted by CIO pressure, and by the
composition of the Progressive Citizens
of America, a largely petty-bourgeois
CP fi'ont group, a good section of which
later formed the Americans for Democratic Action. Wallace, with his announcement, initiated not a, wide-based
niovement but a petty -bourgeois' "Gideon's Army," captained by Stalinists.

ticians;

,

Gideon. His appearances were accompanied Ijy gospel singers, trumpets and
a revivalist camp atmosphere. He campaigned on the basis of peace among
nations, brotherhood among men and
jfustice for all. Rather than use the
first campaign of a new nation-wide
party as a means for raising the consciousness of the working class, Wallace accepted the role of a messiah,
come to save the American people.
Just before the election, Wallace proclaimed that the Progressive Party
coiild count many victories: a third
pai'ty had been put on the ballot in 45
states; moreover, his campaign had
slowed the "cold war," given pause to
the assault on civil rights and eliminated the possibility of a witch hunt.
The rejoinders to Wallace's claims
aie today obvious, but they need to be
made because the type of victories
which Wallace claimed are the same
type that many peace and independent
candidates seek today. Where is that
third party today? What use, other

than electoral, v/as made of the more
than a million voters who supported
Wallace? If the "cold war" has slowed,
it has slowed only to be replaced by a
series of U.S. maneuvered hot wais and
CIA-run counter revolutions, most aided by the treacherous role of Stalinist
parties. As for the last two claims, one
need point only to the continuing police
The Messiah Movement
assaults on Harlem, Watts, Chicago,
The nature of the third party cam-lffiSCleveland and East New York and to

the

McCarthy

period, followed by the
period, followed by the Epton

HUAC
"trial."

Role of Ihf Guurdiaii

The

totally capitalist nature of

Wal-

party can be seen by readof the National
Guaidian and by comparing the specific items of Wallace's platform to those
in any Democratic Party platform.
The National Guardian began publication in October, 1948, primarily as
the propaganda organ' for the Wallace
campaign. Its very first issue (18 October 1948) pioclaimed:
"This editorial point of view will
be a continuation and development
of the progressive tradition set in
lur time by Franklin D. Roosevelt.
"We conceive the progressive tra<lition to be represented today by
Henry A. Wallace.'..
"We believe, with FDR and Henry Wallace, in expanding freedoms
and living standards for all peoples
as the essential foundation of a
world at peace.
"We believe, with FDR and Henry Wallace, that peace can be secured only by seeking areas of
agreement among nations, rather
than seeking areas of disagreement."
The high-blown rhetoric cannot conlace's third

ing the

early issues

.

ceal three basic fallacies in those

few

FDR, capitalism's front
excellence, was in reality the
advocate for the working man; that
capitalism, which can do nothing to
sentences: that

man par

stem famine in India or prevent an approaching famine in Latin America, is
able to improve the living standards of
the whole world's population; and that
theie

is

no significant difference

tween the capitalist U.S. ami

besocialist

Russia.

Of ML

J

CRUSH IMPERIALISTS
Ml

A campaign based on such fallacies
can do nothing but dull the consciousness of the working class. Why should
the labor movement back a minoi' party
candidate
who pleads, "Capitalism
would be just fine if slightly reformed,
so vote for me"? The Democratic Party
asserts the same line and its candidates
can be immediately elected. Such a
campaign can have no outcome other
than the strengthening of the Democratic Party's hold over the workingclass.

When

just that did hai)i)en in the '48
the CP and others backing
Wallace took credit for such a strengthening of the party which the bourgeoisie have increasingly realized is
their protector. The Gnanliuii exulted
in its post-election issue (8 November
election,

SPARTACIST

group

in

NYC

August march protesting Vietnam war.

(Continued Next Page)
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WALLACE

:

"The people of a whole world can
looH towa;-d America today with renewed confidence. The American
people have reaffirmed their progressive tradition. They have repelled the bold maneuvering of monopoly and reaction to take over
America through Thomas E. Dewey
and the Republican Paity. They
have handed Harry S. Truman an
unmistakable mandate to return to
the principles of Franklin D. Roosevelt.

"The mandate would not have
been possible if the Progressive Party had not introduced the Roosevelt
program into the 1948 campaign."
Wallace's Program

The laughable absurdity of such a
statement is apparent as soon as one
analyzes the class nature of the RooseWallace introvelt program which
duced. Its demands have already been
fulfilled or have been repeated as truisms in the Great Society of another
messiah.
Wallace's program broke down into
two general areas, isolated from each
other: the achievement of international
peace and the progressive reform of
U.S. capitalism at home. According to
Wallace, the U.S. could achieve worldwide peace by establishing faith in the
UN, by negotiating with Soviet Russia, by recognizing new small countries
such as Israel and by abolishing military conscription at home.
The domestic reforms required slightly more complex solutions. On the social side, Wallace advocated abolition
of Jim Crow laws and the establishment of legal guarantees for civil
.

rights;

federal aid to housing, health

and education; and governmental promotion of science and culture. On the
economic front, he called for a council
of economic planning to assure high
production, full employment and a
rising standard of living-; public ownership of key areas of the economy in
TVA type developments; repeal of the
Taft-Hartley law and a one dollar an
hour minimum wage; anti-trust action
against monopolies; and rollback of
l)rices covered out of exorbitant profits.

A

Bourgeois Program
has been able to fulfill
most of these demands or hold out the
promise of their fulfillment without
Capitalism

seriously damaging its own position.
Thus the program posed no questions
capitalism itself could not appear to solve. It did not serve to link
up the economic pressures at home with
the already mounting imperialism of
the "cold war." Thus Wallace's general
evaluations of Progressive Party successes were ali proved incorrect bev.'hich

cause his platform, accepted gladly by
Truman, dealt with specific ills in a
capitalist society and not with the capi
talist mode of production which pro
duces those illsT
There was no ideological content to
the Wallace campaign— only the slor
gans of a messi^h-reformer and the
one million votes formed no' base for
the development of a third party opposed to capitalist control.

—

Labor Control Needed

James Cannon

in a 1948 internal
discussion on the Wallace candidacy offered several criteria which can
be used as measures today of these new
third parties. He stated that Wallace's
policies showed only tactical differences
in the camp of the bourgeoisie and that
to support Wallace would mean an en-

SWP

trance

into

"lesser-evil"

politics.

He

diff'erentiated between the pseudo-radical party of a petty-bourgeois reformist like Wallace and the revolutionary
labor party, which would proceed from
the aim to assist the development of in-

dependent

political

action

by workers

and turn that action towards its revolutionary culmination. Finally he insisted that the class character of a
party is determined not primarily by
the class which supports it but by the
class it supports, in its program, daily
policy and practice.

The

SWP

Political

Committee reso-

lution on the Wallace candidacy developed on the basis of these criteria its
minimum requiiement for critical support to a third party: that the party be
based on a significant section of labor

and be subject

to its control

and pres-

sure.

The

incipient third parties could easily use these criteria in order to distinguish the class nature of their own
demands, and therefore the possibility
of those demands leading to a revolu-

tionary culmination. More importantly,
parties claiming to be Marxist need to
establish such criteria as the basis for
their own support to third party movements. (The SWP might well take note
of its own past history.)

SANTO DOMINGO COMMUNE

REFORMIST BETRAYAL
To explain the 1 June victory of Joaquin Balaguer in the Dominican presidential elections, the apologists for the

committees

and similar military-political
bodies. These were potential
forms of woi'kers' power.

Dominican left leadership have produced the bogeyman of a U.S. rigged
election. (See Juan Antonio Corretjer
in
PL's Cfia(lpvge-Dcsafin, 5
July
lOfifi.)
Yet the defeat of Juan Bosch
in a country recently torn hy an insurrection apparently aimed at returning
him to office cannot be explained by
buck-passing fantasies. (Just as those

Then U.S. marines and paratroopers
invaded. Soon they fortified the Junta's
weak resistance, cut Santo Domingo in
two, pushed the rebels into Ciudad
Nueva, a proletarian sector, and allowed the troops of Elias Wessin y
Wessin to "clean up" the northern reb-

same apologists were incorrect

el

in viewing the betrayal in Indonesia as the
work of the CIA bogeyman.) We do
not deny t|ie criminal role of the international bourgeoisie, but we do say
that this role cannot be used as a blind
to cover the rotten politics of revisionists. Successful counterrevolution usually follows class bargaining perpetrated by petty-bourgeois "leftists" at
the expense of the masses.
The
insurrection
was oiiginally
bourgeois-democratic in nature, concerned with restoring the constitution
of 1963. When "progressive" army officers demanded in April 1965 the return
of the constitution, the working class
and students, especially in proletarian
sectors of Santo Domingo, joined the
rebellion and supported their demands.
However, the masses of Santo Domingo also created a potentially revolutionary situation. By 28 April, Santo
Domingo was in the hands of the
masses, organized into neighborhood

U.S. Invasion

sector, isolated from Ciudad Nueva
by the imperialist troops.

For all Latin American revolution*
aries, the lesson of this invasion is
clear: imperialism can never mediate;
it

can only react brutally in an attempt

to smash revolutions, even those which
start out with
bourgeois-democratic

The only excuse imperialism will
need will be a call from any semblahce
of
a legal "property"
government
which imperialism itself, has created.
While this is clear to the advocates
of the bogeyman theory of counterrevolution, they seem unaware that a
corrupt leadership can also defeat a
potentially viable revolutionary situation. The very fact that they attach so
much importance to the electoral defeat of Bosch indicates that they see
no need for a leadership which is
olutionary. Bosch's whole political history is that of the governmental reformer: his simultaneously anti-Trujillo,
anti-communist attacks before
aims.

-

w-
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1961; his program, while in office, to
establish a national bourgeoisie, reform
feudal land relations and democratize

Dominican

society; his position during

the '63 coup, dumping himself in the
name of order; and his disavowal 6f
leftist groups during the recent election campaign.

Popular Front
Yet, the most significant lesson of
the uprising and its developments is
contained in the treacherous role of
the left leadership whose actions revealed their petty-bourgeois outlook.
Leaders of the Partido Socialista Pop(pro-Moscow communist), the
ular
Movimiento Popular Dominicano (proPeking communist), and the 14th of

June

Movement

(nationalist)

all

sought during the insurrection to emasculate real revolutionary action in the
armed masses. This leadership took up
a popular front tactic and maintained
at first that the struggle was one of
constitutional legality and then, when
U.S. marines entered, one of national
liberation. It is curious that these "leftists" at first tried to label this tactic
a united front, as if the Partido RevoIncionario Dominicano did not have a
long history of traditional bourgeois
politics and of anti-communist campaigns. Quite satisfied to be allowed to
work under Bosch's PRD, they never

challenged its mandate. If they had
any perspective of class struggle left,
it dissolved at the bargaining table of
Caamaiio, the Papal Nuncio and the
OAS "Peace Force."
In this merger with the constitutionalists, they were unable to push the uprising towards a socialist revolution.
They did not connect other Dominican
cities or the countryside with Santo
Domingo; nor did they call upon Latin
American workers to support their
struggle.

As popular frontists they didn't distinguish between classes. These "leftists" did not even notice that the rebellion was part of the international class
struggle. The people were armed and
willing to fight. That their consciousness and slogans were nationalistic and
not proletarian was of no concern to
the petty-bourgeois "left" leadership.
They never attempted to advance a
totally different concept, that of revolutionary class struggle, by which they
could develop class consciousness of
the proletariat in preparation for a
continuing struggle against the bourgeoisie, both international and national.

Bourgeois Hegemony
Once Under the hegemony of the
bourgeois PRD and its policies, the
M14J, the PSP and the MPD' participated in their own liquidation as pos(In late
sible revolutionary parties.
1961 and early 1962, the M14J was the

third largest Dominican party, with a
broad mass following. Today it has returned to its earlier petty-bourgeois
student base.) Their complete subservience to the propagandistically nationalist, bourgeois-democratic policies of
the PRD was the logical end 6f their
dqireers in opportunism, careers which
included earlier accommodations to
Bosch; and, in the case of the PSP,
even to Trujillo; and, of the M14J, to
the neo-Trujilloist Union Civica Nacionaly who campaigned under the slo.

gan "God is never wrong."
Although this leadership never disavowed collaboration with the class
enemy, the bourgeoisie and its political
representatives never lost an opportunity to attack them. For instance, Gaston Espinal, New York leader of the
PRD, said at the beginning of the 1965
uprising: "They [the leftists] have no
influence whatsoever and never will
have any." He obviously felt that U.S.
imperialism, however, ought to have
influence, for, when he was asked about
the landing of the marines, he replied,
"How can you object to saving lives?"
Yet, Manuel Tavares, a leader of the
M14J, characterized the PRD as "the
agent of a national, democratic, antiimperialist and anti-feudal revolution."
This characterization was made approvingly as though a bourgeois-democratic revolution were the answer for
all of Latin America's problems.
Nationalist Slogans

Given such a background of class
collaboration, the final outcome of the
election becomes more understandable.
When the last rebel stronghold was
"cleaned up" after the August truce,
the left leadership continued to struggle under the same slogans of nationalism which had proven worthless in
the insurrectionary struggles. Following-this line, they continued to support
Bosch for the elections, rather than
pose a class alternative to the two
candidates of bourgeois reaction. They
preferred the immediate possibility of
a Bosch victory to the continuing
struggle to raise class consciousness to
proletarian revolutionary concluits
sion. However, Bosch rejected their
support as he had in 1962. He made an
official statement opposing a general
strike called

by

MPD

in

November on

the grounds that it was the "duty" of
workers to ignore the strike call and to
support the OAS-backed Garcia-Godoy
regime. Apparently sui-prised by this
move, the MPD, without naming Bosch,
accused him of "sabotage" and of
"playing along with the Provisional
Government and Yankee imperialism."
look at the strike call, however,
makes it clear that it is the
which should be blamed for the failure
of the strike. After a long series of
accomodations to Bosch and no prep-

A

MPD

aration for i-eal revolutionary tactics,
they adventuristically called for a "pastrike" against "Yankee imwhich wants to transperialism
.
form this country into a United States
colony like Puerto Rico." Certainly we
support national self-determination as
one aspect of the proletarian revolution
in the "colonial" world, but the MPD
had not built a proletarian base for
making such a call. Their adventurism
allowed Bosch to divert the strike, also
triotic

.

.

in the

name

of nationalism.

Balaguer's Victory
This adventuvistic fling, on top of the
whole long traitorous, expedient coalition, could do nothing but confuse the
class basis of the struggle. The masses
pushed the struggle as far as they
could, only to be betrayed by the left
leadership who called to Bosch for
guidance. The subsequent feeling of
betrayal must in part have contributed
to Balaguer's victory.
He represented "order" after long
meaningless
bloodshed.
months
of
Surely the masses didn't trust or respect Balaguer, but no class consciousness had been awakened by those purporting to lead the masses; the revolutionary situation had withered and
died. Balaguer campaigned in the rural areas in the name of "order" and
"unity," capitalism's electoral facade.
There was no one with the force and
authority to unmask him. And the
rural ai'eas, which had overwhelmingly supported Bosch in' the 1962 elec.

tions,

gave

Ba!lagLier the victory.
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Role of Cuba
the role of the leftist leadership
counterrevolutionary
ultimately
within the Dominican Republic, so the
role of the Cuban bureaucracy was to
give meaningless support. The Cuban
leadership, and its main spokesman,
Fidel Castro, failed to effectively aid
Dominican uprising. They did,
the
however, deliver their predictable protests in the name of "people's sovereignty" through respectable channels
of protest, such as the U.N. At the
same time, Castro made it clear that
the uprising was not communist and
that Cuba had nothing to do with it.
Though such a statement would not be
an incorrect diplomatic tactic, the Cu-

As

was

CContinued on Page 11)
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LABOR MURDER
IN

SAN FRANCISCO
by Geoffrey White

The sensational stoiy

of the shotgun

killings of two California trade union
militants in early April 1966 received
heavy news coverage in West Coast

newspapers. The assassination of Dow
Wilson on 5 April and Lloyd Green on
7 May was a brutal affront only to the
sensibilities of those with short mem-

are misled by the facade of
bourgeois democratic phraseology into
forgetting that this country has one
pf the bloodiest labor histories of any
country in the world. The American
trade unions were built in bitter struggle, and the state of California itself
has been the setting for some of the
ories

who

pronounced conflicts. The San
Francisco waterfront was the scene of
violent, bloody clashes and hard-fought
strikes from 1934 to 1936; in 1941 a
famous strike at North American Avi-

most

ation was crushed by" the threat of
force more exactly, by the mobilization of 3500 National Guardsmen. In
the immediate post-war period a .series
of shootings thwarted the attempt to
organize farm labor in the San Joaquin
Valley. Thus the Delano grape strike
and the shooting of Wilson and Green
are part of a series of struggles which
in this last case have reached a particularly violent culmination.
Wilson, as a very young man, was
active in the maritime unions in the

—

immediate post-war period. Maritime
in those days was a tough school, and
Wilson apparently learned a great deal
After
a
about militant unionism.
couple of years of this experience, he

and became a house
left maritime
painter by trade and in 1951 a member
of one of the San Francisco locals of
the Painters Union.
The Painters Union would appear to
be a poor field of work for a militant
Unionism in the building
unionist.
trades has been and still is notoriously
conservative as well as corrupt. The
building trades pay generally high
wages, and to those who legaid only
the low-paid and unorganized workers
as likely militants, the Painters Union appears an uninviting arena. In
many respects, however, the painters
are «oi privileged workers. Chronic
unemployment, with shai'p seasonal
changes, is compounded b^ poor working conditions. The men suffer from
an acute speed-up system and the con-

—

piessure of labor-saving and
technological changes
labor-sweating
such as the air-gun and roller; in addition, painters' wages compare poorly
with those of workers in the other
building trades.
Central to all these problems have
been the internal conditions of the
union. The Painters International vies
with management in its corruption and'
conservatism. Racketeering has been
common and there have been numerous
scandals. The prevalence of sweetheart
contracts suggests unusually close relations between contractors and international officials. Union democracy has
been a joke. In New York City's District 9 a group under the influence of
the Communist Party has been battling
the bureaucracy for decades, but with
only partial and temporary successes.
The routine of bureaucratic sell-outs
has not been relieved by any major
struggles for a long time.
stant

—

Struggle

in

Painters Union

young maritime
brought more than the skills he
waterfront.
He
had learned on the
brought a personality and ability to
Into this arena the

exile

communicate that could win the trust
and confidence of those who had been
too often bilked and deceived not to be

By the late fifties, the darkest
of the McCarthy night was over, even
in the union movement, where it lasted
longer, ])erha]is, than in other social
cynical.

Wilson, in whom remarkable
and experience combined with
integrity,
no
less
remarkable
a
emerged as a militant and powerful
spokesman for an aggrieved rank and
sectors.

talents

A

period of intense struggles behis supporters became increasingly powerful among San
Francisco painters, resistance to speedup was increased, job conditions were
l)rotected, and the lank and file began
to achieve a new sense of its own
power. In time, Wilson and the group
around him were in a position to challenge the power of the international
and its local representatives. Wilson
and others in his group were elected to
office, and the local went into opposifile.

gan.

As Wilson and

tion.

This was bad news fo)- the contractors and their good friends in the international union. The newly militant

union conducted one of the most effecbuilding trades strikes in recent
history and won for the painters

tive

startling

wage

increases.

The two San

Francisco locals with overlapping jurisdiction
a source of delight for the
employers and of opportunity for the
international
union
ofl^cials
were
amalgamated, over the bitter opposition of the higher bureaucracy. Contracts were not only improved, but enforced as well, against previously privileged employers. As the influence of
the San Francisco militants spread
into other locals in northern Califor-

—

—

nia,

it

became evident that Wilson and

his friends might soon be in a position
to challenge the leadership on a national level. The international tried to

have Wilson and other union leaders
removed from office on vague charges
of disruption and di.sloyalty, but the
militants' sti'ength was already enough

maneuvre.
Matters really came to a head over
the question of the business agent assessment. It had been the practice in
the international for each local to pay
a certain per capita assessment, which
was then used by the international to
to pi'event this

pay the salaries of business agents.
Thus the full-time union employees in
the field were emplo.yed by and hence
controlled by the international organization. Wilson and his supporters op])osed this and advocated instead that
business agents be hired by and paid
by the locals. This would obviously represent a shift in powei', and involved
basic contiol of not only the union but
hundreds of thousands of dollars in
union dues. The locals of San Francisco and neighboring East Bay finally threw down the ultimate challenge.
They refused to pay their business
agent assessments, and moved to hire
their

own

functionaries instead.

Labor Assassination

On 5 April 1966 Dow Wilson was
murdered, with a shotgun, gangland
style. On 7 May, Lloyd Green, a collaborator of Wilson's in the Hayward
local in the East Bay, was murdered in
same fashion. For the first time in
thirty years, assassination appeared
as a weapon on the northern California
labor scene.
Considering the gravity, of the crime,

the

s
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reaction was surprisingly mild.
The murdered men's associates demanded prompt action by the police,

the

simple unionism, alone can provide a
countervailing influence. The alternais increased corruption, leading to
lising demands for government supervision and control. This would be a
steji toward statification of the unions
and their complete rlestruction as independent organs of the working class,
tive

and some of the unionists sought police
protection. The local labor leaders deplored and condemned, as did the bourgeois press. The same reaction came
eyen from the new-left radical movement, almost as if labor murders were
deplorable but outside of and irrelevant to the student world. Some of
Wilson's friends in the Painters Union
suggested that all labor in the region
be invited to attend the funeral; in
short, they advocated a one-day general
in Wilson's own local,
strike. Even
lowever, this proposal was rejected,
ind instead the union commended the
diligence of the San Fi-ancisco police..
few weeks after the murder of
Green, San Francisco police arrested
five men for conspiracy to commit murder. The arrests were as much the
result of the efforts of a single stoolpigeon and the local liberal newspaper
as of the energy and skill of the police.
The defendants themselves are an interesting, if depressing, lot. They include painting contractors from the
Sacramento area, employer trustees of
an employer-union health and welfari
fund, and a San Francisco bar owner.
As "representatives of the bourgeoisie"
they are a scroungy bunch. In fact,
with their picture-window houses, loud
cars and brittle wives, thfey would almost arouse sympathy, were it not that
more people are killed by insects than
by rattlesnakes.

which would he fatal to the role of the
as the economic arm of the
working class on the road to power.

imions

"New Leftism" Undermined

A

Trial by press began at once, and
went so far that local authorities are
reading the Sheppard decision by the
Supreme Coui4- with considerable misgivings. The case against the defendants appears to rest primarily on the
testimony of an underworld informer.
Another unsatisfactory aspect is the
motive alleged by the Wall Street Journal and others for the killing fear on
the part of the welfare fund trustees
that Wilson would expose their misappropriation of fimds. This seems
rather inadequate as all Wilson had
said on the subject was that the trus-

—

had used poor judgment on some
investments, and in fact the handling
of the welfare fund was already Under
the scrutiny of the district attorney.
Public confidence in the prosecution's
case was not further increased when
Clyde Simmonds, 75-year-old secretary
of the Sacramento Painting and Decorating Contractors' Association, was
released on bail by Judge Elkington
because the only testimony against him
was the following recording on a tapped telephone:
tees

"I had to take a certain little action
to stop a fire from growing into a
big bonfire, and now you don't hear

.anything

more about

it."

DOW WILSON
What
date

is

known about

creates

little

the case to
confidence in the

minds of thoughtful people that the
whole tale will be told. It would be,

Despite superficial appearances to
the contrary, the Wilson case undermines some of the pet notions of the
new-left
theoreticians,
outstanding
among which is an attack on an alleged
labor mystique and a tendency to write
off the organized sector of the workingclass as hopelessly corrupt, conservative and inmiune to radical ideas. Wilson, a man with a radical background
and a radical style, was able to build
a regional ])ower in a building trades
union, win it to a militant trade union
line on economic questions, and force
major concessions from the employers.
Furthermore, at the time of his death,
he was on the offensive against the
international bureaucracy of the union. All this was accomplished by serious and sustained work inside the
union a far cry from the settlement-

altogether too convenient for the authat some already soiled,
lumpen-bourgeois elements should take
the rap in this embarrassing case. On
the Green case, there has been total

house-mission

silence.

new

thorities

—

leftists

style favored by some
and by Progressive Labor.

Old-line Stalinists might also consider
that Wilson quoted Shakespeare freely,

Underlying Conditions

The murder of a public figure for
reasons always throws into
sharp relief the underlying social conditions. So it was with Malcolm X,
with Kennedy, and so also with Wilson
and Green. One aspect of the current
labor movement, highlighted by the
indictment of the allegedly crooked
welfare fund trustees, is the extent to
which American labor unions are victims of their own partial successes.
The accumulation of vast sums in pension and welfare schemes, running into millions of dollars, is not only a
public

—

source of ideological corruption tying
the unions more firmly to the system,
by giving them bank accounts, buildings and investments to defend but
also attracts open gangsters and racketeers, on the side of both employer
and union. Yet the abolition of these
fiinds, in a "back to the thirties" movement, is no answer. Besides the economic power the unions derive from
the money, the health and welfare provisions give union members a protection they would not otherwise have.
The only prophylaxis against the inherent and inevitable corruptive influence of, these funds on the union
movement is the politicalization and
ideological transformation of the la-

—

bor movement.
This process, transcending pure and

grew a beard and frequently wore a
beret scarcely the "just one of the
boys" style they teach their cadre.
These events also point up the right
and the duty of radicals and labor militants to take what steps are feasible
Besides the
defend themselves.
to
southern bombings and murders, the
recent jieriod has seen two West Coast
bomliings, the assassination of Malcolm X, the politico-ps.\chopathic shooting of Trotskyists in Detroit, and the
assassination of the two trade union
rebels in the Bay Area. However, in a
society wheie a man's life can be ultimately puichased for a few thousand
dollars, the only fundamental defense

—

of dissident leaders is the creation of
an organized, political and programmatically sound movement which can
cai iy on the work of its leaders and
which, furthermoie, can react effecA one-day
tively to assassinations.
general strike in the Bay Area would
have done more to protect the lives of
future Wilsons and Greens than the
most zealous work of the bourgeois
police.

Militaiuy Not Enougli
Not oidy Wilson's successes, but also
his ultimate failure should have mean-

ing for
.

all

those

who

seek a radical

(Continued Next Page)
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termine the correct tactics for winning labor struggles. They put down
as sectarian, factional, Old-Left and

MURDER

futile

transformation of society. Here the
analogy to Malcolm is painfully close.
The school of maritime was the toughest school, but not necessarily the best,
for young trade union militants. The
milieu in which Wilson spent his early
tjade union days was ideologically
dominated by the pragmatic opportunism of the Stalinist movement. Its aim

was

to control, to

win

—not

to build a

principled, long-iange movement. The
Stalinists of course did not invent
this attitude, which was shared by the
right and by other centrist forces. The

Communist Party can be blamed, however, for not attempting to overcome
the trend of the general union movement, particularly within its own

ranks.

The

activists of the

New

Left recog-

nize the betrayals of the labor movement by Stalinist reformists but refuse to analyze them in order to de-

litical

any internal struggle within poorganizations, and by analogy,

the factional fight in a union; the latter escapes their specific condemnation
only because of their ignorance of it.
The history of Dow Wilson in the
Painters Union serves to illustrate
once again that the fight for rank-andfile control and militancy within the
union is simply the manifestation internally of the external class struggle,
just as is the struggle with revisionsectarianism and ultra-leftism
ism,
within radical groupings. For the trade
unions, as for political groups, the internal struggle is decisive. Only to the
extent that Wilson and his associates
were able to overcome the internal opposition were they able successfully to
confront the bosses. The impatient
young men of the New Left do their
best to bypass or deny this process, as
they resist any clarification of the political direction or efforts at polariza,

Red Squad Handbook
THE NEW LEFT

by Philip Abbot
Luce. David McKay Company, New
York, 1966. $4.50.

Prior to his expulsion from the Progressive Labor Party, Philip Abbot
Luct; spent nine years in and around
the radical movpiupnt. This experience,
coupled with a good literary style,
nial<cs Tlic Nciv I. eft likely to l)Pcome
a .stniidnrd icfcreiicc text for "liberals"' sepki)ig a rationale for their anticuivuiiunism. Tiie. author worlced hard
to sive his new book an aura of credibility; The Neiv Left is billed as an inside job,

and

it is.

Frame Up
Writing from the -vantage point of
an "older but wiser friend of alienated
student youth," Luce avoids the blatant
anti-communism of HUAC and the
Birch Society. As he speaks in the same
eath of the "democratic" war in Vietthe "democratic" right of
"young Communists" to express their
views, Luce also builds a case for putting his ex-comrades in jail. In addition to repeating the lie about Epton's
"kill cops and judges" .speech. The New
Left concocts a tale of arms smuggling
and plans for insurrection. The falsity
of Luce's allegations becomes doubly
clear in light of the State's evidence at
Epton's fiame-up trial for "criminal
anarchy." The tape of Epton's speech
was so garbled that the prosecution
was forced to explain what was really
sale].
The Grand Jury and Fritz
O. Behr's Red Squad couldn't produce

another shred of "evidence" despite all
the anti-communist hysteria that grew
out of the Harlem "riots."
Clearly Luce condones the creation
of a witch hunt atmosphere wherein
political views alone are the measure
of guilt, in the State's zeal to get rid of
i)lack
revolutionaries, it overstepped
the bounds of the bourgeois-democratic
court, in a manner reminiscent of the
McCarthy period; the "democratic anticommunist" Luce is silent on this point,
however.
As "American" as apple pie and
motherhood, Philip Abbot Luce is now
coinmitted to the "freedom-loving" imperialist establishment. From his initiation into journalistic anti-communism
in the National Review and the Satur-

day Evening Post, Luce has graduated
into the Philbrick-Budenz Club with his
writing of The New Left.

In no way is The Neiv Left an honest
appraisal of current radical politics.
Luce is both malicious and sloppy in
his presentation, naming persons and
inventing anecdotes to connect them
with his distorted and largely dishonest
accounts of various political organizations. His purpose in writing and the
thrust of his book is the impleme,ntation of his prophecy: "No one, least of
all the Progressive Labor people, should
be surprised if the government steps in
soon and takes viable and visible action
against them and their advocacy of
revolution." And we can be sure Luce
will be cheering-

from the

Programmatic Position Needed
what Wilson was

,

It is clear that

sidelines.

at-

tempting to build in his union was a
militant democratic rank-and-file movement but, for all that, one built oii
no other basis than the most advanced
form of pure trade unionism. The
course of events since his murder, especially the act of his supporters in
substituting commendation of the efforts of the police for the proposed oneday strike, indicates that Wilson did
not win over a decisive grouping to a
class-conscious ideological or programmatic position. This would meet with
the approval of the new-left anti-theoreticians, but, as in the case of Malcolm
X, it has had tragic consequences. The

bourgeoisie has a political program and
ideology;
when its chief political

spokesman was murdered, its political
course was not substantially altered.
With "left" leaders, whose leadership
is based on charisma, like Malcolm, or
on a ceitain style, like Wilson, assassination can deflect the cour.se of an
entire movement.
The history of Wilson and Green
contains both a promise and a warning
for those who would change this society

at its base. The labor movement is not
dead, nor is the working class irreverswedded to the bourgeois system.
Skillful and persistent efforts by militant unionists can work significant
transformations in the most coi-rupt
unions and can reawaken the political
consciousness of even, the relatively
prosperous workers. On the other hand,
mere militancy has its limitations and
is
subject to external hazai'ds and
shocks, not the least of which is the
hand of the assassin. Building an ideoibly

logical

and

programmatic movement

within the trade unions, linking up the
struggles of the different sections of
the working class, and carrying these
struggles forward to the point where
the question of political power is cleaily posed is slow and difficult, but it
Intimately remains the only road to
fundamental and permanent transfor-

mation of

Malice

bi

nam and

tion along class lines of the anti-war
and civil rights movements.

society.
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(Continued from Page 7)
ban bureaucracy meant what it said
and was willing to prove it to the
world. On the other hand, Castro had
to simulate militancy, at least in words.
Thus, he praised Frei, the reactionary
Chilean
"demanding
iiresident,
for
that the U.S. cease its armed intervention in the Dominican Republic."
Adolfo Ciilly, in a Monthly Review
article of April 19fi(), suggests an approach to revolutionary support significantly different than the one of the
Cuban bureaucracy: "Active support
signifies the mobilization of the masses
in Cuba by all possible means for the
purpose of showing their support for
the Dominicans, and not the mere
broadcasting of declarations. It signifies
calling on the Latin American
masses to mobilize, it signifies giving
guidance in the struggle for the defense of the Dominican Republic, providing a center in Cuba for all the
spontaneous mobilizations that were
taking place in Latin America. The
Cuban leadership did none of these
things."
But the Cuban bureaucracy could do
-^none of these things for it follows the
Cuba's economic
policy of Moscow.
weaknesses force it to depend politically
on the Russian bureaucracy, and Moscow's policy is peaceful co-existence.
All this accentuates the crisis of leadership in Cuba. Under such a state of
afi'airs, the way the Cuban bureaucracy reacted to the Dominican uprising
is a logical one, traceable to the social
composition of such a bureaucracy.
This nationalist, petty-bourgeois and
conservative bureaucratic caste is composed mainly of Batista's one-time
friends, the Cuban CP.
Castro's unprincipled attack on the
13th of November Movement, a Guatemalan guerilla group that so far has
struggled for a workers' and peasants'
revolution, instead of a "popular front"
with the bourgeoisie, confirms the inability of the Cuban bureaucracy to
pi'ovide leadership to any part of the
Latin American struggle.
"Leftist" Apologies
The leftist leadership which took
part in the Dominican uprisings have
already produced apologies for their

A spokesman for the M14J,
Dr. Emilio Cordero Michel, in the DePL magazine, shows that
he is grateful, as is Castro, to the governments of Mexico and Chile for
"their unwavering defense of the principle of non-intervention." He ignores
the real purpose of these reactionary
governments: to declare themselves
partisans of this or that bourgeois legality. The reactionary governments of
actions.

cember 1965

Mexico and Chile are only defending
their own national bourgeois interests
against possible U.S. intervention. But
the imperialist and the colonial bourgeoisies are two of the same kind their
interests are the same in the final analysis. The revolutionary doctor forgets to mention that this "unwavering"
Mexican government toi'tures revolu:

tionaries

and

machine-guns

peasant

leaders with no guise of legality, or
that the "non-intervening"
Chilean

government murders miners in revolt
against U.S. copper mines. Although
Mexico and Chile may utter unwavering demands to imperialism they permit it to plunder their working class
and peasantry through semi-colonial
exploitation.

Cordero

Michel shows a deep

dis-

trust for the working class by portraying it as having a "weak conception of
its objectives." Also, he characterizes
them as having been politically stunted by the Ti-ujillo tyranny. All of these
characterizations fall short— they are
based on petty-bourgeois sophistry. If
the masses had a "weak conception,"
they had it because the M14J and other
movements did npt raise the mass level
of consciousness. Instead, their bargaining with the bourgeoisie disarmed
the working class
and "politically

stunted" them. The leftists never built
a party able to lead the oppressed Dominican classes to power. Instead, they
came to them through the PRD, never
as the class vanguard. Moreover, they
shared the same fear of the masses
that is ])i'oper in bourgeois politics.
.Veed for Vanguard Party
The Dominican uprising shows how
sharp is the need of the vanguard pro-

letarian party today. No event in the
past forty years has disproved this

and fundamental revolutionary
principle. The need has not disappeared
for "a revolution which makes no
compromise with any single form of
class rule, which does not stop at the
democratic stage, which goes over to
socialist measures and to war against
historic

and

other petty-bourgeois ideologies
haven't learned those lessons that the
circumstances keep re-occurring and
the working class continues to be betrayed by the revisionists.

The words of political shysters like
Juan Antonio Corretjer and Dr. Emilio
Cordero Michel bring to our minds similar apologies made by some of the betrayers of the Spanish working class
during their civil war. Though that
struggle was a more decisive international class event, the parallel with the
Santo Domingo Commune of 19G5 is
not altogether irT-clcvant.
Trotsky's Reply to POIIM
following
paragraphs
from
Trotsky's "The Class, the Party and
the Leadership" can very well refer to
the role of the leftist leadership in the
Santo Domingo uprising of 1965 as to
the
leadership in the Spanish

The

POUM
War:

Civil

"But

was precisely this party [the
that played a fatal role in the

it

POUM]

development of the Spanish revolution.
It could not become a mass party because in order to do so it was fiist necessary to overthrow the old parties
and it was possible to overthrow them
only by an irreconcilable struggle, by
a merciless exposure of their bourgeois
character. Yet the POUM while criticizing the old parties subordinated itself to them on all fundamental questions.

It

participated in the 'People's'

bloc; entered the government
which liquidated workers' committees;
engaged in a struggle to reconstitute
this governmental coalition.
.
".
the Catalonian mas.ses were far
election

.

.

.

.

more revolutionary than the POUM,
turn was more revolution-

which in
ary than

its leadership. In these conditions to unload the responsibility for
policies on the 'immaturity' of
the masses is to engage in sheer charlatanism frequently resorted to by pol-

false

itical

bankrupts.

"The

nism.

historical falsification consists
in this, that the responsibility for the
defeat of the Spanish masses is unloaded on the working masses and not
on those parties which paralyzed or
simply crushed the revolutionary movement of the masses. The attorneys of
simj)ly deny the lesponsithe
])ility of the leaders, in order thus to
escape shouldering their own respon-

It is because the same criminal mistakes and betrayals of forty years of
revisionism continue to repeat themselves that we can say that there is
no such thing as "new realities" in the
class struggle. It is because the same
circumstances (i.e. sharp class confrontations) keep presenting themselves
that we demand the approach followed
by the party that took power in Russia
in October 1917. It is because Stalinism

This
impotent philosophy,
to reconcile defeats as a
necessary link in the chain of cosmic
developments, is completely incapable
of posing and refuses to pose the question of such concrete factors as programmes, paities, pej'sonalities that
were the organisers of defeat. This
philosophy of fatalism and prostration
is diametrically opposed to Marxism as
the theory of revolutionary action."

reaction from without; that is, a revolution whose every successive stage is
rooted in the preceeding one and which
can end only in complete liquidation of
class society." (From the introduction
to

Leon Trotsky's Permavevf Revolu-

tion.)

This

is

the only road to

commu-

POUM

sibility.

which seeks
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Target City Program

CORE
With militant talk of "Black Power"
and Negro self-defense, the Congress
of Racial Equality convened its national convention in Baltimore over the

For those who

4th of July weekend.

had been looking

to

CORE

to

make

significant changes in its perspectives
and put forward a militant anti-Establishment program of struggle, however, the convention proved a disap-

a campaign for "open octhe right to live in any
dwelling one can afford. Thus, CORE
launched a campaign to desegregate
Horizon House, an expensive apartment building located near a ghetto
area. Such a campaign benefits only
the upper-middle-class Negro.

cupancy"

To those who are unfamiliar with
civil
rights movement in Balti-

the

more, it should be pointed out that
National CORE has declared Baltimore
its "target city." This was first announced 14 April by Floyd B. McKisnational director. He
then that "all aspects of discrimination in this city [Baltimore]
will be under scrutiny and will be attacked until significant changes take

CORE'S

stated

place."

COliE was quite coricct in selecting
Baltimore as one of the worst cities in
the country from the point of view of
the Negro. Most of the black population lives in inadequate slum housing.
They are charged exorbitant rents by
the slumlords who control Baltimore
real

estate.

black

youth

Unemi)loyment
is

high;

among

according

to

(]ORE the unemployment rate for all
Negro males is 12 per cent. The Baltimore city government is cynically indifferent to the jiioblems of the black
people, who make up 40 per cent of the
total population of the city. The City

has thicc times voted down
an open occupancy i)ill. Yet Haltimorc
in a vast program of urban
engaged
is
renewal (read "Negro removal") which
Council

consists of the destruction of blocks
of ghetto slums, to be i-eplaced by
office buildings and expensive high-rise

'

—

"Black Power"
convention "Black Power"
all things to all people. Most honest militants chose to give
it
a revolutionary meaning, as had
Fannie Lou Hamer and Stokely Carmichael in their keynote/ addresses. On
the other hand, McKissick in his address spoke of "Black Power" as including consumer boycotts of auto
firms in order to force manufacturers
to grant franchises to black auto deal-

seemed
"Target City" Program

apartments.
The Baltimore cliaptei' oC CORE has
concentrated for some lime on the
housing problem; the forces moved into
Baltimore from National CORE have
continued the approacii initiatefl by the
local chapter. While CORE has correctly seen inadequate housing as one
of the Negro's most pressing problems,
CORE'S approach to this problem is
completely inadequate and its efforts
have been misplaced. Instead of organizing the ghetto residents against
the real source of the housing problem, the parasitic slumlord, CORE has

Self-Defcnse

conducted

At the

pointmen t.

sick,

Baltimore

in

ei s. It

mean

to

is

difficult to see

how

this sort

"Black Power" will help the hundreds of thousands of unemployed Negro woikers.
of

y
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Spartacist Local Directory
AUSTIN. Box 8165, Univ.

GR

78712. phone;

1345, Main P.O.,
21203. phone: LA 3-3703.

BALTIMORE. Box
AAd.

Texas

Austin,

Sla.,

2-3716.
Baltimore,

BERKELEY. Box 852. Main P.O., Berkeley,
94701. phone: TH 8-7369.

Calif.

CHICAGO. Box

6044, Main P.O., Chicako,
60680. phone: 728-9311.

COLUMBUS. Box

3142, Univ. Sta.,
Ohio 43210. phone; 291-8650.

EUREUKA.

Box

3061,
phone: 442-1423.

HARTFORD. Box

57,

Eureka,

Blue

Hartford,

Sta.,

Box. 18434, Eastwood
Texas 77023. phone: 926-9946.

ITHACA. Box. 442,

fanfare,
all
of
core's activities will be non-violent,
but off the picket line one may exercise
his right to self-defense. This amounts
to no change at all in CORE'S tactics,

LOS ANGELES. Box 4054. Term. Annex,

Houston,

NEW ORLEANS.
NEW YORK.
N.Y.

3093;
2907.

Box 8121, Gentilly Sta.,
70122. phone; WH 4-1510.

Box 1377, G.P.O.,

10001.

PHILADELPHIA,

New

(contact

SAN FRANCISCO

New

York)

(contact Berkeley)

SEATTLE (contact Berkeley)

YOUNGSTOWN

(contact

New

members were never
to pacifism when not on a
demonstration. The real posi-

CORE

CORE leaders became clear
CORE asked the police to re-

tion of the

when
move

supporters

Spai-tacist

who were

outside the convention selling
ture advocating self-defense.

Only
June,

a

few weeks

Baltimore

litera-

on

12
leaders acted
a protest march sevbefoi-e,

CORE

to remove from
eral Spartacist supporters

who were

carrying a sign with the demand,
"Organized armed self-defense against
racist terror." Baltimore police prevented the demonstrators from returning to the march and later attempted
unsuccessfully to prevent them from
attending a public rally held by CORE.
Robert Kaufman, one of those removed
from the march and well-knoAvn in
Baltimore as a veteran of civil rights
and anti-war struggles, was detained
by the cops until the march was over
on the grounds that they didn't know
who ' he was and were "checking out

These actions on the part of the
Baltimore
leadership
reveal
their true position on Negro self-defense. It is precisely because of the
real necessity in the Negro struggle
for armed self-defense that the
leaders turned so promi)tly to the cops
to have the Spartacist slogan removed
from the line.
Non-Violencc for Cops!

One

York

New

York)

of the problems facing the civil

rights movement is that Negroes have
been robbed of both Negro and wvrkiny-clasn history.

City,

National Office-UN 65-6670; Downtown— 477-

phones:

Uptown— UN

:

their

since

Los An-

MISSISSIPPI, (contact Ncvv Orleans)

La.

the

this

committed

geles, Calif. 90054. phone: 783-4793.

Orleans,

all

to

CORE

Sta.,

14851.

Ithaca, N.Y.

which gave rise to
however, amounts

CORE

95501.

Conn. 06112. phone: 525-1257.

HOUSTON.

paid to
of abso-

The actual position

non-violence.

lute

his identity."

Columbus,

Calif.

Hill

III.

Much attention has been
CORE'S modifying its stand

in

this,

Hundreds

of

strikes

country have been broken by

the use of police and the armed forces
in the service of the bourgeois state.
Anyone who ))romises victory for the
Negro struggle through non-violence is
blind to the readiness with which the
class enemy resorts to force. The cops
are the armed tools of the capitalist
state; their purpose is to keep workers, black and white, in line.
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CORE

FRmOM

;

SOCIALIST

Spartacist Excluded

Prior to the convention, CORE extended an invitation to all intei-ested
individuals and groups to address the
convention body. Accepting- this invitation were Baltimore's mayor and the
Black Muslims. However, when a Spaitacist spokesman asked to address the

PARTY REACTIVATED

no time could be found to schedule
even a 5-minute address, although the
call for speakers had appeared in a
local newspaper article only the day

At a conference held Saturday 9
July in Seattle, it was unanimously
voted to reconstitute the Freedom Socialist Party of Washington State as
a permanent membership organization.
The party was first organized in 1964
to place socialist candidates on the
ballot and conducted a strong campaign for Clifton DeBerry for U.S.

Clearly the CORE leadership
more at ease with persons who
represent the Establishment than with
those who advocate a revolutionary alternative .so that Neg-ro equality on all
fronts can be made a reality.

for vice president,
for Congress. Following a vote to reconstitute the group,
the general line of a program calling
for world socialism, socialism in the
U.S., defense of the colonial revolu-

CORE

convention,

leaders replied that

before.
felt

Ed Shaw
and Waymon Ware
president,

tion,

Spartacist Intervenes

Since Spartacist was denied s i oppoi tunity to address the convention, a
Spartacist leaflet was distributed outside the convention site on the last day.
The leaflet made the following points:
1. The slogan "Black Power" is a step
forward insofar as it admits that the
question at issue is the struggle for
political power and not simply a "moral issue" but is both incomplete and
misleading' because black people will
win power only when the working
class, black and white, comes to power;
an independent political organiza2.
tion must be formed, based on the civil
rights, labor,
anti-war and student
movements a Freedom Labor Party;
3. the stiuggle for political power cannot be divided from the necessity of
self-defense; 4. CORE must drop the

—

anti-Communist

from its
by two dele-

restriction

(A

constitution.

gates from

piotion

Louis to drop the antiCommunist restriction and to exclude
from CORE membership trade union
buieaucrats and members of the capiSt.

talist parties

was

defeated.)

'socialist

political

branch of the Socialist Workers Party.
The entire branch resigned from the
SWF in Apiil of this year because of
the SWP's increasing rit-htwaid motion and sectarianism, and in paiticular its betrayal of the anti-war struggle and its unquestioning acceptance of

Black Nationalism. Further struggle
inside the party was made impossible
by the SWP's abandonment of internal
democracy.

y

democracy, independent
and women's emanci-

Spartacist Greetings

'

representative urged the
conciete its stated internationalism by recognizing the need
rebuild the Fourth International
to
rather than relying on any section of
the Chinese Maoist leadership. The

Spartacist
to

group

make

was

also

urged

to

State:

Freeway

A

representative of Spartacist delivered greetings to the new group, in
revolutionparticular lauding their
ary positions on the Negro and antiwar struggles, and calling for further
discussion and collaboration between
Spartacist and the FSP. Later the

group

in

Freedom Socialist Party
of Washington State

action,

was adopted.

pation

\
For our readers

Washington

treat

3815

Fifth

Seattle,

ME

Hall

Ave. N.E.

Washington
2-7449

^

\

Others joining the new group were
long-time independent socialists. Greetings were delivered to the conference
by the Independent Socialist Union, an
autonomous youth organization which
considers
with the

itself

in

political

solidarity

new group.

all

questions of working-class history and
pjogram with the utmost integrity so
that the working class can be fully
armed in its struggle against the
American bourgeoisie. Following adoption of the program, a sizeable number of workers and young people registered for membership in the new
group.
Many of the cadres of the FSP had
previously been membei s of the Seattle

Fraternal Relations
relations were established between the FSP and Spartacist for the next period. Spartacist
will as a courtesy assist the FSP in
the production and distribution of selected material and is inviting the
FSP to participate fraternally in the

Formal fraternal

Spartacist

National

Labor Day and

in

discussion.

Conference over
pre-conference
L.IL

its

CORE

Convention Lessons
always to the advantage of the
ruling class to keep sections of th^
working class divided so that they canIt is

not unite against their common oppressors and struggle for common
goals. It is the task of all serious militants to struggle to understand, explain
and fight for a radical perspective and
program which can unite black and
white woi-kers around its demands. The
recent riots in Chicago, Cleveland and
other, drban ghettoes show the need
for the civil rights movement to adopt
a class struggle perspective so that the
militancy of the black people can be
channelled into a struggle for workingclass political power.

The founding conference of the
Spartacist League to be held over
Labor Day will inaugurate a
more tightly scheduled basis for
publication of the Spartacist. Beginning with the first post-conference issue, Spartacist will be
published as an 'eight-page tabloid. Spartacist will continue to
analyze the economic and political
which confront the
struggles
working class, putting them in
their

historical

perspective,
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(Continued from Page 4)

the big corporations that profit by the war." Even such
firm supporters of capitalist politics and the Democi*ats
as the Communist Party frequently use such phraseology, because it allows them to appear radical while at the
same time remaining conveniently vague about the
actual content of their political practice. What we need
is not, as Levin puts it, "an independent movement,
free from the corruption of the machine politics of the
two major parties," but rather a class party of the
working class. The difference may appear to be merely
over terminology, but the conflicting choice of words
reflects a basic

Levin campaign

divergence in political approach. The
is unfortunately caught in the worst

of all possible positions: while not making a fundamental political break with capitalist politics, it nevertheless takes a number of quite radical positions. Thus it

can neither pile up a large "reform" vote in November,
nor fundamentally raise the consciousness of those it
does reach. It is to be hoped that the Levin campaign
will embrace a principled class stance before November, and like the other independent campaigns mentioned, call for the building of a party of the working
people.

Build a Labor Party
Will such a call be heeded? We frankly state thai we
do not expect to see a labor party formed this November. We do see the possibility, however, of the fulfillment of a far more realistic and necessary goal: the
formation of a small but persistent circle of militants
around the general program outlined above. For the
working class is not homogeneous. It has its layer of
reactionaries, its broad center, and its advanced layer
of militant shop-stewards, tenants council chairmen,
thoughtful youth, etc. It is to this strata that our
campaigns must be aimed, for through them the entire
class will be moved. And with the proper consciousness
among its ranks, the coming social struggles will put an
end once and for all to American capitalism.
D.II.
,

.

.

GHETTO

.

(Continued from Page

IG"*

attempts to make
SPONGE appear innocent are belied by the facts:
roving bands of SPONGE racists attacked black i-esidents; white sniper and police fire killed 11-year-old
Eric Dean and wounded black men and women. Yet all
the spokesmen of the ruling class deplored "Negi-o
violence" however, not one white person has been killed
or seriously injured as a result of "Negro violence."
Brooklyn DA Aaron Koota, who earlier had darkly
accused outside black radical agitators, now admits that
the Gallo brothers, Cosa Nostra heads in Brooklyn,
were the ones able to "cool" the riot area. Yet the
conclusion which should flow from this one fact that
this was a white-caused race riot
is ignored by Koota
and other officials. They are still trying to ^rame-up
Ernest Gallashaw, a 17-year-old black youth for murdering Eric Dean. Although Gallashaw was with more
do

some damage."

Such

ofl^cial

;

—

than 20 adults at the time of the shooting who testified
innocence; although eye witnesses reported a
car loaded with whites who shot at blacks, hitting
Eric Dean; although Eric Dean's mother denies that
Gallashaw could have shot her son although no corroborating evidence such as bullet or gun has been
produced, Gallashaw has been indicted for first degree
murder without a preliminary hearing. The frame-up
Mrs. Gallashaw has
certainly has another meaning
been an outspoken critic of the 75th Precinct and of

to his

—

;

—

the living conditions which blacks are subjected to
this is retribution to prevent further action on the part
of blacks.
Such attacks, whether by cops or by the increasingly
evident fascists, show the absolute need for the ghettoes to have organized programs of self-defense. The
ghetto struggles must become consciously militant.

ANTI-WAR STRUGGLE
The need for such conscious militancy

is

shown by

the protest against the war, the most significant struggle that has taken place in Harlem since the '64 police
riots. It is clear that the majority of Harlem residents
are opposed to the war, although on many different
levels. Most black workers oppose the war on the basis
that black soldiei's should not be sent to be killed in
Vietnam fighting for so-called freedom only to return
to racial oppression in the U.S.
Some of the most militant and radical elements ,in
Harlem are in Afro-Americans Against the War in
Vietnam. The
over a period of several months
has been holding street meetings and distributing antiwar literature. One of its most significant activities
was a march through Harlem and a rally on 30 May.
The march, comprised of about 50 people, was planned
on short notice, but succeeded in gaining the support
of the many people lining Eighth Avenue and the spectators at the official Memorial Day parade.

AAAWV

Despite the widespread dissatisfaction with the Vietwar, the Harlem anti-war movement has not yet
been able to engage the masses in active opposition to
the war. The Black United Action Front consisting of
Harlem Unemployment Center, the AAAWV. Harlem
Origanizing Committee, Progressive Labor, and Blacks
Against Negative Dying, held another march and raily
on 25 June. Even though many thousands of leaflets
were distributed and sound trucks roving through the
community announced the march, it was no bigger
than the haphazardly prepared 30 May activity. Only
the militants already in the movement participated in
the 25 June March or in the BUAF organized feeder
march from Harlem on G August.
The masses feel that all those rallies and marches
won't change anything. Apathy to the anti-war struggle exists because the black masses do not see the link

nam

between imperialist wars and

thciir position in society.
involve a significant section of black working people
war, the movement must
provvide a revolutionary consciousness by linking up
the two struggles.
The principal slogan which has been used by the

To

in the struggle against the

Harlem anti-war movement, "Bring our Blac^ GIs
Home," has not helped to build such a consciousness.
The implication of this slogan is that black anti-war
militants are not really against the war in itself and

^15
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if this go^rnment used only white
troops to kill the Vietnamese workers and peasants
who are fighting American imperialism.
The U.S. will continue to draft from the black and
white working class because there will continue to be
imperialist wars. The U.S. government, as do all capitalist governments, wages wars for economic and poto defend the capitalists' freedom of
litical reasons
exploitation and to prevent working-class victories.
(Such victories would be encouraging lessons to woi'kers and peasants in other countries, as well as to the
black masses in this country, to throw off their chains.)
Therefore, in order to end imperialist wars, the
anti-war movement must become an anti-capitalist
movement. The only type of protest that can ultimately
end this or any other imperialist war is a revolutionary
struggle of the working class against capitalism.
As an alternative to "Bring Our Black GI's Home"
we say: PMght racism in the army. End discrimination
against blacks in the draft! End draft deferment for
the white middle class! End the draft. Solidarity with
the Viet Cong! Withdraw all American troops from

would not protest

—

Vietnam

BLACK POWER
Even more dangerous to revolutionary consciousness
than some of the tactics of the anti-war movement is
the recent uproar about Black Power. When Stokely
Carniichael first raised the slogan of "Black Power,"
it was a refiection of the practical efforts of the Student
Non-Violent Co-ordinating Committee in Alabama.
SNCC was trying to elect black candidates to office
through an organization independent of the Democratic
and Republican parties, the Lowndes County Freedom
Organization, better known as the Black Panther PartyBlack Power meant the use of independent politics, in
places with a black majority, to give blacks local political power.
In the North, however, the issue is beiug debated in
a vacuum, with none of the major civil rights organizations and others who give lip service, to the slogan
struggling to make Black Power a reality. We have
experienced, thus far, only a scramble for the limelight among leaders of the various civil rights organizations and maneuvers by political hustlers to buy off
blacks with radical words. They would force moi'e
illusion^ upon the masses of black people in the ghcttoes.

An

statement of Roy
chairman, that "Black Power
today means people like Adam Clayton Powell, Jesse
Gray and J. Raymond Jones." Jones is a well-established
Harlem Democrat. Gray sold out a rent strike movement and the people of Harlem during the 10G4 police
riots. His capitulation was emphasized when he tried
to enter the Deniocralic primary i)i the sununer of t!>G5,
even though he had called for independent political
Innis,

example of

this trickery is the

New York CORE

action right after the 'G4 elections.
Congressman Adam C. Powell is a political hustler
who has called for "audacious" Black Power—blacks
will "move iion-violeiitly with whites into the mainstream of American life" and "whatever the percentage
'of Negroes in a community they must have at least the
same percentage of jobs, appointments, judgeships and

Commissionerships."
Power meana nothing

less

than economic and political

and an army and

police force to defend that
for Black Power by militants in the
civil rights and other movements is meaningless unless
they struggle for the economic and independent political
power of black working people. And the struggle to
obtain that power needs a program of organized selfdefense. Black Power means a social revolution. If
honest militants don't recognize 'the real meaning of
Black Power, the ruling class and its police forces do.
That is why Vice-President Humphrey rushed to the
NAA(]P convention to denounce Black Power as "black
I'acism" and to align the government with the token
reformist goals of that organization.
The first step toward obtaining Black Power is to
break all ties with the ruling class. It requires a blade
break-aicaii from Ike Democratic Party. The formation
of the Black Panther Party in Alabama was a good step
in this direction. But Stokely Carniichael, while shouting Black Power and independence from the Democrats
in Alabama, is tying the movement to them nationally.
SNCC gave active support to candidates running in
the Democratic primaries in the state of Mississippi,
And Carniichael is one of the sponsors of the National
Conference for New Politics, which is "looking for a

control

control.

The cry

presidential candidate committed to peace in

Vietnam"

whose intei-ests i)ar;i1lol .our
"Robert Kennedy
own." This is the Kennedy who. as Attdrncy Gern ral,
protected the racist killers in a whole series oi nuiideis
and bombings in the South.
Black Democrats sitting in Coiigiess or on some
city council cannot change the conditions of the masses
of people. These black Democrats enrich only themselves as agents of Johnson's party. As long as they can
prolong the illusion that the masses can use the Democratic Party to change their conditions, they can deliver
the vote from the ghettoes. But such Democrats always
desert the masses at critical points, as did the Negro
councilman in Cleveland who called for the .National
Guard to suppress the people of Hough. The ole of a
political party is to gain and maintain slate power for
a particular class. This is what the Hlack Panther
Party must do both North and South. The Democratic
and Republican parties are instruments of bourgeois
power the oppressed cannot use the opiiressor's instrument of oppression to free themselves.
In the struggle to obtain Black Power, tlie Key question is not color but program. The question that should
be raised is which blacks are to have power- -the black
working class or the Wingates and Powells struggling
to become a black bourgeoisie. To achieve Black Power,

like

.

.

.

l

—

a mass movement must be built in all the ghettoes,
North and South, with a militant program of struggle
designed to take the power away from the slumlords,
plantation owners and sweat shop bosses and their protectors, the brutal racist sherilJ's

and

cojis.

Tlic conditions of black working people in this country are an intensilicd expression of the i <>iii|it ions (>f

the working class as a whole. Thus, when a mass movement for black liberation conies into being with a concrete program to achieve black political and economic
power for a shorter work week to end uneniidoyment,
it will also add inspiration
a higher minimum wage

—

—

white workers, both southern sharecroppers and luu'thern factcny workers. The working
class struggles, black and white, can be linked together
because both struggle against the same exploiters.
to the struggle of
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STORMS

GHETTO

IN THE

to 1964, there had been a rise in civil
in the Northern ghettoes, especially
York. But the 1964 Harlem police riots successfully smashed the existing mass organizations. Since
1964 the struggle has taken various ineffective forms
and the difficulties have been intensified by direct assault on the ghetto.

From 1960

rights struggle

New

ASSAULt ON THE GHETTO
Continuously for the past two years the rulers of this
country have been conducting a psychological war
against the black communities. The campaign has consisted of newspaper and magazine articles designed to
whip up white racist hysteria against black, so-called
extremists. Such articles were combined with police
frame-ups and "official" violence.
It began in earnest in 1964 with the NY Times creation of a Black-Muslim-directed, dope-selling, karatetrained gang of 400 "Blood Brothers," whose main activity was supposedly the maiming and killing of
whites. This fantasy led to the jailings, beatings and
frame-ups of many Harlem youths, among them the

Harlem

Six.

Then came the

police riot provoked

all-out reign of terror

—the

by the police murder of James
but also in confusing a section of the otherwise militant

Powell.

Esquire magazine carried an
article entitled "The Red Chinese American Negro."
This article, written by a former partisan of the struggle for black liberation, sell-out William Worthy,
claimed the conspiratorial existence of a black revolutionary underground, plotting with Mao-tse Tung to
unleash mass violence in this country. This "news" was
vei'ified by the bomb-plot frame-up of black militants,
planned and instigated by a black cop. In February
the subsequent "in196.5, Malcolm was assassinated
vestigation" and official cover-up made it clear that no
matter who pulled the tiiggei-, the government had
been involved.

youth.

Then came HARYOU's cool summer of '65. HARYOU's boasted achievements were four vestpocket
parks, 371 trees planted, day camps for children and

the background for the 1966 riots and racial
clashes in ghetto areas, among them Cleveland, Chicago,
East New York, Amityville, Baltimore, Philadelphia,
Omaha, Boston, Jacksonville and Perth Amboy. This
summer a new element has been added to the familiar
police assaults
the cops have had the support of fascist-style elements, many proudly flaunting the swas-

In the winter of

'64,

—

summer

jobs for youths who were sent back to starve
during the winter. The government's chief troubleshooter in Harlem, Livingston Wingate, gets paid $500
a week to keep Harlem cool. But when the HARYOU
books were being investigated and Wingate thought
he might lose his job, he started a scare campaign about
the existence of a group of teen-agers in HARYOU,
called the Five Percenters, who had beaten white teachers and would unleash massive violence if he were
fired. Thus he contributed to the terror campaign at
the same time that he planted trees to "beautify" rfarlem.

The U.S. government and local officials were very
successful not only in buying off all the reactionary
nationalists who sided with the cops in '64 and now
have high positions in HARYOU; not only in preventing the struggle of a section of the masses by giving them summer jobs selling "Organize for power and
.dignity through HARYOU-ACT" to their neighbors;

Even after Harlem was cooled for 1965, the terror
campaign continued. In June 1966 Life magazine carried an article entitled "Plot to Get Whitey" about
"Red hot young Negroes" in groups like RAM and
UHURU, armed and planning to kill whites, receiving
material aid from China and Cuba. In the meantime
Police Commissioner Leary increased the Tactical Patrol Force (NYC's elite .stormtroopers) to 690 men and
announced that they were receiving special training in
riot and crowd control.
1966 Fascist Riots
This

is

—

tika.

The

riot in

East

of racial warfare.

New York typifies the 1966 brand
The Society for the Prevention of

Negroes Getting Everything (SPONGE); a white racist organization based in an Italian neighborhood,
started a race riot in the adjoining black and Puerto
Rican slums. While the police didn't start this one,
they sided with the racists who conducted anti-black
picket' lines and attempted to promote fights between
blacks and Puerto Ricans. A cop queried by the Times
said, "They are not anything organized like CORE.
You might say SPONGE was their way of expressing
their sentiments. I wouldn't call them big troublemakers or cop fighters, but in a tense situation, they could
(Continued on Page 14)
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GREAT PROLETARIAN CULTURAL REVOLUTION'

MAOISM RUN AMOK
The Red Guards, bearers of Mao Tse-tung's thought,
instruments cf the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, have answered their critics: "Revolutionaries are
Monkey Kings, their golden rods are powerful, their
supernatural powers far-reaching and their magic omnipotent, for they possess Mao Tse-tung's great invincible thought. We wield our golden rods, display our
supernatural powers and use our magic to turn the old
world upside down, smash it to pieces, pulverize it,
create chaos and make a tremendous mess, the bigger
the better! We must do this to the present revisionist
middle school attached to the Tsinghua University,
make rebellion in a big way, rebel to the end! We are
bent on creating a tremendous proletarian uproar, and
hewing out a proletarian new world!"
And Peking Review (9 Sept. 1966), the authoritative
foreign-language political organ of the Chinese government, approves.
Bureaucratic Dangers
Such grotesqueries are symptoms of the dangers a
bureaucracy, once its power is consolidated, poses to
any workers state. When such a bureaucracy attempts
to build socialism in one country, surrounded by the
pressures of imperialism and cut off from the world
revolution, it can view the economic and political needs
of socialist development only in terms of maintaining

own

privileged position.

tasks confronting it: agrarian reform and bourgeoisnationalist unification of the country. The subsequent
under Chiang Kai-shek totally conhistoiT of the
firms Trotsky's general analysis of such a revolution:

KMT

HEAD

Stalin's

has come

floats

down

to rest

tlie Yangtze while
on a Budapest street.

"Not a single one of the tasks of the 'bourgeois' revolution can be solved in these backward countries under
the leadership of the 'national' bourgeoisie, because the
latter emerges at once with foreign support as a class
alien or hostile to the people. Every stage in its development binds it only the more closely to the foreign finance capital of which it is essentially the agency."
(Introduction to Isaacs' The Tragedy of the Chinese
Revolution)

The

position of the Chinese
bureaucracy is apparently now so ossified that it threatgains
made by the third
ens to destroy most of the
Chinese revolution. If, as the above quote would indicate, the Chinese bureaucracy has chosen chaos and
mysticism as the means of curing China's problems, we
can validly question whether there was any other choice
open to this "Marxist" bureaucracy, short of its own
removal through a workers revolution which would institute soviet democracy and the whole range of associated fundamental advances.
The first Chinese revolution of 1911, a bourgeoisdemocratic movement led by Sun Yat-sen's Kuomintang
(KMT), was unable to complete the two most pressing
its

MAO's

Revolutionary Defeat
of the second Chinese revolution of 192729 occurred in great measure due to the policy of Stalin's Comintern, which subordinated the Chinese Com-

The defeat

munist Party (CCP) to the bourgeois-dominated KMT.
Despite a series of bloody massacres of workers and
CCP cadres carried out by Chiang in 1926-27, Stalin
continued to look on him as a revolutionary. More correctly, Stalin wanted a "friendly" bourgeois government on the southeastern border, and to that end he
sacrificed the Chinese workers movement. (Although in
1927 he was to "discover" that the person "responsible"
for these defeats was CCP chairman Ch'en Tu-hsiu,
from 1924 to 1927 Stalin refused to listen to Ch'en's
objections to the Comintern policies.) Only when Stalin
and the other bureaucrats, trying to consolidate their
(Continued on Page 5)

Hungarian Tragedy— Ten Years After
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SPARTACIST
Our comrades formerly in the Socialist Workers
Party first fully tasted Wohlf9rth's talents in 1963
when, as de facto party prosecutor, his lying accusations were the basis for their expulsions. The April
conference debacle has again revealed Wohlforth's and
ogy.
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Healy's expertise. Striving defensively to project the

image that everybody is a bit of a liar, they challenge
our assertion that James Robertson, Spaetacist editor
and a delegate, was expelled from the conference for
refusing to acknowledge our "petty-bourgeois" nature
and other characterizations. These charges constituted
the bizarre motivation of a demand for an "apology"
for Robertson's absence from a session.
ACFI brands our version as "mythology"; but they
and Healy have inadvertently let slip a glimmer of the
truth. The 12 September Bulletin, while ignoring Robertson's several apologies to the delegates for an unintentional infraction of "protocol," describes the ultimatum thus: "Only when he continued to refuse to
acknowledge that he had caused the conference to be
inconvenienced was his attitude characterized as that
But he continued, for the next
of a petty-bourgeois.
24 hour period of the conference ... to refuse to apologize." Healy's letter of 15 April to Turner picks up
Robertson
the story "At the end of this session
.

Revolution
Truth

and

G. Healy, general secretary of the British Socialist

Labour League, and his publicists in the American Committee for the Fourth International are evidently striving to compensate with volume for what they lack in
cogency. Determined to do a "job" on the Spartacist
League, Healy's efforts to discredit our "clique of pettybourgeois friends" is frankly impressive: very heavy
coverage in five issues of Wohlforth's Bulletin, four
of the SLL's Newsletter, sections of the August issue
of Fonrtli Internatiunal, and a 38-page pamphlet reprinting the first six attacks. As if the split itself did
not have enough of a Kafkaesque quality, Healy and
his ACFI mouthpiece accuse Spartacist of "sectarianism," "declaring war," and "pouring out slanders and
lies"
in replying to the attack which the Bulletin in-

—

itiated.

But the split's grotesqueness must not obscure its
seriousness. The Hansen pamphlet Healy 'Reconstructs'
the Fourth I yiter national, published by the SWP, only
suggests the value of the breach to the revisionists.
Healy and Wohlforth, with whose organizations the
Spartacist League remains in essential political agreement, actually seem to gloat that unity with us was not
consummated yet we have already expressed our bitterness over "the temporary set-back to the world movement and to our prospects in the U.S.," "the resultant
aid and comfort given to the SWP and to Pabloist revisionists internationally," and the "delight to Stalinists of all varieties who have for years attacked Trot;

skyists as unprincipled splitters." (Letter of Spartacist
leader H. Turner to Healy, 30 April 1966.)

The Calculated Lie

A

set-back of another sort has also resulted. ACFI's
efforts to rationalize Healy's anti-Leninist organizational practices have driven these comrades into a truly
appalling anti-Marxist direction: the conscious embracement of calculated deception as political methodol-

.

.

:

.

was then asked

.

.

he would carry out the uanimous request of the Congress and apologize for his attitude
towards the Congress. He refused to do this and was
."
(Our emphasis.)
accordingly asked to leave.
:
Healy's docile words fail to convey the full flavor of
this verbal hate session, culminating in our delegate's
if

.

expulsion.

Wohlforth and Struggle
Our ACFI comrades have been particularly hard put
CO defend the allegations that we "write off the white
working

class as quiescent and oppose any agitational
work," especially since this charge emanates from a
group which in its entire existence has issued three
leaflets directed to situations of struggle
and two of
these were issued jointly with Spai-tacist, which has
more than 90 of its own to its credit Wohlforth's isola-

—

!

from

rights struggles, as from the labor movement, is reflected in his obsequious "Open Letter* to
SNCC" (Bulletin, 10 October) and more significantly
in ACFI's incapacity to recruit a single Black member,
Appai-ently as a wishful consolation, the Bulletin prints
a photograph of a tin-hatted Black worker as its "Labor
Scope" mascot; and while claiming to be "printed entirely by union labor," the paper lacks the authority of
a printers' trade label a suggestion of cynical ignorance of even the anti-scab traditions of militant trade

tion

civil

—

unionism.

Having many times acknowledged the Spartacist
League's modest but real involvement in mass struggle,
our ACFI comrades had to explain their post-conference public fabrication. After first expressing unconcern, ACFI members tragically began to suggest that
dishonesty as such is correct in principle. On 17 September, at ACFI's first public function since their April
rupture with us, a Coordinating Committee member
privately boasted, in the presence of unaflfiliated observers, that ACFI would stoop to any debasement, to safeguard its connection with Healy. Similar cynical admissions began to accumulate. Finally on 2 October, in the
first of several classes on "Leninism"
(actually an
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Aesopian re-run of the split aimed at
hardening ACFI's membership) Wohlforth codified his "method." Discussing
Trotsliy's 1925 denial of Lenin's Testament, Wohlforth acknowledged that
Trotsky misled his comrades. But, said
Wohlforth, exalting this desperate eva-

into

sion

a

"TROTSKY

principle,

TAUGHT US WHEN TO

WHEN NOT

TO

LIE

AND

LIE."

The fact that Trotsky's disavowal
was committed at the decision of the
leading body of the Opposition, and
under terms dictated by Stalin, did not
prevent it from accruing heavily to
Stalin's advantage and producing no
disorientation among Trotsky's
followers. But the profoundly cynical
assertion of deception as a principle
which represents Wohlforth's abdication of any intention to function as a
little

—

—

was learned from Healy,
not Trotsky. In fact, Wohlforth takes
that action which our opponents have
sought to exploit as the "core" of Trotskyist practice and himself turns it
into the essence of Trotskyist practice!
revolutionist

The minuteness of Wohlforth's literary sect does not deflect from the power of this poison.

What

is

at stake is

than whether the future Leninof which we today are
ist vanguard
the progenitors will have the capacity
to carry through the task of leading
working people to revolutionary vic-

no

less

—
—

But the

proletariat's conscious
its tasks, central to
only
nourished to the exis
tent that the woi'kers realize the clear
and sober truth including about ourselves and our opponents.
tory.

understanding of

Marxism,

—

Treating this problem in Their
Morals and Ours, Trotsky reasoned:
"The liberation of the workers can
come only through the workers themselves. There is, therefore, no greater
crime than deceiving the masses, palming off defeats as victories, friends as
enemies, bribing workers' leaders, fabricating legends, staging false trials,
in a word, doing what the Stalinists
do. These means can serve only one
end lengthening the dpmination of a
clique already condemned by history.
But they cannot serve to liberate the
:

masses."

The Bulletin itself of 29 March 1966,
describing the "political methodology"
of Progressive Labor, anticipated its
own tragedy: "It has been said by
someone who probably learned the hard
way, 'never trust anyone who lies to
you.' ... It would be thought that anyone belonging to an organization that
aspires to revolutionary victory of the
working class would examine the history
and see the political method
of the lie as an important component
of the reformist degeneration of the
Communist parties throughout the
world."
.

.

.

Wohlforth's Method

Armed with

this

"method," Wohl-

forth has had no difficulty in subordi-

nating theory and truth to his tactical
needs. Thus, to resurrect the slander

SWP^12 November

of Spartacist's denial of the working
class, Wohlforth in the Bulletin of 10

Wohlforth exposes the political character of Healy; and their performance

October isolates a quotation from our

as micro-careerists repudiates their
literary Leninism. The latest manifestation of ACFI's left-centrist behavior
has been their electoral positions: in
New York City they supported the mid-

last issue

referring to the

New

Left-

"image of an apathetic white
working class" in order to attribute
this view to us in the very article by
ists'

—

us calling for "arousing the workingclass" to a political struggle against
capitalism! Similarly Wohlforth, like
Healy, relishes in endlessly slandering
individuals who break with the movement.
Thus Wohlforth vituperates
Shane Mage while printing in the 24
October Bulletin, without a single acknowledgement, an article on Hungary
almost wholly adopted and plagiarized

from Mage's work!
Our experience with

Healy's and
Wohlforth's opportunism, which predicates such dishonesty, dates back to'
our original split in 1962. Rewriting
the history of his relations with us in
a series, "Problems of the Fourth International" {Newsletter, 22 and 29
October), Healy serves up as "educational assistance" the ultimatum given
our comrades then in the SWP not
simply to accept the discipline of h*s
group with which they had only close
but ill-defined relations, but to renounce
their views before the party. Healy
explains that he was "opposed to any
attempt to sharpen up the internal

—

SWP

."
faction struggle inside the
{Newsletter, 22 October), and, through
Wohlforth at the time, circulated
charges of our comrades' "indiscipline"
and "split perspective" {SWP Discusyet Healy's
sion Bulletin, June 1963)
29 October version endeavors to prove
anti-internationalism
by
our alleged
citing that we were "ready to accept
discipline"! Healy's contradiction
reflects his flip-flop at the time: Healy
was willing to police our tendency in
exchange for a deal with Dobbs; when
.

.

;

SWP

this

proved fruitless, Healy had Wohl-

forth drop the "party loyalty" line and
virtually invite expulsion. Our comrades, on the other hand, steered one
straight course until their expulsion
a principled, vigorous struggle inside
the
for a revolutionary program.
While Healy largely just rehashes
the Bulletin's well-worn lies, these articles further reveal the man's Stalinist-conditioned idea of an International
not a disciplined collective of peer sections, guided by a democratically-selected center, but a network of puppets
obedient to Healy for his "revolutionary integrity and rich experience."
dubious integrity, indeed, after the
"rich experience" of "advice" to our
"goodselves" like the following: "We
do not want to impose [our proposals]
on you. If you do not like to accept
them, then there is no need to accept
them. All those comrades who do accept them will be considered as part of
" (Healy's
an international tendency
letter to Revolutionary Tendency of

SWP

A

1962.)
As'^the servant reflects the master,

Hal Levin campaign; meanwhile ACFI's man on the West Coast
caved in to the "boycott" line of the
Scheer liberals placing ACFI to the
right of even the National Guardian,
which supported the SWP's write-in
campaign. Such* opportunism links to
Healy's own shortcomings which we
would have sought to correct within
the International Committee had we
not been expelled: especially his tendency towards a Great-Power insensitivity on the national question; the
SLL's tactical vacillations between unprincipled concessions and violent sectarianism; and the Healy regime's
anti-Leninist
bureaucratism.
ACFI,
parodying Trotsky, begs these questions by "defying" us to explain the
"social roots" of Healy's practices. The
Voix Ouvriere comrades have observed
that while a bureaucracy such as the
'Stalinists' has a basis in social and economic causes, including the conservative protection of material privilege,
Healy's bureaucratism is a product
primarily of his incapacity as a revodle-class

—

lutionist!

Trotskyism and Truth

While

Healy's practices, aped by
Wohlforth, increase our opponents'
vulnerability, the Spartacist League
takes no pleasure in the business; the
29 March Bulletin's sober commentary
on PL ironically well foretold our present assessment of ACFI: ".
We do
not simply gloat over the self-destruction of a political organization. Progressive Labor's behavior can have no
other eflect than to isolate and demoralize its own membership as well
as creating skepticism and mistrust in
the minds of workingclass and student
militants toward communist organization and struggle. All in all, a criminal waste!"
Yet Wohlforth assails us for not
"closing ranks with the IC" by denying
that a crime was committed! There is
compounded irony here the Spartacist
League is politically much closer to the
IC than, for example, to Voi.v Ouvriere,
with whom we have strong diff^erences
over their state-capitalist position on
the Sino-Soviet states, their tendency
towards syndicalism, and their erroneous assessment of the Fourth International. But we, like VO, recognize that
true solidarity with the International
Committee forces requires that we help
its ranks of criminals, not
it purge
deny their deeds. The honest engagement of this task itself facilitates the
rebuilding of a Leninist Fourth Inter.

—

national.

.
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Texas Farm Strike
Austin: This summer a farm workers' .union in the Rio Grande Valleycalled its first strike; it was lost, but
the battle to organize the lowest-paid
workers in Texas has only begun. The

AFL-CIO has made

perftmctory attempts to organize the Valley field
workers for five years, but serious efforts only began in May when local
men started the Independent Workers
Association. The
Eugene Nelson,

IWA
staff"

was joined by

member

of

the

National Farm Workers Association,
while he was in Texas to get support
for the boycott of Schenley products.
When Schenley recognized the
on 5 April, Nelson decided to stay and
help organize a similar union in Stai-r
County.

NFWA

Strike Called

Soon after Nelson's arrival the union
leaders began organizing the workers
at night rallies in Rio Grande City; at
the 29 May meeting to elect officers
there were over 400 members. By the
following day. Nelson claimed 1,000
members, and a strike was called for
1 June
if the growers refused the union's demands for recognition and the
$1.25 minimum wage for the field workers. By 2 June Los Puertos, La Casita
and Suntex farms were struck and
picket lines set up. Although the union

—

leaders claimed that 95 per cent of the
workers manned the picket lines, they
stated that there was no hope of halting the melon harvest and the growers claimed there was no strike at all,
merely picketing by unemployed workers and "outside agitators." To assist
the workers who scabbed, the growers
brought over Mexican "commuters"
early in the mornings before the picket
lines were set up. Although the AFLaffiliated produce packers from California honored the picket lines, the grow-

—
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began training local labor as packand announced that no delay in the

harvest was anticipated.

Confused by the partial failure of
picketing to affect the growers,
Nelson advocated individual "civil disobedience"; he himself was arrested for
blocking a moving produce train. Such
tactics had no effect on the employers.
On 2 June the growers obtained an inthe

junction against mass picketing of the
farms in Starr County. NBlson and his
lieutenants called off the pickets and
the strike was dead. (The workers
were not so legalistically minded the
FBI investigated "complaints of intimidation and threatened violence"
against the scabs!)
The union put out a strike newsletter
entitled "Voz de la Gente." The first
one (30 June) reveals some roots of the
strike failure. It contains an amalgam
of good explanations of bosses' tactics
for strike-breaking, some ultra-radical
dema,nds and opportunist appeals to the
reactionary religious background of the
workers. One quotation will illustrate

—
—

this:

"The people of Starr County have
shown the people of Texas and the
world that they are the sons of Zapata.
They are marching under the banner
of our country, our union and the Virgin of Guadelupe for JUSTICE NOW."

When
was

lost.

became clear that the strike
Nelson began to accept the

support of organized religion, deflecting the energy of the workers to "symbolic," rather than economic, actions.
A series of marches was begun to protest the plight of the workers and their
families. The first of these, on 7 June,
was headed by union members carrying
U.S. and Mexican flags and pictures of
of Guadelupe," and ended
a church in Garciasville.
the role of the Church in
this struggle? Perhaps the most reactionary segment of the ruling stratum
in the capitalist world is the church.
Not only the churches but the very
imexistence of religion itself is an
pediment to the development of class
consciousness. Marx, in the "Introduction to the Critique of Hegel's PhilReligion
osophy of Right," stated: ".
is the sigh of the oppressed creature,
the heart of a heartless world, just as
it is the spirit of a spiritless situation.
It is the opium of the people. The
abolition of religion as the illusory
happiness of the people is required for

"Our Lady
in mass in

What

is

.

.

real
happiness." The support
which workers may receive from the
churches should be used gingerly arid
viewed with suspicion. As a union becomes more and more militant, and
comes into greater conflict with the existing society, the religious elements

their

Address

it

will try to restrain

it.

The gradual takeover of the farm
union by religious types is only part of
the picture. The leadership of the union
has not so far proven itself capable of
uniting all the Valley workers behind a
militant program. Nelson came into the
valley with good intentions, but little
experience, and has not been able to
break loose from local religious and
conservative control. Margil Sanchez,
IWA leader, was opposed to affiliation
because of "revoluwith the
tionaries" among its leadership; he
prides himself that "every leader of the
Rio Grande City union has signed an
oath saying he is not a member of any
organization found to be subversive by
the .Federal Government." (San Antonio Express, 6 July 1966.)
The union has also been weakened

NFWA

by

its

of

a

nationalist orientation and lack

working-class

program.

Many

members are unemployed and are
therefore limited to protest action
rather than actions with significant
economic leverage. The union leadership has failed to advance any program other than higher wages. A
strong union cannot be built on wage
demands alone, but must recognize the
interests of the working class. For the
to grow and accomplish even
minimal goals, there should be an orientation to all the farm workers in
Texas and cooperation with any simi-

union

lar efforts elsewhere in the

South.

Texas Labor Party

A

strong farm workers' union could
form the nucleus for a labor para necessary beginning step towards
the achievement of workers' political
power. A Committee for a Texas Labor Party was formed last April but
also
ty,

has failed to function, due to its isolation from trade union and civil rights
struggles, and its poor understanding
of working-class politics. It was composed of liberals, unaffiliated radicals
and Stalinists who follow the line of
the

Communist Party.

The reactivation of the Committee
working in conjunction with the farm>
union would be immensely helpful to
both efforts. The union would gain a
great advantage in its fight if it raised
the demand for a labor party and implemented this demand in the Valley
by running its own independent candidates on a working-class program,
against

the

Republicans

ar^d

Demo-

Mexican-American or Anglo.
Committee would gain tremendously by haying the support of a union behind it and would be able to
coordinate any other efforts toward a
labor party from within other uncrats,

The

ions.
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June 1966. Liu Shao-shi, Chu Teh,
Chen Yun and Teng Hsiao-ping have
all been "demoted" in recent months,

MAOISM

.

(Continued from Page 1)

own

position in Russia, were embarrassed by the pointedly correct analyses of the Left Opposition, did the
Comintern call for the Canton uprising.
This adventure, dictated from the top,
at a time when the workers movement
had already been bloodily defeated,
ended in the still bloodier Canton com-

mune.
the heritage with which Mao
associates himself
the betrayal of
workers movements by Stalin's zig-zag
policies of bureaucratic
self-interest
and the still-born bourgeois-democratic
revolution of Sun Yat-sen.
During the 30s and 40s, Mao kept
refurbishing the alliance with the
a "patriotic" alliance designed
to defeat the Japanese bourgeoisie by
aiding the Chinese bourgeoisie despite
continuous betrayals on the part of
Chiang. After the Japanese were defeated, Mao and the People's Libera-

This

is

—

KMT —

—

tion

Army (PLA) dampened

peasant

efforts at land reform, so as not to dis-

turb Chiang and his landlord backers.
Only when Chiang rebuffed the last at-

tempt

at

a

coalition

government

in

1947 did the PLA issue its own call:
a "democratic coalition government."
The nature of this "democratic coalition government" can be seen from the
actions of the CCP as it was driving
out Chiang: in response to workers
uprisings in Shanghai and other cities
the CCP put a ban on strikes, institutcompulsory
arbitration,
slashed
ed
wages and lengthened the working day
to
appease the "nationalist" bourfor

geoisie.

"Bloc of Four Classes"

The CCP came

to

power

in this third

Chinese revolution representing a coalition of classes. It introduced into the
newly forming workers state many of
the old contradictions from the bourgeois system. Having to rely on the
workers and peasants to sever China's
dependence on imperialism, the bureacracy also believed it had to rely on
the patriotic

"nationalist" bourgeoisie
own survival. Balancing between all these classes, the bureaucracy has been forced ,more and
more to eleva'te itself above the population, to assume the role of arbiter between classes, eventually to take on the
cover of infallibility.
By 1966, the infallibility had slipped
Mao, Lin Piao & Co. must now resort
to wide-scale purges to silence the
doubts. Ih defiance of party rules, there
has been no party conference since
1955, and the previous CC plenum was
in 1962. Of the 12 men listed as Political Bureau meiiihers in 1955, only four,
Mao, Lin, Chou En-lai and Kang
Sheng, are still on thfe PB. Peng Tehto guarantee its

—

huai was purged in 1960, Peng Chen in

contrary to party procedure for such
changes. In addition three others are
no longer listed and may also have
been demoted.

Between several hundred and several
thousand other top cadre have been
purged' so far, the concentration falling on the military, high ranking party
including the whole Peking
Municipal Committee, university professors and administrators, and economists. In addition the Young Communist League has been dissolved and all
officials,

schools closed.
Political

Those purged certainly do not form
a coherent political opposition to Mao
sterility of the CCP's political
history itself would militate against
a

possibility.

Apparently

some

purged have wanted closer ties with
Russia and even with the U.S.; but
others have protested the lack of
workers' control over the state apparatus.
What all do have in common
seems to be disagreement with the control clamped on the party, and with
bureaucratic anti-intellectualism which
substitutes Mao for technical knowledge and scientific investigation.
Most significantly, almost all the important officials purged, no matter
what their field, have at one time or
another criticized the last Great Leap
Forward, in 1958-59. The removal of
this opposition would be a logical preparatory step for the attempted next
leap.

Through these purges, the Central
Committee has been turned into a rubber stamp, allowed only to approve
past actions, never to discuss present
or future ones. (The communique from
the August Plenum is direct confirmation of this.) Similarly, the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution is designed
to fix absolutely the hierarchical succession of directives from top to bottom. The juveniles currently passing
under the pseudonym of Red Guards
can be whipped up into A demonstration whenever Mao & Co. find the need
to bring recalcitrant local party organizations to heel. But then, since the
schools have been emptied, marriage
and sexual relationships forbidden until age 26, and little work provided for
the hordes streaming into Peking, Mao
& Co. have found little difficulty in suggesting a whole host of spontaneous
"proletarian" actions to their "monster"-chasers.
"Cultural'' Revolution

But let us overlook its juvenile shock
troops and instead exarpine the "cultural" and the "proletarian" aspects
of this revolution.
To the Red Guards,

Bkch

are

Marxist thought to his background in
Confucian studies: "this fourth current
[Chinese classical philosophy] is the
source of some distinctive features of
Marxist theory as developed by Mao
."; the article also deTse-tung
scribed a recent Chinese celebration as
the now "revisionist" music: "a million people, who danced all night long,
hour after hour, rejoicing, a living
.

Purges

— the
such

the purged Chou Yang, a "Ringleader
of the Sinister Gang in Literary and
Art Circles"; Confucius, "an ox, a demon, a snake and a devil"; and Greek
sculptures, smashed.
(We can imagine the number of
penitential swims in the Hudson River
Progressive Labor Party leader Milt
Rosen has taken since the last PL
magazine goofed. Not only did an article on China credit Mao's version of

"bourgeois

last movement of
Beethoven's Choral Symphony with its
prophetic hymn to the brotherhood of
man." It must be uncomfortable to be
a Maoist today, not being able to guess
what will be "true" for tomorrow.)
Lenin, Trotsky, Marx and Engels repeatedly attacked the idea that the
mission of the pioletariat was to destroy the old culture: "Marxism has
won its worldrhistoric significance as
the ideology of the levolutionary proletariat because, far from rejecting the
most valuable achievements of the
bourgeois epoch, Marxism, on the contrary, has assimilated and reshaped
the more valuable elements accumulated in the course of more than two thousand years of development of human
thought and culture." (Lenin's Draft
Resolution on Proletarian Culture)
Now as for the proletarian aspect
metal workers in Kweiyang clashed
with the bearers of proletarian cultiJre; textile workers in Shanghai opposed the seizure of party headquarters by the young students; factory
woikers in Canton fought the Red
Guards until troops were brought in to
protect the young students; other such
clashes occurred in Harbin, Tsingtao,

embodiment of the

—

Tientsin,

Beethoven and
revisionists";

Hangchow, Changsha,

and Wuhan.
Apparently

Sian

in their efforts to teach

the proletariat what proletarian culture is, these young students have encountered a true Maoist "contradiction."

Double-Talk^No Criticism
The double-talk aspect of the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution is of
course much less significant than the
use Mao & Co. make of it. The various
versions of Mao-culture, purges and
juvenile shock troops all make the
point very clearly: "There is to be no
criticism of the bureaucracy or of its
program." The bureaucracy must now
totally mobilize and absolutely control
China's resources if it is to impose
its own progiam on the workers and
peasants.
The Proletarian Cultural
(Continued Next Page)
all

Shakespeare and Goethe, "royalists";

.
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Revolution means nothing more than
the destruction of all political-social
culture in order to destroy the ideological basis for opposition to the bureaucracy.

The need of the Chinese bureaucracy
for absolute control and the need to
infuse that control with the sense of
"revolutionary" orthodoxy could already be seen ten years ago. The purge
of Kao Kang and Jao Shu-shih in 1955
apparently resulted from a dispute
over production sector allotments. The
bureaucracy, in an attempt to prevent
future such "evil-doers," set up a control commission, justifying it with a
quote from Lenin's Left-Wing Communism, an Infantile Disorder. Predictably, the quote was taken out of context so out of context that the meaning was nearly reversed. The Chinese
version of Lenin indicated that no one
should be allowed to weaken "the iron
discipline" of the party. Lenin's version of Lenin, however, indicated that
such control is possible only when the
party is reinforced by the participation of the toiling masses.

—

Imperialist Pressures

What

in the current Chinese situation necessitates all this fake MarxismLeninism? First, China now feels very
acutely the pressures of imperialism
refracted through and mediated by the

bureaucracy. The U.S. has continually
menaced China through the Korean
War, through its refusal in the early

—

'50s to

make China

a nuclear-free zone,

through its support of India's attacks
on China's border, through the overall
thrust of the Vietnam war. The bureaucracy has reacted to these pressures by trying to match U.S. military
technologv and by linking itself to
"friendly" bourgeois governments, such
as Ghana, Pakistan, and Indonesia,
rather than by linking itself to proletarian revolutionary struggles. As the
bourgeois governments one by one retreat from China, and the links with
Russia and other workers states are
broken, the bureaucracy retreats more
and more into the isolated circle that
U.S. imperialism has plotted for it.

Accordingly the success of the latest
nuclear test cannot be viewed as an
uncomplicated triumph once the eco-

nomic meaning of that test is clear.
To have developed nuclear capacity to
the present Chinese level, the bureaucracy has been forced to unstructure
the economy in a number of dangerous
ways. The amount of money funneled
into defense work has been estimated
as high as 50% of government expenditures. More than half of the physicists, chemists and engineers working
in China work on armament projects;
undoubtedly a comparable section of

the industrial working class is so employed. Moreover, to have developed an
intermediate range missile with nuclear warhead in so few years is not
proof of the "miracles" attained by socialist construction; rather it indicates
that all research has been vertically
directed to the narrow empirical result
desired, a nuclear weapon, and not
horizontally developed so that all industrial fields could share in the results
of scientific investigation.

Misstructured

Economy

This misstructure is directly related
to China's agricultural situation. Estimates of this year's grain harvest put
it at about 5 million metric tons lower
than last year's; this decrease will
nearly double the amount of grain
China has been forced to import annually since 1961. The decrease is superficially the result of drought or flood
in some sections of China. But more
basically, it results because there is
no reserve in the agricultural sector
able to absorb a calamity hitting any
section of the country. Agriculture is
strained to its limit under the present
methods of production: intensively
farmed, the Chinese land already produces one of the highest per acreage
yields in the world, achieved almost
wholly through unmechanized labor
power but there is little even potentially arable land left.

alkalinization of great sections of for-

merely arable land in North China.
Moreover, by building the revolution
on a nationalist sentiment (now developed to the point of xenophobia), and
by asserting that China would build
socialism in its own country in its own
way, the bureaucracy cut itself off
from outside help. The bureaucracy has
already begun to sacrifice workers and
peasants movements in other countries
(see SPARTACIST No. 5 oii the Indone'

sian slaughters) to the exigencies of
internal economic development, just as
Stalin sacrificed China in 1927-29, and
just as the Russian bureaucracy is doing again today with China.

China under the CCP began its planned development starting from a much
lower stage than did Soviet Russia,
with a per capita income approximately one-fourth that of Soviet Russia in
1920. In

1952, just before the begin-

ning of the first five-year plan, it was
probably less than $80 a year. During
the years of the first plan, China developed at an average rate of 12% annual growth in gross national product,
partially achieved by taking up the
in the economy left over from
Chiang Kai-shek's corruption, internal
warfare and capitalist plunder. By
1959 the income had been raised to
about $100 per capita.

slack

;

As long

as agriculture remains nonmechanized and as long as the economy
so disbalanced by armament producthe rest of the economy must
nearly stagnate. Two pairs of figures
indicate the acuteness of this danger:
in 1954, over 85% of the population
was rural, only 2.4% of the population belonged to the industrial working
force; today, over 85% is still rural,
and the industrial work force has not
yet risen to 3%. China has come nearly to the end of its present course of
is

tion,

economic development.
In analyzing the direction of the So-

Union under Stalin, Trotsky noted,
"The instability of the Soviet regime,

viet

on the contrary, is due to the fact that
its productive forces have far from

grown up

to the forms of socialist
(The Revolution Betrayed)
is even more appropriate for China today. Obviously
this
contradiction between property
form and technology will exist in any
underdeveloped workers state. What is
particularly crucial about China and
other deformed workers states is that
the bureaucracy by its very existence
neutralizes the workers and creates
waste. The myth of Mao's infallibility, protected by the elimination of

property."

The same analysis

contradicting technical studies, will
hinder rational planning; erroneous instructions, never questioned because
they come from the top, will continue
to add to the waste
just as erroneous
irrigation instructions resulted in the

—

Great Leap Forward
Then, in the middle of the second
five-year plan came the Great Leap
Forward. To label this adventurism is
surely to miss the main point. By 1958,
China was able to ascertain its position. The rate of economic growth had
dropped back nearly to its present 5 to
7%%; the population continued to increase at a rate between 2 and
annually. Given these rates of growth,
China could not have been expected to
reach the 1930 level^ of Soviet Russia,

2%%

is the level before Stalin's forced
industrialization, until 1980, much less
to approach the level of technology in
present day Russia or the advanced
capitalist natigns. China had to find a
short cut for converting its peasant
population into the capital goods needed for industrialization. This was to

that

be

accomplished

Leap

Forward.

through

the

Great

The Great Leap

in-

volved sufficient risks so that when
these were compounded by three years
of drought, a retreat was necessary.
The bureaucracy in an attempt to short
cut urban industrialization had to depend heavily on the peasantry, a pettybourgeois class, to achieve many of the
tasks of socialism. When the pressures
accumulated, the peasants could not

maintain their "collective spirit" and
the bureaucracy retreated.
'

Thus, the Great Leap Forward was
defeated and with that defeat the economy was set back approximately five
years. Production of grain did not return to the 1958 level until 1963; since
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then it has remained constant at about
180 million metric tons. The same pattern of fluctuations is true of the total
naitional income. But since 1958, the
population has increased by between
75 to 100 million more people; therefore per capita production of grain and
per capita share of national income has
dropped from its high point in 1958.

One result of that defeat serves as
illustration of the vicious circle confronting a workers state bureaucracy
attempting to industrialize an underdeveloped

country.

Because

the

Great

Leap had been instituted from the top,
to have admitted the magnitude of the
defeat would have called into question
of the bureaucracy.
to have allowed release of statisanalyses to the top party cadre
would have given ammunition to opponents of Mao & Co. Starting early

the

infallibility

Even

tical

in

1958,

through
^

were

statisticians
official

warned

publications that they

lacked "political consciousness." Eventually the State Statistical Bureau not
only quit publishing the immensely detailed studies of China's economic situation, but also stopped most of its

research.

Planned Economy?
But this "little" matter is immensely
important for a planned economy. Is
the population 760,300,000 or 800,292,plan based on
000 or 894,493,000?
760 million could turn out disastrously
if it gradually became evident that
there were 894 million people to feed.

A

Thus the pressures of problems in
the economic base forces the bureaucracy to negate the political gains of
the third revolution. As these are negated and the bureaucracy is revealed
more and more as a Bonapartist dictatorship, the political decay serves to
destroy the economic gains made in the
early years of the revolution.
Faced with the bristling threat of
American imperialism and weakened
by Russian opportunism, China must
break out of the circular nature of development in an underdeveloped country. But because its own interests don't
allow the bureaucracy to choose ultimate self-removal, it must force China
into the mold of its own solutions. The
only solution the bureaucracy has left
itself is another attempt at forced industrialization, i.e., another Great Leap
Forward. Apparently this is the choice
the bureaucracy has made, for a hardsell campaign to institute "a new big
leap forward in China's socialist construction" has been dominating Peking
Review in recent months. Once again
the bureaucracy will attempt to proletarianize the peasant and decentralize
industry.

New Leap
What
whether

most

significant is
this particular leap will
is

ceed or fail;

rather,

not
suc-

China, starting

now with economic

conditions less favorable than those of 1958, has been
forced into this measure by the international policies and internal waste of
its bureaucracy.

At this point the bureaucracy has
chosen to make a new forced march to

—

this will mean that
more than bare means of subsistence can be allowed the population. But
we can see where this will lead. Trotsky (again in The Revolution Betrayed) described a similar situation
in Russia: "On a basis of 'generalized
want,' the struggle for the means of
subsistence threatens to resurrect 'all
the old crap,' and is partially resurrecting it at every step."
The Chinese bureaucracy now speaks
of Russian revisionism, particularly in

industrialization
little

relation to Libermanism;
don't recognize about their

what they

own country is what Trotsky recognized very
early about Russia that the seeds of
Libermanism are sown at an early
stage in the revolution. Just last year,
the bureaucracy was forced to give
back small individual holdings on the
land to the Chinese peasants the bureaucracy, no matter how much it inveighs against the "four olds," is resurrecting "all the old crap." This
didn't just happen, of course; it resulted from the bureaucracy's need to

—

—

its own position. This step,
feeding petty-bourgeois ideology, must
lead to the next step back or to a
Stalinoid attempt to crush the peasant
"obtusiveness" through slaughter. Neither is the means for building social-

maintain

—

ism.

The particularly crucial problems
facing China today result from the intersection, within the boundaries of
an underdeveloped, massively-populated country, of various lines of selfinterest: U.S. imperialism with its Pax
Americana; the Russian bureaucracy
which, although casting off Stalin, has
not cast off Stalinism; and the neoStalinist Chinese bureaucracy.
Imperialism Served
Imperialism could not have found a
better

way

to serve its

own

interests

amounts of its available resources into military power. And yet
such a serious disbalancing of the
economy cannot create a military power capable of defending the socialist
gains of the third revolution. Moreover,
if an economic crisis leaves Mao without the support of the population there
will be no guerrilla defense of China

mense

no matter how much thought of Mao
has been forced onto the population.
If imperialism didn't also have its
own problems, all it would need do is
maintain the pressure and wait— for a
capitalist mode of production in Russia and economic collapse in China. But
imperialism is also faced with all the
sharp contradictions of its own decaying system. Because the Russian and
Chinese bureaucracies find their own
position in contradiction with the need
to exert pressure on imperialism, they
each allow Viet Nam to face imperialist
aggression alone, and each blame the
other. The final proof of the need to

remove them

lies

in their inability to

provide joint international revolutionary leadership (a task not possible between two
Stalinist
bureaucracies,
each determined to institute "socialism"
in only one country and each country
at a different stage in its development,
therefore with different self-interests).

Workers Revolution
Only the revolutionary Chinese proletariat can lead the Chinese workers
state out of its present deformity. The
task of building a Leninist party inside China, able to lead the proletarian
vanguard and the peasantry to a definitive clash with Mao's bureaucracy, is
of utmost importance. Without leadership, the Chinese proletariat will not be
able to establish itself as ruler of its

own state.
The destruction

of Maoism in China,
at the hanite of the proletariat, will

open the door to the victory of the exploited masses of Asia and it will accelerate the revolutionary struggle in
Viet Nam, India and Japan. In turn,
workers' governments in these countries, particularly in industrially ad-

vanced Japan, can help China to break
present

than if it had itself severed the ties
between Russia and China. So long as
the two are at odds, imperialism is

out

free to gradually annihilate Viet Nam
and other countries like it, with China
itself the prime target.
So long as the Russian bureaucracy
avoids its responsibility of giving aid
to the world revolutionary movement,

bureaucracy to

of

circle of

its

viciously

limiting

economic development.

Similarly, in order for the Russian
be defeated, opening

off

way to European and Latin Ameriworkers struggles, demands the
building of a new Leninist party inside
Russia.
Finally, a workers revolution in any
of the technologically advanced countries would speed immensely the overturns of the Russian and Chinese Stal-

"socialism" all the economic "reforms" taking place in the Soviet bloc
today.
So long as the Maoist bureaucracy
isolates China from the aid and the
responsibilities of the world revolution-

Stalinism must be defeated in order
that the imperialist exploitation of Africa, Asia and Latin America and the
capitalist exploitation of workers can
be erased forever from the face of the

ary movement,

earth.

it

will

find

it

easy to concentrate on

means of making

its

cure. In Russia that

own position
means passing

se-

as

China

will

pour im-

the

can

inists.
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Beginning on 23 October a decade ago, Hungary's
working people rose in an historic attempt to overthrow
Stalinist political rule and move forward to a socialist
workers republic in their country. The Hungarian
working class fought valiantly for several weeks before
their revolution was crushed but not before it created
an example of heroic struggle capable of inspiring and
guiding the international proletariat in its warfare
against imperialist and Stalinist oppressors alike.
The 1956 revolution not only devastated all mystiques
regarding the deformed workers states but provided a
powerful vindication of the Trotskyist position. Thus

—

the counterrevolutionary policies of the Stalinist bureaucracy decisively exposed it as an ally, when necesa revsary, of imperialism against the working class
elation leading to defections of cadres from Stalinist
parties over the globe. The familiar image, projected by
middle-class cynics, of an emasculated working class
forever reduced to mindless passivity and impotence
under totalitarianism, also crumbled as hundreds of
thousands of Hungary's industrial workers appropriated direct control of their factories and mines and took
to the streets to defend their newly-acquired power.
And the imperialists' contention that the Hungarian
masses would embrace fascists and monarchist reactionaries of the Horthyite-Catholic variety in a headlong rush to return to capitalist exploitation (a slander
which especially the Stalinists have assisted them in
promoting) was demolished not only by the actions of
including the violent suppression
the revolutionaries

—

—

what anti-Semitic and White Guard threats actually
existed
but by the workers' militantly communist
aspirations and their unambiguous hatred for capitalism.
The spontaneous creation of industrial workers councils throughout the country as the elementary machinery of proletarian rule carried forward the example set
by the Pai'is Commune of 1870-71 (the inspiration for
Lenin's State and Revolution) which was brought to
fruition in the establishment of the Russian Soviet
Republic in November 1917. The Hungarian Soviets,
assisted with food supplied by the peasantry, effectively
democratized political and economic life for most of the
period of their existence.
of

—

Communist

Principles

The revolutionaries, while denouncing the Stalinist
"prostitution" of communism, were unequivocal in expressing their determination to build upon the existing
achievements of nationalized property, agrarian reform, and planned economy. The National Writers
Union, at the start of the uprising, voiced many of the
revolution's ambitions, which included "an independent
national policy based on the principle of socialism" and
"true and sincere friendship with our allies the
U.S.S.R. and the Peoples Democracies. This can be
realized "only on the basis of Leninist principles."
(Proclamation, 23 October 1956.) In a similar declaration issued 26 October, the Miskolc Workers Council
echoed the resounding demands for political power for

—

Revolution in

H

the Soviets and called for a government of "Communists devoted to the principles of proletarian internationalism."
Vigilantly hostile to capitalism, as to bureaucratic
oppression, the masses were forced to defend their revolution not only against the Khrushchev bureaucracy
but against small but potentially dangerous right-wing
elements who endeavored to utilize the revolutionary
crisis (a relatively puny threat which the Stalinists
have grotesquely exaggerated in order to slander the
revolution and anoint their own treachery). Fascist
activities were suppressed. The Hungarian Army newspaper Magyar Honved of 1 November reported: "At
Gyor, certain extreme right-wing elements wanted to
But the workers of Gyor prehold a big meeting.
vented them from doing it. We want no fascism, we
have had enough of tyranny, whether it be the tyranny
of Rakosi or Szalasi." Similarly, the 2 November Igazsag (Truth), paper of the Revolutionary Youth, gave
an abrupt but poignant expression of popular feelings
"We hate the fascists who are lurking in the shadows
and who want to exploit the revolution." Not fascism,
but Stalinist terror was the dominant force of counterrevolution in Hungary.
.

.

.

Clearly, "the Hungarian proletariat, overwhelmingly
supported by the peasantry, stood at the threshold of
state power in 1956. Eighty per cent of the Hungarian
Workers Party (Communist) supported the revolutionary masses. Many students and intellectuals, courageous
partisans of the working class, fought and died val-

comrades from the industrial enWorkers and students marched through the
Budapest bearing portraits of Lenin. As in
any truly popular revolution, the armed forces were
profoundly shaken, with large sections of the Hungarian Army joining the insurrection. (Even among the
Russian troops, many of whom were duped to believe
they were fighting Anglo-French imperialists in Egypt
or fascists in Berlin, there were defections to the revoiantly alongside their

terprises.

streets of

lution.)

Dual Power
Thus, a condition of civil war existed between the
power represented by the workers councils and defended by the armed masses
and that of the Stalinist apparatus, backed up only by the secret police and
Russian troops. Why, in this most favorable of revolutionary situations, did the workers lose? It is not sufficient simply to enthuse about the revolutionary successes and vituperate the triumphant enemy. Solidarity
with our fallen comrades compels us to examine and
seek to understand the weakness of the 1956 revolution.
As with all previous confrontations of dual poiver in
labor history, the outcome of the revolutionary struggle in Hungary balanced on the problem of its leadership.
To whom, and to what program, did the masses look to
guide them? This question flows ineluctably from the
fact that Marxism is founded upon the capacity of the
.

.

.

working class to conscionsly assume direction of society.
•The self-emancipation of the proletariat depends upon
the proletarians' conscious recognition of their tasks.

*
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Ingary

— Ten Years After

Much of Lenin's contribution to Marxist theory is summarized in his observation that "in its struggle for
power the proletariat has no other weapon but organization." This voices concretely what the world proletariat has to a great extent learned intuitively; and it
is obvious to every worker that organization posits
leadership. Indeed, program and leadership are, for the
working class, the most crucial expression of organization, to the extent that organization is a manifestation
of the "class-for-itself."

Leadership Lacking
It

was on

this critical level that the

Hungarian

in-

surrection foundered. The working masses, crying out
for drastic changes, for socialism, groped for a leadership which would clarify, focus, and consolidate their
aspirations a revolutionary leadership, consisting of
the most militant and class-conscious workers, and constituting the class vanguard. Writing in 1924, Trotsky
put forth in Lessons of October certain revolutionary
maxims whose burning validity is underscored by the
without a party capable of
Hungarian events: ".
directing the proletarian i-evolution, the revolution itself is rendered impossible. The proletariat cannot seize
power by a spontaneous uprising." And further: ". .
circumstances may arise where all the prerequisites for
socialism exist, with the exception of a far-seeing and
resolute party leadership grounded in the understanding of the laws and methods of the revolution."

—

.

.

.

Such a party in Hungary would have had the task
of winning the workers to a program transforming the
Soviets from organs of insurrection to the organs of
dominant state poiver in the country. While endeavor'ing to win over the Communist Party insurgents, a
revolutionary party should have posed the necessity of
completely smashing the Stalinist state apparatus in
Hungary, and urgently sought to establish, for example,
a national congress of representatives from the revolutionary and workers councils in its place. Its members
rooted in the working class across the land, and thus
instantly cognizant of and responsive to the needs of
the masses and to developments in every area, such a
party would have made possible the centralized coordination of economic life and the military struggle
which was so fatally absent. And, while advancing the
necessity of blocking with the deformed workers states
against world imperialism, the party should have sought
to dispel all illusions of the "friendliness" of the bureaucracies of these states towards a popular socialist
revolution, and urged the workers to depend upon their
own strength and determination to win.

But no revolutionary leadership materialized to advance such a program and give culmination to the revolution. The workers, headless, called merely for reforms in the regime and saw their councils, not as a
counter-apparatus of state power, but merely as machinery to give them a "share" in management and defend
their interests. Searching for leadership, they fixed
upon certain vacillating, conciliatory liberal-reform elements of the Communist Party, led by Imre Nagy, who

accepted power reluctantly and

all

but handed

it

back

to Khrushchev. Far from fighting for the supremacy of
the Soviets as organs of proletarian class dictatorship,

the revolutionaries called rather for universal elections
from all classes to a democratic parliament a process
which would have transferred power to the Catholicpeasant majority of the population, thus potentially
menacing the workers' truly socialist demands and giving a foothold to the imperialists-restorationists. Perhaps as equally a product of confusion, some revolutionaries looked for help to Stalinist bureaucracies
abroad, such as China's, which meantime was supporting Khrushchev to thfe hilt and preparing to send "antirevisionist" Chou En-lai on a tour of Europe to lend
Peking's prestige and blessing to the butchery.

—

Defeat in Isolation
Perhaps the most serious weakness of the 1956 uprising, however, was its predominantly isolated, nation-

The revolt against Stalinist suppression
of national identity assumed at times almost bourgeoisnationalist forms. The revolution was sparked by, and
prepared during the insurgent wave which traversed
the deformed workers states at this time; yet the militant workers and radical intellectuals, whose demands
for political and economic reforms led to the outbreak
on 23 October, made virtually no effort to extend their
activities beyond Hungary's boundaries. Hence the revolution neither received succor from nor expanded its
thrust into the other states of Europe ultimately the
sine qua non of victory. Even with the existing flaws,
the chances of revolutionary survival would have been
enormously enhanced had the Hungarian workers been
emulated by their brothers in adjoining lands; isolation, on the other hand, promised certain defeat.
alist character.

—

Thus a revolutionary party in Hungary would not
only have assumed the task of leading the Hungarian
workers to state power, but, as a section of a disciplined international party, would have assisted in the
vital work of preparing and leading insurrections in
other European countries. Such an international revolutionary center, representing the continuity and international linkages which the Hungarian insurgents so
desperately lacked, could have prepared the workers of
these areas for action in solidarity with the Hungarians. Such a center, by transmitting the revolutionary
example of Hungary to the proletariat of all Europe and
co-ordinating it with the upsurges in other workers
states, might well have triggered a final historic confrontation with imperialism during which the Stalinist bureaucracies -^vould simply have been swept away.

For the Fourth International
of the Hungarian commune must not
to the power of its example. As the Paris

The -tragedy
blind us

Commune of 1870-71, even in defeat, inspired the Russian Bolsheviks to eventual victory, so the energy of
the Hungarian workers' struggle must flow into the
veins of a world revolutionary party the Fourth International which alone can enable the international proletariat to seize victory from such defeats.

—

—

SPARTACtST

WE ARE HERE!

Founding Conference
The Spartacist League held

its

Found-

ing Conference in Chicago over Labor
Day weekend. This Conference, attended by some 50 delegates and observers
fiom all parts of the country, laid a
firm political basis for the new organization by adopting a declaration of its
revolutionary aims and principles. Also
adopted, with large decisive margins,
were resolutions to guide Spartacist

League work

in

the

Negro struggle,

union movement, anti-war movement,

and other major arenas. In addition, the
Conference elected an authoritative and
representative national leadership to
unite and lead forward the new organization over the coming period.
The Spartacist League, with local
committees and supporters in more
than 15 areas, has indeed come a long
way since the expulsion of its initial
cadres from the Socialist Workers Party
(SWP) in December 1963. Expelled for
their ideas alone, these cadres had
been struggling inside that party as its
Revolutionary
Tendency for three
years for a revolutionary international
perspective, for the Trotskyist position
on Cuba, and against the SWF's uncritical adaptation to Black Nationalism. Following their expulsion, the exmembers began the publication of
Spartacist, the first issue of which
stated their determination "to further
a revolutionary regroupment of forces
within this country such that a Leninist vanguard party of the working

class will emerge." This orientation remains central to the goals of the Spartacist League today.

Cadre Origins
The beginnings of the realization of
perspective can be seen in the
present composition of the League.
Present at the Conference and driving
the organization forward was a living
communist cadre that has evolved as a
deep fusion in struggle of several tendencies and elements. In addition to
those from the SWP, a number had
previously formed the Revolutionary
this

Tendency of the Young Peoples'

Social-

League (Socialist Party youth
group). These latter left the YPSL to
unite with the Spartacist tendency late
in 1964 after a long development towards revolutionary internationalism
and "Lenin's and Trotsky's conception
of the nature and role of the revolu." Several of the older
tionary party.
Spartacist comrades had formerly been
members of the Communist Party. Allying themselves with these more experienced comrades have been the sizeable
number of students and young people
and a small but significant number of
ist

.

militants
gle

in

.

won from

the Negro strug-

such diverse areas as Harlem

and the deep South.
Fraternal Guests
Giving testimony to the continuity of
the Spartacist League with the earlier

CREETmSTOTHE

Trotskyist movement was the fraternal
presence at the Conference of two veteran Trotskyist leaders, Richard Fraser, an able theoretician on the Negro
Question and co-leader of the Freedom
Socialist Party of Washington State,
and A. Philips, spokesman for his tendency and a very experienced trade
unionist. The tendencies represented by
these two comrades had both been

SWP

forced out of the
at the height of
gross class-collaborationist betrayal
of the anti-war movement. Comrades
Fraser and Philips presented greetings
to the Conference on behalf of their
groups, and Comrade Fraser, a coreporter on the Negro Question, traced
the evolution of the SWP's theoretical
bankruptcy and unprincipled practice
and our present Marxist position on

its

this question.

Despite some differences, the Conference decisions on the wide range of
subjects brought before it were characterized by large decisive votes and
broad agreement. Unlike the SWP, the
work of the Conference was conducted
in the spirit of free discussion and in
accordance with the principles of democratic centralism, with minority tendencies exercizing full factional rights.
The Declaration of Principles adopted by the Conference is reprinted in
this issue. It places the new organization firmly within the revolutionary,
struggle
working-cla-ss
international
for the final destruction of the barbarism of capital and the establishment in its place of a new, socialist
order. Comrade Rader was reporter on
this declaration.

For Black Trotskyism

SPARTACIST CONFERENCE

Comrade Stoute, co-reporter with
Comrade Fraser on the Negro Question,
analyzed the mood of "pseudo-national-

By Dick Fraser
On

behalf of the Freedom Socialist

Party of Washington, I wish to greet
this national gathering of the Spartacist League.
It is an admirable achievement for a
small organization to be able to expand into so many cities across the
country and then to organize such a
representative conference.

Let

me

tell

you about ourselves.

We

are an independent local organization
with some national supporters, brought
together in the spirit of revolutionary
regroupment. Ours is, however, a much

narrower regroupment than we believe
to be possible on a national scale in
the not-too-distant future.
The main body of our party comes
from the former Seattle Branch of the

Socialist Workers Party. Others come
from the Communist Party and the
ranks of the independent socialists and

previously unaffiliated "new left" youth.
We anticipate a close collaboration
with you in the future. We feel a mutual political attraction, I believe, because of a common belief in persistent
adherence to the ideas of Leon Trotsky,
and the close proximity of our approach to the Negro question, a decisive key to the American Revolution.

We

wish you

well.

We

hope your

corij-

ference will be successful and we expect it will mark an important episode
in the process of rebuilding the revolutionary socialist movement in the

United States.

Thank you.

ism" now prevalent in the ghettoes,
and pointed out that the struggle for
black liberation "is actually the vanguard struggle of the working class,"
black and white. The Conference then
adopted the main line of the draft resolution which demonstrated that socialism will only be achieved by the
common struggle of black and white
workers for common goals under the
leadership of a unified vanguard party.
The document found that Negro nationalism has no social basis in terms
of American class reality and has
therefore been unable to generate a
program of striiggle. On the other
hand, because of the present hostility
of large sections of white workers to
the special needs of black workers
stemming from centuries of exceptional

(Continued Bottom Page 14)
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"FOUNDING THE SPARTACIST LEAGUE,"

subject of the public meeting at the Conference. Speakers from left to right
were national chairman James Robertson, West Coast editor Geoffrey White, and Central Committee member Paul Gaillard.
A comrade from the deep South also spoke. New York organizer Albert Nelson chaired.

Declaration of Principles
of the Spartacist League
1.

The

Socialist Revolution

and the Spartacist League

The Spartacist League

of the U.S. is
a revolutionary organization which, as
part of the international revolutionary
movement, is committed to the task of
building the party which will lead the
working class to the victory of the socialist revolution in the United States.
Only the proletariat, through the
seizure of political power and the destruction of capitalism in all countries,
can lay the basis for the elimination of
exploitation and the resolution of the
contradiction between the growth of
the productive forces of the world economy and national-state barriers. Capitalism has long since outlived its progressive historical role of creating a
modei-n industrial economy. Now in order to maintain their rule, the national
capitalist classes must intensify national and racial divisions, through imperialism oppress the colonial peoples
and impoverish the masses of the entire world, engage in continual wars
for the maintenance and redivision of
the world markets in order to prop up
the falling rate of profit, and attempt
to smash the revolutionary struggle of
the workers wherever it breaks out. In
its final frenzied effort to maintain its
close rule, the bourgeoisie will not hesitate to plunge humanity into a nuclear
holocaust or totalitarian oppression of

unprecedented

ferocity.

The

United

States of America is today the keystone of the entire international capit^ist order.
On the other hand, the victory of the
proletariat on a world scale would
place unimagined material abundance
at the service of human needs, lay the
basis for the elimination of social
classes, and eliminate forever the drive
^

war inherent in the world economic
system of capitalism. For the first time
mankind will grasp the reins of history and control its own creation, society, resulting in an undreamed-of
emancipation of human potential, the
limitless expansion of freedom in every
area, and a monumental forward surge
of civilization. Only then will it be possible to realize the free development of
each individual as the condition for the
free development of all.
for

2.

The

Crisis of

Proletarian Leadership

History has shown that the selfemancipation of the working class, and
therewith the oppressed of all the
earth, balances on the question of leadership. The economic preconditions for
socialisni have long since been reached.

But the contradictions of capitalism in
epoch of imperialist decay produce
not only wars, but also revolutionary
its

opportunities. The success or failure of
the working class to achieve victory in
these histoi'ic opportunities depends
upon the organization and scientific
consciousness of the struggling masses,
i.e.,
on revolutionary leadership. Only
a revolutionary leadership the indispensible weapon of the working people
has proved to have the strategy and
determination to lead the- working
masses to victory. The responsibility
for the defeats sufi'ered by the working
class and the abortion of previous revolutionary opportunities lies at the door
of treacherous Social-Democratic and
Stalinist mislcaders. But the revolutionary will of the proletariat will triumph! The crisis of leadei'ship will be
solved! It is to the solution of the crisis
of proletarian leadership that the Spartacist League directs its work.

—

—

3.

The Theoretical and Historical Roots
of the Spartacist League
The Spartacist League continues the

revolutionary traditions of the international working-class movement exemplified in the work of revolutionists
such as Marx, Engels, Lenin, Trotsky,
Luxemburg, and Liebknecht. Above all
we look to the experience of the Bolshevik Party which culminated in the
Russian Revolution of 1917, the only
revolution as yet made by the working
class.

We seek in particular to carry forinternational working-class
perspectives of Marxism as developed
in theory and practice by V. I. Lenin
and L. D. Trotsky, as embodied in the
decisions of the first four Congresses
of the Communist International and by
the Transitional Program and other
documents adopted by the 1938 Founding Conference of the Fourth International. These matei'ials are the indispensible documentary codification of
the communist movement internationally, and are fundamental to the revolutionary tasks of our organization.
ward the

We

also look for inspiration to the

example of such revolutionists

in

the

United States as F. A. Sorge, Vincent
St. John, Daniel De Leon, Louis Fraina,
and James P. Cannon. The Spartacist
League is the continuator of the revolutionary heritage of the early Communist Party and the Socialist Workers Party. The immediate origins of
the Spartacist League are in the Revolutionary Tendency of the
which
based itself primarily upon the statement In Defense of a Revolutionary
Perspective and the document World
Prospect for Socialism.

SWP
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.

PRINCIPLES

The Vanguard Role
Class and the Road

of the

Working

to Socialism

Central to the Marxist perspective of
is the vanguard role of
the working class, and particularly the
decisive weight of the proletariat of
the industrialized countries. Only the
working class has the social power and
compulsion of clear objective interest
to liberate mankind from oppression.
Having no stake in maintaining the

world socialism

order, its enormous power
rests in its productive role, its numbers
and organization.

bourgeois

The continued
ful

of

rule of a small hand-

capitalists

is

maintained only

through keeping the working class divided and confused as to its true situation. In the United States, the ruling
class has succeeded in creating deep
divisions along racial lines. The Black
workers as a doubly-oppressed racecolor caste require special modes of
struggle as long as racist attitudes
'continue to permeate the outlook of the
working class as a whole. Socialism in
this country will be achieved only by
the common struggle of Black and
white workers under the leadership of
a unified revolutionary vanguard.
Historic experience has shown that
the road to socialism can be opened only
by the intervention of the masses in
the course of history and the creation
of dual power culminating in the destruction of the capitalist state and the
victory of the workers state and development of a new social order. The police, military, bureaucratic, juridical,
and political apparatus of the old rder
will be replaced by the dictatorship of
the proletariat based on councils of
working people and supported by the
workers' armed strength. Such a state
would defend itself against the counterrevolutionary efforts of the deposed
ruling class to return to power and
would reorganize the economy along
rational lines. As the economic basis of
social classes dwindled, the workers
state would more and more assume a
purely administrative function, eventually withering away with the advent of
classless

5.

communism.

The International Character
of the Socialist Revolution

Capitalism

is

a world economic sys-

class across the national
boundaries which divide

socialist

operates by anarchistic methods which
set one national capitalist class lagainst
another and constantly create new unevennesses and crises. In order to realize this superiority, the proletariat needs
an international party to unify the

revolution,

whose

program

and purposes remain as valid today as
at its founding in 1938, despite its
present organizational disarray. We
stand with all those groups seeking the
rebirth of the Fourth International and,
as a first step, the creation of a bonafide International Committee of revolutionary Trotskyists based upon a real
and living democratic centralism.
6.

The Necessity

for Revolutionary Consciousness

The ruling class has at its command
a monopoly of the means of violence,
its dominant political and bureaucratic
apparatus, its enormous wealth and
connections, and its control of education, the mass media and all other in-

the dominance of its ideas among, the
oppressed, fostering illusions and concealing its bloody essence. The ideas
of the bourgeoisie penetrate into the
very movements and organizations of
the workers through the agency of the
petty-bourgeois labor lieutenants particularly the parasitic trade union, Social-Democratic, and Stalinist bureaucracies which are based on the "aristocratic" upper strata of the working
class. Enjoying privileges not accorded
to the vast majority of workers, these
misleaders betray the masses of working people through class collaboration,
social-patriotism, and chauvinist-racist
policies which sabotage proletarian un-

—

derstanding and solidarity. If not replaced by revolutionary leaderships,
they will allow the organizations of the
workers to become impotent in the
fight for the economic needs of the
workers under conditions of bourgeois
democracy or will allow these organizations to be destroyed by victorious
fascism.

the counterrevolutionary violence of
the ruling class. The decisive struggle

The degeneration and capitulation of
tendencies within the Marxist movement has been of especially critical
value to the preservation of imperialist rule. Submission to the pressure of
bourgeois society has repeatedly tHrust
nominally Marxist currents towards
revisionism, the process of ruling out
Marxism's essential conclusions. Bern
steinian revisionism, Menshevism, Stalinisni, and its Maoist variant, are all
illustrations of this process which constitutes a bridge to overtly reformist

—the

practices.

stitutions of capitalist society.
such a force a workers state

Against

can be
brought into existence only by a proletariat fully conscious of its tasks, organized to carry them out, and determined to defend its conquests against

—

conquest of state power requires political consciousness. Through
its acquisition of political consciousness the working class ceases to be
merely a class in itself and becomes a
class for itself. Such consciousness is
not spontaneously generated in the
course of the day-to-day class struggles of the workers; it must be brought
to the workers by the revolutionary
party. Thus it is the task of the revolutionary party to forge the proletariat
into a sufficient political force by infusing it with a consciousness of its
real situation, educating it in the historical lessons of the cla?s struggle,
tempering it in ever deepening struggles, destroying its illusions, steeling
revolutionary will and self-confidence, and organizing the overthrow of
all forces standing in the way of the
conquest of power. A conscious working class is the decisive force in hisits

Within the Trotskyist movement the
problems posed by the post-1943 Stal*
inist expansions have given rise to the
current of Pabloism. Pablois characterized chiefly by a renunciation of the necessity for revolutionary leadership and an adaptation
to existing petty-bourgeois and Stalinist leaderships. This deterioration of
theory has led to the degeneration of
the Fourth International founded by
Leon Trotsky, and to its organizational
breakup.
revisioijist

ism

The Spartacist League, by contributing to the theoretical clarification of
the Marxist movement and to the reforging of the workers' necessary organizational weapons, upholds the revolutionary proletarian principles of
Marxism and will carry them forward
to the vanguard of the working class.

tory.
8.

tem which has created an international
working class with identical class interests the world over. The international character of the working class
gives it a potentially enormous superiority over the bouigeoisie as capitalism

and sectional
and to co-

it

ordinate the interdependent struggles
of the workers of every country. "While
the revolution may begin in a single
country, any partial victory will be
only finally secured with, the spread of
revolution to other countries and the
eventual world dominance of socialist
economic organization. The Fourth International is the world party of the

7.

of Revisionism

Insofar as revolutionary consciousness is not prevalent among the workers, their consciousness is determined
by the ideology of the ruling class.
Objectively capitalism rules through
finance capital, its monopoly of the
means of violence, and its control of all
existing social institutions. But it prefers,

when

possible,

to

rule

The Deformed Workers States
and the Political Revolution

The Bourgeois Basis

through

Historic gains have been made in expelling imperialism from and destroying capitalist property relations in certain backward countries, i.e., the degenerated workers state of Russia, and
the deformed workel'S states in East
Europe, and of China, North Korea,
North Viet Nam, and Cuba. The nationalization of the means of production,
establishment of economic planning,
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the state monopoly of foreign
trade have brought tangible increases
in the living standards of the masses
together with advances in industrial
growth in spite of the hostility of imperialism. On the other hand, the failure as yet of the proletariat to successfully carry through a social revolution
in any of the advanced countries, the
relatively low labor productivity and
cultural levels of the workers states
compared to the leading capitalist
countries, and the numerical preponderance of the peasant class have allowed the formation of bureaucratic
ruling castes which exclude the working class from political power and
which are susceptible to the development of capitalist restorationist tendencies. These privileged bureaucracies,
themselves a reflection of the continued
domination of capitalism on a world
scale, stand as a barrier to the elimination of class differences within their
own national boundaries and the
achievement of socialism on a world
scale; through their increasingly nationalist deviations, they weaken these
conquests of the working class in the
face of imperialism and open the way
for the repenetration of capitalist eco-

and

nomic

iforms.

Spartacist League stands for the
defense of these countries against all attempts of imperialism to reestablish its control. At the
san s time we assert the necessity for
the working class to take direct control and defense of these states into
their own hands through political revolution and thus sweep away the internal barriers to the advance towards
socialism. Only the spread of revolul^on internally and internationally can
successfully maintain these partial conquests of the workers. It is an immediate and pressing necessity to build
sections of the Fourth International in
the deformed workers states to guide
the struggle of the workers for political power and to coordinate their struggles with those of the proletariat in the

The Spartacist League fundamentally
opposes the Maoist doctrine, rooted in
TMenshevism and Stalinist reformism,
which rejects the vanguard role of the
working class and substitutes peasantbased guerrilla warfare as the road to
socialism. Movements of this sort can
under certain conditions, i.e., the extreme disorganization of the capitalist
class in the colonial country and the
absence of the working class contending in its own right for social power,
smash capitalist property relations;
however, they cannot bring the working class to political power. Rather,
they create bureaucratic anti-working
class regimes which suppress any further development of these revolutions
towards socialism. Experience since
the Second World War has completely
validated the Trotskyist theory of the
Permanent Revolution which declares
that in the modern world the bourgeoisdemocratic revolution can be completed
only by a proletarian dictatorship supported by the peasantry. Only under
the leadership of the revolutionary proletariat can the colonial and semi-colonial countries obtain the complete
and genuine solution to their tasks of
national
achieving
democracy
and
emancipation.

The

uncoiiditional

advanced and colonial countries.
9.

and

The Colonial Revolution
Permanent Revolution

tfie

The partial character of the anticapitalist revolutions in the colonial
world over the past two decades (China,
Cuba, North Viet Nam and North
Korea) leads us to reaffirm the Marxist-Leninist concept of the proletariat
as the key to the socialist revolution.
Although existing petty-bourgeois nationalist-led movements against impe-

must be defended, the task of
Comn)unists is to lead the active intervention of the working class to take
l[iegemony
over
the
national-social
struggle. The struggle by the proletarian leadership for self-determination
of the oppressed nations is a powerful
tool to break the grip of petty-bourg«ois nationalist leaders on the masses.
rialism

10.
Its

The Revolutionary Party:
Program, Organization, and
Discipline

"Without a party, apart from a parover the head of a party, or with a

ty,

substitute for a party, the proletarian
revolution cannot conquer." The revolutionary party is not only the instrument for bringing political consciousness to the proletariat, it is also the
main offensive and guiding force
through which the working class makes
and consolidates the socialist revolution. The revolutionary party is the
general staff of the revolution. Its leading cadre have been trained and tested
in the class struggle; it has gained
the leadership of the class on the basis
of its program and revolutionary determination; it has understood the whole
of the past in order to assess the present situation with crystal clarity; it
recognizes and boldly responds to the
revolutionary moment when it comes,
that moment when the forces of the
proletariat are most confident and prepared and the forces of the old order
most demoralized and disorganized. In
the revolutionary party is crystallized
the aspiration of the masses to obtain
their freedom; it symbolizes their revolutionary will and is 'the instrunient of
their victory.

The

program

of

the

Spartacist

League, as part of the Fourth International, is transitional in nature. It
forms a bridge in the course of daily

struggle between the present demands
and the socialist program of the revolution. From the consciousness of the
working class today it formulates its

demands and tasks in a way that lead
inalterably to one final conclusion: the
conquest of power by the proletariat.
The united front of differing and otherwise hostile organizations of the working class is a primary tactic in unsettled periods to both mobilize a broad
mass in struggle and to strengthen the
authority of the vanguard party within
the class. The transitional program directs the struggle ever more openly
arid decisively against the very bases
of the bourgeois regime and mobilizes
the masses for the proletarian revolution.

The organizational principle of the
Spartacist League is democratic centralism, a balance between internal de-

mocracy and functional discipline. As a
combat organization, the revolutionary
vanguard must be capable of unified
and decisive action at all times in the
class struggle. All members must be
mobilized to carry out the decisions of
the majority; authority must be centralized in its selected leadership which
interprets tactically the organization's
program. Internal democracy permits
the collective determination of the
party's line in accord with the needs
felt by the party's ranks who are closest to the class as a whole. The right
to factional democracy is absolutely
vital to a living movement. The very
existence of this right helps to channel
differences into less absorbing means
of resolution.
The discipline of the Spartacist
League flows from its program and
purpose, the victory of the socialist
revolution ind the liberation of all

mankind.
11.

We

Will Intervene

Change History
"Marxism is not a dogma, but a guide
to action." The Spartacist League, as
to

a national section of the international
Trotskyist movement, is in the forefront of the struggle for a socialist
future. Our day-to-day preparation of
the working class and our intervention
and leadership in the decisive moments
of the class struggle will propel the
struggle forward to the final victory.
"To face reality squarely; not to seek
the line of least resistance; to call
things by their right names; to speak
the truth to the masses, no matter how
bitter it may be; not to fear obstacles;
to be true in little things as in big
ones; to base one's program on the
logic of the class struggle; to be bold
when the hour for action arrives
these are the rules of the Fourth International." These are the rules of the
Spartacist League as we go forward in
the historical task of leading the working class to the victory of socialism in
the United States!
General line unanimously adopted by Founding Conference, 2

—

September

— Final
cal

196fi.

draft approved by PolitiBureau, 8 November 1966.
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Defend Latin American Revolutionists!
Hugo Blanco, the Peruvian peasant leader, is again m desperate
He was initially sentenced to twenty-five years in prison for the

LETTER FROM
RED FLAG

peril.

London, England
have just received the last ediof 'Spartacist.' We were very

We
tion

pleased to see the article protesting
against the arrest and persecution of
Trotskyists in Mexico, Guatemala and
the Workers States. You are doing a
great service to the World Revolution
and to the IV International by the campaign you are waging for the release
of Gilly and the seven Trotskyists imprisoned in Mexico. In Central America
there is a united front of Imperialism,
the Soviet Bureaucracy and all the
conservative leaderships who, by striking at the Trotskyist vanguard, are
trying to intimidate the masses. In this
situation it is the duty of all honest
revolutionaries to struggle against this
campaign of intimidation and terror.
We thank you for your efforts, and
send to the 'Spartacist' comrades the
warm fraternal greetings of the British
section of the

John

L.

deaths of three rural guards in a clash growing out of his successful
organization of the utterly downtrodden and mercilessly abused land-

Davis

retried before the
is

!

Belaunde; address: Lima, Peru.

A

united committee in the U.S. for the defense of Latin American

political prisoners is

now being

set up.

V
Subscribe to

The following is the text of a cablegram sent Friday evening, 11 November 1966:

ES?AR7ACO
Monthly Spanish pubh'cation of
the Spartacist League
New York, N.Y. 10001

"CONSEJO SUPREMO DE JUSTICIA
LIMA, PERU:

Box 1377, G.P.O.,

12 issues

Write for issue no.

-50c

1,

free, containing:

Puerto Rico Socialista y el Nacionalismo
Una Tricontinental Castrada
La Comuna de Santo Domingo
Delano — Triunfo o Derrota?
Issue

Workers

now being

is

Military Justice" and the prosecution

IV International.

for the Revolutionary

He

"Supreme Council of
demanding the death sentence All concerned with his safety and freedom should immediately
cable protests to "Consejo Supremo de Justicia," or to Presidente

less Indians.

article

no.

2,

December 1966,

on FAR and MR13

in

will

contain

an

HUGO BLANCO HAS BECOME A
DEDICATED SYMBOL TO THE OPPRESSED. IF YOU KILL HIM, YOU
WILL DISAPPEAR CURSING YOUR
DEED. FREE HUGO BLANCO!

Guatemala.

SPAllTACIST LEAGUE"

Party [Posadas]

.

.

.

CONFERENCE

(Continued from Page 10)
a mass organization of
black workers around a program of
organized self-defense, independent poexploitation,

and other transitional
needed. The tasks of blackening the Spartacist League and developing a black Trotskyist cadre were
described as cential to the goals of the
SL during the coming period.
litical

action,

demands

is

Guide to Action
Another key point on the Conference
agenda was the discussion and adoption of the main line of "Tasks of the
Spartacist League: Theses on Building
the Revolutionary Movement in the
U.S." The document and report by National Chairman James Robertson affirmed the determination of the Spartacist

League

to root itself in the various

arenas of class struggle
try,
cific

in

this coun-

and outlined the general and spetasks necessary to' implement this.

Discussing problems of the trade union,

anti-war,

civil

rights

and "New

Left" movements, the document saw the

development of the Spartacist League
propaganda group sufficient in
size to intervene in action in every major class struggle, with
a regular
monthly press, as the goal in the next
period. Amendments on anti-war work,
cadre-building, and press policy were
adopted to make the draft theses more
comprehensive. This document, which
will serve as a guide to action and as
an
introduction
to
the
Spartacist
League, is presently being prepared for
into a

publication.

Local reports by representatives of
the various areas indicated the accomplishments, problems, and plans of

each group. The National Report by
Comrade Nelson pointed to the growth
of the Spartacist tendency from two
locals to a national network with committees in

The

need

all

sections of the country.
emphasized to build

was

cadre to overcome the break-up and
stagnation in the revolutionary move-

ment which the SL faces as the

inheriin this

tor of the Marxist tradition
country. Also heard was a report on
the necessity of building a united leftwing defense for Adolf o Gilly and
other imprisoned Latin American Trotskyists. Earlier, Conference delegates

and

visitors had picketed the Mexican
Tourist Office demanding the release of
these comrades. An open meeting Saturday night made public the formation
and aims of the Spartacist League, and
several membei-s described the experiences in struggle which led them to
recognize the necessity for revolutionary struggle in this country.

Leninist

Vanguard

Final point on the Conference agenda was the election of the new Central
Committee following a thorough discussion by the delegates of the qualifications of each nominee. The entire
Conference then reconvened, the new
leadership was announced, and the
Conference adjourned with the singing
of The Internationale. The founding of
the Spartacist League in the United
States is a major step forward in the
construction of a Leninist yanguard

party in this country and an advance
in the world revolutionary struggle for
socialism. Above all, it symbolized the
continuing validity of Marxism-Leninism by defiantly procljfiming to the
world that despite every obstacle American imperialism would place in our

way,

"We Are Here!"
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(Continued frOm Page 16)
lillusions about the nature of the bourgeois State, implying that all that is
needed is to put Black men into the
State bureaucratic machine. Marxists
must point out that the State itself,
like the Democratic Party, is a tool of
the ruling class and cannot be "taken
over" by class-conscious elements it
must be smashed.
One corollary of the black-white outlook has been the idea that only Black
people must organize in the Black
community, and whites must organize

—

whites, whether for civil rights or any
other struggle. As a tactic this idea is
probably wise for neighborhood organization, but it has been raised to the
level of principle by many Black Power
advocates, thereby becoming an obstruction to class-oriented organization
for struggle.

Bridge to White Workers
Can the white working class be won
over to a Black workers' struggle
against capitalism? The white working
class has been generally quiescent and
largely racist for about 20 years, but
with the deepening of contradictions in
the American economy white workers
are being hit hard by inflation and the
domestic repercussion of a growing imperialist war. Recent signs of revolt,
such as the Machinists' bitter strike
against the airlines, indicate that sections of the white working class may
be ready for militant anti-capitalist
struggle. Black militants, being in gen-

more class conscious (as well as
race conscious), can help considerably
raising the class consciousness of
white workers and thereby gain valuable allies for the Black Liberation
struggle. The formulation and execution of a class program for Black workers would form the necessary bridge
to the white working class, stimulating
its consciousness and militancy.
Such a program should at least include the following demands:
For a Freedom-Labor Party
to
break the labor movement from its
bondage to the Democrats, who provide
only war, inflation and wage freezes;
eral

in

,

—

—

— For

a Southern organizing drive,
supported by organized labor
to
strengthen both the labor movement
and the Black people;
For a workers' united front against
Federal intervention to counter the
increasing tendency of the government
to intervene in struggles with forces to
uphold the ruling class;

—

—

—

—For a sliding scale of wages—to keep
purchasing power

in

pace with living

costs

— For a shorter work week with no loss
in pay —
provide more jobs without
to

making the white worker
ened by job

loss;

—

— Organization

SNCC

feel

threat-

of the unemployed
by
the unions, so links are created between
the employed and unemployed worker.
Along with these demands, of course,
the Black Power advocates should continue to raise demands designed to
meet the special needs of the Black
people, who suffer the extra burden
of racism which white workers do not
face. Such demands should include:
For organized, armed self-defense
to protect against racist terror and police brutality;
For the right of inspection of the
jails and for the disarming of the police
to reduce the power of the cops
to terrorize innocent people.
'

—

—

—

One

Social Revolution!

These demands and the struggle necessary to achieve them can only be
seriously considered within the context
of a social revolution, which alone can
achieve political and economic power
and social justice for the majority of
Black people that is, workers. But the
need for social revolution is not felt
only among Black people; unemployment, inflation, poverty and all the
problems of this society are imposed
by the capitalist ruling class on black
and white workers alike. There is only
one ruling class, one State power, and
one struggle must be waged against
that power.

—

.
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Black and White Vanguard

To unite and lead the working class
in this fight is the task of the vanguard
party. The division of the working
class into hostile black and white sections is a direct result of the oppression by the ruling class and is carefully nurtured by it in order to alleviate some of the contradictions of capitalism. And it would be a fatal error
to assume that the centuries-old racial
antagonisms will all be^ gone before
the working class can come to power.
The American revolution, if it is to
succeed, will be the result of struggle
by black and white working people, led
by class-conscious militants joined in
the Marxist-Leninist party. Black militants can and must play a key role in
the building of this vanguard party,
and only the success of revolutionary
forerunners
such as the Spartacist
League ^^in winning the allegiance of

—

—

Black workers and students
now can assure the success of the future vanguard. Those who feel that the
pxinciple of race is more important
than the reality of class in the struggle against the "Establishment" are
doomed to failure; even as is either
the black or white sections of the working class if it attempts to carry out a
militant
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social revolution alone. It is for these

reasons that we urge SNCC and other
Black militants to fight with us, for a
united working class program, for the
coming revolution!
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REPORT FROM NEW ORLEANS

SNCC and
In 1964 the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee worked with the
Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party
in an attempt to seat the
at
the Democratic Convention. They were
refused in favor of the white racists.
The result of this snub by the ruling
class was to push SNCC and its followers into a more radical posture. SNCC
workers began to question the purpose
of voter registration if voters then had
nothing worthwhile for which to vote,
and they began to raise the question of

MFDP

independent politics.
In early 1966 other incidents gave
rise to more radical ideas. At a "Poor
People's Conference," held at Mount
Beulah, Mississippi, in January 1966,
the participants, desperate for food and
shelter, decided to occupy the deserted
Greenville Air Force Base. They were
promptly and violently removed by
This
incident
Federal
authorities.
smashed many illusions about the nature of the' Government.

Anti-War Stand
Meanwhile SNCC militants, seeing
the connection between the oppression
at home and the U.S. war in Asia, issued an angry statement, which read
in part:
"We are in sympathy with and support the men in this country who are
unwilling to respond to the military
draft which would compel them to contribute their lives to U.S. aggression
in the name of the 'freedom' we find so
false in this country."
All these trends culminated in the
May 1966 election of Stokely Carmichael as SNCC chairman. The organ-

new

ization's
in the 23

House

position

May

was summarized

statement on the White

Civil Rights Conference.

SNCC

denounced the conference as an attempt
by Johnson to improve the image of
the U.S.

SNCC's empirical rejection of the
more obvious brands of reformism advocated by white liberals and pettybourgeois Black "leaders" has taken
the form of a call for "Black Power,"
militant-sounding
phrase
which
a
frightens the white liberals and Uncle
Toms. The concepts implied in the
SNCC slogan of "Black Power" are
radical enough to have caused the
bourgeois press and politicians to shower vicious abuse on it, precisely because
the slogan is a groping for solutions
outside the framework of the capitalist society.

It is

chael

clear that

SNCC

want Black people

and Carmihave some

to

Revolution

kind of "independence" from the power
structure so they can achieve liberation. However, one must have a pro.

grwm

to steer by, 'and

SNCC's

is

at

been traditionally used by the ruling
class to maintain its hold on society. It
is precisely the lack of a cZass-conscious
position, and the predominance of a

rather vague. So-called Marxist
organs like The Militant and Progressive Labor offer no help in this problem, as they applaud uncritically every
new development in the Black liberation movement.

race-nation outlook in the SNCC position which leaves it open to serious

Class Politics

ous for instance, Carmichael endorses
the "National Conference for New Politics," a
peace group organized by
right-wing socialists, Stalinists, and
reform Democrats. The group is not independent from the bourgeois parties,
and its preferred "peace" candidate for
President in 1968 is Robert Kennedy!
SNCC's black-white outlook also tends
to gloss over the serious conflict in
class interests between the petty-bourgeois Black leaders and the Black
workers.
The black-white outlook also fosters

best

practical errors.

In the deep South SNCC found it
impossible to work in the racist Democratic Party; however, in the North,

SNCC's

—

SNCC's program is essentially contained in the recent position paper explaining the concept of Black Power.
The paper states in part: "If we are to
proceed towards true liberation, we
must cut ourselves off from white people.

.

.

.

We

must form our ovm

in-

stitutions, credit unions, co-ops, political parties, write our own histories."

But as a program such a view can lead
no serious improvement of the conditions of Black people. For the primary division of capitalist society is
class division, and racial divisions have

to

position is

much more ambigu-

(Continued on Page 15)

Victory for Gallashaw
The acquittal of 17-year-old Ernest
murder
framed-up
of

Gallashaw

charges on 13 October in N.Y. State
Supreme Court was a defeat for the
racist cops in Brooklyn who plotted
the frame-up, and an example to Black
people in all the ghettoes that oppression by the ruling class can be success-

cops will never admit that it is white
terrorism and white racism that causes
the so-called "riots."

Gallashaw was freed primarily because the "evidence" was so
blatantly invented, and the testimony
of the brow-beaten witnesses obviously
the result of coercion that even the
New York Times made an expose of it.
But actually winning the victory depended on the articulate, determined
defense campaign waged by Mrs. Gallashaw, friends and Black militants

fully fought.

from several organizations, including;
N.Y. CORE and the Harlem Organizing Committee. Reform Democrat lawyer Paul O'Dwyer included in his defense summary a strong indictment of
the Bi'ooklyn police and D.A. for their
"strong desire" to see that a Negro
was found guilty of shooting a Negro
during the East New York disturbances. The real murderer of Eric Dean,
of course, will never be prosecuted although defense witnesses identified him
as a white boy "called little Joe." The

Ernest Gallashaw
(in police car)

LEON TROTSKY

on Centrism
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AFTER THE ELECTIONS

FACING 1967
Ronald Reagan has been elected governor of Califorand there is a fluttering in the dovecotes of the
Academy and gloom in the buzzard-hatches of the Labor
Temples. The impact of the Democratic defeat comes
not only from the fact itself but also from its magnitude. Reagan won by almost one million votes, carrying 57 per cent of the electorate and every county
except the Democratic-labQr strongholds of San Francisco and Alameda, and the politically insignificant
Plumas. Not only v^^as Reagan victorious, but so was
most of his slate. While the odds in Las Vegas were
six to five for Reagan, no one was even quoting odds
on the other statewide Republican contenders, so slim
were their chances considered to be. Yet the GOP swept
nia,

every state office except that of attorney-general. The
repudiation of the Democrats at the polls was clear,
decisive

and overwhelming.

Despite the best efforts of both sides to prevent the
issues, three factors emerge
as significant in leading to the Democratic defeat.
The first of these, of course, is the famous "white backlash," a factor to which the Democrats are eager to
attribute their defeat, but which is real nonetheless.

Unfortunately for the Democrats, it failed to make a
convincing case that the workers' pocketbooks would
be served by a Democratic victory. In 1966 racist sentiment in California coalesced around Reagan.
A second factoi-, claimed by the GOP as decisive for
their victory, was a reaction by the petty-bourgeois
property owners and substantial sections of the working class to inflationary pressures against theJr standard of living, especially in the form of increased property taxes. These pressures are associated with the
Democrats nationally and with Brown in California.
These same elements blame the Democrats chiefly for
their allegedly generous welfare program. Since Black
people do in fact, and even more in the white middleclass mind, form a large portion of the welfare i-olls,
the welfare issue gives the white small-property owner
a splendid opportunity to combine his racial and class
prejudices.

emergence of any serious

USA

of the

USA

The existence

of this sentiment in California should
be no surprise to those not bemused by the state's liberal image. Essentially, California is the USA of the
USA. There has been a large immigration from all
parts of the country; its agriculture is the ultimate
in capitalist farming; it is highly industrialized, relatively prosperous, literate, racist; and it shows an intense form of split-level Coca-Cola culture. The use of
the term "backlash" is therefore perhaps unfortunate.
It implies that this sentiment has been created de novo
as a reaction to Black aggressiveness or Black violence.
Stokely Carmichael points out correctly that this is not
the case; that, rather, "backlash" is a public assertion
of a position always held, now challenged for the first
time by the civil-rights movement. "Backlash" is the
political action of whites struggling to defend the
white supremacy they have always cherished. National

COPE

(Committee on

Political

Education)

thought

the backlash sentiment was prevalent enough
among unionists to necessitate a national mailing to
trade union members, the sense of which was a call
to vote their pocketbooks, not their racist sentiments.
that

General Malaise

A third factor, the least tangible, and by many denied
even to exist, is what can at present only be described
as a general malaise and disquietude. This is a feeling
that, despite the split-level homes, the high level of
employment and general material well-being, something
at bottom is wrong with the social order, even for
those who, unlike farm workers, Black people and
other out-groups, participate fully in it and enjoy its
material benefits. Given the Democratic insistence that
everything is really just fine, and the inability of the
left to give a meaningful articulation to this general
malaise, it is not surprising that Reagan's jeremiads
have capitalized on this trend. Reagan, at least, knows
something is wrong.
Instead of meeting these tendencies, of course, Brown
campaign around two false issues:
Reagan's inexperience and Birch-baiting. (This latter
to ridiculous lengths, which, had the' roles
been reversed, would have led to frantic cries of "McCarthyism" from the liberals. As it was, Reagan wisely left the baiting to Brown, although Communist
Party support to Brown was at least as obvious and
open as Birchite support to Reagan.)
The national results, also, do not bear out the thesis
of a simple white supremacist reaction. True, New
York City had its Proposition 14 in the repeal of the
(Continued on Page 13)
tried to build his

was carried
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Newsletter in the doorway of Caxton Hall, but nevertheless I was not prevented from selling.
"At 7:50, Gerry Healy and Michael Banda entered
the hall. A few seconds later Healy came to the entrance
and indicated to his followers that I should be removed

from the front of the hall.
"I was immediately set upon and physically assaulted
by six or seven Socialist Labour League supporters.
My literature was knocked from my hands I was
punched and thrown to the ground, my glasses were
smashed, and as I lay on the ground I was kicked repeatedly in the groin and stomach.

—

"After the attack

I

had

to attend the casualty depart-

ment of Middlesex Hospital and

I

was forced

to stay in

bed for the greater part of the next day. At the moment of writing I am still badly bruised.

"The issue is a simple one. The Socialist Labour
League Leadership hope by their actions to prevent me
selling my literature outside their meetings. They hope
to take away my freedom of speech. This attack comes

number of threats against me and my friends
by members or supporters of the Socialist Labour
League. At Brighton during the Labour Party Conference, my comrades were physically threatened and prevented from selling our literature. The same was true
at the recent anti-war demonstration in Liege, Belgium, where I was threatened.
"I refuse to be intimidated. Neither a Fascist Mosley
nor an ultra-left sectarian Gerry Healy who imagines
himself to be a Trotskyist, should be allowed to curtail
our democratic rights. I intend to be present at the
next public meeting of the Socialist Labour League to
after a

OUST HEALY!
An Open

Letter to Other

Supporters of the IC
There is today a gross scandal in the Trotskyist inove«
ment, involving charges of -an extremely serious nature
leveled against the leadership of the Bi-itish Socialist
Labour League (SLL). Because of the political similarity between the Spartacist League and the SLL,
close organizational relations existing at various times in the past, we feel it our responsibility to
make our views on the matters involved clear and un-

sell my literature. I ask for the full support from all
people on the Left to ensure I do it without interference from the misguided followers of Gerry Healy.
"Fraternally,

and the

ambiguous.
*

*

*

The content

of the charges is revealed in the following letter circulated by Ernest Tate.
"Dear Editor,
"I believe it is a tradition in England that all socialists should be allowed to sell or distribute their literature, without hindrance or fear of violence, outside
public meetings. I would like to report an outrageous
violation of this tradition to your readers and ask for
their assistance in preventing it from happening again.

"As quite a number of people on the Left know, I
manage Pioneer Book Seiwice, a large outlet for Trotsky's books in England, and I or some of my friends
try to cover most meetings with our literature. On
Thursday, 17th November, I went along to Caxton
Hall to sell literature outside the Socialist Labour
League's meeting on the 10th anniversary of the Hun-

garian revolution.
"I arrived at 7:15 p.m. and began to sell the International Socialisit Review and a pamphlet, critical of the

"Healy 'Reconstructs' the Fourth International." Several people were selling literature. A
group of Irish Communists were selling their publication and someone was selling the English Militant.
"Initially there was .some baiting of me by the Socialist Labour League supporters who were selling the
S.L.L., entitled

ERNEST TATE"
»

*

*

Following the circulation of this letter among Left
and labor circles in England and its reprinting by sev-

SLL instituted legal proceedings against Comrade Tate and threatened publications printing Tate's letter with the same treatment.
eral radical publications, the

"Alighting from Coaches"
That Healy had Tate beaten is not disputed in fact
defended, as being within the framework of bourgeois "law and order." According to Healy's lawyers,
the Tate letter "described a disturbance on the pavement outside Caxton Hall, where the meeting loas being held at which our client was a speaker. The letter
states that Mr. Healy indicated to his follotvers that the
writer of the letter should be removed from the front
of the Hall and that he was assaulted by supporters of
the Socialist Labour League. We are instructed that
this is inaccurate. Mr. Healy, in fact, asked a steward
to clear the pavement in front of the entrance to the
Hall in order to allow passengers alighting from coach-

—

it is

es to enter the Hall

without being obstructed."

This grotesque legal language only serves to point
up the hypocrisy of a man claiming to be a proletarian
revolutionary leader using such a law from the period
when lords and ladies descending from their coaches
had the right to smash beggars, petitioners, children
and anyone else in their way against another member of the labor movement.

—

—
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Healy's legal action was clearly intended to intimidate other publications
from printing the letter and to end
public discussion of the whole matter.
Two of the papers which had printed
the

letter,

Peace

the Socialist Leader
issued retractions

News,

and
and

paid the costs demanded by Healy.
Perhaps Healy's having Tate beaten
might have been rationalized as an uncontrolled individual outburst of anger; but the appeal to "the Queen's
Justice" implicates the entire SLL
leadership, both in the initial hooliganism and in the attempt to suppress
discussion within the workers' movement.

Gangsterism

Such tactics applied internally are
not nev/ to Healy. We have not previously spoken of the atmosphere of
physical intimidation that surrounded
the April London Conference, but it
was present. We have since heard wellauthenticated accounts of the use by
the SLL leadership of calculated violence ("punch-ups") to silence internal
critics. We already knew that Healy had
developed a technique which destroyed
the revolutionary morality of those
around him by systematically forcing
them to make false confession against
themselves. It was for refusing to do
this that Spartacist was expelled from
the April Conference of the International Committee.
What has now led Healy to employ
these tactics outside his movement?
This summer the Socialist Workers
Party (SWF) issued' for their qwn
purposes a pamphlet on the April Conference entitled "Healy 'Reconstructs'
the Fourth International," the one Tate
was attempting to sell outside the SLL
meeting. The pamphlet consists mainly
of correspondence between Spartacist
and the SLL prior to and following
the Conference. It lays bare most
clearly in Healy's own words the
criminal wrecking tactics he employs
within the international Trotskyist
movement. In denouncing the pamphlet
in the 20 August Newsletter, the Political Committee of the SLL stated:
"We shall not hesitate to deal appro-

—
—

priately with the handful of United
Secretariat agents who hawk it around
the cynical fake-left in England."

"Outside the Working Class"
Healy has attempted to put a theoretical face on his actions against supporters of the SWP one similar to
that used by the Stalinists in the thirties to justify their gangster attacks
on Trotskyists. Then Trotskyists were
labelled
"counter-revolutionary"
and
beaten when they attempted to circulate literature explaining what was
happening in the Soviet Union. The
SLL at a "Special Conference" held
26 and 27 November passed a Declaration on the Socialist Workers Party,

—

printed in the 3 December Newsletter
and reprinted in the Bulletin. The docturning
ument describes the
as
completely away from the working
class." The dispute between the SLL
and the
is "a fight between the
working class avd the servants of the
class enemy." It states: "We tell the
SWP: The days when you could address us as 'comrades' are long since
gone. Your political actions have placed
you outside the camp of Trotskyism
and of the working class.
There
can be not the slightest question of
your telling us what we must do to reestablish our reputation with you." At
the conclusion of the document appears
the statement: "The issues raised in
the Nov. 21st letter by Farrell Dobbs,
Secretary of the Socialist Workers
Party, about what happened at Cax-

SWP

SWP

.

.

.

years ago when Healy was indistinguishable from the Bevanites in the
Labour Party. Furthermore, Healy is
an adventurer peculiarly preoccupied
with sharp financial deals and with
technical and material matters. His
Plough Press does heavy commercial
work using his comrades' labor. He
believes that "weak" national sections
should financially support the "strong"
one, i.e., his. Thus in 1961 he took over
$1,000 from those of us who were then
his supporters in this country in order
to make a world tour. The tour never
materialized, nor was the money returned or otherwise accounted for.
(Copies of the relevant correspondence
and cancelled checks would be available to any bona-fide workers' investigating commission.) Since then Healy
has always sought, successfully, to
conduct his relations with comrades in
the U.S. at a profit. Churchill once described England as a nation of small
businessmen. Healy stands as the left

—

wing of

his nation.

Sack Healy!
adherence by the
to the revolutionary
League
Spartacist
principles and program of Trotskyism,
to which Healy gives lip service, have
twice led Healy to break with and attempt to destroy us. Because of this
adherence, the Spartacist League is
not now besmirched by the public exposure of the gangster tactics Healy

The

TROTSKY
tack

denouncing machine gun aton him by Stalinist gangsters.

ton Hall on the night of November
17th, we cannot discuss at this stage
for legal reasons." Yet even if supporters of the SWP must be cleared
from the streets as "servants of the
class enemy," the appeal against them
to the bourgeois courts is not explained. The Trotskyist movement has always opposed any appeal to the bourgeois state, even against Fascists.

Healy Exposed
The turn by Healy and the SLL
leadership to the political methods of
the petty bourgeoisie and to the bourgeois courts is not the action of either
genuine revolutionists or of "ultraleft sectarians." Such methods have
no relation to the formal politics of
the SLL, the politics of revolutionary
Trotskyism. How is this contradiction
to be explained? We say that Healy is
an aggressive and greedy adventurer
whose particular politics have changed
frequently. At the present he is claiming to adhere to the revolutionary
Marxist program of Trotskyism. Tomorrow his politics will be something
else, just as they were only a few

persistent

uses. Just as Fariell Dobb's telegram
of condolences to Mrs. Kennedy came
as a revelation, even to those who were
most aware of the deepening revisionism of the SWP, so Healy's outrageous

beating of Tate, compounded by dragging the victim before the courts of
Elizabeth II's England, is a striking
exposure of his and his leading committee's bankruptcy as revolutionists.

To the members of the SLL and the
other sections of the IC, we say: OUST

HEALY!
In the United States the American
Committee for the Fourth International

(ACFI) has consistently aped Healy.
members have now individually de-

Its

fended Healy's attack on Tate by saying, "Well, we want to smash PabloBulletin reites, don't we?" while the
prints Healy's cynical statement that
events
"the
to
pertaining
questions
around Caxton Hall" cannot be discussed "for legal reasons." The

ACFI

members, whose initial weaknesses
were exploited by Healy in typical
Comintern fashions, are now being
made to accept and justify ever greater
departures from revolutionary prac-

As with

tice.

Stalin's

Comintern, sec.

that have developed along this
path have no inner stamina to resist
any threat or any "opportunity" domestically. At the first opportunity we
will see ACFI's vaunted "internationtions

(Continued Bottom Next Page)
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Welfare Union

Crisis for
New York

City welfare workers face
an uncertain future, with their old
contract having expired 31 December,
and with no new contract in sight. The
only thing made clear during bargaining so far is that the leadership of the
Union
Employees
Service
Social
(SSEU) is hoping against hope that
the City will simply offer an "acceptable" contract and that real struggle
can be avoided. Thus, though bargaining has proceeded since 3 November

without producing agreement in even
a single area, the Mage leadership incredibly placed the blame on the union
our
dein
presenting
("slowness

and several weeks prior to
the expiration of the contract requested
authorization to extend bargaining for
an additional month. Then when the
City returned to the bargaining table
after an insulting walk-out its rethe
sponse to the first extension
SSEU leadership requested a second
extension and actually issued a leaflet

mands")

—

.

.

.

—

HEALY
(i.e.,

SWP

Trotsky's Method
In addition to the defense of Tate,
what can be done to apply the maximum pressure against repetitions of
this conduct? Trotsky has offered us
an example of how to proceed in his
article, "A Case for a Labor Jury

Against All Types of Gangsterism
the

—

in

Working Class Movement; On the

SSEU
labor

hoping

as an effective instrument of
struggle. At the present it is
to

accomplish

this

through

either a divided strike or the acceptance by the union leadership of a rotten contract, without struggle and in
the hope of avoiding struggle. Either
would be equally devastating to the
future of the SSEU.

One of the fastest growing sections
of the country's labor force is government employment traditionally poorly or docilely organized. It was the example of the SSEU's militant and successful 28-day strike two years ago
which directly inspired vigorous struggles and Igains by many other sections
of New York City employees, and indeed helped spark similar organizing
and strike actions among teachers,
nurses, and welfare workers across the
nation. Furthermore, the success of
the "Committee for Collective Bargaining" an SSEU-originated alliance of
eleven unions of City workers in halt-

—

fight.

City's Intentions

Despite the hopefulness and proferred good will of the Mage leadership,
there is no reason whatsoever to think
that the City will willingly offer an
acceptable contract or that all that is
involved is working out an ''equitable"
agreement on wages, caseloads and the
like.
Rather, a quick review of the
City's financial situation and its actions vis-a-vis the union over the last
two years reveals that the City desires
nothing less than the destruction of the

of the Italian Stalinist Montanari." In this emigre quarrel the
killer had apparently been victimized
by the Stalinists and after resorting
to violence he was for a time falsely
linked by them to the Trotskyists. The
conduct of the Italian Communist Party then roughly corresponds to the
SLL's now. The conclusion of the article from the New Militant, 5 October
1935, is reprinted here:
".
The Montanari-Beiso case is
important precisely because a conflict
on the political plane has led to a
supremely senseless act of murder of
one emigre by another. In this there
lies an ominously serious warning, and
it is necessary to grasp its significance

Murder

loyalty to a British clique)
change into the most vicious American
nationalism.
As for the SWP, it is certainly their
right to factionally use against their
political opponents this act of hooliganism. However, as Oscar Wilde once
pointed out, hypocrisy is the acknowledgement vice pays to virtue. The
today is chasing after the same paciStalinists and middle-class elefists,
ments who have been and will be guilty
of the most serious violence against
the working class and its left wing,
both directly and through the bourgeois state. However, despite the motives
of the SWP, its objective call at the
present time for democracy within the
labor movement is correct. We concur,
only insisting that this democracy be
applied impartially to all sections of
the workers' movement. Furthermore,
we are for the defense by any measures
necessary of the right of Tate or anyone else within the workers' movement
to press their opinions. The legal defense imposed on Tate certainly merits
the support of all militants, and contributions for this purpose may be sent
to him c/o Pioneer Book Service, 8
Toynbee Street, London, E.l, England.

alism"

praising the City for even engaging in
negotiations! Such moves, revealing to
both the City and the union's own
rank and file a lack of will and confidence at the top, have begun to foster
disorganization and loss of confidence
below doubly incriminating to the
Mage policy because the initial response of the workers to the consistent
arrogance of the City had been one of
growing anger and determination to

.

.

in time!
"The matter is now in the hands of
the bourgeois law courts. The official
investigation is obviously not intended
to cast light on the bloody tragedy
from the standpoint of revolutionary
morals of the proletariat. The prosecution will probably try only to compromise the proletarian emigres and
the revolutionary organizations in particular. But the agents of the Comintern will also try to exploit the trial
for every vile purpose, as they are
obliged to do. The duty of workers'
organizations, without any regard for
political banners, lies in one thing: in
shedding the greatest light possible on
this case, and thereby, insofar as it is
possible, to prevent the repetition of
gunplay in revolutionary circles.
"In our opinion, the labor organizations
must establish, without any
further delay, an authoritative and

non-partisan Committee which would
go over the entire material, including

—

Beiso's

—

letters

mentioned

in

I'Human-

to examine all the witnesses and
representatives of the
parties
and
groups who are concerned or interested
in the case, so that the political, moral
and personal circumstances in the case
be clearly established. This is necessary not only in memory of Montanari,
not only to reveal Beiso's real motives,
but also to purge the atmosphere of
all
working class organizations of
treachery, calumny, hounding and gun
play. Naturally the interests of the
case would be best served if the representatives of VHumanite and of the
Central Committee of the Italian CP.
were to take part in this Committee.
But we may safely predict that they
will most certainly refuse: these politicians stand only to lose fi'om an imite,

partial investigation, and much more
than would appear on the surface. But
the
investigation
ought not to be
wrecked by their refusal to participate.

Every honest participant in the labor
movement is deeply interested in seeing to it that this abscess is opened
which can otherwise develop into gangrene. The tragic case of MontanariBeiso must be brought before a labor
jury."

Workers' Inquiry
In the event that the grip of Healy's
clique on the Socialist Labour League
is too strong, or Healy's leading collaborators on the International Committee too cowardly, to intervene directly to oust Healy, we think it appropriate to force a workers' inquiry
to expose this fraud who disorients
and corrupts the Trotskyist movement
by posing as a revolutionary leader.
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ing the implementation of Tri-Partite
and preventing the lengthening of summer work hours, and the present alliance of the SSEU and sanitation workers, raises the spectre of a powerful
alliance of all City workers. The City
wants to put an end to these developments and potential developments noir.
Thus for two years the City has
never ceased to harrass the SSEU with
provocations and contract violations
constantly testing, probing for weaknesses, trying to wear down and demoralize. The first major try for an
overall solution was the City's attempt
to impose the so-called "Tri-Partite"
agreement, a scheme which would have
eliminated the right of workers to representation by organizations of their
own choosing, outlawed strikes and
made third-party arbitration mandatory by law. Halted in this by a massive demonstration at City Hall by the
eleven-union alliance, the City tried to
lengthen summer hours, finally pulling
back when the SSEU membership took
a positive strike vote. Next the City
attempted to demoralize welfare staff
by letting caseloads rise precipitously.

through an effective strike and win
gains for staff, instead substituted a
militant, but token, action by a handful of activists
a week-long "Live In"
at the Department of Labor. This action, while no doubt embarrassing to
the City, in no way compelled it to reverse a tactic fundamental to its projected "Destroy SSEU" strategy. Thus,
while the SSEU now goes to court on
the matter, staff remains divided during negotiations, and Local 371 im-

—

encourages its members to scab
event of an SSEU strike.

plicitly
in the

Role of Supervisors
Then in November an ominous thing
happened. The City won its first major
victory against the SSEU, over the
election of a bargaining agent by welfare supervisors. Welfare staff is presently divided between two unions: the

SSEU,

caseworkers

and
related titles, and Local 371 of American Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees a virtual puprepi-esenting

—

—

pet of the City representing supervisers and clerks. In the event of a strike
by casewoi'kers, the supervisors are of

key importance. Promoted from the
ranks of the most experienced caseworkers, supervisors would be able to
handle emergencies arising during a
caseworker strike. In preparation for
the present negotiations the SSEU had
been attempting for more than a year
to win bargaining rights for the supervisors, who have never had an opportunity to select a bargaining agent. In
fact, the majority of organized supervisors are members of SSEU, not Local 371, and the majority of all supervisors have twice signed petitions demanding that a bargaining election be
held.

The

welfare

City, determined to keep
staff divided until after its

with the SSEU during bargaining, denied elections both
times on the most dubious of technicalities. The union, rather than organizing an all-out staff mobilization over
test of strength

this absolutely crucial issue, which directly involves its ability to carry

staff.

The City wants to destroy the SSEU.
Only evidence that the City faces a
serious, determined fight will compel
it to "offer" a good contract. Time and

again the City has shown that it responds only to force, while on the other
every signal of weakness has
evoked a provocation or insult. Unwarranted offers to extend negotiations
do not "give time for better strike organization" but demoralize the rank
and file and encourage the City to come
forth with such insults as its so-called
"Proposed Agreement." This document, put forward as the City's basis
for negotiation, proposed to lengthen
summer hours, continue unpaid over-

hand

time, forbid strikes and

By physically removing excess cases
from work areas and refusing to work
on them, caseworkers forced the City
to abide by contractual limits on workload and hire hundreds of new workers to handle the excess.

leadership able, and willing, to recognize and fight for the real interests of

support case
worksrs' demonstration this Jan.

The period of bargaining, when the
working conditions and living standards of workers over the next years are
being decided, is always a crucial one.
This is particularly true in the present
case where the survival of the union
and the incentive for militant unionism among other sections of government workers is at stake. It is the
prime duty of a leadership to lead.
This involves analyzing the objective
conditions and past period to determine what level of struggle will be necessary and educating and organizing
the rank and file to carry out this
struggle. Having made its analysis and
projected the necessary policy, the
leadership must proceed with a determination and will to win.

Replace Mage
The conduct of the Mage leadership
during the present bargaining (virtually ensuring that, if gains are to
be won, a long, difficult strike will be
necessary) its indecisive foot-dragging
over the past year; its isolation from
;

confidence in the
ability of workers to recognize and
fight for their own interests; its preference, rather than relying on the
strength of staff, for behind-the-scenes
deals with the City; its leap into capitalist politics, despite the fact that
most of the officers "know bettei-" all
militate for the removal of the Mage
leadership and its replacement by a
its

lack

actions,

—

WELFARE RECIPIENTS

staff;

work

return to pre-contract grievance and
transfer policy and remove all limitation on caseload. ("The Employer shall
establish appropriate workloads for
employees covered by this agreement.
Such workloads shall not be physically
intolerable or unduly burdensome and
shall not require an expenditure of
energy or effort which is unreasonable
under the circumstances.") It is those
struggle
signs of unwillingness to
which have also encouraged the City to
project its next union-busting step
plan to "reorganize" the Welfare Department by replacing unionized caseworkers with non-union "case-aides"
clients hired at poverty-level wages.

of

—

Criminal Split
Unfortunately, just at this crucial
period when real leadership is so desperately needed, the militant left-wing
of the union has suffered a criminal
split. The membership has shown that
whenever it has been presented with a
clear picture of the City's intentions

and

actions,

it

has responded militant-

ly; thus, for example, in response to
the City's "Proposed Agreement" and
walkout, 1,500 workers left their cen-

ters to demonstrate their anger at Central Office. A strong and united militant voice, intervening to show clearly
the intentions of the City and project
a strategy to win could rally the membership and lead it forward to real
gains shorter working hours, lower
caseloads, a really adequate salary
raise, and cost of living "escalators"
for both welfare staff and welfare
clients. The formation of a second left
caucus at this time (the "Rank and
File" Committee)
a step applauded
in the pages of the ACFI Bulletin {I)
to compete with the existing Militant Caucus weakens and discredits the
militants and plays into the hands of
the present leadership
and the City.
Spartacist calls for the
principled
unity of all left-wing forces in the
SSEU in order to lead an effective opposition to the sell-out policies of Mage

—

—

—

—

et al.
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Posadas in the MR-13
"The tragic defeats suffered by the
world proletariat over a long period
of years doomed the official organizations to yet greater conser\'atism and
simultaneously sent disillusioned pettybourgeois 'revolutionists' in pursuit of
'new ways.' As always during epochs
of reaction and decay, quacks and
charlatans appear on all sides, desirous
of revising the whole course of revolutionary thought. Instead of learning
from the past, they 'reject' it. Some
discover the inconsistency of Marxism,
others announce the downfall of Bolshevism. There are those who put responsibility upon revolutionary doctrine for the mistakes and crimes of
those who betrayed it; others who curse
the medicine because it does not guarantee an instantaneous and miraculous
The more daring promise to discover a panacea and, in anticipation,
recommend the halting of the class
The majority of these
struggle.
apostles have succeeded in becoming
themselves moral invalids before arriving on the field of battle. Thus, under the aspect of 'new ways,' old recipes, long since buried in the archives
of pre-Marxian socialism, are offered

cure.

.

.

.

to the proletariat."

This was written in 1938, in the
"Transitional Program" of the Fourth
International, the Marxist-Leninist International founded by Leon Trotsky.
Latin American Bureau
years
have passed
a new generation formed, and
the Latin American Bureau of Juan
Posadas, who calls himself a Trotskyist,
has embodied the preceding description. Posadas' Latin American Bureau broke away from the Pabloite
United Secretariat in 1962, over unrevealed political differences. The Bureau now calls itself the "Fourth International."
Posadas' International tacitly capitulates to the petty-bourgeoisie's denial
of revolutionary proletarian struggle.
Rather than provide leadership to the
proletariat, it serves as a consultant to
guerrilla idols like Yon Sosa in the
Guatemalan Movimiento Rcvolucionario
13 de Noviembre (MR-13). The role of
the International in the MR-13 gives
undeniable proof that Posadas and his
followers abandoned the working class
of Guatemala the urban proletai-iat
and banana plantation workers for a
temporary niche in the higher echelons
of the MR-13. This action, besides failing to develop revolutionary consciousness in the Guatemalan workers and
dismissing that proletariat's need for a
party, isolated Posadas' Bureau, mak-

Twenty-eight

since,

—

—

ing it little more than a sterile sect
with populist tendencies.
But the actions of Posadas' International cannot be viewed as isolated
events.

They were formed by and grew

out of post-war social relations and
revolutionary shifts. The proletariat
could not struggle for state power in
the industrialized countries due to the
Stalinist

Popular Front and subsequent

CP

betrayals; in underdeveloped counand in East Europe, the Russian
bureaucracy installed or allowed the
creation of deformed workers states to
act as buffer areas protecting the Soviet Union. To a great degree, the apparent "inactivity" of the world proletariat caused many elements in the
Trotskyist movement to capitulate to

tries

"Third

World" opportunism, denying

the tasks and role of the party of the
proletariat, whether in the industrialized countries or in the areas dominated by imperialism.
This capitulation to petty-bourgeois
opportunism in the Trotskyist movement was reflected in Pabloism in the
early fifties. Pabloism almost destroyed, through its unprincipled revisionism, the Trotskyist movement; its main
attack centered on the Marxist conception that the only class able to
finally destroy capitalist property relations on a world basis is the proletariat. Posadas' International is, in
respect to this and other fundamental
questions, a remnant of the Pabloite
model. Pabloism denied the need for a
proletarian party, claiming "no time
for it" because the "World Revolution"
was "at hand" and because the "radicalized" petty-bourgeoisie of the Third
World would view a Trotskyist party
with suspicion and hostility. Unprincipled coalitions with Bonapartists and
other
petty-bourgeois
opportunists
obliged the Pabloites, as a token of
"good will," to liquidate the Trotskyist
party.
Posadas' International holds
dearly to the idea of "a party" but in
a purely bureaucratic manner. His position on the party is a centrist one:
Posadas' practice, in Guatemala, for
example, was openly liquidatioiiist of
the Trotskyist program.
Revisionist

"New Ways"

The Pabloites and other revisionists
never understood that it was Stalinism
which had castrated the Latin American proletariat by subjecting it to
Popular Frontism and the "Good
Neighbor Policy" of Roosevelt. Therethe revisionists preferred "new
of preparing a defeated
proletariat for the struggles of tomorrow.
fore,

ways" instead

Many factors have influenced Posadas' variant of Pabloism. The belief
that the peasantry was revolutionary
as a class without the leadership of the
proletariat was confirmed in the eyes
of the Bureau, and other revisionists,
by the Cuban Revolution. And Latin
America, which myth considers "feudal," was certainly a fertile ground
for all kinds of opportunist accomodations to Bonapartists and petty-bourgeois peasant leaders who appeared to
"compensate" for the "inactivity" of
the Latin American proletariat.
This conception the "feudal" or
"semi-feudal" character of Latin American society is a blind denial of the
capitalist economic and social development in the great majority of Latin
American nations. This capitalist development, which in Latin America re-

—

—

sults in permanent underdevelopment,
has existed since the Spanish and Portuguese began the exploitation of the
continent. The whole economic structure of Latin America is geared towards ruthless exploitation by imperialism, but in a capitalist, not a feuThe peasantry in Latin
dal, mode.
America, though oppressed brutally by

capitalism, is outside the market econas a class. Thus, this imperialist,
capitalist exploitation has created definite relationships of classes in Latin
America, where the peasantry, regardless of its numbers, does not play any
essential role. The problems of Latin
American society can be solved only
through a ruthless and defined confrontation of imperialism and its national lackeys by the young Latin
American proletariat and its allies.

omy

al

The Rationale
The actions of Posadas' Internationmust be understood as the resultant

of post-war revisionism. Posadas' acceptance of the inevitability of nuclear
war (and socialism with it!) provides
a rationale for abandoning the proletarian struggle and the proletarian
party as a Marxist requisite for it. Posadas' inability to realize that Latin
America is not essentially a feudal society forces the Bureau to base its
revolutionary struggle on the peasantry
and the "competence" of petty-bour-

demagogues like Peron or military heroes like Yon Sosa.
Posadas' group inside the MR-13 was
expelled in April 19'i6 for, according
to the MR-13, its arrogance and its
dishonest behavior concerning the organization's funds. Posadas' first refused to acknowledge the expulsions
and then flatly denied their importance (Red Flag, 6 Nov. 1966). Can it
geois
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1964 presidential elections, when
obvious he might win.

be possible, then, that members of the
International will learn anything from
the fiasco in the MR-13? We do not
think so, at least not so long as the
Bureau remains unable to grapple with
Posadas' theoretical bankruptcy. His
denial of reality will accelerate the
Bureau's drive toward an unavoidable

FRAP

national working class.

The Enemy

Guevarism
Guevarism, personified once by Ernesto Guevara, is a tactical recipe
which holds that the "peoples' struggle" of the Cuban Revolution (19571959) can be applied successfully in
the majority of Latin American countries in order to achieve a result similar to the developments in Cuba after
1959 to Marxists, a deformed workers state. Guevarism is, to a great
extent, the Maoist model applied to
Latin America. In practice, it can disturb, as it certainly has, imperialism's

—

Pax Americana. That is why it has
been met with brutal resistance in
Peru, where Guevarism provided the
inspiration for the Movimiento de Izquierda Revolucionaria (MIR).
MR-13's intrinsic Guevarism was
hidden behind the "theoretical" fa?ade
provided by Posadas' section. The program of Posadas' Bureau has many
similarities with Guevarism, particularly with the idea that there can be
such things as "socialist guerrillas."
But

the Trotskyist proletarian program cannot be carried forward by a peasant guerrilla movement,
so the MR-13 continued to be, essentially, a Guevarist formation. The slogan of "workers and peasants government" was falsified in the typical opportunist manner, by the practical acceptance of either a "two-class party"
or a "two-class state." The real face
of the MR-13 showed up on many occasions, including the fraternal idenin

reality

racy

Marco Antonio Yon Sosa
movement with the
MIR. (Edicion Extraordin-

tification of their

Peruvian

aria MR-13, July 1965.) Though presenting different stages of development, MIR and MR-13 are prototypes
of Guevarist guerrilla movements.

Fidelism
Fidelism, on the other hand, opposes

a guerrilla movement uncontrolled by
the Kremlin and its hirelings in Havana. It does not embody even the end
results

the

of

Cuban Revolution, as

Guevarism does. Such developments,
though highly improbable now in any
Latin American nation, might possibly
unleash tremendous popular forces
against imperialism, thereby unbalancing the peaceful coexistence that the
Russian bureaucrats worship. Fidelism
betrays the poor peasants and the
workers in order to maintain this balance.
missile crisis proved the
of the Russian clique to
sacrifice even Cuba as a pawn in order
to compromise with imperialism, just
as the Dominican events proved the
willingness of the Cuban clique to com-

The Cuban

willingness

promise with imperialism (see SparTACIST No. 7). More Cubas, orbiting
politically

toward Russia, would create

perhaps unmaintainable, economic drainage on Russian resources.
The purpose of the Fidelist nationserious,

alist movements is not to take power
from the bourgeoisie, but to establish

a "gradual" pressure on "progressive"
elements of a given bourgeois government. In Guatemala, the FAR has said
that it wants to exact good behavior
from "progressives" at the same time
that it wages an "irreconcilable" struggle against the "ultra-rightists" of the

Guatemalan bourgeoisie. The

PGT

is

Guevarism had to be
attacked publicly, but not openly. Had
Castro concentrated the attack solely
on the MR-13, his hostility toward
Guevarism would have been too obvious in Latin America and the farce
too costly for Castro and his Russian
mentors. But Posadas' presence in the
MR-13 provided the alibi needed by
Castro. Castro could, in cynical impunity, call Guevarism in Guatemala
"Trotskyism."
intelligently),

The Enemy
As a secondary

—

Trotskyism

purpose, the

Cuban

and Russian bureaucracies also needed
to attack the permanent, irreconcilable
and proletarian enemy of Stalinism:
Trotskyism. The Russian clique needed
to attack because Trotskyism represents its ever-present enemy, reminding them of the bureaucracy's Thermidorian and criminal usurpation in the
face of the Russian proletariat. The
Cuban hirelings wanted to gnaw at
Trotskyism because many Trotskyist
organizations
had relentlessly been
asking about Ernesto Guevara and
many of them were hinting that the
Cuban bureaucrats had purged him
physically after his 1965 African tour,
during which he had openly advocated
a more militant line.
The Tricontinental was used to eliminate two opposition programs: the
first, Guevarism, an immediate pettybourgeois deviation; the second, the
Marxist-Leninist program which Stal-

always try to isolate from
revolutionary, that of Trotskyism.
inists

any

(Continued on Page 14)
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Stalinist
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Guevarism
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FAR

to "blackmail" the
uses the
bourgeoisie and imperialism. Unfortumany
nately, this has cost the
dead, Turcios perhaps included. A peculiar Fidelist-inspired front, the Chilean FRAP, boycotted and helped defeat its own candidate, Allende, in the

—

"militant" Maoist bureaucthe present "embarrassing"
enemy of the peaceful partner of imperialism, the Russian bureaucracy,
Guevarism is considered the danger in
Latin America, where only Fidelism
can keep it in check. And this is what
the Tricontinental attempted primarily
to do. It is not coincidental that in the
same conference the Chinese bureaucracy was also viciously slandered by
Castro. Though Guevara himself was
no longer present (the Cuban bureaucracy, naturally, cannot explain this
If

ism, two tactical approaches of Stalinism in Latin America, conditioned by
particular situations and needs of the
radicalized petty bourgeoisie reacting
to proletarian "quiescence."

be-

The

Fidelist guerrillas and movements like
are varieties of tfie Stalinist
Popular Front, which was designed to
defend Russia by betraying the inter-

death.

Latin American Stalinism
The expulsion of Posadas' section,
nevertheless, cannot be dismissed purely on the organizational grounds presented by the MR-13. It is highly probable that the January 1966 Tricontinental Conference at Havana had, under
the direction of the Russian bureaucracy, a defined purpose of politically
and morally assassinating the MR-13.
By attacking the MR-13, Castro aided
the Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias
(FAR) of Luis Turcios, a guerrilla
group controlled by the Central Committee of the Partido Guatemalteco del
Trabajo (PGT). This Stalinist party,
as do all Latin American CP's, depends
on the Kremlin clique for spiritual
guidance.
It is necessary to establish differences between Guevarism and Fidel-

it
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CENTRISM AND THE
"Centrism and the Fourth International" by Leon Trotsky

was first published in The Militant of 17 March 1934. Unfortunately, it has been almost forgotten since its initial
appearance, especially since another article by Trotsky with
the same title, dated 10 March 1939, was published in the
New International of May 1939.
The increasing degeneration of the Comintern culminating in Hitler's victory and the emergence of Stalinism as
an overtly counterrevolutionary formation during the Popular Front period marked a new stage in the political
struggle, characterized by the crisis of revolutionary leadership. In this context, the overriding necessity for the
building of an international party of socialist revolution
led Trotsky to launch the struggle for the Fourth International, founded in 1938 on the basis of the Transitional
Program. Trotsky viewed the task of the period as a realignment from existing centrist forces through a process
of political polarization, resulting from untiring polemics
with centrists, propagandizing the Trotskyist program, intervention in the class struggle and the tactic of the united
front.
This article was one of Trotsky's first attempts to analyze the dominant characteristics of centrism the inability
to draw "practical conclusions from revolutionary requisites." In the article he outlines a series of tactics toward
theoretical clarification leading to the formation of the
world party of socialist revolution.
The emergence of Pabloite revisionism in the post-war
period and the resulting organizational disintegration of the
Fourth International poses for us today the crucial task of
rebuilding the international vanguard party through the
winning of working-class militants to the program of revolutionary Marxism and the promotion of splits and fusions
within the existing radical movement. The bankruptcy of
classic reformism and the exposure of the betrayals of the
social democracies and the Stalinist parties creates a situation in which the greatest obstacle to the building of a
Leninist party is centrism, which becomes a pole of attraction for militants who have rejected reformism and seek a
revolutionary transformation of society. These centrist
formations evidence the classic characteristics of centrism
as defined by Trotsky. The SVVP repeats the old opportunist
revisions of Marxism and presents them as new theoretical
innovations in order to justify its uncritical support of Black
Nationalism, bourgeois pacifism and the Cuban bureaucracy,
while ACFI, Gerry Healy's American "section," plods along
its zig-zag course.

—

*

:|!

*

1. The events in Austria, coming after the events in
Germany,' placed a final cross over "classic" reformism.
Henceforth only the dullest leaders of British and
American trade-unionism and their French follower,
Jouhaux, the president of the Second International,
Vandervelde, and similar political ichthyosauri will
dare to speak openly of the perspectives of peaceful
development, democratic reforms, etc. The overwhelming majority of reformists consciously take on new
colors now. Reformism yields to the innumerable shadings of centrism which now dominate the field of the
workers' movement in the majority of countries. This
creates an entirely new, and in a sense unprecedented,

work

in the spirit of revolutionary

by

Marx-

L.

ism (Bolshevism). The New International can develop
principally at the expense of the now prevailing tendencies and organizations. At the same time the revolutionary International cannot form itself otherwise
than in a consistent struggle against centrism. Under
these conditions ideological irreconcilability and the
flexible policy of the united front sei've as two weapons
for the attainment of one and the same end.
2.

Characteristics of Centrism
One must understand first of all the most charactermodern centrism. That is not easy: first,

istic traits of

because centrism due to its organic amorphousness
yields with difficulty to a positive definition it is characterized to a much greater extent by what it lacks
:

than by what

embraces secondly, never has centrism
yet played to such an extent as now with all the colors
of the rainbow, because never yet have the ranks of
the working class been in such ferment as at the present time. Political ferment, by the very essence of the
term, means a realignment, a shift between two poles,
Marxism and reformism; that is, the passing through
it

;

the various stages of centrism.
3. No matter how difficult a general definition of centrism, which of necessity always has a "conjunctural"
character, nevertheless, we can and must bring out
the outstanding characteristics and peculiarities of the
centrist groupings originating from the break-down of
the Second and Third Internationals.
(a) Theoretically, centrism is amorphous and eclectic; so far as possible it evades theoretical obligations
and inclines (in words) to give preference to "revolutionary practice" over theory, without understanding
that only Marxian theory can impart revolutionary
direction to practice.

Centrist Ideology
In the sphere of ideology centrism leads a parasitic existence: it repeats against revolutionary Marxists the old Menshevik arguments (Martov, Axelrod,
Plechanov) usually without suspecting this; on the
other hand, its main arguments against the rights it
borrows from the Marxists, that is first of all from the
Bolshevik-Leninists, dulling however, the sharp edge
of criticism, avoiding practical conclusions, thereby
rendering their criticism meaningless.
(c) A centrist readily proclaims his hostility to
reformism; but he does not mention centrism; moreover, he considers the very definition of centrism as
"unclear," "arbiti-ary," etc.; in other words centrism
does not like to be called by its name.
(d) A centrist, always uncertain of his position and
his methods, views with hatred the revolutionary principle: to state what is; he is inclined to substitute for
a principled policy personal maneuvering and petty
organizational diplomacy.
(e)
centrist always remains in spiritual depend(b)

As we were going to press, we were gratified to find that
the comrades of the Irish Workers' Group have just published this article in their mimeographed quarterly journal
An Solas, No. 15/16, Autumn-Winter 1966.

situation for

Realignments in the Ini

A

D
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URTH INTERNATIONAL
ational Labor

Movement

only "ultra-Left" deviations, adventurism, putchism,
ignoring completely the right-opportunist zig-zags

(Kuo Min Tang, Anglo-Russian Committee,

pacifist

foreign policy, anti-Fascist bloc, etc.)

Frotsky

A

ence on rightist groupings, is inclined to cringe before
those who are more moderate, to remain silent on their
oppoi'tunist sins and to color their actions before the
workers.
(f) His shilly-shallying the centrist fi'equently covers up by reference to the danger of "sectarianism,"
by which he understands not abstract-propagandist
passivity (of the Bordigist type) but an active concern
for purity of principles, clarity of position, political
consistency, organizational completeness.

centrist swears readily by the policy of the
(j)
united front, emptying it of its revolutionary content
and transforming it from a tactical method into a supreme principle.
centrist readily resorts to pathetic moralizing
(k)
to cover up his ideological emptiness; he does not un-

A

derstand that revolutionary morality can be formed
only on the basis of revolutionary doctrine and revolutionary policy.
3.

Words and Deeds
Under the pressure of circumstances the

eclectic-

centrist may accept even the most extreme conclusions
only to retreat from them afterwards in practice. Having accepted the dictatorship of the proletariat he will
leave a wide margin for opportunist interpretations;
having proclaimed the necessity of a Fourth International he will work for the building of a Two-and-a-half^
International, etc.

The most malignant example of centrism is, if you
German group "Begin Anew" (Neu Beginnen)."* Superficially repeating the Marxian criticism

4.

wish, the

of reformism, it comes to the conclusion that all the
misfortunes of the proletariat follow from splits and
that salvation lies in the safeguarding of the unity of
the social-democratic parties. These gentlemen place
the organizational discipline of Wels and Co. higher
than the historic interests of the proletariat. And since
Wels & Co. subordinate the party to the discipline of
the bourgeoisie, the group "Begin Anew," cloaked by
left criticism stolen from the Marxists, represents in
reality a harmful agency of the bourgeois order, even
though an agency of second degree.

The London Bureau
5.

TROTSKY

at Prinkipo in 1931.

(g) A centrist occupies a position between an opportunist and a Marxist somewhat analogous to that which
a petty bourgeois occupies between a capitalist and a
proletarian: he kowtows before the first and has contempt for the second.

On

the International Arena

'(h) On the international arena the centrist distinguishes himself if not by blindness then by shortsightedness; he does not understand that in the present
epoch a national revolutionary party can be built only
as part of an international party; in the choice of his
international allies the centrist is even less discriminating than in his own country.
(i) A centrist sees in the policy of the Comintern

The

so-called

London

(now Amsterdam)

Bureau^

represents an attempt at creating an international focal
point for centrist eclecticism, under the banner of
which the right and the left opportunist groupings,
which dare not choose finally a direction and a banner,
try to unite. In this as in other cases the centrists
try to direct the movement obliquely along a diagonal
course. The elements composing the bloc pull in opposite
directions;
(Norwegian Workers
the N.A.P.
Party) cautiously moves towards the Second International; the I.L.P. (Independent Labour Party)
partly
toward the Third, partly toward the Fourth the S.A.P.
(Socialist Workers Party of Germany) and the O.S.P.
(Independent Socialist Party of Holland)
veering and
vacillating towards the Fourth. Exploiting and preserving the ideological amorphousness of all its participants
and trying to compete in the work for the creation of
a new International, the bloc of the "London Bureau"
plays a reactionary role. The failure of this grouping
is absolutely inevitable.

—

;

—

6.

of

Bureaucratic Centrism
The defining of the policy of the Comintern
bureaucratic centrism retains its
(Continued Next Page)

full

as that
force now

10

—

.
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As a matter of fact, only centrism is capable of
constant leaps from opportunistic betrayals to ultraLeft adventurism; only the powerful Soviet bureaucracy could for ten years assure a stable base for the
ruinous policy of zig-zags.
Bureaucratic centrism, in distinction from centrist
groupings which crystallized out of the social democracy, is the product of the degeneration of Bolshevism;
it
retains
in caricature form
some of its traits,
still leads a considerable number of revolutionary workers, disposes of extraordinary material and technical
means, but by its political influence is now the crassest,
most disorganizing and harmful variety of centrism.
The political break-down of the Comintern, clear to the
whole world, signifies of necessity the further decomposition of bureaucratic centrism. In this sphere our
task is to save the best elements for the cause of the
proletarian revolution. Side by side with tireless principled criticism, our main weapon for influencing the
workers still remaining under the banner of the Comintern is the further penetration of our ideas and
methods into those wide masses, who stand now in
overwhelming majority outside the influence of the
too.

—

—

centrism must now be fought. ,To carry on this struggle with success it is necessary to have free hands,
that is, not only to retain full organizational independence, but also critical intransigence with regard
to the most "left" offshoots of centrism.

Events Force Realignments
9. Bolshevik-Leninists
in all countries must realize
clearly the peculiarities of the new stage in the struggle for the Fourth International. The events in Austria

and France'' give a powerful impetus to the realignforces of the proletariat in the revolutionary direction. But precisely this universal supplanting of open reformism by centrism develops a powerful attractive force with regard to left centrist groupings (S.A.P., O.S.P.) which only yesterday were about
to unite with the Bolshevik-Leninists. This dialectic
process may produce the impression on the surface that
the Marxian wing is again "isolated" from the masses.
A flagrant delusion! The veerings of centrism to the
right and to the Left follow from its very nature.
There will yet be tens and hundreds of such episodes
on our road. It would be the most wretched faintheartedness to fear to go forward just because the
road is strevm with obstacles or because not all the
fellow travelers will arrive at the very end.

ment of the

Comintern.

7.

The Fourth International

Adaption to Reformist Maneuvers
Precisely now, when reformism is forced

nounce

to

re-

transforming or dyeing itself into centrism, some groupings of Left centrism, on the contrary, stop short in their development and even move
backwards. It seems to them that the reformists have
already grasped almost everything, that it is only
necessary not to play with exorbitant demands, criticism, extreme phraseology, and that then with one
blow one can create a mass "revolutionary" party.
In reality, reformism, forced by events to disavow
itself, having no clear program, no revolutionary tactics, is capable only of lulling the advanced workers to
sleep by inculcating in them the idea that the revolutionary regeneration of their party is already achieved.
itself,

New Forms of Struggle
8. For a revolutionary Marxist the struggle against
reformism is now almost fully replaced by the struggle
against centrism. The mere bare counter-posing of legal
struggle to

of peaceful means to violence, of
dictatorship now goes beside the mark
in the majority of cases because the frightened reformist, disavowing himself, is ready to accept the
most
"revolutionary" formulas if only they do not obligate

democracy

illegal,

to

him today to a decisive break with his own irresoluteness, indecision and expectant waiting. The struggle
with hidden or masked opportunists must therefore be
transferred chiefly to the sphere of practical conclusions

from revolutionary

requisites.

Before seriously accepting centrist talk of the "dictatorship of the proletariat" we must demand a serious
defense against Fascism, a complete break with the
bourgeoisie, a systematic building of a workers' militia,
its training in militant spirit, the creation
of interparty defense centers, anti-Fascist staffs, the banishment from their ranks of parliamentary, trade-unionist and other traitors, bourgeois lackeys, careerists,
too. Precisely on this plane the main fights against

Whether the new opportunist vacillations of our
centrist allies will prove conjunctural or final (in reality they will be of both kinds), the general conditions
for the formation of the Fourth International on the
basis of genuine Bolshevism become more and more
favorable. The chase of the "extreme left" centrists
after the simply lefts, of the lefts after the moderates,
of the moderates after the rights, like the chase of a
man after his own shadow, cannot create any stable
mass organization: the miserable experience of the
German Independent Party (U.S.P.)7 retains now also
its full force. Under the pressure of events, with the
aid of our criticism and our slogans, the advanced
workers will step over the vacillations of the most
left centrist leaders, and, if it should become necessary, also over these very leaders. On the road to a
new International the proletarian vanguard will find
no other answers than those which have been elaborated and are being elaborated by the Bolshevik-Leninists on the basis of international experience during
ten years of uninterrupted theoretical and practical
struggle.

Conditions for Success
During the past year our political influence has
greatly grown in a number of countries. We will be
able to develop and broaden these successes in a com10.

paratively short time under the following conditions:
(a) Not to outsmart the historic process, not. to play
hide and seek but to state what is;
(b) to give ourselves a theoretic accounting of the
changes in the general situation which in the present
epoch frequently take on the nature of sharp turns;
(c) to heed carefully the mood of the masses, without prejudices, without illusions, without self-deception in order on the basis of a correct estimate of the
relationship of forces within the proletariat, to avoid
opportunism as well as adventurism and to lead the
masses forward, not to throw them back;
(d) every day, every hour to answer clearly to our-
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Report from Germany

A

SINISTER COALITION
by Bernt Bahr

electoral successes of the National Democratic Party (NDP) in the autumn 1966 state elections
in Hesse and Bavaria have brought the grovi'th of the

The two

radical right wing in West Germany to world attenhas been
tion. At the same time, the rise of the
to the advantage of the ruling Christian Democrats
(CDU/CSU) who now can comfortably develop their
own militant nationalism by virtue of the protection
provides. The slogan,
from the right which the
"healthy nationalism," is today once again at home in

NDP

NDP

and production. Labor cutbacks, unemployment and sharper wage struggles are the perspectives
for the working class. Ten thousand workers have already been laid off in the coal and construction industries, and the automobile industry, particularly the
Volkswagen concern, has begun to operate on reduced
work-time. Thousands of foreign workers are leaving
Germany. In the summer of 1966, there were seven job
openings for every unemployed worker; by December,

tracts

this figui'e fell to one-and-a-half job openings.

Germany's ruling pai-ties. The notorious Franz Joseph
Strauss, thrown out of office in 1962 in the wake of
demonstrations protesting his role in the Spiegel affair, and now Minister of Finance, characterized the
NDP's electoral success as "the answer to the contempt
and ridicule of the German Federal Republic; an answer to all who tried to drag Germany through the
mud." iSiiddeutsche Zeitung, 21 November 1966.)

The Developing Crisis
This radicalization to the right is the result of a deteriorating economic situation and of the consequent
political crisis of the ruling parties. The expansion of
the West German economy came to an abrupt end in
the fall of 1966. Chancellor Ludwig Erhard, the "Father
of the Economic Wonder" and of the expansionist phase
of West German capitalism, was immediately dumped
back into the Bavarian forests whence he came. The
government crisis grew over the question of raising
taxes to the exclusive disadvantage of the consumer.
The CDU refused to counteract the economic stagnation by imposing higher taxes or decreasing military
contracts, as this would narrow business profits. The
economic situation is now characterized by inflationary price-rises, higher taxes and a decrease in con-

.

.

.

selves

CENTRISM
what our next

practical step

must

be, tirelessly

and on the basis of living experience explain to the workers the principled difference
Bolshevism
of
from all other parties and currents

The Grand

for the mobilization of reactionary forces is the so-called "Grand Coalition" between the Christian Democrats and the
Social Democrats. Willy Brandt, once an exile from
Hitler Germany in Norway and now Foreign Minister,
shakes the hand of his new boss. Chancellor Kiesinger,
who was a Nazi from 1933 to 1945. Sitting together
today in Bonn are right-wing trade unionists such as
Leber, now Minister of Transport, and ex-Stalinists
such as Herbert Wehner, to whom the militantly anticommunist and revanchist Ministry of All-German
Affairs has been given as "verification" of his loyalty.

In reality, the government, characterized as a trantwo tasks. The first is to pass
new electoral laws to facilitate the continuation of the
two large parties and hinder the development of a new
working-class party. The second is to prepare a transition to dictatorship by doing away with bourgeois democracy. Ex-Chancellor Erhard has already cynically
projected the coming totalitarian society in his concept
of the "formed"
actually uniformed
society.
sitional coalition, has

—

The Basic Historical Task
not to confuse tactical tasks of a united front
with the basic historic task: the creation of new
parties and a new International;
(f ) not to neglect even the weakest ally, for the sake
of practical action
(g) to watch critically the
possible adversary;
(h)

most

"left"

ally

as

a

any concessions to them in principle;
(i) and once more: not to fear to state what is.
—23 February 1934

NOTES
1. "Events in Austria" refers to tlie victory of clerical fascism under Dollfus,
a serious defeat for the Austrian working class and a revelation of the failure
of even the radical Austrian Social Democrats.

The Kuomintang was Chiang Kai-shek's nationalist party, organizationally
modelled after the Communist Party and supported by the Comintern until
Chiang's bloody suppression of the workers in Shanghai in 1927.
The Anglo-Russian Committee was comprised of Soviet trade union ofTicialt
and English left trade union leaders; its signal achievement was to give covar
to the defeat of the English General Strike of 1926.
3. The Two-and-a-half International was an attempt to revive the old Second
International, cleansed of its social patriotism, and included the Independent
Socialist Party of Germany, a majority of the French Socialist Party, the Russian Mensheviks, the British Independent Labour Party and similar groups.
4. Wels, a notorious right-wing Social Democrat, climaxed his career as a
"Socialist" pledging his loyalty to Hitler in the Reichstag.
2.

5.

to treat with the greatest attention those group-

ings which actually gravitate to us; patiently and carefully to listen to their criticisms, doubts

and

vacilla-

them develop toward Marxism; not be
frightened by their caprices, threats, ultimatums (centrists are always capricious and touchy)
not to make

tions; to help

;

—

(Continued on Page 12)

to prepare this step

(e)

Coalition

More important than the neo-Nazis

The London Bureau, founded

ILP of Britain.
centrism.

It

functioned

in 1932, had as its most prominent party the
through the 1930's as a clearing house for

The "events in France" included the demonstration on 6 February 1934 by
200,000 reactionaries armed with raiors and revolvers against the Daladier government, which fell the following day. Six days later, four million French
workers came out in a strike.
6.

The Independent Socialist Party (USPD), after the 1920 split in which twothirds of the party fused with the German Communist Party, continued to
exist as an independent organization, adhering to the Two-and-a-half Inter,
national until 1922 when it went back to the Social Democracy.

7.
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SPARTACIST

.

COALITION

demonstrations

The new government is now concerned with pushing through no less
than eighty revisions in the Constitution in order to make possible the legis"Emergencylation of the so-called
Laws" (Suddeutsche Zeitung^ 5 December) which would be the "legal" basis
for the dictatorship. For the protection
of capitalism a series of anti-strike
and anti-union laws are in preparation,
along with the prohibition of political
opposition, the dissolution of parliamentary democracy, total militarization
and political coordination of public life.
The bourgeoisie's fear of a general
strike is the decisive element of the
entire series of laws proposed for legislation. A major purpose of the Grand
Coalition is to prevent a broad opposition to the Emergency Laws as well as
to piovide the two-thirds majority in
Parliament necessary for constitutional revision. A creeping coup d'etat has
finally become the common goal of the
CDU and the SPD. The NDP is being
formally excluded for t|ie moment, but
nationalism is once again being mobilized by the bourgeoisie as an ideological weapon to be used in the coming
struggles against the proletariat.

The Opposition
Resistance to the threat of dissoluof bourgeois democracy is weak
and badly organized. Since the prohibition of the Communist Paity of Gertion

many (KPD)

in 195G, the

government

has been able to move against any new
organization on the left as being "suspected of communist membership"; the
limitless extension of anti-communist
laws now planned will make the situation of the opposition even worse. Aded to this is the twenty-year-long propaganda against the East German state
as well as the preservation of revanchist lust for the re-conquest of "the
German East."

Since the SPD gave up calling itself
a workers' party in the Godeslieig Program of 195f) and sought to establish
itself as a "party of the entire people"
by discarding all goals of socialization,
it has gone its reactionary way with
determination. Today, in the Grand
Coalition, it is ready to make those
laws for the bourgeoisie which have
the one aim of completely disarming
the workeis.

A

more

important

but

still

very

force of resistance to the Emergency Laws is the German Federation
of "Trade Unions (DGB). Fear of these
laws has caused the DGB to openly
declare itself against them. The federation's close connection with the SPD
in personnel and in ideology, however,
prevents it from allowing any mobilization of the workers through mass
demonstrations and protest strikes. Instead, it merely supports the protest

weak

of

university

profes-

sors.

The East German government and
its illegal arm in West Germany, the

KPD,

support those elements

SPD, trade unions and

in

the

pacifist organi-

zations who demand as the most pressing task adherence to the 1949 West
German constitution, which the
nonetheless had rejected at the time.
The determination of the East German
government to support a liberal-democratic pacifist program is a major obstacle to the development of a genuine
socialist party of class struggle. Thus
it has repeatedly declared itself willing
to renounce any form of oppositional
activity in West Germany and to guarantee the existence of the bourgeois
state in the West in return for a
"peaceful and friendly" government in
the Federal Republic. Only the militant
aggressiveness of the West German
bourgeoisie with its demands for unconditional capitulation of the East

KPD

German
this

bureaucracy has
agreement until now.

prevented

Student Resistance
In the absence of a revolutionary organization of the working class, the
most active oppositional elements today
are certain student organizations. Their
political analysis connects the incipient economic crisis, neo-fascism and
the repressive laws planned by the
bourgeoisie to be enacted by the Grand
Coalition, with the world-wide aggression of U.S. imperialism and its helper.
West Germany. As in the U.S.A., where
the opposition against the war in Vietnain and the liberation struggle of the
Negroes aie seen more and more as
parts of the same struggle, in Germany
too, the struggle against the threat of
internally
and against
dictatorship
West Germany's support of the war in
Vietnam are seen as parts of the same
oppression.
The isolation of these student organizations from the working class, however, leads to major ideological deficiencies similar to those of the New
Left in the U.S.A.: a thoroughly classless approach, the myth about new
methods of struggle and new bases of
revolt such as those of students, intellectuals or Asian and Latin American
peasants and guerrillas, with whom the
complacency of the German woi-kers is
contrasted.
The Socialist League of German Students (SDS), the strongest and most
militant of these organizations, defines
its dilemma in the following way: as a
student organization which does not
recruit workers, the SDS can only be
as strong as its impact in the universities. In the absence of a revolutionary workers' party, however, it must
also take into account the tasks of such
a party without, however, either wanting to or being able to become one itself. Because of its weaknesses, the

SDS couples opportunism in domestic
issues with an uncritical awe of all
that looks revolutionary. For instance,
at the October 1966 Conference on "Dein crisis," SDS was ready to
concession to the representatives of the DGB, supporting their
liberal-democratic aims and refusing;
to put forward any socialist alternatives. On the other hand, at the Na-

mocracy

make every

tional Congress of SDS delegates held
earlier in
1966, the Chinese "cultural revolution" was greeted in the
manner of Peking Review as "a further step on the path to the communist
society."
With the abdication of leadership of
the traditional workers' oi'ganizations,

the increasing unrest among workers
and students has been accompanied by
the casting about for "new" forms of
struggle. The repeated student disturbances in Berlin led to mass arrests but
also to calls for student strikes and
for founding an "anti-university." Also
precipitated was the declamatory proclamation of a "Commune" of anarchist
students. But the mobilization of the
students' militancy and consciousness
towards the crucial task of a resurgence of revolutionary struggle in the

German working class is hardly
broached theoretically, and has never
been attempted practically. Instead, the
inclination is rather to try to find the
student movement a comfortable alibi
by calling the university a "factory"
and the students "workers" one can
feel good in the self-proclaimed role of
a "proletarian" without having to seriously

commit oneself

to struggle.

The Tasks Ahead

As long

as the students avoid a firm

committment to the working class, their
aims must be self-contradictory, their
activity inadequate and their strength
only feeble. Only in unity with the
working class can the resistance to the
course of the Grand Coalition gain
strength.
As a part of the current crisis, the
West German bourgeoisie has started a
wide-ranging offensive for the destruction of those few rights which the
working class was able to win for itself in spite of the Allied military occupation after the Second World War.
which is the main
It is not the
enemy today but rather those who are
preparing for a new dictatorship
through the Grand Coalition; the
struggle against the
must be linked
with the struggle against fascist tendencies in the government parties; most
decisive however is the preparation of
the working class itself for the defense and extension of its own rights.
The exposure of the SPD to the German workers, particularly by forcing
it to take sole power, and the related
formation of a Marxist vanguard party
still remain the main tasks for German
revolutionaries.
Trans, by M. D.

NDP

NDP
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Civilian Review Board, a clear expression of the nearfascist attitude of a white population in which bourgeois-aspiring white-collar workers and the privileged
working class of Queens are major factors. However,
even in Georgia the axe-handle racist candidate was
unable to secure a majority of the popular vote. Hardline segregationists carried the day in Alabama, but
lost out in the border states of Arkansas and Maryland.
In Deai'born, Michigan, 47 per cent of the voters ap-

proved a ballot proposition opposing the Vietnam war,
although anti-war forces might well consider the mixed
motives that may have been present there before
cheering too loudly. In Illinois the defeat of an all-out
Johnson man and old-time New Dealer indicates little
except that it is a long time since the thirties. Massachusetts sent a Black Republican to the Senate; although no victory for the Black people of Roxbury and
the South End, this is scarcely the act of an electorate
in the grip of an hysterical anti-Negro spirit.

The chief

responsibility

for

the

triumph

of

the

Republicans in California must be laid at the door of
Pat Brown and the liberal Democrats. Even judged
within their own frame of reference, their leadership
has been incredibly bad, or non-existent. Supporting
legalistic and token civil-rights measures as long as it
seemed profitable to do so, they interpreted the victory
of the anti-open-housing Proposition 14 in 1964 as a
call for a retreat rather than an offensive against rising racism. Brown's reaction to the Watts rebellion
was indistinguishable from that of the Republicans,
and he even appointed an investigating committee under super-spy McCone, the same man Reagan now wants
to investigate the Berkeley campus. When, in the middle
of the campaign, the Hunters Point disturbances broke

was the difference between the two candidates that both agreed to refrain froin making a
political issue of it. The irony of it all is that, despite
these concessions to backlash, Brown remained identified in the minds of the white reactionaries with civilrights legislation, and they visited retribution on him.
Finally, Brown and his supporters were unable to
grasp even the existence of a sentiment of dissatisfaction with The Great Society. The theme of a brochure
mailed out by the ILWU in support of Brown (remember when Harry Bridges was a left-wing hero?)
carried the headline, "Play It Safe." This was a recurrent theme in Democratic literature and was singularly unresponsive to the mood of the voters. This is,
of course, not just a tactical error but a constitutional
inability to see the nature of the problem.
out, so little

through the Los Angeles Conference on Power and
Politics, these forces had it within their grasp to
organize an alternative write-in campaign which would
have broken with Democratic Party liberalism and
helped to lay the groundwork for a new labor-oriented
party. Even at the LA Conference they decisively defeated the CP and liberal forces and pi*ecipitated a
walk-out by these pro-Brown elements. Genuine classoriented independence, however, is not within the perspectives of this formation; thus they sat out the
election with a total boycott position in the north and
with a partial attempt at a "positive boycott" in the
south. On the extreme left of the CNP spectrum stood
the Draperite Independent Socialist Committee (ISC),

which fought militantly and effectively for a write-in
campaign, but without specific class content, at the LA
Conference; the ISC, however, has since gone along as
the loyal opposition within the CNP and refused support for a socialist alternative.

At this point one would expect the Socialist Workers
Party, claiming a revolutionary outlook and the mantle
of orthodox Trotskyism, to step into the breach. However, the SWP attempted to play it both ways. The
SWP did formally run a write-in candidate. No odder
campaign, however, has been seen since the Communist Party ran Browder for President in 1936 while
actually supporting Roosevelt. Undermined by their
long-standing abstentionist attitude, hampered by their
overemphasis on organizational control, trapped by
their single-issue position in the anti-war movement,
the SWP sabotaged their own campaign, leaving it to
Spartacist to raise the question of support to the SWP
in various radical organizations. The climax came on
the weekend before elections when Spartacists, distributing election literature for the SWP candidates,
encountered YSAers, distributing leaflets on the Vietnam war which did not even mention the election. The
West Coast member of the Wohlforthite American
Committee (ACFI), contrary to the public line of The
Bulletin, accommodated himself to the CNP and issued
a leaflet supporting the boycott.
Class-Oriented Alternative
would be foolish in the extreme to deny that the
GOP victory in California and the nation represents
an advance for reaction. What wc do most emphatically
deny is that the way to fight this reaction is to support
the Democratic Party and the capitalist system it
serves. That party, serving the same masters as Reagan's GOP, has paved the way for this reactionary
victory, and, should it be restored to nower in four or
It

it will do so again, but more conservativeis an inherently, organically, constitutionally
characteristic of liberal-democratic capitalist
politics. It is, therefore, with the independent left that
the solution to the dilemma lies. The decisive factor
in preserving the impasse and permitting continued
rightward drift is the failure of the left to provide
leadership toward a serious class-oriented alternative
to capitalist politics. If the crisis of leadership can be

eight years,

ly.

This

built-in

The

Left's Abstentionism

In this context, the failure of the left to play a
positive role in the elections becomes even more striking. Of the pro-Democratic Communist and Socialist
Parties, no more need be said. The West Coast Progressive Labor Party "(Maoist) abstained from action,
falsely counterposing its ever-recurring and ever-failing community organization progi-ams to electoral action. The decisive failure on the left, however, was
that of the Conference for New Politics (CNP) forces,
whose core was the Berkeley student left. Prior to and

overcome, then an altei'native can be presented which
can attract support on a mass basis, among Black
the working class, the disaffected intelligentsia and even among some of those very elements
Geoffrey White
Reagan camp.
militants,

—
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SPARTACIST

Does Soviet Nuclear Shield Cover Hanoi?
AN OPEN
On

lU Novemher, Berkeley students
picketed Soviet Attache Rogochov in
protest over Soviet refusal to effectively defend North Vietnam from U.S.
bombings. Spartacists distributed the
following leaflet.
Within the limitations of our power,
we and many others in this country,
have acted to oppose the imperialist
war the U.S. government (it is not
"our" government) is waging against
the working people of Vietnam. Now

we ask you what your government,
with its vast military and economic
power, has done in this respect.
The words of your spokesmen in the
United Nations and elsewhere are frequently eloquent, but long experience
with the beautiful words of our own
ruling class has made us look beyond
words to deeds. The U.S. Army, Mr.
Attache, has a device called Red Eye,
which launches heat-seeking missiles
at airplanes and can be carried in
rough terrain by one man. We are sure
that a technology which has produced
Sputniks and cosmonauts galore has
also mass-produced an analogous weapon. Why are they not in Vietnam,
where they could provide critical protection to men and women willing to
die in a cause that you profess to support? Why are you sending fifteenyear-old SAM II missiles to Vietnam
when you have a plentiful supply of
SAM Ill's, which would provide real
protection to the cities and villages of
North Vietnam? Why, just when the

manpower
have some

strain
effect

was beginning to
on the U.S., did you

propose to withdraw troops from the
Berlin area, thus freeing U.S. troops

.

.

.

were
Guatemala. Castro had
brutally blackmailed Yon Sosa into the
arms of the FAR, and Yon Sosa could
not defend the MR-13 against the prestige and influence of the Cuban Bonaparte. In April, as we have already
soon

effects of the Tricontinental

felt

in

said, the Latin American Bureau
expelled from the MR-13.

was

the MR-13 to the
were to be expected soon
expulsion of Posadas' secwere reported in September
for the first time.
(See National
Guardian, 3 Sept. 1966; New York
Times, 4 Oct. 1966; World Outlook,
25 Nov. 1966.) The MR-13 accepted
the Tricontinental resolutions, which
were openly anti-Guevarist, and the
hegemony of the FAR in the Guatemalan guerrilla movement. Thus was the

Overtures from

FAR

Fidelist
after the
tion and

LETTER TO ATTACHE

expand the butchery

in

ROGOCHOV

Vietnam?

Is

that not a clear-cut Soviet contribution to the defeat of the NLF? One last
question Mr. Attache: for years you
have used the threat of your own nuclear weapons system to shield Soviet
cities against U.S. nuclear attack. Does
this protection extend to Peking? to
Hanoi? Does the Soviet nuclear shield
cover Hanoi? Your failure so to state
and your obscene chase after a detente
with the imperialists at the price of
other people's revolutions, and ultimately at the expense of the gains of
the October Revolution, encourage the
U.S. on a road clearly leading to nuclear attack against Chinese nuclear
installations and, if imperialist ends
cannot be achieved by less drastic
means, against targets in North Viet,

nam. A credible statement by your
government that a nuclear attack on
the Democratic Republic of North Vietnam or the People's Republic of China
would be treated as an attack on
the Soviet Union itself would not increase the danger of atomic Armageddon, but vastly lessen it. You accept
logic for the protection of your
own cities, why not for those of people whom you unctuously call "brotherers"?
May we suggest, Mr. Rogochov, that
you cannot answer these questions in
a Marxist or socialist framework because you represent a regime and a
social stratum which is the mortal enemy of both. The CCP and the Maoists
internationally call you "revisionists"
at every turn, but they refrain from a
serious social analysis of why this disease has afflicted the first workers
this

MR-13 brought into line with Fidelism.
A wave of pessimism and defeatism
has hit the Latin American "radical"

POSADAS
(Continued from Page 7)

The

to

petty-bourgeoisie after the Guatemalan
events, the destruction of the Peruvian
MIR and the strengthening of imperialism in the continent. Guevarism
is now a routed ideology in many parts
of Latin America, where armed struggle has been severely smashed. Posadas' International had adapted itself,

in

Guatemala, to Guevarism and

was

therefore severely crippled, along
with it, by Castro. Wherever Guevarism tries to appear again, it will have
to face the wrath of Fidelism and imperialism alike.

Proletarian Political

Program

Nevertheless the program of Guevarism does not represent the concrete
socialist needs of the oppressed masses
in Latin America, because it subordinates

proletai'ian

political

program

to

purely military and tactical maneuvering, as Maoism did in China. It is

This is because they themselves
represent an earlier stage of the same
criticisms
of
Their
degeneration.
Khrushchev and Brezhnev in the
name of Stalin have cut them off from
•decent socialists everywhere. We, however, suggest that your betrayal of the
Vietnamese Revolution is not an error, not a failure of nerve, nor any
and
fortuitous
other
conjunctural
event. We suggest that you represent
a bureaucratic social stratum which
has usurped the power of the working
class and which, in order to hang onto
state.

—

—

its

power and

privileges, will

and must

seek an understanding with world imperialism, at the expense of the revolutionary peoples everywhere, and first
and foremost at the expense of your
own people. We suspect that you feel

much more
the

at ease, Mr. Rogochov, with
retinue of the arch-imperialist

Johnson and his intellectual apologists
than with real revolutionaries or, god
forbid, workers, with whom your only
contact is via the chauffeur of your
limousine.

.

.

.

We believe, Mr. Rogochov, that the
world revolution will triumph, either
that or that

we

will all die together,

bureaucrat and the people
we think that this revolution will triumph not through and because of you and your like, but via
a road whereon your political carcass
will be trampled down alongside Lyndon Johnson's. Can you prove us
capitalist,
alike.

Bu.t

wrong?

LONG LIVE THE
LUTION!

WORLD REVO-

Bay Area Spartacist League
14 November 1966
highly feasible to speak of an interLatin-American proletarian revolution,
either sparked by the proletariat of
small countries like the Dominican Re-

Uruguay or Bolivia, or initiated by the advanced working classes
of Brazil, Argentina, Venezuela, Chile
or Mexico, the most industrialized countries in Latin America. This perspective implies the complete political extirpation of Stalinism in the trade unions and of Fidelism and Guevarism in
the peripheral revolutionary struggles.
public,

Posadas' cadres, if they do not
cleanse themselves of Posadas' opporand unprincipled revisionism,
will play no part in the building of a
Latin American proletarian vanguard,
and will have to be extirpated with the

tunism

political

body

to

which Posadas hap-

pens to be attached when the classconscious Latin American proletariat
puts an end to petty-bourgeois Philistinism, adventurism and unprincipled
Espartaco Staff
revisionism.

—
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BERKELEY

(Continued from Page 16)
the rulini? class learned especially from

FSM. Objectively, the FSM preits own defeat by concentrating
student discontent and radicalism on

the

pared

a long, exhausting: campus fight which

was unable

to really affect the ruling

Although the students
gains through the FSM, they
were unable to maintain and develop
a viable link between student radicalism and the class struggle in society.
As a result, the students were unable
to maintain even their small gains
class' interests.

won some

ormism (more of those student committees "working closely" with the administration!) or to the equally impotent
and inherently reactionary personal "out" via the sugar cube.
While growing increasingly radical
on campus, the student movement has
in fact done little to break its isolation.
Though the old "progressive" coalition
is virtually broken and widely discredited, its keystone
the Democratic

—

—

—

—

thoroughly intact. The movement has failed to offer even an exemplary alternative to the two-party trap
which gripped the country once again

Party

is

this November. The boycott of the election initiated by dissident reform Dem-

against constant administrative whit-

ocrats

tling.

Party was
movement's

Students swelled the ranks of the
civil rights movement; they led the
anti-war movement. These activities
have been directed, and misled, by the
liberal-union-Democratic peace coalition, headed by people such as Walter
Reuther, Martin Luther King, and pacifist organizations like SANE. This
coalition's failure to provide more than
token concessions from the ruling class

has led in the civil rights movement to
the Black Power rebellion, in which the
role of white students is so far minimal. The inability of anti-war demonstrations to effect the end of the war
has inspired some radicalization of students, but has also caused widespread
demoralization. Many students have
become frustrated with the failures of
these movements to alter the oppressive power structure and with the growing isolation of radicals in a rightwardmoving environment.

"Student Power"
This frustration and isolation are
reflected within the student movement
itself in the form of the '"student

power" demand. The radical student
today wants a basic alteration in the
power structure which has frustrated
his idealistic efforts to change society and alienated him so completely,
all

both on campus and off. Yet student
power is an absurdity and a dangerous
illusion. While it expresses the increased radicalism of the student movement and registers a well-justified "noconfidence" in the administrative parasites of the knowledge factory, it does
not confront or explain the isolation of
the movement within an already reactionary society. A "true community of
scholars" is a hopeless illusion in a

where the LBJ's and Reagans
hold undisputed sway. Not so much
out of fear and intimidation, but out
of their own basic interests, the faculty sought to maintain their positions
as liberal advisers to the power structure at the expense of the students.
Talk of a radical reordering of power
on campus without confronting the
need for a revolutionary reordering of
society can only lead to impotent refsociety
still

—

role.

A

still

refusing to break with the
symbolic of the student
abdication of a political

socialist alternative, offered

by

the Socialist Workers Party, went practically unsupported not only by the student movement, but also by the revisionist

SWP

itself!

Working-Class Revolutionaries
It is false to assume that the student
movement can break its isolation by
merely seeking "allies" in the labor
movement. Workers don't have an interest in turning out to secure judicial
review for students. Student radicals
cannot change society merely as students because they lack the power.
Workers, on the other hand, do have
an interest in fighting the bosses; they
are continually forced into an endless
struggle against the unemployment, inflation and exploitation which are per-

manent features of capitalist society.
Yet it is naive and hypocritical to sit
back and expect the workers to "rise,"
come to the rescue of the students and
remake society without revolutionary
consciousness and leadership. Students
must go to the workers not as students
seeking allies and followers, but as revolutionaries, with the understanding
that only the working class, because of
its unique position as society's producers, has the power to lead a social revolution in modern society. This involves a complete change of orientation, from student radical to workingclass revolutionary, and an adoption of
Marxism, the ideology of the revolutionary working-class struggle.
It is only through the construction
of a revolutionary Marxist party that
the struggles of students, workers and
Black people can be effectively linked.
As has happened again and again
throughout the history of American
radicalism,
independent
movements
that fail to break with the social system and to take the revolutionary path
invariably get absorbed by the likes of
the Democratic Party. This party must
be not "pressured" but smashed. It is
this party that prevents
successful
class struggle by keeping the various
sections of the working class divided
against each other—and all voting

Democratic. This

the chief political

is

weapon of the ruling

Linking

class.

the struggles of the oppressed requires
revolutionary organization, opposition
to the ruling class on a class basis and
a political struggle to smash the Democratic Party and the two-party system. Student, union and ghetto fractions need to be built to connect the
party with the struggles of the masses,
form a base and link the day-to-day
struggles of the people.

Spartacist Cadre
As progenitor of such a revolutionary mass party, the Spartacist League
conducts exemplary activity to this
effect, with working fractions in Harlem, in several unions, and in the deep

South. A new generation of revolutionary cadres is needed, however, to
strengthen the movement and build it
to the point that a full-time turn to
mass agitational work will be possible.
Much of this cadre must come from the
radicalized
student movement.
Students should orient their thinking to
the ideology of the revolutionary working-class struggle and take their radicalism to society in the form of revolutionary politics.
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"STUDENT POWER" OR WORKERS' POWER?

The Berkeley Student Strike
Two years ago, Berkeley
sought to secure their rights
speech and political advocacy
pus. Now they seek a decisive

students
of free

on cam-

voice in
controlling their university. The 1964
Free Speech Movement revealed the total bankruptcy of the university's liberal administration and its dependence
on brute force to maintain its power
but that power was left intact. Now,
recognizing that university administrations serve the interests of powerful
forces in the society, and not the interests of students and teachers, the students are challenging the authority of
the administrators to rule on campus.
At the Berkeley campus, this development arises out of the behavior of
the administration, which has become
progressively more antagonistic to the
students' interests. So far this year,

one student was threatened with disciplinary action for the content of his
criticism of the administration; another student was disciplined for bringing student aid to the Black ghetto
struggle against the racist Oakland
school system. On 14 November, Chris
Kinder, a young non-student member
of the Spartacist League, was arrested under the Mulford Act (passed
in 1965 to "protect" the campus from
"outside agitators") for handing out
leaflets on campus. Finally the administration threatened to ban the noon
rallies on the Sproul Hall steps, tradi-

podium for radical dissent. Campus organizations, political and nonpolitical, banded together in a Council
of Campus Organizations (CCO) and
gained widespread support from the
student body for another free speech
tional

confrontation.

uties, called

in

by the vice-chancellor,

invaded the campus on 30 November
to arrest all the non-students in a demonstration against a Navy recruitingtable in the Student Union. In a mass
meeting that night over 2,000 students
voted unanimously to strike the university. The students adopted the following strike demands, which were approved with near unanimity by the
crowd of 8,000 to 10,000 which packed
Sproul Plaza the following day:
no cops on campus to "solve" political problems;
complete amnesty by the university
and the courts for all demonstrators;
privileges for all off-campus groups
and individuals to equal those of gov-

—
—
—

ernment agencies;

—open disciplinary hearings bound
due process and judicial review;
student representation
—
effective

Strike

Demands

The spark

which touched off the
strike, however, was another issue:
Alameda County depcampus.
cops on
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by
in

formulating a new set of rules for
student activity.
The strike won the support of the
teaching assistants union, some faculty members and, later, the Daily Californiau. Few students had any illusions about immediate support from
the faculty, but many thought that the
faculty would take a favorable stand
once the students led the way, as had
fight. It
happened during the
was a serious blow for the students,
therefore, when the faculty's Academic

FSM

came down overwhelmingly
Senate
against the students in a meeting on
5 December. The faculty declared "'that
the strike should end immediately,"
urging the chancellor not to punish
events
only
for
striking
students
through 5 December. The next day the
regents of the university condemned
the "disorders," especially those "in-

stigated by outsiders," and declared
that all university employees who continued to strike would be fired.

By

Strike Recess
the sixth, the teaching assistants

and students decided in separate meetings to call a temporary recess in the
strike because of final exams, only days
away. Though strike committee surveys in the last few days of the strike
indicated about 85 per cent support,
the students and assistants were aware
of their isolation, both on campus and

This awareness gave rise to
strong feelings of "community," "love"
and even "victory" among the students.
The only outside support of any significance had come from the Alameda
Central Labor Council, whose executive committee granted official sanction
in society.

to the striking teaching assistants.

Besides increased radicalization of
the students, the main difference between the FSM and the current struggle is the isolation. Throughout the
current crisis, the administration has
sought to divide the movement by embarriers between
artifioial
j>liasizing
"student" and "non-student." On 30 November the administration sought arrest warrants for only the "non-students," and during the strike the administration refused to negotiate with,
or have present at the negotiations, any
non-student representatives of the strikers, such as Mario Savio.
Isolation of Students
The Spartacist League, in connection
with the arrest of Kinder under the
Mulford Act, has stressed that isolation of the students is a primary goal
of the administration and a i)uint which
(Continue^ on Page 15)
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ANTI-WAR SELLOUT
'

The war

have proven

in Viet

Nam

and the movement against it
program and principles

critical tests of the

of every ostensibly revolutionary organization. To the
extent that any group has wavered in its revolutionary
obligation to state what is, or has substituted maneuvering and petty organizational diplomacy for workingclass politics, it bears responsibility fpr whatever defeats and betrayals occur here and in Viet Nam.

Nominal Revolutionaries
Workers Party and the Young Socialthe largest organized, nominally revolutionary tendency in the anti-war movement, have played
a singularly pernicious role, and bear unique respoiisibility for its present domination by right-wing forces.
The recent history of the SWP-YSA has been one of
unbridled opportunism, rotten compromises and orgai^izational maneuvering, surpassed only by the reformist
Communist Party with which they are presently in a

The

Socialist

ist Alliance, as

SWP

—

The

first

willing to

"In the Name of Unity"
major test of how far the SWP-YSA was
go to implement their "pop-front" strategy

NYC preparations for the October
1965 International Days of Protest. Almost forty antiwar and political organizations formed the Fifth Avenue Peace Parade Committee, under the aegis of pacifists A. J. Muste and Dave Dellinger. SANF (Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy) demanded a single slogan "Stop the War Now" and a "I'espectable" speakers list, and threatened to leave the committee if not
came during the

bloc.

The SWP-YSA decision to become involved in antiwar activities was precipitated by the April 1965 March
on Washington, which turned out an unexpected 15,000
protestors. The murder of Malcolm X in February of
that year had left the SWP in a state of suspended
animation, in need of a movement over which they
could enthuse and in which they could submerge, to
re-appear as a "revolutionary" party only during election season.

"Nevi^" Popular Front

The

SDS'ers include the struggle against war as part of a
perspective for general social change. Instead of educating these militants to a revolutionary class consciousness, the
abdicated its responsibility as an allegedly Trotskyist party in favor of destructive tactics
designed to place themselves in the most influential
positions in the movement. They invaded local committees, packing their meetings, voted down "multi-issue"
projects and feven destroyed a number of committees.
Their peculiar brand "of opportunism came to the surface during the New York City elections, when their
members fought against and often defeated attempts
by anti-war committees to support the SWP's and Progressive Labor's candidates on the grounds that to
abandon the "single-issue" wks divisive

political basis for the

SWP's

participation in the

—

anti-war movement was soon evolved the concept of a
"single-issue" movement. This "new" theory strikingly
parallels the "peoples front of all democratic forces"
developed by Stalinism in 1935, and is predicated on the,
illusion that a large multi-class peace movement, with
no specific program, can "pressure" the imperialist
government of the U.S. into ending the Vietnamese war
or, by logical extension, any war. Any attempt to place
the war in a larger framework, to relate it to other
aspects of capitalism, is considered "divisive" by the

SWP.
The first obstacle to the SWP's Single Issue Society
was the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS). Although they lack a clear

—

—

supported. The entire YSA-SWP fraction capitulated
in the name of "unity," and refrained from introducing
their own slogans. Only the Spartacist representatives
walked out of the committee; remaining were Progressive Labor, Youth Against War and Fascism, and the
American Committee for the Fourth International. [See

Spartacist #5]

At the first (and last) National Conference of the
National Coordinating Committee in Washington D.C.
in November 1965, the SWP-YSA began its organizational drive for control of the national anti-war movement. The NCC was composed mostly of independents
new to the movement, including many SDS'ers; the
DuBois Clubs and other CP-oriented youth also participated. Since the YSA had already started maneuvering on local levels, the conference opened with all
sides geared for a giant organizational fight. A vicious
(Continued on Page 5)

class analysis of the war, the
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HEALY AT LIEGE
AND PEKING
Capitulating to the Maoist version of
Stalinism, the Healy-Banda leadership
has taken the Socialist Labour League
through a qualitative step in its degeneration. A recent headline in the
SLL Newsletter (14 Jan. 1967) calls
for:
"Conditional support of 'Red
Guards' the duty of every revolutionist." The article, written by Banda, reveals exactly w^hat the SLL supports:
one section of the Chinese bureaucracy
striving, against a less verbally "militant" section, to strengthen its own
bureaucratic rule. Although Banda,
like Mao, spouts the verbiage of "working class" and "proletarian revolution," he cannot help but reveal his
betrayal of working-class aims.
Banda manages a gentle criticism of
the SLL's newfound "revolutionary"
hero: "There is little doubt that in this
struggle the opposition has been aided,
involuntarily, by some of the extravagant, improbable and Utopian ideas of
Mao Tse Tung; by his refusal to repudiate Stalin, his support of the Soviet intervention in Hungary, his acceptance of 'socialism in a sinijle country' and his hare-brained schemes of
'backyard furnaces' and 100 percent
communism. No doubt excesses will be
committed in the present campaign."
But he insists that "the choice is
clear and unavoidable," a choice for
Mao and the. Red Guards.
For a Trotskyist to label these as
"excesses" etc. is a gross betrayal of
the very foundations of Trotskyism. In
creating
the
Fourth International,
Trotsky fought to prevent Stalinism
from destroying the Marxist program
but Banda, a "reconstructor" of the
FI, is ready to dump this program, if
only Chairman Mao will let the SLL
jump onto his Stalinist merry-go-round.

—

—

Instant Stalinism

Needless to say, Healy's devotees, the

American Workers League, formerly
ACFI, junked their original correct interpretation of the events in China as
sdon as the SLL Neivsletter printed
Banda's pledge as a left Maoist. The
Wohlforthites had originally analyzed
the purpose of the "Red Guard Frenzy"
as a bureaucratic attack on all opponents: "The mobilization of the Red
Guard is thus aimed at both the right
and the incipient left.
By appealing to nationalism, just as Stalin did,
the CCP leadership hopes to divert the
attention of the masses from their
growing problems." They saw the end
result of this "frenzy" as anti-proletarian: "The smashing of 'Western'
art, the destruction of all evidence of
.

.

.
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improvements in the

living standards
of the masses, all in the name of the
'great proletarian^ cultural revolution,'
are completely reactionary moves,, and
cannot fail to alienate advanced ivorkers all over the world." (Bulletin, 26
Sept. 1966.)
Since the sneaky Wohlforth discreetly avoids any mention of this earlier
position, we must attempt to discover,
in his later, SLL-influenced analysis,
reasons for this sudden shift: "But
Mao's line has not been one of capitulation to imperialism either. It is essentially for this reason that we give him

our support." (30 Jan. 1967.) However,
this centrist sophistry cannot explain
away ACFI's correct analysis of 26
September: "But the fact is that the
Chinese have been long on words and
very short on deeds. It is not that we
advise responding to every imperialist
provocation. But the Chinese have not
drawn the line anywhere.
We can
almost see the glee of the imperialists
over the genuine appeasement with
which their provocations have been
met."
Wohlforth, is it possible that your
vaunted "Marxist method" led you to
reverse your position on 30 January
because the SLL had, only two weeks
earlier, printed its very first analysis
of the events in China, an analysis diametrically opposed to the first Bulletin handling of those same events?
Could it be that your vaunte(i "method"
consists of the air mail post between
London and New York and that it leads
you into political falsification? Such
"method" has nothing in common with
Marxism— it is a disgusting embodiment of sheer opportunism and theoretical bankruptcy.
.

SLL

.

Marxism
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Capitulation Expected

The SLL's

Bimonthly Organ

of Revolutionary

capitulation, unwelcome
as it is to those attempting to rebuild
the FI, comes as no surprise to those,
like the Spartacist League, who have
had to fight against Healy's bureaucratic Cominternist organizational maneuvers. If the politics of a group such
as the SLL remain formally "correct"
while the organizational practices of
its leading clique increasingly degenerate into Stalinist gangsterism, this
contradiction must inevitably set up a
tension urgently in need of resolution:
either the rotting leadership must be
thrown out or the political life of the
organization will be increasingly contaminated. The sectarian provocation
committed at Liege in October 1966
by the Healy-Banda proteges, the British Young Socialists (YS), indicated

that this second alternative

was being

realized.

Liege Sectarians
The Liege demonstration was called
by the Jeunes Gardes Socialistes of
Belgium (JGS), a youth group influenced by the Pabloist United Secretariat (USec). The demonstration of European socialist and communist youth
groups had two objectives: for immediate and unconditional withdrawal of
American troops from. Viet Nam and
against the imperialist

NATO

alliance.

The YS appeared at the anti-imperialdemonstration caVrying a banner
in support of the 1956 Hungarian Rev-

ist

olution.

When

the

Communist Youth

Stalinist

Belgian

(BCY)

were confronted by this banner the group withdrew, although the BCY ranks had
originally overridden their leadership
to force participation in the demonstration.

The reason for this provocation is
The YS discovered that the USec

clear.

had taken the initiative in working
with some young Stalinists who might
be pulled away from their leadership.
The Healyites' solution to such a challenge was to disrupt this working arrangement with a slogan designed not
to educate the Stalinists but to drive
them away. Thus the Healyites revealed
their inability to politically confront an
opponent,, to prove through struggle
and debate the correctness of their positions and to win over advanced elements from other groups. Instead they
offered only a show of sectarian "revolutionary" activity.

MAYslUNE 1967
However, the Healyites were not the
only unprincipled participants at Liege.
The USec advanced a defense of their
Liege role which by its denial of the
vital right to criticize others in a
common action is reformist and antiTrotskyist. Pierre Le Gr?ve defended

USec forces, maintaining: "The
pHnciple should have been recalled that
it is impermissible in a united front
demonstration for certain participants
to arrogate to themselves the. right to
impose slogans which a participating
considers
inadmissible."
tendency
(Quoted in World Outlook, 27 Jan.
tlje

Insistence on this type of "principle"
helps only to -maintain the divisions
within the workers' rhovement. A united
front is designed precisely because significant sections of the working class
are still controlled by reformist leaderships its aim is to help free them
from that control. Trotsky called in
the 1936s for the German CP (KPD)
to form a united front with the Social
Democrats against a fascist threat to
the working class. The Stalinist KPD
leadership refused, for reasons similar
to Healy's, to work with the "unprincipled" SPD leadership.

—

1967.)

Trotsky might just as easily have
been describing the rotten politics of
Healy's sectarianism and the USec
opportunism when, in 1932, he wrote:
"The mistakes made in the policy of
the united front fall into two categor-

More

and the correctness of
programmatic positions.

ness to fight
their

Fear of Struggle

The Healyites' provocation at Liege
destroyed the possibility of an educational struggle designed to set those
wavering Stalinist youth against their
reformist leadership. (Their criminality is similar to that of the German CP
in the early '30s, when it raised abstractly correct slogans on the order
of "Down with the Social Democratic
Murderers of Luxemburg and Lieb<
knecht," thus driving the SPD workers
back into the arms of their leaders.)
sharp, educational and anti-Stalinist
basis for struggle would have been the
slogan which the Spartacist League

A

Falsification

His insistence on such "principle" is
not Healy's only falsification of Trotskyist positions. In the manner of a
Catholic priest, he also quotes Trotsky's
descriptions of historica'lly specific con-

when with Stalinist youth in
anti-war actions: "No New 1954 Geneva Sellout 'of Viet Nam by USSRChina!" The BCY youth were prepared, by their participation in a united
front in defense of the Vietnamese
Revolution, to be brought, by the implications of such a slogan, into opporaises

sition to their

own

sell-out leaders.

But

the Hungarian Revolution slogan was
a deliberate provocation, entirely outside the framework of the Liege issues.

The SLL at one time was able to
wage a struggle against the revisionthrough an entry into the British
Labour Party youth organization, the

ists f

SLL won

a significant section of that

youth to the Trotskyist program. But
the leadership has now reduced the
SLL and its International Committee
to the position of maintaining itself in
a bureaucratic fashion, attempting,
through the use of ultra-left, pseudo-

CULTURAL REVOLUTION

in

In most cases the leading organs
of the Communist party approached the
reformists vnth an offer of joining in a
common struggle for radical slogans
which were alien to the situation and
which found no respnnse^n the masses.
These proposals partook of the nature
of blank shots. . . . The second type of
perversion bore a much more fatal
character. In the hands of the Stalinist
bureaucracy, the policy of the united
front became a hue and cry after allies
at the cost of sacrificing the independence of the party." (What Next?)
ies.

Healy Wiggles
Several months after the demonstraHealy attempted a theoretical explanation of what had happened at
Liege. This pseudo-Trotskyist claims
that there could have been no united
front because
the groups confronting the YS at Lt?!ge do not have the
"principled positions" Trotsky had. As
proof, he o(fers up the reformist sins
of their leaders! (Newsletter, 7 Jan.
tion

.

1967.)

.

.

China—an East European
ditions

in

Germany

as

were absolute, general

view.

though those
definitions

—in

order to prove that there could have
been no 'united front at Liege because a
united front must in all cases be composed of "a mass communist party and
a mass reformist organization representing millions of members."
Certainly, there were no "mass" organizations at Liege. But there were
some 4000 militant socialist youth, who,
through principled tactics, could be the
path to a mass revolutionary party pn
the morrow. Only if the Trotskyist
parties struggle along with sections of
the working class whether on issues
such as industry attempts to freeze
wages, government attempts to destroy
independent unions or the imperialist
attack on the Viet Nam revolution
can the class vanguard be pulled away
from its reformist leaders and prepared for the development of Soviets,
the united front in its highest form.
Xn such struggles, the real communists
(Trotskyists) must prove their willing-

revolutionary intransigence or of opportunist khvostism toward' Mao
Stalinist with elan
to create the illusion of serious struggle. Their ultraleftism ("an infantile disorder," Lenin
called it) is the complementary face of
their adaptation to Mao. Both the opportunism and the ultra-leftism give
the SLL the impression of struggle and
shield its members from feeling the
necessity to actually struggle for hegemony of the working class.

—

—

'

—

SLL

as Maoist

.

The severity of the SLL's

political

degeneration can best be seen in its opportunist handling of two theoretical
questions concerning China: the source
of bureaucracy in a workers state and
the means for eliminating that bureaucracy. Their positions on these questions are best summed up in Banda's
own words. The source of the bureaucracy, according to this ignoramus, is
purely subjective: "Softened by an
easy life, accustomed to their creature
comforts, dazzled by the privileges of
their cousins in the USSR and yearning for 'tranquility' and an end to
struggle and sacrifice, these people

(Continued Next Page)
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low,, and implanting inner-Party democracy. What objections can there be
to rousing the fury of the Party masses against the corrupt elements and
alloivinq them to throw these eleraents
out?" These words were delivered by
Stalin to the Eighth All-Union Congress of the "Leninist" Young Communist League, 16 May 1928.

HEALY

want an end
and the

flict

to the Sino-Sovict conconcli(sion of a compro-

mise with U.S. imperialism." (Newsletter, 14 Jan. 1967.) Equally subjective is the "cure" for bureaucracy:
"The best elements led by Mao and
Lin Piao have been forced to go out-

Trotsky on Bureaucracy
In contrast to these empiricists who
seek to locate the trouble essentially in
the desire for "privileges" of corrupt
bureaucrats, Trotsky analyzed the historical conditions for both the cause
of and relief from bureaucracy: "In
other words, the source of bureaucratism resides in the grotving concentration of the attention and the forces of
the party upon the governmental institutions and apparatuses, and in the
slowness of the development of industry.
It is unworthy of a Marxist to
consider that bureaucratism is only the
aggregate of the bad habits of office
holders. Bureaucratism is a social phenomenon in that it is a definite system
of administration of men and things.
Its profound caiises lie in the heterogeneity of society, the differences between the daily and the fundamental
interests of various groups of the population. Bureaucratism is complicated
by the fact of the lack of culture of the
The struggle against
broad masses. .
the bureaucratism of the state apparatus is an exceptionally important but
prolonged task, one that runs more or
less parallel to our other fundamental
tasks: economic reconstruction and the
elevation of the cultural level of the
In the last analysis, the
masses. .
question will be resolved by two great
factors of international importance:
the course of the revolution in Surope
and the rapidity of our ecoytomic development." (The New Course, 1923.)
Trotsky emphasized in addition the
need for greater dependence on the Soviets and on the working-class cadres
within the party in order to hold down

.

the SLL has emphasized
subjective conditions as essential in
the development of such a bureaucratic
crisis, they have confused one section
of that bureaiicracy (i.e., "the best
elements led by Mao and Lin Piao")
with the workers state itself and thence
drawn the conclusion that a criticism
of Mao and his Red Guards is a counterrevolutionary attack on the Chinese
Revolution.

Because

.

SLL as Stalinist
In other words, these "Trotskyi?ts"
in the curious position of those Stalinists of the 1930s
whq responded to Trotsky's criticisms
of Stalin by labelling Trotsky a "completely ruined fascist and counterrevolutionary." A
striking
comparison
emerges between today and the Third
Period, when those "friends of Soviet
Russia" mistook Stalin's words for
revolutionary deeds and therefore construed Trotsky's criticisms as proof
of his counterrevolutionary intentions.
So today the SLL and ACFI, friends
of Mao's Peoples Republic, take as
proof of Mao's "revolutionary sincer-

have put themselves

.

—

the

Today this basic historical analysis
defines the situation in China, a situation intensified because there is not
now, nor has there ever been, workers
control in China. The roots of. bureaucracy—^low

economic development and

lack of aid

from the international pro-

.

.

.

.

—

threaten the workers
letariat now
state and thereby the position of the
bureaucracy itself. Forced by objective
conditions, the leading section of the
bureaucracy has reacted cynically to
its

state. From their betrayal of the Vietin the 1954 Geneva
Accords, to their decision to develop a
striking
force,
to their alliance
nuclear

namese revolution

Socialist

own
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"progressive" bourgeois governments like Pakistan and Indonesia, to
their present verbal denunciation of
imperialists and revisionists, the Maoists have reacted empirically to the
problems confronting any revolution
sealed off in one counry.
For an imperialistically retarded and
deformed country like China, industrialization necessarily requires sacrifice from the population. If the state
is to avoid struggles such as the one
falsely posed by the Maoists as "economism," the sacrifice must be decided
upon by the workers through their own
organs of power. Furthermore, such
sacrifice, even when decided upon by
the workers themselves, can only be a
holding operation, awaiting aid from

with

Chinese Bureaucracy

from

of organizing 7nass control
below. One of the most bitter

has been attempting bureau"aid" the 'objective eco-

nomic needs of the Chinese workers

.

comings,

enemies of our progress is bureaucracy.
The Communist bureaucrat is the
.
most dangerous type of bureaucrat.
Why? Because his bureaucracy is
masked by the title of Party member.
And unfortunately we have quite a
number of such Communist bureauHow is this evil to be comcrats.
.
bated? I think that there is not, nor
can there be, any other way of combating this evil than by organizing
control by the Party masses from be-

Mao

cratically to

growth of bureaucracy.

namese revolution.

,

ies,

.

.

phrasemongering and sectar-

private industry in 1953, to the Great
Leap Forward of 1958-59, to the reinstitution of private peasant holdings
in 1961, to the present introduction of
army units into the fields .and factor-

.

.

ian abhorence of any "deals" with the
Russian bureaucracy even the demand
for a common front in aid of the Viet-

These "Trotskyists" of the SLL
might just as well listen to the words
of Mao's forebear, an equally "sincere"
man: "The second question concerns
the task of combating bureaucracy, of
organizing mass criticism of our short-

labels

oisie in 1949, to the nationalization of

side the framework of the Party and
call on the youth and the working class
to intervene," (21 Jan. 1967) and ". .
it is the youth who constitute the main
attack in the movement against bureaucracy. The youth instinctively hate
bureaucracy,, they detest this type of
party which stifles criticism and creative thought, and it is against this
that the youth react." (28 Jan. 1967.)

ity," his

be noticed, hoping that such
and the Thought of Mao Tsetung will scare away the results of
bureaucracy. To the economic and international factors which threaten the
Chinese workers state (and cause bureaucracy), the Maoists have reacted
in fits and starts, zigs, then zags. From
the alliance with the national bourge-

won't

and

dully, belatedly and imperically to its
economic and social causes. The Mao-

Lin Piao faction has labeled everyone
else in sight a bureaucrat, assuming
with the gall appropriate only to top
bureaucrats that their own crimes

(Continued on Page 7)
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BLACK AND REDClass Struggle
I.

Road

INTRODUCTION

of the Negro people for freedom and
equality has been the most dynamic struggle going on
in the United States in the past ten years. It has taken
place in the context of, and has been conditioned by,
the general passivity of the organized labor movement.
The militancy of the Negro people and the tempo of
their struggle increased enormously in the fifties and
early sixties, but the achievements have been minimal
limited entirely to token advancement of democratic
rights. In fact, the fundamental conditions of life for
the vast majority of Black people, particularly in the
key areas of employment, wages, housing and educa-

The struggle

—

have worsened. The Civil Rights movement, geared
of the small Negro middle class,
though professing to speak for all Negroes, has been
stopped dead in its tracks in dealing with these fundamental needs, and in fact has functioned partly as a
brake on the unorganized and leaderless pressures from
below. In the absence of an alternative, revolutionary,
leadership these pressures and frustrations explode
from time to time in undirected, non-political outbursts that change nothing. Thus in the midst of dissipating militancy, disillusionment in struggle and
seemingly vain aspirations among the black masses, the
movement is at an impasse. A crisis of leadership is the
tion,

to the aspirations

essence of this impasse.

Economic Prospects
At present U.S. capitalism is attempting

to maintain
and increase its profits by placing the cost of the Viet
Nam war on the working class.
The prolonged and extensive expansion of the productive capacity of the U.S. following upon the Second
World War was conditioned by the massive destruction
engendered by the imperialist slaughter, and by the
world-wide demand for goods which resulted. The period of rapid capitalist development since the war has
been marked by periodic mild recessions and interspersed by long periods of boom. Recently the curve of
world capitalist development has begun to point down-

ward. The rise in inventories, the drop in investments
in capital goods production, and in industrial production, indicate that a world-wide economic downturn is
at hand.
While economic indicators pointed to a downturn in
1966, the boom was prolonged another year by the political decision to escalate the aggressive war against
Viet Nam. A decision by the U.S. ruling class for another massive escalation could again serve to postpone
the downturn.
The upsurge of militant strike action testifies to the
growing refusal of workers to submit to further erosion

to

Negro Freedom

of their living standards by the inflationary pressures
generated by the war on a booming economy, and to
their readiness to fight for real gains. Black workers,
bearing an even greater disproportionate share of the
burden of the war, would be the most militant and
ready for greater struggle.
On the other hand, if the war is ended or even continued at the present level of war spending, the economic downturn would prevail. While the black workers
would be hit hardest by the ensuing unemployment,
lay-offs would also rapidly accelerate among white workers. Again, this poses the perspective of a unity in
struggle of black and white workers, and a leap in the
level of consciousness of basic sectors of the working
class.

Black Workers and Imperialism
Thus the struggle for Negro freedom takes place not
only within the national arena, but within an international context. U.S. capitalism, which doubly exploits
black workers,

the cornerstone of world imperialism.
of a perspective which looks to the
working class to lead the struggle for the liberation of
mankind from oppression is the hallmark of all revisionisrf. The Pabloist concept that the epicenter of
world revolution has shifted to the colonial countries,
the Maoist concept that backward countries will encircle
and conquer the industrial countries, and the black nationalist concept that the Negro people are essentially
part of the movement of African nationalism and will
be liberated by the industrially backward countries are
all revisionist concepts.
The bankruptcy of revisionism has become apparent
With the smashing of the so-called "Third World,"
"Socialist" regimes and the tragic massacres of the
masses in Africa, Asia and Latin America. The definitive victory of the world revolution will only be secured
by a victory of the workers in the advanced capitalist
countries. The U.S. working class now has "the most
revolutionary of all revolutionary tasks," the destruction of the bastion of world imperialism, the U.S. capitalist system. To the extent that the black workers, the
most militant in the U.S. working class, become infused
with a revolutionary socialist perspective, and thereby
become able to provide leadership to the class as a
whole, they play a vital role in the success of the world
is

The abandonment

revolution.
II.

INTEGRATION OR SEPARATION?

From

their arrival in this country, the Negro people
have been an integral part of American class society
while at the same time forcibly segregated at the bottom of this society. As chattel slaves they were the

(Continued Next Page)
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labor force on which the Southern planter aristocracy-

maintained

its

economic and

political

—

dominance

until

the Civil War. Various factors the variety of African
origins, the deliberate dispersal of slaves with common
tribal backgrounds, the fact that most slaves brought
from Africa were male facilitated the total destruction of African languages, social institutions and cultural memories among the slaves and allowed the imposition of a new language and new habits to fit the needs

—

of the economic system into which they were being
integrated. In particular, an eclectic Christianity was
early instilled to teach the slave to meekly accept his
position.

Escape from slavery, not return to Africa, was the
Negro efforts toward freedom during the pre-

goal of

period. In the Civil War itself, when the
political needs of the vigorous and growing capitalist
class in the North came into fundamental conflict with
the continued political dominance of the Southern planters, freed slaves played an important part in the victory
of the progressive forces and destruction of the slave
Civil

War

a crushing poverty on the land for black and white
though today the Southern economy has come
entirely under the control of Northern capital.
By the First World War 90 per cent of all Negroes
still lived in the South, though by this time nearly one
million had made their way from the land into hundreds
of Southern towns. Then, with the great expansion of
demand for unskilled labor unleashed by the War, a vast
migration of black workers into the North took place,
and for the first time a sizeable portion of Black people became integrated into the mainstream of American
capitalist society. This integration did not last. With
the 1921 recession the new workers found themselves
forced out of their jobs. This, along with the extremely
harsh conditions of Northern ghetto life—Instead of
the "Promised Land" which many had expected caused
thousands in despair and frustration to turn to the
"Garvey Movement" buift on the thesis that the Negro
alike,

—

system.
Capitalist and slave alike stood to gain from the
suppression of the planter aristocracy but beyond that
had no further common interests. In fact, it' was the
Negroes themselves who, within the protective framework provided by the Rebonstruction Acts and the military dictatorship of the occupying Union army, carried
through the social revolution and destruction of the old
planter class. However, the Compromise of 1877 and
the formation of a powerful new bloc of Northern industrial capital and subordinate Southern Bourbons
allowed the majority of ex-slaves to be forced back onto
the land as tenant farmers or share-croppers.

Southern Populism
Nevertheless, nearly a quarter of the ex-slaves were
able to acquire their own small farms. The white small
farmers, who had also been "freed" by the destruction
of the slave system, were driven in some cases to join
hands with their black counterparts in the defense of
their common -interests against the new plantation
masters. Yet this tentative union the Southern Populist Movement
was doomed to failure. The smallfarmer class itself could not be a real contender for
political power in a capitalist society, while the dynamics of private farming inevitably brought about sharp

—

competition

—

among the farmers. This competition was
new political alliance of big planters,

exploited by the

Southern capitalists and certain Northern financial interests, in particular, investors in Southern railroads,
land, mining and timber. This bloc initiated a campaign of violent race hatred among their political opponents which succeeded in destroying the developing
black-white unity. In the context of the new racism the
Black people were disenfranchised, stripped of all legal
rights, and permanently denied access to adequate education. Those setbacks were codified into a series of laws
institutionalizing the rigid segregation which has been
the dominant feature of the South ever since. It was the
racism launched during this period which has since
kept wages in the South at approximately half those
of the rest of the country (and wages of Negroes at
half those of whites in the country as a whole), prevented effective union organization and perpetuated

COPS

harass 1963 Birmingham demonstrators.

would never receive justice in the white man's land and
calling for a separatist solution. This first important
mass movement with nationalist aims folded later in
the '20s due to internal contradictions, the imprisonment of its leader and the recovery in Negro employ-

ment

in the

boom years following the post-war depres-

Far more significant during this decade in terms
of American social reality was the successful organization of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters.
During the '30s once again black workers were
forced out of the economy in large numbers but this
time not alone. Radical ideologies and the gains of mass
sion.

—

struggle made a deep impact among workers of both
the culmination of
races. The organization of the CIO
the upsurge in labor struggle was a joint venture and
bound large numbers of the less skilled and unprotected
black workers to the most advanced section of the proletariat. Yet the betrayals of the Communist Party
during the war years helped wipe out Negro gains and
served to discredit all radical movements, even though
a significant number of Negro workers came into the
Socialist Workers Party at this time. The subordination
of the CIO to the bourgeois Democratic Party and Cold
War ideology, its aflSliation with the conservative AFL
and its failure in the context of unexampled prosperity
and labor passivity to come to the defense of the Negro
freedom struggle have caused black militants to lose
confidence in the organized labor movement or in the
perspective of common struggle in the future. The
SWP's failure to take a clear position on integration
vs. Reparation contributed to its loss of hundreds of

—

—
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black workers and of the opportunity to forge a significant black Trotskyist cadre.
But the objective basis for futui-e

common struggle
of black and white workers not only exists but, unlike
the Populist Movement of black and white farmers,
holds the promise of success, while struggle along nationalist lines is a delusion and an impossibility. The vast
majority of Black people both North and South are
today workers who, along with the rest of the American
working class, must sell their labor power in order to
secure the necessities of life to those who buy labor
power in order to make prpl^t. The buyers of labor
power, the capitalists, are a small minority whose rule
is maintained only by keeping the majority who labor
for them divided and misled. The fundamental division
created deliberately along racial lines has kept the
Negro workers who entered American capitalism at the
bottom, still at the bottom. Ultimately their road to
freedom lies only through struggle with the rest of the
working class to abolish capitalism and establish in its
place an egalitarian, socialist^ociety.
Yet the struggle of the Black people of this ccun*Ty
for freedom, while part of the struggle of the woj-king
class as a whole, is more than that struggle. The Np<xrn
people are an oppressed race-color caste, in the main
comprising the most exploited layer of the American
working class. Because of the generations of exceptional
oppression, degradation and humiliation, Black people
as a group have special needs and problems necessitating additional and special forms of struggle. It is this
part of the struggle which has begun today, and from
which the most active and militant sections of Black
people will gain a deep education and experience in the
lessons of struggle. Because of their position as both
the most oppressed and also the most conscious and
experienced section, revolutionary black workers are
slated to play an exceptional role in the coming American revolution.

—

—

"Pseudo-Nationalism"
Black nationalism accepts present American class soand working-class diyisions as unchanging and
unchangeable, and from this static vantage point separation is seen as the only solution. Yet this solution is
unrealizable in terms of the realities of American class
society. True nationalism is, in essence, the struggle to
establish an independent area for the development of a
separate political economy. Historically it has come at
those times and in those places, usually within a common geographical area among those with a common
language and cultural heritage, when an emerging cap-

italist

DEFEND JOHN HARRIS!

PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY
P.O. Box 19724
Los Angeles 19, Calif.

must free

itself

from the shackles of a

—

—

—

frrjn the rest of the working class. It develops in the
context of a generally correct criticism of the middleclass oriented Civil Rights leadership while an alternate, proletarian leadership has not yet been created.
this pseudo-nationalism, like

The dominant feature of

variants of black nationalism, is its inability to generate a program of struggle a further proof of its
spurious nature. Such "nationalism" is divisive and
interferes with the development of class consciousness
and a program to sharpen class struggle.
Thus the Negro struggle in America is more directly
related to the class struggle than any essentially national question could be. The falling rate of profit makes
it impossible for the ruling class, even during a spurt
of unequalled prosperity, to meet the dem^jnds of this
super-exploited layer for improvements in the basic
conditions of their lives. Hence any steps forward in
this struggle immediately pose the class question and
the need for class struggle in its sharpest form.
all

—

III.

ciety

John Harris, a black militant and Progressive
Labor Party member from Watfs, is being prosecuted in California under the reactionary "Criminal
Syndicalist" law. Despite our serious political differences whh PLP and its adamant refusal to accept Trotskyist support, we urge in the name of
elementary solidarity that our readers contribute to
the Harris defense.
Statements of support and financial aid should
be sent to:

class

decayed feudal economy or from external imperialispi
in order to develop freely, i.e., in order to exploit its
"own" working class. But there is practically no black
capitalist class in America. Instead, the so-called "Black
Bourgeoisie" consists in reality of a small, weak, pettybourgeoisie catering to service needs arising out of
segregation, and of white collar workers which latter
are rapidly achieving a remarkable degree of integration into the white middle class, and thus have an
identity of interests and outlook far removed from
those of the majority of working-class Negroes.
The present mood among black ghetto youth, "nationalism," could more correctly be termed "pseudonationalispi" since the conditions festering genuine nationalist sentiment do not exist. This mood arises from
growing racial self-confidence and pride a positive
development as it is a precondition for real combativeness coupled with bitterness at the failure of the
struggle to gain significant results without support

BROAD TASKS

Transitional Organization

The necessity for mass organizations of strata of
working people with special needs and problems was
recognized by the Leninist Comintern, which worked
cut the tactics of the relationship of such transitional
organizations to the revolutionary party and to the
class struggle as a whole. These organizations are a
part of the revolutionary movement, and their struggles advance the overall class struggle. They are neither
substitutes for nor opponents of the vanguard party
of the entire class, but are linked to the vanguard party
through their most conscious cadres. Examples of transitional organizations are militant women's organizations, revolutionary youth leagues, and radical tradeunion caucuses. Such a transitional organization is
necessary for Negro workers at a time when large sections of the working class are saturated with race
hatred.

With its program of transitional struggle around
the felt needs of a section of the class, the organization
mobilizes serious struggle by the largest po.ssibIe number. Such an organization, while not itself "socialist,"
leads those participating in its struggles to the realization that a fundamental overturn of the existing society
is necessary,
(Continued Next Page)
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In the Northern ghettoes a great organizational vacexists. The objective basis of the traditional
organizations such as CORE and the
NAACP is growing ever narrower as more and more
of the Negro middle class is able to flee the ghetto.
(For example, over the past decade, 40,000 employed

uum

middle-class

Negroes moved from Harlem into other, more "desirable" parts of the city or suburbs, where their incomes
were sufficient to break some of the barriers of segregation. The Harlerti CORE chapter recently has had
only a few active members who actually reside in Harlem!) As the objective basis of these groups narrows,
they grow subjectively ever less related to the needs
and interests of the black masses. This is reflected in
the move towards an increasingly consistent position
by the middle-class groups that since the basic prob-

some alternative to proletarian
organization and program will exist. The millions of
dollars poured into HARYOU-ACT have succeeded in
confusing or buying off a large number of potential
youth leaders in JIarlem through a combination of
money and pseudo-radical nationalistic rhetoric. The
so-called "anti-poverty" projects have also served to
foster a certain amount of illusions among the ghetto
masses. The witch hunt in Mobilization for Youth when
some idealistic young people tried to use it as a vehicle
for support to rent strikes, school boycotts and community actions against police brutality shows clearly
the outcome of attemptmg to use government fronts as
instruments of real struggle.
The vast black ghettoes of New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit and numerous other cities are wide
open for the formation of a proletarian mass organization of struggle. Only the smallness of the black revolutionary cadre, together with the temporary aftermath
of police terror during the "riots," and in some cases
sectarianism, have kept such organizations small. The
Spartacist League will do all in its power to encourage
and aid such organizations, and favors the unity in
action of all working-class oriented organizations in
the ghetto.

zations in order that

Ghetto Defense
three summers ghettoes across the
country have been rocked by elemental, spontaneous,
non-political upheavals against the prevailing property
relations and against the forces of the state which
protect these relations. In no case have they been genuine race riots. The risings have usually been provoked by the police, in the course of "normal" brutalities (Watts 1965) or in an effort to crush a movement
which is exc/eeding the bounds set for it by bourgeois
society (Harlem 1964). As the struggle against the
police expands, the black street-fighters turn on the
merchants and shopkeepers, the visible representatives
of the oppressive class society, and smash whatever cannot be carried off. Yet despite the vast energies expanded and the casualties suffered, these outbreaks
have changed nothing. This is a reflection of the urgent
need for organizations of real struggle, which can
organize and direct these energies toward conscious
political objectives. It is the duty of a revolutionary
organization to intervene where possible to give these
outbursts political direction.
The Northern ghettoes will, be organized only by
revolutionary ghetto organizations. The beginning of
such organization is possible now, while the form remains open. One form is the building of block and
neighborhood councils based on tenants councils. Experience has shown that tenants councils must be introduced to the whole transitional program and tied to as
broad an organizational base as possible- if they are to
achieve stability. Block and neighborhood councils of
this sort would be able to spe^k for a whole area, put
forward their demands, and call out the people in militant actions to ba«k up those demands.
One of the most important functions of such representative popular organs would be the organization and
direction of effective self-defense against police and
racist violence. The potential for rapid growth by the
American fascist movement adds to the seriousness of
this task, given the sharp contradictions confronting
U.S. capitalism in the next period. Ghetto action might

For the

RACISTS

in

Chicago attack

civil

rights march.

—

lems are economic, government intervention secured
by pressures on or within the Democratic Party must
be the primary aim of the Civil Rights movement. In
1964-65 this took the guise of "Liberal Coalition" politics as expounded most articulately by Bayard Rustin,
and the delivery of the black vote to Johnson. This
year's guise are the more militant-sounding slogans of
"Black Power" and "independent political action" as
interpreted by certain Northern Civil Rights leaders to
mean black judges, black cops and black Democrats or,
as regards "independent" political action, to mean a
black voting bloc which will supposedly "swing" its
vote to whichever capitalist party promises the most to
Negroes. The ultimate meaning of the latter is to build
support for Bobby Kennedy's projected presidential
candidacy. As the old Civil Rights movement becomes
more and more subordinated to the political arm of the
very forces responsible for the oppression of the Negro

—

it will serve increasingly to function solely as
a brake on real struggle and a diversion from revolutionary alternatives.

people,

Oppose Federal Infiltration
Furthermore, these reformist organizations have already become so exposed in their ineffectiveness, even
in gaining token reforms, that the government has
found it necessary to create its own reformist organi-

last
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take the form of block patrols of neighborhood men,
preferably union members with past military training.
The need for the immediate formation of such patrols
is shown by the indiscriminate beatings and killings
by police during the suppression of ghetto "riots."
Such terror will be unleashed whenever the black
people approach a breakthrough in changing the fundamental condition of their lives. Block patrols would
also help prevent the day-to-day acts of terror against
individual ghetto residents by racist cops and would
serve to control the crime victimizing ghetto residents
which the capitalist cops ignore or participate in. Such
neighborhood patrols will become a part of that workers militia which will defend the future American pro-

Sf5

Negroes as Workers
In this pieriod when primary attention has been focused on the ghetto, the importance of Negro militants
within the organized labor movement must not be overlooked; black unionists form an immediate, existing,
organizational link with the white section of the working class. Militant Negro and other super-exploited
minority workers together with their labor partisans
must organize within and without the existing unio^ns
in order to fight for their urgent needs. Union bureaucrats, with their public lip service to the Civil Riglhts
movement, will be hard put to suppress "Civil Rights"
caucuses within their unions or condemn Labor Civil

letarian revolution.

Independent Political Action
The struggle for black freedom demands the total
break of tie Negro people from the Democratic Party,
the preferred political weapon of the forces which profit
from the suppression and super-exploitation of the Negro people. The only alternative is a new party based
on the needs of the poor and working people. The formation of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party
in the South, initially with a mass base, indicated the
potential and Reeling which exist for independent political action. Ift)wever, the MFDP, as its name indicated,
was not independent but was simply a means whereby
certain Southern and Northern civil rights leaders
hoped to pursue their ambitions within the national
Democratic Party at the expense of the interests of the
Negro people. This situation has since been recognized
by the most militant sections of the Southern movement, and the party has now lost its mass support.
Th« formation of the Black Panther Party in Lowhdes County, Alabama, was a step forward inasmuch as
it was consciously organized in opposition to the Democratic Party. Based on the sharecroppers and farmers
of a single rural blackbelt county, its program is by
these very factors limited to reforms realizable within
the system such as improved schools and roads, development of farmer cooperatives, and purchase of land for
dispossessed sharecroppers. In order to go beyond these
albeit needed reforms and pose a real challenge to the
Southern system and the basic structure of society, the
idea of independent political action must be extended to

the cities and developed among workers. The perspective of the Black Panther Party for a federation of
county-wide parties must be replaced by a perspective
for a South-wide Freedom Labor Party.
Only by the development of a working-class program
and by explicitly opening the door to support by white
workers can real political independence be maintained,
rekl gains won and the basis laid for eventual workingclass political unity. This unity will come about when
the exploited section of the white South is. driven into
opposition and is compelled to forego color prejudice in
order to struggle along class lines against its real enemies the owners of land and industry.
The creation of a South-wide Freedom Labor Party
would serve as a tremendous impetus for similar action
by Northern workers. The struggle for such a party
would necessitate a rank-and-file revolt within the organized labor movement to overthrow the present labor
bureaucracy.' In the absence of a labor party, the Spartacist League supports all independent candidates whose
progranis are based on the needs of the ghettoes.

—

CHARLES SIMS

of the Deacons for De fense.

Rights Committees as "dual unions." Yet unc.ler conditions in which struggle reaches revolutionary heights,
such committees would be precur-sors to fac;tory committees. Should dual power be posed, these in turn
would be vital elements in workers councils and, in
victory, of workers power.
In addition to anti-discrimination demands, the "CR"
caucuses should raise the followimg demands:
(1) Organization of the Unorganized. A^t the same
t4me this demand is raised, the black worker militants
should themselves begin this orf;anization.
(2) Organization by the Unions of tlie Unemployed.
Again, this demand should be acc:ompanied by the actual
organization of unemployed vrorkers b:>' the black

worker militants. The aim is t'O create
the ghetto and the labor movement and

liinks

between

to counteract
the lumpenization process proceeding apac e in the ghettoes among the unemployed. Welfare reci.pients should
be organized around a program calling for full employment and their organizations should be aissociated with
welfai'e worker unions.
(3) For a Sliding Scale of Wages Controlled by
Labor. All workers are being hit hard by infiation
caused by the war in Viet Nam. The bourgeoisie's attempts to freeze wages to save p)rofits mu st be countered
by the demand that wages be scaled a^ccording to the
purchasing power of the dollar, with the power of the
sliding scale in the hands of workers' committees, not
bourgeois agencies.
(Continued Nex t Page)
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Fight for the Shorter Work Week. The rate of
unemployment is twice that of white workers,
and the gap is increasing. Yet white workers also face
thie threat of unemployment due to automation. The
struggle for more jobs for all, rather than competition
between black and white workers for a few jobs here or
th ere, can unite workers. At the same time, the demand
fojr a shorter work week poses racial equality in union
hiring without making the white worker fear for his
(4)
Is'egro

job.,

Oppose Government Intervention. At all times
the Government to "integrate" uni6ns,
rely
solely on the working class for this task. Such
and
ruling class tactics as decertification of discriminatory
unio>ns are intended to destroy union independence,
foster division among union members and worsen the
posilbion of all workers.
For Negroes the fight for full employment at decent
wages is not just the key to better housing, schools,
but a fundamental and necessary defense. If
etc.,
Black people are forced out of any economic role and
beconr.ie lumpenized as a group they will be in a position
to be used as a scapegoat and could be totally wiped
out during a future social crisis just as the Jews in
Germa ny were without affecting the economy. The
fight must be fought now to maintain Negroes as part
of the working class.,
The [Struggle for this program within the labor unions will entail a sinaulta^eous fight for full union democracy and ultimately a struggle for leadership
against the present labor lieutenants of capital. The
most essential feature; of this struggle will be the break
of the la,bor movement from all its present ties to the
capitalist state.
(;^5)

we oppose using

IV.

THE SOUTH

The Sou thern economy
i

capital
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Northern

searching. Perhaps the most critical problem of the
Southern Negro struggle has been its lack of revolutionary theory. Much energy and much blood have been
sacrificed, but the gains have been few. The struggle
has gone slowly as the movement has painstakingly
groped its way along, hammering out by trial-and-error
a program and method of struggle which is still in flux.
Without any theoretical weapons, the movement first
struck out blindly but boldly at the most immediate
signs of oppression segregation in public transportation, eating places, educational institutions, etc. The
basic demand was equality tvithin the system, while the
method of struggle was dominated by non-violence.
This struggle reached its height in the early 1960's
with the sit-ins, Freedom rides, Old Miss confrontation,
etc. A good deal of publicity was achieved, but the
system was basically untouched. As if to indicate the
reformist nature of the demands, the bourgeoisie
adopted the entire Civil Rights program and called it
the 1964 Civil Rights Act.

and

is

is today controlled entirely by
an integral and essential part

of American capitalism. The contradictions of capitalism culminating in the tendency of the rate of profit
to fall necessitate the maintenance of this vast area of
low wage, non-unioni:zed labor as a source of super-

and prohibit either any fundamental improvein livi ng standards for Southern workers whatever their color or any real change in the Southern
political system of terror against Negroes. The problem
of the South is moi-e than merely one problem among
many in th(3 capitalis;t system. U.S. capitalism can
oftentimes remove son-ie problems through reforms in
the system, always of course at the expense of exacerbating problems elsew.here. But the Southern system
lies at the ver\y heart of American capitalism; its essentials cannot be removed without destroying capitalism
itself. Yet capitalism iia the course of its own development has now created iin the South a Negro proletariat
larger than thie rural Negro population and brought
together black and white workers in the social process
of production. Therebj' the objective basis is laid by
capitalism itself for a, future revolutionary struggle
against the inh uman Siouthern system.
Because only a direict anti-capitalist struggle can
eradicate the Southern system, any struggle short of
that must soon either turn against capitalism or else
fall into a swamp of hopeless reformis;n and soul
profits,

ment

COPS RIOT

in Philadelphia ghetto,

Aug. 1964.

But the civil rights movement was beginning to learn
several important lessons. It was learning that one
cannot merely make demands one must have political
power. What kind of political power was still to be
learned. The emphasis was on registration of Negroes
for the vote. Once again, though, the bourgeoisie adopted this basically reformist demand, this time calling it
the 1965 Voting Rights Act.
But the bourgeoisie in the era of imperialism is so
decadent, so dependent upon reactionaries, that it can
no longer extend even simple bourgeois democratic
rights. At this point, then, the Southern civil rights
movement iwas pushed outside the traditional two party
system by the bourgeoisie itself. At the 1964 Democratic Party Convention where the Mississippi Freedom
Freedom pemocratic Party tried to enter the regular
Democratic Party, the bourgeoisie rejected this chance
to absorb the Southern leadership and so pushed the

—

leadership into

its

more militant phase.
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Rise of the Black Power Movement
The Negro movement in the South has been confronted with two roads: reform vs. revolution, liberalism vs. communism. In recent years, through trial-anderror, the movement has seen the bankruptcy of traditional liberalism. The well-hated "white liberal" who
dominated the earlier movement insisted on confining
the movement within the system, for a real social overturn would threaten his class position. This attitude
was held not only by the white liberals, but also by the
petty-bourgeois Negro leaders like Roy Wilkins and
Martin Luther King.
The most militant section of the civil rights movement has sensed the inadequacy of traditional reformism, and its suspicions were empirically confirmed by
the experience of the MFDP. This healthy though empirical reaction has its center in SNCC and the "black

overcome, the Spartacist League, as the only professed
revolutionary organization with any sort of base in the
South, is in a unique position to intervene in the movement to advance the development of consciously anticapitalist struggle.

Advancing the Southern Struggle
In addition to the programmatic points discussed
earlier under "Broad Tasks," additional demands are
pertinent to the Southern struggle.
(1) For a Southern Organizing Drive Backed by Organized Labor. Organized labor is being hurt as many
companies move South to tap the vast source of cheap,
unorganized Southern' labor. Black workers meanwhile

power" movement.

The adherents of "black power" are usually the most
militant elements who have adopted the term partly
because of its militant sound and partly because of its
repugnance to white liberals. Thus the "black power"
movement contains a number of radical points and
methods which have caused the bourgeois press to
shower vicious abuse on it. Some "black power" advocates profess to reject middle-class values and desire
to serve "human" values; they generally favor independent political action such as the Black Panther Party
they see the connection between
in Lowndes County
the Negro struggle at home and anti-imperialist struggles abroad, as in SNCC's recent statement on Viet Nam
and they discuss the use of armed self-defense against
racist terror. In short, the 'black power" movement is
raising questions whose answers lie outside the framework set up by the capitalist class.
However, ,as yet the movement, has not become copsciously anti-capitalist. It has rejected what it knows
as liberalism but is unsure of how to go further. Lacking a conscious orientation towards the working class,
and constantly surrounded by bourgeois propaganda,
the movement may yet fall prey to bourgeois politicians
with radical phrases or else become hopelessly isolated
and demoralized.
Another facet of the "black power" movement is the
proposition that black militants should organize Black
people and forget about whites for now, since most
whites are racigt, and that it's a white ilian's job to
organize whites. But the achievement of Negro liberation depends on the radicalization of white workers,
and every class-conscious white worker means a new
ally for the Negro struggle. The lessons that black militants have gained through bitter struggle can best be
transmitted to white workers by these militants making
clear that their aim is to build an integrated anti-capitalist movement. North and South. This means that the
slogan "black power" must be clearly defined in class,
not racial terms, for otherwise the "black po.wer" movement may become the black wing of the Democratic
Party in the South. The possibility of this is indicated
by Stokely Carmichael's endorsement of the so-called
"National Conference for New Politics," a Social-Democratic front group which is leaning towards Robert
Kennedy for "peace" candidate for President in 1968.
At this stage of the Southern struggle where the
most militant elements are groping for new solutions
to the problems reformism is demon'^trably not able to
;

,

Muhammad

Speaks

suffer from low wages and little job security due to lack
of unions. A labor-backed Southern organizing drive
would thus help both black and white workers. The
demand for a Southern drive is complementary to the
demand for a Freedom Labor Party, and, if achieved,
would lay the material basis for such a party by creating ah organized Southern base.
(2) Armed Self-Defense. While this slogan is also

applicable in the North, the demand has a more immediate urgency in the South and is already being acted
upon. The Deacons for Defense and Justice is a tremendous step forward for the Negro struggle, not only
because it saves lives, but because it raises the level of
consciousness of the civil rights movement by discouraging reliance upon the institutiqns of the bourgeois
state. However, the Deacons exhibit a curious duality:
highly militant, paramilitary tactics are used to protect tke struggle ^owever, their political perspectives
are characterized by comparatively mild, anti-discrimination politics. This contradictory character will eventually result in a crisis which will reveal the urgent
need for revolutionary theory and program along with
self-defense if the social liberation of the Black people
is to be achieved. The demand for organized self-defense
;

(Coatinued Next t»ge)
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masses, within the League

Trotsky said

must be counterposed to Federal intervention which
preserves Southern "law and order" and the racial status quo.
(3)

For a Workers United Front Against Federal

Intervention. As the bourgeoisie loses political control
of the working class, it must rely more and more on
direct Government controls, sometimes thinly disguised
as "arbitration panels," "wage guideposts," etc. In the
recent Machinists' strike a naked anti-strike bill was
almost passed. In 1963 Federal troops were deployed to
prevent a threatened uprising by black workers in Birmingham during a campaign of racist bombings. All
workers have a vital interest in opposing Federal intervention.

V. BLACK WORKERS
AND THE REVOLUTIONARY PARTY
There is one state power in this country, and its destruction will be accomplished only by a united working
class under the leadership of a single revolutionary vanguard party. The SWP's concept of the continued division of the working class along color lines with two
separate vanguards which would coordinate their activities in a revolutionary period would be like having
two command centers during a war, issuing separate
orders and disorganization and confusion in the face
of the wealthiest and most powerful ruling class in history. The struggle against this concept of a federated
vanguard is similar to the struggle carried on by Lenin
at the second congress of the Russian Social Democratic
Party against the Jewish Bund's demand for autonomy
within the party and for their sole right to work among
Jewish workers. Trotsky argued that to grant such

autonomy
autonomy
i.e.,

to one group would in effect be granting
to any particular section of the working class,
would be the institution of a federated party and

the destruction of a centralized organization, in addition to an explicit challenge to an internationalist outlook. As it is the goal of socialism to sweep away na^tional and facial barriers, a socialist organization struggles to overcome such barriers. Furthermore, the perpetuation of a "dual vanguard" concept within the
United States would actually prevent the struggle from
reaching a revolutionary level. Only common struggle
for common aims can unite the working class and
overcome the lifelong racial prejudices of American

workers.

Our immediate goal is to develop a black Trotskyist
cadre. We aim not only to recruit Negro members
short-cut to the working class in this period but to
develop these black workers into Trotskyist cadres who
will carry a leadership role in organizing the black
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say to the conscious elements of the Negroes that they are convoked by the historic developto become a vanguard of the working class. . . .
If it happens that we . . are not able to find the road
to this stratum, then we are not worthy at all. The
permanent revolution and all the rest would be only
a lie."
In recruiting and holding a Negro cadre there are
several problems:
(1) Color hostility. Only the demonstrated determination of the Spartacist League to carry through its revolutionary tasks will convince black militants to join
and remain in our ranks. To avoid disappointment arid
demoralization, we must make clear to our black recruits that only the- patient construction and theoretical
preparation of a revolutionary vanguard party will produce significant results.
(2) Class and educational differences. At present a
predominant number of recruits to any radical organization are from the middle class. In addition whites in
the U.S. as a whole have access to more and better formal education than Negroes. These factors, to the extent tliat they are reflected in our organization, may
create a certain social gulf between black and white
members. This gulf will only be overcome through conscious, common struggle, and the education of all our
members in Marxist theory and practice.
(3) Daily oppression and the problems of life. The
struggle for livelihood and the immediate problems of
daily life create additional pressures on our black members which draw them away from full participation in
the revolutionary movement. Our black comrades should
be aided in gaining job skills that will make the immediate day-to-day problems of living less pressing and
free them for revolutionary activity and concentration.
(4) Over-Activism. Because the Negro struggle has
been the most active struggle in the country, our Negro
members have been intensely active party members.
The demands of the mass organizations in which they
participate tend to occupy so much time that little is
left for the study of Marxist theory and the lessons of
past class struggle. Unless there is a balance between
these two forms of activity our goal of creating a black
Trotskyist cadre to intervene in the mass struggle and
lift it to a higher consciousness of its anti-capitalist
goals will not be realized. The Spartacist League is
confident that it will be able to overcome these problems and create an integrated revolutionary^ vanguard
capable of reaching and eventually uniting in struggle
the entire class.

ment
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Final Victory

The

victory of the socialist revolution in this country
will be achieved through the united struggle of black
and white workers under the leadership of the revolutionary vanguard party. In the course of this struggle
unbreakable bonds will be forged between the two sections of the working class. The success of the struggle
will place the Negro people in a position to insure at
last the end of slavery, racism and super-exploitation.
General line unanimously adopted and Editorial
Commission appointed by Founding Conference, 4
September 1966.
Report of Negro Commission on revisions accepted
by Political Bureau, 27 March 1967.
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...ANTIWAR

Leslie Silberman,

to a vote. The "Independent Caucus"
in its motion to the final session completely dropped the "Bring the Troops
Home" slogan to conciliate the CP'ers

and others who would not accept it!
The SWP, having chosen to fight organizationally, was thoroughly smashits

opponents.

No Fight for Program
Part of the problem for a centrist
organization like the SWP in maintaining a "Popular Front" coalition is
that it must openly sacrifice for "unity" the one weapon with which it can
combat political opponents its principled program. The political struggle
is reduced to the small change of man-

—

euvers,
ti-igues.

compromises and
becomes one

deals,

'

The game

in-

Orgahizational Judo
However, the reformist CP has a
great deal more experience than the

SWP

at the game
erstwhile Trotskyist
of organizational judo. In San Francisco, the Stalinist forces in the Spring
Committee have voted
Mobilization
down any reference to withdrawal of
troops in the Mobilization call, in favor
of a negotiations position. In New York,
YSA'ers are being excluded from comhas resortmittee posts, and the
ed to ^sending in "secret" YSA'ers to
avoid an open fight with the Stalinists!
went to still greater
The
lengths to please its "allies" in the

SWP

And

SWP

tion of Democratic Party coalition polMemorial
itics. At the SWP's NYC
meeting for their young comrades shot

1966, the Worker
in
was prominently featured for sale
Hall The turning
the rear of the
point came, however, when the DuBois
Clubs' membership began to dwindle in
the summer of 1966. With an eye toward picking up some of these youth,
the
in October announced its support for the campaign of Herbfert Aptheker, running as an "Independent
Peace Candidate" for Congress in
Brooklyn. Aptheker's program contained not a word on the withdrawal of
troops from Viet Nam and said noth-

Detroit in

May

SWP

!

SWP

ing about breaking with capitalistDemocratic Party politics. This maneuver was palmed off on the SWP-YSA
membership as "principled support to
a working-class candidate," despite the
admitted disagreement with every single plank of Aptheker's program. In
addition, the SWP refused to support
the independent candidates who did
run on socialist and/or labor party
platforms and who called for withdrawal of troops from Viet Nam e.g..

—

When SANE

called an anti-

rally for 8 December to ask "Mr.
President" to scale down- the war because it was "making a mockery of the
Great Society," the SWP's only reac-

war

was to publicize the meeting and
refrain from any criticism of its line,
tion

thereby implicitly endorsing it. When
the NYC Spartacist Local Committee
called a picket line of the SANE rally.
Jack Barnes, SWP city organizer
stated, "We think you are in error."

VExcerpts from

V
Spartacist Call to

PICKET NYC SANE RALLY

the

differences.

—

SWP

coalition.

of

expression of political
each compromise must
be taken back to the membership as a
"victory," with an endless pathetic facade of rationalizations and dishonesty.
'pop
To further strengthen its
began wooing the
front," the
Stalinists in debates across the country, emphasizing in The Militant that
the only real difference between "Trotskyists" and Stalinists was the ques-

avoiding

SANE's program. Maybe the
name bugs them too." (12 Dec. 1966)
defects in

Then, on 19 December, to again attack

three-day fight over the structure of
the NCC ensued and dominated the
conference. The YSA's ploy was the
creation of an Independent Caucus,
based on "independent" committees
built around the slogan "Bring the
Troops Home," and the fabrication
that radicals were fighting for "withdrawal" against the moderates for "negotiations"; however these positions
were never counterposed and never put

ed by

James Weinstein and
Wendy Nakashima.

Progressive Labor's

(Continued from page 1)

SANE,

the government's loyal oppo-

sition in the anti-war movement, has
called for a rally, Thursday, December
8, to "End the Vietnam War." Their
transit ad asks, "Are our sons' lives
being wasted in Vietnam?" And further, "The war still goes on. And by now,

the mass of South Vietnamese people
couldn't care less."
This rally completely and deliberately obscures the fundamental character
of the Viet Nam war a naked, ruthless intervention by U.S. imperialism
to interrupt and drive back a social
revolution in Viet Nam, a revolution
that is the only road to freedom for
the Vietnamese working masses. There
can be no neutrality in this fight. We
are not simply for stopping the war,
but rather are for the victory of that
revolution. To call only for a disengagement of forces acts against the
interest of the revolution and implies
confidence in the integrity of U.S. imperialism to keep such a bargain.
Any position less than the immediate,
unconditional withdrawal of all U.S.
forces from Viet Nam lends objective
aid to the U.S. doctrine of armed intervention against social revolutions
throughout the world!

—
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The reaction of The Militant was
somewhat more explicit: "ANTI-SANE
A manifesto was issued by the Spar-

—

League, an ultra-left grouplet,
on people to picket the SANE
Madison Square Garden rally to End
the War in Vietnam Now because of
tacist
calling

The Militant's managing
Barry Sheppard, set up the

Spartacist,
editor,

man

straw

of the

ossified,

irrelevant

Socialist Party as the internal menace
on the right. Thus he sought to hide
the SWP's accommodation to the pow-

erful

organiza-

liberal-establishment

SANE, the real right wing of the
movement. Sheppard continued, "At the
tion,

other extreme, another sad thing occurred outside the rally. The Spartacist
League, a sectarian, ultra-left
grouplet, staged a picket line of 15
people on the other side of the street,
denouncing the rally as a 'left cover
for imperialism.'
Militant United Front
The right-wing domination of the
anti-war movement has had the effect
of driving away large numbers, of
more radical activists, including national SDS and several revolutionary
socialist

organizations.

The

radicals

have become increasingly disgusted
with the demonstrated ineffectiveness
and simple pacifist-liberal approach of
the movement. In New York this reaction has resulted in an anti-imperialist united front formed to intervene as a Revolutionary Contingent in
the actions on 15 April. Its principal
political

thrust

is

imperialism in Viet

for

the

Nam

defeat

of

and around

the world, for the victory of the NLF
and the immediate, unconditional withdrawal of all U.S. forces from Viet
Nam. Among the ^ fifteen to twenty
groups which participated in the first
meetings of this united front were
the Committee for Independent Political Action, Free School of New York,
U.S. Committee to Aid the NLF-SV,
Spartacist League, ACFI, Communist

Party
USA-Marxist-Leninist,
Black
Mask, Resurgence Youth Movement and

IWW,
and
clubs,

as well as many independents
individual members of DuBois
SDS and anti-war and veterans'

committees.

The

first

attend

the

Committee

action of the group

New York
meeting

Peace

was

to

Parade

demand

that
time be allotted for radical anti-imperialist speakers for the 15 April rally.
At one point, James Bevel, the Spring
Mobilization's national director, was
shouted down as he attempted to racebait the group with the remark, "You
can't be very radical if you're not
black." The time question was finally
forced to the floor, amidst cries from
the aging Stalinists of "CIA," "provocateur," "police agents" and even
"beatniks." "The vote was 65 for the
united front's demands and 84 opposed,
to

with a sizeable number of abstentions.

Every SWP and YSA member in the
room voted with the Stalinists, SANE,
Reform Democrats against the anti(Continued Next Page)
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imperialists!

Fred Halstead,

SWP

and

Parade Committee spokesman, when
asked his position on victory for the
NLF, coolly replied, "I'm personally
for bringing the troops home. But as
for victory for the NLF, I don't know;
and
I'm not Vietnamese."! The
their class-collaborationist allies see
that
demand
vital
as a provocation the
the Soviet Union and China increase
their military aid to North Viet Nam
and the NLF. We ask: would the U.S.

SWP

continue to bomb North and South
Viet Nam with impunity if Hanoi and
Haiphong were protected by SA-3 missiles and MIG-21 jet fighters instead
of the 10-year-old equipment they presently receive? (At present, the Iranian
dictatorship receives more MIG-21's
from the USSR than does North Vietnam!) Progressive Labor's ridiculous

"the victory of the National Liberation
Front";, he neglects to mention that in
the October 1965 demonstration his organization not only marched under
the discipline of the Parade Committee,
but refused to carry even unsigned
Spartacist placards, demanding "Immediate Unconditional Withdrawal of
All U.S. Troops" and "Victory for the
Vietnamese Revolution No Negotiations." Wohlforth himself signed the
Parade call that claimed the war in
Viet Nam "is not necessary for [U,S.]
national security" and demanded the
removal of "all foreign troops" i.e.,
North Vietnamese, as well as imperial-

—

—

—

political

—

clarification,

in

the

name

of

when they signed the statement asking
"Where is the Voice of the President
for Peace on Christmas?"

approach

social-patriotic
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Anti-Capitalist Struggle

Its

Past

In an article entitled, "The Peace
Peddlers: SWP-CP-Pacifist Cabal Join
Imperialist Camp," in the Bulletin of
International Socialism, (13 Feb. 1967)
organ of the "Workers League" (for-

merly ACFI) Tim Wohlforth discusses
the origins of this coalition. The article
covers up ACFI's own dirt in several
important areas. He claims that "the
first product of this new coalition was
the Nov. 5-8th [1966] demonstrations"
and that the old "umbrella" slogan was
the SWP's "Bring the Troops Home
Now." He also claims that the, Bulletin
has fought "since the beginning" for

principal effect of the predominantly reformist-pacifist ideology of
the anti-war movement is the obscuring of the class nature of the Viet Nam
war an imperialist intervention to
crush a social revolution and the concommitant fostering of political concepts that operate entirely within the
system and act to prevent the drawing
of anti-war militants and sections of
the working class into active political
criticism of and confrontation with the
U.S. bourgeois state.
What then is the purpose of the

The
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it has been predicated on the notion
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the bourgeois government to act against
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Rewrites

To Wohlforth and his supporters we
where was your voice in
December 1966 when the NYC Spartacist League and other militants picketed the SANE rally? Your organizer
stated, "We have other commitments

for that night." Could not one person
be spared to picket the enemies of the
Vietnamese revolution?
Thus the A€FI has sought to conceal its zig-zag course, thus clearly revealing its unprincipled centrist char-

(mimeographed)
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obstacle.

several
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gle the coalitionist, single-issue line of

has served simply as an

by

in turn ask,

IOWA

SWP-YSA

this

Wohlforth has done still more rewriting of ACFI's past. In August 1965
the Bulletin anticipated the SWP's

"unity" with the friends of imperialism, is a gross betrayal, "in this strugthe

N^m. Nor was

simply a "mistake." Represen-

article

ist.

Brezhnev.

Halstead and'the^SWP, as ex-Trotskyists, are familiar with this position.
But in order to preserve the spurious
"unity" of the coalition, they make
themselves indistinguishable from the
who deplore all wars, revopacifists
lutionary and imperialist alike and
the liberals, whose real concern over
the war is to "save face" for U.S. imperialism. For the SWP as a "Marxist"
organization to oppose polarization and

the U.S. in Viet

tatives of this conciliatory little group
hit an all-time low in December '65

Maoist contribution to this question is
to call on North Viet Nam to reject
even token Soviet aid since acceptance
lends a "respectable cover" to Kosygin(Progressive Labor, February-March 1967) We as revolutionaries call on the Soviet working people
to throw out their "leaders" and the
counterrevolutionary bureaucracy they
represent, and replace them with workers' democracy, so that the industrial
and military might of Russia's nonplanned economy can be
capitalist
placed at the disposal of the Vietnamese revolution, instead of being used as
a lever to betray it.

months, with a front page declaration,
"Bring the Boys Home!" (Vol. 2, No.
13) That issue and its Special Supplement reek with pacifist and socialpatriotic formulations. The war should
be stopped, they declare, in order to
"launch a real war on poverty here."
The article concludes with the demand
of "Not one more American life in
defense of reaction abroad." Nowhere
in that Bulletin or supplement does
the ACFI express any sense of partisanship with the forces fighting against

own

class interests.

The completely'

unrestrained escalation of the last two
years is testament enough to its utter
ineffectiveness. As Clausewitz observed,
"War is a continuation of politics by
other means." The war in Viet Nam is
inseparably connected with the social
system that gave rise to it.
Militants must realize that the antiwar movement inherently lacks the pocohesion found only through
litical
programmatic agreement at once revolutionary, proletarian and internationalist that is required to wage a
struggle against the capitalist system.
While continuing to work in the antiwar movement, radicals should orient
toward and join the revolutionary organization whose program does provide the basis for such a general struggle, the Spartacist League.
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HEALY
(Continued from Page 4)

victorious revolutions in more advanced countries revolutions which themselves will be vastly accelerated by the
experience, example and aid of a Chinese proletariat ruling in its own

—

right.

Workers Control
The Maoists, of course, have tried
every maneuver they could envision:
student youth, red prayer books and
military enforcement of production alIqtments.
But they have fearfully
avoided workers control, the only alternative which could promise to extend
the revolution. The reason for their
fear is understandable: workers control would have as one of its immediate
outcomes the ousting of the whole
bureaucracy, including Mao himself.
Thus, Mao represents another extension of the criminal usurpation of Stalinism. The actions of the Maoists ultimately constitute the main internal
danger to the Chinese Revolution. Because they disrupt the economy through
mismanagement
and
bureaucratic
waste, disrupt other revolutions and

—

attack the Chinese proletariat, the Maoattacks of U.S.
imperialism on the Chinese revolution.
Thus aid to the Chinese revolution

tion which they simply borrowed from
others. Never having understood the
historical developments, they now see
the bureaucrats as able to wage a

signifies in addition to military defiense
imperialist
attack,
ruthiless
criticism of this Bonapartist cliqu<; at

fight against themselves. This pseudoTrotskyist SLL excuses Mao's overall
bureaucratic character and applauds
his "progressive" line or his "best
element" quality, both necessary as-

ists objectively aid the

against

the head of the Chinese workers state
and the call for its removal through a
political
revolution of the work.ers,
given direction by a Marxist-Leninist
vanguard party. The Russian leadlership now threatens to betray the otllier
workers states in exchange for a
"friendly" deal With the imperialissts.
Aid to China thus signifies a simi lar
call for removal of the Russian bureaucracy. Only in these ways can the'
Chinese workers state be strengthened
and its industrialization safeguard.ed
against the constant aggression postjd
by world imperialism.
This is the program the FI called for

Russia and

in

it

is

the'

program

all

Trotskyists should call for today for
China. But clearly it is not the program of the SLL. To this day thie
Healy group has never been able to
explain how; the class forces involved
in the Chinese revolution led to a de-'
formed workers state a characteriza-

—

pects of Stalinist rule.

Liquidationism Next
In other words these applauding exTrotskyists have abandoned any proletarian perspective in the Chinese
workers state for the "privilege" of
supporting a section of the leading bureaucracy %vhich has helped deform
the state. At the same time they have
not yet degenerated to Pablo's position
which dismisses the need for a Leninist
party. The SLL still calls for the formation of a section of the FI in China.
But on what base? on the Red Guards,
"the force upon which the Fourth International
will
surely
be
built"!
(Neivsletter, 4 Feb. 1967.) In other
words, they wish to be "revolutionary
advisers" to Mao, to do what this
"hero" is doing, only to do it a "little
bit better." They resemble the
in its fatherly advice to "Fidel" and

—

SWP

Juan Posadas
.

.

.

WELFARE
(Continued from Page 8)

could not win and decided to support
the Kailin slate as a "realistic alternative."

To

tragi-comic sethis
initiators of the original

complete

quence, the
split with the Militant Caucus provoked
another split by refusing to accept the
R&F Committee -discipline when it did
not fully adopt their .position for the
Committee's election program. Thus the
original R&F slate split into two separate slates, presenting the union's membership with the spectacle of three left
slates running on overwhelmingly parallel programs. The result of this fantastic sectarianism will undoubtedly
be that all three groupings will garner
only a fraction of the votes that a
united slate would have and that many
militants will be repelled from joining
any group. Unfortunately, the Militant
Caucus, the one group which played a
principled role throughout, will also
suffer in the general disenchantment.
Militant Caucus
Despite these setbacks to the entire
militant wing of the union, the Militant
Caucus intends to continue its fight to
win the membership of the SSEU to a
program that can win rea\ gains for
staff and increase the union's fighting
strength. Their program, as extracted
from recent leaflets, is briefly as follows:
A repudiation of the Mage contract, particularly the provisions ac-

—

unacceptable.

in his hysterical empathizing with the complete menagerie
of such heroes."
This kind of centrist verbal cover

These include the No-Strike, "ManagePrerogatives," and compulsory

was not sufficient to prevent Pablo
from following the logic of capitulation

arbitration clauses.
Rejection of so-called "professionalism" in favor of "ONE MILITANT
UNION IN WELFARE," including
clerks; elimination of the college degree requirement for caseworkers; orientation toward the labor movement,
particularly towards a powerful fighting alliance of all unions of City work-

through to the eventual destruction of
his party. Unless Healy is ousted by
those elements in the SLL and IC
which want a perspective of inte'rnational struggle, the SLL and IC will

cepted before fact-finding which so
cripple the union that any contract in-

corporating

them

is

ment

—

follow a course similar to that of the
USec and Posadist groups and will end
up liquidating the party as did Pablo.

Open

ers.

—A

cost-of-living escalator for both

workers and clients, reduction of caseloads and job security through sufficient
hiring, with a 30-hour work Week to

Political Struggle

sectarian
generalized
his
Healy
wrecking tactics at Liege to a denial of
the Leninist struggle for the united
front in action i.e., the Healyites have
lost the possibility of building a revolutionary party in the face of mass
Stalinist or reformist parties. Healy's
prior theoretically rudderless response
to the Chinese revolution has led to his
pathetic inability to distinguish a political revolution against the Stalinist
bureaucracy from the massire purge
the Maoists are now unfolding. From
theoretical weakness it proved a short
step for opportunist elements like Banda to push the SLL into giving essen;

enforce this.
Alliance with client organizations
for a united struggle against the City;
not just "a more humane welfare system," but JOBS for clients.
A Labor party to represent the
interests of workers in the fight against
political issues such as "Tri-Partite"
(See Spartacist #6).
—The SSEU to take a stand against
the war in Viet Nam and for the immediate and unconditional withdrawal of
all U.S. troops.
The principled unity of all leftwing forces within the SSEU, and the
formation of a democratic disciplined
organization pf militants.
The Spartacist League fully supports
the struggle of the SSEU Members for
a Militant Caucus to educate and win
the membership to this program.

—

—

—

tial political

support td this purge un-

"Defend the Red
Guards." These departures by the
Healy group from revolutionary politics signal the transformation of the
unclarified civil war between HealyBanda-Wohlforth and ourselves into a
between
political
struggle
clear-cut
counterposed tendencies.
der

the

slogan,

—
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OF LEADERSHIP:

SSEU ELECTIONS
New York

City: On the eve of elections in the Social Service Employees
Union (SSEU) the Mage leadership
only a year ago mistakenly believed to
be idealistic, militant and progressive
stands widely discredited and divided. The gap between leadership and
membership, developing for some time,
has in recent sharp struggles between
the City and union become apparent
and explicit. In these struggles, which
include a brief January strike and a
projected
February city-wide work
stoppage, the leadership was tested and
found wanting by a majority of the

—

an'aounced they would not be paid. The
issue was plain to every welfare worker in the City: the right to enforce
contract provisions. But to the City,

planning to solve

financial crisis
the backs of its employees, the penalties are crucial. They are needed to

The three-day January

strike,

solid

discourage
workers
from
struggle
ajjainst the City's job freeze and Dep.artmental reorganization designed to
siqueeze out the union.

Spanish publication of
the Spartacist League

A

Panicked Leadership
is not won by a fighting

strike

membership

The leadership, as
organizer of the struggle and the memalone.

bership's representative in bargaining,
plays a key role. From the beginning
Mage, not the City, was panicked by
the strike. While making major
concessions to the City in the vain

hope

of securing equal concessions
from it
Mage promised each day of the strike
would be the last. The City had each
day only to wait another day
while
withholding an offer. After the
third
day Mage called for a return to
work
and the referral of all "unsettled
issues
to "fact finding"— though
the
unsettled
issues"
included
wages
workload, job content,-contrar>t
enforce-,
ment hours, leave, and demands
benefit

ESPARIACO

which

among caseworkers.

tc

clients!

That the strike ended prematurehr
was made plain three \yeeks later
ait

the

Non-Residence Welfare Center.
Workers there, whose caseloads
averaged 50% higher than the old

contrac t
limitations, refused new cases;
seventeen were immediately suspended.
All
work stopped at the center. The Cit.v
proceeded to lock out the workers anii

its

on

membership.
the City had hoped would result in
destruction of the SSEU as an effective instrument of struggle, ended instead in a stalemate. While the union
came out intact, the strike resulted
in not a single gain for the membership, nor a contract; moreover, the
union accepted provisions severely impairing its ability to struggle and was
badly shaken and demoralized.
Because they had been hoping to
avoid a strike, the leadership refrained
from exposing the City's intentions and
defining essential bargaining demands.
Nevertheless, when a last-minute strike
was called, the membership responded
entHusiastically, with the strike 85-907o

win a

significant section of the vote

perhaps even an

office

and

or two.

,^

Box 1377, G.P.O.,
12

New

issues

York, N.Y. lOOOT

— 50c

Write for issue no.

1,

free.

2 contains articles on MR-13,
farm strike, and Santo Domingo
(cont.). Issue no. 3 discusses populism
and Marxism, racism and the class struggle, and Santo Domingo (concluded).
Issue no.

Texas

Though the leadership barely managed to obtain majority votes 65 per
cent on the, strike and 55 per cent on
the work-stoppage settlements the actual alienation of membership from
leadership was far greater, and was
subsequently revealed in what were essentially two no-confidence votes. The
leadership's attempt to place the auton-

—
—

omous

million-dollar Welfare Fund, a
potential source of enormous patronage, under direct control of the President was rejected overwhelmingly. The
next meeting eliminated special speaking privileges for oflrcers at meetings.

Divided Leadership
The leadership entered the pre-election period divided and in a state of
crisis.

In addition to the "official" in-

cumbent leadership slate, a second slate
headed by John Kailin is projecting its
candidates as "untarnished" and more
militant than Mage. The candidates of
the Kailin slate are not "untarnished"
but have been a prominent part of the
leadership for several years, in particular supporting and defending the

and work-stoppage sellouts.
forthcoming
April
elections
would seem to provide the SSEU's
membership with an extrely timely opstrike

The

portunity not only to analyze recent
struggles and assess the leadership's
role in them, but also to select a different kind of leadership. Given the
widespread discredit of the present
leadership and its own division, the
opportunity would appear ripe for a
genuinely militant opposition slate to

Divided Left

Unfortunately it appears that this
opportunity will not be realized. Shortly after Mage's el«otion last year a
grouping, the "SSEU Members for a
Militant Caucus," was formed to op'pose the new leadership's reformist
policies. It based itself on a broad militant program and opened its ranks to
all tendencies
and individuals on a
democratic disciplined basis. However,
before the strike a section of this group
with no programmatic differences broke
away to form a second group, the
"Rank and File Committee," ardently
supported by the then American Committee for the Fourth International
(ACFI). From the beginning, the Militant Caucus sought to heal the unprincipled split and initiated a campaign for the unification of the two
groups.
This
campaign
embarrassed and eventually evoked an evasive but tentative response from the
R&F group. The Militant Caucus then
suggested that the two groups at least
run a joint election slate with each
grouping retaining the right to express its own program while supporting the common slate. Such a joint
campaign had an excellent opportunity
of using the leadership's callapse to
emerge from the elections with a sizeable unified organization of militants
a genuine cay,cus able to continue
the struggle and win in the future.

—

—

"On the Other Side"

At this point the following statement
appeared in ACFI's Bulletin of International Socialism: "We warn Spartacist: there is presently a war going on
between the revolutionary Trotskyists
represented by the International Committee
capital

and

the

-'evisionist

represented by the

agents

of

SWP-GerYou

main-Frank Pabloite formation.

are on the other side in this war.
Henceforth we will have no relations
with you." Subsequently the R&F Com-

mittee, despite internal opposition, put
forward its own slate and refused
united action with the Militant Caucus
during the election. With the failure of
a unified campaign, the large CIPA

(Committee for Independent Political
Action) grouping decided to abstain in
the elections, instead conducting an
"educational campaign" of "Tax the
Landlords." Other militants, not yet
fully conscious of the decisive nature
of program, felt that a divided left
(Continued on Page 7)
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Newark Shows Need:

Big, violent, elemental outbursts against brutal police and
cheating merchants show that talk of improved conditions for Black
people is a lie. Things are getting worse despite what preachers
and politicians say.
A turn must be made.
Sure, it feels good to break loose against oppression. And Gov. Hughes shows himself an enemy of
Negroes when he says he is most disturbed by the "holiday atmosphere" in the exploding Black Ghetto. But when it's all over, only
And
some piddling Junk has been taken home from crummy stores.
many have been hurt and killed and all the old ways go on.

Meanwhile the cops got their Kicks: they like smashing Black
heads and gunning down Negroes.
Hughes combined a race slur with
a lie when he saidj_ "The line between the Jungle and the law might
as well be drawn /in NewarkZ. " The law of white racist, capitalist
America is the law of the Jungle; the cops and troops are the predatory enforcers and the workers, especially Negroes, are the victims.
A turn must be made.
Where to Start
1. Stop voting in fake "liberals" like Gov. Hughes, Mayor Addonizio and their "Democratic" party of the racist ruling class. No
support to Black Republicans or Democrats either.

—

begin revolutionary
2. Build Independent Black Political Power
change; start taking over control in the Ghettoes. Lay the basis
for a Freedom Labor Party.

—

every serious and responsible wor3. Defend the Black Ghettoes
kingman should exercise his right to own a gun.
This leaflet gives views of the SPARTACIST LEAGUE, a multiracial revolutionary socialist organization named after Spartacus,
the leader of the great Roman slave revolt.
For more information
write: Box 1377 Q.P.O., New York, N.Y. 10001 or call 212/WA 5-2^26,

Read "BLACK AND RED: Class Struggle Road to Negro Freedom",
special SPARTACIST supplement, 10<t (order from above address)
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BEYOND OCTOBER

From
The April

Si:

peasantry is simply the most dramatic
external manifestation.

definitive evidence of its
bankruptcy. The series of demonup to the April 15th affair
not only had no effect on government
but
the
escalation of the war
policy,
appears to have coincided with each
demonstration. The complete ineffectiveness of the April 15th march and the

Closely related to the tendency of antiwar radicals to think in terms of personal
assaults on the "system" is the draftresistance campaign, which has become the
principal organizing focus of the student

at

the greatest success of the official

movement and

You WILL Go

political

strations leading

cynical indifference of the

Johnson admin-

istration to anti-war sentiment has

engen-

dered a hysterical hatred of the "power
structure" and a sense of frustration among
the most active sections of the anti-war
movement. Isaac Deutscher caught the
problem exactly when he said that he'd
exchange the whole huge April 15th
mobilization for just one dock strike.

Mass Action— Not Kamikazes
There

is

widespread sentiment to make

more aggressive, dramatic and personally involving. The result
has been a turn toward self-sacrifice and
personal heroics in direct physical confrontations with the "war machine." The notion
that the sheer strength of will of its
opponents can end the war has its logical
culmination in the hippies' project to "raise
Pentagon." Except for satisfying
the
masochistic demonstrators and sadistic
cops, nothing is gained from such "confrontations." Whether the demonstrators
fight back or not, under these circumstances the odds are all on the side of the
cops. Such direct action is as ineffectual as
large, orderly demonstrations, and more
expensive to the movement in terms of
bruised bodies, jail sentences and money.
Personal sacrifice can never substitute
for a mass movement, and it is necessary to
understand this in developing a perspective
for the anti-war movement. This does not
mean reverting to the simple pacifist
humanitarianism of the official peace
movement in order to get middle-class
liberals on the picket lines. What it does
mean is tapping the fundamental disconthe demonstrations

American society; the
black ghetto uprisings and rash of militant
strikes indicate the depth and explosivetent

and

conflicts in

ness of this discontent.
discontent is with the war

Some
itself,

of this
or things

related to the war, such as the inflation

eating into real wages. But

all

Power

Protest to

was

once
peace

15 mobilization

of

it

stems

from the fundamentally oppressive character of American capitalism, of which the
slaughter of the rebellious Vietnamese

anti-war movement. Far from resisting the
war, the voluntary purging of radicals from
the

army strengthens

the ideological purity

and political reliability of the army. The
government still seeks to screen radicals
out of the service. Radicals, rather than
going off to prison or Canada, would be far
more effective educating their fellow

The Americans who suffer most
from the war are the soldiers in Vietrnam,
and as the war grows longer and bloodier,
discontent among G.I.s and its effect on
prosecuting the war could be very great
soldiers.

muster

in

protests.

To

this

end,

the

League advocates concretely
building for a one-day general strike in
factories, offices, ghetto neighborhoods
and schools as the next national mobilization. Given the existing strength of the antiwar movement, and proper organizing,
such a mobilization could bring out huge
numbers of workers and students, and have
a severe effect on whole segments of the
economy. Even on this modest scale, such a
demonstration would put the "fear of god"
into the government, because it would
mean the anti-war movement had gone far
beyond accepted forms of protest and
attacked the very foundations of American
capitalism— production. Such a strike
would be infinitely more effective than this
endless series of marches whether or not
Spartacist

decorated

by

bloodied

the

heads

of

martyrs.

Toward Conscious Class Struggle

indeed.

Perhaps even more important

is

the

avoidance, particuscrambling after 2-S
deferments, which are available only to the
intellectually or financially privileged, on
the attitude of working-class draftees. The
majority of draftees are vaguely disquieted
about the war and disgruntled about being
drafted during a shooting war, where they
could get killed. But they accept the draft as
a fact of life, and the idea of refusing to go is
completely alien to their whole mode of
thinking. They view the "we won't go"
movement as motivated by physical coweffect of student draft
larly

the

frenzied

moralism and a
on the part of spoiled college kids to
avoid the harshness of army life. The antiwar movement will never break out of the
campuses and coffee-houses, and reach the
masses, unless young radicals share the
ardice, holier-than-thou

desire

Apart from being a more effective form
of protest, the proposed general strike
would enable the anti-war movement to
widen its base among forces other than
political
activists
and particularly to
strengthen organized anti-war sentiment
among workers. It would be an excellent

way

their fellow workers and inject
war question into trade union politics.
Since the trade union bureaucracy would

the

certainly

oppose

proposed

strike

it,

unions. In fact, in

ilie

f'ght

over the

would

increasing rank and

file

many

reinforce the
discontent in the
places, the strike

would not only be around anti-war
demands, but economic issues as well. It
would then be a protest of general social
discontent, and would help lay the basis for

common

experiences of all working-class
youth, in serving a few years in the army.

Only by such measures can the debilitating
and potentially dangerous, isolation of
bohemian intellectuals from the mass of
the working class, so characteristic of the
American left be overcome.

for anti-war trade unionists to organ-

among

ize
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For Anti-War Strike Actions

Name
The widespread

feeling that the continu-

of big marches is ineffectual
and demoralizing is correct. However
kamikaze tactics are not the answer. It is
necessary for the anti-war movement to
achieve the maximum social power it can
al repetition

{

I
I
I

Address

_

__

!
I

i

City

—

I

a mass revolutionary socialist party.
Protest or

Power

To the extent that most anti-war activists
in terms of politics, they mean

think

running

"peace-conscience"

whose sole
weeks of

candidates,

activity consists of

about

six

This type of
discontinuous and one-sided activity can
never build an effective movement. In fact,
it is seen as a gesture of protest and nothing
more. However, the fundamental weakness
of this type of peace candidate is not
organizational inefficiency, but political.
The general social program of most of
these candidates
the type of program
King or Spock would run on is not
electioneering.

—

—

from the liberal
wing of the Democratic Party, who, for

substantially

different

purely opportunistic reasons, are unwilling
to

oppose Johnson. The

official leadership

of the anti-war movement reinforces the
hegemony of the Democratic Party,

purged of the personal noxiousness and
"aggressiveness of Johnson. King or Spock
would simply be a tryout for Robert

Kennedy in '72.
Even on the question of

the

war

itself,

a

program which implicitly supports American capitalism is self-defeating. The Vietnamese war is not unique. It is simply the
largest in a series of colonial wars that the
U.S. and all other imperialist powers have
been fighting for the past century and will
continue

to

fight

until

capitalism

is

overthrown in its main centers. In brief, the
U.S. is in Vietnam to suppress a peasant
revolution which challenges the dominance

building a mass anti-war movement. Only
such a revolutionary Labor Party, projecting a long-term struggle in the interest of
the working masses, represents the kind of
qualitative political change needed to
create a serious break with the traditional
parties and counter the political apathy of
most workers. With the widespread discontent over the war, the rising militancy and

of U.S. business in Asia. It is futile to
oppose the intervention in Vietnam while

restivenss in the labor movement, and the
explosiveness of the black ghettos, the
prospect for initiating such a party is better

supporting the economic system which
generates that intervention and the ideolo-

years.

gy that legitimatizes

Toward

it.

a Labor Party

Moreover, a political movement built
solely around the war is incapable of
unifying the various forces of discontent
within American society. On the contrary,
the necessary support given to the suppression of the American working class by

—

establishment "doves" Wayne Morse is a
leading Congressional advocate of government strike-breaking while the liberal
establishment,
including
King,
unanimously supported the bloody suppression

of the ghetto risings

—

is

•^144

a major obstacle to

now

than at any time

in the last

twenty

The anti-war movement can force
Johnson to withdraw U.S. troops only if he
is more afraid of it than of the victory of the
Vietnamese Revolution. Nodemonstation,
however effective and militant, can do this.
Only a movement capable of taking state
power can. The anti-war movement has no
future except as a force for building a party

of revolutionary change.
The Vietnamese War has opened
people's eyes to the horrors

and

many

injustices

American
Nothing short of a fundamental

inherent in the mainstream of
politics.

change

in the class axis

of that politics will

eliminate these injustices.

[retyped]

What is the Workers League? And what are the political credentials
of Its "National Secretary," Tim Wohlforth? Wohlforth tours the country,
presuming to speak in defense of the Russian October Revolution and to
build for an American October.
The U.S. is no more immune from the contradictions of capitalism
than many nations whose rulers once thought themselves secure and are
now emigres, working as doormen or CIA agents or professors.
Revolutionary class struggle is the inevitable prospect in the United States.
But
the struggle cannot emerge successful without a Marxist leadership and
Marxist political leadership does not fall from the skies.
It must be
built and tested.
Those found wanting must be rejected in good time in
order to avoid defeat through personal opportunism or downright betrayal
in the heat of battle.
The success of such a selection mechanism was in
great part responsible for the victory of the Russian October.
Wohlforth' s record, recent and earlier, shows that he and his group must be
rejected by all those now striving to build for the American October.
Such a rejection will be a small but valuable step in the building of a
qualified Leninist party in the U.S.

—

Crazy Electoral Gyrations
The opportunity for socialists to make an impact through electoral
The wideaction is better today than at any time in the past 20 years.
spread and deep disaffection over the Viet Nam war, the multitude of
outbursts in the black ghettos and the rising line of sharp trade union
struggles all testify to this.
The Workers League's miscellaneous and
contradictory electoral lines, found in recent issues of their paper,
the Bulletin of International Socialism would be merely funny if they
didn't add their mite to a situation in labor and radical circles which
already threatens to let slip a favorable opportunity for developing
forerunners to a Labor Party.
Consider the following sequence gleane^
from the pages of the Bulletin
On 25 September we read that on the
West Coast, Socialist Workers Party-Young Socialist 'Alliance members
were allegedly "attacked, knocked to the ground, kicked and beaten" by
supporters of Progressive Labor.
The writer summarizes the incident:
On one side are those who... seek to
"Here is an incident of violence.
defend... the Chinese Revolution....
On the other side are those who
side with its enemies....
We have no difficulty in making that choice."
Consistent with the Workers League's confusion of ultra-left hooliganism with class militancy, and the crude attempt to Ingratiate itself
with PL, the Bulletin followed this up on 9 October by concluding, regarding the presidential campaign of the SWP "...It does not deserve
the support of any militant, black or white worker or socialist." But
lo and behold, on 30 October the Bulletin struck again, stating that
since PL doesn't qall for a Labor Party, therefore "a vote for PLP is
Were one to treat this spectacle literally and
a vote for the bosses."
,

;

:

logically it would be necessary to conclude that on 25 September Wohlforth had been siding with one pro-boss party against another.
This is
usually called class collaborat ionism and would be especially serious
since it would seem to involve Justifying violence by a pro-capitalist
force.
Actually, of course, these incidents reveal petty opportunist
concessions to passing moods, combined with wooden tactical inflexibility.
,

Last Year in Brooklyn
To top it all off, last year the Bulletin gave conditional support
to a completely classless, petty-bourgeois Brooklyn peace candidate of
the most banal sort, one Hal Levin: "We strongly favor socialists working
in support of the Levin campaign, seeking to overcome its weaknesses."
12 September 1966)
Wherever possible the Spartacist League
( Bulletin ,
has always intervened in a Leninist fashion to critically support socialist candidates such as those of the SWP and PLP.
But concerning the
Levin campaign, Spartacist stated, "What we need is not, as Levin puts
it, 'an independent movement, free from the corruption of machine politics of the two major parties,' but rather a class party of the working
class." Moreover, Wohlforth's holier-than-thou attitude toward the sellout line of the SWP on the Viet Nam war is of rather recent vintage.
In
Spartacist j^lO we documented in the section, "ACFI Rewrites Its Past,"
the Wohlforth group's trailing after the SWP in supporting the politics
of that shabby gang of revisionists and pacifists, the 5th Avenue Peace

Parade Committee.
On the Organizational Side

'

A parallel organizational pattern of frame-ups, justifications of
violence within the workers movement to suppress the expression of views,
condoning the use of capitalist courts to silence working-class opponents, lies and the witting use of liars, is the characteristic trait of
the Wohlforth group under its successive sets of names and initials.
Frame up Wohlforth's lies in the service of the revisionists set up the
Spartacists for expulsion from the SWP by its Pabloist leadership.
Violence and the cops The "Tate affair," in which Wohlforth's English
master, G. Healy, had a socialist opponent beaten, became an internaEven worse were Healy and Wohlforth's Justifications
tional scandal.
for using the capitalist courts to try to intimidate the victim into siThe witting use of liars and political degenerates The Wohlforth
_lence.
"gr o up ha s~¥veh~ sT;"o op e d to the literary exploitation of a pathetic liar
and political degenerate expelled from the Spartacist League, Robert
Hartley Sherwood.
Sherwood, already under a cloud for a number of gross
def iciencies--the worst a crude insensit ivity on the Negro question and
a call to liquidate a centralized revolutionary vanguard organization
into a centrist formation, the Workers Party of Maryland was finally
expelled by us when he, along with his factional cohort, provocatively
tried to sign the name of the Spartacist League to the reformist April
15th "Spring Mobilization for Peace" call which called for "your government to negotiate for peace now," at Just the time that our comrades
across the country were opposing this demand and mobilizing to intervene
in the demonstrations under slogans for "immediate withdrawal of all
U.S. troops!", and "victory for the NLP side!" and calling for a workers
party in the U.S. This Sherwood immediately developed "third-camp"
theories about the "state-capitalist" nature of the Sino-Soviet bloc,
Part of the
which he took with him into collaboration with Wohlforth.
reason Sherwood broke out of our organization was that he knew that we
are intolerant of both those who volunteer to become cops for imperialism and those who, faced finally with the draft, refuse to go, preferring Jail or Canada or some other cop-out, instead of carrying their
:

:

;

—

ideas Into the Army, where the poor working-class and Negro young men
Robert Hartley Sherwood, when faced with the possibility of
are taken.
induction into the Army, removed himself to a place of legality, comfort and safety, probably never able to again be involved in class
struggle in the U.S., and thus made a mockery out of the alleged politics and/or discipline of the Workers League.
(Compare this action
with the Bulletin of 5 June I967, front-page Statement on the draft, entitled "No Individual Cop-Outs; Prepare a Mass Struggle.") But cynically
ignoring the despicable history of its creature, the Bulletin is glad
to provide an outlet for Sherwood's voluminous and spiteful attacks on
t-he Spartacist League, heedless of what such methods must reveal about
the integrity and credibility of the Bulletin to all serious militants
and radicals.

Necessary Interrelationship
Taken separately, either the political gyrations or the organizational swinishness of the Wohlforth group are hard to understand, despite
the mass of empirical testimony.
But taken together each becomes clearer
and points to the underlying quality of this marginal tendency.
Wohlforth himself is a left-wing intellectual technician energetic, personally ambitious, short-sighted and unstable.
He has now been hired by
Healy, reportedly an uneasy relation, Healy knowing something of the low
caliber of the hireling.
But Healy is only the most recent of Wohlforth'
mentors and masters.
Leaving the Shachtmanite movement for the SWP,
Wohlforth fell under the influence of Murry Weiss, then flirted with
Pablo, then in 1959 came under the sway of Arne Swabeck, as the latter
was discovering the virtues of Mao and the "Great Leap Forward." Wohlforth
then moved to the left for a time, principally under the influence of
Shane Mage.
Then he took a step to the right, under the tutelage of the
state capitalist. Art Philips, as well as the Britisher Healy, and, rationalizing the attempt to draw close to the central leadership of the
SWP, declared on breaking with the Spartacist tendency in 1962 that "the
main political fight of the tendency must be directed against the rightwing elements in the Party, the Weiss group and the Swabeck tendency."
Throughout, Wohlforth has maintained an underlying elitist, manipulative
Wohlforth first
outlook, hostile and contemptuous of workers democracy.
embraced Swabeck with zeal because he saw himself, at least vicariously,
lording it over the Chinese masses while "building socialism." This is
why in the past few months Wohlforth has so easily reverted to enthusing
support for the Red Guard facade of the army-backed Maoist regime in
The deep
China and reverted to political sympathy for old Arne -Swabeck.
cleavage that divides the Wohlforth group from the Spartacist League has
been delineated in articles in Spartacist #s 6 through 10.

—

If Wohlforth is a political "operator," always on the lookout for
the successive groups that he has built and had collapse
have evolved into a centrist literary sect, notable for its vulgarity,
a short-cut,

superficiality and a James Burnham-like worship of "strong," violent
Thus, the Wohlf orth-Workers League-Young
masters like Healy or Mao.
Workers League is not the organization for serious, class-conscious
workers or working-class youth or radical intellectuals or black militants either.
A group such as Wohlforth' s can make no contribution to
the coming American October; it must be ruthlessly swept aside as divisive and parasitic.
Box 1377, G.P.O.
10001
New York, N.Y.

03 November I967
Spartacist League of the U.S.
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come at a time of enormous discontent over the Vietnam war, deeply-felt and violent
outbursts of disillusionment among the Negro masses,
and an upsurge in labor militancy and rash of hardfought strikes. The exposure of the Democratic Party
as the party of savage racist oppression in the American cities and imperialist intervention in Vietnam
sharply poses the necessity of a break with the two
capitalist parties in favor of a Freedom-Labor Party
based on a working-class program which can link up
the issues of the war, the ghetto and the labor struggle.
The 1968 Presidential elections offer the best opporelecticiis

tunity in 20 years for the intA'vention of radicals in
the electoral arena through the form of a labor-socialist
ticket
to consist for example of a local trade union
leader and a socialist, one of whom might well be black
which could build wide support for a decisive break
with capitalist politics and lay the basis for a movement to struggle for a Freedom-Labor Party.

—

—

Need

for a Working-Class Party
The United States is the only advanced capitalist
country which does not have some kind of mass party
of the working class. The need for such a party of
working-class struggle has long been recognized by
Marxists and was included as one of the basic points
of the Transitional Program of the Fourth International. The increasing recognition of the role of the Democratic Party in the maintenance of the capitalist status
quo poses this question sharply as the necessary consequence not only of the objective situation but" of
needs which are becoming widely subjectively felt by
broad sections of the population student radicals,
ghetto militants and now, following a period of relative
labor quiescence, sections of the workirig class.
Yet the American Left, faced with such immense
possibilities for the intervention of a radical program,

—

exhibits increasingly its lack of any perspective for
this period and turns more and more to passive enthusing and mindless activism combined with an essen-

cynicism toward a relevant perspective for social
change.
American radicalism has long been confronted by the
seemingly permanent situation of a working class which
has shown itself, even in periods of great militancy and
willingness to fight for economic demands, politically
pragmatic and complacent, with an explicit philosophy,
on the political scene, which is essentially passive
"rewarding the (so-called) friends of labor and punishing its enemies." Sueh a situation, of course, is not an
abstract and a priori phenomenon, but exists in the
context of the historic beti-ayals and misleaderships of
the working class by those who presumed to speak in
the name of radicalism. One of the healthy features of
the New Left movement, and certainly one of the formative factors of its ideology, has been the rejection of
the example of the old Communist Party the New Left
generalizes this to "the Old Left" with its history of
tial

—

—

capitulationist politicking which found its clearest expression in the support of Roosevelt and the New Deal
and continues today as the "Reform Democrat" orientation.

Political Strugg^le,

Not Abstentionism

New

Left, while presuming to have rejected
this approach to radical politics, has actually taken over
one of the basic underlying conceptions of this outlook

But the

— the

equating of struggle on the political front with
maneuvering toward the various enemies of the
working class. The New Left has instead embraced a
concept of non-political and even anti-political militancy
and activism. It mindlessly throws its energies into
self-destructive physical "confrontation" with the "warmakers" and passively and enthusiastically applauds
the directionless and programless ghetto outbursts
which leave the situation of the black masses unchanged. The New Left rejects out of hand the possibility
for working-class struggle, viewing the political passivity of the workers as given, rather than tne result of
(Continued on Page 3)
cynical
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DEFEND CITY LABOR!
The Sanitation workers are fighting
for decent wages and working conditions. Since July 1, 1967, more than
seven months ago, the Sanitationmen
have worked without a union contract.
The Sanitation workers perform
physically demanding and hazardous
work. An estimated 3,000 of the 10,000
workers wei'e injured on the job last
yQ&Y. For this work, the Sanitationmen
stait at $6424 a year and receive a
maximum of $7950 after 3 years. Now
the Sanitation v.oikers are demanding
a $600-a-year increase and a minimum
of* $135 a week. They also demand a
.

work week,
time-and-a-half for Saturdays, doubletime foi' Sundays and a lO'^ night shift
Monday-to-Friday

basic

differential.

hajipens that the Sanitation worktoo mndrnf! The U.S.
Statistics states that
$10,195 a year, $196 a week, is required
for a "inoderatc" standard of living for
It

demands are
Bureau of Labor

ers'

y

—

V

'-

This leaflet was written by the New
York City Spartacist League in the heat
of the sanitation workers' strike. "Liberal" Mayor .lohn Lindsay first deliberately provoked the strike, then tried to
get the National Guard out to break it,
as a

way

unionism

of

smashing public employee

in the city.

/

^

a family of four in New York City. And
the other non-wage demands of the
Sanitationmt ii were won by most unionized workers years ago.
The Limlsay administration has reacted to the Sanitationmen's demands
with a heavy club. Lindsay has lepeatedly stated that he will not he "blackmailed" into negotiatin.u' and has assembled his various "legal" weapons to
cliih the workers into submission. He is
ready to jeopardize the health and welfare of all the city's inhabitants rather
than come to terms with the union.
After failing to keep the Sanitation
woikers handcuffed through his Ofhce
of Collective Baruaining, Lindsay is
trying to break the strike with the antiunion Taylor Law, better known as the
Rockefollei-and-Travia or RAT Law.
The President of the union, John J.
DeLury, lias been sentenced to jail and
fined $250 under this law. With the Sanitation workers' lanks remaining solid,
"lilicral" Mayor Lindsay turned to the
weapon of the open-shop emiiloyer— the
scab. Lindsay ordered municipal hospital woikers Pnd other laborers to
clear away gaibasjo, but they refused.
Now" Lindsay is maneuvering to bring
in the National Guard as strike-breakers. Iloclsffellor would like to stop the
strike with a few concessions through
his "mediation" panel, hut ho is no ally
of the worl<or in fact, he was one of
the major sponsors of the anti-union

—
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Taylor Law.

Attack on AH Labor
The attack on the Sanitationmen

A

part of a general attack against labor,
particularly against public workers who

have
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Managing, Helen Janacek;

shown much militancy. Unions

West Coasf, Geoffrey White;

such as the welfai-e workers' SSEU,
\^ho fought a 6-week strike last summer, and the teachers' UFT, who lost

Southern, Joseph Vetter.
Subscription: 50c yearly. Bundle rates for

their checkoff rights and were fined
under the Taylor Law, have felt the
ilub of the City. While bearing down
on City workers, Lindsay, his political
appointees and the rest of the city's
political structure do not think it unreasonable to hold down soft jobs paying four or more times as much as the
Sanitationmen's
salaries.
Nor does
Lindsay have a word of complaint against the Wall Street bankers and real
estate sharks who gouge the City to collect the principle and interest on bonds,
and who get away with meager tax payments while raking in tremendous pro-
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deals with the political fakers in the

fits.

These attacks on labor are not peculiar to
the Lindsay administration.

Mayor Wagner,

for instance, also jailed
union leaders under the Condon-Wadlin
Law. The increasing intensity of the
attacks should make more and more
workers see that the City and State
governments, the so-called representatives of the "people", are really representing the bosses against the workers.
The big business rulers of this country
intend to maintain their profits by cutting wages, ^vorsening working conditions, and placing the full cost of the
predatory Vietnam war on the backs of
workers through taxes and inflation.

AVorkers Need Defense
In the face of these attacks, City
labor must set up major defenses.
These should include the following
points:

—

1
Organize unified action by all City
workers against the forces of the City
and State. The Sanitation workers are
defending the riuht to strike for all
workers in public employment. The
City's workers^have the pover to smash
the anti-union Taylor Law and release
DeLury from jail. The organized labor
movement must be mobilized to meet
any strike-breaking act with any militant action necessary including a Gen-

—

eral Strike of all city irorkcj's!
2
Fight labor bureaucrats who mislead worker^. Instead of promoting
labor solidarity against the City offensive, labor's niisleaders are concerned
with "their own" narrow interests,
"their own business." The rest of labor
can shift for itself as far as the labor
bureaucrat is concerned. Ho ]n-efera to
have jileasant relations wih the bosses,
settle for the smallest amount needed
to keep the workers quiet, and make

—

Bimonthly Organ

of Revolutionary Marxism

is

Democratic and Republican parties. The
strike of the city's welfare workers was
such labor leaders refused
to help those woikers in their fight for
decent wages and working conditions.
This must not be allowed to happ^'n to
the Sanitation workers. All workers
need rank-and-file committees to fiiiht
ifor militant policies in their unions and
to replace niisleaders with representalost because

tives of the rank-and-file.

—

Fight the opjiression of black workingpeople and poor by demanding the
reciuitment and upgrading of black
workers into City departments at union
wages. In the past the Sanitation union,
of which a larue percentage is black,
has supported civil rights struggles,
particularly the World's Fair "stall-in"
some years ago. Black workers suffer
the lowest wages and highest unemployment nation-wide, and this fact of racism allows the City to attempt to use
black people as scabs to break strilves.
Thus Floyd McKissick-of CORP: is considering offering non-union black workers to man the Sanitation trucks in
ghetto areas. City woikers must launch
a fight against racism and unemployment.

'3

—

Organize a Labor-based party independent of the two major parties to run
the upcoming City elections and
throw out the Lindsay administration.
Workers throughout the country, especially those under politirrJ attack, are
!).-'ginninu' to learn that they must organize potiticalhj in order to defeud
their living' standard, not to mention
make real gains. Workers need a political weajion, a iiolitical party of thrir
own, a Labor I'm t;/ based on the unions
4

in

—

not the political jiartios of the bosses,
of millionaires Johnson, Kennedy, and
Rockefeller!
9 February 1908
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While the SWP gives lip service to
some acceptable demands and even includes in its formal
program the call for a labor party, it accepts the pres-

anti-capitalist one.
.

.

.
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(Continued from Page 1)
the absence of a revolutionary leadership. By rejecting
an orientation to revolutionary political struggle, the
New Left dooms its efforts to failure, and its cadres to
disillusionment and disorganization. Impatience and
cj^nicism do not make a program.
The result of this rejection of any kind of political
struggle by the radicals is the continuation of the reformist status quo. The recognition of the need for
political struggle and the utilization of this recognition
remains in the hands of the reformist fakers, best exemplified by Irving Howe and his ilk, to whom politics
is synonymous with "coalitionism." The dem.onstrated
militancy of the trade unions rerpains tied to the liberal
trade union bureaucracies the black ghetto, despite its
deep disgust with and rejection of the liberal establishment, still votes Democratic at election time. All opportunity for political struggle remains the monopoly of
those whose only concept of politics is maneuvering within the capitalist system.
;

Failure of the

CNP

failure of the Conference for New
demonstrate this lack of a politithe radical movement. The participants at the Conference were unable to distinguish be-

Th^ spectacular

Politics only serves to
cal perspective for

tween independent working-class

politics

and the use

of the forms of independence to further the aims of
coalition politics within the system. Common to all the
competing political alternatives was the attempt to
build an outside base of a temporary sort from which
to exert pressure within the existing framework. With
the limits of such a perspective, the radicals were unable to break from those whose aims are an admittedly
temporary break with the Democratic Party because its
naked exposure as the. primary tool of racist brutality
and imperialist slaughter is an embarrassment and a
threat to the maintenance of capitalist rule. Those at
the Conference who were perhaps opposed to this underlying conception of political action could see no alternative but the diffuse and unrewarding perspective of
"community organizing" without a program.

SWP's Opportunism
The announced presidential campaign of the Socialist
Workers Party in the 1968 elections must be seen in
this context. The whole role of the SWP in radical polihas been to reinforce the fragmentation of current
struggles into isolated compartments of militancy, without a perspective for linking up these struggles into an
tics

vacuum on the left as given and, instead of intervening to change it, actually seeks to head off the development of a broader perspective by jumping into the
ring a year early in order to "cop the field" for its own
ent

candidates.

Towards a Labor Party!
The Spartacist League,

at this juncture, calls for the

formation of a broadly-based labor and socialist ticket,
as a concrete step in the building' of a political party of
the U.S. working class. Such a campaign, which would
link up the anti-war sentiment to which the SWP seeks
to appeal with the broader felt needs of the masses,
would transcend the sterile concept of a "protest vote"
in posing the need for independent working-class political action on a real scale. The fight to build such a
campaign would provide a focal point for rank-and-file
struggle in the unions around the issues of the Vietnam war, the rights of black workers, union demands

and strike struggles, rank-and-file control of the unions,
the fight to break the unions' reliance on and ties with
the capitalist state, a fundamental break with the Democratic and Republican parties and the enfranchisement
of the working people in a political party to fight for
their needs. Out of this struggle could come the forerunner committees to a Labor Party.
Thus the Spartacist League does not at this point
endorse any of the essentially defective variants, rather
seeking to help shape a real alternative to capitalist
politics. If this fuller perspective has not materialized
by the summer of 1968, it would then be necessary to
choose from among whatever supportable possibilities
exist at that time. In the interim, we will seek to assist
Uie SWP, as we might any tendency within the working-class movement, to meet the technicalities of ballot
entry, while calling upon them to indicate their willingness to withdraw at least part of their ticket in favor
of a labor-socialist one and to work for the formation
of such a ticket.

FOR A LABOR-SOCIALIST TICKET IN

'68!
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ARAB-ISRAELI CONFLICT

Turn the Guns the Other Way
In June 1967, for the third time in 20
years, Israel and the Arab states came
into military collision. In the 1956 Sinai Campaign, the interests of British

whip up

and French imperialism

In Whose Class Interest?
It should be clear to Marxists that
the proletariat has no interest in the
victory or defeat of either side in this
and
last war. Yet the near-frenzied
contradictory reactions of various segments of the American and European
left have lacked 'this basic understanding. Therefore we must review the class
nature of the states involved, their
aims in this war, and the interests
served by these aims.
The class character of Israel is clear
to all but the most fanatic Zionists. The
presence of a few collective farms functioning in the midst of a thoroughly
capitalist economy may be useful for
propaganda among Zionist social democrats, but ii^ affects not one bit the
structure of the state. The myth of a
supia-class Jewish state has long been
dispelled by the reality of Israeli society. While thousands of Arabs constitute mainly the lowest sector of Israeli society, the Jewish Israelis are

in

Suez were

directly tied to the defeat of the Egyptian forces; in the most recent war, the
interests of imperialism were served by

antagonisms exacerbated by the
war itself and not by the victory or defeat of either side. As long as the working people of the Near East look across

the

their borders at each other in search of
the "main enemy," the area will continue to be fragmented. And such fragmentation of an area which should be
one economic entity can only aid the
interests of imperialism.

But it is not only the imperialist
bourgeoisies which have been aided by
this continuing war. The continuing
hostilities have enabled the bourgeoisies
of Israel and the Arab countries to deflect the struggle between classes during a period when domestic problems
have insistently erupted. The Arab
states all face the problems inherent
in the underdeveloped economies of excolonies. Israel,

with

its

dependence on

Zionist fund-raising, has established a
standard of living far out of proportion
to its productive capacities. The immense economic and social distortions
and instability in all the Near Eastern
countries have created a series of internal crises. However, by continuing to

their people into frenzies of
nationalism and lacism, the ruling class
of each country has been able to avoid
the consequences of these crises.

—

—

themselves separated into working class,
intermediate strata and a national bourgeoisie.

Concerning the Arab states, espeand the UAR, more confusion exists. Nevertheless, the left posture of the Baath (Party of Arab Rescially Syria

in Syria, the
in the UAR, and
foreign policy of both
cannot obscure the essential bourgeois
class character of these states. Neither
the working class nor the peasantry has
the slightest smell of power in Cairo or

urrection)

"Socialists"

heavy nationalizations
the

neutralist

Damascus.
in

This type of state is common enough
modern times. In the absence of a

viable' national

bourgeoisie,

many

ex-

colonial countries have seen the development of single-party dictatorships
led by the civil and military intelligentsia, based on national and social demagoguery which seek to build the economic and social base for native capitalist exploitation. To do this in the

—

face of world imperialism and domestic
underdevelopment requires central control and the nationalization of m&jor
sectors. But statification of the economy
by a bourgeois regime in no sense alters the capitalist character of a society. In this case it is merely symptomatic of the underdevelopment of the
economies involved.
Social Differences

To say that both sides are capitalist,
however, is but the beginning of wisdom, and is not to say that there are
no significant social. differences between
them. Israel, and particularly its ruling
class, represents the transplanting to
the Near East of a relatively advanced
European

capitalist order. Its society is

comparatively stable, with a strong middle class. However, Israel lacks the industrial and economic resources to support such an order. This combination
gives Israeli capitalism its aggressive,

vulnerable and sometimes independent
character.
The Arab states are subject to the
severe distortions of ex-colonial economies, which arc unbalanced and based
on very restricted sources of revenue.
The society is socially unstable, impoverished, with a large peasant population; it lacks a middle class and much of
an industrial proletariat. This composition gives a disproportionate political
weight to the intelligentsia of the state
apparatus. It pi-oduces the corruption
at the upper levels and the quite appropriate indifference below which contributed heavily to the UAR's recent
military disgrace.

"How far into our fiscal year do we carry our
spontaneous outburst of anti-Western feeling?"

The economic and social differences
between Israel and the Arab states dictate different relations with the imperialist powers and with the Soviet bloc.
Israel functions as a tool and outpost
Western imperialism in the Near
East except in cases when the Israelis'

of
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own vital interests cut across those of
the great imperialist powers or when
the latter are not themselves united.
Thus Israel is best characterized, not as
a puppet of imperialism, but as a weak
ally' which acts in conjunction with imperialism for its own interests. On the
other hand, the neutralist policy of
and their social
Syria and the
demagoguery is dictated precisely by

UAR

their economic weakness and dependency on the world market. Their only

alternative is to subside to mere vassalhood, to the level of Kuwait. The existence of the cold war allows these
"progressive" Arab states to play off
the U.S. and Soviet Union, receiving
aid from both and imitating the "Bonapartist" balancing act on an international stage. Such a totally vulnerable
capitalism necessitates a degree of ver-

bal independence from the imperialist
powers which the more aggressively
capitalist state of Israel finds unnecessary and undesirable.

In the 1967 war, the aims of the Israeli ruling class were to protect the
residual gains of the 1956 campaign and
to assert the immediately preponderant
Israeli military power
and incidentally to bolster Israel's crisis-ridden government and economy. Underneath the
immediate calculations were long-term
Zionist aims to round out an all-Hebrew state in Palestine and beyond and
to guard the access to that state. On the
Arab side much more complex and confused and even conflicting aims and

—

—

—

ambitions were involved. The Egyptian
government, pressed by serious economic difficulties, military stalemate in Yejnen and loss of authority among the
rest of the Arab states, was moved to
force out a
military presence in Sinai and to intensify its hostile pressure
on Israel by closing the Gulf of Aqaba;
it then used the crisis produced to compel an episodic military alliance of the
Arab states with Egypt at the head.

UN

tral issue in dispute

"Jewish question," Marxists were compelled to support the right of the state
of Israel to exist, despite their advocacy and struggle for a bi-national
state. In 1956, when the Egyptians nationalized the Suez Canal, the Israelis
served as willing pawns for the British

and French governments, which were
anxious to recover the lucrative revenues of the canal. Marxists then could
adopt no other position than that of
revolutionary defensism toward the
Egyptian side and militant support to
the nationalization.

/

:

—

—

—

Jordanian-Syrian and
Saudi antagonisms).

lent

Egyptian-

The Israeli-Arab dispute could at
some point be transformed into a struggle in which the Marxist working-class
movement would have a stake, however
expressed, in the victory of
one side. For example, in 1948 the cencritically

——

—

REPRESSION IN ISRAEL
The

Israeli

government, which denies

political rights to the inhabitants of the
occupied territories, has recently moved
against Arab socialists in Israel itself.
A comrade of the Israeli Socialist Organization, Khalil Touame, a 24 year
old law student, was arrested on 1 January 1968 for allegedly sheltering a

supposed

"Arab

terrorist."

He was

transferred to the military authorities
who can hold him indefinitely under laws
left over from the British occupation
of Israel. Touame is an irreconcilable
of nationalism, Jewish or Arab.
join with the comrades of the ISO in
demanding freedom for Khalil Touame
and other militants to carry on the
struggle against the occupation of Arab
territory and to affirm the vital role of
the Arab and Israeli proletariat in building a Socialist Federation of the Middle

enemy

We

East.

FREE KHALIL TOUAME

!

!

!

Send protests to Israeli embassies;
and letters of support to:
Israeli Socialist Organization
c/o Voix Ouvriere
29, rue de Chateau Landon
Paris 10, France

Marxist Aims

The Marxist aim should be to cut
across this national strife and sharpen
the class struggle. Only this will open
the road to a break from imperialism
and an end to national oppression and
aggrandizement in the Near East. The
victory of the Israelis with their unjust
territorial demands
"the fruits of conquest" already justifies opposition to
the war. A victory of the Egyptian coalition could not have but led to attempts to satisfy similar petty national
appetites (very likely marked by open
warfare among the victors over the division of spoils
note the already vio-

was for the right

Hebrew nation to exist. Therefore, while maintaining the utmost hostility to Zionism as a solution to the
of the

/-

In the event of renewed hostilities in
the Near East the Marxist movement
might give military suppoi^t to one of
the sides should some of the states find
themselves
compelled
concretely
to
struggle however fitfully for just demands. For example, any struggle
against direct military occupation by imperialist troops merits support. Anticolonial uprisings or anti-imperialist
guerrilla wars would demand all possible aid against their advcrsaiics, but
always from the standpoint of facilitating the victory of working-class socialist revolution against the whole capitalist-imperialist order and its nationalist bourgeois intermediaries.

Doves l^ecomo Hawks
.

Few
war

events have done more than the
in the Near East to expose the poli-

tical confusion rampant
movement. The anti-war

in the "peace"
liberals

showed

themselves incapable of drawing any

from the U.S.'s role in
Viet Nam. In an orgy of Zionist and
genei-alizations

pro-Zionist chauvinism, Viet Nam doves
became shrieking hawks. To the several
advertisements in the N.Y. Times, calling for U.S. support of Israel, were
affixed signatures of many "peace" advocates, including Martin Luther King,

H. Stuart Hughes, and Maurice ZeitThe European left reacted similarSartre, de Beauvoir, Picasso and
other professional "leftists," although
claiming to be "friends of the Arab
peoples and adversaries of American
impeHalism," declared their support of
lin.
ly.

Israel.

The factor underlying

this

reversal

by petty-bourgeois "doves" is their alienation not. from the aims of U.S. capitalism but only from its methods. Hence

come the

calls foV negotiations, for
intervention, for anything in Viet
but a revolutionary victory.
more specific explanation for the reaction in the case of Israel is the permeation of the middle-class liberals with
the outlook and mystique of political
Zionism, engendered by the torrents of
pro-Israeli propaganda to which the
West has been subjected since 1948.

UN

A
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The Jewish People
Because of the special historical circumstances of the Jewish people, Zionism has a particularly irrational quality. Originally, Zionism was almost the
exclusive property of European intellectuals, but Hitler's "final solution"
and the subsequent refusal of the other
imperialist countries to accept Jewish
refugees made Zionism into a mass
movement and gave it a significant
body of "radical" sympathizers. This
sympathy has been fed on the myth
that Israel is a Jewish state. Unfortunately, for the Zionist argument, this
simply is not the case. The Israeli language is modern Hebrew not Yiddish
and the culture is quite different from
the old Jewish culture. Indeed, Israeli
writeis themselves see Jewish immigration as a transformation of Jews from

—

—

many

cultures into Israelis, a process
all peoples, should
be able to recognize.
It is clear that there does exist an
historically evolved ethnic entity called
the Jewish people, which is defined not
by religion or by biolx)gy, but by their
past economic function, now degenerated, as merchants and money-lenders
in feudal society, and a community of
culture, created by that function. One
ess£iiti:il
ingi'edient,
particularly
in

which Americans, of

Eurojie, of this cultui-e, and its carrier,
is the Yiddish language, a medieval Gerdialect written in Hehrow characters. When this language died out and
the economic functions were disjilaced
liy modern capitalism, the road to cultur-

man

(Conlinued Next I'age)
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ARAB-ISRAELI

can from Alabama would find quite familiar. This is the social end-product
an attempt to apply an irrational,
mystical solution to the problem of the
plight of European Jews, a real solution to which can be found only where
the problem originated, in changes in
of

was open from the Jew-

al assimilation

ish side. Whether the Jews are assimilated or attempts made to destroy them
and the Yiddish culture as Hitler at-

—

—

tempted depends on a great many social and economic factors within the
surrounding culture.

An

myth

equally pervasive

is

the as-

sertion, backed up by official pronouncements, that Israel is a purely secular
state. The semi-theocratic character of
the Israeli state, which closed the pork

shops, banned civil marriage and divorce, and closes the public transportation system on the sabbath, is usually
ignored.

Apartheid

Israeli

Much more important, the one truth
that Zionist apologists in this country
will not admit is that Israeli bi-nationalism is an utter fraud. Though equality has been piously proclaimed, only
a couple of years ago the Arab districts were still under military rule.
Arabs are subject to a pass system similar to that of South Africa, and meet
with crippling if unofficial discrimination in employment and education.
True, Arabs of Israel are not necessarily "loyal" citizens. How could they be?
The vicious ethnocentrism, not to say
racism, of the Zionist Arab, policy is
designed from the beginning to assure
that this should be so ... a truly selffulfilling prophecy. Israel is the kind
of democracy which any Black AmeriSparfacist Local Directory
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elements

through the Bonapartist
of the military, often speaking
the language of fake socialism (Egypt,
rule, generally

medium

Algeria).

Myth of the Arab Revolution
much more damaging myth is that
"The Arab Revolution," a presumably tangible factor which must be protected and supported by the working
class movement. Unlike the "Cuban

A

of

Revolution" which did occur, albeit only
in a deformed character, the "Arab Revolution" has not yet occurred. True,
many gains have been made which benefit the Arab workers and peasants and
which should be defended for instance,
the nationalization of the Suez Canal.
However, the class nature of these
states remains unchanged.
Many so-called Marxists believe that
the struggle for the "national liberation" of the Arab countries has merged
with or even replaced the struggle for
socialism in these covmtries. Accordingly they would replace the working
class by petty-bourgeois cliques as the
"revolutionary agent" and view Nasser and other militarists as the liberators of the Arab masses. Such support
of classless "national liberation" prolongs the slavery of the Arab masses
to their own ruling class. In fact this
social demagoguery is used to blur class
lines, and the militaristic one-party rule
has effectively silenced or removed all
political opposition. Any working-class
parties and trade unions have been
stifled or suppressed.
The reactions of the Pabloist Socialist Workers Party and the Healyite

—

Biitish Socialist Labour League and its
U.S. camp followers merit ijiore specific

comment.
Not sui'prisingly the

facing

(contact Berkeley)
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class structure.
effects of other forms
nationalist ideology were revealed
during the crisis, also. Sections of the
left, especially Maoists, have come to
the defense of the Arab regimes in
what is a mirror image of the national
chauvinism of the Zionists. Among the
myths propagated by supporters of
the Arab side is that of "the Arab
States," as though these states formed
a homogeneous entity. The reality is
that these states range in tlass leadership from the most backward feudal
regimes on the face of the earth (Saudi Arabia) to those in which highly

the

the

critical

SWF

issues.

evaded

The Mili-

tant's front-page editorial of 12 June
1907 centers on the danger of World
War III and avoids taking a position

for either side, raising a single demand
for "peace." Meanwhile Dick Roberts'

article in the same issue supports the
Arabs, by innuendo, and Nasser's picture is run on the front page. Clearly
the SWF hopes on the one hand to retain its base of support in the "peace"
movement by catering to sentimental,
petty-bourgeois Zionists, while at the
same time appealing to the Black Na-

tionalists and Third World guerrilla
talkers, who see the Arab rulers as socialist's.

The Healyite

(Newsletter,

line

10

June 1967), "Hands off the Arab RevoAgainst Zionism and Imperialism No Intervention by United Nations," is one more step in their rapid

lution

—

—

degeneration following in the
of Maoism!
few years ago, the
severely and properly attacked
the Fabloists for doing exactly what
the SLL has done today in a quite comparable situation. Before the fall of
Ben Bella, the Moroccan kingdom which
was closely aligned with imperialism
tried for some territorial seizures on
the Algerian border. The Algerians
mobilized and fought back. At that time
Algeria was ruled by a national bourgeois government which employed Fabloists in high places and was selfdescribed as "socialist." Not surprisingly, the Fabloists found a qualitative
difference between the two sides and
leaped to the campaign internationally
political

A

wake
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for the Algerian state. Hcaly

was

sav-

age then in his contemptuous criticism.
Today he embraces this same capitulation. And of course, as Healy-goes, so
'goes the American BnlU'lin, with its
headline of "Victory for Vietcong, Red
Guards, Arabs!" (24 July 1967).
Assets for Imperialism
All these myths, gilding the variou?
nationalistic aims of the states involved,
serve in the first instance the interests
of the native bourgeoisies. Ultimately
they serve the iiiterest.s of inn)erialisni.
Imperialism cannot maiiitiiiii its rule
by naked force alone. It is trying that
desperate expedient in Viet Nam and
is not doing well there. Rather, to obscure the Idealities of cla^s contlict, all
sorts of political and iilcoli) ral stiatcr.:igems arc used. O; Xh'-z.' n (."Minii
'

tional ch.-uivmisiii,

infoiced
East, is

l>v

r.Miii'^"

\v;ili;;ul

(I

w'wvw

<-sp. ri;i;iy

as

l.l.t

til
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dK'c-

tive.

The Israeli-Aral. v'A\f\\r{ is essential
for imperialism'.'^ I'ule in that area. Genoni Cairo
ocidal fiix'-ealhi-; statements
uIkh'i
di ivin-j,' the Isand Uanias: u
raelis into the sea seivc only to unite
J

;
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classes of Israel into a 2inion sacree.
isolate what little

all

They undermine and

remains of the old Israeli leftwing that
sought to resolve the question on the
of multinational

basis

statism;

in

so

doing they strengthen the hands of the
worst light-wing extremists, the successors of the Irgun and the Stern
Gang. As long as the main enemy is
across the border in Cairo, imperialism
will have in Israel a small but powerful ally, a projection of

Western Eu-

map

of the Near East.
Israel's policy of imperialist alignment, as exemplified by its 1956 Sinai
campaign, and the treatment of its
Arab minority in turn facilitate the
uniting of the Arab masses with their
domestic class enemies, especially of
the Nasser-Baath type. As long as the

rope on the

Arab's "main enemy" is in Tel Aviv,
the imperialists, despite the fulminations of Cairo and Damascus, will also
be assured of access to Near East oil
on reasonable terms. Oil will continue
to flow to the west
despite minor interruptions. The Arabs will have nothing else to sell, and nowhere else to

—

sell

it.

Slalinism Aids Arab Bourgeoisie
As for the Soviet Union, the bankruptcy of its international policy is
once again exposed. Nasser & Co. lost
a billion dollars worth of Soviet and
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Czech military aid in six days. TR?
MIG 21's destroyed on the ground in
Egypt and elsewhere could and should

have provided protection for beleaguered Hanoi and the NLP. The Vietnamese have had a social revolution,
which while neither proletarian nor socialist in character, nevertheless has
mobilized
the
Vietnamese
masses
against U.S. imperialism. The Egyptian fellahiv, by contrast, have nothing
to fight for under the present circumstances, and cannot fight as the Vietnamese have done without first disof their own rulers. That the
material aid of Moscow and the moral
aid of Peking go to the riders in Cairo
and Damascus is a measure of the
indifference, or rather the hostility, of
Stalinism to the needs of the sociali.st
revolution. Moreover the brokers' role
of the USSR bureaucracy in forcing the
A rob states to back down ultimately
helps to make those states indirect
pawns of imperialism.
Even with the Stalinist help, howposing:

ever, the conflict is hard for imperialism to control. It must be kept warm
but not overheated, and this is diflicult
to do because the actors are not puppets l^ut independent allies of the great

powers.

Too severe a defeat for the

Arab regimes could pave

the

way

for a

social revolution. Therefore ^we may expect to see the U.S. and Britain urging
a moderate course on the victorious Is-

UN

The
will play a useful role
as an instrument of capitalist stabili-

raelis.
ty.

A

Marxist Program
in the Near East must

The slogan

TURN THE NATIONAL WAR
INTO A CLASS WAR— THE MAIN
be:

ENEMY

IS AT HOME! Social revoluthe only route to an anti-impein the Near East. This
would unfreeze the whole tragic situation and make it possible for the progressive conflict of classes to replace
the futile and reactionary conflict of
rival nationalisms and their mystical
ideologies. Socialists in the Near East
and their friends abroad must strive
now, while recent events have upset
the temporary stabilization, to put
forth a program which simultaneously
maximizes class demands and minimizes ethnic conflict. Some points in
such a program are:
1. Immediate demobilization in each
country unilaterally of the armed forces and their withdrawal from the ceasetion

is

rialist victory

fire lines.
2. The signing of a peace treaty on
the basis of the 1949 truce boundary
lines, thus granting Arab recognition
to the right of a Hebrew nation to exist and incidentally opening all waterways to Israeli sl(ipping while oppos-

ing any and all infringements on Arab
sovereignty by the Israelis.
3. Full recognition of the rights of
the Palestinian Arabs is essential to
such a peace treaty. This recognition
must include the right of these displaced Arabs to at their own option
either return to whence they fled or to
receive full compensation for personal
and small holding losses (no compensation for large holdings).
4. Full equality and civil rights for
the Arabs in Israel; genuine bi-nationalism.
5.

the

Total secularization of Israel and

Avph

states.

Full democratic rights for revolutionary working-class and anti-chauvinist elements in the Near East to
carry out their strugales.
6.

7.

Expropriation without compensa-

tion of all foreign assets in the

Near

East and placing of these under workers'

control.

The struggle against national miliary clashes is inseparable from the
achievement of more general solutions.
The Marxist vanguard faces the task
of breaking the obscurantist power of
the Moslem religion over the masses
and of leading in the achievement of a

pan-Arab

workers

state,

which

will

break with all backward and feudal
elements. This can only be done bv
smashing the fraudulently "i)ro;j,ressive" national bourgeoisie through levolution and breaking with and expelling imperialism. The workers movement of Israel can play an unusually
large role in facilitating the socialist
revolution in the Near East as well as,
by its actions, assuring the survival of
the Hebrew nation in the midst of a
great Arab nation. The Israeli workers can do this by resolutely combating
Ziorist chauvinism; by aiding in all
Vi'sys their Arab class
brothers expelled from or within Israel; by fighting for their own social victory coupled with the aim of expressing concretely the right of the Hebrew nation
to self-determination in the form of a
bi-national Palestinian state, federated
into a pan-Arab workers state, itself
stripp-. d of reactionary nationalist features. To the extent that the Hebrew
workers m(*bilize ai'ound this program,
secure victories in this direction and
even simply become known as holding
and struguling for these views, to that
extent the Arab rulers, capitalist militarists and feudal chieftains, ari' unable
to distract the Arab masses from their
class struggle.
This program must be fought for by
exposure of the assiduously propagated
fraud offered by all the states involved
of supposed all-encompassing "national
unity" on their side just and on the
enemy's genocidal. All the governments
employ the most ruthless and often
bloody measures toward this aim (e.g.,
Egypt's execution of Communists, Algeria's torture and expulsion of European leftists who went to that counfry
to aid its revolution, Israel's savage
apartheid laws aimed at keeping Hebrews and Arabs separate.). Yet organizations do exist, such as the Israeli
Socialist Organization
(composed of
both Hebrews and Arabs), the Revolutionary Workers' Organization in Iraq,
and others, which struggle against
chauvinism and for revolutionary class
unity. While the very existence of such
groups gives the lie to the chauvinist
claims of total unity along national and
religious lines, none of the organized
groups has yet transcended one or another species of Icft-ccntrism and begun a strugjrle to l)ecom" a section of
an authentically revolutionarv and
Trotskyist International. The Spartacist Lcatrue and other revolutionary
Marxist-Leninist organizations have
the vital duty to aid in this transformation so that a series of strong sections of n'ltional parties-., fused both regionally and in^ernntionally, can emerge
out of the )"iro:-ent iitnatioii.

—

Since ro so^'al revolution can occur
th-.- ansjiices of the U.S. and its
allier,, or of the UN, for U.S. citizens,
the slogan must be: "HANDS OFF

under

THE NEAR EAST!"

SPARTACIST
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THESES
The

Stalinist Past

Guerrillaism today is a petty-bourgereaction to the absence and delay
of proletarian revolution. In those countries underdeveloped by imperialist exploitation, the proletariat, lacking Leninist parties, has suffered innumerable
defeats at the hands of nationalist
swindlers and their Stalinist partners.
Before, during and after the Second
Imperialist War, Stalinism internationally betrayed the socialist movements by harnessing them to the native
bourgeoisies and to the "democratic"
imperialisms.' This "popular front"
strategy dismantled many revolutionary oii])ortunities not only in the advanced capitali:-;t countries, but in the
colonial and semi-colonial countries as
well.
The betrayals of the popular
front were not, of course, the first Stalinist crimes. They had been anticipated by the mass catastrophes of the
"third period" (1928-1934) when the
Comintern called for ultra-left adventuies for "power." Just as in Germany
where third period adventurism facilitated Hitler's coming to power, so in
Latin America it served to erode and
confuse entire Communist parties."*
These zig-zags of Comintern policy, designed for the narrow purpose of protecting the interests of the Kremlin
clique, served to physically annihilate
or totally disorient thousands upon
thousands of proletarian cadres. Thus,
the Comintern policies not only forestalled successful proletarian revolution at the time, they also conditioned to
a great extent the circumstances for
future defeats.
ois

,

Today's Adventurism

The

colonial and semi-colonial pettybourgeoisie, much of it also oppressed

by imperialist exploitation, has been
thrown into a frenzy caused by the
growing limitations on its cultural and
economic possibilities. As a result, the
most disgusted sections of the urban
petty-bourgeoisie and its intelligentsia
struggle to lead the peasantry— itself
a huge petty-bourgeois mass against
the imperialist domination of their
country. But, lacking historically a decisive relationship to the means of production, the petty-bourgeoisie is impotent to close forever what Marx and
Engels called the "pre-history" of humanity. A residue of the past, of waning feudalism and diverse pre-capitalist social strata, the iietty-bourgeoisie
cannot decisively cai-ry out Marx's call
to "expropriate the expropriators." A
petty-linurgcois Icadoi-sliip may oppose
the imperialist ex pi'opriatoi's and may
even "exprop 'Hte" them domestically.

—

The strategy of guerrilla warfare has
been raised to the level of a "principle"
by the Castroites. With last January's
publication of Regis Debray's Revolution in the Revolution? the Cuban bureaucracy formulated the Guevarist
strategy for militarily confronting imperialism into a doctrinaire recipe to be
applied to all Latin American countries
(except, oh yes, except to Uruguay and
Mexico, countries not quite so hostile to
Cuba). The recent Organization of Latin American Solidarity (OLAS) Conference in Havana put Debray's formulations into resolutions, approving the
general
line
of
"armed struggle";
amidst colossal billboards depicting Hollvar, Guevara and Castro, the Conference also heard glowing, if highly inaccurate, reports of guerrillaism's successes and future.
The Castroite road, and the brazenly
elitist ideas expressed by this Cuban
variant of the Maoist road, are such
crude and explicit repudiations of Marxism that even official Maoist organs,
such as the U.S. Progressive Labor
TNov.-Dec. 1967) and World Revolution
(Winter 1967), have been forced to put
on a facade of "orthodoxy," bitterly attacking Castroism in general and the
Castroite ideologues such as Debray.
However, the Castro bureaucracy is
simply following the old Maoist recipe
for rural warfare, although, as De-

But, having expropriated them, the
petty-bourgeois lc'a(k>rslii]i cannot consistently safeguard tlic new property
relations deformed within the limitations of a national economy.
If initially a guei'i illa movement, led
inevitably by the jjetty-bourgeoisie, partially destroys the inii)erialist griji on
its counti-y. the succeeding political convulsions ai best miiy foi-ce the new
government, to consolidate a liuroaucratically deformed workers state'' like

Yugoslavia, China, Cuba, politically
and economically related to the USSR;
the more likely outcome is that the
country will I'emain under imperialist
control (as happened in Algciia with
legard to French imperialism).

The Cuban Example
The examjile of the Cuban Revoluwhich resulted in the
development of a deformed
worl:evs state in Latin America, shows
that vii'toi'ions guerrilla ninvements
can do no more than hasten the creation of a tcmporaiy Viinn'm in the
tion, a revolution

unique

bourgeois state.

W

hen

.<ucli

a

vacuum

bray's book makes clear, with Castroite "innovations." For the Maoists, to
fight in the countryside and develop a
"people's war" was a principle in itself,
the "mass line" in action. For the Castroites, elitist "rural war" is supposedly not a principle, but simply a result
of the repressive political situation in
Latin America. But it quickly becomes
a principle also.i Anybody who is not
for the Castroite Version of "armed
struggle" is labeled a "bourgeois," a
"provocateur," an agent of the CIA,
etc. That goes for the Venezuelan CP,
the Latin American Maoist leadership,
a thoroughly urban breed, the "Trotskyitcs," and all those who work in the
cities, regardless of the political programs of those organizations. They
must all obey the "principle" of rural
safety; that is, they must all search for
the jungle's protective womb. Here the
Castroites draw their "blood line."
Unfortunately, the argument elaborated by Debray and others about the
"safety" of the countryside is nothing
but a marvelous commonplace. The
liquidation of Guevara's Bolivian guerrilla group and the resulting murder of
Guevara himself by the Bolivian military and U.S. CIA apparatus reveal
once again that guerrillaism is not the
way for the Latin American socialist
revolution. The jungle is no less dangerous for revolutionaries than is the

appears, the

movement usually

first at-

a coalition with the
After the government oligarcliy and the political and
military lackeys of im]HMialism leave
the counti-y, whole scctois of the old
bourgeois apparatus faVored by the
gueriilla leadership (now in the cities),
are absorbed wholesale into the "new"
state liui oaucracy. liow \-ci-, im!)ei ialism may he temporarily I'onfused and
the native bourgeoisie too weak' as a
whole to accept a coalition with th^
guerrilla movement. Thus the gueri-illa
movement under the impetus of its
victory in a civil war may be forced to
establish itself in Bonapartist fashion
as the sole ruler of the country.
Cleaily, great masses of peasants
and considei;ible segments of the proletariat will suiniort a guerrilla leadershi)) that has been forced to dissolve
the old army and pvilicc a|)ii:i latus and
to clash ojienly with iiiincrialisni in the
country, with latif'undislas, alisentee

tempts

to

prop

Uj)

"jiatriotic" bourgeoisie.

i

];.ndloi(is, etc.,

irally

backward

and

v.itli

ntlicr oc(in(ini-

cicniciiis of (he

byni-geoisie. In uidei' to keep

native
sup-

thi.;
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IILLA

WARFARE

This, however, is not the point.
Marxists bepin their struggles basing
themselves not on impressions, opinions
and suspicions about the repressive apparatus of the ruling class, but on the
objective developments in its organic
contradictions which periodically rock
the entire bourgeois society. And those
city.

contradictions, violently visible in the
class struggle, manifest themselves predominantly in the cities, where the proletariat works in the factories, the heart
of bourgeois society. 2 This is why
Marxists should strive to remain in the
cities, with the proletariat. Their struggle can recognize tactical retreats, ex-

But Marxists should never
as the Maoists and Castroites do capitulate to the unfavorable situations in
the cities by cooking up "innovations"
about the "socialist" countryside.
(Though we fundamentally disagree
with this escapism to the countryside,
we recognize that deaths such as Gueiles,

etc.

—

vara's show that many guerrillaists,
who are dedicated and courageous fighters trapped by a reactionary conception
of revolution, are nevertheless pre-

pared to struggle and die

if

necessary

for their convictions. One can sharply
contrast this devotion to the smug
caution of the Pabloites, notably in
North America and in Europe, and the
wild, but empty, bombast of coffee shop
guerrillaists such as Professor John

port, the newly established bureaucracy
must 0]5pose further imperialist aggression with more confiscations, nationalizations, foriv.ation of militias, etc., attempting at the beginning- to answer

blow with blow.
If the actions of the guerrilla movejncnt completely force imperialism to
release its economic hold on the counti y,
the old basic property relations collapse.
The economy of the country mijist then
be reordered. If it is to be con^petitive
in the world market, centralized planning based on state ownership of the
means of production becomes an absolute necessity; however, it can only be
inefficiently superimposed on an economy based principally on the export of
one or two raw materials or agricultural
products. The dependence on the
world marlcet for the import of manufactured goods does not end, legardless of all the buieauci'atic planning.
In order to avoid the restoration of imperialist domination, the newly consolidated state bureaucracy must tie itself
to the hinger and more jMiwcrful bureaucracies of Russia, the East Euro-

Gerassi. Rather than preparing for the
here,
proletarian
revolution
these gentlemen prefer to safely "cheer"
for the Guevaras from the sidelines.)
The following thesis was first published in Espartaco, Bulletin 2, April
1967, as Tesis sobre las Guerrillas. Excerpts from it appeared in Der Klassenkampf, No. 2, July 1967. The present
version has been expanded into a more
historical and general study. The original Tesis put forward numbered observations about various types of guer-

coming

rilla

warfare and peasant movements.

In the present

work we trace the

his-

development of a guerrilla struggle confronted with the most favorable
conjunction of circumstances. (Because
the Castroite bureaucracy has set up
the Cuban experience as the model to
be followed by all Latin American revolutionists, we have abstracted the Cutorical

ban experience in order to appraise its
development. The Cuban experience
contains most of what is essential to
the other guerrilla take-overs.) Then
we analyze the class content of guerleadership
and program. From these two corresponding appraisals we show that the
guerrilla warfare strategy
regardless
of its intentions is impotent to terminate, from any historical standpoint,
the root of world-wide oppression the
imperialist capitalist system.
rillaism,

i.e.,

its social basis,

—

—

—

pean bloc and/or China.

None of these actions flow from a
Marxist understanding of class forces
but from the bureaucratic and opportunist reactions of a petty-liourgeois
leadership, stiuggling for survival, maneuvering to keep the support of the
masses. Under these tremendously contradictory conditions the groundwork
for a deformed workers state is established.

Consolidation of

Power

In order to solidify its own power,
the bureaucracy cannot allow the proletariat any independent voice or independent organs of power. At the same
time, in order to maintain "popularity"
it is forced to resort to demagogic semblances of mass sujiport. Thus we see
the masses being called to gi2,antic
meetings during which they magically
"))articipate" in the "collective decisionmaking process." Usually such democratic "decision-making" i)arades have
long since been pi-ecedod by a silent
and thorough disaiiniu^' of the masses.

The trade unions have

also been "dis-

armed": "unreliable" trade union leaders and militants are purged and replaced by the stooges of the bureaucracy and then the whole trade union apparatus is thoroughly absorbed into the
apparatus. At the same time,

state

the former gueriilla leadership, a Bonapartist formation from its military
inception, hardens its own rule by solidifying its independent army and en-

trenching more and more "privileged"
strata into the state apparatus.
Results and Prospects

The

Bonapartist clique controlling
the state apparatus becomes the worst

enemy

internal

of the bureaucratically-

—

planned and state-owned economy no
longer capitalist of such a deformed
workers state. The non-capitalist mode
placing on the order of
of prwluction
the day workers' control of production
is basically incompatible with the political rule of the bureaucracy. The new
social system, though deformed and
unstable because of its origins and na-

—

—

tional limitations, objectively poses the
necessity to advance toward a new rev-

olutionary society with proletarian internationalist content. Though revolutionaries should unconditionally support all progressive measures taken
against imperialism by a victorious

movement, they should never
forget that the guerrilla leadership,
bureaucratically and uneasily ruling
over the state, threatens to return the
conquests of the revolution to imperialism. Therefore, revolutionaiies should
incessantly strive to make the proletariat, whether of a state remaining
within the bounds of imperialism or of
a deformed workeis state, aware of its
independent political ta.sks. The struggle for the accomplishment of these
tasks, which requires the indispensable
formation and steeling of a Leninist
party, finds one of its "gi'eatest obstacles in the reactionary stratum balancing over society.
guerrilla

The bureaucracy defends in its own
the state's non-eajiitalist economy
from the dangers of capitalist restoration. But the measures and mechanisms

way

bureaucratically emjiloys to defend
economy in the ]3i esent become in
long run accumulated liabilities
against the very social gains of the
revolution. From this deadly grip of
social imiiotcncc created i)aitl.\' liy itself, the bureaucracy cannot and will
not escape. Its reiutions auainst im-

it

the
the

jierialism

will

rcvolnlioiin! y,

most
to

lii

tlic>

always
II

iic-t

azcn cow ard

most

c-ynical

I.e

limited, half-

ng from the
and opportunism
and callous ulti'a-

uat

i

iic
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actions only
from the standpoint of the "father(which
is,
at bottom,
land's" defense
the defense of its own privileged positions). For these isolated and deformed
workers states, the proletarian overleftism. It will

measure

its

Guerrillaism's Social Base
How this can happen, how the heroic
and voluntarist guerrilla struggles can
lead only back to capitalism is a mystery only to those who have never
bothered to critically analyze from the
Marxist standpoint the historical development and class basis of guerrillaall
manifestarepresents class

of the bureaucracy combined
with successful proletarian revolutions
in the advanced capitalist countries is
the only permanent guarantee of defense and extension of the gains of the

ism. Guerillaism,
tions of political

revolution. If these social and political
revolutions are not effected, the bureaucracy will objectively aid as it
does every minute of its existence— the
influence of imperialism and will help
the imperialists drag its society to capitalist restoration if not directly to bar-

gering about guerrilla "socialism."

throw

—

barism. In the present lon^- drawn out
period of imperialist decay, the two
outcomes will become increasingly less
distinguishable.

Limits on Guerrillaism
Even the most favorable circumstances which a guerrilla movement might
confront (i.e., those which allow it to
consolidate a deformed workers state)
can, short of an internal proletarian
revolution, lead to nothing more than
the ultimate restoration of capitalism
and imperialist domination. And as
those "favorable circumstances" become less likely, the more probable outcome at this juncture of a successful
guerrilla struggle will be like that of
Algeria, Laos or many of the African
states in which the struggle for "national liberation" has not impeded the
continuance of imperialist domination
or the existence of a native compradore
bourgeoisie.
It should be clear that the Russian,
Eastern European and Chinese bureaucwill tend to enter into deeper

racies

internal contradictions
within these bureaucratically dominated states will be partly hastened by the
political crises;

growing

political

and economic decay

of the world imperialist system. As long
as imperialism survives in the world,
the restoration of capitalism in those
countries remains a possibility, threatening in various degrees. Because it is
precisely upon these buieaucracies that
the newly created deformed workers
states would have to depend, both militarily and economically, in order to
survive, these crises will have their
effects on developments in the "Third
World." The following contradiction
will become intensified in the colonial
and semi-colonial countries where guerrillaism looms: although opportunities
for guerrilla takeovers will be greatly
facilitated by the protracted imperialist decay, this flies in the face of the
sharply lessened likelihood that new
deformed workers states can be consolidated from any origins such as a guerrilla victory.

like
life,

Anybody who does not understand this is condemned to cross class

interests.

lines regardless of all his

The

phrasemon-

liberation"
armedstruggle progiams of the guerrilla
movements are not at all socialist.^
Certainly, they start out as "anti-imperialist"
and even
"anti-capitalist."
However, as a guerrilla movement
grows, the petty-bourgeois need to attract "influential" allies and to compromise with the "progressive" bourgeoisie against the military apparatus
defending imperialist property will tone
down the guerrillas' "anti-capitalism."

"national
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nationalist reformism of the guermovement will be moi'e blatantly

portrayed in its actions and program
when it has gathered enough strength
to pose as the sole protector of the
"fatherland." Such a program at best
promises barring the destruction of
the guerrilla movement— a reordering
of the national economy through the
state infrastructure, and by no means

—

the socialist reconstruction of society.
(Whether this "reordering" will be effected under the auspices of a deformed
workers state or a statized bourgeois

regime depends on future local and

in-

ternational events.)
One of the reasons that a guerrilla
movement is forced to represent the interests of segments of the "patriotic"
bourgeoisie is its own concomitant

property-hungry

peasant

base.

It

is

true that at the beginning the Castroite foco, or guerrilla band, stresses absolute "freedom" from the rural population. But if the foco is going to grow
and if more focos are going to be
formed, it is inevitable that the ever-

growing guerrilla movement must rely
on the peasantry. Thus, the "rural war"
becomes a peasant war, i.e., it becomes
what it potentially was from the very
beginning.

—

absolute nonsense then to speak
of "rural war" as if it were something
other than a petty-bourgeois form of
if not quashed
struggle. "Rural wai"
in the bud as it usually has been in
Latin America must increasingly tend
to become a territorial peasant war, a
war which can be influenced by the
bourgeoisie included in the rural popular front. A guerrilla leadership will be
forced to fluctuate between the pressures of influential segments of the
"patriotic" bourgeoisie and those of the
small propertied interests of the, peasantry. There will be moments for instance when the guerrilla leadership is
forced to expropriate hostile landlords
and carry through a land reform for
the peasantry either distributing plots
among them or legitimizing their spontaneous expropriations. This will however, strengthen the more influential
segments of the middle and rich peasantry, who will in turn exert political
and social pressure on the guerrilla
leadership. Moreover, once a land reform has been carried through, the
peasant masses will be quite satisfied
with the small plots given by the guerrilla leadership; the peasantry will not
care for more "socialism." On different
occasions, the guerrilla leade:ship will
have to rely on the financial hacking of
"patriotic" bourgeois and landlord sectors. The.se and similar prcssui-es reinforce before and after the seizure of
power the need for the guerrilla leadership to be a highly nnlitarized, Bonapartist clique anawerable to nobody in
particular, completely I'uthless and determined by all means to stay in power
'in spite of the ijossihle hostility coming
from the classes it balances over.
It is

—
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This magnificent discovery has been
passionately defended by various "Third
World" ideologues such as Frantz
Fanon. In their impotence to explain
social facts, these ideologues prefer to
invent them, or, rather, to hide them.
Certainly there are many different social variations of what is generally
called "peasantry." But Marxists should
vigorously reject the pseudo-anthropological
"discoveiy" of a "socialist"
peasantry in all these different peasant
strata. It is the material relations of
the peasantry, its inter-relationships
with small property, penetration of capitalism or its presence in the countryside, and the peasantry's aspirations
to be a proi)ertied class which determine how the peasantry will act and
not basically its wretched condition.
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When a strategic "rural war" is
seen fo-r what it is, a peasant ivar, certain opportunists immediately jump onto
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of a somewhat "socialist" peasantrj'.
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—
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peasant wars in Middle
Europe during the Reformation hastthe
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bourgeois revolutionists; their "Marxism" will then too become an ideology in
the shape of false consciousness, not the
revolutionary theory of the proletariat.
And ideologies become in the last analysis shibboleths (like the Castroite
"the fatherland is America"). With no
way to be concretely implemented by
the proletariat, shibboleths are easily
glued to shields defending diff'erent
class interests than those of the revolutionary class.

decisively the downfall of the
order, they became "critical episodes" benefitting the bourgeoi-

ened

waning feudal

struggle for power. The
sie's long
bourgeoisie, each time more economically and even politically powerful, rammed' the peasantry (and in the 19th

Century, also the proletariat) against
the remnants of the old order. Peasant
upsurges marked t'he birth pangs of the
then revolutionary bourgeois class.
Four hundred years later, in its deathagony period, the senile bourgeoisie
will increasingly benefit from peasant
uprisings that, remaining rudderless or
propped-up by guerrilla movements,
dislocate or postpone the proletarian
socialist
revolution, thus objectively
helping the continuing stabilization of
imperialism and the survival of the
bourgeoisie in the world arena. In this
manner, continuing peasant movements,
if unchecked by an alliance with the
revolutionary proletariat, rather than
being "ci-itical episodes" will qualitatively transform themselves into social
manifestations of sharpening cultural
decay. The proletariat, unable to develop economic power of its own in the
propertied and political manner that the
bourgeoisie could before and after the
English and French Revolutions, cannot benefit from the results of peasant
wars as long as its own crisis of leadership the fundamental crisis of human
culture remains unresolved.

—

—

Tasks for Marxists
Marxist revolutionaries, in the impecountries and in the underdeand semi-colonies,
colonies
veloped

rialist

must root their struggles in the proletariat. Without the proletariat, Marxists

can only be, and become, pettyNOTES

1. Castroites even go so far as to advise the prolecenters: ".
tariat to strip its
the best cadre of
the proletariat, those more politically developed, wili
fulfill their revolutionary duty by integrating them."
(Informe de la Deleselves into the guerrillas,
gacion de COba a la Primera Conferencia de la OLAS,

own

.

.

.

.

La Habana, 1967, p. 72)
2. The growth of the urban proletariat in Latin America has spurted ahead in recent years. The unionized
working doss totals between 15 and 22 million, depending on the source. Nearly 45% of the total labor
force is industrial proletariat and agricultural labor.

Nearly half of this figure is industrial proletariat.
(America Lalina, Problemas y Perspectivas de la Revolucion, Prague, 1966) In 1950 the urban population

was 41%

of the total; in 1960, 48%; today, 57%;
1970, a projected 60 + %. (United Nations statistics.)
This is how "half-feudcil" bourgeois Latin America is.
For example, the Cuban CP's Juan Marinello and
Carlos Rodriguez served in a Batista cabinet in 1940;
the Ecuadorian Stalinists helped create and formed
part of a Bonapartist junta in 1944. In 1936, the
Chilean Stalinists entered the Popular Front. When
the Popular Front's candidate, Aguirre Cerda, became president in 1938, the Stalinists reaffirmed their
"inviolable and exemplary fidelity to the People's
in

3.

Front."
4. In 1932, the

—

terror was extended to Guatemala and Honduras. In
1935, the Brazilian CP, headed by the Stalinist rogue
Presles, attempted another, though belated, third
period action combining it with popular front tactics. Needless to say, this schizophrenic "deed" endin total

The

debacle.

Spartacist

League

has previously stated
(SPARTACIST No. 6) that "the petty-bourgeois peas5.
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Isaac Deutscher, in a rare attempt to
transcend his scholarly eclecticism, "insulted" many Stalinist sycophants and
"cafe guerrillaists" in his 1966 address
to the second annual Socialist Scholars
Conference in New York. This is how
the worshippers of the accomplished
fact were "insulted": "You cannot run
antry under the most favorable historic circumstances
conceivable could achieve no third road, neither
capitalist, nor working class. Instead
all
that has
come out of China and Cuba was a state of the same
order as that issuing out of the political counterrevolution of Stalin in the Soviet Union, the degeneration of the October. That is why we are led to
define states such as these as deformed workers
states."
In an interview the Venezuelan guerrilla leader
Douglas Bravo was asked about the program of the
FALN. He answered: "In brief, the FALN has the following objectives: to achieve national liberation,
liberty and democratic life for the nation; to rescue
the patrimony, the integrity and the national riches,
to establish a revolutionary government; to safeguard
the carrying out of its laws and to support the authorities constituted by the Revolution; to protect the
interests of the people, their property and institu6.

tions." (Desafio,

May

by the mutual relationship of
the intellectual and the worker in this
society, unless you have found a way
to the young age groups of the American working class and shaken this
sleeping giant of yours, this sleeping
giant of the American working class
out of his sleep, out of the drugs out
of this sleep into which he has been
drugged, unless you have done this you
will be lost. Your only salvation is in
carrying back the idea 'of socialism to
the working class and coming back with
the working class to storm to storm,
the bastions of capitalyes, to storm
ism."
society,

—

—

SPECIAL OFFER.' hack issues of

1967)

In its 1964 Manifiesto y Programa Agrarlo
rillero, the Colombian FARC proclaimed: ". .

Guer.

we

on all the peasants, on all the workers, on all
employees, on all students, on all the artisans, on the
small industrialists, on the national bourgeoisie willing to fight imperialism, on the democratic and revolutionary intellectuals, on all the political parties of
left and cen'er th;it desiro
rh.inge toward progress
to [join] the great revolutionary and patriotic struggle
for a Colombia for Colombians, for the victory of the
revolution, tor a democratic go>'ernr.r:-nt of national
liberation." (Colombia en Pie de Lucha, Prague 1966,
call

>t

El Salvador CP attempted to "grab"
power without any preparation for a head-on conftoniation wi'h the Salvodorian bourgeoisie. Such an
adventure ended in mass slaughters around 25,000
killed— of peasants, Communist-, and workers. The

ed

—

away from politics," Deutscher told
them. "Men live not by politics alone,
true enough. But unless you have solved
for yourselves in your own minds the
great political problems posed by Marxism, by the contradictions of capitalist

p. 18)

The complete program of the Guatemalan FAR
seems to be hard to come by; second hand reports,
however, are abundant. MR, V. 18, N. 9, contains
three reports on the FAR by MR contributors. From
the first one: "They envisage four ma*jor stages in
their revolution. First, nationwide organization of the
peasants, workers, students, and professional people
into disciplined and ideologically informed units.

—

—

These words, which for months .caused shrieks and barks from the worshippers of "new" realities, will retain
their full validity until those bastions
are stormed. Revolutionaries in the advanced capitalist countries and revolutionaries in the colonial and semicolonial countries can fuse the struggles of the international working class
only by preparing Leninist parties and
by basing their strategies and tactics
on the generalized expression of the totality of the historic experiences of the
This successful combinaMarxist theory and
organizational capacity on the interna-

working

class.

tion, this fusion of

level, will force all the "new"
of our impressionists into a
frenzied stampede back into the archives
of pre-Marxian radicalism from whence

tional

realities

they issued.
Second, armed revolt, culminating in the taking of
power by the people and the repulsion of imperialist
intervention. Third, establishment of a national democratic government with the participation of various
of the popultaion. Fourth, the transition to
construction of socialism in Guatemala." This
is combined with the
FAR," the third report tells us, "was largely instrumental in the electoral success of Mendez |_the present butcher-lackey
ruling Guatemala], for it considered that a period of
." The fact
relative tranquility would benefit if,
that during the Mendez election swindle the
is
slaughter of FAR-PGT-MR-1 3 was increased. Today a
Mendez-led bloodbath reigns in Guatemala. From
now on, the "first stage" ot FAR's Menshevist vision
of revolution should probably add: "a nationwide organization including bourgeois presidents and other
lackeys of imperialism."
The Vietnamese NLF latest 14-point program does
not even mention the word socialism once. It rather
promises to: "Build up an independent and sovereign
economy, rapidly heal the wounds of war and develop the economy to make our country prosperous."

sectors

the

mechanical "stages" nonsense
most spineless opportunism. ".

.

.

.

.

to workers and employers
the management of enter"Establish freedom of
nation" and look after
"the interests of small merchants and small proprietors." Tor ;l.e peasants, the srate will: "Place the
lands of alisentee Landlords at the disposal of the
peasants so that they may cultivate it and enjoy the
fruits of the h.irvpit." But the slate will also court
hiiidlord.: "The question of an appropriate definite
solution will bn stL'difd later, taking into account the
political attitude of each landlord." Further on we
are told that the state will also: "Settle differences

The

state will:

"Guarantee

the right to participate
prises."

The state will

enterprir-j, profitable

to

in

also:

the

between employers and workers by negotiations and
by Itie mLdiatiny role of the natioiial and democratic
administration." (For complete program see National
Guardian 21 October 1967.)
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HOW

DOES VIOLENCE START?

An Open Letter to ILWU Local 10 on Black Ghetto Uprisings,
An Answer to the Longshore Union Dispatcher.
[This statement we reprint slightly abridged was distributed as a leaflet on
the West Coast water front. The writer
is a San Francisco longeshoreman who
recently ran for election to the Publicity
Committee of ILAVU Local 10. His militant program emphasized fighting for
drastic improvement in job safety and
working conditions. Longshoremen face
the highest accident rate in all industry
(worse than coal miners!). Brother Gow
also made clear his general position, as
a socialist, of opposition to the Vict
Nam war and to racism and of the need
for the labor movement in its own interest to reshape society.]

In a recent policy statement printed
in the 26 May Dispatcher, "Youth Need
Jobs, Not Violence," Local 10 goes on
record putting the cart before the horse,
and I quote the start of the tenth para-

graph: "But we must also say with all
the power at our command that we cannot condone violence from Negro, Mexican-American, white, or any other
g-roup. Or from the vigilantes, or from
the police." Thus Negroes are named
first as starters of violence, and police
last. Rather the reverse is true.

For what

is

the history of violence
we all tense at the

by Stanley
damage; roughness

Gow
A use

of force so as to injure or damage;
rough injurious act. ... (4) Unjust use
of force or poiver, as in deprivation of
riglits. (5) Great force or strength of
feeling, conduct or language; passion,
fury.

By

the accepted definitions above, actas police do in ghetto areas in
is acting with violence.
harassment;
to
armed
Subjection
"rousting" for suspicion of drunkenness
or drug-taking on the flimsiest association with personal appearance, or "not
liking one's looks;" being beaten for
"freshness" in conversation with a
policeman; all these and more are part
of the "normal" violence performed on
members of the Black community and
other minority-group communities by
soldiers of its army of occupation, the

ing

"normal" times

police.

Some of what makes these outbreaks
worse, and sets up future ones appears
in an S. F. Chronicle article of July 27,
titled

"COPS

AND THEIR

CAP-

TIVES." An unarmed Negro, Booker
Samuels, age 25, was wandering down a
street inspecting the riot damage in his

in these outl)real{S

Detroit neighborhood, only a block or

thought of? What happened in Hunter's
Point, September, 19(3fi? What was the
action that blew the lid off? You have to
go back to when it happened to get the
picture from what was kvovv at that
time. The start was a cop's killing of a

two from his home. He was grabbed,
flung up against a car and searched
by state troopers, who answered his protests with a "Shut up!" and a shotgun

suspect of a presumed felony. Because,
at that point, all that was known to the
cop was: A Negro youth was fleeing
in an automobile ho had been driving.
He disobeyed an order by a policeman
to stop. PERIOD. Yft, mere susjiicion
of a crime against j>rupe)-in was enough
to cause the 15-year-old to lose his life
by the cop's bullet.

This shoot-first-aslc-qucstions-later attitude of too many polit e on assignment
in the Black community was what got
people moving.
How does the average run of metropolitan papers treat the causes and effects? As though police soberly and
purposefully performing their duties
are set on by crazy mobs, followed by
orgies of lootin.L'; and ten'or. What are
the rerl police-coDinuiiiity relations on
the scene? To get at the real relations,
we have to understand the full meaning
of violence. It is nio'e than the usual
popular idea of direct, illegal, destruc-

against the back of his head. After a
rough search showed he worked for a
local tire manufacturer, they told him
"So you're one of those 'Soul Brothers'
with a job. All right, get the hell out of
here and don't let me see you around
here again or you'll find yourself down
at i;]00 (police headquarters) with the
."
rest of your Soul Brothers.

.

This police-first violence (along with
the other root causes mentioned in the
aiticle of the 26 May Dispatcher
bad
housing, inadequate recreational facilities, and above all, a lack of sufficient
jobs for the unemployed younger people
who have an absolute right to go to
work and be productive citizens within
their community) is the basis for the recent explosions. These are all results
of the past bias of this social system

—

and

its

institutions.

Will Shelley, Addonizio (Newark) or
the lest of the Mayors, Democrat or
Rejiublican, solve the social problems
with the aid of the Chamber of Commerce, employers. Federal grants, etc.?

when faced with

tive i)hysical action.

No, what they'll do

Webster's New World Dictionary
(1900) defines violence in part as: (1)
Physical force used so as to injure or

the inevitable crises resulting from high

general

mechanizing and automating capitalism is what they've done already, talk
for the press, do nothing effective for
the unemployed, and, where repressive
police supply the spark of rebellion,
turn loose all the state and national armed force they can muster. (Just an
aside: England's extremely high unemployment level, causing all sorts of
worry is 2.3% of job-seekers this July,
while normal unemployment for the
ly

in action. (2)

unemi)loyment and super-high

Negro unemployment under a constant-

U.S.A. is considered 3%). The Federal
government has a similar "slap-themattitude when underpaid railroad workers and others alleged to be
striking "against the national (read
capitalist) interest" make their moves.
Socko ... In 24 hours, a Federal Law
to replace all the previous means to
keep these sections of labor chained to
a low pay scale and reduced manning.

down"

How can all the changed conditions
necessary to bring about an end to destruction and repression associated with
these headless revolts come about? Will
enormous joint
they come by "
undertaking by every segment of the
community, management, and labor, the
.

.

.

and federal government,"
from the Dispatcher
has any bearing on the answer as far as future action by the forces of the status quo is
city,

state,

quoting

again

article. If action to date

concerned, forget

it!

Workers Party
Only a change of who holds politpower in society with those who
have opposing interests to the present
masters of society gaining power, can
bring on a change in the conditions of
both the Black people and other suppressed and harassed minorities (such
as Mexican-America'ns in the West and
Puerto Ricans in the Eastern U.S.). At
the heart of the thrust toward this
changeover of power must be the or-

Toward

a

ical

ganized working-class of all colors, in
its most progressive sections, such as
the ranks of the ILWU, UAW, militant
segments of painters and construction

workers unions, many in the teachers'
union, most of the Farm Workers' Organizing Committee, and others in the
industrial union tradition.
Both the economically exploited working-class and the oppressed color minorities must join together to form a new
political party responsive to the needs
of both and opposed to the policies of

We

their exploiters, the capitalist class.
don't need a Peace party, or a Civil
Rights Party, or an expanded Poverty
Program Party, or even any combination of these, but a party that starts
(Continued Bottom Ne.\t Page)
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Defend Them!
Queens Case: 15 black people, mainly
middle class and of nationalist outlook
with Max Stanford of the Revolutionary
Action Movement (RAM) thi'own in for
good measure. The fantasies of a politically ambitious District Attorney in
Queens, N. Y., turned a legally chartered gun club into a terrorist conspiracy. Send contributions to: National
Legal Defense Fund for the 15 AfricanAmerican Accused, c/o Allied Savings
& Loan, 115-02 Merrick Blvd., Jamaica,

New York

11434.
Gallashaw again: a 17-yeai-old acquitted a year ago following a sensational expose of the frame-up by the
cops who hoped to pin the killing
of a Negro child on another black
youth in the middle of a racial clash
(see Spartacist No. 8). Now. the longmemoried New York cops claim that
Ernest Gallashaw, since moved to Philadelphia, rented machine guns to
bank robbers. Again handling his case
is the Black Defense Committee, P.O.

NYC

NYC

Box

62,

New

Lots Sta., Brooklyn, N.Y.

11207.
Huey P. Newton: a young leader of
the California Black Panther Party alleged to have killed one and wounded
another of the notorious Oakland police
who had sworn' to get him for his militancy.

Newton was badly wounded

in

the fray which started as a minor traffic
violation until the cops recognized him
and drew thejr guns to use, realizing
it was late at night and few people
were around to witness their actions.

The Peace & Freedom Party
planning to run Huey Newton as a

They
is

lost.

candidate for the U. S. Congress against Cohelan, a Johnson-liberal. Don't
let Newton be legally killed! Send contributions

to:

Huey Newton Defense

Fund,
P.O.
Box 8641,
Branch, Oakland, Calif.

-

ADVERTISEMENT

Emeryville

-

BLACK PEOPLE SHOULD NOT
BE WITHOUT A VOICE!
Read the INNER CITY VOICE newspaper
For a free copy and subscription rates, write to:

INNER CITY VOICE
253

E.

Detroit,

Warren
Mich. 48201

Epton Jailed

The New York cops finally paid Bill
Epton back for his courat;eous defense
of the rights of the worUinj;' pcoide
Harlem during the calculated police
riot in the summer of 19G4. Epton, a
black militant and leader of the Progressive Labor Party (PLP), entered
jail on 5 February 1968 as a felon convicted of "criminal anarchy." He began
serving his one year sentence following refusal of the U.S. Supreme Court
to hear his appeal.
Not only were Epton's publicly uttered words twisted inside out by admitted police spies and Red Squad cops to
get a conviction, but the crime charged
flatly imposis particularly grotesque
sible for a man of Epton's views. Comrade Epton is a Marxist who believes
in a government organized by the workers; the State of New York defines
"criminal anarchy" as "the doctrine
that organized government should be

—

overthrown" by various illegal means.
The defense of Epton cduld and
should have been turned into the defense of the rights of black workers in
the Northern ghettos and made into an
political
police,
the
of
indictment
machines, and capitalist backers who
are the oppressors. This basic consideration and our deep respect for 'Bill Epton personally as a man of great integrity makes the Spartacist League particularly resent and regret that Progressive Labor narrowed the defense effort
down to only those who follow or acquiesce to PL's own particular ideology,
thus undercutting this vital case. As the

Bill

then national chairman, McAdoo, of the
organization, CERGE, which directly
ran Epton's defense wrote in answer to
requests and attempts from all over
the countVy to help: ""c have a firm
policy that no Trotskyites will be allowed to establish Bill Epton Defense Committees."

The Spartacist calls upon its readers
and supporters to demand of the Governor of New Yoi'k State that William
Epton be immediately and unconditionally pardoned! Write Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller, 22

New. York

SAVE TSU
On 4 March five black students from
Texas Southern University in Houston
will face trial and the death penalty on
a frame-up charge of murdering a
white policeman. Their arrests followed
a police riot last 16 May at the TSU
campus where hundreds of cops reacting against earlier demonstrations first
fired several thousand shots into stu-

Epton

City,

West

New York

55 Street,
10019.

FIVE!

dent dormitories. The cops then charged
into the building inflicting gross indignities and physical brutalities upon both
men and women students, arresting 490
of them.

The death of the policeman, Kuba.
place during the police charge.
There were no windows on the side of
the building from which the police attacked; Kuba was likely killed by a
took

stray police bullet!
.

.

.

VIOLENCE

with a drive for the centers of power in
our economic-political structure.
Such an alliance would run in the name
of the working-people, and their allies,
the unemployed and oppressed minorities
first, and would turn first to the question of running industry for the needs
of those who work in it, instead of on
the profit motive. At the same time, a
nation-wide reduction of hours at the

same pay would make more jobs

avail-

able nation-wide and lessen the burden
of toil on those who now do the work.
Such a party might call itself a Workers' Freedom Party, a Freedom Labor
Party, or some such title, rather than
a middle-class run party either with a
single "Peace" issue or for the good of
everybody, including the capitalists, as
past "progressive" and "liberal" parties
have bebn. Can't we as tvorkers and
hope-to-be workers look out for our own
interest best? Let's grow up to meet

our own problems with our
through our own politics.

own answers

The accused are: Douglas Wallace,

who had already been

jailed;

P^loyd

Nichols and Charles Freeman, who were
on the other side of the city at the
time; and Trazewell Franklin and John
Parker, who were in bed when the
police attacked the dorms.
Funds are urgently needed. Donations and statements of support should
be sent to:

T.S.U. Five Defense

Fund

Box 21085
Houston, Texas 77026
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can we offer them? Prison

RESISTANCE

sification of

(Continued from Page 16)
prison cop-outs. "Going underground
to continue the struggle" is at best a
fantasy, at worst a way of leaving the
struggle.

Removal from Struggle

An example

of the tragic waste of
withdrawal from struggle is that of the
four young U.S. Navy enlisted men who
deserted fi'om the aircraft carrier In>trepid in Japan on 13 Nov. 1967. These
young men made the mistake of giving
up the tremendously important opportunity to educate among the thousands
of men on the carrier, where it really
counts. Their individual "solution" to
the Viet Nam war is one that, despite
episodic foreign publicity, forever removes them not only from their fellow
sailors but from the entire U.S. working class and its struggles.
For prominent working-class leaders
to dodge the draft earns them the disrespect of the workers and is a direct
aid to the ruling class, as it removes
them from any contact with the workers they claim to represent. The French
Communist Party discovered this at
the beginning of World War II when
its leader, Maurice Thorez, fled to Moscow to avoid service in the French
Army. Only the tremendous post-war
power and authority of the French CP
sufficed to enable
the country.

him

to again enter

Another, simply grotesque, example
the sanction by Wohlforth's Workers
League of Robert Hartley Sherwood's
Canada cop-out. Sherwood's flight was
the final expression in the U.S. of
his
preference
for
non-proletarian
is

—

—

means

of struggle, which had earlier
resulted in his expulsion from the Spar-

tacist League, specifically for signing a
"call" for a negotiated peace in Viet

Nam, rather than for the victory of
the NLF. The Workers League members who defend him in his flight are
again subordinating political principle
to tactical expediency and this gross
opportunism leads them to defend the
proposition that radicals should at any
cost avoid military service. This pettybourgeois outlook serves to further isolate the
from the young workers
in the armed forces and in civilian life.
The main argument for draft resistance is that it will hurt the U.S. war
effort. But this is vot going to happen.
few hundred middle-class, anti-war
students might be diverted from military service, but the tens of thousands
of black and white working-class and
not-yet-radical middle-class youth who
are to be drafted will not respond to
the anti-draft campaign. Sure, they
hate going into the army, for the quite
rational reason that it means two years
ripped out of their lives or perhaps
their very lives. But what alternatives

WL

,

A

Canada

army

an inten-

is

conditions!

And

flight

simply not a real alternative almost no youth are going to
leave the country forever just to avoid
two years in the army!
To some, draft refusal may appear
to be nothing more than a matter of
civil disobedience, a refusal to comply
with an unjust law peripheral to the
to

is

—

stability

tem

—

the

of

capitalist

social

sys-

as were the campaigns in recent
years against racial discrimination in
public accomodations. Actually the military draft goes directly to the heart
of state power. It would be approximately as easy to directly overthrow
the government as to deprive that gov-

ernment of
It

is

its

armed

forces.

therefore tactically correct to

embark on a program of mass draft
refusal only if you can see the possibility of a successful outcome to mass
confrontation with the capitalist state.
This will occur: in colonies, where
draftees may sometimes successfully
refuse indiiction into the metropolitan
army as the center of state power is
elsewhere and the state can live without its colonial soldiers and in industrialized metropolitan countries themselves when the conditions for a social
revolution have matured and when a
deep revolutionary crisis is at hand.

—

—

Why Army Training
The alternative to refusing to go
into the Army is to go in and maximize
your advantages. What advantages?
Familiarization with weapons and

—

military technique It is indisputable
that when the U.S. has a social revolution, the ruling powers will go down
fighting, and ignorance of armed struggle will not help us. Even in the short
run, knowledge of weapons is not useless;, the core of the Deacons for Defense and Justice are veterans. What a
good thing it is that several hundred
thousand Black people have had free
military training, courtesy of Uncle

Sam!
Contact with working-class youth in
common experience Far too few
middle-class radical youth have made
an effort to reach their working-class
peers, and yet that is a large part of
our task. What we have to say to young
workers in the army will be 100 times
as effective' if it is conveyed in the

—

a

context of common military experience.
Bearded students agitating against the
will never be able to command the
attention from soldiers that their fellow draftees will.
Destruction of barriers between middle-class radicals and working people
of all ages Military service is an important part of many workers' lives,
and its discipline shapes them as does
the discipline of factory work; our un-

war

—

derstanding will benefit from sharing
it. (When the author worked briefly in
a machine shop last year, one of the

questions most frequently asked by fellow workers was "Have you been in
the Army yet?" He hadn't, having had
the privileged 2-S deferment. This fact
raised a small but tangible barrier between him and the young workers in
the shop.)

An Army

of Beatniks
raised objection is the
to shoot a
this is expressing concern for his soul, not for
the Vietnamese! There is going to be

One frequently

"What if I have
Vietnamese?" He who asks
question,

Army in Viet Nam and it
going to shoot Vietnamese whether
are in it, in prison or in Canada. It
won't make much immediate difference
to the Vietnamese side whether one out
of a thousand triggers is pulled by a
an American

is

we

radical. Of course, in practice, radicals
in the army might prove to be significantly poorer shots in combat than

pro-war enthusiasts. It is obvious that
radicals would tend to do only the
necessary minimum of their military
duties and might well be imitated by
some of their fellow soldiers.
From the Army's point of view, the
worst thing that could happen would
be to find the combat forces in Viet
Nam shot through vdth 5000 SDS members. Some generals must have night-

mares about an army filled with what
they see as fanatical Communists, Vie1>niks, beatniks, homosexuals, dope addicts, muttering intellectuals and longhaired political skeptics of every variety.

The objection has been made that the
will isolate the radical soldiers,
putting them in Greenland or somewhere. Even if the bureaucracy were
that efficient, imagine the immense
wave of opposition to the war that
would sweep the Army in Viet Nam if
it got out that anti-war soldiers were
being assigned to non-combat areas!
However, what if the Army assigned
all radicals to forward combat units
and had a few short artillery shells
dropped on everyone the NLF doesn't
get? Again, this is a qualitative overassessment of the military's efficiency.
More importantly, it would be very
difficult for the Army at this stage to
make a decision, with written orders, to
set up "death battalions." What is possible is that "trouble-makers" might get
assigned to combat units, and informal
suicide assignments might be made.
Well, life is tough; just ask the Vietnamese. While we don't recommend the
cultivation of kamikaze instincts, we
'do have to be prepared to take some

Army

casualties

if

we mean

seriously

to

fight this loathsome system.

Democracy
It has been argued that radicals
should volunteer for the army, to "work
from within." This is an absurd idea!
The U.S. Army is an imperialist police
force, and anyone who voluntarily joins
Brittle Bourgeois

the cops

is

to be condemned. Further,

— IS
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radicals at this stage in the struggle
can do more to oppose the war as civilians, and should not give up this ad-

vantage by enlisting. But if they drag
you in, passing out leaflets as you go,
you must go in.
In dealing v^^ith the army, we are
touching on the very core of governmental power. Therefore we must above
all avoid careless and sloppy formulations which can be twisted by a disprosecutor into proseUnfortunately, there
still remains an enormous amount of
naivete among some radicals concerning the limits of bourgeois democracy in
this country. People
who write casually, "Let's organize in the Army," apparently yearn to see the inside of
Leavenworth; perhaps they really don't
realize how fast they could be tried and
convicted if the ruling circles begin to
perceive a .threat from our direction.
Bourgeois democracy exists in this
country, but it is brittle. We are not
out to organize sedition; we simply
urge anti-war draftees to maintain

honest

cutable

public

offenses.

their" beliefs

and exercise their consti-

army as they
in civilian life.
should recognize that the men who run this country
do not give a rat's ass for legality of
tutional rights within the

We

would

any kind when it comes to defending
But to say that we do not

their system.

respect the law is 7iot to say that
do not take it into account.

we

Petrick Case

The model case

is

afforded by the

Young

Socialist Alliance member Howard Petrick, who was drafted in spite
of his anti-war history. He has been a

"model" soldier. He has never blustered
about "organizing within the army,"
nor has he ever refused a legal order.

French)

Bi-monthly .summary of news and
documents from international publication.s of interest to radicals and
sociali.sts.

Subscription rates available from:

Etudes

et

wanting to! He remained an outspoken
opponent of the Viet Nam war, he retained his subscriptions to radical publications and he maintained a library
of socialist and anti-war pamphlets and
books which he lent or sold to fellow
G.I.'s. And he had some success in influencing his fellow soldiers.
The Army wanted to prosecute Petrick, but he did not fall into any traps.
That left only a political prosecution,
which the Army seems wary of making
right now. When it appeared that the
Army would court-martial Petrick, his
comrades instantly mounted a widespread publicity campaign in his defense, which we should wholeheartedly
support.

Defense of Militants

The tasks of SDS and other militants should include setting up a Military Rights Committee, with two main
goals
1) To develop a body of knowledge
regarding the formal and informal penalties available to the Army for the
use of anti-war G.I.'s; the aim might be
to produce a pamphlet for the guidance
of radical soldiers. Particularly, attention should be paid to the Uniform
Code of Military Justice and its applications. Most G.I.'s do not know their
rights within the Army and are easily
intimidated.
2) To be ready to make the widest
propaganda defense of any anti-war
G.I. who is subjected to formal or in-

formal harassment by the military.
This will both encourage soldiers to
exercise

Documentation
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Such a program could have an enormous impact in making it more difficult
for the U.S. to fight this war and in
deepening our contact with workingclass youth. The unpleasant truth is,
however, that most of those who are
organizing draft resistance
really interested in building

are

not

an anti-

war movement which reaches beyond
the campus. They do not believe that
non-student youth can be radicalized
and therefore are not vnlling to adopt
a perspective of long, patient work
among these youth. The delusion that
the middle class can "stop the war"
and the refusal to build anti-war fractions in trade unions go hand-in-hand
with the futile draft resistance pro-

gram.
Differences within the army reflect
those in society as a whole, so the soldiers' struggle against the war must
be integi-ated with that of other segments of society. This is in turn but
part of the need to link up the anti-war
campaign with broader aspects of the
class struggle, in the unions, for example, and in the unorganized sections
of the working class. To complete this
link-up requires the rebuilding of a
left wing in the American union movement in order to work for the independent political organization of workers
into a labor party, the rights of black
workers and rejection of the bureaucratic union leaderships. A necessary
part of the regeneration of the workers
movement is the winning of the trade
unions not only to condemnation of the
Viet Nam war but also to effective demonstrations and strikes against it.

—
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Analyses Et Documents
(in

that
"torture
like
orders,
(Illegal
prisoner," do not have to be obeyed;
refusal of legal orders invites swift
court-martial and almost sure conviction.) While Petrick did not make it
easy for the Army to "get him," he
did give them plenty of reasons for
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Draft Resistance:

YOU WILL

GO!

by Douglas Mainline
The increasing escalation of the war
Nam, so that at present approximately a million U.S. troops are involved either in combat or in supporting operations in Southeast Asia, demands that the anti-war movement
focus attention on a neglected point
the involvement of soldiers in the antiwar fight. This article is a condensed,
edited and updated version of a paper
introduced by Douglas Mainline of the
Spartacist League at the June 1967 National Convention of the Students for
a Democratic Societyi Comrade Hainline presented the Leninist alternative
to some views on draft refusal in that
organization. (Since writing his paper,
he has been drafted and recently comin Viet

pleted
basic
South.)

training

in

the

deep

The question of draft resistance is
of the greatest importance. It is all too
easy to see the matter of draft refusal
as a choice of alternatives: taking part
in murder or not; crushing a popular
revolution or refusing to do so. But successfully resisting the draft is not that
simple, and the organization of draft
resistance poses vital political questions.
We should like to ar^ue the following case:
1) We should struggle for the end
of the draft, certainly, but at the same
time work for the abolition of the 2-S
deferment, the built-in class inequality
of the draft. We must fight not on
"moral" grounds alone, but as a realistic way of approaching working-class
and black youth who cannot get the 2-S
deferment and who therefore form the
majority of those drafted.
2) Militants should vcvcr volunteer
for the; armed forces, the cops for imperialism.
3) But if we are forced to choose between the army and prison, or fleeing
the country, we should choose the army;
if we are drafted in spite of our obvious opposition to the war, then we
should go.

other considerations. This is a terribly
selfish position for a radical, who niuat
be willing to undergo severe physical
and psychological discomfort in the
course of class struggle. The motivation
partly stems from an exaggerated middle-class fear of life in the army. Many
radicals seem to think that their army
career would consist first of a prefrontal lobotomy and then full-time
duty roasting Vietnamese children over
slow fires. The best antidote for this is
to talk with radicals who have had
military service; the consensus is that
military life, while not a bed of roses,
is not as bad as sensitive souls imagine.
A second argument for draft refusal
is the pacifist one, which asserts that
military service of any kind is wrong.
Frequently those who call themselves
"pacifists" are merely confused as to
what the term implies. Most pacifists
end up supporting their own "fatherlands" and even the best of them play
an anti-revolutionary role in the class
struggle, i.e., they refuse to fight fo7just causes.

"We Won't Go"?
Most of those who advocate draft
sistance today see

tactic to oppose the war in Viet Nam. It
is only from thi« standpoint that draft

resistance can be legitimately discussed
by radicals. There is a deceptive simplicity in concluding, as did SDS's Carl
Davidson (27 March 1967 Nciv Left

Notes), "The

in

Vietnam

is

un-

and wrong. Therefore,

we won't

go." But this is not necessarily reasonable. (Consider another syllogism: "The dollars in my pocket represent the exploitation of millions of people. Therefore I won't send any of the
filthy things to SDS.") What docs follow is this: the war is unjust, and

SUBSCRIBE TO THE

SpARTAOST

It is the third point which will probably raise the most questions.

Against Draft Refusal
Exponents of outright draft refusal
look at it in three ways: as a, question
of personal convenience, as a moral
principle and as an anti-war tactic.
There are some who choose prison
simply because they fear life in the
army or combat in Viet Nam. This motivation is not always conscious or explicit and is frequently combined with

war

just, oppressive,
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won't go."

However, the "we won't go" slogan
both dishonest and untruthful. Dishonest, because many of those signing
refusal
statements and urging
the
others to refuse induction, are themselves exempt through 2-S deferments
or CO status. In the most ironic position ai-e those students, members of the

is

Maoist Progressive Labor Party, who
support the "we won't go" slogan (to
be sure, only when it seems popular)

—

they have, at least until recently, rarely
been drafted, as the Army does not
want alleged Leninists in its ran'KS.

The slogan is also untruthful; because you ivill go. Carl Davidson says:
"The rulers of America can have neither our bodies, nor our minds and
spirits." This is nonsense! If you refuse induction, you will either go to
prison, or you will flee the country. In
both cases your body will be exactly

want it:
removed from struggle and removed
from contact with the youth who

ivhere the rulers of the U.S.
re-

as a revolutionary

it

wrong: therefore we will do everything
in our power to struggle against it. //
saying "we won't go" will advance the
anti-war struggle, then we will say "we

fight the wars. "Hell no, we won't
go!" is a gut reaction to American
imperialism's butchery in Viet Nam
but gut reactions are not always right.
One could not conceive of a young
NLF fighter saying of a captured napalm bomb, despite the immense value
of its components, "Let's destroy this
filthy imperialist weapon."

Go Underground?
Another "viable alternative" to military service seen by Brother Davidson
is "going underground." Now, the time
may come when revolutionists in this
country will be forced into semi-legality
or illegality, as a result of great growth
in revolutionary political consciousness

among the masses of people and attendant repression by the existing order.
// the organization which goes underground

is sufficiently

educated and has

roots in the working class, its
status would not prevent it
from functioning. But illegality would
haviper its work. As for the present, a
few hundred individual draft resisters
(might be able to "go underground" but
that kind of unorganized, undisciplined
and non-revolutionary existence would
be as sterile and removed from struggle against this system as the Canada/

deep

illegal

(Continued on Page 14)
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IT,

IT'S YOURS

I

Politicians talk about poverty as if it were a natural disaster,
like some rare disease, and regard the poverty programs as a form of
charity.
But people don't just happen to be poor they're poor because
they have low-paying jobs or no jobs at all.
And the people who make
them poor are the people who control the supply of Jobs and level of
wages in other words, the owners of American business.
Does this group
have a stake in keeping millions of people impoverished? You bet they
Every trade unionist knows that when large numbers of people are
do
unemployed or are earning starvation wages, it's easier to hold down
everybody's wages.
We shouldn't draw a hard line between "the poor" and
workers in general.
Many workers who don't think of themselves as impoverished may well find themselves out of a job one day or forced to
take a big cut in wages.
The fight against poverty is in the immediate
interest of all workers.

—

—

I

The reason that your so-called friends on Capitol Hill, like Sen.
Percy of Illinois, are giving you the royal run-around is not that they
are personally hard-hearted or that there isn't enough money available.
This is a fantastically wealthy country.
The U.S. government spends
more on war and the war industry than most other countries produce, toDespite this wealth, millions of Americans are poor because the
tal.
people who run this country, in the White House and on Capitol Hill and
in the board of directors' meeting rooms, want it that way.
They want
it that way because a large group of poor and powerless working people
keeps the better-paid workers in line.

How To Take It
The history of the anti-slavery and the trade union movements
teaches us that the U.S. ruling class gives nothing out of good will.
Rulers never make real concessions to the oppressed unless they're forced
to.
While the recent French general strike is far from being an unqualified success, the government, after three days of general strike, offered the workers more than it had offered them in the previous ten
years.
There are important lessons here for the anti-poverty, civil
rights and trade union movements.
The only way to gain our objectives
is by aggressive political and economic struggles on the part of the
entire workers' movement.
Too many people, particularly the trade union leaders, see coming down to Washington as an Isolated act of charity,
Poverty is caused by
like reading to a blind person every six months.
the basic working of the economic system and can only be eliminated by
mass struggles.
Sympathy demonstrations of poor sharecroppers, welfare
recipients and their friends are not going to do it.
The 'trade unions
For example, one of the French strikers'
can play an Important role here.
An all-out campaign to organize
demands was for an end to unemployment.
non-unionized labor, particularly in the South, is also an essential step
Organized workers
to help the poorest sections of the population.
should fight for 30 hours' work at 40 hours' pay, which would provide
enough jobs for all the unemployed.
It's obAnd as Important is the struggle on the political level.
scene for people to have to come here and beg their "representatives"
And
You pay their salaries.
for the right to live.
You elect them.
they sit at their comfort and leisure and decide whether to give you
enough to live on or, even, whether to permit themselves to be bothered

by your presence.

You don't know, from one day to the next, whether
Congress will make concessions to the Poor People's Campaign or call out
federal troops to smash your skulls In.
We should throw them all off
that Hill and replace them with men absolutely responsible to the working people who elect them.
The American workers, both employed and unemployed, need a labor party to represent them a party that takes its
orders from them and acts in their interests.
The Spartacist League believes an important step in building such a party would be running a labor party ticket in the '68 elections.
Now is the time to break with and
break the racist, anti-poor, anti-labor Democratic and Republican parties.

—
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JOHNSON GOES,
IMPERIALISM REMAINS!
in

The Viet Nam war has created a doep-going gulf
American society. Among the middle and working

classes, widespread discontent with the prospect of a
long war abroad and its consequences at home is growing, while a middle-class movement of opposition to
the war has become the most articulate, if contradic-

exponent of this discontent.
is divided over how best to
achieve its aims in Southeast Asia and to what extent
it is willing to sacrifice other interests to maintain
tory,

The ruling class itself

dominance

U.S.

in the

Far East.

BLOOD AND GOLD
crisis, coming as it did on the heels
of the British financial crisis, caused some radicals
to assume the arrival of another world economic crisis on the dimensions of 1929 and 1931. But while the

The U.S. gold

currency devaluation in Britain pointed to deep structural problems within the mechanism of production itself, problems insoluble short of a fundamental social
transformation, that is not the case here.
In the U.S. the gold crisis is essentially a hionetary one, largely if not entirely due to abvuidance, economic conversion, and the difficulties involved in
linking up with European capital. These are partially
due to the successes of U.S. capitalism. While the capitalist system is unable to solve its fundamental contradictions, the current gold crisis is only a superficial manifestation. A deep -going depression, for example, would stabilize the dollar--but hardly the system.

The National Liberation Front's successful Tet offensive has made it clear that a U.S. military victory
will come about only through avast increase in troops
and continued heavy fighting for several years. The
central aim of American imperialism in Southeast Asia--the containment and isolation of China--had already been achieved with the massacre of the Indonesian Communists in 1965, especially in the context of
the Sino-Soviet split. A large section of the U.S. ruling class would now like to see an end to the Viet Nam
war through negotiation, and would be willing to come
to terms with whatever government could be formed
in South Viet Nam.

1968 ELECTIONS
Johnson's announcement that he will not run for
re-election, coupled with a partial bombing pause, is
a result of these pressures. If the exposure of the Democratic Party as the major tool of savage imperialist aggression in Viet Nam can be healed over by a
McCarthy or a Kennedy, capitalist politics can be revamped with a new liberal rhetoric. A new foreign
policy "consensus" might be attained and the growing
dissatisfaction among working people channelled into
other areas before it reaches political consciousness.

A

large section of the anti -war movement, whose mademand has been "Dump Johnson," and whose aim
strengthen capitalism by eliminating or covering
over its most embarassing consequences, is already
in the "dove Democrat" camp.
Thus the McCarthy

jor

is to

campaign.

PEACE AND FREEDOM PARTY
Some anti-war

militants who recognize the nature
and role of the Democratic Party have sought an answer in the "Peace and Freedom" movement, which
has its center in the California Peace and Freedom
Party. The PFP is a radical petty-bourgeois grouping which centered its program on two demands, for
withdrawal from Viet Nam and for "Black Power," and
which seeks to organize a third party aroimd these demands. From the outset, however, it was clear that
the PFP could interpret its independence in varying
ways. Some forces viewed their break with the Democratic Party as a tactic for building a constituency to
exert pressure on the system from an outside base.
But there was also the possibility that the PFP could
become a party which, while composed mainly of radical petty-bourgeois intelligentsia, would be the means
for winning middle-class radicals decisively to the
side 61 the working class and to the necessity for a
Freedom Labor Party, a class struggle party of the
proletariat. At the recent convention of the California
PFP, the door was slammed on this possibility. The
PFP tabled to oblivion the question of adopting an explicitly socialist, anti-capitalist orientation and defeated a motion of the Alameda County Labor Party cau-

(Continued on Page
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cus and the San Francisco Labor committee in favor
of a labor party orientation. The PFP as presently
constituted, despite its radical intentions, serves as
an obstacle even to the fight for its own demands by
furthering the illusion that a radical restructuring of
society can take place without putting politics on a
class basis.
The basic class interests of the working class, unlike all intermediate strata, are in fundamental opposition to imperialism and the system it serves. The primary task of radicals in the anti-war movement must be
to linkthis struggle with other aspects of capitalist exploitation and to build a unified and proletarian movement against the system. The responsibility lies with
the self-proclaimed Marxist organizations to bring to
the movement an understanding of this country's social system and the forces necessary to bring it down.
But the "revelutionary" left has betrayed this responsibUity. The "Old Left" and New Left alike have
reinforced the compartmentalization of the movement,
each section- -Negroes, workers, students --concerned
only with "doing their own thing." The Socialist Workers Party, through its insistence on "single-issueism," has confined its role precisely to blocking any
linkage of the war with other arenas of social struggle.
It has sought to retain a precarious "unity" between
"all men of good will" --defenders of the system, who
seek to remove only its more obvious injustices, and
the enemies of capitalism itself. The SWP through the
Student Mobilization Committee has pressed for an anti-war student strike this 26 April; the Progressive
Labor Party simply opposes the action in a sectarian
manner, rather than seekingto turn it into a fight which
would pose the involvement of the working class. We,
however, propose seeking working-class support for
the student strike and building toward an anti-war Fri day a one-day general strike during the work we^On
schools, offices and factories to demand immediate,
unconditional withdrawal from Viet Nam. This could
be the first real step toward direct involvement of the
workers in refusing to make or transport imperialist
war goods.
Only the Spartacist League has argued against the
"We Won't Go" draft resistance tactic which serves
only to perpetuate the isolation of anti-war radicals
from working-class draftees, whose views could materially affect the war's outcome. And virtually the
entire left, ourselves again excepted, has capitulated
to the rising mood of Black Nationalism and sought to
extend it even to the radical movement- -to isolate the
white anti-war radicals from the black ghetto, the only section of the working class which is now overwhelmingly against the war, "Marxist" opportunists combine with New Lefters in viewing black militants as the
domestic representatives of "Che" --as a force with
which to vicariously identify- -rather than as a force
to join with in a united struggle.
The SWP's demand
of "Bring the Black GI's Home Now" as a slogan for
,
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black anti-war militants is only the grossest example
opportunism along these lines at the expense of the

of

movement.

RACIST SLAYING OF KING
American society

is

currently polarized in two

conflicting directions: the Viet Nam war and "crime
in the streets," a delicate reactionary euphamism for
black outbursts and white racist backlash. If the gulf
over the war can be healed, the radical movement can
be put on the defensive and public attention channelled

onto the race issue, an issue which facilitates, rather
than embarrasses, the control of the ruling class. Racism goes deep in American society and weakens the
development of class consciousness.
The possibilities for racial violence this summer
may have been anticipated by the outbursts of indignation resulting from the assassination of Martin Luther
King in Memphis. King himself was at best an equivocal figure: on the one hand he was seen by the racists as a black leader and he died in the midst of a
campaign to organize black sanitation workers against
the city of Memphis; on the oth6r, he best represented the pro-Establishment Negro leader, advocating
non-violence for Black people while calling for their
violent suppression by the cops in Watts and Detroit.
The ruling class, although it profits from racial divisions among the workers and the super -exploitation of
Black people, cannot but be sorry to have lost a hireling. Yet Marxists must recognize this act for what it
was intended to be: an attack on the black freedom
movement. Although it is ironic that the assassination
of the main propagandist for pon-violence is now the
cause of violent outbursts of bitterness, the outbursts
themselves are nonetheless tragic, for they provide
no way out for the oppressed black workers. King's
non-violent philosophy of love of one's oppressors is,
of course, not the answer. Black people must organize for self - defense against racist terror, and must
organize politically into a Freedom Labor party v^ich
can provide the basis to break down "black unity" and
"white unity" into their class components.
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FETTER
(Continued from Page

pital available for rebuilding.
Much indigenous cash
will be moving to the Riviera with its owners and will
4)

quire a communist-directed government in order to
lead a capitalist state is not explained, nor is there
any explanation of how a weak, neutralist capitalist
state can remain independent, let alone compete with
the giant imperialist complexes. Presumably this is
not seen as a real problem, although the failure to cite
models or economic ar.a historical precedents should
raise some obvious questions. But fantastic as this
may seem, it is only the start.
Perhaps the problem ought to be viewed from a
different angle. The U. S. government has given indications recently it wants to begin some sort of peace
talks, which would presumably lead to the subject of
negotiations. Now since it is unreasonable to assume
that the U. S. plans simply to negotiate its own withdrawal --which it could carry out unilaterally, in any
case- -obviously the subjects for negotiation can only
be the structure and nature of a coalition government.
But a coalition between "socialist" and capitalist forces is by its very nature contradictory and highly unstable and therefore by definition only an intetim government. One side would have to win out and smash
its opposite number.
Such a coalition is analogous to the Kerensky interim Russian government af 1917, which contained
both capitalist and nominally "socialist" members.
But the real role of the socialist ministers there, as
in this case, was to function as a "left cover" for the
capitalist elements, to lull the workers while the
rightists prepared a counterrevolution. In this instance
for the NLF, no matter what the nominal political affiliation of its leadership, to participate in such a coalition would be an outright betrayal of tfte struggle.
With a program which does not lead to socialism but
to a rarefied capitalism, with no projection of a government in the interests of the workers and peasants,
without even the forms of Soviets to carrv on the fight
for socialism --and without a revolutionary vanguard
to intervene and take power before the government slips
back into the hands of the counterrevolution--entering such a coalition would simply be to take willing
steps to one's own liquidation.
The Vietnamese people need a massive land reform and the liquidation of all extensive holdings --impossible demands within the limits of the new NLF program. The reunification of the country is a vital necessity, along with the integration of the Southern economy with the North. Soviet democracy is vitally
needed in order to lay the groundwork for becoming a
workers state. Instead, they are offered a program
to maintain private property and capitalist relations
indefinitely,

LIMITATIONS ON STALINIST MANEUVERS
The Vietnamese people have now been fighting

for

27 years, and a by-product of this destruction has been
the uprooting of a large part of the infrastructure of
native capitalist relations. Nor is there adequate ca-

be unavailable to any reconstruction government. And
the situation is too unstable and fluid to attract much
aid from the affluent imperialist powers.
Even more: the struggle has apparently foimd
roots among the city workers as well as the peasantry.
There have been a number of large strikes within the
city of Saigon itself, and recent arrests of supposedly
"safe" labor leaders by theKy government have caused some embarassment inAFL-CIO circles here. Given the government and social conditions in Saigon today, such strikes cannot but take a distinctly political
turn. If as a result the workers were to become fully
politically conscious it is inconceivable they would be
willing to accept the dominance of any capitalist government, no matter how benign or "neutral. "

ON BALANCE
So as a result what we have is this: given its poancestry and recent history, both the Ho Chi Minh
and NLF leaderships are quite capable of doing their
best to derail the Vietnamese revolution again, as they
did in 19 46 and again in 19 54. This almost certainly will
be the end result if the NLF decides actually to enter a
coalition government, or makes similar deals for the
semblance of power. This would mean accepting shadows in the place of substance, and those for only a
very short while. Ultimately, it would mean putting
litical

off- -again- -until later the basic struggle for socialism.

At the very best, what can be achieved under the
present leadership in South Viet Nam is a deeply flawed and partial social transformation in the direction
of a workers state.
But even this would mean the tacit discarding of the formal NLF program, for no social progress in this direction is possible with it as
the operative guideline. The PRP in the south, like the
Lao Dong in the north, unquestionably holds absolute
control over the NLF at present, and there is no other
agency for social revolution in Viet Nam.
On balance, and assuming the critical point that
the Yankees and their agents leave, it is likely that the
NLF will simply bypass its program and will then set
out to make a limited, distorted and bureaucratic revolution from the top. The capitalists should be able
to put up very little resistance; the bourgeois state is
visibly crumbling. Still, for all its advances, there
should be no illusions about this: the workers and the
peasants will have not a smell of political power in the
south any more than they now have in the north. In
short, the best that can come out of such a unified Viet
Nam is but another deformed workers state.
But if anything can betray the Vietnamese revolution- -limited and deformed as it will be- -the NLF
leadership and its program are just the tools to do it.

COMMUNIST UNITY TO DEFEND VIETNAM
REVOLUTION REQUIRES WORKERS' POLITICAL REVOLUTION AGAINST THE BUREAUCRATS IN HANOI, PEKING, AND MOSCOW!

4
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FETTER ON VICTORY
The National Liberation Front's extremely successful military offensive during Tet, together with the
seige at the American outpost at Khesanh, brought them
very near to total military victory over the U. S. imperialists and their Saigon puppets. This makes Hanoi's
decision to agree to negotiations at this particular time
especially disheartening, for the lifting of the seigo
shows a willingness to thtow away the long-thwarted
victory in the Vietnamese people's fight for independence and social reconstruction.
Hanoi's willingness now to snatch defeat from the
jaws of victory is nothing short of a betrayal of the
people of Viet Nam and of all socialist principles. It
calculatedly ignores the lessons of the Genova sellout
of 19 54, where China
the USSR pressured the victorious Viet Minh to accept partition in exchange for
promises of free elections and a peaceful national reconstruction. As a result of the "compromise, " South
Viet Nam became an imperialist outpost again. By
sabotaging the NLF offensive, Hanoi's Stalinists are
merely accomodating the U. S. need for a power base
from which to negotiate.
For just as it was possible for world capitalism
to make a deal before in Indochina, it is reasonable
for them to assume it will be possible again. An examination of the nature of the anti- imperialist struggle
in South Viet Nam, ito program and its leaders, is
vitally necessary for the left at this time, especially
because it has been virtually ignored.

^d

THE NLF AND

ITS

PROGRAM

There has been an understandable but nevertheless
unfortunate tendency on the part of the American left
to idealize Ho Chi Minh and the leadership of the NLF,
and for radicals to turn their correct demands for
military victory against imperialism and

its

puppets

into uncritical political support for these leaders and
their politics. This is a grave error, for not only do

these would-be revolutionaries not understand the deformities of those they support- -and are extremely
likely to feel personally betrayed when the inevitable
occurs--but are likely to carry over the Stalinist hallmarks of class -collaboration and murderous opportunism into the American revolutionary movement. It is

necessary to keep in mind that Ho Chi Minh and
his co-thinkers have already sold out the Vietnamese

vitally

der nationalists against Ngo Diem, then American puppet-in-residence, it soon came under the control and
direction of the remnants of the Stalinist cadre left
from the Viet Minh. Even so, their influence was not
sufficient to squelch the embryonic civil war. The
leaders had little control over the matter; had they
pulled out they would have lost influence altogether.
Today there is no question that the "communist" People's Revolutionary Party, allied politically with Ho'
Lao Dong in the North, holds political leadership in
the

NLF.

Yet despite the fact that the NLF leadership is ofcommunist, the program under whose banner
fights is nothing of the sort. The new, revised and

ficially
it

heavily publicized program (Guardian, 21 July 1967),
at a convention of the
top NLF leadership, is totally inadequate to implement
or even project the changes needed internally in South
Viet Nam in order to wrest it from imperialist control.
Among other things, the program affords protection for
private trade and industry, the private ownership of
land, the seizure and distribution of the land of absen tee landlords (other land is to be bought up gradually,
presumably when the money is available- -hardly the
massive "land reform" program everyone knows is vitally and integrally necessary), protection of the inter ests of foreign plantation owners and others respect
for land tenure of Buddhists and other religions, a liberal economy with state support in its " vital " sectors
and the acceptance of economic aid from any countries. East or West, provided there are no strings attached. These are the more "radical" sections of the

agreedupon early last September

,

document!
It is quite evident that this program cannot be considered a "transitional" one (a bridge between capitalism and capitalism?) insofar as, far from laying the
groundwork for the liquidation of a capitalist class
structure even eventually, it only calls for the establishment of a "neutral" capitalism, independent of any
sector of world finance capitalism. Why it should re-

(Continued on Page 3)
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twice before. They stand ready, able
and about to do the same thing again in 1968. And if
they do, another, perhaps even more brutal and protracted, war in Viet Nam will automatically be put on
the docket.

Viet

Although the present anti -imperialist struggle in
Nam had its origin in spontaneous uprisings un-
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FRENCH REVOLUTION
The immediate origins of the French struggles can
be traced to student activity at Nanterre and the Sorbonne, but these student rebellions had revolutionarysignificance only insofar as they were the spark which
set off a conflagration within the working class. It was
the social crisis, not the student movement, which led
to the workers' occupation of factories, the paralyzing
of French commerce and industry and the largest and
most powerful general strike in history.
The struggle is reminiscent of the Hungarian workers' revolt of 1956, although in France it did not result
in the spontaneous generation of workers' councils.
Thus, the elements of dual power were not clearly present. But both exemplified, in laboratory situations, the
counterrevolutionary nature of Stalinism, just as in
both cases struggles on the part of students and intellectuals struck a chord within the working class. This
has become almost a classic model of social upheaval in
our era.

Travail (CGT) over the strike through the building of
workers' councils. That the revolutionary French workers were Unable to take power was principally, although
not solely, due to the treachery of the French Communist

Party (PCF).

Communist Party Sabotages
The PCF leaders, along with the CGT, their trade
union arm, did everything in their power to derail the
movement. They attempted to split the initial student-

Revolutionary Leadership Lacking
There was a period of about a week, the high-tide of
which was 29 May, when France was in the grip of a
pre-revolutionary situation. The initiative was with the
workers it was within their grasp to take state power
and establish the proletarian dictatorship. The old order
and the Gaullist government were incapable of ruling,
incapable of imposing their order on the subordinate

sit'

;

classes or of solving the social crises tearing apart the
nation. General discontent among parts of these sub-

—
—

ordinate strata students, some farmers, the urban
petty-bourgeoisie was acute. The French state, racked
by its own internal contradictions, the crisis of bourgeois order and far-reaching discontent, was for the
period of a week more fragile than at any other time
in a generation.
Yet the situation did not reach the point of dual
power, which is characteristic of all revolutionary crises.
In a few cases, factory committees, replacing the existing representation in the several trade-union federations, were elected by the striking workers, but this
embryonic form of workers' councils was limited to
perhaps ten factories. The comites d'action which
sprang up all over France were essentially district or
neighborhood groups, not based specifically on the working class in the enterprises.

What was missing in France was a revolutionary
party which could have raised the necessary demands to
take the situation from a general strike to dual power,
to shatter the control of the Confereration Generale de

UNITED FRONT New York march on 22 June
protests outlawing French revolutionary groups.
worker

alliance at the factory gates, slandering the students as "provocateurs." In their patriotic fervor they
German-baited Cohn-Bendit. They attempted to steer
the whole thrust of the demonstrations, strikes and factory occiipations into narrow, exclusively economic demands. They established back-to-work movements. They
misdirected the struggle back into the parliamentary
swamp. They allowed De Gaulle a breathing space, allowed him to retrieve the initiative and to rally back to
himself wavering middle-class elements, to ally himself
with the military command and a whole bloc of protofascist elements. The PCF's betrayals in May led directly to De Gaulle's victory at the polls on' 23 June.
The PCF, long the most "Stalinized" party in Western Europe, has in its Brezhnevite transfiguration maintained the same rotten policies it upheld in 1936, 1945
(Continued on Page 4)
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REBELLION AT COLUMBIA:

New Left Flounders
Most of our readers are familiar with the events of
the Columbia University Crisis the occupation of Hamilton Hall on 23 April by protesters led by Students for
a Democratic Society (SDS) and the Student AfroAmerican Society (SAS), the week-long occupation of
Hamilton by black students and Morningside community
residents and of four other campus buildings by white
students, the brutal bust on the morning of 30 April,
the student strike, the second Hamijton Hall sit-in on
21 May in protest against the reprisals.
The Columbia events provided the campus radicals,
an4 especially SDS, with an enormous opportunity.
:

GLEN ROBINSON

Students who had not previously been "political" were
enraged by the cop invasion of their campus and the
extent of the brutality. Columbia; was ripe for rebellion
its structure is particularly feudal even in comparison
to most other universities. And Columbia's long history
of injustices against Morningside ghetto residents
especially as landlord in the area
culminating in the
imperious attempt to build a University gym in a city
park Provided the students with community support for
their struggle against the trustees.

—

Weakness of New Left
Unfortunately, despite the deep alienation and demonstrated courage of the sit-in participants, the Columbia New Left was unable to take advantage of the opportunity to lead a student strike against the University. Its weakness stemmed in part from its attitude of
"minority conf rontationism" when the Columbia action
turned, through the intervention of the cops, from a
minority action, originated by the radicals in despair
and indignation, into a massive strike action, the radical students were unprepared. Many considered that
only they, who had "put their lives on the line" in the
Original occupation of the buildings, could be trusted
to support the strike's demands and to determine policy.
Thus the attempt by the original Steering Committee
elected in the occupied biaildings to retain the leadership
of the strike in an undemocratic manner, by insisting
that the original 11-man Steering Committee be retained as the Strike Co-ordinating Committee (SCO)
with new representatives to be added to represent others
who supported the original six demands as a precondition for being represented. "Moderate" students, fearful of SDS, opposed this proposal, as did many students
who considered themselves on strike and wanted an
equal right to determine strike policy. After a long and
heated meeting, this proposal was withdrawn, and all
students were allowed representation on the SCC. But
fear of manipulation remained.
Support for the strike tended to dissipate for other
reasons. The SCC's concept of intransigence seemed to
consist entirely of flamboyant statements insisting that
all six strike demands must be a precondition to any
negotiations with the administration. These tactics
of the SCC. were by no
or, rather, the lack thereof
means accepted by all the striking students; in fact,
this approach was contrary to the "Fayerweather Proposals" which were passed overwhelmingly during the
;

A Self Portrait
inform friends and acquaintances
of the Spartacist League of the death of our comrade Glen Robinson, who died in Seattle, Washington on 3 April of this year. Death came as a
result of unsuccessful radical treatment of HodgWe

want

to

He was

24 years old.
Glen was born into a trade-unionist family in
small
town
in
Idaho,
and later moved to Seattle
a
in order to attend college; he was the first of his
family to do so. When he was 18 he learned he had
cancer, and spent the last six years of his life
with this knowledge and in considerable pain. Yet
despite this and other personal and financial difficulties, he never gave up his dedication to working-class revolution, and remained a committed
and fighting communist to the end of his life. We

kin's disease.

mourn

his passing.

—

sit-in in

Fayerweather Hall.

Strike Split
Meanwhile, a split by the shaky "moderates" led to
the formation of a competing body, the. Students for a
Restructured University. Gradually during the course
of the strike the black students and SAS began to be
less in evidence, and very few took part in the second
sit-in. From the beginning, when the black students had
demanded exclusive control of Hamijton Hall and urged
white students to occupy other buildings, a split between

—3
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black and white radicals was an incipient
problem but was never discussed by
the strike leadership, as they deferred
to the black students as automatically
'more militant" and in any case believed
that everyone should do "his own
thing."

Part of the strike's energies were beincreasingly channelled into
"liberation classes" which were set up
by radical students and professors.
While this project, which is continuing
through the summer, is undoubtedly of
value, to the participants, it has tended
to shift the attention of the radicals
onto a parallel "Free University type"

coming

body and away from the struggle for
student-faculty control of Columbia itself. Another difficulty facing the strike
actually stemmed from its success:
many professors, refusing to break the
strike, held "liberated" classes off campus, and their students became re-involved with course work, far from the

hundred people, instead of bringing it up to the level of a strike action,
as was clearly called for on the morning after the bust, when several thousand infuriated students and faculty refused to let Columbia get away with it.
The "purists," however, did not
wish to lead such a fight and instead
have viewed the striking students merely as bodies to perform the daily actions they, the "purists," have decided
upon, actions they term "confrontations"
and which are designed to keep things in
perpetual excitement and agitation.
This situation has been quite clear
from the moment that the SDS faction
on the SCC got that body to adopt a
demand for total victory, i.e., to refuse
to negotiate, by putting the two most
eral

.

.
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picket lines.
Finally, school recessed for the

sum-

mer, leaving the situation in a confused state, with 79 students suspended
and jthis threat hanging over the rest.
What momentum will be left by the
time school reopens in the fall remains
to be seen. But if the s^ituation for the
radicals is both promising and difficult,
the "moderates" have found an ally
Students for a Restructured University
has received a Ford Foundation subsidy!
We are reprinting below excerpts
from a position paper, "A Plea to Save
the Columbia Strike," which was distributed to the strike militants. The
author, Manuela Dobos, was elected an
alternate to the SCC by the Graduate
History department in the course of the
strike, and was arrested in the second
Hamilton Hall bust and suspended from
Columbia for a year. A Vice-Chairman
of the 1968 Socialist Scholars Conference, she is also running for state assembly as the candidate of the West
Side Committee for Independent Political Action.
I. As is apparent, the massive student strike which began at Columbia on
April 30 is dissipating. While numbers
decrease and discouragement rises on
our side, there is growing confidence
on that of the Administration they now
feel strong enough to show their determination to throw the book at those
500 arrested and to destroy SDS at Columbia. The general reaction of the
striking students has been helplessness
and a tendency to let things go as they
may with the close of the semester.
;

.

.

.

Before suggesting how ... a fight
can be waged, it is necessary to give
the reasons for the current bad scene:
it all boils down to the mistaken tactics
of the strike leadership, the Strike Coordinating Committee.
Bri^y, these tactics have kept the
II.

situation on the level of a protest
action, from which it was launched with
the occupation of the buildings by sev-

prophecy, the disaffection of many students, including a large number who
have basically the same outlook as that
of SDS, has made it all the more certain that such key demands, no matter
how often they are labelled as preconditions, are rapidly becoming unobtainable because we have not been fighting for them. . .
By splitting off from the SCC the
"moderates," on the other hand, have
also given up the primary job of leading
this strike. They have generally emphasized the need to make definite proposals
for reform of the university, but without the thoroughgoing social analyses
or boldness of the radicals. 'They have
walked out on the mandates from their
constituencies by making themselves a
lobby-research group. The Students
for a Restructured University will debate and conclude a series of proposals
which vnll politely be shelved by the
administration.
Elitists and ultra-leftists on the one
hand, conciliatory liberals on the other,
.

have made of our strike committee two
separate and unrepresentative pressure groups. "Committees," either for
deliberation or for protest, have taken
the place of what has been the real
necessity all along: a representative,
functioning, hard -driving strike-central,
Our bargaining agent.
in.
fight can only be waged by a
reunited strike central. The two factions must become reunited by giving
up their respective approaches each
of which is sterile without the other
and adopt the following set of proposals:
1) Continue striking for the original

A

—

six

demands.

.

.

.

Specifically,

this

means that no demand be made a precondition to negotiations.
2)

Demand immediate

negotiations

any time and anywhere with properly
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delegated negotiators -from the Board
of Trustees. The onus of intransigence
must be placed on them.
3) Commence with immediate, aggressive, creative, dramatic, publicityseeking pressure tactics by which we
can embarrass and force the Trustees

and Administration to negotiate. The
following are a few examples:
harassment ... of the
trustees and key administration figures at their homes and places of

—constant
work

—occupation of campus buildings
—gathering of pledges from students
not
pay tuition
—demonstrations of solidarity with the
.

to

arrested students.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Obviously, there* cannot be a guarantee of victory in this statement. It is
impossible to determine how a fight
will come out before it has been waged;
in any case, up until now, there has not
been much of a genuine fight. Even a lost
strike would, on the basis of these proposals, leave those involved in a better,
less demoralized, and more organized
state than will be the case if everyone sneaks off to tend his own affairs
and desert^, the SCC, actions which can
only result in a broken strike: no de-

mands met, 500 students penalized for
actions we all supported, and the end
to radical political activity on campus
But this need not be!
have not been beaten; we have
scattered our own forces. If, we pull
ourselves together to fight the Trustees
we can yet gain much from this strike
and lay the basis for much more to
come until the Trustees g*id their social
order are gone. Today the French students and workers lead the way.
[Passed overwhelmingly by striking
History graduate students, 22 May
for a long while.

We
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(Continued from Page 1)

and 1947. Through the lack of a revolutionary communist alternative, the PCP
and

CGT

have until

now managed

to

maintain the loyalty of the French
workers. The French events demonstrate once more the necessity of building an alternative for the communist
workers to the PCF that is, a communist party which will honor its pro-

—

gram and fight for state power in its
own right. It is not enough that this
party break formally with the PCP or
with "Khrushchevite revisionism"; it
must also break with the methods and
policies of Stalinism. What is needed
is not another left-talking agency, but
a Leninist-Trotskyist party. Only the
kind of party which won the 1917 October Revolution in Russia will be able
to get to the roots of the PCF's betrayals.

•

De

Gaulle Cracks

Down

The government's crackdown on all
the major organizations to the left of
the PCF becomes an even more serious
threat in this context.

To

date, there

have been eleven working-class and student groups ordered dissolved most
of them, according to the bourgeois
press, "Trotskyite." These proscribed

—

organizations are forbidden to publish
their propaganda; militants who continue their work are subject to prison
terms.
The ban on these organizations is a
fierce attack on the civil liberties of

French workers and students.

It is

a

class-determined ban: while the government illegalized the French left, it was
at the same time releasing from jail
extreme rightists, proto-fascists and the
conspirators of the attempted paramilitary coup d'etat of 1958. And what makes
the ban especially damaging now is
that it is the militants of many of the
banned organizations who best appreciate the pernicious role of the PCF
and can draw the necessary conclusions.

Both the Gaullists and the PCF benfrom these decrees; to assume that
PCF was not an accomplice to the
crackdown is to stretch credibility beyond the breaking point. It has been
acknowledged that from the beginning
efit

the

of the crisis the CGT leadership was in
secret, daily contact with the government. At any rate, neither L'Humanite
nor The Worker has to date said one
word in regard to these bans.

Proletarian Revolution vs. New Leftism
Many "new" ideas about revolution
have surfaced within the American
left in the 1960's, and France offers
us a laboratory in which to test them.
Since so much of late has been made
of Herbert Marcuse, considered the
mentor of European radical youth, his
ideas are of central importance. In one

or another variant, his theories permeate the writings and speeches of
practically the whole constellation of
the New Left "heroes" Mao, Guevara,
Castro, Fanon, Debray, Paul Sweezy,
Lin Piao, C. Wright Mills.
Marcuse's thesis is that the working
class has become socially moribund and
obsolete. This thesis, an attempt to
explain the twenty-year hiatus in revolutionary workers' struggles in the
post-war period, dovetailed quite nicely

—

the liberal capitalist line that
"post-industrial" society was sufficiently flexible to comfortably integrate the
working class and dispense with class
struggle. This theory deepened pettybourgeois contempt for the workers
and gave impetus to all kinds of elitist
conceptions of historical change. By
shifting the blame onto the victims of
these policies of non-struggle rather
than onto the perpetrators, onto the
workers rather than the assorted bureaucrats who mislead them, this theory
dismisses the workers as a revolutionary class and searches instead for a
new "vanguard agency." In favor of
Mao's peasants or Guevara's guerillas,
the militant of the industrial West is
encouraged to become not a revolutionary but a vicarious enthusiast of "other"

with

forces.

The French workers did more than
up French bourgeois society:

shake

rendered

their

struggle

whole

cai'efully constructed

obsolete

myth

the

—Mar-

cuse, liberalism, the New Left and its
heroes. The "bought-off" workers in
action, the strikes, factory occupations,
the red flag everywhere, the workers'
drive for power and their rejection of
the concessions exacted from the terrified

French bourgeoisie

—these events

tendencies operating in France, all presently banned. Two groups are affiliated
with assorted "Fourth Internationals,"
the Organization Communiste Internationale (OCI) with the Healjrite International Committee, and the Parti
Coinmuniste Internationale (PCI) with
the Pabloite United Secretariat. Also
associated with the Pabloites is the
Jeunesse Communiste Revolutionaire
(JCR), a left split from the PCF student federation. The thiird tendency, the
Union Communiste, which publishes
Voix Ouvriere (Workers Voice), is organizationally independent of these "Internationals" but has fraternal relations with groups in other countries,
among them the Spartacist League in
the U.S.

Healyites Screw Up
Despite attempts by the British
Newsletter and the U.S. Bulletin
(Healy's English-language propaganda
apparatus) to make it appear that the
OCI was leading the entire rebellion,
its presence in the working class was
limited to a few important factory concentrations; its influence in the radical
student movement was non-existent.
Over-reacting against "student vanguardism," a real problem, the French
Healyites went so far as to oppose student struggle at the very moment the
students were building the barricades
which triggered the whole revolt.
This reaction was objectively defeatist. After the barricades-building episode many of their rank and filers functioned in the various comites d'action
as individuals disgusted with their
group's policies. The OCI did not even
have a propaganda stall at the Sorbonne (although every other left organ-

show concretely where the

ization did).

for change

Pabloite Revisionism
limited in a more
subtle manner, deriving from their estrangement from the working class and
a concept of "student vanguardism."
Thus, within the student milieu they
played an active role, with some increase in influence and leadership. But
central to their weakness was their
inability to break out of the student
arena. Their isolation was of course
not accidental but stemmed from tactical and theoretical shortcomings of
many years' duration, characterized
chiefly by a renunciation of the necessity for revolutionary leadership and a
consequent adaptation to existing pettybourgeois and Stalinist leaderships.

is

to be

social agency
found in our era.

Role of The French Left
The pro-Chinese groupings seemed
out of their depth in the complex situation. The question facing" the working
class was the fracturing of the CGT's
which the
situation
in
power, a
"thoughts of Chairman Mao" must have
appeared even more gloriously irrelevant than usual. The Maoist students
understood the necessity of involving
themselves in the workers' struggles
and managed to build themselves an industrial base, but seemed to have no
idea what to do with it. But whatever
they did must have had little support
from their chosen leaders in Peking;
the Chinese themselves consider De
Gaulle a "progressive" anti-imperialist.
The political work of the Paris anarchist students appears largely to have
consisted in "confronting" the police. In
three weeks they moved from their traditional concept of super-individuality
to participating in the demonstrations
in the manner of a super-organized
lockstep action squad.
There are three distinct "Trotskyist"

The Pabloites were

This revisionist trend has been codified
number of notorious resolutions on
the part of the United Secretariat which
declared that the "epicenter" of revolutionary struggle had shifted to the colonial world, and away from the indusin a

trial

working

class.

Their line is only a capitulation,
decked out in "revolutionary" verbiage,
to a variant of the Marcuse-Mao-Gue-
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vara thesis preaching contempt for the
workers while looking about for other
"agencies." That this theory has borne
little fruit has not dissuaded them from
their search. In practice the Pabloites
little more than participate
in popular front "peace" demonstrations
and lend themselves as a left cover for

have done

and liberals.
And so it happened that, precisely
workers
went into
French
when the
motion and even -a, small combat-oriented Marxist nucleus could have by
example alone wielded enormous influence, the Pabloites were outside the
trade union movement. And then when
Stalinists, pacifists

the issue wks posed of linking the students with the workers, it came to
little more than an expression of solidarity rather than pointing the way to
the assembling of the communist party.

Voix Ouvriere
The Voix Ouvriere comrades are the
only organization claiming to be Trotskyist which has carried out a workingclass line. Initially, their cadres were
concentrated in the factories to the
extent that they lacked an adequate
base within student and petty-bourgeois arenas. They were, however, able
to establish permanent liaison committees with the Pabloite organizations, enabling them to coordinate their
intervention with the radical students
of the JCR. Such increase in contact
between these organizations may in the
comrades to aid
future allow the
Pabloite youth in breaking away from
their
movement and
revisionism
the
in
orienting decisively toward a revolutionary proletarian perspective.
However, the axis upon which the
VO-Pabloite unity of action is based is
a false one. The joint statement called

VO

upon

"all organizations claiming to be
Trotskyist to join in this move." The
VO comrades feel the recent events constitute "the French 1905." Let us remember that the sequel to the 1905
Russian Revolution was a unification
of the Bolsheviks and Mensheviks! It
took Lenin several years to break this
over-fraternal unity. What has been
pointed up in France by the latest CPCGT betrayal is not the need for a
"Trotskyist regroupment" but the need
for a new revolutionary party based on
the vindicated Bolshevik program, uniting all those, €ven from such tendencies as the Maoists and syndicalists,
who stand in favor of workers' committees of power. We hope that VO, the
French Bolsheviks, have not been disoriented as were the Russians in 1905.

British and U.S. Left
The Healyite organizations appear
incapable of learning any of the lessons of France. As of this writing they
seem inclined simply to brazen it out
with wild claims. A Socialist Labour
League congress passed a resolution

containing these grotesqueries

"Congress contemptuously rejects the
allegations of cowardice levelled against
our comrades as baseless . .
The In.ternational Committee of the Fourth
.

International and its French section is
the only one that has prepared theoretically and organizationally for this
The general strike called
crisis
by the CGT on May 13, as a result of
the intervention of our comrades . .
is adequate proof of the correctness of
their policies and their courage" (our
.

emphasis)
Further evidence that according to the
Healyites all you need to make the
revolution is a printing press and a lot
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of brass!
The Pabloite press has smothered itself in a general line of: "If the French
(or any other) revolution hasn't yet
taken place it's all the fault of the Stalinists." This serves only as a convenscapeient
if by now rather boring
goat. The Stalinists have been functioning as agents of the bourgeoisie at
least since 1933; this has been codified
in the Trotskyist movement at least
since the 1938 Transitional Program.
Yet the central premise of Pabloism is
that the Stalinist parties are subject to
"left" pressure to such a degree that
they can at times play a revolutionary
role. Thus the Pabloite co-thinkers of
the USec. in the U.S. (Socialist Workers Party-Young Socialist Alliance)
find themselves caught in a classic centrist trap.

—

—

On the one hand, the Militant has
done an accurate and enthusiastic job
reporting the French revolt although
seriously flawed by "student vanguard"
substitutionism and a vacuous position
on the need for the '^rotskyist party.
And in New York and une Bay Area the
SWP-YSA did praiseworthy jobs in
building united fronts defending the
outlawed French organizations. On the
other hand, their pervasive opportunism and capitulation to bureaucratic
forces, nationalism, student vanguardism, etc., had already led them to give
up on the workers and the vanguard
party. The Pabloite press now applauds
itself for its formal, generally ignored
"Trotskyism," but its "Third Worldism" has certainly done nothing to lay
the groundwork for the French events
or to push them towards victory.

Trotskyism Vindicated

For those who held to a position of
consistent Trotskyism, the French revolt was a tremendous vindication.
For the revisionists it was only a setback, an expose and a tragedy. How
can anyone seriously committed to the
position that the "epicenter" of world
revolution has shifted away from the
industrial working class to the colonial
world see the French workers' uprising
as anything but an embarassment? They
can only try to straddle, like one Bay
Area YSA'er's picket-line slogan, "Che
Viva in France," or
leader Fred
Halstead's statement that "The colonial
revolutionaries no longer fight alone."
These incidents alone should raise some
interesting questions in the minds of
serious
revolutionaries still in the

SWP

SWP.
One best aids the French communist
workers not by tail-ending their rebellion but by furthering revolutionary
struggle here. One helps them by building, both in France and here, sections of
an international communist party which
will take power. One only harms the
Frerich revolutionary movement by refusing to learn its lessons.
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Scabs, Fake Lefts Push Merger:

SSEU A T THE CROSSROADS
New York

City: On 28 June over
of the Social Service

By the fourth week the strike became extremely hard and bitter. The

Employees Union voted on a proposal

middle-class background and semi-pacifist attitudes of many SSEU members,
which originally made difficult picket
line enforcement against scabs, began
to give way and the incidents of vio•lence, police brutality and arrests of
strikers rose sharply.

6,000

members

to re-merge with Local 371 of District
37, American Federation of
County and Municipal Employfrom which the SSEU broke in
1962. Although the merger proposal
was defeated 61.8% voted for, 66.6%
was constitutionally necessary ^the fu-

Council
State,

ees,

—

—

SSEU

Strike Role of Oppositions

remains uncertain.
last summer's sixin a profound de-

Of the internal opposition groups,
only the SSEU Members for a Militant
Caucus attempted to fill the vacuum

moralization of the officers and many
activists. The work stoppage was initiated on 19 June 1967 by the Executive Board, frustrated by the defeatist
imssivity of the union officers (SparTACiST No, 10). The morale of the membership was undermined by then-President Mage's acceptance of a salary
offer and her failure to adequately explain the issues still in dispute, five
months after contract expiration. It is
a testimony to the vitality and militancy of the membership that the action was able to continue for six weeks.

created by a passive leadership; they
kept the membership informed through

ture of the

The bitter loss of
week strike resulted

SSEU

Vs. Lindsay

The work stoppage represented the
serious challenge to Mayor Lindsay's anti-labor Tri-Partite Agreement
first

(SPARTACIST No. 6) and its instrument,
the Office of Collective Bargaining
(OCB), This scheme, worked out in
collusion mainly between the Mayor
and DC 37, removes from bargaining
as "management prerogative" matters of workload, job content, etc., provides for compulsory binding arbitra-

—

tion of disputes and gives DC 37 bargaining rights on city-wide issues. Together with the Taylor Law prohibiting
public employee strikes, the OCB aims
to emasculate the city labor movement.

The SSEU strike received no support from the bureaucracies of other
unions and the response of the official
labor movement ranged from a few
telegrams of "support" to outright hostility. DC 37's Executive Director, Victor Gotbaum, called it "a non-strike by
a non-union." Albert Shanker, of the
United Federation of Teachers, due to
confront the City in September, referred to the strike as a "jurisdictional
dispute." The Mage leadership refused
to attack these trade union bureaucrats
or to demand support from other public
employee unions. Instead, Mage
called on "friends" like Sanitation leader John DeLury and Trerotola of the
Teamsters to act as brokers for the

SSEU.

weekly strike leaflets of the state of
the action and of negotiations and proposed tactics to strengthen the actioi^
and win. The strike also tested the
other oppositional groupings, the two
Rank and File Committees, which originated from an unprincipled split
from the Militant Caucus (Spartacist
No. 10). The larger RAFC (see Progressive Labor, Vol. 6, No. 3), led by
Ray Agostini, abdicated any oppositional role. The smaller RAFC, later to
become "Trade Unionists for a Labor
Party," (see Workers League's Bulletin,
18 Dec. 1967), and led by Dennis Cribben, played a role that was peculiar by
any standards. Their principal demand
was to merge with DC 37, the organization that was actively assisting the
City to destroy the SSEU! But even
worse, these so-called militants all of
them! actually left the country to attend an English youth conference in
the crucial fifth week and did not return until after the strike, revealing
the shallowness of their interest in the
SSEU and the trade union movement.

—

Leadership Sells Out
At the end of the fifth week, the City
made an offer which represented a defeat on every major demand and included

victimization

29

militants
transfers.
Most crucial was the loss of the Collective Bargaining Clause, won by the

through

suspensions

of

and

of the membership's wishes. One week
later, despite the increased strength of
the picket lines, Mage returned with
essentially the same package. The Militant Caucus was the lone organized
opposition to the settlement terms and
the deal was accepted 3 to 2 in a poorly
attended meeting. The Agostini Rank
and Filers, hiding behind an "Ad Hoc
Committee against Reprisals," urged
"Vote 'yes' for the contract, vote 'no'
to

reprisals."

For a Unified Staff
With the defeat of the caseworkers,
the uniting of welfare staff into one
bargaining unit, a main point in the
Militant Caucus' founding program, became an urgent pre-condition to future
bargaining. All levels of the SSEU
leadership saw the solution to this
problem in simply affiliating with a
larger union. In November, Mage revealed that talks were being held with
both Local 371 and the Fur, Leather
and Machine Workers Joint Board.
However, advantageous affiliation can
only be negotiated from a position of
strength and confidence. The alternative to immediate affiliation is to win
from Local 371 the bargaining rights
for supervisors, the first step in overcoming the principal strategic weakness
of the SSEU
its
representation of
only one main title of three in t|;ie department. With such organizational
strength based on the militant traditions of the SSEU, intervention into
City" and national labor struggles would
take on an entirely different perspective. For example, the SSEU should be
the organizing force for the running
of a labor candidate for Mayor in 1969.
However, this perspective involves serious struggle within the Department
and the union as well as confrontations
with the bureaucracies of other City
unions; this prospect is distasteful to
many delegates and officers and to the
opportunist fake militants of the Agostini and Cribben groups.

—

1965 strike, and a "temporary" waiver

"Left-Center Coalition" Cop-out

of the 60 caseload maximum. The leadership attempted to get this deal approved by the membership without revealing its terms! To save face for the
City, the sell-out was to be "negotiated"
after the union returned to work. The
Militant Caucus exposed this arrangement and the secret terms, which were
rejected by a huge majority in an .an-

gry and determined membership meet-

Rank and File Committee
resumed its oppositional role.
its programmatic emphasis to
"bread and butter"" issues, it was critical of the successful campaign to have
the SSEU call for immediate withdrawal of troops'from Viet Nam. (The
SSEU became the first NYC union to
take an anti-war position by a membership vote.) The RAFC and others tried

As the strike continued, the leadership sat on its hands in open defiance

to postpone the scheduled April officers'
election until after a merger vote, so

ing.

Agostini's

never

Shifting
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candidates would not have to take a
stand on affiliationsf When this failed,
they succeeded in sabotaging the elections in several centers by organizing
large nonsense write-ins (for Mickey
Mousei Ho Chi Minh, Ray Agostini,
SSEU
etc.). They believe that the
should re-enter the "mainstream" of the
labor movement, in which militants
sheuld form a "left-center coalition"
with the present sell-out leadership
against that of DC 37. This tactic, further expounded in PL magazine (VoL
6, Nos. 3 & 4), involves the dropping of
all "radical" demands in order to secure a bloc with the "center" opportunists, fake radicals and would-be
bureaucrats. But instead of moving
this swamp to the left, the RAFC has
been gradually sucked below its surface
entirely, as happened to the Commun-

—

ist

Party when

it

pursued similar tac-

tics.

Pernicious

"TULP"

The now dissolved grouplet around
Dennis Cribben shares many of the
RAFC's- beliefs and tactics, considering
the SSEU to have never had any basis
for existence and its militant role of
the

years "divisive." Their
programmatic points range from opportunist to ultimatistic, although they
consider too "radical" demands for an
end to racial discrimination in unions
or that workers should have their unions take a stand against the Viet Nam
war {Bulletin, 18 Dec. 1967). Their
SSEU role has been in most cases simply capitulationist and at other times
pernicious.
Their supporter, Ronnie
Roberts, was publicly censured by the
delegates and membership of Kingsbridge Center for a breach of discipline, exposing, in a factionally motivated leaflet, the planned tactics of a
secret work action. During a subsequent local election, when a delegate
supporting the Militant Caucus issued
a leaflet summarizing the history of
Roberts and his group, a Roberts supporter confiscated and destroyed the
material, assaulting the delegate when
he intervened. Five of the six on the
Militant slate were elected including
two full delegates. In addition Militant
Caucus supporters were elected delegates or alternates at four other work
last

five

locations.

The 15 April

election for union

offi-

and the campaign preceding it
were a shambles and a mockery. The
"majority" slate, headed by Mage-ite
demagogue Marty Morgenstern, was a
cers

including
vote-getting
hodge-podge
members of almost all previously opposing groups plus three Black candidates supported by the Black Caucus.
They took as few positions as possible
as they had very few in common
among them and campaigned on the
basis of "experience." They were unopposed by the RAFC and Cribben

—

—

of

TULP

affiliation

ran alone on a defeatist proplatform.

Militant Caucus Gains
The four Militant Caucus candidates
ran the only organized opposition slate
and received 22% of the regular citywide vote, the highest vote for a left

opposition in the union's history. They
carried Kingsbridge Center by 64%
and had near majorities in several
others. Their wide-ranging, transitional program included demands for union democra;cy, alliance with client
groups, shorter work week, against job
discrimination, against "professionalism" (for dropping college degree requirement), for withdrawal from Viet
Nam, for independent working-class
politjcal act^ion, for winning, clerks and
supervisors to SSEU, and opposition
to entry into DC 37 under the terms
offered as a retrogressive step.
After the elections, the SSEU received a revised, unamendable offer
from Local 871 which was a technical
improvement, provided one accepted the
bureaucratization of the merged union.

Assembly, similar to that in the teachers' union. Ofllicers would serve unlimited terms without recall provisions
and collectively set their own salaries
certainly the preconditions for a conservative, self-interested bureaucracy.
strike vote would require a twothirds vote of any body. Over half of
the increased dues would go out of the
local, mainly to DC 37, lor very few

—
A

services.

Bureaucratic Merger Rejected

After the defeat of the merger prothe Executive Board majority
voted to have a second merger vote,
and granted the "yes" side exclu8TA)e
use of union facilities and funds for its
campaign. However, the membership
posal,

Twenty officers would form thje 'policymaking body of the union, relegating

rejected this shameless maneuver. and
voted on 23 July to reconsider affiliation only after 1 January 1969. What
is necessary now is a vigorous campaign to win the supervisors and to
win support for the 1969 bargaining
from other City workers. The Militant
Caucus has declared its intention to
continue organizing for militant and
democratic unionism, and for the building of an alternate leadership in the

the delegates to a sand-box Delegates

SSEU.

.

.

REPRESSION

.

and the march showed that we would
not be stopped.

—

Not Riots Revolution!
The Spartacist League does not
upon Black people to engage in

(Continued from Page 8)
attacked or when suspected provocateurs, calling for violence, broke
into the meetings.

lice

On

call

meaningless riots nor does
"non-violence."

In

it call for
SL document,
Struggle Road
(Spartacist No.

the

—Class

April, four days later, Billy
Brooks and comrade Knight were arrested on charges of "inciting a felony"
plus some additional municipal charges.
According to the New Orleans StatesItem of 9 April: "Two men, one white
and one Negro were arrested for allegedly urging others to 'burn, baby,
burn!' and passing out literature in an
area of racial tension." But none of
this happened! Knight and Brooks, 'on
their way home, saw a large crowd
gathered with police massing across the

"Black and Red

street. As they approached they heard
a youth yelling, "Down with the Uncle
Tom nigger cops." The police ran after
the 'youth, pushing down a pregnant
woman. The crowd charged the policemen and the band of cops began using
the butts of shotguns to break up the
crowd. Knight and Brooks got in their
car and left the scene, having given out
no literature either there or anywhere
else that night. Two blocks away they
were searched by a cop who found

possible to give these outbursts political
direction."
These incidents of police repression
are practice runs for their "get-tough"
tactics for the summer: frame-ups and
police violence are their "law and order." If the radical movement and protests of the oppressed are to survive,
all legal terrorism must be fought. If
convicted, Billy Brooks will be jailed
for 5 years, as he is on parole from the

8

copies of the leaflet protesting the Boyd
arrested,
ultimately to be held on $1000 bail
each. Despite all this, the march to
protest the Boyd murder succeeded,

murder and the two were then

with Brooks, Knight and Charles Sims
of the Deacons in the lead. Police terror and reactionary Black Nationalist
sentiment succeeded in cutting down
its numbers, but the protest was heard

to
10,

Negro Freedom"
May- June 1967), we

state:

"...

ghettoes across the country have
been rocked by elemental, spontaneous,
non-political upheavals against the prevailing property relations and against
the forces of the state which protect
these relations. . . Yet despite the vast
energies expended and the casualties
suffered, these outbreaks have changed
nothing. ... It is the duty of a revolu.

tionary organization

to'

intervene where

Louisiana State prison because of simcharges against him last year. Simcomrade Knight could get a year
or more. Statements protesting these
police actions should be sent to Jim
Garrison,
DA, Tulane and Broad
Streets, New Orleans, La.
Defense
funds for Brooks and Knight are urgently needed and should be sent c/o
Spartacist League, Box 8121, Gentilly
Sta., New Orleans, La. 70122.
ilar

ilarly,
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COPS. SPI£S, HUAC:

New

Repression in
New Orleans: During the past two
years the Spartacist League in New Orleans has suffered many attempts at repression by state and city police, culminating in the current criminal charges against Thomas Knight of the SL
and Billy Brooks, financial director of
the United Liberation Front and formerlj»

of

The

in Louisiana
as before."

and continue

its

Orleans

straggle

1967, three SL'ers

and

one friend, returning from an anti-war
conference in Atlanta, were arrested on
charges of loitering, reviling a police

SNCC.

JULY

li,

muilT

im.

open police surveillance occurred on 22 June 1966 at a meeting

.N'u.

•

first

called for

members

1

(black). Two members of the New Orleans Intelligence Squad showed up,
claiming "interest in what you have to
say." Upon their expulsion from the

Joint

F

,

White Killer Cop
The latest and most serious arrest
was preceded by a sharp rise in tension

lepative Committee on

Un-American

1

Activities

^

,
,

meeting they threatened to "bring this
before the City Attorney as a violation

STATE OF LOUISIANA

of our Civil Rights"! Of course, the
police were there to do what the union
bureaucrats' goon squad could not do
frighten away ILA memcompletely

—

bers.
Hon. Jolm I. McKeitlicn
Governor

Later that summer every member of
New Orleans Spartacist League local was placed under obvious surveillance by the police, as an attempt to
pressure them into ceasing their activity. Then New Orleans police Sgt. David Rolland Kent was sent into the
organization as an undercover agent.
the

was inwas incompatible with SL membership and
was thrown out. He was later commended by the New Orleans police for
his activities.

Louisiana HUAC Screams
In the summer of 1967, the Louisiana

Committee on Un-American Activities
"The Spartacist League and Other Communist
Activities in South Louisiana." Though
one member's job was lost as a result
and numerous threats were received by
issued a 185-page report on

the

organizer, the Spartacist
League stated in its press release that:
"... we are said to be a 'revolutionary
Communist group with Trotskyite orientation.' . . . the Committee and its
agents do not realize the full meaning
of what they have said in public. If
they had, then they would have realized
that trained Communist cadre are not
driven out by mere public persecution.
. . .

local

The Spartacist League

will

remain

community. A black youth,
14-year-old Robert Lee Boyd, was shot
and killed by a white cop for picking
up soft-drink bottles from the back
yard of a bar. He had been given permission by the bar manager to take
the bottles. The local NAACP called
in the black

for a protest march but cancelled it,
saying: "We feel there might be eleinfiltrate our ranks,
elements we could not control." (New

ments that would

Orleans Times-Picayune, 30

THE SPARTACBT

COMWnOST

LEACtlE

AND CERTAIN OTHER

ACTIVITIES IN SOUTH LOUISIANA

Known

brutality from the inside"! He
formed that joining the cops

cused of "assaulting a police officer,
resisting arrest and theft of a policeman's hat"! At his trial he was convicted of resisting arrest in spite of
testimony of three witnesses who stated
that the entire incident was provoked
by the police.

The

of the International

Longshoremen's Association, Local 1419

as "David Rolland," Kent was
good at his job, working as an active
member. However, in the spring of
1967, he exposed himself by wanting to
"join the police force to work on police

crowd of parade spectators and brutalby eight policemen. While one
cop was stomping on this, throat and
others were clubbing him, he was acly beaten

On 22 August

FACSIMILE
officer

of cover page.

and using obscene language. The

arrest had political and racist implications, since three of the four were
black and several boxes of Spartacist
literature were found in the car trunk.
The four were eventually found not
guilty, after considerable legal expenses.

A

1968)

to demand that all cops be withdrawn
from the black community.
The day this leaflet was issued was
the day of the murder of Martin Luther

King; tension sky-rqcketed in the black
community with marches from every
Almost all these marches, led
by reformist leaders, were quiet. At
the same time, United Liberation and
community people were holding mass
rallies at several places. These rallies
direction.

only broke out into violence when po(Continued on Page 7)

Another Cop Frame-up
In Januai-y 1968, a second arrest occurred, with probably more racist than
political motivation.
white comrade,
Tom Knight, was arrested in a black
neighborhood on loitering charges.
These charges were dismissed and a
suit for false arrest is now in progress.
About three weeks later, comrade
Knight was arrested for "interfering
with the work of a police officer" because he refused to allow police without
a warrant to search the car in which
he and Floyd Nichols, one of the five
framed-up black students from Texas
Southern University, were riding. Then
on 27 February, Mardi Gras night,
comrade Knight was pulled out of a

May

As a result of this, the United Liberation Front of New Orleans, a coalition
of militant black groups, and the Spartacist League issued a leaflet calling
for a march to protest the killing and
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New York City School Strike

BEWARE

[retyped]

:

LIBERAL

UNION

BUSTERS!

New York City has long been faced with an Immense financial crisis.
While corporations rake In millions of dollars, the City government has
been unable to "find" the money to provide adequate public services.
Liberal Mayor Lindsay has attempted to meet this crisis In part by trying to break the power of the public employee unions.
From the Sanltatlonraen's strike (when Lindsay tried to call In the National Guard as
scabs) to the current UPT strike, Lindsay has made It clear that he Intends to break the unions.
The Lindsay administration has fought a long
war to legitimatize the Taylor Law, which prohibits strikes by public
employees, on the grounds that such strikes endanger the "public InterThe teachers' strike has provided him with his most potent weapon
est".
so far, as the growing liberal sentiment against the strike has reinforced the spectre of the self-interested unions as enemies of the
general public.

"Community Control" Fraud
The City's financial crisis has hit the school system this year, a
year In which the City has actually made the first cut In the school budget In many years.
So all of a sudden Lindsay, whose cops maintain the
dally oppression of the black ghetto, suddenly comes out for black "community control" actually a new experiment In school decentralization
funded by such "communlty-mlnded" organizations as the Federal government's Office of Economic Opportunity and the Ford Foundation.
The concept of "the community" masks the question of who In the community conThe real Interests of black
trols the schools, and for what purpose.
workers and their children are not geographic or even simply racial, but
above all class, and as such are basically counterposed to the destruction of the teachers' union which. If successful, will only strengthen
the hand of the bosses and the capitalist politicians who serve them
against all unions In the city.

—

The demand for "community control" lacking a specific class content
The same group of people can be
radical or reactionary depending on what aspect of their lives they are
mobilized for. The same group of "ethnic" white workers who If approached
on the Job as workers will carry out a militant strike along with their
black fellow workers can also, if approached as residents of their community, be capable of firing every black teacher in their district. We
must recognize what classless "local control" could mean not only for
teachers of "the other" race but also for rebels, radicals and "reds" of
every stripe who will find themselves with only a broken union Incapable
of protecting their Jobs in the aftermath of the substantial Wallace vote.
Is even dangerous In some situations.

In Ocean Hill-Brownsville, "community control" has meant the appointment of a $30 000-a-year black administrator, Rhody McCoy, who was given
a high degree of administrative autonomy, although he had no particular
connection with the black population in the district. One of McCoy's
first acts was to dismiss without due process a number of union leaders
When 250 teachers walked out in protest, they were "transat J.H.S. 271.
This sparked the
ferred", after which non-union replacements were hired.
current dispute.
,

Were it not for the complicating racial factor, the central issue of
But the City has created a heavy smokeunion busting would be clear.

screen by crying: the black ghetto children must be educated, we are helping by encouraging community control, and this racist union stands in the
way.
Using these arguments and some government-paid "anti-poverty" workers, Lindsay has swept the black community sentiment heavily against the
union and has encouraged union-bust Ing, school break-ins, etc.

Replace UFT Leadership

Unfortunately the Shanker leadership has played into Lindsay's hands
by taking a purely "business union" approach to defend itself, remaining
indifferent to the general needs of the oppressed and exploited black
population.
Much of the union's propaganda has catered to conservatism
and racial fears, with talk of "mob rule" and "extremism".
This has
exacerbated the racial division between the union and the black working
people, thereby preventing a real solution to the crisis.
The union's
present rotten course of seeking help at higher levels of government
(including an appeal to Rockefeller, who Inspired the "community control"
experiment, and requests for "protection" by the racist New York City
police) can lead only to further alienation from the black population
and disaster for the union.
The roots of the current impasse can be traced to last year's school
strike and the narrow, self-interested approaches of the UFT and the
'middle-class Black Nationalists who put themselves forward as spokesmen
for the "community".
At that time the Spartacist League Issued a leaflet
("Smash the Taylor Law", 24 Sept. 196?) which criticized both the gratuitous scabbing of Floyd McKlsslck and H. Rap Brown, which exacerbated
the fears of the teachers that black militants would not support their
demands for higher wages, and the UFT leadership's continuing Indifference
to the needs J fears and concerns of the black students and their parents.
Under the heading "Support Ghetto Struggles" we warned: "the equally
middle-class policy of 'professionalism' advocated by the UFT leadership has held the union largely aloof from many of the past struggles
of the ghetto communities, widening the gap between teacher, student
and parent.
Such a situation [of UFT indifference combined with
Black Nationalist calls for 'keeping the schools open'] provides a
ready excuse for the development of racist attitudes." We called
for a radical alliance of teachers with the doubly oppressed black and'
Puerto Rican working people and the first steps towards building a
labor party to lead united, militant struggle against the liberal
union-busters. Without such a radical alliance the situation could
only have developed into the present battle the teachers convinced
they will meet with hostility and anti-union attitudes from the black
militants and turning increasingly to conservative and even racist
appeals in the attempt to find support elsewhere, the parents fed up
with the UFT's unconcern with poverty and racism and bewildered by a
strike which, if the rationale for the Taylor Law is correct, can be
nothing but an act of racism and wanton vlclousness on the part of the
teachers
;

—

A radical alliance must begin by pointing out that the central
problem of black education lies not in the classroom but in the
political-economic system of capitalism. The capitalist system needs
the product of the ghetto schools not as creative human beings but as
a pool of low-skilled and unemployed workers to keep the general wage
level down.
The Black Nationalists have not seen through the liberal
myth that "becoming educated" is the way out of the ghetto for the
The black schoolchildren know
mass of black and Puerto Rican youth.
that they will not find decent employment and a productive, satisfying
life in adulthood, and even the most_ dedicated teachers become cynical

in the face of the bitterness and disinterest of their students who
realize that their "education" Is a farce.
No change In the structure
of the school administration can "reform" ghetto education without a
revolutionary transformation of the society Itself.

"Left - wing" Scabs
In the liberal arena such figures as Murray Kempton, Jimmy Breslln,
the New York Post
the New York Times and CBS News are screaming for the
blood of the UFT.
The liberal strikebreaking sentiment Is not too surprising, since liberals consider the government the primary agent of
change and "progress".
But even so-called "revolutionary" and "Marxist"
groups have been swept along by the liberal "local control" rhetoric.
Such groups as Progressive Labor, the Communist Party and the Socialist
Workers Party advocate simply crossing the picket line, and thereby
busting the union. In order to break a "racist" strike.
Even those
groupings opposed to the strike should seriously consider the Implications of the position that a worker Is Justified In scabbing whenever
he disagrees with his union or does not want to strike, as It destroys
the concept of a union as a body which acts together after determining
Its policies by a vote of the membership.
For radicals to advocate
scabbing only encourages any Inherent racism and ant 1-radlcallsm among
pro-union workers
,

We ask PL and the SWP how they can now support the strikebreaking
and the Ocean Hill-Brownsville administrators who justify the transfers
of UFT teachers on the grounds that "we don't want any teachers who
turned their backs on our children for six weeks" (to cite a statement
made by one of McCoy's assistants over nation-wide television)
i.e. by
going out on strike in previous UFT actions which the SWP and PL supported!
We ask these organizations how they can Ignore the blatant
anti-union, anti-strike attitude of McCoy and his supporters.
These
"Marxists" in the SWP and PL are taking the easy way out by labelling
the social-democratic UFT leadership as "racist" and washing their hands
of the union Instead of fighting in the union against Shanker for the
correct policies.
Serious radicals must ask themselves what New York
City s black population will gain by the destruction of the UFT; by the
legltlmat Izat ion of the Taylor Law and the phony, classless rhetoric
that strikes are against the "public Interest"; by the replacement of
UFT teachers by docile, hand-picked teachers who have no weapon of
struggle against the Board of Education; by the attempt to direct
the anger and frustration of the poor working people of Ocean HillBrownsville against the teachers rather than against the system which
guarantees the continuation of their oppression.

—

'

Militants in the UFT must fight to replace the Shanker leadership
and its conservative and dangerous policies of "professionalism",
elitism toward other trade union struggles and condescension toward
the black working people.
The union must recognize the militant parents
as their needed allies against the liberal union-busters and must seek
a radical alliance of teachers and militant parents and students based
on student-teacher-parent control of the schools.
13 November I968
For a FREE 3-issue trial subscription to SPARTACIST, write:
10001
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Toward

LEFT'S

publicized

SDS

DEATH AGONY

National
the culmination of a year of
split

at

its

Convention in Chicago vi^as
factional squabbling and in-fighting between the "National Collective" (NC) and the "Worker-Student Alliance" (WSA). The WSA is led by the Progressive
Labor Party (PL), this country's semi-official although
by no means only Maoist organization. The NC is
based on SDS's National Officers and their supporters
who included, as it turned out, the Communist Party
and the Black Panthers. The NC tendency is actually
a bloc of several distinct groups (the old New Left
exemplified by Mark Rudd, Avakian's Bay Area Revolutionary Union, National Secretary Mike Klonsky) which

—

—

crystallized in reflexive reaction to the aggressive as-

sault on

CENTS

Stalinism or Trotskyism?

NEW
The heavily

10

mainstream

New

Leftism mounted by the

WSA.

In terms of size and influence, SDS was at its apex.
Students newly radicalized by the Viet Nam war and
repressions of the ghetto rebellions flocked to SDS in
droves, attracted by its professed openness and its activism. In the main contemptuous of theory, SDSers
scorned the "Old Left," which they viewed as dogmatic,
anti-democratift and faction-ridden, and sought to replace the old disputes with only a few classless phrases
"participatory democracy," "community control," "organize the poor," "doing your own thing," etc. In 1965,
PL dissolved its earlier youth group, the May 2nd Movement (which had attempted, unsuccessfully, to compete
with SDS) to enter SDS.

SDS Goes

Stalinist

Faced with the pressing lack of program, perspective
and theory, SDS began to harden up in a number of
directions. The politics of PL, the main group visible in
SDS with any kind of proletarian line, had tremendous
appeal to the most serious SDSers groping for a class
analysis. Partly in response, anti-PL'ism began to
crystallize a strong sentiment to transform SDS into a
democratic-centralist youth organization, a disciplined
group representing evolving mainstream New Leftism.
At the June 1968 SDS Convention held in East Lansing,
PL came close to being thrown out of SDS as an "ex-

The recent Revolutionary
Youth Movement (RYM) proposal embodied this attempt to transform SDS into domestic Red Guards, a
ternal cadre organization."

hard-line youth party.

Special Issue

At this year's June convention, the two currents met
head-on. There was no doubt that a showdown was in the
wings as the tension ran high, occasionally erupting
into fist fights and lapsing into shouting matches with
each side waving Mao's "Little Red Book" at the other.
The stage was set for a repetition in a higher key of
last year's PL-baiting, and it became apparent that this
year the NC did not intend to stop short of expulsion.
There was only one catch: the PL-WSA wing, by dint
of their crude working-class line's appeal and after
months 'of determined organizing, came to the Convention with what was probably a majority of the delegates. The NC was forced to speed up its timing in
order to force the intended split before the final voting
for the incoming leadership. In a heavy-handed maneuver, they brought in the Black Panther Party for an
obviously pre-planned denunciation of "racism" and
"Trotskyism," including threats of physical violence.
Immediately following a harangue by the Panthers,
leaflets were distributed
in a masterpiece of convenient timing castigating PL for its "counter-revolutionary" and "racist" stands on Cuba, the NLF, the Black
movement, etc. The splitting faction, representing a
large minority of the organization, walked out of the
Convention hall and SDS. They took with them SDS's
funds, mailing lists, offices and newspaper.
The Klonsky-Avakian-Dohrn bloc is united chiefly in
its hostility to PL, its uncritical "Third World" enthusing, its refusal to tolerate criticism of what used
to be called "progressive forces" and its anti-workingclass line. They see colonial revolutions as a precondition to any radicalization of the U.S. working class,
whose role they see as at best passive allies for the
Vietnamese or else as a labor aristocracy bought off by
imperialist crumbs. Thus, they reduce themselves to
cheerleaders for the "Third World" guerrillas and function domestically as white Black Nationalists.

—

—

Spartacist Intervenes

The Spartacist League intervened

at the Convention
with several resolutions and position papers (reprinted
in this issue of Spartacist). After the split of the
NC bloc, our comrades remained in SDS (i.e., the WSA
wing, to whom we stand closer than to the NC splitters
who are both politically to their right and openly exclu(Continued Noxt I'aK'o)

on

Split in

SDS

2—
.

.

.

AGONY

Mabists

sionist), functioning as a left-wing op-

The ex-Trotskyist SWP-

position to PL.

vs.

Mao

Avakian and the Panthers were right

YSA was

conspicuous by its non-intervention, not surprising sinc^ among
youth groups thfe YSA stands qualitatively to the right of both the
and NC wings of SDS. As a footnote,
the Independent Socialist Clubs have
finally provided a demonstration of
their "third camp" philosophy by running candidates in the Klonskyite group
while proposing motions condemning
the splitters to the
wing. For
those who have been wondering where
the "third camp" is located, the answer
seems to be a foot in both camps.

WSA

WSA

—

when they accused PL

of deviating
since for Maoists, as for Stalin, "national liberation"
and blocs with petty-bourgeois class
forces must take priority over class
struggle. PL's shift on the national
question seems a genuine attempt to
create a Leninist class-conscious politics of struggle. But PL must at the
same time for reasons of power (keep-

from Maoist orthodoxy,

ing the Chinese franchise) lug Maoism around their necks like a millstone.
Rejection of Stalin and Mao being out
of the question, of course, PL cannot
inquire into its historical roots or the
basis of its present theories, which

y

WHO'S

Theoretical Bankruptcy

In a sense,
linism shoved

PL

has had

its

own

Sta-

down its throat. In December 1968, at the Ann Arbor Na-

NC

tional Council, PL blocked with the
to racist-bait the Marcus group ("SDS

Labor Committee")

for their critical
in the
teachers' strike, and supported their expulsion in direct violation of SDS's nonexclusionist Constitution. Now PL is
at the mercy of the same degenerate,
anti-consciousness weapons in the hands
of the NC
exclusion and slander for
their critical attitude toward Black Nationalism and the "Third World" Stalinist leaders, a line which is too far
left for the NC and its right-wing
Stalinists. In a classic ironic twist PL,
after years of denouncing Trotskyists
for criticizing Stalinist-led movements
and their states, is itself accused of
Trotskyism for its present version of
the classically Trotskyist position that
denunciation of betrayals is vital rather
than divisive in the fight against imperialism. Fuither, before its recent
turn, PL spent years uncritically sup-

support to the

UFT

NYC

—

—

porting Black

Nationalism in

all

its

guises, thus helping establish the prec-

—
—

edent

.

.

—

and practices, is objectively
anti-communist, and reactionary. It has no place in SDS, an organization of revolutionary youth."
positions

racist,

(from official statemeat of National Collective wing of SDS following
June 1969 Convention, establishing
new criteria for SDS membership)

"The Spartacists,

in general, want a
revolution in Cuba, China (People's Republic), Algeria and the USSR. This
position and others has been taken by
the Spartacists and other trotskyites.
Coincidentally, this is the same position taken by the U.S. State Department. ... In effect, the trotskyites do
the work of the enemy."

ter to the Chicago

While the Klonsky-Dohrn-Avakian
wing comes out openly for smashing
the working class for its racism, the

1965)

WSA-PL

opposes Black separatism and
working-class unity across
color lines. This is again a crude version of an impulse toward Trotskyism:
that is, the program of proletarian revolution rather than Maoist peasantbased "Bloc of Four Classes" national
for

movements.

But

typical Stalinist
fashion, PL has rejected its former
line of uncritical apologetics for Black
Nationalism only to jump over the Leninist outlook into the camp of colorblind
unity-mongering, denying the
need to fight against the special oppression of Black workers.
in

at-

tacked every revolutionary nationalist
struggle of the Black and Latin peoples
in the U.S. as being racist and reactionary.
.
Progressive Labor Party
has attacked Ho Chi Minh, the National Liberation Front of South Vietnam,
the revolutionary government of Cuba
all leaders of the peoples' struggles
for freedom against U.S. imperialism.
Progressive Labor Party, because of its

that the Panthers who have
now led the anti-PL purge must be
correct by definition.

'calls

\

WHAT NOW?

"The Progressive Labor Party has

(from PL's William McAdoo's letEpton Defense
Committee excluding Spartacists
from Epton defense work, 3 March

would reveal a great deal about its
heroes. And without any methodology,
PL can only readjust its mistakes by
impressionistically every
time the wind changes, often to a sym-

flip-flopping

metrical error from the opposite direction.

The Leninist-Trotskyist conception of
the role of the vanguard in broader
struggles includes recognition of the
special oppression of racial, ethnic, national, social minorities and seeks to
fight for the special needs of all the
oppressed while recognizing the primacy of class issues and the necessity

for proletarian hegemony. Leninists see
the need for mass organizational forms
transitional organizations for, e.g.,
Black people, women, youth to struggle for their special needs and cut
across national, ethnic and sexual divisions in order to focus all the oppressed
on a fight against the real source and
profiteers of their exploitation. PL's
recent discovery of the illusory nature
of Black Nationalism is insufficient and,
especially coming from left-wingers in
the belly of the most powerful imperialist nation on earth, decisively so.
In this country, in which racial divisions in the working masses have been
successfully exploited in the interests
of the rulers for hundreds of years,
any pretention to a perspective of class
unity without an understanding of
how to overcome divisions which cut
across class lines is theoretically bankrupt.

—

—

Xerox Copy SDSes
The physical act of bringing
split

exposes the

tarian.

NC

Crystallized

off the
as viciously secinto a tendency

within SDS, they sought to turn SDS
itself into their model of a youth party,
with their politics, rather than organizing a competitor to PL outside SDS
while continuing to function inside
SDS as a tendency. They desire instead
to remake SDS in their own image,
wishing to both retain their power as
national officers and avoid political
combat with other tendencies in an
open organization, a fear all Stalinists
share. In splitting SDS, they have destroyed the one organisation in which
the programs and analyses of all the
groups could compete for adherents
while still remaining democratic, in(;lusive and open at the bottom for

newly radicalized youth. We also would
an organization of revolutionary youth organized along the correct program
i.e., a Young Spartacist.
But to seek to play power politics in
the hope of turning SDS itself into
such a group would be viciously destructive of radicalizing the newer laylike to see

—

ers of

young

people.

The need for a broad-based, nonexclusionary democratic organization
of radical youth remains. But neither
the Klonskyites nor the WSA-SDS is
capable of making their rival organizations such a group. The Klonskyites
immediately adopted an exclusionary
clause barring from membership PL,
anyone who opposes PL's exclusion and
anyone who does not unconditionally
'support "the struggles of the Black and
Latin colonies within the U.S. for national liberation" and the NLF, North
Viet Nam, China, North Korea, Albania, Cuba. PL's own past history of
organizational abuses militates strongly against the WSA's affirmed policy
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of non-exclusion. PL
Spartacist supporters

itself excluded
from their Harcommittees
Defense
Council
and
lem
to defend Bill Epton on the political
grounds that Trotskyism was "counterrevolutionary," a policy which they still
maintain, and have occasionally used

violence against other radicals. For tactical reasons, PL needs to be non-exclusionist in SDS now in order to demonstrate the legitimacy of its accusations against the NC splitters, but PL's
own handling of its previous youth

group

—the May 2nd Movement:—shows

that PL -will not be able to avoid the
temptation to turn SDS into a Xerox
copy of PL politically by getting rid of
dissident individuals and throwing out
oppositional tendencies.

The Check Bounces

NC

The

losers in the struggle are the
bloc, too factionalized and incomplete

outlook to maintain
any long-term organizational continuity. Their maneuvers at the SDS Convention have tied them to Stalinist
manipulation tactics, which they will

in their political

undoubtedly spend their

political future
perfecting. The NC is a sorry lot. It
took only an indecent three days for
one of their uncritical Stalinist blank
checks to bounce. At the split, PL was
castigated as counter-revolutionary because they criticize Castro's Cuba, the
National Collective's Caribbean Vatican. Yet three days later the New York
Times reported that Black Panthers residing in Cuba have been jailed for organizing Black Cubans. One wonders
what the NC can possibly say in a situation like this, where any statement
they could make (aside from cynical
denial of the whole episode) should by
rights exclude them from their own
organization by their own criteria!

NC

The servile enthusing of the
for
Stalinist bureaucracies from Albania
to Viet
has nothing in common
with either proletarian internationalism

Nam

or Marxism. Rather, it is a retreading
of the path of the CPUSA, which in
the late twenties started down the reformist road by losing its perspective
for international proletarian revolution, transforming itself instead into a
cheerleader and borderguard for the
totalitarian bureaucracy consolidating
itself in the Soviet Union. Yet PL,
which wrongly considers that the USSR
has simply returned to capitalism,
maintains at the same time a schizoid
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inist revolutionary theory.

In impulse, PL might be characterized as "Trotskyism with a pre-frontal
lobotomy." The essential contradiction
for PL is that it has not come down
decisively either as an apologist for
Third World Stalinism as its Maoism
would dictate or for proletarian revolution in the U.S. Whereas faithful
Maoism necessitates the subordination
of the class struggle to the "national
PL actually
liberation" movements,
broke with the Canadian Maoists to
adopt a critical attitude towards Ho
Chi Minh and the NLF. Time after
time they have come up with positions

Marxism

EDITORS: David Cunningham;
Managing, Elizabeth Gordon;

ambivalence toward Cuba and North
Viet Nam; as a result of their opportunist Avakian-like subservience toward "Maothought" they render themselves incapable of arriving at a Len-

Would-be revolutionaries must understand that the "revisionism" which PL
condemns began with Stalin, not after
him, that class betrayal can be stopped
only by political revolution against the
conservative, nationalistic Stalinist bureaucrats and the restoration of the
political dictatorship of the proletariat,
and that "Trotskyism" is not a curseword but is the international, proletarian, revolutionary perspective in opposition to Stalinism, the neo-Menshevik
revisionism which stands for class collaboration and betrayal.
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which are in essence an unconscious
bad paraphrase of Trotskyist analysis,
usually several years too late and after
denouncing as "counter-revolutionary"
these very positions. Unable to stand
up against any study of history or theory, which would reveal the betrayals
of Stalin and Mao as well as PL's

own checkered
to

past,

PL must

continue

denounce Trotskyism and to prac-

tice the

same

Stalinist slander, exclu-

sionism and violence which the Klonsky
wing is now employing against them.

This decisive split in SDS comes after years of rejecting the lessons of
history and the "old disputes" of the
earlier movement as sectarian and irrelevant. The split reflects a clear leftright polarization between those who
continue an anti-worker elitism and
those who subjectively seek, in an abor-

and distorted way, working-class
Both sides have now accepted,
unevenly and incompletely, the counter-revolutionary dead-end of Stalinism
a massive tradition of anti-Leninism
tive

politics.
if

—

Defend Black Panthers!

Free the

New York 21

frame-up and held on $100,000
each for "Conspiracy" charges.
jailed in a vicious, transparent

Money
Send

for legal defense

is

urgently needed.

to:

Black Panther Party

Box 1224
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11202

upon the physical destruction of
the Bolshevik Party of Lenin and Trotsky and which has behind it a series of
betrayals of the international working
class from China in 1927-8 through
Spain in 1936-7 to Indonesia in 1965.
It is indeed ironic that the New Left,
after years of rejecting the "Old Left,"
should end up embracing precisely that
aspect of the "Old Left" responsible for
the sterility and failuie of the efforts
of perhaps millions of dedicated militants who at one time shared SDS's
subjective commitment to revolution.
Chicago marked the death of a flawed,
contradictory and hopeful phenomenon,
the New Left.
built

The authorities are everywhere trying to destroy the only existing
nation-wide Black movement of struggle.

bail

—
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THE SECRET WAR BETWEEN
The following document was written
for a Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) regional conference by
Spartacist League comrades in the
South ; later, copies of the polemic, with
an introduction and entitled Mike Klonsky Versus Brother Stalin, were distributed at the June 1969 SDS Convention.

Trotskyists loathe Stalin, and after
his earliest years we do not consider
his views Marxist. Marxism and the

National Question was a viable reference for two reasons: this was Klonsfcy'Sv "theoretical" cover for his own
separatist views, not corresponding to

canon text; secondly, as the document
makes clear, Stalin wrote this work in
1913 at Lenin's direction and under his
tutelage. The work pales in
significance compared with the subtlety and depth of Lenin's own work on
nationalities; but if mediocre, Stalin's
editorial

essay

considered justifiably a
theoretical contribution of the Marxist
is

still

movement.
But even in terms of his own theory,
Stalin never had an integrated and systematic view on the national question.
The man who shortly before the Bolshe:Vik Kevolution was capable (with aid)
of stating the Leninisb analysis on imperialism and the special oppression of
minorities could, by 1922, indulge himself in a fierce, great-power bureaucratic suppression of Georgia and the
Georgian Bolsheviks in so crass and
ugly a manner that when finally notice
of this came to the attention of the
dying Lenin his response was to recommend to the Central Committee of
his party that Stalin be removed from
the office of its General Secretary.

Our document quotes

Stalin to the
that in contradistinction to the
bourgeoisie's attempt to prolong the
national aspects of social struggle, "the
class-conscious proletariat cannot rally
under the 'national' flag of the bourgeoisie." This is Lenin's politics. Yet
the same man who wrote that became
the architect of the popular front with
the "progressive bourgeoisie" and in
China, Spain, France and tens of other
places wrecked potential communist
revolutions by the self-same rallying
under the "national" flag. Would-be
revolutionaries should understand that
blind enthusiasm for "national liberation movements" in preference to class
struggle conceptions leads down an old,
old road heaped with the bodies of dedicated communists butchered by their
"progressive," "liberal" bourgeois aleffect

lies.
Those who seek sustenance
Maothought should remember that

in
it

(AND

was Mao,

Stalin's greatest living acowho engineered the polittechniques that disarmed the Indonesian working class and led to the
mass execution of their Communist
Party. Readers of this document should
not allow any admiration for Stalin's
youthful Leninist orthodoxy here to
blind them to the fact that in whatever
contemporary guise Stalinism is the
syphilis of the workers' movement and
unless mercilessly eradicated will destroy yet another generation of young

lyte himself,
ical

revolutionaries.

is self-determination? SDS NaSecretary Mike Klonsky says
self-determination means the right of a
group, or a people, to decide their own

What

tional

destiny.

According to Marxism, self-determination

means

the right of a nation to

independence and equality in
ings with other nations.

its

deal-

What's the difference? First, the
Marxist begins with material reality.
Can this or that group realhj decide
its own destiny? Maybe students and
soldiers ought to be able to decide their

destiny. It might be nice. But these
groups exist only because they're subsidized by the rest of society. Their

own

struggles for political and personal
freedom are necessary and just, but we
can't talk about self-determination for
a fragment of society that can't support itself. Would a steel mill, under
socialism, decide its own destiny? No,
the fate of the mill and the workers
would be socially determined by the
need for steel, the availability of ore,
the state of technology, the skill and
consciousness of the workers.
After a successful revolution, does a
workers' state "decide its own destiny"?
No. Cuba's destiny is strongly influenced by U.S. and Soviet foreign policy.
Even if socialism were victorious on a
world scale, the economic development
areas and industries
of individual
would be socially determined on an international basis.
So, Marxists don't begin by asking
whether a group wants complete autonomy, or is oppressed, or deserves a
break, or feels it needs independence.

When a revolutionary says "self-determination" he isn't talking about
abstract or Utopian independence from
"student
society by small, weak castes
power," for example. The revolutionary
uses "self-determination" to describe

—

the right to secede, and the capability
form a nation, when that struggle
for secession advances the revolution—
the tvhole class struggle.

to

A

Black Nation?
Klonsky says American Blacks are a
nation, and that self-determination, in
the Marxist sense, applies to their
struggle. In his recent New Left Notes
article on SSOC, he says:
"While I disagree with SSOC's notion
of the South as a colony, I do believe
that the nature of the struggle in the
South is going to take on special characteristics. This is due primarily to the
historic role of the Black liberation
movement in the South and to the fact
that the historical basis for a separate
Black nation lies in the South." (em-

phasis added)
Of course the South will exhibit special characteristics. The revolution in
Brooklyn will be very different from
the struggle in Queens, for that matter.
But is there actually a historical basis
for a separate Black nation? Is there
now, or in the future, a material basis
for separatism?

Brother Klonsky seems to assume

—

correctly that most radicals are unaware of just what Marxists consider
constitutes a "nation." At the recent

SSOC High
lanta, he

School Conference in At-

recommended as an authority

on the national question

—

J. V. Stalin.
Lenin, too, considered Stalin an authoron the national question for the
Party; that is, until Stalin's brutal
treatment of the Georgian communists,
along with other offenses against the
Bolshevik principle led Lenin to de-*
clare that Stalin's tenure as General
Secretary posed grave dangers for the
Party.

ity

Stalin's Contribution
A standard work on the national
question and self-determination is Stalin's

Marxism and

tion.

We

the National Quesreread it after the confusing
experience of listening to Klonsky in
Atlanta. The National Secretary kept
referring to "self-determination" to
support his points. For example, he
said that American radicals have no
right to criticize the policies of the
NLF. That would be imperialism, since
their revolution was their own busi-

We were wondering whether we
had the right to criticize counter-revoness.

policy
when he
Soviet
dropped another one criticism of the
Black Panthers indicated a racist mentality, since whites had no right to tell
the Black liberation fighters what to do.
That sounded consistent, anyway.
But the next moment Klonsky had nominated the Panthers for vanguard notonly of the Black liberation struggle,

lutionary

—
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OTHER KLONSKY AND STALIN
O WON)
production

organized

along capitalist

the whole American revolution.
Now if the National Secretary really
thought he had no business criticizing
the Blacks he wouldn't be putting the
Panthers on a pedestal at the expense

but

of

SNCC, ELBUM, and many

others.

He would take his own advice, and
keep his mouth shut. However, no such
deviation from character occurred.
'By and by, Klonsky was asked where
his theory came from. He referred us
had read the pamphlet.
to Stalin.

We

Someone had a very bad memory.
Checking the pamphlet would tell us
which. When we reread Uncle Joe's
work, we found that Stalin contradicted Klonsky on every point. The diferences can't be accounted for by lapse
of memory.
Let's summarize just what Stalin
said about the national question in
1913, when his view was close to Lenin's. Once people get this straight in
their minds, Klonsky can come forward and take credit for developing a
new theory of nationalism that has
nothing to do with the Bolshevik crew
of amateurs.

Leninist Criteria
a nation, and once
should we do about
the National Question (Stalin, Works,, vol. ii, pp. 300-381)
Stalin declares that:

What constitutes
we know that, what
it? In Marxism and

"A nation is a historically constitutcommunity of people, formed
on the basis of a common language^ territory, economic life, and psychological
make-up manifested in a common culed, stable

ture."

He

goes further:

"It must be emphasized that none of
the above characteristics taken separately is sufficient to define a nation.

More than

that, it is sufficient for

a

single one of these characteristics to
be lacking and the nation ceases to be
a nation."

The Bolsheviks thought

it

was

point-

spend a lot of blood trying to
get political independence for groups
which would fall, quickly and totally,
under the economic domination of some
other power. So they defined a nation
in such a way as to exclude religions,
cliques, castes, and any other groups
which couldn't make a go of it independently. Stalin set down four characteristics, and specified that a "nation" must have all of them.
1) Common language
less to

2)

Common
Common

territory

economic

Common psychological make-up;
common culture
Now which of these features of na4)

tionalism is shared by Blacks in the
U.S.? Do they have a common language?
Well, yes: English, like most other
Americans. Common territory? While
the South retains a large Black population, the population shift of Blacks in
the last fifty years has been from the
rural South into all parts of the country, especially into the big cities, many
of which now have Black majorities or
near-majorities. The geographical distribution of Blacks is increasingly the
same as that of the U.S. working class
as a whole. Psychological make-up
manifested in a common culture? This
question lends itself more than the
others to subjective interpretation; but
it seems that what common, distinctive
culture exists is that of the lower, most
oppressed stratum of the American
working class and that section squeezed
into the ranks of the chronically unemployed. Blacks may give the appearance of possessing some degree of special, national culture, because unlike
whites almost all Blacks are workingclass; this is a class difference in culture, not a national one. Appalachian
white workers, or migrant agricultural
laborers, for example, possess a somewhat distinct culture as a result of
their special niches in capitalism's division of labor.
The forced segregation of Blacks in
the U.S. is another factor lending them
the appearance of nationhood. But this
forced segregation from the bulk of the
working class, of which they are economically a part, stands in direct contrast to the usual pattern o'f national
oppression: forced assimilation. The
forced segregation imposed on Blacks
by a ruling class seeking to prevent
working-class unity has impelled Blacks
to seek integration and equality with
the rest of the working class. Separatism is an accomodation to the ruling
class' tactic of working-class division

life

A

them by the

(white) bourgeoisie.
separatist ideology, in its very nature,
cannot direct a struggle against the
segregation which keeps Blacks in their
doubly oppressed condition. And it's obviously dangerous to imply to racist
white workers that since Blacks are a

separate nation and deserve a separate
state, the whites can have a segregated
socialism. This is not different in principle from SSOC's organizing workers
as Southerners.

Utopian Cultural Nationalism
People trying to make a case for
Black Culture usually tell only half, or
less than half, of the story. They emphasize escape, insurrection, sabotage,
protest the whole spectrum of Black

—

resistance to oppression.
In fact, these traditions are largely
absent from the Black community.
They are smothered by the culture of

humility and submission promoted by
the preachers and Uncle Toms. The defor Black studies is an attempt
by the militants to attack the dominant
ghetto culture, the culture of submission. This situation duplicates that of
the working class as a whole: a dominant ideology of religion and patriotism, promoted by the rulers and all
their media, and an insurgent culture
of class struggle preserved by the left
and part of the labor movement.
In their book Black Power, Stokely
Carmichael and Charles V. Hamilton

mand

state

"Under classic colonialism, the colony
is a source of cheaply produced raw
materials
which the "Mother Country" then processes into finished goods
and sells at a high profit^sometimea
back to the colony itself. The black
communities in the United States do
not export anything except human la.

bor." (p.

6,

.

.

emphasis added)

(Continued Next Page)
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(other

(with independent class structure and means of
3)

racial lines, and most Blacks
it. When they unite in separate
Black organizations it has usually been
to fight the separatism, the appearanc9
of separate nationality, imposed upon

along

know

lines)

numbers

in

35 centS

preparation)
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KLONSKY

respectable Marxist
colony or
definition not of a nation
otherwise but of the situation of the
proletariat under capitalism. Many of
the special features of Black life and
consciousness in the U.S. follow from
the fact that Blacks are proletarians
like most other Americans, only more
so; that is, the Black petty bourgeoisie
is extremely small, and the Black big
bourgeoisie non-existent. In the epoch
of decaying capitalism there simply
isn't room for new Black Rockefellers.

that

is

a

—

—

On Separate Organization
Are Black people simply workingclass, in their vast majority? No. They
represent a specially oppressed color
caste within the U.S. working class.
There are other such specially oppressed stata, or "castes," within the
working class, and within the petty
bourgeoisie as well. The special oppression of Blacks is qualitatively similar
to that endured by women, youth, many
American Indians (some of whom
would qualify for a national status in
the Marxist sense), and white ethnic
minority groups. These examples, too,
are predominantly working-class in
sometimes less
composition, though
overwhelmingly so than Blacks. Each
of these groups suffers special oppression in addition to the fundamental oppression of the working class under
capitalism.

Modern

Bolsheviks,

like

Lenin's

party, do not oppose but rather encourage these groups to form special
.organizations to fight their special oppressions These organizations and movements do not compete with the vanguard party of the whole class, but
rather are linked to it through their
most conscious cadre. What we must
oppose is the dual vanguard concept;
the U.S. has a single bourgeois state
and ruling class, and unifying the
struggles of all capitalism's separate
oppressed groups must be a single
Marxist party.

With Lenin looking over his shoulder,
Stalin would probably say that Blacks
no longer have a common territory,
that language barriers don't separate
them from most other workers, that
their culture is not widely divergent
either, and that they own nothing but
their bodies. He would conclude from
this that it would be extremely difficult
to unite the Blacks around a demand
for secession. And if secession were
accomplished. Black workers would still
be working for white capitalists since
there is no Black big bourgeoisie, no
Black capital. Similarly, Lenin's party
opposed self-determination for the Jewish ghetto because it provided no avenue of struggle against the dominant

oppression.

For

this

in a direction favorable to the inter-

reason the Party opposed the slogan
despite the recognized special oppression of the Jews under Tsarism, and
despite the existence of widespread
anti-Semitism among the less conscious

national proletariat and the establishment of its dictatorship. They don't act
as yes-men for national movements,
which usually suffer from bourgeois
and petty-bourgeois leadership. Honest
revolutionaries don't issue blank checks
of support to anybody.
The Bolsheviks adopted an extremely
critical attitude toward national movements and their demands. In the first
section of the pamphlet cited Stalin
observes that nationalism was flourishing in 1913, to the weakening and defeat of the proletarian movement internationally. As to the Marxist approach,
he says:
"Social-Democracy [will notj support
every demand of a nation. A nation has
the right even to return to the old
order of things; but this does not mean
that Social-Democracy will stibscribe to
such a decision if taken by some institution of a particular nation. The obligations of Social-Democracy, which defends the interests of the proletariat^
and the rights of a nation, are two different things.
"This is what essentially distinguishes the policy of the class-conscious proletariat from the policy of the bour-

institutions

of

"

Russian workers.
So the Bolshevik Stalin might say:
"Throw in with the white workers,
^

struggle against the bosses and against
the specific forms of oppression that
isolate you and weaken you."
Klonsky cuts through all this nitpicking. He states, boldly and clearly,
"If you want to secede, go ahead. It's

your blood, and anyway it's not my
business to tell you what to do."
Let's put another question to Klonsky
and Stalin: Assuming an oppressed
and oppressor nation, how should the
vanguard party organize?
Klonsky thinks in terms of two vanguards one Black, one white with
unity at some future date.
Stalin's views on the vanguard are

—

—

sort of old-fashioned:
"We know where the demarcation of
workers according to nationalities leads
to.

The disintegration of a united work-

ers' party, the splitting of

trade unions,

aggravation of national friction, nademoralization within the ranks of Social-Democracy."
Simple, isn't it? One ruling class, one
vanguard. One boss, one union. One
bureaucracy, one caucus to fight it.
Stalin wouldn't think much of ELRUM,
with its demands for Black foremen.
That would seem to him only one step
from the demand for Black cops.
Klonsky is more open-minded and
liberal in his approach. He's more modtional strike-breaking, complete

est

and diplomatic. He knows his place.

No

Liberal Blank Checks
assume Klonsky can persuade
us that the situation of the American
Let's

Blacks is a national-liberation question,
and furthermore, that it requires a
separate vanguard. Would that mean
that revolutionaries shouldn't criticize
the Black vanguard? The Bolsheviks
were notorious for fierce and uncompromising criticism of foreign vanguard parties. Left Wing Communism,
An Infantile Disorder is mostly criticism of the mistakes of other vanguards. Lenin considered this international criticism and debate to be a vital
part of internationalism.
Marxists emphatically do not support all national demands. They proclaim the right of nations to wage their

own class struggles, to decide their own
historic destinies, even to move backward

to an outmoded social order. But
Marxists don't abdicate their responsi-

their class, the proletariat.
tail-end the self-determination struggle. They try to direct it politically, to lead the national struggle
bility

which attempts to aggravate
the national struggle and to
prolong the national movement.

geoisie,

and fan

"And that is why the class-conscious
proletariat cannot rally under the 'national' flag of the bourgeoisie."
Stalinist enthusiasts for non-proletarian "movements of national liberation around the world" (Arab nationalism, Ben Bella & Boumedienne, Sukarno, Chiang Kai-shek in the 1920's, etc.)
should note that Stalin, too, before he
liquidated the Old Bolsheviks Left,
Right, and Center, spoke for the critical, proletarian, Leninist approach to
the national question.
Stalin makes another important observation about nationalism which is
very difficult to square with the "historical basis" which Klonsky says exists for a separate Black nation in the
U.S.
"A nation is not merely a historical
category but a historical category belonging to a definite epoch, the epoch of
rishig capitalism. The process of elimination of feudalism and development
of capitalism is at the same time
process of the constitution of people
et,

into nations."

Does Klonsky believe that the twentieth
century is one of "rising capitalism" in
the U.S.? Or that the U.S., even the
South, was "feudal" in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, when the historical basis for a separate Black nation

was presumably being

laid?

to

They don't

Ersatz Orthodoxy

Summing up: Klonsky and the National Collective have been using Sta-
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name only his name to justify
their attitude toward the Black liberation struggle and their overall perspective for SDS. Even a hasty reading of
Marxism and the National Question
leaves us with this choice of conclulin's

sions:
1)

Collective

abortive power-play it
has been desperately searching for a
perspective for SDS that
.national
would justify greater centralism. It
was unable to develop a program of
class struggle, because most of the National Collective doesn't believe in the
working class as a revolutionary force,
ihuch less the primary force for change.
But it could and did unite around the
romantic appeal of the Panthers. By
making the victory of the Black movement a precondition for the development of the American revolution (Klon20
sky, "The White Question,"
Mar. '69) it has dumped the difficult
job of teaching class consciousness and
promoting the class struggle. What remains is simple agitation against white
supremacy, which quite a few liberal
and reformist groups have been doing
for years. In effect, the National Collective is "with" the Panthers the same

made

its

first

NLN

way
the

a tape worm is "with" its host. If
Panthers pressure the National

Collective to adopt a genuine revolutionary strategy of class struggle, we
cain depend on the parasite to leave by
the traditional route.

PL
The

vs.

Social Fascism, the liberal Pop Fronts
all this history of the Third International parties would have to be condemned, and that would be getting

—

Klonsky can't read.

2) Klonsky is lying.
Evfer since the National

tion of all the characteristic theory and
practice of Communist Parties since
Stalin's break with Lenin, Trotsky, and
Marxism, and his dictatorship over the
Party. Socialism in One Country, the
Bloc of Four Classes, the Theory of

—

"dangerously" close to Trotskyism.
PL belongs to a tradition of degenerate
Stalinism and Maoism.
Bolshevism
Both look to social formations other
than the working class for support of
parasitic bureaucracies ruling in place
of the proletariat. This is the basis, in
political method, of the forty-year pattern of betrayal of the proletariat, a
betrayal proceeding from the bureaucracy's need to obtain support or neutrality from bourgeois forces. PL's dependence on the ideology and leadership emanating from China (read Peking Review,, if you can) will bring
their national position right back to
where it was should Mao's bureaucracy
reprimand PL for its recent divergence
from
Peking's
ultra-opportunistic
stance on the national question. The
old Moscow-oriented Communist Parties followed every twist and turn of
the Soviet bureaucracy as it sought to
avoid the twin dangers of imperialist
invasion and workers' political control
from below in the period which PL
considers healthy and revolutionary.
Radicals leaning toward PL should
keep their political spines flexible, and
keep close watch on Peking Review.

—

—

Marxist Clarity

—Nick Dicken— SDS

chief opposition to the National
line

cist

— Leon

on

nationalism has
come from Progressive Labor. Observers of ^this battle should know that until its drastic left turn on nationalism
of a few months ago, PL endorsed the
same kind of petty-bourgeois nationalist movements here and abroad which
the National Collective enthuses over
now. PL condemned the Trotskyist
Spartacist League for its critical approach to national movements, an approach now adopted by them. PL won't
admit just whose analysis they have
borrowed from, any more than Stalin
admitted adopting aspects of the Left
Collective's

Opposition's program after purging
them from the Party. They admit they
were wrong on the Black liberation
movement, Algeria, the NLF, etc. (see
the article on Black Liberation in PL,
Feb. '69), Jjut they can't say who was
right on these questions or what politi-.
cal method led them to avoid PL's errors. Maybe they feel that all that's
lost is Marxist clarity, and they're
right. Keeping silent means fewer questions when a new zig-zag is called.
PL has not revised its method of analyzing problems like the national question. That would require the repudia-

cist

.

.

.

at large, Sparta-

League

Day

— SDS

at large, Sparta-

League
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(Continued from Back Page)
ganization would be both artificial and
destructive.

Resolved: That SDS remain a broadbased, democratic organization of radical youth, committed to socialism.
3.

The

On

Stalinist

split

by the

Wreckers
Avakian-Dohrn-

Klonskyite wreckers, aided by the Black
Panther Party, occurred after this resolution was prepared. This split was
the logical culmination of the past
year's intense faction fighting, in which
the two major factions carried on a
political fight in the manner of Stalinists, that is, through a jockeying for
power based more on intimidation and
manipulation than democratic discussion. It is to be pointed out that the
heavy-handed actions and preplanning
of the National Collective, Bay Area

Revolutionary Union, and Black Panther Party far outdid any other group
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in terms of opportunist, anti-democratic, Stalinist functioning.
In this context, something must be

Black Panther Party.
The Black Panthers have newly dis-

said about the

covered and repeated the errors which
helped destroy the last Communist
movement in the thirties. That is, they
make a suicidal confusion between fascism and bourgeois democracy, believing that they are living under fascism,
and seek to create the classless popular
front against fascism just as Stalin did
in the thirties. While the Black Panthers have struggled hard against the
bourgeois state they have ignored Lenin's dictum that without a revolutionary theory, there can be no revolution.

At the SDS convention, the Black
Panther Party allowed itself to be used
by the right-wing Stalinists (AvakianKlonskyites) in a fight against the left(Progressive Labor
Stalinists
Party). In doing so, the Black Panther
Party lent itself to the internal wrecking operation within SDS.

wing

Political

disputes

must be carried on

between groups
and open

in a free

exchange, with the confidence that correct politics will win people. Reliance
on under-the-table deals and threats
can only be an obstacle to the making
of a revolution.

We

emphasize again our

]iosition

on

the future direction SDS should take.
It should be a broad-based organization
of radical youth committed to socialism,
maintaining an internal life of democracy and non-exclusionism.

21 June 1969
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SPARTACIST

AS FACTIONAL WARFARE ERUPTS:

Spartacist at Chicago
The following position papers were
worked up in consultation and during
the heat of struggle by the Spartacist
League members in the Students for a
Democratic Society (SDS) who attended the convention. 1500 of these papers
were distributed there on Saturday, 21
June 1969. They were signed by:
George Kukich, Cornell SDS, Spartacist

League

Gallatin Deitz, Univ. of Illinois SDS,
Spartacist League
Libby Scheier, SDS-at-large (formerly at Berkeley), Spartacist League
Joel Salinger, SDS-at-large (formerly at Temple), Spartacist League
1. PL— Trotskyism
with a Pre-Frontal Lobotomy
The Progressive Labor Party, pur-

portedly

growing

Marxist-Leninist, has led a
the Worker-Student

faction,

Alliance, within SDS, claiming to represent a working-class pole of attraction. There are, however, serious problems with the Progressive Labor program and its theoretical bulwark.
Progressive Labor has, since its inception, been caught on the horns of an
irreconcilable contradiction; at once
wanting to be both pro-working class
(mainly because they are located physically in a country in which the bulk of the
population are proletarians) and at
the same time ^aoist (i.e., Stalinist in
wanting to be against Soviet
theory)
revisionism, but unable to realize that
that revising took place with Stalin, not
after him; wanting to be critical of past
errors, such as that of the PKI of Indonesia forming a coalition with the
Sukarno government, and not seeing in
that error the generalizable flaw of the
"left-center" coalition; wanting to be
historical, but not looking critically at
events of more than 20 years ago.
PL could be characterized as Trotskyist in that they have a pro-workingclass orientation that now sees the proletariat, as opposed to national or ethnic forces, as the primary force in the
revolutionary struggle. What makes PL
susceptible to the charge of being lobotomized is their lack of understanding of international revolutionary events and theory of the past fifty years.
;

Recent Shifts

PL was

NLF

totally uncritical of the
in its fight against imperialism, ignor-

Ho

Chi Minh's Stalinist betrayal
of the revolution in 1946 and again in
1954 at Geneva, and only became dis-

ing

enchanted with the NLF when it became obvious that another sell-out was
in the wings. Similarly, Progressive Labor has only recently changed their line
on Black Nationalism from uncritically
all
"Black
Liberation"
tail-ending
struggles despite their political content
or program, to indifference to the special needs of black people. Evidence of
this is their insensitive opposition to
the demand for "open admissions" at
City College. They are unable to see
that extension of open admissions into
the demand for universal free higher
education would be in the special interest of both black people and woi'kingclass struggle as a whole. Education is
not simply the property of the bourgeoisie. This struggle for open admissions is similar to the struggle by the
working class for free public education
at the turn of the century. This type of
fight is a real attack on class privilege
requiring revolutionary tactics to implement.

In making this shift on the black
PL poses the concept that raoppression must be defeated before
the class struggle can be fought. And
in using this mechanical, undialectical
approach, PL has jumped right over
the Leninist position: blacks, due to
question,

cial

their particular history and position in
society, are going to play a leading role
in a united vanguard struggle for a
working-class revolution, while at the

same time putting forward demands
that strike at the heart of their caste
oppression.

NOTE:

POST-SPLIT
PL's failure
(following a vicious attack upon them)
to criticize the Black Panther Party's
role in Friday's events can only be cha?-

ideas, to the class character of the so-

and polemics by ostensibly
revolutionary organizations such as PL.

ciety itself,

However, students haven't broken out
of their social milieu, and have failed
to establish concrete links to the working-class movement; students in this
society do not form a class and are in
fact a multi-layered grouping in transition. Therefore, though it is proper
for students to turn their attention in
the direction of the working class, and
utilize a Marxian analysis, the student

movement cannot

will

itself

into

be-

coming a working-class organization.
However, in the absence of a vanguard
party rooted in the working class, there
has been a strongly felt pressure on the
part of student activists to prove themrevolutionaries.
This
as a growing sentifor the body to become a
Marxist-Leninist organization (i.e., in
form, democratic centralist). This sentiment has been demonstrated by the
hardening up of factions into an intense struggle for power.

serious

selves

manifested

ment

in

itself

SDS

This tendency should be opposed not
merely because SDSers are students,
but largely because SDS has not developed a program for working-class
struggle which only comes with a comprehensive analysis of the history of
other working-class struggles, particularly the Russian Revolution, their
achievements, failures, and consequences for their working classes. Short of
this elemental beginning of the creation
of theory for the transition from capitalism to socialism, any attempt by
SDS to become a Marxist-Leninist or-

(Continued on Page 7)

acterized as opportunist.

2.

SUBSCRIBE TO THE

Which Way SDS?

SDS

has evolved as the leading radistudent organization in the midfor two reasons: objectively
there was an imperialist war in Viet
Nam and racial discrimination in the
U.S. subjectively because of the movement's general openness, militancy and
formal attempt at democracy in carrying through its many actions.
Slowly SDS came to understand the
class nature of capitalism and the force
that will bring it down the revolutionary struggle of the working class. This
was due in part to the open attitude of
the student movement to developing new
cal
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Seize the Opportunity!

REVOLUTIONARY REGROUPMENT
in this country for a united Leninist vanguard could never be more heavily underscored than at the present moment. In the past two years, it is clear, the major direction of social motion
has been toward the right, with political and ethnic-racial polarization increasing. The country is perhaps
more sharply divided now than at any time since the early years of Roosevelt's "New Deal." Flag-waving
patriotism with its blatant racist overtones is back in style the Nixon administration has reassembled
the Bourbon Dixiecrat/reactionary Republican alliance; "law and order" is the catchword; and the
Black Panther Party faces a government attempt at root-and-branch destruction. All sections of society
are deeply split over Viet Nam policy, giving rise to the seeming aberration of the anti-war bourgeoisie's
Viet Nam Moratorium. In the midst of this deepening polarization the working class, rebellious and in motion, is turning to reactionary demagogues like Wallace for lack of a revolutionary alternative.
In general, the U.S. left-wing movement, pragmatic and opportunist, has moved to the right in
keeping with the general drift. However, in reflexive reaction to the prevailing mood, an impulse to the
left has found expression within most of the organized radical groups. Much recent evident fracturing
has resulted from leftward-moving internal forces clashing with stand-pat or opportunist groupings within their organizations. The Spartacist tendency itself crystallized in opposition to the Socialist Workers
Party's capitulation to Castroism, Black Nationalism and middle-class politics which marked its transformation from revolutionary Trotskyism to revisionism. In fact right/left tensions have recently appeared

The pressing need

;

even in the remains of such fossilized reformist groups as the Socialist Party and Communist Party, and
even the Socialist Labor Party has had two recent substantial breakaways.
But perhaps the clearest expression of social motion refracted into left-wing pohtics is the SDS split
in Chicago. The split took place over perhaps the two most fundamental issues facing revolutionaries today
the Black question and an orientation toward the working class. The result was a right/ left split which
has driven home to thousands of would-be revolutionaries the imperative necessity of political struggle
and clarification. The winner in the SDS dispute was the Boston SDS, whose non-exclusionism embodied
a recognition of this basic principle of political conduct. However, the behavior of the right wing already
split into violently hostile rival factions, the "Revolutionary Youth Movement" and the "Weathermen"
has undoubtedly served to disorient and demoralize many young radicals and drive them out of political

—

—

activity.

Groupings like the Boston SDS and its Worker-Student Alliance caucus, and left tendencies in other
organizations, are open to revolutionary politics. But simple gut-level "leftism" and a crude working-class
perspective only pose the question. Both major factions in SDS have attempted to go beyond mindless
activism toward a Marxist programmatic solution, yet large sections of them appear unable to reach beyond
an amazed rediscovery of the arch-betrayers of the communist movement, Stalin and his various epigones! Nor was this abysmal nonsense separated out by an otherwise clarifying, if unfortunate, split: the

WSA is led by the Progressive Labor Party, whose ambivalence toward its most recent
impulse toward a proletarian revolutionary line places it in the excruciating contradiction of maintaining
Mao and Stalin as oflftcial heroes while often surreptitiously (and opportunistically) sweeping into the
class-conscious

(Continued Next Page)
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manner! After the Communist Party
of France sold out the revolutionary up-

dustbin the grosser revisionist practices

most characteristic of these self-same
idols!

(e.g.,

the bloc of four classes, the
the two-stage revolution,

theory of
peasant-oriented "Third Worldism," the
popular front, violence against left
critics). An oscillation between a proletarian impulse and the tired old politics of Stalinism is the inevitable result
of seeking a revolutionary practice in
the anti-revolutionary dogma of Maoism. In fact, in the idiocies of Rudd's
Weathermen or Avakian's Revolutionary Union, PL can see the journey to
the Maoist shrine down the same path
PL once unambiguously walked, and
only marvel that these new Red Guards
are more orthodox than they!
But PL is by no means the only organization with contradictions in its

make-up.

A

group

like the "third

camp"

International Socialists, like its sometime ally the Labor Committee of L.
Marcus, can draw in young radicals on
the basis of a revolutionary facade, although in essential thrust both groups
might be best described as the extreme
left wing of social democracy.

Left-Communist Regroupment
It would be sectarian and blatantly
anti-Leninist to passively accept a situation which allows would-be Marxists
to persist in following a program which
falls qualitatively short of a revolutionary line. To reverse this process, we
call for political and theoretical polarization of the ostensibly revolutionary
groupings, leading ultimately to a leftcommunist regroupment of all organizations, factions, tendencies and individuals who stand on an anti-revisionist
Marxist program, toward the formation
of a Leninist vanguard party. The ohjecfive preconditions for such a process

we believe, abundantly fulfilled;
however, the subjective desire to transcend the existing organizational lineups is manifestly lacking on the part
of many of those who should seek such
a regroupment. And the opportunity is
are,,

transitory.

What "Regroupment" Means
It should not be thought that a call
for regroupment means a cessation of
political and theoretical struggle; on
the contrary, only a conscious strategy
of increased polarization separating the
future cadre of the Marxist movement
from the opportunists and garbage will
make any future unity feasible. By analogy, we might say that perhaps the
most deserving victim of the SDS split
was the postulate an ideological cornerstone of the New Left that fundanriental political divisions of an earlier
era and other movements could be casually relegated to the scrap heap.
For ignoring history carries no guarantee history will reciprocate in like

—

—

heaval of

May

1968,

many

of the out-

lawed groups to the left of the CP
felt the need for unity to counterpose
a mass working-class party to the Stalinists. At this juncture a great opportunity was derailed, as the Lutte OuvTtere tendency compromised themselves
fatally. Rather than proposing unity on
the basis of a proletarian Marxist program (that is, the Leninist method of
splits and fusions) they retreated to a
search for the lowest common denominator, gratuitously abandoning their political positions in favor of the hopedfor programless collective. Rather than
unity this brought chaos and a swelling
of the ranks of the revisionists within
the Trotskyist movement; in the bargain LO actually placed themselves to
the right of the revisionists.

Mutual Amnesty
Such a "unity" i^ of course no unity
at all, but merely an ultimately defective strategy for an unprincipled coalition for the purpose of dodging political
issues, a mutual amnesty from the testing in practice of competing theories
and programs. Speaking of his own
struggle within the Russian movement
between his own faction and a gi'ouping
of "pro-party Mensheviks," Lenin stated that the task facing his group was
to organize militants around "a definite
party line." "Unity," he said further,
from its ideological
"is inseparable
foundation." The political differences

which had formerly existed between
Lenin and the "pro-party Mensheviks"
were resolved in the course of extended
common work and theoretical struggle,as he had anticipated. And while Plekhanov and a few other unreconstructed
leaders of this Menshevik grouping
soon broke with the Leninists, the bulk
of its rank and file came over squarely
to the revolutionaries. It was precisely
this fusion in 1912 which hardened the
political separation and forged the revolutionary faction into the Bolshevik
party. This fusion was not different in
kind from the infinitely more famous
entry of Trotsky's Mezhrayontsi (InterDistrict group) into Lenin's party in
the summer of 1917, which set the stage

for the successful
which followed it.

October Revolution

United Front Tactic
In the past few months the left has
itself bombarded with calls for
"united actions," for a lessening of
"factionalism" and, so far as SDS is
concerned, an end to the pitched battles

found

between competing tendencies. It is
ironic but no doubt typical that such
for an increase in political con-

calls

sciousness have emanated from exactly
those people who have done their damnedest over the years to ridicule and
destroy that consciousness whose lack
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they now bemoan (as, for example, the
Guardian, whose shameless "reportage"
of the SDS split continued their whitewash of earlier efforts by the old SDS
leadership to purge PL from their organization)

.

"Unity of action" among left organizations—when there is a real basis
of political agreement on the specific

—

issue is essential to the crystallization
of a revolutionary vanguard. United
fronts as formulated by Lenin and
Trotsky had as their main goal the
regroupment of both the cadre and the
rank and file of non-communist workers' organizations into the communist
party, by demonstrating in action that
only the communists were willing to
carry the struggles through to the end.
The slogan of the united front was
"march separately, strike together,"
meaning that these groups cooperated
against the common enemy, but were
not politically subordinated either to
each other or to a common organization.

The class line is decisive here. Revisionists try to subordinate the working
class to the liberal bourgeoisie or other
sectors of the ruling class by means of
"popular fronts. Thus the CP, under the
slogan of an "anti-monopoly coalition,"
has fought the emergence of a labor
party by supporting liberal Democrats
against "reactionaries"; the Black Panther Party, panicked and disoriented
by fierce government repression and
lacking the bulwark of ideological clarity, calls for a "united front against
fascism," a cover for capitulation to the
CP in order to seek as allies the "respectable" liberals that force which
willingly abets and apologizes for their
persecution!; the
ferociously op-

—

SWP

—3
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poses the introduction of anti-imperial-

The

basis of a revolutionary perspec-

pro-socialist politics into their seemendless aggregate of classless

tive must be the reaffirmation of Lenin
and Trotsky's understanding of prole-

"peace" actions while throwing open the
door to politicians like McCarthy and
Lindsay. The purpose of all such popu-

tarian revolution as the only feasible
model. Would-be revolutionaries must
forthrightly reject the Guevarist-type
"peasant guerrilla road to socialism"
and the petty-bourgeois nationalism of
bureaucratic Stalinist leaderships.

ist,

ingly

lar fronts is to blur political issues. A
revolutionary regroupment must forthrightly stand on a decisive repudiation
of these and like betrayals.

Political Basis

As our contribution to furthering a
process of principled regroupment of
revolutionaries, we raise the following
political points as the basis of such a
regroupment
1. For Democratic Rights Within the
Workers' Movement! The task of the

to fight for working-class consciousness. Consistent with this aim
must be the repudiation of gangsterism,
which substitutes physical for political
confrontation. Exclusionism (and the
"cult of violence" so typical of the
frenzied petty-bourgeoisie) exposes its
practitioners as afraid that their politics will not stand the test of open political debate and competition in action.
Concommitantly, the left must repudiate the method of oversimplification
and slander against ideological opponents. To attack those with different
"racist,"
prograins
as
subjectively
"police
a"counter-revolutionaries,"
gents," "proto-fascists," etc. is to obscure the issues and play into the hands
e.g., social
of the anti-communists
democrats, pro-capitalist liberals, etc.
whose pet attack against the ostensible
revolutionaries has always been that
left is

—

the pro-Leninist left is "as bad as the
right wing," "only the reverse side of
the coin," etc. This is not to downgrade the necessity to struggle against
wi'ong politics, which certainly serve
objectively to disorient and weaken the
revolutionary cause. But it is a far cry
from this to the allegation always so
appealing to those whose political education has been in the Stalinist movement that opponent organizations and
individuals are subjectively trying to do
the work of the enemy. Likewise, regardless of political disagreement, all
honest militants must mobilize for the
defense of other left-wing tendencies
against reactionary terrorism or bourgeois repression.
Revolutionaries must fight the imposition
of organizational separations
where political differences no longer
hold sway. All organizations claiming
adherence to revolutionary principle
must declare their willingness to participate in and actively initiate united
actions where political agreement exists, and must refuse to permit necessary political polemic and criticism to
be construed as a bai" to principled
united fronts.

—

—

2.

For a Working -Class Orientation!

The central tactic in fighting for communist hegemony in the working class
must be an orientation toward building
fractions within the trade union movement, rather than toward the doomed,
sterile approach of abstract propagandism from the outside propounded by the
SLP, Marcus' Labor Committee and
others. The concept of transitional demands i.e.," demands which lead to
revolutionary consciousness and are

—

realizable

only

through

struggle

—

is

vital here in avoiding the otherwise in-

evitable frantic oscillation between minimal, economist tail-ending of the labor
bureaucracy and face-saving ultrarevolutionary rhetoric. Revolutionaries
must fight against the intervention of
the capitalist state in the trade unions
both directly (as an "impartial" arbiter
of disputes between the corrupt labor
bureaucrats and the rank and file) and
indirectly through the class collaborationism of the bureaucrats. The reliance

of the workers on supposedly "prolabor" capitalist politicians must be
by fighting for independent
working-class political action.

broken

3. Defeat Black Nationalism by ClassStruggle Politics! Several groupings on
the left found themselves in substantial
agreement in condemning the recent
pro-CP turn of the Black Panthers. In
general these groups have also come
unwillingly and after a history of opportunism on the question to a realization of the necessity to break with the
dead-end Black Nationalism of the sort
slavishly tail-ended by
and the
SWP. The petty-bourgeois separatist,
anti-class approach of these demagogues
has assisted in compounding the racism
of the white working class and driving
natural class allies further from each
other. Likewise the classless demand
for "community control" does not remain classless in a class society and can
be infused with simple reactionary content as well as gutless Populism.
Yet aspiring revolutionaries must
utilize in the struggle against Black
Nationalist illusions the recognition of
Lenin's dictum that the chauvinism of
the oppressed is not identical to the
chauvinism of the oppressor. Revolutionaries must transcend any impulse
toward colorblind, oversimplified "workerism" in favor of a sensitivity to the
pervasive special oppression of black
workers.

—

RYM

4. For a Class Line on the War! In
past virtually every organization
has climbed on the bandwagon of op-

the

portunist, middle-class anti-war politics,
although none has exceeded the shameless machinations of the ex-Trotskyist
SWP. Similarly, the left let itself be
intimidated by the overwhelming mood
of moralistic, anti-draft "resistance"
confrontationism, refusing to raise the
alternative of anti-war struggle in the

army among working-class

draftees unthe creation willy-nilly of massive
anti-war sentiment among G.I.s themtil

selves forced the issue.

Those who are sincere

in their anti-

capitalist intentions must break from
their past mistakes as they would have
the working class break from its misleaders. They must learn from the spectacle of avowed revolutionaries demanding a classless "peace" and catering to

the social chauvinism of "Bring Our
Boys Home Now" the necessity for a
policy of revolutionary defeatism toward imperialism and a strategy of
linking the so-called "war madness"
to an understanding of the capitalist
system with a program of workinganti-war demands, to
class-oriented
break anti-war militants from middleclass liberalism to proletarian intransigence.
5. For Internationalism! Those who
recognize the nature of capitalism as an
international system must give more
than lip service to the need for an international revolutionary movement to
fight it. They must condemn the pragmatic know-nothing anti-internationalism of such groups as the Labor Committee, and also the slavish worship of
what is which leads the RYM-Weatherman mob to betray those they profess
to "serve" by issuing blank checks to
the Stalinist mis-leaders of the "Third
World." They must carry further their
condemnation of revisionism and recognize it as the inevitable result of a belief in "Socialism in One Country," as
the national bureaucracies desperately
bargain away other revolutions in exchange for temporary curtailment of
toward the
appetites
imperialism's
gains of their own. The urgent need for
communist unity against imperialism
presupposes political revolution in the
deformed woi'kers states to replace Stalinist nationalism with the revolutionary will of the international working-

class.
6. For a Vanguard Party! The theorand oi-ganizational continuity of
the revolutionary movement cannot be
preserved except through a Lenini.st
vanguaid. Without an internationalist
vanguard party the spontaneous revolutionary aspirations of the working
masses cannot effect the overthrow of
capitalism. Class-conscious revolutionaries agreed on the essentials of principle and program must agree to join
together in a democratic and centralist
collective of those united in struggle on
the basis of the above points.

etical
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Spartacist National Conference
The second National Conference of
the Spartacist League was held in New
York City over the Labor Day weekend.
Attendance was large and representative, with over 40 delegates and observers present from all parts of the country. The main work of the Conference
centered on the discussion and adoption
of two main documents, a perspectives
document, "Development and Tactics of
the Spartacist League," and a working
set of Organizational Rules. In addition
to the presentation and discussion of
these documents in the main reports,
the body also broke up into smaller
commissions during the evenings. Regional commissions discussed the perspectives and problems of the Western
and Southein organizations; comrades
active in SDS, trade unions and women's liberation work pooled their experiences and debated the application of
our politics to their local situations.
Internal Consolidation

The Spartacist tendency was thrust
into independent public existence by its
expulsion from the Socialist Workers
Party in 196.3-64. After our attempts to
crystallize an international anti-revisionist tendency of the Trotskyist movement were sabotaged by Gerry Healy
of the so-called "International" Committee [see Spaktacist #6-10], we
formalized our existence as the Spartacist League at our first National Conference, held in Chicago over Labor

Day

1966.

The 1969 Conference, actually our
gatheiing of national scope, in a
sense completes the founding of the
Spartacist League. Throughout our existence we have had simultaneously to
perform two related tasks: to intervene
in the mass and left movements while
at the same time struggling internally
for the consolidation of several variegated political elements into a homogeneous, fighting propaganda group. Given
our very limited reservoir of cadres
with prior experience in the communist
movement and class struggle, the assimilation of relatively new and inexperienced comrades has been an enormous undertaking.
The recent events which have polarized the entire left-wing movement were
reflected in the SL Conference as well.
Without prior design, the Conference
evidenced a quantitative move to the left
a hardening of the organization and
its resolve to struggle. Thus the SL,
having hitherto been essentially indifferent to matters of .demoralizing personal life styles, felt it necessary to
adopt a hard line against them, in order
to effectively intervene in the decomposing New Left where dissolution into
the anti-political petty-bourgeois milieu
fifth

—

a

is

prevalent

counter-revolutionary

choice.

The Conference reaffirmed as doubly
urgent our responsibility to intervene
in SDS, to which we first turned several
yea;rs ago, recognizing it today as a
hot, transitory opportunity to win additional forces to the consistent revolutionary program of Trotskyism.

Basic Documents
In our brief history, the Spartacist
tendency has made several decisive documentary contributions to present-day
Marxism. The analyses and projections
of these docuinents have already been
concretely tested, and they have proven
correct in all essentials and extraordinarily prescient in their observations.
Our three main political resolutions
previous to the 1969 Conference "Toward Rebirth of the Fourth International" (1963), the SL "Declaration of
Principles" (1966) and "Black and Red
Class Struggle Road to Negro Freedom" (1967) will be reprinted shortly
as a separate pamphlet, #9 (part I) of
our Marxist Bulletin series.
The two documents adopted at the

—

—

—

1969 Conference round out this material
and constitute a significant step in the
achievement of a rock-hard propaganda
group. The "Organizational Rules and
Guidelines" is a codification of the evolved democratic centralist functioning of
the SL. The perspectives document,
"Development and Tactics of the Spartacist League," of which some characteristic excerpts are given below, constitutes a living summary of the analyses, program and tactics of the SL.
These two documents are now in production as a pamphlet and are available
from the Spartacist League for fifty
cents.

"The SL rejects the Pabloist dictum
that the 'colonial world' is the 'epicenter' of world revolution. While the extreme economic difficulties and absence
of bourgeois-democratic political facade

may

provoke sometimes violent manifestations of resistance to oppression,
the
cannot
super-exploited
peoples
achieve liberation except at tremendous
cost and with severe deformations so
long as the military and industrial power of the advanced countries remains
in the hands of the capitalist class.
"The Maoist 'Cultural Revolution'
was a litmus test for Trotskyists. Only
our tendency pointed out at the time
the essential character of the 'Cultural
Revolution' an intra-bureaucracy fight
and purge of the Chinese CP. With the
further development of open armed border clashes between the Soviet Union
and China, the need of the workers to
overthi'ow the narrow, nationalist bureaucracies has become even more im.

—

.

.

perative and obvious as the only way
to create communist unity against imperialism.
"At the present time, the Viet Nam
war and the extreme diplomatic and internal difficulties of the Chinese state
have forced the Maoists to maintain
greater hostility to imperialism and verbally disclaim the USSR's avowed policy of 'peaceful coexistence' while themselves peacefully coexisting with Japan.
However, we must warn against the
growing objective possibility given the

—

y
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A LETTER

Iowa
Recently I obtained #13 of the Spartacist and found it very interesting. I
have been active in SDS for two years
and in WSA for one year and, after
reading your paper, I am in agreement
with your statement that PL is adopting some Trotskyist positions, such as
the view that criticism in the revolutionary ranks is necessary and not divisive and the position of proletarian
internationalism, as opposed to nationalistic communism. Furthermore, in
the November issue of PL magazine,
the following statement is made concerning China "What is the essence of
Democratic Dictatorship
a
People's
other than that of being a form of the
dictatorship of the proletariat?" (page
:

12) PL thus affirms that the Trotskyites in China were right in calling for
the dictatorship of the proletariat (and
Mao was wrong) and go on to say,
"There is still only one road to power
the road of the dictatorship of the
proletariat." This is nothing but Trotskyism.
.

.

.

Mixed in with the Trotskyism is, of
course, Stalinism. After reading your
paper and reading some more Trotsky,
I find myself in tentative agreement
with you Spartacists. The positions of
PL that I have been in agreement with
seem to me to be basically Trotskyist
and the positions I disagree with seem
to be Stalinist.

As

a result,

I

am

inter-

more about the SparLeague and would like a year's
subscription to your paper plus back
issues from the last year, if you have
ested in learning

tacist

them.

Yours

in struggle,

J.J.

^

\

industrial
and military
capacity of the Soviet Union of a
U.S. deal with China. Should the imperialists adjust their policies in terms
the Chiof their long-run interests
nese would be as willing as the Russians
are at present to build 'Socialism in

tremendous

—

.

.

.
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SECOND NATIONAL CONFERENCE
One Country' through

deals with imperialism at the expense of internationalism.
"The SL supports the right of nations to self-determination, following
Lenin's method on the national question. Like Lenin, our reason for supporting
self-determination
for
oppressed national groupings is in order
to get ethnic antagonisms off the agenda and replaced by class issues. Therefore, we at no time abdicate our responsibility to our class by tail-ending
petty-bourgeois nationalist movements,
but instead fight for proletarian hegemony. Thus, for example, the SL supports the right of the Ibo nation to
self-determination, but we separate
ourselves absolutely from the Biafran
political regime, pointing out that national independence without the appropriation of the ruling class is very far
from socialism, as the Algerian example

has shown.
"Central to the task of international

regroupment is the ideological
destruction
of
Pabloist
revisionism
within the Trotskyist movement.
.
The dominant section of the Trotskyist
movement
reacted impressionistically to the restabilization of capitalism
and the Stalinist expansion to theorize
a limited role for Trotskyists as a left
pressure group on the Stalinist parties.
In a fundamental sense, Pabloism is a
reaction of despair to the previously
unexpected strength and resilience of
both capitalism and Stalinism. ....
political

.

.

.

.

.

generally not progressed past a concern
with the particular social problems of middle-class radical women.
The SL notes that the main social
unit for the maintenance and propagation of women's oppression is the fam.

.

.

ily.

economic superexploitation of women workers, but in addition the myriad
al

of

political

and

social

factors

which

have contributed to women's oppression. In keeping with the traditional
Bolshevik position, we call for transitional women's organizations to struggle against sexual oppression in the
context of the general class divisions
in society, noting that the existing
radical women's organizations have

.

.

.

.

.

.

Black Panthers

"The current frame-up of 21 members of the Black Panther Party in New
York and the several-stage repressions
in California should be recognized as
part of a nation-wide pattern. The Panthers, a heterogeneous grouping, are the
only major black organization which
has not been simply bought off by the
government i.e., they are black nationalist because they believe in black nationalism,
not
because
they
have
learned that fake-militant rhetoric pays
off. Further, of the organizations which
presume to speak for the ghetto, the
Panthers are the only one which actually have any semblance of a mass base.
We must defend the Panthers unconditionally against the campaign of
frame-up and assassination directed
against them. Included in our defense,
however, must be our strongly critical
assessment of how they are defending
themselves: the call for a Popular
Front to include class collaboration
with Democrats and Republicans, and
the confusion of brittle, racist bourgeois democracy with actual fascism.

—

"... the establishment of black caucuses in several important trade unions
contradictory phenomenon. Imis a
pelled both by the legitimate grievances
and oppression of blacks as workers and
by the mood of petty-bourgeois black
separatism, such caucuses potentially
vehicles for militant rank and file
struggle against the bosses and conservative labor 'leaders' can also be
turned into organizers of black scabbing, dual unionism or simple unionbusting. In several industries, most notably auto, black workers have shown
themselves to be more willing than
whites to engage in militant struggle
.

Women's Liberation
"The SL recognizes not only the actu-

of the Spartacist League in session.

.

.

—

—

and thus potential leaders in the fight
demands, but nationalist
class
moods have channeled this militancy

for

separate

increasingly

instead
into
struggles.

Trade Union Program
"Except in acutely pre-revolutionary
situations, the working class tends to
maintain its allegiance to, and organization in, its traditional organizational
e.g. and principally, the organized labor movement. Therefore the

forms

—

always understand the
.
necessity to fight for their program
within the labor unions and against the
incumbent union bureaucrats.
"... where possible we prefer to
work in labor unions through intraunion caucuses of SL members and
other militants organized on the basis
of agreement with a specific program of
transitional demands. A caucus provides the best organizational form for
counterposing to the incumbent leadership a militant program, making it
clear that it is not simply personal positions, but the political and action prografn of an organized grouping which
competes for leadership with the bureaucracy of the union. Such caucuses
form the basis for factory committees
in times of greater upheaval, the expressions of dual power on the factory
level. Through caucuses, union militants
attracted by one aspect of the program
of the SL can function in an organized
way with our comrades in struggle,
without having to accept the full program of the SL.
"The union caucus struggles for unMarxists

.

.

.

.

.

ion democracy and militant rank and
file control of the union. The caucus
must expose the union bureaucrats as
unwilling and unable to fight for the
felt needs of the workers, and must

transcend simple bread-and-butter unionism through a jn-ogram of transi-

demands linking proletarian class
consciousness with a unified perspective
of general social struggle against cap-

tional

italism. ..."

—
.

.
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SSEU

(Continued from Page 8)
per cent of the ballots cast. Most of
those who voted "yes" had seen no attempt by the SSEU to mobilize for a
fight and really believed .that a renewed effort to fight the City would be
made if, and only if, the two unions

were joined under the aegis of the larger District Council 37.
Within the SSEU, supporters of the
Socialist Workers Party, the Communist
Party, Progressive Labor, the Black
Caucus and the Workers League all
joined forces with Morgenstern to lead
the membership into a conservative, bureaucratic trap which has fundamentally altered the ability of the membership
to control union policy by emasculating
the delegates and leaving twenty officers
as the basic policy-making body of the
union. The formerly powerful delegates
(shop stewards) have been relegated to
a token role as the Delegates Assembly,
which in practice is basically limited to
after-the-fact objections to leadership
decisions
a standard AFL-CIO set-up.

—

Unity of Staff?
Following the merger vote, a Joint
Bargaining Committee of Local 371,
SSEU and Local 1549 (the recentlyformed city-wide craft union of clerical
staff) was formed and Victor Gotbaum,
Executive Director of DC 37, "automatically" became chief negotiator. In
practice the leadership of Local 1549
hung back from the alliance, and subsequently broke from the alliance altogether to make a separate settlement.
A rotten contract negotiated by Gotbaum was railroaded through a stormy
membership meeting of 1549 on 10 Fj'ebruary. The clerks, promised an upgrading, got a contract that has a clause
permitting layoffs and a much-touted
$6000 minimum. In fact, the actual
starting base salary is $4600, with

$6000 reached by 1 July 1971—i.e., a
total raise of $1100 over 2V2 years!
Cutting away all the social-work jargon, the City's desire to revamp welfare
is motivated basically by a desire to
cut the total welfare budget, of which
employee wages are a significant part.
The tremendous growth in government
employment nationally has coincided
with a tightening of available money
because of inflation and cutbacks due
to the Viet Nam war. Budget deficits
have been an increasing pi'oblem, especially in NYC where 13 per cent of
the

population receives welfare.
With the increased activity of public
employee unions nationally forcing their
wages up, there has been a general tendency to seek to replace higher-paid
unionized woikers with a combination
of lower-paid titles and non-unionized
"more indigenous people" (in the words
of Commissioner Goldberg).
Specifically, the NYC welfare reorcity

ganization plan provided for the bulk
of the caseworkers' work to be transferred to clerical titles and Case Aides
(many of whom are welfare recipients)
whose 1969 starting salaries are a poverty-level $4600! In contrast, the aver-

age caseworker will receive $8550 this
year. This would enable the caseworker
staff to be reduced from 8000 to 2400 by
stopping all new hiring after 7 January
1969 and letting the average 30 to 40
per cent turnover take its toll, accelerated by increasing workloads and harassment. Affected Unit Supervisors
would be cut from 1600 to as few as
300. Obviously, the reaction of the unions holding these job titles was crucial.
Luckily for the City, these plans for
slashes in welfare coincided with the
subsuming of the SSEU bargaining under the more cooperative direction of

DC

37's Victor Gotbaum. To show that
the City rewards its friends, DC 37 has
been promised the "agency shop,"
whereby the equivalent in dues is deducted from the pay of all employees.
This would represent $6,000,000 annually to Gotbaum's treasury, in return
for his delivering the goods foi"' Lindsay, whom he has publicly endorsed for

mayor.

A

Non-Contract

The unions permitted the City
itiate the

new

to in-

system, even before the

membership had a chance to vote on
the contract. The only joint membership
meeting that took place, on 27 January,
in the middle
of discussion by Morgenstern and his

was abruptly adjourned
flunkies,

when

floor

opposition threat-

ened a reversal of the leadership's policies.

By

the time that the membership

was

finally presented the contract for a vote,
on 6 June 1969, it had become painfully

obvious that they had been betrayed
that the "new strength" promised by
"unity of staff" after the merger was
nothing but a hoax. Disgusted, many
workers said they would just wait for
the money and get out. The efforts of
militants opposed to the contract were
insufficient to counter the overwhelming
demoralization and defeatism of most
of the membership. Despite the fact
that the vote was taken in each center,
less than half the membership even
bothered to vote, and the contract passed 3100 to 800. Only 3 centers carried
a "no" vote and two of those had Militant Caucus leaderships.

Under the new contract, the City has
been given virtually a free hand to experiment and carry out its plans. A
Joint Reorganization Committee of the
three unions and the City, plus an "impartial" chairman, will deal with all
complaints on workload, transfers, demotions,

etc.

Committee

is

The

jurisdiction

of

the

specifically limited to "dis-

cussion of the practical impact" of new
policies, after the fact. Decisions of the
"impartial" chairman are binding and

not subject to grievance clauses. The
key issue of workload was a complete
give-away. Instead of the hard-won protection of caseload maximums, there is
now no limit whatsoever except "that
which is unreasonably excessive or unduly burdensome," a phrase straight
from previous "model contracts" offered
by the City, tinlimited involuntary mass
and individual transfers are permitted
in order to "equalize" caseloads and
personnel. Also included is a no-strike
pledge promising not to "engage in any
."
strikes, slowdowns, work stoppages
and a Management Rights clause. If all
this isn't enough, a new Bureau of Verification and Review is being set up to
function as a squad to double-check
.

.

work performed and investigate and
harass workers. The bribe for all this

—

at least
a substantial pay increase
$2000, under various guises, over two
years. In return the City has received
carte blanche for its policies, and the
down-grading of the general wage
structure in the Department.
is

Reorganization Catastrophe
Despite maximum cooperation by the
Gotbaum-Morgenstern leadership, the
City scheme that was touted as a "progressive step" by Morgenstern has after
ten months fallen flat on its face, leaving in its wake a workload crisis of a
scale not seen since pre-SSEU days.
The City recently announced officially

that there are no plans to continue with
the second stage of the reorganization.
(The first stage consisted of removing
from the caseloads so-called "minimum
service" cases, leaving workers with a
more concentrated workload of problem cases in effect, a speed-up.) Meanwhile, staff has been reduced by at least
30 per cent and caseloads are rapidly
approaching twice the level permitted
by the 1967-68 contract, while the job
freeze continues.
Thus prodded, the Delegates Assembly voted unanimously on 2 October for
a city-wide job action to "dump" all
cases in excess of the 1968 contractual
level of 60, in order to force the City
to re-open hiring. In doing so they
were overriding a series of conservative recommendations by the union
officers. However Gotbaum informed the
SSEU-371 Executive Committee that
such action would be in violation of the
contract and that he would not support
the 'union if the City responded with
punitive action. Gotbaum stressed that
he and DC 37 had endorsed Mayor Lindsay for re-election and would refuse to
upset this applecart. With a sigh of relief, the SSEU-371 leadership caved in
and on their recommendation a reversal
of the job action was passed by the Delegates Assembly on 9 October!

—

Merger and the Fake Lefts
Welfare staff are now witnessing the
essense of the merger with DC 37. All
those forces who took part in the deception of the workers by lending a left

—7
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cover to a basically defeatist move
share direct responsibility for this gigantic sellout. Supporters of Progressive Labor and the Workers League
were the first to raise the question of

re-merger with Local 371 (opposing
the perspective of a fight for the SSEU
to organize all the welfare titles on a
militant industrial union basis, as advocated by the Militant Caucus). They
were willing to sacrifice the interests
of 9000 SSEU members to a mechanical
application of "returning to the [polluted] mainstream of the labor movement," to get themselves a bigger pond
to fish in. The SSEU leadership, under

Mage and then Morgenstern, was
quick to recognize their own interests in
this suggestion, since they desperately
sought the calmer waters of DC 37 and
a policy of "labor peace." All three
forces combined in "Staff for Merger,"
putting PL and the
in a rotten leftright bloc that ran straight to the Democratic Party and the Central Labor
Council, virtually abandoning any oppositional role for the entire year 1968
in order to sell the merger idea to the
membership as pie in the sky. The
supporters broke from "Staff for Merger" to form the "Affiliation Now Caucus," characterizing Morgenstern and
PL as "sellouts" because they advocated
a merger date ten days later than the
WL! Once the dirty work of merger
was successful, however, they turned
around after almost a year of alliance
with Morgenstern and began shedding
crocodile tears over the rotten contract
they helped produce.
Their latest creation (in a long, seemingly endless series) is the "Committee
for a New Leadership," which has an
first

WL

WL

even more minimal, lowest-common-denominator "program." They oppose
raising demands for unions to take action against the Viet Nam war, and
fought against SSEU participation in
recent anti-war marches, a position consistent wjth their idea of building a
labor party faster by avoiding all issues
that would antagonize anti-communist
or racist white workers.
In a recent election of representatives
to the Executive Committee, the so-called Committee for a New Leadership refused
voting support to a Militant Caucus
nominee, by their abstention allowing
a leadership flunkie to win the election
by a narrow margin.

from the Delegate Assembly

PL-Morgenstem

As

Coalition
for Progressive Labor, they spear-

l^are the union for a struggle. After
several local centers had passed motions to censure Morgenstern for bureaucratically adjourning a membership meeting, and brought this to the
Executive Board, PL spokesmen pre-

pared a counter-motion to "censure

slander of the officers and for threatening city-wide unity of staff" (re-merger). The motion warned that "other
measures shall be taken if this divisive
conduct does not cease." Thus, any organized oppositional caucus is liable to
suppression, and with the endorsement
of Progressive Labor!
PL supporters, who explicitly oppose
building caucuses around radical trade
union demands, have instead been instrumental in setting up somethingcalled
"the Worker-Client Alliance"
whose "program" consists of do-gooder
positions on budget cuts, etc. and operates with the semi-official endorsement
of the Morgenstern leadership. Apparently PL is a group whose trade union
section doesn't know what its student
section is doing. Or as Milt Rosen put
it in March 1968 at the PL convention:
"More significant adjustments are need-

ed in our trade union program. It was
here that we had the least experience,
and it was here that the revisionist influence

was

voted with the Morgenstern leadership
against attempts by Militant Caucus
supporters and others to oppose the
contract and leorganization and pre-

strongest."

Black Caucus
Black Caucus did a commonths between the
two votes on merger. In June 1968 they
declared, "Black Caucus Against Merger," and sharply and accurately criticized the sellout history and current
practice of Local 371, DC 37 and Victor

The

SSEU

plete flip in the six

Gotbaum, as well as the debilitating
merger terms themselves. In January
1969, however, they issued, "SSEU
Black Caucus Endorses Merger." Why?
According to their leaflet, having had
separate discussions with Gotbaum, they
were assured a continuing role as a
pressure group within the merged local, and decided to support merger since
"being part of a larger organization
will enable the Black Caucus to effectively organize a greater number of

black people.

.

.

."
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headed the merger drive by whitewashing the bureaucratic terms and DC 37's
rotten history, and continue as Morgenstern's activist-henchmen as part of
their policy of the "left-center coalition." On every key policy they have

all

who criticized the leadership's
policies at the .January 27 membership
meeting, for their disruptive tactics,

those
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As a pressure griiup without any cohesive program except "to insure black
representation on all levels of power,"
they supported the pro-merger Morgenstern slate in 1968 in return for being
given three of the seven slots. If the
Black Caucus were really interested in
fighting for the needs of Black workers
in welfare it would have fought the
present contract, with its slave wages
to Case Aides and basic low wage pattern for predominantly Black titles like
Homeworker, Home Aide, Children's
Counselor, etc., and would have demanded that the SSEU fight to extend
to these workers the salary gains of
caseworkers.
Militant Caucus

Following the actual consummation

many

of those who voted for
are rapidly discovering that
lost their decision-making
rights and have a greater need than
ever in the bureaucratic swamp of DC
37 for a principled and militant alternative to Morgenstern. Internal struggle
although now more difficult must
continue, and under the leadership of
those who have proven themselves capable as consistent militants.
In this respect, the role played since
1966 by the SSEU Members for a Militant Caucus is exemplary. The attack on
welfare workers is only the easiest target in what is becoming a general assault on all organized workers. Labor
fakers like Gotbaum shudder at the
prospect of angry ranks from below upsetting their detente with the City. For
example, together with Albert Shanker
of the UFT, Gotbaum on 19 December
1968 called for a local version of the
Taft-Hartley Law, specifying a mandatory cooling-off period to prevent
strikes by public employees. In a New
York Times article the same day, Gotbaum suggested that union leaders
needed to "take a tougher stand" to
members who rejected accords that the
leadership had reached with the bosses.
of merger,
affiliation

they

have

—

—

Welfare staff and New York workers
general must begin to fight back
around a program of 1) building militant union caucuses to organize workers
in

:

against the labor bureaucracy; 2) citywide strike actions, including the use
of the general strike to protect labor
from the onslaughts of government and
the Viet Nam war; 3) independent labor
political action to break from the ruling-class parties; build a labor-based
party and begin by putting forward a
labor candidate against the union-busters; 4) the fight for a workers govern-

ment!
Within the SSEU, the delegates and

members must separate

friends from
enemies, genuine militants from leftfakers. Out of the present struggles to
end the workload overload, rank and file
militants must begin to build thi'ough
the Militant Caucus to sweep out the
liankrupt Morgenstern leadeiship.
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Death
The

Social Service

(SSEU)

Employees Union

was formed

in 1962 as a
the company-union
Local 371 of District Council 37, American Federation of State, County and

break-away

from

Municipal Employees. The

SSEU was

for several years the most militant
public employee union in the country,
representing over 10,000 welfare workers of various titles in the New York
City welfare department. However, the
union's last contract virtually wiped out

every major gain won through strikes
and work actions since its first contract
in 1965; the independent SSEU itself
has been liquidated in a recently con-

summated bureaucratic re-merger with
Local 371; finally, the leadership has
meekly acquiesced to the dissolution of
a majority of the union's own membership base through the City's policy of
"planned attrition" of the caseworker
title!

This

voluntary

self-removal

of

SSEU as a militant catalyst among
New York public employee unions is

the

—

product of a policy begun
under former President Judith Mage
and continued with more calculation
under Martin Morgenstern of capitulation and retreat before the City's
the final

—

drive against public workers.
Having campaigned for office on a
single-issue platform of re-merger with
371, the victorious Morgenstern leadership, including a majority of the union's
Executive Board, entered collective bar-

of

a Union

within the scope of collective bargain." The OCB structure provides
ing.
for an entirely legalistic framework for
contract negotiations, with binding arbitration, and requires the filing of a
.

.

no-strike pledge. Furthermore, it restricts the unions to bargaining only on
the "impact" of new City policies or
procedures. In other words, the City
does whatever it wants. Since the total
of nine weeks of strikes in 1967 had
been essentially over opposition to OCB
criteria, this decision represented a major capitulation by the SSEU.

Set-Up for Merger

The most important issue of the new
contract was the City's announced intention to reorganize the welfare system, replacing the higher-paid titles of
caseworker and supervisor in large part
with lower-paid clerical and Case Aide
titles, thus reducing the total wage bill.
While the broad outlines of this plan
had been known to the union officers as
far back as July 1968 (when a ReStructuring Committee had been formed), the union leadership played dumb
before its rank and file, claiming they
hadn't been told anything "officially."
The first time most of the workers heard
of reorganization was a closed-circuit

TV

broadcast by welfare Commissioner
Goldberg on 6 December 1968, only 25
days before the expiration of the old
contract. Goldberg projected a 75 per
cent reduction of caseworker staff over
a period of 18 months. The SSEU leadership's response to Goldberg's declaration of war on the caseworkers? The
SSEU News of 27 December 1968 carried a notice without comment: "The
last scheduled exam for the job of Caseworker will be Jan. 7. Since the Department is planning to cut down staff
size through attrition, it is unlikely that
another exam will be held for some
time." This policy of silence on the reorganization and behind-the-scenes maneuvering was deliberately intended to
induce a mood of fatalism and panic
into the union membership which would
make the appeal for "unity of staff"
through re-merging with Local 371 look

much more attractive. The merger
vote was eventually scheduled for

re-

10

January 1969.
After a barrage of pro-merger leafwith lies, half-truths and exaggerations promising a "strengthened
bargaining position" through "unity of

lets filled

staff" the

merger was approved by 78.9

(Continued on Page 6)

gaining in October 1968. They had no
intention of preparing the SSEU membership for a fight for a decent contract; they were simply conducting a
holding action, awaiting a new vote on
merger, having failed to pull it off in

June 1968.

"No Contest"

Policy

Their collective bargaining attitude
was indicated as early as October 1968

when Morgenstern
gates,

is

declared to the delean action we must

all costs."

This statement was

"A

avoid at

strike

SSEU policy on 7
the officers and a promerger majority of the delegates voted
to "go before the Office of Collective
Bargaining (OCB)," with the union's
codified

as

official

November when

demands, defeating a counter-motion to
oppose OCB made by Militant Caucus
spokesmen. Under the terms of the NYC
Collective Bargaining Law (the joint
creature of the City and DC 37's Victor
Gotbaum) the OCB "shall have the
power and duty ... to make a final
determination as to whether a matter is

STUDENT-WORKER SOLIDARITY. Hundreds of Tallahassee campus
militants, including Spartacist supporters and other SDSers, march to
support desperately underpaid striking Black workers in the city's

largest factory. State-wide press coverage was heavy and hostile, reinforcing combined police-management repression against workers,

students in a race-baiting, violent strikebreaking attempt.

[reprint]

POSTAL STRIKE AIDS ALL WORKERS!

ANSWER ANY TROOPS' USE BY GENERAL STRIKE!
The great historic importance of the postal strike is that it is
the first major strike against the federal government.
This unprecedented step was forced on the postal workers by the rapid decline in
their living standard, caused by inflation the same reason that many
others groups of workers, such as tne G.E. workers, have been and will
be forced out on strike.
The main cause of the recent inflation in the
government's dirty colonial war in Vietnam. The same army that Nixon
is threatening to use in breaking the postal strike is being used to
suppress the Vietnamese workers and peasants in order to keep Asia safe
for American business.
For the Right to Strike for All Workers
The postal workers are now leading the fight for the economic
well-being of all government employees. The right of government workers to strike is being tested in numerous trade union battles throughout the country.
Hundreds of striking teachers have been Jailed in New
Jersey, and half the city workers in Atlanta, Georgia have been fired
for walking off the Job. The right of workers to strike is always under attack. The only defense is the constant use of organized labor's
economic power. The outcome of the postal strike can determine the
union status of government workers for years to come.
For a Workers Political Party
While the postal workers have received wide sympathy from the public, not a single Republican or Democratic politician has supported the
strike— not onel Some liberal so-called "Friends of the Working Man",
like Javits, have called for breaking the strike, and others, like
0»Dwyer and Goldberg, have simply kept their mouths shut. In normal
times it is easy for politicians to appear to be for the working man.
But when the interests of the ruling class are really threatened, all
these politicians line up against the workers. This is because the
Republican and Democratic Parties are tools of the people who own and
run this country. Workers must break with these parties and form their
own party— a labor party loyal to and based on the trade unions.

—

*

Meet Nixon's Threats With a General Strike
To win this strike, the postal workers need an aggressive leadership, capable of bargaining hard against the government, going to Jail
if ne-essary, organizing mass support rallies, and appealing to other
groups of workers. More than that, the postal workers need the active
support of the entire labor movement. The New York trade union leadership has been half-hearted about supporting the postal strike. Central Labor Council head, lushewitz, said they may consider actively
supporting the postmen. Yet when Lindsay threatened to use the National Guard against the striking Sanitationmen, the Central Labor Council
was forced to threaten a general strike. This helped to prevent the
troops from being used. The same pledge must be made now. If troops
are brought in, the entire city labor movement must go out on strike.
- ANSWER NIXON'S THREATS WITH A GENERAL STRIKE
- THE RIGHT TO STRIKE FOR ALL WORKERS— ABOLISH ALL ANTI-LABOR LAWS
-U.S. GET OUT OF VIETNAM NOW— FOR LABOR STRIKES AGAINST THE WAR!
- BREAK WITH THE REPUBLICAN AND DEMOCRATIC PARTIES— FORM A LABOR PARTY!
I

For a FREE 3-i8sue trial subscription to SPARTACIST, write:
SpartacTit League, Box 1377 QPO, New York City 10001
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DRAWING THE CLASS
In the wake of the G.E. and postal strikes and with
the immediate prospect of many more to follow, the
U.S. left enters the 1970's with great expectations and
a poor record. Despite the objective opportunities of the
the declining mass appeal of anti-communism,
1960's
the dramatic rise in rank arid file labor militancy and
the vastly unpopular Viet Nam war the radical movement has not made any qualitative advance over its isolation and weakness in the Cold War peinod. After ten
years of strike waves and increasing campus militancy,
there is still no revolutionary organization which can
claim a mass follov/ing around a socialist program. It
would be pointless for the ostensible revolutionary
movement to deny its weakness, and sheer philistinism
to attribute it merely to "objective conditions." One
of the key historic facts of any period is after all the
strength and fitness of the conscious revolutionaries.
The history of the recent period has been one of opportunities ignored, wasted and betrayed.
In the broadest terms, the lesson of the 1960's is
that politics is important. The view, or mood, that radicals could evade the questions which had divided the
"Old Left" was decisively exploded when Students for a
Democratic Society (SDS), the main organizational
embodiment of the student radical upsurge, found itself torn to pieces by a split. The best that the bright'
young innovators presumably uncorrupted by "Old
Left" sectarian dogmatism and factional squabbling
could do was to find their way back, small scale, to the
form and content of 1930's-style Stalinism. Those who
in the days of "participatory democracy" insisted that
history is bunk now find themselves demanding, on pain
of physical exclusion, pledges of allegiance to the Albanian government. To paraphrase Marx, when history
repeats itself, the first time is tragedy, the second, farce.

—

—

CENTS
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mination" and "community control" for Blacks, Chic-

SWP

poses "liberation" for all social
anes, etc. The
strata whom they see in motion, without consideration
of their road to power. All oppressed social groups are
not nations and thus cannot withdraw from society no
matter how badly they may want to; to call for their
"self-determination" can only mean substituting radical words to cover up a lack of perspective for struggle.
To be sure, any social group, either bv its own desperate
choice or by the victory of fiisrism, vnwld become a na-

—

POSTAL WORKERS
tion.

vote for wildcat strike.

Thus the Zionists got their

state of

Israel.

who

to those

:

Revisionism Faces 1970
The greatest growth of the decade can be claimed by
the Socialist Workers Party-Young Socialist Alliance
(SWP-YSA), whose increase in numbers parallels its
departure from a revolutionary working-class orientation. Thus the SWP's current election campaigns have
so little semblance, even formally, of a class character
that those of us who are accustomed to generally giving

them highly

critical support can no longer find anything to support about them. Its electoral propaganda
focuses on the anti-war movement where it functions
as the organized right wing, whose main purpose is
building a mass base among anti-war youth for con-

—

sumption by

libera: f^oliticians

Mao and

—and demands "self-deter-

We

seek to make of Black
people a separate nation
a new Black Israel, complete with refugee problem and reactionary chauvinist
ideology, would be the inevitable result.
The old "New Left" was preoccupied with the search
for "new" substitutes for class program and class
power. The ideologies of pacifism, student power, draft
resistance, the "new working class" all succeeded each
other and all justified the same abstention from working-class struggle. A major wing of SDS, however,
under the leadership of Progressive Labor (PL)
shared, in a crude way, a recognition of the need to
make seme sort of turn toward the working class. On
this basis PL built the Worker-Student Alliance caucus
of SDS (WSA), PL's semi-official youth section.
PL-WSA has, however, proved incapable of advancing
(Continued on Page 3)
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TOWARD REGROUPMENT: An
New

York, N.Y.

Certainly, you are right about "the
pressing- need in this country for a
united Leninist vanguavd" and, certainly, the past history of "left" organizations confirms the finding that it isn't

an easy task.
After carefully reading your editorial,
I
still
have a few unanswered
questions and perhaps your reply would
be of interest to other readers as well.
Regroupment, if it is to be effective,
must be achieved on a correct ideological basis
or, as you put it, one must
not "blur political issues." As a basis
for political regroupment, you set out
various proposals: democratic rights
within the workers' movement, a working-class orientation, class struggle politics, a class line on the war and internationalism. However helpful each of
these may be, I wonder if they provide
an adequate foundation on which to
base a vanguard party.

—

Thought of Mao
Take, for example, the question of
the one-stage versus two-stage revolution that you mention elsewhere in your
Nov.-Dec. issue. Here, in the U.S.,
where only a socialist revolution is on
the order of the day, left-wing groups
have nevertheless made this question a
major topic of debate. So high do passions run that some insist that only
a one-sfage i-evolution (clearly pr-oclaiming its allegiance to socialism and
the dictatorship of the proletariat) can
bring victory to the peasants in feudal
colonial or semi-colonial areas as well
as to the workers in imperialist coun,

Lenin was perhaps more flexible,
acknowledging as he did that where the
peasant question was more complex
than in imperialist Russia different
forms would have to be found for winning them. Since the question of stages
and the whole national question have
been so woefully befogged by muddled
partisans, it seems to me that one cannot ignore these questions or merely
fume at those we disagree with but
that one must patiently and systematically explain the whole business, as
Lenin did when he showed how his contemporaries were often unaware of the
difference between a socialist revolution
and a bourgeois-democratic revolution.
tries.

Two-Stage Revolution
Perhaps even more "troublesome"

is

the question of China. Here, PL is not
very helpful when, in one breath, it
claims to lecognize China as the center
of world revolution but, in the other, tells
us that China is following the Soviet
revisionists down the capitalist road
because China has agreed to discuss the
boundary question with a Soviet delegation. A left group that is "for in-

Exchange

has to reckon with
China and with, the thought of Mao!
It cannot lightly brush aside the fact
that the Communisit Party of China,
under Mao's leadership has liberated a
ternationalism"

nation of 700 million people, established
socialism, conducted a principled campaign against Soviet revisionism and
carried out a great proletarian cultural
revolution. Yet, in its brief editorial
indictment, PL did not even bother to
cite the reasons given by the Chinese
for entering into discussions with the
Soviet delegation on the boundary issue.

While I am not familiar with SL's
I gather that SL is not in full
accord with the CP of China. This is not
surprising and need not be an insuperable obstacle to agreeing on a vanguard
but what I would like to see spelled out
are the differences and the reasons for
them. The 9th National Congress of the
CCP carefully set forth its policy in
considerable detail and, if we have differences, why not make them explicit
and concrete? If we agree with parts
of it, too, we could say so.
Fraternally yours,
F.P.
position,

Editors' Reply:

The five working political positions
discussed in our editorial Spartacist
#14, Nov.-Dec. 1969) constitute, we
feel, the progrfimmatic basis for regroupment. Underlying them is the
methodology and historical analysis
centered on unconditional defense of
the deformed workers states.
The theory of revolution by stages
has a bad political history. "Postponing" socialist revolution has long meant
subordinating the proletariat to the
bourgeoisie, producing massacre, defeat
and victorious counter-revolution: China 1927, Spain 1937, Indonesia 1965.
The degenerated Communist International under Stalin resurrected the Menshevist theory of stages to hold back
international proletarian revolutions.
Permanent Revolution

You

cite Lenin as questioning whethcountries qualitatively more backward than Russia would require "different forms" for liberation. To apply

er

this
(see

to China
article in

is

is

these countries to follow the same patterns as nations which industrialized
during the flowering of capitalism, or
compete with the imperialist nations in
the context of the capitalist world market.

Such areas are held in their arrested
condition by the capitalist world system. If they cannot long lead the world
socialist revolution, they can spark it.
Their final liberation can only be as
part of a world socialist community,
which, before it can become a classless
society, must bring to bear the wealth
and technology of the advanced nations
poverty and backwardness. Now
more than ever, the international proletariat must be the vanguard.
on

PL

is attempting to be properly leftbut lacks a grasp of fundamentals.
To declare it immoral for China to discuss with "revisionists" instead of going to war over marginal real estate
and nationalist egotism is infantile, of
a piece with PL's reducing opposition
to North Viet Nam's conservatism to a
denial they should take Russian arms
Un 1916 Lenin justified the Irish patriots' taking German rifles!). Equating negotiation per se with betrayal
basically assumes one's professed heroes are really just bureaucrats who
will sell out if possible. Falsely labelling the USSR "capitalist" does not
solve the problem. A model for communist conduct is that of the Leninists
at Brest-Litovsk, when revolutionary
Russia was forced to make sacrifices
to end the war with Germany in order
to hasten the German revolution as
well as save soviet power in Russia.
PL's confusion over China's negotiations is nonetheless a reflection of
healthier inipulses distrust of the CCP
in any other than an ultiniatistic stance.
For indeed one of the characteristics of
Stalinism is to either grovel or bluster.
But unable or unwilling to see the
roots of "revisionism" in the communist movement, PL can only rail against
surface manifestations and propose

—

fantastic answers to the problems created by a history of betrayal and defeat.

false and suicidal
issue). But even

not helpful.

The "two-stage" theory is that backward countries must repeat the identical process of development as the nowadvanced nations. However, on the contrary, in this era of capitalist decline
the experience of colonial areas be-

Mao

vs.

PL

ist

this

for an area like Laos, whidh in fact
has no workers and hardly any peasants, being composed mainly of preagrarian tribes, the classic "two-stage"

theory

comes more and more unlike the model,
combining elements of backwardness
with« the most modern features. It
would be historically naive to expect

I

Northwestern University
Department of History
thought the piece on open admis-

in the Oct. issue of Spartacist
East, was one of the best things I've
seen on that subject.
sions,

.

.

Christopher Lasch

[A free copy of the Oct. 1969 Spartacist
East referred to is still available to
interested readers. Write P.O. Box 1377,
G.P.O.,
10001.]
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(Continued fi'om Page 1)
programmatically beyond a primitive, Economist, unMarxist "workerism" (which resembles classless "Third
Worldism" under a different banner). PL's official Maoism demands a parochial and patronizing approach to
workers, while hesitating to raise its politics. Lin Piao's
conception, sometimes ignored but not repudiated, that
the poorest of society will encircle and destroy the imperialist metropolis, is reflected in PL-WSA's exclusive
concentration on campus workers an unorganized section of the class possessing little social power
as the
strategy for radicalizing students; at the same time
they reject any attempt to radicalize workers. The social-work emphasis on demonsti'ating solidarity over
minor grievances is derived from the Maoist preachments of winning neutrality or support from the peasantry by "serving the people" rather than by winning
them over politically.
Basic to PL's narrowness is their explicit hostility to
Trotskyist transitional demands. Instead, PL counterposes a minimal/ maximal concept of program which
switches impressionistically and overnight between two
poles: demands generally more trivial than many trade
unionist demands, minor enough to be won by a weak
worker-SDS coalition and the ultimate demand of state
power. The entire range of demands which do not
obviously require the proletarian dictatorship but which
increase the workers' ability to struggle, and to learn in
struggle the need for revolution, are a willfully closed
book to PL, On campuses, for example, the WSA-led
SDS ("Boston SDS") refuses to agitate for free Open
Admissions with stipend an attack on class and race
privilege which would actually help achieve their stated
aim of building bonds between workers and SDS. Their
justification is the claim that a worker's desire for an
education for his children would only lead to being
"bought off" and rejecting his class; on the contrary,
it is precisely this desire for a qualitatively better life
that will lead the working class to choose revolution.
Perhaps PL's real problem is that to imply education is
a good thing conflicts with Mao's "Cultural Revolution."
In fact the result of the maximum/minimum dichotomy of program is to cater to the political backwardness of most U.S. workers while maintaining occasional
revolutionary verbiage to avoid being criticized for opportunism. Take for example the question of women's
liberation. While claiming to struggle against female oppression, PL-WSA has repudiated the elementary Marxist position against the family, the chief institutional
basis of that oppression. The reason for this acquiescence to reactionary institutions is clear: PL, wanting
to make student radicals "pro-working-class" through
class-guilt manipulation, feels it necessary to glorify the
working class as it is under capitalism and ignore its
backwardness (religion, the family, patriotism). Workers will become revolutionary despite the family, but the
family as an institution can never become "an instrument of revolutionary struggle" as PL-WSA claims.

—

—

in the Cafeteria

The Campus Worker-Student Alliance (CWSA) apSDS has been less than a smashing success.

pi'oach of

The program

An Organ

is simultaneously difficult to carry out,
boring and politically trivial. One result, of course, is
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PL look so good by comparison. The PLers
constantly insist that SDS students must not try
to raise their politics with workers and that to do so
would be "elitist." Yet presumably the same students, if
they joined PL, would be part of a revolutionary party
whose job is to radicalize the working class. Thus the
SDSer who has been won to an understanding of the decisive role of the working class in making the revolution would have no choice but to join PL. Instead of
being held responsible for its refusal to push a real
that
in

it

makes

SDS

working-class line in SDS,

PL

would

profit

from

its

own

deficiencies

The CWSA approach also has the intended effect of
suppressing political clarification in SDS. The SDS
leadership has sought to protect itself from critics (as
well as avoid focusing attention on issues over which
PL itself is divided or hopelessly confused) by endlessly
discussing the CWSA, hoping everybody would finally
get tired and go home. They have repeatedly sought,
with varying success, to turn SDS meetings into recitations of individual actions in support of campus workers. (Thus the Washington, D.C., Conference which followed the November 15th anti-war protest consisted of
CWSA pep talks followed by workshops discussing specific

campus

Attempts to discuss what proc/ram.
is met with cries of "Less

actions.)

such actions are based on
Talk,

More Action."
Popular Front Mobilization

The

split in

SDS and

the adventuristic actions of

its

immeasurable harm to the multiissue campus radical movement. The economist, non-

rightwing section

did.

CWSA

strategy did not help to reverse this
trend. Partially as a result, SDS on many campuses
looked far less appealing than competing Student Mobilization Committees (SMC), the YSA's class-collaborationist anti-war front gi'oup. PL-WSA's response -has
often been not to try to build SDS chapters where their
own forces were weak, but instead creating
groups which they could control. In some instances
loyalists did not even vote for chapter affiliation with
their "own" Boston SDS organization or have acquiesced
in the outright dissolution of SDS chapters, so long as
political

CWSA
WSA

(Continued Next Page)
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they could maintain a separate CWSA group.
Faced with its own lack of appeal, the PL-WSA response may well be to move sharply to the right to follow the "mainstream" into SMC, making of SDS merely
a faction within SMC although maintaining a skeleton
SDS organization outside. This would amount to stepping backward to the period before 1965, to allow the
sellout pop-front SMC an organizational monopoly over
the anti-war movement. However, so long as building
the primary orientation, agitation inside SMC
its sellout leadership is praiseworthy. Thus recently in several cities a loose bloc of anti-imperialist
tendencies (most prominently WSA) proposed motions
to ban bourgeois speakers from anti-war rallies, thus
forcing the YSA-CP leaders to justify including liberals
and other anti-communists in their coalition. The I'adicals' intervention helped to expos? the policies and the
bureaucratic manipulations of the SMC leadership.

SDS

is

against

"Illegal" Postal Wildcat
radical movement faced a clear test in the postal
strike which briefly swept the country. The first strike

The

of the century against the government was met by the
union bureaucrats with a response which indicates the
depth of their conservatism. In their desire to remain,
"respectable labor statesmen," the assorted bureaucrats
did not dare to take any effective action to support a
wildcat strike which was illegal under the government's
anti-labor legislation pi-ohibiting strikes by government employees. Fearing the wrath of their "friends"
in office (and the example the postal workers were setting to their memberships) the labor fakers remained
mute in the face of the clear political necessity for a
general strike against the use of troops as scabs. The
overwhelming bulk of the New York City working population was visibly in sympathy with the postal workers,
yet the labor bureaucracy sat by while military strikebreakers tried to deliver the mail by bayonet. The postal
workers, without any organized support and sold out
and red-baited by their own union leadership, went back
to work. Their unlooked-for wildcat may win them a
substantial wage increase. But those who hail this settlement as "a victory for the strikers" are deliberately
overlooking the state's victory in further undermining
that right to strike which is at the basis of every gain
won by labor, the only weapon the worker has short of
revolution.
The SWP-YSA's enthusing postal strike supplement
proclaimed that the workers' libei'ation struggle had of
course been inspired by the students and "Third World"
people! Their main pitch seemed to be: we support you,
therefore vote for us. Workers Leaguers sold their Bulletin in front of the General Post Office, describing it
with a gall that passes all belief as "the only paper supporting the postal strike." PL-WSA, typically, fought
in New York SDS against demands for a general strike
and a workers' political party (raised by Spartacist supporters) while themselves putting out a Challenge supplement which called for socialism.

clusionism of the RYM and Weatherman factions is well
known. PL has consistently refused to accept defense aid
and election support from "counter-revolutionary Trotskyites." Their Bay Area "Strike Support Committee"
excluded members of the Workers Action group from a
G.E. strike support meeting, even throwing out the only
G.E. striker there! The Panthers were only applying
this same brand of right-wing sectarianism when they
lent moral and physical support to the attempted exclusion of PL-WSA from SDS. In affirming in principle
and carrying out in practice the use of gangster tactics
against left-wing criticism, the Panthers are consistently carrying forward the old Moscow Trial traditions
defended by Maoists and all other Stalinists. And those

"democratic" organizations like the International Socialists and SWP-YSA who long sought to feed off the
Panthers' popularity by abstaining from criticism richly
deserved their embarrassment when the Panthers became blatantly Stalinist enough to beat up and exclude
communists while courting liberals and the Communist
Party.

Defend the Panthers!
The destruction from without and concommitant degeneration from within of the Black Panther Party is
perhaps the decade's greatest defeat for revolutionary
politics. The Panthers, nearly unique among Black radical groups for their seriousness and refusal to be
bought off by the bourgeoisie, were not able to resolve
their contrary impulses toward class struggle or Black
Nationalism. The bandwagon opportunism of the Panthradical "friends" did not help them to make the
distinction between class struggle and "progressive"
Popular Fi'onts, or between mass armed self-defense of
Black and working people and confrontationism against
the better armed and organized bourgeois state. Isolated
from the masses, and facing literally a nation-wide coners'

spiracy among "law enforcement" agencies to provoke
and kill them (or murder them without provocation),
the Panthers have seen their leadership ruthlessly exterminated.
Their conduct creates a wide political distance between
the Panthers and the Trotskyists, but their political degeneration does not affect our revolutionary duty to
defend them and all other woi'king-class political tendencies against ruling-class repression. To confuse opponents on the left with the class enemy means that one
is blind to a fundamental distinction in revolutionary
politics
the class line in recognition of enemies and
perhaps of friends too. It leads logically to a bloc with
the bourgeoisie to get political enemies out of the way,
as the Communist Party did in the early 1940's in supporting the Smith Act prosecution of Trotskyists. All
tendencies within the working-class movement must defend tJie movement in its totality and its separate organizations against bourgeois repression or fascist
terror, and must fight to protect non-exclusionism and
open political debate. They must oppose sectarianism by
struggling to create real united fronts (in which political differences are not subordinated to the unity) over
specific issues of agreement. If there is any one lesson
which can arm us to face the 1970's it is the need to
fight for political consciousness among workers, among
radicals. Therefore, for a revolutionary organiza,tion,
the preservation of the movement itself against repression and exclusion must be our first revolutionary
duty.

—

—

—

—
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Stalinist

Despite

Hoodlum Tactics

ultra-democi^atic rhetoric, the radical
movement of the 1960's never understood the revolutionary principle of democracy for the movement. The exits
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MAOIST GENESIS:

Chinese Menshevism
The current popularity of Maoism as
a supposed alternative to the frankly
reformist Soviet strategy of "peaceful
coexistence" with imperialism, and the
phenomenon of competing Maoist tendencies seeking to justify every conceivable political position on the basis
of this same Maoist authority, make it
necessary to examine Maoism as ideol-

ogy and in practice and strip from it its
claims to the mantle of Marxism-Leninism. So misunderstood is Maoism that,
in this country at least, one Maoist group
(Progressive Labor Party) is even seeking to derive a working-class orientation
from this ideology which, like all Stalinism, depends on petty-bourgeois strata
and is based on explicit denial of a proletarian perspective. Maoism is in essence not different from its tamer version, Khrushchevism, in its nationalist,
conservative foreign policy. The greater
verbal militancy of the Chinese toward
imperialism (which has won to Mao such
a following among would-be revolutionaries who recognize the sellout role of
the Russian bureaucracy) is a more or
less simple product of the far greater
pressure which the Chinese state, dipn

more

isolated and industrialweaker than the Soviet
Union, has suffered from U.S. imperialism. Maoism is only Khrushchevism un-

lomatically

ly-militarily far

der the gun.

Maoism was shaped within the

crisis

of imperialism, but its particular direction was established within the ideology
and control of the degenerated Soviet
workers state which exerted decisive
influence upon the Communist Parties
internationally through the Stalinized

Comintern. The enormously protracted
struggle for power and the
ruling a largely agrarian,
under-industrialized country constantly
under the military pressure of U.S. imperialism have exacerbated all the contradictory aspects of the strategy of Mao
Tse-tung and his administrative machinery,
the Chinese Communist Party
(30-year)

difficulties of

(CCP).
Antithesis of Bolshevism

Unlike Marxism, with which it has
only a tenuous connection. Maoism is
neither a coherent body of knowledge
nor a systematic political system; it has
no recognizable methodology nor is it a
guide to action. It originated as part of
the process of severing ties with Leninist
theory. For Mao, Stalin represented
Communism; for Marxists, Stalin personifies the counter-revolutionary selfdefense tactics of a fearful nationalist
bureaucratic caste. It is as impossible to
discover the strategy of socialist revolution in Mao's works as in Stalin's, and

by

Bill

Grey

for the s^ame reason:

it

is

not there.

Whereas Lenin and Trotsky ceaselessly
analyzed

concretely the fundamental
political issues of the era, Mao's writing
is only a collection of truisms, bromides
and largely meaningless slogans. How
unfitted and dangerous these are as a
guide to political understanding can be
graphically illustrated by one example:
at the June 1969 SDS Convention the
contending factions, holding wildly

counterposed positions on most major issues, maintained themselves by chanting
appropriate homilies from the Quotations from Chairman Mao Tse-tung!
This is hardly accidental.
Yet beneath the banalities there is a
central thrust to Maoism as preached
and practiced by its creators. In Mao's
works, or those of official CCP theoreticians, there is exceedingly little attempt
to come to terms with the program of
Bolshevism. For Mao, Lenin is irrelevant. Despite massive setbacks and defeats, the Chinese line to this day holds
the theory of revolution in stages as the
appropriate strategy for all the colonial
countries under the imperialist gun. This
means that a "democratic" (i.e., bourgeois) state would necessarily exist for
an extended period of time (in 1945 Mao
predicted "scores of years" remained for
China) in order to secure "national unity" and capitalist economic development
for the semi-colonial, semi-feudal countries. This view, resuscitated by Stalin
from the bankruptcy of Menshevism, has

been paramount in Mao's program in an
uninterrupted line since the mid-1920's.
It is the fundamental perspective from

which all his characteristic tactics flow.
The Leninist-Trotskyist perspective is
strikingly different. It took only a few
months after the bourgeois-democratic
overthrow of Czarism in Russia for
workers in revolution to establish a proletarian dictatorship. This basic perspective Mao was forced to pass off' as a mere
quirk of exceptional Russian circumstances.

in China do not permit the advance."(l)
This paragraph does not appear in
any Chinese edition printed after the

revolution. "Theorizing" with a pair of
scissors is not a new phenomenon within the Stalinist movement, but the
blatantly anti-revolutionary perspective
cannot be expurgated so easily.
Since the great European revolutionary wave of 1848, it has been a fundamental premise of "classical" Marxism
that the peasantry is in essence a multilayered petty-bourgeois force incapable
of establishing its own class rule. 'To be
sure, throughout history, occasional
stupendous jacqueries (of the kind
which for example established the Han
and Ming dynasties) have successfully
overthrown a particular despot and
carried out limited land reform, but
they never proved capable of destroying
the power of the landlord class or the
state administration. (Ehgels dealt with
a somewhat analagous situation during
the European Reformation in The Pea-

War

sant

in

Germany.)

It

was Marx's

own experience
which

led

him

in the 1848 revolts
to discount the peasantry

as a potentially revolutionary force by
itself:

"The history of the
has

.

.

.

this class

last three years
provided sufficient proof that
is incapable of any revolution-

ary initiative.
."(2)
At that time, Marx considered the
.

.

peasantry the natural ally of the pettybourgeois urban democracy. Six years
later, after his reflections had led him
to conclude that the petty-bourgeois
democracy was powerless to institute a
revolutionary struggle, Marx wrote to

Engels that:
"The whole thing in Germany will
depend on the possibility of covering
the rear of the proletarian revolution

by a second edition of the Peasants' War.

Then the

affair will be splendid." (3)

Two-Class Dictatorship?
The most profound working out of
this analysis took place in Russia. In-

Lenin had sought to bridge the
gap between the workers and the peas(whose limited involvement had

itially

ants

Theory of Stages
In Mao's report On Coalition Governset foi'ward his most revealing
concrete application of the Menshevist
theory of stages, proposing a coalition
government with Chiang Kai-shek's nationalist Kuomintang:
"The carrying out of this program
will not advance China to socialism. This
is not a question of the subjective willingness of certain individuals to do the
advancing; it is due to the fact that the
objective political and social conditions

ment he

led to the failure of the 1905 revolution)
by a tentative slogan of a joint "democratic dictatorship of the proletariat

and peasantry." But after his return
to Russia in 1917 Lenin repudiated this
analysis and in the April Theses put
forward the call for socialist revolution led by the workers
in effect a re-

—

formulation of Trotsky's concept of Permanent Revolution. In 1920, Lenin summarized his entire revolutionary experience on this question for the Second
(Continued Next Page)
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Congress of the Communist International:
.

with the exception of the rural

.

workers who are already on the side
of the revolution, the dispersed, oppressed, intimidated rural population . . .
who are condemned in all countries to
semi-barbaric living conditions, groups
which are economically, socially and
culturally interested in the victory of
socialism, can give decisive support to
the revolutionary proletariat only after
it has finally settled accounts with the
large landowners and capitalists, and
after these groups have seen from experience that they have an organized leader and defender who is powerful and
resolute enough to help them on the
right road." (4)
Orily after the Stalinization of the

Comintern was

this

view dropped and

the "democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and peasantry" revived. The return to the line repudiated by Lenin
signalled the triumph of' revisionism in

the world workers' movement; application of this line in China led straight to
Maoism and 30 years of betraying the
Chinese workers into the murderous
hands of Chiang Kai-shek.
World War I proved to be the great
opportunity for the bourgeoisies of
Japan, India and China. While the great
imperialist powers were engaged in
fratricidal conflict, Japenese imperial-

ism invaded markets formerly dominated by the Western- powers and politically extended its sphere of influence
in Manchuria and northern China. For
the Indian and Chinese bourgeoisies the
absence of European competition offered the

first real opportunity for inexpansion. These new industries brought forth a new industrial

dustrial

proletariat which immediately made itself felt in the political arena. When
Chinese students protested Western approval of Japanese imperialist spoils at
the Versailles Conference in 1919, the
Chinese proletariat backed the students
with a nation-wide strike movement.

Disillusionment with Western "democprompted an important group of
intellectuals and students to look to
the Soviet Union and communism for
a solution to imperialist domination of
racy''

China and ChinesJ^backwardness.

"Maoism" Before Mao
The subsequent development of the

CCP

is symbolized by the
views of its two co-founders,
hsiu and Li Ta-chao, and
course of the Party reflected

gle for

competing
Ch'en Tuthe later
the strug-

dominance of the two widely

di-

vergent outlooks. Ch'en, general secretary and the organizer of the fledgling Party's successful orientation toward the working class, came to communism in a way typical of the cosmopolitan European Marxist intelligentsia,

breaking with China's traditional

MAO

backed up Khrushchev's suppression of Hungarian Revolution.

culture and backwardness. By contrast
Li, after an initial period of internationalist enthusiasm, emphasized the
nationalist, anti-imperialist aspects of
the workers' movement, and soon developed a unitary view of Chinese society as a "proletarian nation" in which
all classes had been turned into "proletarians" by imperialist super-exploita-

revolution. Lin Piao's strategy nowhere
indicates that the class struggle is in
any sense decisive in either the colonial
or the industrially developed Western
capitalist countries, nor that there is
any road to social revolution other than

military conquest.

CCP

Enters the Kuomintang

The victory

tion. (5)

By 192G

Li Ta-chao had projected an
anti-imperialist
socialist
revolution
based solely on the peasantry. Stressing the failure of the bourgeois nationalist land program and the absence of
a radical CCP program, Li advocated
"land to the peasant who tills it" (i.e.,
division of land belonging to rich peasants and landlords) and stated that "a
united peasantry, if it protects its class
interests, can defeat all landlords."
This "peasant socialism" dovetailed
neatly with his nationalism and his belief that the class struggle had turned
into a global race war, that the colonial
peoples and not the advanced urban
proletariat would defeat the white
Western imperialists. It is not surprising, then, that Li was one of the first
and strongest advocates of the CCP's

entry into Chiang Kai-shek's Kuomintang, the Chinese nationalist party. (6)
Thus, many fundamental characteristics of what is commonly thought of
as uniquely "Maoist" made their appearance in the CCP under the sponsorship of Li Ta-chao before the rise
of Mao and prior to the defeat of the
second Chinese Revolution of 1926-27.
It will be noted that Li's general outlook, virtually unamended, comprises
the formula promoted in the 1965
thesis. Long Live the Victory of People's War! by Lin Piao, Mao's chosen
successor and co-authority. It is hardly accidental that this anti-Marxist
schema, which seeks to apply the "strategy" of the Chinese Revolution that
the "countryside" (the colonial world)
will surround and ultimately destroy
the "metropolitan" centers (Europe and
the U.S.) by military means had as
its principal author a man who believed
in global race war, "proletarian nations"
and class-collaboration with
bourgeois parties as the method for

—

—

of Stalinism over the polof international socialist revolution within the Russian State and Communist International meant the end of
itics

any independent, proletarian-based role
for the CCP. The Communist International under Bukharin and Stalin set a
policy of alliance with and entry into
the Kuomintang. This was a fundamental departure from Leninism. While
the Second Comintern Congress under
Lenin and Trotsky had on occasion advocated support for the national bourgeoisie against imperialism, this support was tactical and conditional. Since
the colonial bourgeoisie collaborated
with the imperialists and "waged a
joint struggle with it against all revolutionary movements and classes," communists had to make a sharp distinction between the interests of the oppressed and "national interests." Support to the national bourgeoisie was
only defensible "when those who represented this movement would not oppose
us in our eff'orts to educate and organize the peasantry and the masses of
exploited people in general, in the
revolutionary spirit."(7) In 1922, the
Fourth Congress of the Comintern returned to this theme and stated specifically that the "united anti-imperialist
front" was merely a translation into
the colonial countries of the "united
front" tactic in the West. This meant
its purpose was to expose betrayers and
misleaders in the front, with political
subordination to alien class forces out
of the question. Under no circumstances would a communist ever enter,
or take responsibility for, a bourgeois
party or its policies.
But after the death of Lenin and
Stalin's assumption of power, the Comintern's united front tactic was made
over into its diametric opposite: class
collaboration. The Russian leadership
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and the Comintern forcefully compelled
a deep entry into the Kuomintang and
stilled those leaders of the CCP who
iiad doubts about their "allies." Stalin
himself went so far as to send a" telegram (in October 1926) urging the CCP
to call off a peasant revolt which had
sprung up in Kwangtung province; the
workers and peasants in revolt were

forbidden to form their own Soviets, so
that the CCP could maintain its bloc
with Chiang's "Revolutionary Army."
(8) The CCP obeyed. Trotsky was later
to excoi-iate this policy in his book, The
Permanent Revolution:
"The official subordination of the
Communist Party to the bourgeois
leadership, and the official prohibition
of forming Soviets (Stalin and Bukharin taught that the Kuomintang
'took the place of Soviets) was a grosser and more glaring betrayal of
Marxism than all the deeds of the
Mensheviks in the years 1905-1917."(9)

termed the
bourgeois Kuomintang a "workers and
Stalin,

in

justification,

peasants party," in contradistinction to
everything Lenin had ever said about
no such thing existing. Stalin, indeed,
was to defend Chiang Kai-shek as a
"reliable ally"(10) against charges by
the Trotskyist opposition in April 1927
only a few days before Chiang was to
stage his counter-revolutionary coup,
turn on the CCP and butcher the Shanghai workers, who were under orders
not to fight back. Following this debacle, Stalin modified his argument: the
Kuomintang was not really a "workers
and peasants party" but a bloc of four
classes: the national bourgeoisie, urban
petty-bourgeoisie, workers and peasants. He explained that Chiang, leader
of the national bourgeoisie, had "deserted" this alliance and "gone over" to
the compradors and imperialists; however, the Left Kuomintang, which represented the urban and rural pettybourgeoisie, continued to be anti-imper-

In
ialist and peasant revolutionists.
reply to Trotsky's criticism, Stalin asserted that the CCP would be isolated
from the masses if it abandoned "the
banner of the Kuomintang, the most
popular of all banners in China, to the
Kuomintang Right." Thus, the CCP
should push for land reform through
that "organ of the revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat and peasantry," (11) the Left Kuomintang government at Wuhan. The Party supplied ministers of labor and agriculture to this
government. The result, of course, was
the same as the bloc with Chiang himself:
the Left Kuomintang leader,
Wang Ching-weL crushed the CCP and
the workers and peasants movements

no less thoi'oughly.
Ultra-Left Turn
The CCP was expelled from the Left
Kuomintang government in July 1927
as the Left Kuomintang leaders moved

further to the right to cement their
ties with Chiang's counter-revolution.
In order to deflect blame from the terrible failure of Comintern policy, Ch'en
Tu-hsiu, the Party's general secretary,
was deposed and falsely saddled with
the responsibility for Stalin's debacle.
The Comintern reversed its course; the
new line stated that not only was the
CCP intact but a new period of revolutionary upheaval was beginning and
the CCP was to go on the offensive.
Since the Kuomintang had had time to
secure its power and the support of
the army, the new policy produced nothing but a series of tragic adventures
the "Canton Soviet" and the Maoled Autumn Harvest Peasant Risings in

mits that a majority of his troops are
neither workers nor peasants, but elements declasses that is, bandits, thieves, vagabonds, etc. (12) Moreover, the
constant blunderings of Stalin's policies
throughout this period discredited not
only the Comintern, of which Stalin
was the transmission belt to China, but
also Leninism and internationalism, in
whose name the Comintern spoke. All
this resulted in the transformation of
the CCP from a communist party to
something qualitatively different. It is
not accidental that Mao's rise to a position of real authority in the CCP coincided with this change in the nature
of the Party itself.

late 1927, and ultra-left, absurd attempts to capture cities with peasant
armies. Those uprisings were put down
with murderous force, as might have
been expected; as each adventure

bloc with the
of 1926-27 have

—

•

failed, Stalin

accused the

CCP

leader-

ship of "opportunism," deposed them
and imposed a new group on the Party.
Chu Chu-pui was followed by Li Li-san,
who in turn was followed by Wang
Ming and Po Ku.

Outside China, this thesis of "revolutionary offensive" was generalized by
the Sixth World Congress of the Comintern in 1928 into the so-called "Third
Period" strategy, which among other
atrocities led the German Communist
Party to eschew "united front" tactics
toward the Social Democrats, split the
working class and a few years later facilitated Hitler's rise. Inside China, the
policy led to the complete destruction
of CCP influence in the working class,
annihilation of the Party's cadres and
the withdrawal of its leadership into
the countryside, the so-called "Soviet
Republic," by 1932-33. This overnight
flip-flop from crass conciliation of the
bourgeoisie to irreconcilable warfare
without weapons against the armed
might of the reassembled, rearmed
bourgeoisie was correctly described by
Trotsky as "wearing furs in summer
and going naked in winter."

—

Mao's

activities

KMT

at the time of the
until the Revolution

proven a source of

continuing embarassment to present
Chinese historians, who must produce
a semblan?:e of consistent revolutionary
work where the record proves the very
opposite.

alism
the

Mao's characteristic nationless critical than
leadership of the bloc with

made him even

CCP

Chiang Kai-shek;

in the fall of 1924

he

was expelled from the Party's Central
Committee and pressured to resign
from the Kuomintang Central Executive Committee because Party leaders
believed his close cooperation with the
right-wing Kuomintang leadership was

sabotaging CCP work (13). Then two
years later, Mao's strong premature
championing of a peasant army attack
against a Left Kuomintang militarist

removal as head of the CCP's
peasant department (and the slaughter
of 20 thousand peasants by Kuomintang
forces). This constant vacillation between class-collaborationist opportunism and ultra-left military adventurism
is typical not only of Mao's lack of any
revolutionary principle but also of his
sharp inclination to set his own views
above the orientation of the Party. He
was able to escape constant censure
only because of the constant confusion
of policy and leadership which Stalin's
running purge of CCP leaders created.
led to his

Throughout the whole period from
Mao's Personal Rise
in the destruction of the CCP
in the period from the Shanghai massacre to the fictitious "Canton Soviet"
that one finds the key to tfee crystallization of Maoist ideology and the personal rise of Mao Tse-tung to power
in the CCP. The repeated discrediting
of leading members of the CCP eliminated most of his rivals as contenders
for power in the party leadership. Stalin's policy had wantonly annihilated
much of the CCP cadre and severed
completely its former base in the urban
industrial proletariat; the composition
of the Party changed radically, as even
Mao himself was to concede. As early
as 1928, in a report to the Central Committee of the Party on the Red Army in
the Ching-Kang mountains, Mao adIt is

when he finally achieved
and military control over
the Party, Mao was constantly at odds
with the CCP leadership and the Comintern. But with the Party fragmented
1924 until 1935,

full political

and localized

in dflFerent areas under
military control, and himself out
of the reach of tlie Party leadership,
Mao was able to construct his own faction by purging and restructuring the
Party in the "Cential Soviet" area for
his own personal control. Throughout
this entire period Mao did not follow the

CCP

Comintern-CCP line but never fought
openly for his views and policies, instead maneuvering organizationally and
bureaucratically in the areas under his
military control to impose his policies
upon the Party. This is clearly evident
(Continued Next Page)
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in documents of that time, and can
easily be deduced from Mao's autobiographical statements and writings. (14)

Ups and Downs
Yet despite this maneuvering and the
running of constant purges, Mao was
himself a target for similar organizational manipulations. In November 1931
Mac was elected Chairman of the Cen-

Executive Committee and the
Council of People's Commissars at the
First All-China Soviet Congress. At
that Congress, the official line of the
tral

CCP's Politburo, which had Comintern
backing, was also approved: an ultraleft line not in agreement with Mao's
views. The contradiction was not long
in manifesting itself, and the ever-flexible Chou En-lai began usiiag Maoist
organizational tactics against Mao, advocating positional warfare and an aggressive military posture. The Maoist
increasingly lost influence and
line
eventually Mao was virtually deposed
from his leading positions (February
1934) and by August 1934 was under
house arrest. (15) But the Maoist organization remained intact, ready to take
over when the ultra-left policy failed.
Chou En-lai's policies failed to defeat
Chiang's Fifth Encirclement Campaign,
and the noose tightened ever more
snugly around the Red Army. Outmanned and outgunned, the Red Army faced
total annihilation if it continued to fight
the Kuomintang with the military tactics advocated by Chou. So the decision
to begin the Long March was made and
300 thousand Red Army troops began to
break out of the Kuomintang trap in

October 1934.

By January 193.5 Mao's opponents
were beaten. The Tsun-yi conference
held that month restored Mao to his
position of leadership; from this point
on, Mao's private faction would control
both the Army and the Central Committee. But although Mao had secured
his dominence within the Party, his
rule was still dependent on the Cominwas intolerant of
oppositionists and Mao was hardly in a
position to survive a rupture with the
Soviet leadership. Three factors pretern's assent; Stalin

vented such a split. The conference
which restored Mao to leadership adopted a rightist policy of "the united
anti-imperialist front" (which coincided
generally with the new Popular Front
line of the Comintern, adopted after the
triumph of Hitlerite fascism in Germany, although it preceded the international
Stalinist
shift
by a few
months); thus the political clash became dormant. Stalin's interest was
turning iticreasingly toward the West
where fascism was laying the groundwork for a new anti-Soviet world war.
Only 30 thousand troops had survived
the Long March, and for years the CCP

would

be an insignificant factor in
Chinese politics because of its isolation

from key sectors of the working
and peasantry; Stalin
ally,

class

lost interest. Finin the

the isolation of the

CCP

Northwest border region did not permit
the Comintern precise control or accurate knowledge of the political situation
at Yenan.
Great Han Chauvinism
not develop anything approaching a coherent ideology to justify his vacillating policies until after he
had achieved predominence in the CCP
in Yenan; rather, the Maoist faction
was built on the basis of shortsighted,
extremely empirical responses to the
changing circumrapidly
existing,
stances. Mao's appetites have usually
been toward the right, toward class collaboration; only infrequently has he adapted to the moods of the rebellious
peasantry. The current holding his distogether
has been
parate policies
Chinese nationalism. This is apparent in

Mao

did

his various references to ancient banditheroes and great military emperors of

China; in this. Maoism is weirdly similar
to the Russian chauvinism expressed by
Stalin during World War IL Similarly,
the harsh treatment dealt out to the
minority
peoples
residing
within
Moslems
China's
borders Tibetans,
and Mongols follows exactly that of
Soviet minorities. Although in 1936
Mao declared that "the Mohammedan
will form
and Tibetan peoples
autonomous Republics attached to the
China federation," in 1949 China declared itself not a federation but a
unitary republic. In 1956 Mao cited as
a standard for political ideas that they
should "help to unite the people of our
various nationalities rather than divide
them. "(16) This is not one whit short of
outright denial of the Leninist principle of self-determination for nations.
Finally, Mao has even referred to
Korea, Taiwan, Burma and Viet Nam in
the language of classical Chinese imperial diplomacy
that is, as tributary
states forcibly seized from China. (17)
This attitude, first demonstrated during
his close relations with the right wing of
the Kuomintang in the 1920's, has continued to the present and is in large
part responsible for the Maoists' attitude toward the recent border clashes
with the Soviet Union over the Ussuri
River region. The Russian regime, of
course, takes this same anti-interna-

—

—

.

.

.

—

tionalist

attitude

toward

territorial

questions.

Peasant Revolution?
While Mao's nationalism was central
to his conduct in the period 1927 to
1935, in a more immediate sense it was
his singleminded championing of agrarian revolution (whose featui'es and
program are never clearly defined) and
guerilla warfare tactics which placed
him in conflict with the various CCP

leaderships and made necessary his
creation of a secret faction within the
Party. In spite of the leading role of
the Chinese proletariat in social struggles from 1919 to 1927, and the fact
that the first upsurge of peasant struggle (1926-27) was directly sparked by
the working class and its vanguard,
Mao evinced no compunction about assei'ting the contrary. In early 1927, in
the essay "Report on an Investigation
of the Peasant Movement in Hunan,"
one of the leading texts of the Maothought corpus, he writes:
'•To give credits where they are due
if we allot ten points to the accomplishments of the democratic revolution,
then the achievements of the urban
dwellers and military units rate only
three points, while the remaining seven
points should go to the peasants in their
rural revolution." (18)
It is precisely this mindless and antihistorical commitment to the peasantry
which, combined with Chinese nationalism, is the core of all of Mao's thinking
on the Chinese Revolution. The supposed peculiarities of Chinese history
and her semi-colonial status were later
invoked to justify this theory of the
peasant road to revolution:
".
there is no legislature assembly
make use of, no legal right to organize workers to strike. Here the fundamental task of the Communist Party
is not to go through a long period of
legal struggle before launching an insurrection or civil war. Its task is not to
seize the big cities and then the countryside, but to take the road in the op.

.

to

posite direction."(19)

Since these same features equally
characterized pre-revolutionary Russia,
it appears that given Mao's perspective
Lenin erred seriously in not abandoning his exile work and proletarian orientation to lead the Bolsheviks away

from Moscow and St. Petersburg down
to the Caucasus or behind the Urals to
carry out a guerilla struggle against
Czarism!
Mao's "theory" of the coming peasant
revolution is an afterthought, a rationalization and self -justification. It is
clear that Mao used China's supposed
uniqueness to justify all his departures
from Leninist theory, upon which rest
his
reputation
an independent
as
"Marxist-Leninist" theoretician. This
process occasionally leads him to the
most banal, infantile reductionism:
"Russian history has created the Russian system.
The contemporary history of China will create the Chinese
.

.

.

system." (20)
Likewise, while

Mao

never catagor-

ically abandons lip service to the ideological formula that the working class
remains the leading class force, from

CCP should derive its revolutionary consciousness and leadership,
this amounts at most to throwing a few
crumbs in the direction of "orthodoxy";
which the
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in reality

Mao

relied

on his own fac-

lumpen proletarian cadre
within the Party, through a process of
education, purges and "rectification," to
transform the consciousness of a vast
sea of peasants. Many commentators
have stressed the heavily idealist voluntarism which permeates this thinking,
which is at basic variance with the most
tional, largely

fundamental methodology of Marxism,
i.e.,

materialism.

Anti-Japanese Front
Shortly after Mao had attained the
pinnacle of power within the CCP (fol-

lowing the anti-imperialist front, the
new Comintern Popular Front line and
the outbreak of war with Japan) he
reverted to the t^CP policy of the middle 1920's, calling for a united front
with Chiang's Kuomintang government.

The Party attitude toward Ching continued

to

fluctuate.

Earlier

Mao and

General Chu Teh had said that "the
Kuomintang militarists only toady and
capitulate to imperialism" and called
for the overthrow of the Kuomintang
government. (21) The CCP proclamation of August 1935, however, made a
special appeal to Chiang Kai-shek,
promising to cooperate with the Kuomintang if Chiang would stop fighting
"against his people. "(22) Their calls
fell on deaf ears even after they had
intervened to save Chiang from certain death at the hands of other militarists.

However, in March 1937 Chiang relented. His conditions, which the CCP
was willing to accept in principle, were:
abolition of the Red Army, dissolution
of the

'

Soviet Republic," cessation of

propaganda and suspension of the

class

struggle. Later in the year the CCP
hailed Sun Yat-sen's three People's
Principles as the "paramount need of

China."(23)

For a while Chiang was

labeled the "chief of chiefs" of the
"big local bullies, big bad gentry, big
warlords, the big bureaucrats and the
big compi-adors" whose "interests are
inseparable from those of imperialism." (24) Less than a year later, however, Mao had decided that Chiang and
the Kuomintang had joined that section
of the vacillating national bourgeoisie
who could "take part in the struggle."
(2.5) And in October 1938, Mao declared
that the Kuomintang occupied the "first
place" in the anti-Japanese front:
still

"Without the Kuomintang it would
be inconceivable to undertake and pursue the War of Resistance. ... It enjoys the historical heritage of the Three
People's Principles; it has had two
great leaders in succession Mr. Sun
Yat-sen and Mr. Chiang Kai-shek; it
has a great number of faithful and patriotic active members." (26)
Since these grovelling paeans to the
Kuomintang were unlikely to convince
Chiang or his brother militarists of the
CCP's good will, their only result could

—

be to disorient the Party cadre and followers, create illusions among the
masses, negate the lessons of the failed
revolution and derail any attempt at
social revolution by the workers and
peasants. This policy is strikingly similar to the one Mao dictated to the Indonesian Cominunist Party three decades later the policy which annihilated the Indonesian workers movement.
The Popular Front against the Japanese remained CCP policy until 1945.
To maintain a bloc with the landlords
the agrarian program was watered
down to nothing: no land confiscation
was permitted and "land reform" became rent reduction. (27) Despite the
attempted conciliation, the landlords
went over to the Japanese. Ironically,
the peasantry was won over to the antiJapanese struggle not on the basis of
nationalism but because of the few

—

meager reforms and their
Chiang's mercenary army.
The

Civil

hostility to

(28)

War

Only after the Allied victory in 1945
and Chiang's refusal to come to terms
with the CCP was a radical land reform

—

program confiscation of the landlords
forth. Chiang escalated the war
against the People's Liberation Army
and even attacked Yenan, the CCP capital. Much has been written about Chiang's military mistakes in the Civil
War, but his crack divisions were rarely defeated militarily. Rather, whole
companies even divisions would desert to the other side. Chiang was defeated by the corruption and total bankruptcy of his regime and the economic
and social chaos. China was in a classic
pre-revolutionary situation from 1946
to 1949. No one but a blind adherent
of the Maoist faith could believe that
only a rural-based peasant army led by
a rural-oriented party could have taken
power in that situation. The Maoist
CCP was largely forced to lead the peasant revolution or face extinction neither Chiang nor the U.S. was willing to
tolerate the existence of the CCP any

— put

—

—

;

longer.

CCP sought to deny that the
established after the defeat of
Chiang in 1949 was in essentials a dictatorship of the proletariat (albeit bureucratically deformed). Officially the
Maoist claim was that China was a
"peoples democratic dictatorship" of
the bloc of four classes, a new democracy" to achieve land reform, nationalize banks, railways, etc. and throw
ofi' the yoke of U.S. imperialist domination. The rich peasants and the national bourgeoisie were conciliated, the
latter to receive life-long remuneration
on the capital they had invested. Mao
asserted that "the views held by some
people that it is possible to eliminate
capitalism and introduce socialism at
an early date is wrong." (29) In the
early years of the CCP regime, the
"peoples democratic dictatorship" conThe

state

'

sciously administered a reformist capieconomy. But power was in the
hands of the new state thrown up by
the revolution and that state had no
even episodically stable resting place
except as a Stalinist, i.e. a deformed
talist

workers, state. The bourgeoisie knew
immediately and instinctively, the
Maoist leadership learned it later and

this

])ragmatically.

"Building Socialism"

The pr.ramount factor which forced
the Party to lay the groundwork for
the social transformation of Chinese
society that is, to nationalize the
economy, institute a state monopoly
over foreign trade and centralize economic planning was the increased
pressure of U.S. imperialism. Although
the Maoists explicitly desired to go
much slower, the U.S. intervention into
the Korean civil war showed the need
for an economy based on heavy industry which could sustain a modern army.
During the crucial period of the consolidation of power (1949-53) the Chinese economy was put on its feet again
after fifty years of invasions and civil
war. During this period, the CCP consolidated its dictatorship and it became
clear that it had no intention of sharing state power with the Chinese bourgeoisie. The launching of the first Five
Year Plan in 1953 codified the bureaucracy's determination to follow the path
of the
Soviet Union, transforming
China from an agricultural to an industrial nation. The Stalinist character
of Chinese "communism" is nowhere
more evident than in this industrialization program of
building socialism"
on the primitive base of peasant agriculture. There is not the slightest hint
of internationalism in this outlook. Like

—

—

'

Stalin's "Socialism in One Country"
doctrine, the Maoists insist that socialism can be built within the Chinese nation without the aid of the advanced

—

nations that is, without proletarian
revolution in the capitalist West.
The program for "building socialism"

was

officially
promulgated at the
Eighth Congress of the CCP. Ideologicthe shift from "new democracy"
required that the "peoples democratic
dictatorship" be transformed from a
bloc of four classes to a bloc between
the working class and^ the peasantry
under the leadership of the CCP. To
Marxists socialism can only follow a

ally,

period of proletarian dictatorship until
the achievement of a cla.ssless society.
The failure of the Maoists to give even
lip service to this term indicates their
coiitinued peasant outlook even after
this industrialization policy turn.

The
on

Great Leap Backward
Five Year Plan was modeled
early program, with the

first

Stalin's

overwhelming bulk of the state's investment in heavy industry and the or.
(Continued Next Page)
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ganizing of peasants into producers'
cooperatives. After a period of economretrenchment in 1957, the second attempt at industrialization the "Great

ic

Leap

Forward"

—was

—

inaugurated

in

the winter of 1957. Upon the foundation
of the collectives organized in 1955-56,
26,000 rural communes were set up in
1958. The commune system was an attempt to divert part of the peasant labor to a program of rural industrialization without a decline in agricultural
output. The Maoists attempted to use
primitive peasant labor to forge ahead
industrially on all fronts. The result
was a multiplicity of small plants whose
output was too crude to be used. Combined with a series of bad harvests,
the inefficiency of the rural peasant industries forced the Maoists to call off
their "Great Leap."

The "Great Leap Forward" was an
economic and political disaster. Its economic dislocations were felt as late as
the late 1960's. In addition, it squandered most of the popular enthusiasm
and moral capital won by the CCP as
a result of the victorious revolution
over Chiang.
Anti-Internationalism
Despite his ringing denunciation of
phony communism and "revisionism"
since the early 1960's, Mao's foreign
policy has been substantively identical
to that practiced by the Soviet Union

under Stalin, Khrushchev and now
Brezhnev, and China's claims that it
pursues a line of proletarian internationalism is a lie. Chinese state policy
identical in all essentials to that of
the Russians. Both follow the only foreign policy consistent with the existence of a bureacracy committed to the
protection of a single state i.e., "socialism in one country," a Stalinist nationalism. Lenin set forth two criteria
is

—

for internationalism. They were:
"[one,] subordination of the interests of
the proletarian struggle in one country
to the interests of the struggle on a
world scale; two, that the nation which
arrives at victory over the bourgeoisie
shall display the capacity and readiness
to overthrow international capitalism."
(30)
Like the Soviet leadership, the only
readiness the Chinese bureaucrats have
shown is to subordinate the struggles
of the African and Asian proletariat
to the facilitation of Chinese diplomacy.
The Maoists simply attempt to transform by rhetoric their diplomatic agreements with anti-communist military
dictators like General Ayub Khan of
Pakistan or "progressive" princes like
the recently deposed Sihanouk of Cambodia into triumphs for the world's
anti-imperialist forces. By Maoist def-

—

—

inition,

anyone who will make diploChina becomes an

matic deals with

anti-imperialist! As a result of China's
friendly attitude toward Sihanouk, for
example, the hard-pressed North Vietnamese and National Liberation Front
forces near the Cambodian boi'der and
the Ho Chi Minh trail are now being
harassed and shot at with Chinesesupplied arms.

Bandung Conference
In 1954 Maoist China helped organize
an "Asian-African Solidarity Conference" of twenty-nine nations at Ban-
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to exacerbate these nations'
internal class antagonisms, the Chinese consistently emphasized their solidarity with these "anti-imperialist"
bourgeois and petty-bourgeois leaders
against the West. Peking's deals with
the nationalists were always based on
the durable Five Principles of Peaceful
Coexistence which meant the complete
renunciation of revolutionary propaganda and class struggle in these capi-

seeking

talist states.
,In Africa, the Chinese have concluded
such diplomatic agreements "against
imperialism" with the Congo (Brazzaville), Guinea, Tanzania and, until 1966,

Ghana. The

Ghanian working

rialist rhetoric.

Among

the "principles"

agreed on were respect of the right of
a country to self-defense (in accordance with the United Nations charter),
abstention from the use of collective
defense arrangements to serve the interests of the big powers, abstention by
any country from exerting pressure on
other countries ( ) settlement of international disputes by peaceful means.
The Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence and the Spirit of Bandung were
hailed as opening a new era of cooperation and good will cutting across ideological and national boundaries. (32)
The Bandung Conference represents
an important turning point in post-war
history. It marked the point when the
bourgeoisies of the former colonial countries entered the arena of world politics with the intention of extorting as
much economic and political aid as possible from the U.S. and Soviet Union.
Instead of exposing these appetites and
!

,

class.

The workers

refused to take this lying down and
launched a strike wave which was
crushed by Nkrumah's police and
troops.

To

this

demonstrated enemy of

the international working class Mao,
after the assassination attempt, indulged himself in the most servile bootlicking: "Please accept. Your Excellency, the most solicitous regards of
mine and the Chinese people." (33) And
in Algeria, the Maoists applauded Boumedienne's reactionary coup d'etat
against the more liberal bourgeois government of Ben Bella, in the hope of

some
dung, Indonesia. Chou En-lai proposed
recognition of equality of races and
respect for the rights of the people of
all nations to choose their own way of
life and economic system. (31) The final
communique adopted by the Conference
mixed moribund "democratic" Wilsonian cliches with flaccid semi-anti-impe-

last situation is instructive.

In 1964 Mao sent a special message of
congratulations to Nkrumah after this
petty-bourgeois dictator had narrowly
escaped assassination. Several years
before,
Nkrumah had attempted a
"forced savings" plan to "modernize"
the country by substantially cutting the
already abysmal living standards of the

trivial

immediate

benefits.

Indonesian Massacre

The most disastrous deals Peking has

made were those with Indonesia and
Pakistan. The Maoists instructed the
Indonesian Communist Party (PKI) to
collaborate with the "anti-imperialist"
President Sukharno. Sukharno, a stooge
of Japanese imperialism in World War
II, had previously crushed the PKI in
1948. Disregarding this, and laying such
great stress on Sukharno's bellicose
anti-Westernism that the Chinese published a selection of his "anti-imperialwritings emphasizing Africanist"
Asian solidarity, Mao ordered the PKI
to maintain at all costs a bloc with the
Indonesian bourgeoisie. Under this rubric,
the PKI forced the Indonesian
working class to return to the capitalists several factories they had seized!
This policy had a predictable, inevitable
result: with the workers disarmed and
misled by the "nationalist" rhetoric of
the Indonesian bourgeoisie and the Chinese and PKI leaders, the Indonesian
Army's reactionary general staff mutinied
and butchered between 300
thousand and half a million communists and sympathizers in a matter of
weeks. The largest mass Communist
Party outside the Soviet bloc countries
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was exterminated

in the greatest atrocagainst the international workers
Kai-shek's deChiang
movement since
struction of the Chinese Revolution of
1927 and Hitler's rise to power in Germany. The Indonesian military clique
immediately assumed a hostile posture
toward Peking, sponsoring attacks on
the Chinese embassy and persecution
of the Chinese minority living in Indo-

ity

nesia.

And what was the Chinese response?
Merely to protest the persecution of
Chinese nationals and to "deplore" the
breaking off of friendly relations! No
mention of the PKI disaster was made
any Chinese publication until July
Throughout late 1965, 1966, to

in

1967.

July 1967 all the Chinese ever did was
to protest the maltreatment of Indonesian Chinese and the attacks on the
Chinese embassy. The following report
from Peking Review of 26 November
1964 is characteristic of Peking's attempt to gloss over the bloody defeat
of the Indonesian proletariat:
despite his Excellency President
Sukharno's repeated appeals to refrain
".

.

.

from disruptive

racialist

acts

and

to

safeguard the friendly relations between China and Indonesia, all indications now point to daily expansion rather than stoppage of outrageous perse."(34)
cution of Chinese nationals.
.

Even

.

after the annihilation of the

.

PKI

the Chinese attempted to conciliate the
Indonesian bourgeoisie. Only in J-uly
1967 that is, after all their repeated
attempts to make a deal with the Suharto dictatorship had failed did the
Maoists pledge their support to "the
determination of the Indonesian people
to make a revolution" against their
"fascist dictatorship." (35) In this same
issue of Peking Review an extensive
analysis of the PKI's debacle, by the
PKI Politburo, was finally published.

—

—

Mao

Fronts for

Khan

In the case of Pakistan, the Chinese
have engineered an alliance with the
national bourgeoisie which cannot be
justified even in their own "anti-imperialist" terms. Not only has Pakistan
been a military dictatorship for the
past 15 years, but for that same period
it has been allied with the U.S., from
which it has received substantial military and economic aid. In 1965, during
the Rann of Kutch war over Kashmir
between India and Pakistan, the Chinese lined up behind Pakistan and labelled India, supported at the time by
the U.S. and USSR, the "aggressor."
A year later the Chinese promised the
Pakistani dictatorship unequivocal support in case of another "aggression"
against her in other words, a military
alliance with a tool of U.S. imperialism. (36) Instead of calling for a joint
I'evolutionary class struggle of the Moslem Pakistani working class, the Hindu
Indian working class and all other mi.

—

nority workers against the chauvinism
and obscurantism of the Indian and
Pakistani bourgeoisies, the Chinese tied
the workers closer to their ruling classes by inflaming reactionary nationalist
prejudices.

moreover, nothing less than an open
invitation to Japanese imperialism to
reopen its bid for domination of the
Pacific. A Japanese socialist revolution
would end the threat of U.S. imperialism in Asia and become the industrial

More recently, the Chinese press has
totally ignored the upsurge of workingclass struggle in Pakistan which caused
the resignation of General Ayub Khan.

construction of Asian
socialism. It would also be the hardest
possible blow to the existence of the
Maoist bureaucracy itself, leading to its
overthrow and the reconstruction of a
truly proletarian interna.tional course in

Throughout early 1969 Pakistan was
paralyzed by a series of general strikes
and workers' demonstrations which
were quelled only by murderous army
repression. (37) Nothing has been mentioned about these struggles in any
Chinese publication to date, and SinoPakistani relations have continued on
their smooth course. On 23 March 1969
(little more than a month after Pakistani workers were shot down in the
streets) the Pakistani ambassador in
Peking gave a reception honoring Pakistan's National Day which was attended by Chinese Premier Chou En-lai
and Vice-Premier Hsieh Fu-chih. The
latter assured the ambassador that "the
Chinese people will always remain
your reliable friends in your struggle
to oppose foreign aggression and interference and safeguard national independence." (38) This Stalinist bombast
only intensified the Chinese bureaucracy's treacherous betrayal of the Pakistani working class and proletarian internationalism.

Japan

—Asia's Powerhouse

While the most notorious examples
of Peking's counter-revolutionary policies are its relations with the "antiimperialist" bourgeoisies, its call for a
Popular Front

alliance,

with Japan on

the basis of the Five Principles of
Peaceful Coexistence is equally decisive in maintaining capitalism in Asia.
Imperialist Japan may well be the second most powerful capitalist industrial
nation in the world and is increasingly
bringing Asia and Australia into her
economic orbit. According to the
thought of Chairman Mao, all strata of
Japanese society including the bourgeoisie suff^er from U.S. imperialism;
therefore, the whole Japanese people
should align with China against U.S.
domination. (39)

This convenient analysis neglects
rather a great deal. Japan is the technological and industrial powerhouse of
Asia, with a highly skilled, powerful
and increasingly militant working class.
A revolution in Japan would be the key
to a socialist Asia, just as a German
Revolution has been the key to a socialist Europe since World War I. But
a program of socialist revolution in
Japan would entail a civil war against
the Japanese bourgeoisie, not conciliation of them. The Maoist policy toward
Japan is the greatest roadblock in the
path of the Japanese workers and a
betrayal of enormous proportions. It is,

center for the

China.

"Cultural" Revolution

The "Great Proletarian Cultural Revwas analyzed in depth during

olution"
its

earliest stages in Spartacist

(see

"Maoism Run Amok," Nov.-Dec. 1966).
To this day that analysis remains superior to anything published by the
U.S. left and becomes even more illuminating with the perspective of time.
The Cultural Revolution was necessitated by disasters. The Great Leap
Forward and the "communization"
campaign had severed the considerable
ties between the CCP and the Chinese
people. Authority had to be re-established by a combination of propaganda
and coercion. At the same time relations
between China and the Soviet Union
were beginning to deteriorate rapidly.
To complete the desperate picture, what
in the earlier period had seemed a promising attempt to create a Maoist International now lies shattered, with only
Albania remaining true to the cause.
The Cultural Revolution was, in its
origins and its essence, a faction fight
between two wings of the Chinese bureaucracy. It

is

now

clear that there

were no substantive difi'erences between
the two tendencies and that the argu-

ment that Liu Shao-chi represented a
"rightist," or "pro-Soviet," or "procapitalist" tendency was without foundation. It was in 1959 as a result of

being

saddled

of the Great

with the consequences

Leap that Mao

lost the

chairmanship of the government to Liu
and was allowed to hold only the largely honorific title of Party Chairman.
The Cultural Revolution was Mao's
successful recapturing of the Chinese
state and the Army, which incidentally
included the destruction of the CCP by
the Red Guard youth. Those who would
see in the Cultural Revolution any revolutionary thrust must show in contradiction to all the evidence
that dur-

—
—

ing Mao's temporary fall from power
Chinese policy became any more "rightist" than earlier under his leadership
(e.g., the Bandung Conference) or later
(the policy toward Pakistan).
The Cultural Revolution was a response of desperation to the inevitable
results of the earlier Maoist policies.
Although in 1958 the Maoist leaders
had believed they were close to a final
breakthi-ough to their goals, the line
taken in the late 1960's was that these
(Continued Next Page)
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would not be achieved for

five or ten
generations or even longer. Poverty
and the inherited problems of economic
backwardness could not be resolved
(without an international revolution)
except by continued sacrifices- by the
people: thus the need for the ever more
ornate cult of Mao.

There is certainly a prestige factor
involved in the cult; Mao frankly admitted this in 1965 to the journalist
Edgar Snow when he contrasted
Khrushchev with Stalin and asked,
"was it possible that Mr. Khrushchev
fell because he had no cult of personality at all? "(40) But the primary basis for the destruction of all other
culture besides Maothought is a calculated attempt to destroy the ideological and material base for any future
oppositional currents. This entails, further, the physical isolation of China
from the rest of the world (which is
infected by "bourgeois" or "revisionist" viruses), similar to the self-imposed isolation of Stalinist Russia from
the 1930's to 1953. The implied theoretical basis for the destruction of op-

positional currents is likewise found
in the anti-Leninist Stalinist dictum
that as the post-revolutionary approach
to socialist society grows nearer, the
ideological struggle against counterrevolution must grow more intense.

Sino-Soviet Rupture

The

nationalist,
"anti-imperialist
policies of Mao have
proven dangerous even just in terms of
protecting the gains of the Chinese Revolution. Consider for instance the IndiaChina border incident. The Maoists had
of course supported Nehru as an antiimperialist until, like earlier "reliable

bloc"

foreign

allies," the Indians turned on them and
provoked the border clash. Likewise, the
destruction of the Indonesian Communist Party was a more decisive victory
for U.S. imperialism than even a victory in Viet Nam would be. The U.S.
Viet Nam policy, undertaken as a threat
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now becomes almost

su-

perfluous.

With the Sino-Soviet split the diplomatic isolation of the Chinese became
complete. The criminal actions of the
Russian bureaucracy cannot be, overlooked. Perhaps the grossest example
was over the India-China outbreak; the
Chinese policy having largely set up
the situation, the Russians hastened to
do their bit by rushing MIG fighter
planes to India! The rapid deterioration of relations between the USSR and
China abounds with such ugly instances
of the grossest failure of elementary
solidarity. The recent degeneration into
squabbling over real estate Mongolia,
Chenpao/Damansky island and the Ussuri River
is a blatant contradiction
of all claims to internationalism on
either side: both bureaucracies madly
whipping up reactionary nationalist
sentiment and reinforcing their claims
by reference to who conquered an uninhabited island first the Manchu Dynasty or the Czar! The increase of

—

—

—

chauvinism which has accompanied
their campaigns will not be easily eradicated and is absurd emanating. from
leaderships which style themselves "so-

The Maoists seek

to justify their hosthe Soviets by reference to a
sociological theory of the Russian

tility to

Russia has changed, according to
Lin Piao, from "the world's first state
of the dictatorship of the proletariat
into a dark, fascist state of the dictastate.

torship

when

—

For Political Revolution!
In the final analysis, the protection
and extension of the gains of the Chinese Revolution can be achieved only
by the victory of socialism internationally. Even in an immediate sense, the
narrow nationalistic bureaucracies cannot fight imperialism. Viet Nam is a
glaring example. Had the military
might of the deformed workers states
been placed at the disposal of this
struggle e.g. a declaration by the Soviets that any bombing of North Viet
Nam would be treated as if the bombs
had fallen on Moscow the U.S. would
never have dared attempt military aggression. Likewise the tremendous burden of developing nuclear capability in
under-industrialized China would have
been unnecessary.

—

—

The fragmentation of the Sino-Soviet
bloc and the petty nationalism of all
the Stalinist leaders only underlines
and makes more urgent the Trotskyist

cialist."

new

the military and industrial power of the
Soviet Union not the far weaker and
more isolated Chinese regime. The danger of an imperialist alliance with
China against the Russians cannot be
dismissed.

of

this

the bourgeoisie." How or
greatest counter-revolution

—

of all time took place
without a shot
fired!
Lin does not say. But given this

—

premise, there should be no "principled"
reason why the Chinese do not extend
the old Stalinist policy of the united
anti-fascist front to encompass a deal
with U.S. imperialism against the
USSR. This policy is of course ruled
out at present by the American 'government's greater hostility to China and
preference for a similar bloc with the
Soviets. But in the long run the greater
threat to capitalist world domination is

program

of workers' political revolution against the treacherous bureaucrats in the USSR, China, Eastern Europe, North Viet Nam, etc. It is the
duty of every socialist and workingclass militant to defend these states
unconditionally against imperialist attack or internal counter-revolution.

Trotskyism, once constantly denounced
as "divisive" for its criticism of the
Stalinist leaderships of the deformed
workers states, is now the only tendency which stands for communist
unity against imperialism. The cliques
ruling the Soviet Union and China,
each committed to the basic Stalinist
policy of "Socialism in One Country"
(one's own country), must be thrown
out by political revolution, and their
counter-revolutionary policies replaced
by a firm commitment to revolutionary
proletarian internationalism.
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(Continued from Page 16)
in the possession of

two hundred diunl^-

en Curran goons imported from Southern ports, who beat the seamen with
blackjacks and brass knuckles and tore
up their union books. At first random
but gradually becoming more selective,
this unrestrained terror broke the back
of the opposition.

The New York mem-

meeting of 1 December was
again packed with approximately 1000
outport Curran loyalists, and 15 dissidents were expelled by a 3-to-l margin,
with a great many seamen abstaining
bership

out of fear. Sporadic sparring continued for some time, but the bulk of the
membership submitted to the rule of
rarely-paralleled

oligarchical

which lasted for some

tyranny

fifteen years.

"Bread and Butter"

The Curran bureaucracy secures for
itself a

comfortable and confljct-free ex-

NMU

memistence by suppressing the
bership. By selling out the seamen, they
"reasonbeing
win the reputation of
able," "respectable" labor statesmen.
They can revel in their prestige (and
the more tangible material benefits of
their status) in the "peaceful coexistence" with the shipping companies that
can be attained only at the cost of the
.seamen's wages and working conditions.

The lack of rank and file participation
in and control over union policies is
clearly a precondition to this process.
Thus, the working seamen found that as
their democratic rights were taken
away, their contract provisions and
grievance procedure degenerated accordingly.

For some time after the founding of
NMU, major gains were made in
wages, vvorking and living conditions.
Daily and weekly work hours were reduced; new jobs were created, alleviating the excessive work load technology
was employed for safety and convenience; mess hall and laundry facilities,
the

;

and food quality all improved dramatically; while, most imlinen supplies

portant, patrolmen (the full-time union
representatives) were generally prompt
and efficient in settling disputes and
grievances.

NMU

condiDuring World War II,
tions began to decline ,as the CP leadership pursued its policy of subordinating
the seamen's interests to the war effort.
Curran, after purging his CP mentors
all other "radicals" from the union,
continued the erosion of the seamen's
contract is
Today the
woefully inadequate to the seamen's
needs, worse than the contracts negotiated by the West Coast seamen's un-

and

NMU

contracts.

MFOW,

ions (SUP,
MCS) and in some
contract
respects worse than the
of 30 years ago! Manning scales have

NMU

been drastically cut (on some ships as
many as three jobs were eliminated
seaunder the 1969 contract alone)
;

men

in unskilled jobs (constituting over

50 per cent of the crews on freighters
and tankers, and up to 60 and 70 per-

cent on passenger ships) receive approximately $100 per week base wage
before taxes; overtime pay will not
equal time-and-a-half for another two
years; laundry facilities are a great
inconvenience, with old wringer washing machines and no dryers, leaving
passageway handrails and the sootcovered boiler room for drying clothes;
are
25-year-old
ships
most
safety hazards sailing today only by the
grace of Coast Guard extensions. Most
significant is the union officials' indifference to seamen's legitimate grievances. When ships arrive in port, grievance procedures are not encouraged or
even enforced. Patrolmen give crews
double-talk, often relegating even the
most elementary disputes to drawn out
arbita-ation procedure.

NMU

The Curran bureaucracy holds out to
the membership one flimsy figleaf:
the pension and welfare plan. However,
medical benefits are limited to surgical
and hospital services and a minimal
optical plan. There are no real provisions for ordinary illnesses or minor
treatments for the seaman's family.
The seaman can obtain such services
for himself only at U.S. Public Health
Hospitals, located only in major seaport
cities. They are provided by the government because seamen are designated
"wards of the state" by law. Taking
advantage of these services is usually
impractical because of the long wait
for appointments, often involving several weeks. The $250 per month pension plan is touted by the union bureaucracy as its supreme accomplishment. By comparison, in the West Coast
unions, however, pensioners (and disabled seamen) receive an additional $25
per month for each child under 18,
which NMUers do not. To qualify for a
pension, an
seaman must have
spent two hundred days per year away
at sea for twentij years, and is disqualified from pension rights if he takes an

NMU

against the Cui'ran regime. (In the
previous union office is a requirefor any office except
the lowest that of patrolman, the
equivalent of business agent which is
appointed by the President!) The most
constructive and best organized campaign was conducted by James Morris-

NMU,

ment for candidacy

—

—

His literature consisted of well-researched facts and figures which exposed the privileges and betrayals of
the union bureaucrats but drawing no
other conclusions, however, than the
need for "bread-and-butter" gains and
democratic union reforms.
sey.

Mori'issey continued the fight after
the election. He began publishing a
newspaper, The Call, and reprinting
material from the bourgeois and liberal
press in the name of a group, the Committee for
Democracy. The Call
began to direct attention toward the

NMU

.

then upcoming National Convention
(October 1966), describing procedures
and recommending proposals for constitutional
revisions
and
contract
changes. At the same time Morrissey
was getting together with other candidates

who had run

in

the election

Joe Padilla, "Frenchy" Gaston Guyon,
and Richard Haake (who ran for President against Curran, although not eligible and not listed on the ballot, having
not held office before.) Supporters and
interested union members began contacting Morrissey, and even openly

demonstrating their opposition to the
union bureaucrats.

By this time Curran and his henchmen were getting scared. First annoyed
by opponents in the election, they were
now faced with the prospect of confronting dissidents at the Convention
and perhaps a continuing rank and file
movement. It was decided to do something about it. Not long after the election, outside the New York
hall,
three goons jumped Morrissey in broad
daylight and beat him with lead pipes
wrapped in paper bags. He suffered
multiple skull fractures which confined

NMU

him

to a hospital for .several

prevented him from
Convention delegate.

extended break from sailing.

being

weeks and
elected

a

Bureaucratic Bulwark

In exchange, no doubt, for all this,
the officers of the
live high on the
hog. All national officers are provided
with luxury automobiles (the President
has a private chauffeur-bodyguard).
They all receive salaries of more than
$20,000 per year (Curran draws about
$80,000) in addition, to expenses, and" a
pension plan based on current salaries
and collectible in one lump sum. They
have sold the membership out in the

years Curran had entienched himself in his office. He had
railroaded conventions and transformed
constitution into a security
the
guarantee for the incumbent bureaucracy. Under his Presidency, the office of
jjalrolman was changed from an elected
post to a presidential appointee, and
port officials could be removed or trans-

most

to every foui- years;

NMU

literal possible

way.

The Monolith Trembles
In the spring of V.)W>, sonic fornicr
officials ran in the union elections

union

For

fifteen

NMU

at his discretion. Frequent elecformerly bi-annual, were deceased

''.jrred

tions,

conventions, also
bi-annual, wcie leduced to three year
periods. Officials bi ought up on charges
were tried by other officers, and the ac-

(Continued Next Page)
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was required to compensate the
ofRcer for loss of pay if he was not
convicted. Eligibility for office required
five years union membership. The President became the sole interpreter of the
shoreside
Non-seamen,
constitution.
workers unaware of the history of the
or sometimes even the traditions
of trade unionism were brought into the
as full members in the seamen's
division, in a gerrymandering ploy.
cuser

NMU
NMU

Convention committeemen, who make
all major decisions, are "recommended"
by the President. Union officers set
their own salaries and receive unlimited
expense accounts. The guarantee of
freedom of the press has been eliminated: the union organ. The Pilot, never
prints the arguments or positions of
critics of the

bureaucracy.

Curran's insatiable appetite for personal power transcends common bureaucratic machinations. Two spectacular
architectural edifices (the Joseph Curran Building and the Joseph Curran
Annex) bear his name, as do most citations,

awards and donations presented

in the

name

of the union.

In light of this substantial bureaucratic bulwark, it is shocking that Curran responded so directly and brutally
to the first challenge to his power in
fifteen years. Yet this physical attack
on Morrissey, in keeping with the tradition of "resolving" waterfront struggles,

was not unwarranted from Cur-

ran's standpoint because his stranglerests on a very
hold over the
fragile foundation. Subsequent events
have demonstrated just how tenuous is

NMU

Curran's control.

The Morrissey beating, covered in the
major newspapers and publicized in The
Call, had exactly the reverse eflfect of
that anticipated by the Curran machine.
Union members began taking an active
interest in the oppositionists. Convinced
of the sincerity of the dissidents,

shocked by Morrissey's documentation
of the NMU's corruption, perhaps some
of them remembering the days of militant unionism rank and file union
membeis started writing letters and
sending contributions to the Committee

—

for

NMU

Democracy.

Liberalism's Inadequacy

Following the election, Morrissey
restricted his Committee to a perspective
of
anti-bureaucratic
victory

through the courts. His objective was to
nullify the 1966 election on the basis
of the restrictiveness of the union constitution. Winning a new election, Morrissey believed, would unleash the pentup dissent within the seamen's ranks
and sweep his slate to power. For three
years Morrissey and other oppositionists were tied up in court hassels. And

the

supposedly

"favorable"

decision

handed down by noted liberal Judge
Constance Baker Motley (which allowed the shoreside workers in the
Canal Zone, numbering in the thousands, to vote in the elections) was
handled by the Labor Department so
that it resulted in the enhancement of
the Curran leadership's position. The
ruling in favor of the larger voting
constituency was not used to overturn
the
previous
election,
but instead
scheduled to be put into effect for the
next election. Other attempts by the
Morrissey group to use the government
courts (e.g. suits over the handling of
the pension plan or union funds, Gaston
Guyon's suit for delegate status at the
Convention, etc.) have proved equally
futile.

While involved with the court maneuvers, The Call published a program
which stated the aims of the Committee
for
Democracy. Not one (^f the
sixteen points goes beyond the most
basic economic and democratic union
issues. It calls for "reliance on our own
strength, not on sipping cocktails with

NMU

shipowners

and

Washington

bureau-

crats"; however, this is contradicted by
the overwhelming emphasis placed on
calling for the capitalist courts to in-

tervene "impartially" in intei'nal
ion politics. It is important to note
early in the struggle Morrissey's
row, liberal program undermined

unthat
narthe

Committee's ability to defend itself
politically against the bureaucrats' propagandistic attacks and curtailed the
development of a solid base in the rank

and

file.

The Committee's

inability to take
positions on broader social and political
issues has undercut its appeal to Black
and Puerto Rican seamen who constitute a majority of the
member-

NMU

ship. The Morrissey group has not committed itself to a relentless struggle
against racial oppression generally and
de facto racism in the NMU. To build
a Solid opposition, as well as a united
union, it is important to convince any
backward elements among the membership of the self-defeating effects of
racism and discriminatory practices.
Without a class analysis of the political
system (the nature of the Democratic
Party, the role of the courts) the need
for militant union policies cannot be
made clear. Hence the Moriissey caucus cannot win over crucial sections of
the union, nor can it arouse the active
interest and participation of the general membership with a program and
orientation which does not basically
difl^er from the politics of the Curran
group although taking strong exception
to its methods.

Meanwhile Curran continues to hold
the loyalty of, or at least neutralize,
large sections of the
membership. He claims credit for the work of

NMU

the Communists and other radicals in
fighting racism in the NMU. He also
howls long and loud about his opponents' use of anti-union laws and the
anti-labor attacks on the union, and his
pi-otests strike a chord in many union
members who therefore hesitate before
entering the struggle. Although Curran's cynical rhetoric merely seeks to
cloak his traitorous bureaucratic machinations in the guise of militant unionism, it is the limitations of Morrissey's approach which allow Curran to
mobilize support in the name of ele-

mentary union

solidarity.

Morrissey Flops

The new

election

set

for February

1969 left little time for Morrissey to
organize a campaign. Without a program providing a firm foundation, the
Morrissey slate not only lost the election but also the opportunity to raise
rank and file consciousness. The returns
reported for the election attributed to
Morrissey 54 per cent in the port of
New York, and 43 per cent nationally,
of the vote of the seamen. (Morrissey
ran for the second spot, secretarytreasurer of the NMU.) The total returns were not as favorable because of
the vote of the non-seamen, shoreside
workers. More pertinent and less misleading is the fact that these results
were just slightly better than when he
ran as an unknown in 1966. This is a
clear indication of the high level of

membership

dissatisfaction, and of Morrissey's inability to mobilize and broad-

en the widespread discontent with the
Curran machine.
At the National Convention held in
October 1969, Morrissey and his group
met with virtually no success on the
floor. Their poor showing there was
primarily attributable to the lack of
organization and groundwork among
the rank and file. Only a handful of
dissidents were willing to speak on the
floor, and these efforts were haphazard
and spontaneous. Morrissey himself
was poorly prepared. At one point, Curran lambasted his antagonist on personal grounds, making rambling attacks against him. Instead of defiantly
challenging Curran on a point of order
and personal privilege, Morrissey cowered.

Curran pulled his usual razzle-dazzle
convention stunts (e.g., calling a oneday recess, adjourning the Convention
before new business). But there had
been no real threat to his authority at
the Convention. It was Curran's show

from

start to finish.

New

Opposition Group

A year and a half ago, in October
1968 another dissident newspaper, The
Beacon, emerged from within the
ranks on the West Coast. The Beacon
is published by the West Coast CommitDemocracy. Its supporters
tee for

NMU

NMU

\
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are rank and file unionists who distinMorrissey's
guish themselves from
group in order to take |i firm stand on
principled issues. The Beacon also sees
the need for involving rank and file
NMUers in the struggle against the
bureaucrats. The West Coast Committee has had tenuous connections with
Morrissey's group, including giving
Morrissey's slate highly critical support against the Curran regime in the
union elections, although there are indications that the West Coast group
is being driven out of Morrissey's Committee. The Beacon lacks the resources
of Morrissey's group but has, more importantly, an understanding of the
membership joined
needs of the
to a principled program for fighting for
them.
Many of the NMUers who write in
The Beacon are committed enough to
sign articles with their names and book
numbers, even at the risk of reprisals
from the Curran machine. The Beacon
emphasizes the connection between eco-

NMU

nomic unionism and

political struggle.

Its editorial policy calls for building a
political party of the workers, union

support to Black struggles as part of
the labor struggle and condemnation of
the Viet Nam war. It categorically opposes unionists' appealing to rulingclass courts. The Beacon has exposed
the traitorous nature of the union bureaucracy and its unwillingness to fight
for

work

rules,

living conditions, job

procurement regulations and pension
and welfare benefits. One article analyzing the

bureaucrats' de facto racist
practices used to manipulate the membership exposes the subtle yet pernicious character of Curran and his men.
Another, describing the maritime industry as a front for government subsidizing of bourgeois speculators with
workers' tax dollars, illuminates the nature of the state. By linking "breadand-butter" militant union demands

with political issues, The Beacon is attempting to build a caucus which sees
its strength as a base of militant, classconscious workers, counterposed to Morrissey who seems to view his group
more as a personal following. The West
group around The Beacon is
> Coast
based on a transitional program of
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struggle and the need for a fundamentally diff'erent kind of social system.

Democracy Not Enough
Morrissey offers nothing to the

NMU

seamen beyond democratic union reforms and superficial economic demands. His aims are nebulous and his
focus idealistic and moralistic rather
than rooted in a class analysis. Without
exposing and severing the union's ties
to the capitalist state,

without appeal-

ing to and raising the class consciousness of the seamen in short, without
coupling economic and democratic demands with a class-based political and
social context
it is impossible to develop rank and file leadership capable
of wrenching control from Curran and
his ilk. At best Morrissey's Committee could only replace a particularly
despicable and venal group of bureaucrats with others somewhat less overtly
objectionable. Just as a union must
either fight the agencies and institvitions of capital or serve their interests
so union leaders must be either revolutionaries or labor lieutenants of capital.

—

—

Without a principled programmatic
basis, an opposition can beat Curran
only by beating him at his own classcollaborationist methods: relying more
heavily on the bosses and the government (e.g., anti-labor laws, the bourgeois courts, dependence on the bourgeois press) and suppressing the free
expression and militancy of the rank
and file workers. Thus limited, Morrissey cannot present a viable alternative
the Curran regime. It is precisely
here that Morrissey and The Call fail
and represent a deflection of the seamen's militant impulses and legitimate
needs, while The Beacon presents a
genuine alternative worthy of support.
to

Left Press Coverage

The analysis of the NMU struggle
by the ostensible revolutionary organizations demonstrates again the crisis
of levolutionary leadership. Not surprisingly, the Communist Party press
has tail-ended the Morrissey caucus,
taking exception only to his red-baiting
in reference to Curran's Stalinoid past.
The CP, entirely imbued with the politics of liberalism, is incapable of seeing Morrissey's red-baiting as part and
parcel of his whole approach.

The NMU press coverage of the
Workers League in its garbage organ.
The Bulletin, is a marvel of opportunistic, inconsistent reporting. At first the
coverage consisted of obsequious and uncritical reports of Mor-

Bulletin's

rissey's reformist policies and practices.
Later issues tried to cover their tracks
and were more critical of Morrissey,
but a social-patriotic bemoaning of the
decline of "American flag" shipping has

continued. The issue of going to the
bourgeois courts has also been handled

inconsistently, perhaps on account of
the shameless defense by their British
mentor, Gerry Healy, of the use of
capitalist courts against political op-

ponents. The 16 December 1968 Bulletin, for example, referred to a possible "unintended silver lining" of Morrissey's Federal Court suit, but then
concluded that it didn't work after all,
in a masterpiece of shameless journalcoverage of the Bulletin
ism. The
is not based on any real involvement in
union struggles; rather, the information seems mainly culled from the capitalist newspapers.

NMU

The Progressive Labor Party (PL)
has had a better analysis. The October
1969 issue of Challenge is strongly
critical of Morrissey for the correct
reasons reliance on the courts, lack of

—

membership involvement, concentration
on sporadic events

(e.g., elections, conventions) instead of a principled perspective of a protracted fight. Challenge
has even gone so far as to recognize the
CP's sell-out record of betrayals in the
NMU. The article concluded with a call
for a scientific approach to the
struggle and the need for Marxist leadership within the ranks of the seamen.
However, PL's approach to its own past
and the traditions of the Stalinist movement from which it springs is insufficient to understand the roots of the
CP's trade union betrayals. PL's attempt to generate a program of struggle is decisively limited by its willful
inability to grasp the concept of transitional demands, and the theory (and
practice) of the "left-center coalition" is
but a continuation of quantitatively
left-wing Stalinism in the labor move-

NMU

ment.
Class Struggle Program
The much-espoused cause of

NMU

democracy can only be instituted and
guaranteed by the development of revolutionary class consciousness among the
membership. This level of consciousness, which must be embodied
most strongly by the union leadership,
is not a product of militant trade unionism but rather a precondition to it. In
this period the old reformist trade
union bureaucracies can serve only as
a channel for bourgeois ideology into
the unions and a link to the bourgeois
state through the capitalist political
parties. Only a revolutionary union
leadership can safeguard the vital independence of the working-class institutions from the state and fight for
the economic and political interests of
the workers against the shipowners and
the ruling class in general.
militants must break from the liberals' program of formal democracy without
class consciousness to fight on the basis
of a transitional i)rouram which linkfe
the felt n(>(>(ls oT the seamen to the more
far-rcachinR- and fundamental struggle
against the boui'goois order.

NMU

NMU
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STORM
A

period

activity has

of

internal oppositional
in the National MarIn the period

begun

itime Union
since the 1966

(NMU).

NMU elections, rank and
seamen have been openly opposing
corrupt bureaucracy, headed by
Joseph Curran, the first and only presifile

the

dent of the thirty-three year old union.

Heritage of

CP

Betrayals

Joe Curran has been the formal head
since its founding in 1937,
of the
u^hen it was reorganized out of the decadent International Seafarers' Union.
The Communist Party (CP) played a
key role in the effort when they disbanded their "Red unions" and entered
I.S.U. Other radical groups including

NMU

the Socialist Workers Party (SWP)
took part in
and the Wobblies (I
the organizing drive. Through their
large numbers and efficient apparatus,
the CP was able to dominate the effort
and gain control of the NMU. It was
at this point that Joe Curran was
thrust into power.

WW)
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"red" infiuence from the labor movement. At that point Curran, motivated
largely by opportunism and personal
ambition, turned on the CP apparatus
which had first brought him into prominence. He mobilized several desperate
elements into a loose anti-CP bloc: militants disgusted by the wai'time sellouts of their interests to the war effort
former CPers who continued to share
the CP's general political outlook but
could not stomach the results of CP
policies in NMU; and the "respectable"
anti-Communists, backed up by the CIO
national leadership under Murray. The
complexity of the situation was intensified by the CPers' initiating a policy of
adventuristic work actions aimed at recapturing for themselves the mantle of
radicalism.
The revolt against the CP was genuinely a manifestation of rank and file
disgust with the conservatism of the
CP machine, which had exceeded the
run-of-the-mill union bureaucrats in

The

Although the structure of the union
of democracy,
the Stalinist CP used manipulatory and
restrictive practices in maintaining its
rule. They viciously attacked organized
opposition and individual dissidents.
The
was brutally victimized for
resisting the CP's betrayals of the

Wide World

Joe Curran

SWP

CP

Control Shattered

decisive struggle in overthrowing
the CP's iron grip on the
came
at the 1947 union Convention which

NMU

opened

in late

September.

A number

of
factors contributed. The maneuvering
and sellout policy of the CP during the
war (which even included informing on
workers to the FBI and draft board)
had lost them the support of most of the
seamen. At the same time, the end of
the war ushered in a vicious government campaign directed at purging

New York NMU,

which contained over half the union's national
membership, continued after Curran's
victory to be a thorn in his side. His
proposal, in May 1949, to institute a
mandatory loyalty oath (derisively
dubbed the "NMU" Taft-Hartley Act")
As a condition for the
membership
was voted down by the overwhelmingmargin of 1535 to 97. Following their
example, the seamen in Baltimore, Philadelphia and Boston also voted it down
(the combined vote in favor of the proposal in the latter two cities was only 4
votes!). Later that year, Curran's "removal" of a high-ranking elected New
York
official, who was a leader
of the dissident "Independent Caucus,"
resulted in the spontaneous occupation
of the union hiring hall by thousands of
rank and filers. This situation of dual,
power in the
could not be tolerated by the Curran regime. When the
New York NMUers arrived for their
next membership meeting, on 17 November 1949, they were met by cops who
kept them out of the meeting hall while
chartered buses unloaded hundreds of
Curran supporters from outside ports.
Despite the presence of 200-300 cops,
the meeting ended in total disorder.
Rank and file seamen continued to occupy the union hall for several days.

NMU

was formally a model

The

into more trouble over such witch hunting proposals.
After the Convention, Curran organized this insurgent bloc into the "Rank
and File Committee." The union elections which followed, in July 1948, were
a decisive defeat for the CP.
The Trotskyist NMUers, having been
isolated and victimized by the CP and
now themselves feeling the pressure of
the onset of the Cold War, crumbled in
this period of crisis. They failed to
play a sufficiently independent role of
continuing their denunciations of the
CP bureaucratic leadership while at the
same time warning against the unprincipled nature of the anti-CP bloc and
the danger that self-serving opportunists like Curran would seek to rise to
the top on the backs of the militants. Instead of fighting the programless "Rank
and File Committee" while conducting a
strongly critical supporting campaign,
they simply jumped on the bandwagon.

Curran Consolidates

Curran was not a leading CPer or organizer, but was picked up as a front
man for the CP. The story heard inside
the union today is that a spokesman
was needed to take a telephone call
from a judge to a wildcat strike ship in
San Pedro, California. With the likelihood that company goons were waiting at the end of the pier to attack
him, Curran accepted this risky assignment. He has been the spokesman for
the union ever since.

seamen. Physical violence, by no means
an innovation in waterfront struggles,
was raised to a new high under the efficient direction of the CP apparatus.

NMU

jingoistic support to the war effort and
collaboration with government security
agencies. Of the seven different competing sea unions existing at that time,
the
had the most militant member.ship but got the worst contracts.
Thus, when Curran broke with the CP
(taking with him a section of the union
leadership) he had little trouble mobilizing enough support to wrest the
from the CP.
The Convention, which ran for 24
days, was a solid victory for the antiCP bloc. The only defeat for Curran
was that a motion to prohibit interference in union affairs by organized
"political or
religious groups" was
voted down. Curran was later to run

NMU

NMU

NMU

NMU

Nearly two, weeks later, following the
Thanksgiving holiday, NMUers reporting to the hiring hall for jobs found it
(Continued on Page 13)
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RULERS INVADE CAMBODIA, MASSACRE

U.S.

STUDENTS:

Blood and Nixon
The Nixon administration's criminal adventurist
imperialist aggression into Cambodia and the new
brutal bombings of North Vietnam are a final outrage in America's war against the just struggle of the
Vietnamese working people for the liberation of their country. The slaughter at Kent State University
in Ohio is a declaration of war upon students as the
most outspoken dissenters against American foreign
policy. This outrage shows that when provoked, the
Administration will treat those at home who would
oppose its imperialist aggression with the same callous brutality as it has shown the Vietnamese. The
reality of the violence of American capitalism abroad and in the ghettoes at home has been harshly and
dramatically brou^t home to all students.
This violence does not come from the evil or mistaken notions of a few politicians, as the liberals
would have us believe— rather it is a violence politically motivated, directed against political dissentit is the violence of capitalism which feels its power
For many students have begun to reis threatened.
alize that the war in Vietnam is no "mistake" in U. S.
foreign policy but is part of the need of American
capitalism, as the backbone of world imperialism, to
prevent social revolutions throughout the world.
The Working Class Must Lead

of the university strikes --demands for the freeing
of all political prisoners, an end to war research
and ROTC on campus, and an end to political intimidation, along with the demand for the immediate unconditional withdrawal of all U. S. troops and "ad-

the Struggle

The Spartacist League has long insisted on the
need for labor strikes against the war. We have ra-

demand for a general anti-war strike of workers and students, and have struggled to see this
demand adopted within the labor and radical student
ised the

|

t

visers" from Southeast Asia.
Only the working class, because of its economic
power, can lead an effective anti-war struggle. Only the class -conscious workers can lead the struggle to defeat capitalism. The unprecedented national student strike now under way is extremely important. The students' imity and militancy themselves pose a threat to the Administration, but it is
its potential for sparking the working class into revolutionary motion (as happened in France in May
1968) which is its greatest importance.
Workers whose job conditions and falling real
wages force them continually into conflict with the
bosses must see as essential to their own interests
the fight to end the bosses' imperialist war and to
break from the bosses' warmonger political parties
to form a party of labor. These struggles --like
struggles for militant economic demands— will necessitate the replacement of the treacherous union
bureaucracies which seek at every turn to tie the
workers to the status quo (like "labor statesman"
George Meany, who completely endorses Nixon's
war policy, and his more devious, left-talking counterparts like Reuther) by rank and file workers'
controL A working class which joins the political
combativeness of the radical student protesters with their own tremendous militancy is the only force
which can decisively defeat the imperialists.

movements. It is crucial now for the masses of students to seek to link up their strike with workers,
and it is crucial now for rank and file militants to
raise the anti-war strike demand in their unions
The reason for this should be clear. American
capitalism's life blood is the profits made by exploiting the labor of the working class. This was sharply dramatized in the recent brief postal strike which
severely threatened the economy's stability and forced Nixon to resort to troops to demoralize the strikers and intimidate popular support. Economic power lies in the hands of industrial, transportation
and commimications workers. And in the final analysis economic power is political power.
The student movement, Isolated from the working class, will either shatter into frustrated, demoralized and adventuristic fragments and, like the
Panthers, face savage repression by a government
which feels it can attack them with impunity. The
deepening political radicalization of students can be
clearly seen in the cogent demands raised in many

Sino -Soviet Sellout

Faced with the U. S. invasion of Cambodia, the
Soviet Union and China satisfied themselves with a
few threats to increase their half-hearted military
aid to the NLF forces. Where, we ask, is tbe massive military support to repel the vicious imperiail-
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ist aggressor in Indochina? Why instead have the
Russians sent enormous military aid to the corrupt
incompetent capitalist government of Egypt? The
Maoist rush to hail Sihanouk, former "neutralist"

liberal prince, betrays the anxiety to avoid the
urgent demands of the Indochinese situation and return to petty border quarrels and "national priorities. " The North Vietnamese government's cowardly and vague threats about postponing negotiations
in Paris also show their hypocrisy as Communist
"internationalists. " In face of the invasion into
Cambodia and renewed bombings of the North, what
possible excuse could be found for remaining in
Paris to negotiate?
All the Stalinist leaderships have once again demonstrated that their primary concerns are with
their own narrow needs in consolidating their own

power. The Stalinist dictum of "socialism in one
country" is seeing another tragic enactment. The
gains of the anti-capitalist revolutions of Russia,
China, etc. can be safeguarded not by diplomatic
maneuvering and deals but only by the victory of
the Indochinese Revolution and the destruction of
capitalism in the advanced industrial nations— the
U.S., Western Europe, Japan--whose economic
and military capacities hold the key to world socialism and world peace. By their denial of a truly
proletarian internationalist perspective, the Stalinist bureaucracies show themselves as a best friend
to the bloody Nixon administration.

ALL INDOCHINA MUST GO COMMUNIST!
FOR A LABOR -STUDENT GENERAL
STRIKE AGAINST THE WAR
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AMERICA FACES CRISIS
The U.S. bourgeoisie is facing a widespi-ead and deeppolitical and economic ci'isis. All sections of somore widely and bourgeois

ening

ciety are polarizing ever

—

"law and order" is threatened on many fronts outraged students, militant workers, racial violence, etc.
The American economy is faced with the seemingly
impossible situation of a stock market crash and growing unemployment combined with runaway inflation.
This situation, considered a contradiction in terms by
bourgeois economists, was predicted by the Spartacist
League exactly a year ago. In "Development and Tactics
of the SL" (August 1969), we foresaw "the Hkehhood
of an economic downturn in early 1970. Such a downturn may slow down, but not end, the current inflation."
The major cause underlying the present economic instability is the Viet Nam war, which is no longer an adjustable economic factor fitting neatly into the "government sector" of "defense" spending, military stockpiles,
etc., but has mushroomed to unmanagable proportions.
The liberal capitalists and their politicians are now
raising a hue and cry in favor of wage-price controls
to bring the economy back to "health." But the "health"
of the economy is by no means identical to the wellbeing of its working people. For example, a controlled
high rate of unemployment is considered essential to
economic "health." The purpose of wage-price controls
is ultimately to enable American imperialism to continue the brutal Viet Nam war and "stabilize" the status
quo. Their effect is to hold down the living standards
of the workers by restricting wage raises including
those of the most oppressed whose present wages are
miserably insufficient to provide a decent life (and whom
the same liberals always invoke in painting themselves
as "friends of the people")
and to provide yet another

student radicals, having tried everything else from pacifism to street "confrontations," have willy-nilly rediscovered workers. These young radicals, and militant
rank and file woi-kers, provide the objective basis for the
development of anti-war activity based on class consciousness. But in the absence of principled leadership,
the entry of the union bureaucrats into the anti-war
movement will simply provide a vehicle to bring the
anti-war activists back to the old "lesser evil" Democratic Party trap which most of them had rejected years
before. The "progressive" union bureaucrats are not
and cannot be the basis of a class-conscious anti-war
strategy; their role within their own unions is to fight
militancy and blunt consciousness by tying the labor
movement to "establishment" politics and the capitalist
state. The anti-war misleaders embrace their labor
faker brothers in the hope they can serve this same
function for the anti-war movement.

Pop Front Conference
The June conference in Cleveland of the Student Mobilization Committee, captive anti-war front

group of

—

—

ideological justification for the bosses' constant struggle to deprive the workei^s of the right to strike, to defend their own living standards instead of relying on
"their friends" in government.

The economic situation combined with the Cambodian
invasion and the massacres of students in Ohio and
Mississippi (and now Kansas) provided renewed impetus to the anti-war movement, which had been slowly
running itself into the ground with endless liberalpacifist demonstrations. A rift has opened up in the
labor movement, extending even up to prominent union
oflScials, between the Meanyite "hawks" and the "progressives." The latter are rapidly becoming integrated
into the middle-class anti-war movement on the basis of
the same old tired liberal politics. At the same time

OUR SLOGAN Won

Militants' Cheers.

the Socialist Workers Party-Young Socialist Alliance,
should have served to convince even the most naive that
the anti-war movement will not purge itself of its unprincipled Popular Front nature of its own accord. The
conference, run with an iron hand by the SMC leadership, continued implacable in its sellout orientation. The
SMC prides itself on its "independence" from the capitalist political parties; yet it voted down the proposal
to cease including liberal pro-imperialist politicians in
its anti-war rallies and reacted with horror and disbelief to the SDS motion to expand the anti-Agnew picket
to include a protest against Cleveland's liberal Black
mayor, Stokes, a Democrat. There is no such thing as
"independence" without a class basis; classless organi(Continued on Paffe 2)

On Left- Wing Terrorism
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zations and politics in a class society must inevitably be
filled by class content: either cleai^ly proletarian or bourois by default. The SMC's belated response to the increasing awareness of the need for workers' anti-war struggle
was to fall right into the "progressive" trap. The SMC

An Organ of Revolutionary Marxism

put forward accomodation to the sellout union bureaucrats as the way to reach workers. A working-class antiwar strategy must be based not on the "labor lieutenants of the capitalist class" but on a class-struggle program. Needless to say, proposals for such a program were
rejected; the conference voted down motions for workers' political strikes against the war and for a political
party of the working class, raised by Spartacist League
supporters.
The responsibility for the SMC's wretched line lies,
of course, at the door of the ex-Trotskyist SWP, whose
youth group, the YSA, has grown over the past few
years and is now the largest nation-wide "socialist"
youth organization. The SWP-YSA plays the political
role earlier perfected by the Communist Pai'ty and its
successive front groups class collaboration with a "socialist" cover. They pride themselves on being the main
builders of a Pop Front anti-war movement and in recent years they have learned to play to perfection the
role of cement between would-be radicals and liberal
bourgeois fakers by subordinating politics in the name
of "unity," a unity across class lines. Because of their
Trotskyist past, they seek to pass off their anti-war
coalition as a "united front." But the precondition for a
united front, as Trotsky made clear, is a break in form
and content from the bourgeois parties, not a bloc
with a section of them
Best known for their political sellouts and organizational maneuvering in the anti-war movement, these
ex-Trotskyists function similarly in other ai'enas. In
Atlanta the YSA was a main organizational foi'ce in
building a "Rally Against Repression" for the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference, Rev. Martin Luther
King's old pacifist civil rights group, at which the prominent speaker was Senator McGovern. As might be expected, no representatives of any "socialist" organization, including the SWP-YSA, were permitted to speak.
At a time when vigorous, principled leadership could
mobilize more people than ever before behind a classstruggle perspective, the so-called "socialists" of the
SWP-YSA, and the SMC, only know how to push class

—

—

—

collaboration.

Old Garbage in New Pails
The "Rank and File National Conference" held the
weekend of 26 June in Chicago was a gross demonstration of the nature of the so-called "progressive" trade
union bureaucracies who manipulate their memberships
in the interests of the bosses and their politicians. The
conference, run by the Communist Party, was no more
than a vehicle for left-talking "leaders" to play power
politics in the unions and the Democratic Party by

covering themselves with "rank and file" rhetoric. In
reality, the rank and file had as little control over the
conference as they have in their unions. The leadership
even went so far as to shut off the microphones whenever militant speakers were too sharply critical of the
bureaucrats and their conservative, sellout policies.
At the conference, representatives of several groups
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including Workei's Action, the Workers Power Caucus,
International Socialists and Spartacist League put forward four oppositional motions for internal democracy
and minority rights at the conference for militant rank
and file control of the unions no compromise with "progressive" bureaucrats; for a working-class political
party based on class struggle; for immediate labor
political action on the basis of these demands. Their
statement was endorsed by militants from the CWA,
NMU, SEIU and District 65.

—

:

;

—

SDS Crumbles
The Progressive Labor-based section of SDS which
emerged from the original SDS split as the left wing
visibly crumbling. Largely bypassed by the spontaneous upsurge of student outrage following the Cambodia-Kent State events, SDS has done nothing to provide political direction. The organization has moved
sharply to the right in an attempt to be "less sectarian"
and appear more like the same old student radicals we
all remember from the days of a flourishing if politically
nebulous New Left. The PL-SDS cadres who once
chanted "Power to the Workers" at the original SDS
split now intone "Power to the People" and enthuse
about "third world" movements, like any RYMer. While
still refusing to let left oppositionists such as the Revolutionary Marxist Caucus in SDS be represented at
SDS actions (e.g., the SDS rally at Cleveland) or in New
Left Notes, they went so far as to invite Mike Klonsky
the absolute worst of the old "National Collective"
which split from SDS a year ago to speak at an SDS
rally in the Bay Area.
For its own petty factional advantage, PL-SDS has
seemingly indefinitely postponed the scheduled SDS convention, traditionally held in June. (This year more than
ever, a June convention, which could have brought into
SDS the newly-radicalized students who found themselves involved in the student strikes following Cambodia-Kent State, was urgently needed if the present
decline of SDS was to be combatted.) The reason most
likely is that by postponing the convention, any new
forces could immediately be channeled into PL's semiprivate activity, the traditional summer Work-in, and
be worked on by PLers and not exposed to the other
is

—

—
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political tendencies which would be present at a convention until they had been "hardened up" in private.
The fact that while PL might recruit some this way,
many other potential SDSers would have already dispersed for the summer or lost interest in the meantime
was apparently not of interest to the SDS leadership.
PL's current serious internal difficulties may also be a
factor in the postponement. The split of PL founding
leader Bill Epton (apparently now on a rightward
course) may be only the tip of the iceberg.
The Work-in project itself leaves much to be desired.
Its stated purpose is to get students to take summer
jobs in working-class occupations in order to "learn
from workers" and lend their support to workers' demands. This year, as every year, PL explicitly rejects
any consideration of a political program for their WorkIn project, explaining it would be "elitist" for students
to seek to bring their ideas to workers. In this view, the
working class is seen as essentially passive, so that presumably "someday," when a communist vanguard will
seek to win workers to its program, the workers will be
receptive irrespective of what political spectrum they
face today. Certainly the political conquest of the working class cannot be accomplished merely by summertime
colonizing of SDS students, but this does not mean
nothing can be done. The working class is not a homogeneous mass of non-political people there are individual
militant worker's whom SDS could contact politically;
there are radical young workers who could be recruited
to a radical youth organization. And for the dedicated
SDS members who spend their ^summers in the Work-in
project, much more would be learned by the experience
even if not very successful of learning how to discuss socialist politics with workers, learning how to
agitate in unions, than can be passively picked up in
;

—

—

repose.

Politics or Pugilism?
Coincident with this pattern of conduct inside SDS,
and partly as a response to lack of success generally,
has been a turn on the part of PL-SDS to the anti-war
movement. SDS contingents have intervened in local
SMC conferences, and in the recent Cleveland conference, with excellent motions aimed at exposing the
SMC's class collaboration line: no liberal politicians or
bosses at anti-war rallies, no Democrats and Republicans. Their interventions could have been immeasurably

—

The proposition that left opposition to the SMC
equals Stalinist gangsterism is a gift of immeasurable
value to the SMC leadership.
At the same time as PL is purposely diffusing and
toning down its politics in SDS in the attempt to attract
more people on an ever lower political level, they continue to tighten up SDS organizationally and turn it
into virtually a PL youth group instead of the nonexclusionist organization it claims to be. That PL and
its followers are not "loyal" to SDS unless they totally
control it is shown by their wrecking tactics in the
Merritt College students strike, where they blocked with
Black Nationalists in red-baiting and woman-baiting an
member, and the walkout of their contingent from
the recent SDS South-Central regional conference in
supporters.
Memphis when they were outvoted by
The Black Panther Party continues in its Stalinist
degeneration. Recent issues of their paper threatened
PL in Boston with violence if they didn't stop distributing PL litei-ature in the Black ghetto, and reported
the expulsion of a Panther woman for the "crime" of
requesting an abortion. All those left-wing tendencies
which opportunistically refrained from any criticism of
until their Stalinism, male chauthe popular Panthers
vinism and exclusionist practices, toward organizations
share the blame for the
to their left became a scandal
Panthers' continuing rightward course.

ity.

RMC

RMC

—

—

For Class Struggle
America faces

RMC

Newsletter

The Revolutionary Marxist Caucus is the left opposition in SDS fighting for a militant socialist policy, in
contrast to the narrow social work approach of the

SDS

leadership. Rejecting campus parochialism, we
seek to build SDS as a non-exclusionist youth organization which can intervene in major social struggles
with a class-conscious program: a break v/ith the capitalist parties and formation of a workers' party; labor
strikes against U.S. imperialism; defense of all left
groups against repression; for a class analysis of
sexual and racial oppression.
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not the final crisis of
revolution or the advent of fascism
but a deep-going loss of confidence in the credibility and
effectiveness of the bourgeois "establishment." A period
of heightened struggle is on the horizon, necessitating
vigoi-ous Marxist intervention to channel the rising discontent and lead it politically toward working-class action against the bosses and their state. Without class
consciousness and revolutionary organization and direction, the oppressed and exploited may find themselves
witfighting in futile or even counterposed directions
ness the hopelessly reformist and impotent anti-war
New
York
confronted
by
chauvinistic
movement being
construction workers who view their problems as the
fault of the Blacks and the students. The situation,
although confused and contradictory, is open and rapidly
moving and cries for intervention by Marxists armed
with a program capable of re-directing the misalignments, discrediting the dupes and stooges of the ruling
class and organizing the militants into the most powerful assault on the status quo possible in many years.

capitalism,

Write for a free copy of

—

strengthened by a program such as workers' anti-war
strikes
to counterpose to the SMC's reliance on demonstrations, bourgeois politician and union misleaders.
However, at the same time as PL-SDS puts forward a
generally correct political struggle against the SMC's
wretched opportunism, their Stalinist side threatens to
destroy the effect of all opposition to the Pop Front.
Recently in the Boston area PL and SDS cadres have
indulged in shameful displays of gangsterism within
the movement, physically attacking YSAers and SMCers. These hooligan tactics are a reflection of PL's
internal difficulties and SDS's decline and are an attempt
to harden up their own people by drawing the lines in
blood. Their chief result as regards the YSA-SMC is to
drive potential left-wingers back into the arms of their
leadership and smother incipient political cleavages in
bonds of organizational loyalty and elementary solidar-

political crisis

i.e.

—
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Terrorism and
"We are bound, naturally, by ties of
open moral solidarity to Grynszpan and
not to his 'democratic'

jailers,

or the

Stalinist slanderers, who need Grynszpan's corpse to prop up, even if only
partially and indirectly, the verdicts of

Moscow's

justice.

.

.

.

"People come cheap who are capable
only of fulminating against injustice and
bestiality. But those who, like Grynszpan, are able to act as well as conceive,
sacrificing their own lives if need be,
are the precious leaven of mankind."
L. Trotsky, "For Grynszpan,"
February 1939

—

While this country's recent rightward
drift has not as yet exploded into the
anti-communist hysteria of the Cold
War-McCarthy period, there has been a
growing apprehension among radicals
that the atmosphere of repression, skillfully manipulated by bourgeois demagogues, will not easily or lightly be dissipated. Judging from that earlier period, we can expect a section of the left
to respond to the repression by "conservatizing"

—toning

itself

down

propaganda and emasculating

its

its poli-

throwing itself into a paranoid posture and attempting to convince the
tics,

public that

it is

really perfectly respect-

able.
The Panthers' "United Front
Against Fascism" Conference showed
this tendency: their militant and sometimes adventuristic policies having
drawn to them the full brunt of hysterical, murderous reaction, the Panthers sought to protect themselves by
flirting with political subordination to

left-talking politicians, white-guilt liberals and the Communist Party. That
this strategy is incapable of defending
the movement is shown by the contin-

uing nationwide repression against the
Panther leadership and cadres.

New

Left Evolution

Such "conservatizing" of the left has
happened before. Indeed, what used to
be called the "New Left" originated in
large part out of a healthy revulsion
against what the young i-adicals properly excoriated as a betrayal the conservative, de-revolutionized Communist
Party. Nor has this been confined to
the Stalinist side of the fence. The exTrotskyists of the Socialist Workers
Party demonstrated their panic-stricken
lack of revolutionary fiber with their
telegram of "condolences" to the widow
Kennedy at the time of the 1963 assassination in Dallas (cf. Spart agist #1
for a review of the left press' reaction)
and have in the years since become
:

merely a left-talking, reformist formation of the same genre as the CP. Now,
some of the same "New Left" activists,
frustrated by the seeming omnipotence

Communism

of the forces of repression and despairing of the potential of the working class
or the organizations which profess to

speak in

its

name, have turned

to

a

policy of individual activism, attempting to substitute their own dedication
for a conscious working-class movement. This has resulted in recent
months in a wave of threats, bombings
and sabotage intended to terrorize the
ruling class and the bourgeois state.

The roots of this mood, whose most
prominent exponent apart from some
individuals marginally connected to the
Black Panthers is the Weatherman
grouping, can be traced to both the old
"New Left" and to pacifism. Weather-

man

is

how

its

quite incapable of explaining
confrontations and street actions can precipitate any change in the
present relationship of social forces.
Rather, their tactics are directed toward demonstrating their hatred of this
society and their commitment to destroy it; thus they strike out, largely at
symbols, in the only way they can imagine. The pacifists call this middle-class
ethical, apolitical

approach

to political

questions "bearing moral witness," but

no matter what it is called it merely
demonstrates the activists' lack of a
political program. In its essence it constitutes a denial of Leninism, which is
a projection of the road to power for
the working class, a programmatic
guide to action whose purpose is not to
embody subjective satisfactions but to
rip capitalist society up by the roots
and substitute workers' control of a

new

social order.

The left-wing terrorists are, then, an
integral part of the radical movement
whose orientation is dramatically counterposed to that of revolutionary socialism. They are objectively anti-Leninist,
destructive and self-destructive. Like
any other radical but not genuinely
Marxist grouping (the CP, SWP, Workers League, Progressive Labor) they
are no more than this. But it is necessary to understand also that they are no
less. The response of the vast majority
of the ostensibly revolutionary organizations to the terrorists has been f righteningly lacking in basic solidarist impulse, a complex of outright gutlessness and infantile sectarianism which
bodes ill for the left's ability to fight
back by political means against rulingclass repression.
Another CP Sellout
be expected, the CommuParty stands at the forefront of
the left's distorted reaction. Writing in
the 15 April issue of the Daily World
Charlene Mitchell, CP presidential candidate in the 1968 national elections,

As might

nist

quotes Lenin as the alleged authority
for the CP's vicious attitude toward the
confrontationists in an article "Terror
and Armed Battle Play into Nixon's
Hands." Mrs. Mitchell quotes Lenin
"Is there not the danger of rupturing
the contact between the revolutionary
organizations and the disunited masses
of the discontented, the protesting, and
the disposed to struggle, who are weak
precisely because they are disunited?
Yet it is this contact that is the sole
guarantee of our success."
Expanding on this, Mrs. Mitchell repudiates terror tactics and counterposes the proposals of the CP-controlled
Emergency Conference to Defend the
Right of the Black Panther Party to
Exist. She writes:
"The proposals of the Emergency
Conference that tens of thousands of
people demonstrate in New Haven for
the freedom of Black Panther leader
Bobby Seale and that one million signatures on petitions demanding a stop to
U.S. genocidal practices be presented to
the United Nations, will if realized, be
a tremendous advance of the struggle
for black liberation, peace andl human

dignity."

Elsewhere in her article she argues
against so-called "retaliation" by Black
people, stating that self-defense invariably is useless or dangerous. This carries the unstated corollary that the
oppressed must rely on racist cops,
liberal politicians, the Democratic Party
and the bourgeois courts. It should be
clear from Mitchell's article that "terror and armed battle" play not so much
into "Nixon's hands" as into the hands
of the CP and other sellouts, revisionists, opportunists and fakers who point
to the "excesses" of a section of the
radical movement as a foil to preach
pacifism, social peace and faith in the
U.N.! It is precisely the 40-year history of betrayals by social patriots and
liberal lackeys like the CP which has
driven the radical youth, in revulsion,
to impatiently abandon Marxism along
with the fake-Marxists.
Lenin on Terrorism
Mrs. Mitchell has, along with

all the
the collossal effrontery to claim
communist authority for this wretched
betrayal she drags in the icon of Lenin
as a stick to beat Weatherman! But

rest,

;

what Lenin

in reality thought about
terrorism does not so easily blend into
the CP recipe for supporting liberalism. So Mrs. Mitchell does not bother
pointing out that what she has quoted
was ripped out of context in order to
diametrically twist the meaning. In the
same paragraph (from "Where to Begin?") as the quoted excerpt, Lenin in
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1901 had said:
"In principle we have never rejected,
and cannot reject, terror. Terror is one
of the forms of military action that may
be perfectly suitable or even essential
at a definite juncture in the battle,
given a definite state of the troops and
the existence of definite conditions.
[But we] declare emphatically that
under the present conditions such a
means of struggle is inopportune and
.

unsuitable; that

it

.

.

diverts the most ac-

tive fighters from their real task, the
task which is most important from the
standpoint of the interests of the movement as a whole; and that it disorganizes the forces, not of the government,
but the revolution."
Further, the lines immediately following Mrs. Mitcbell's quote hardly reinforce her view:
"Far be it from us to deny the
significance of heroic individual blows,
but it is our duty to sound a vigorous
warning against becoming infatuated
with terror, against taking it to be the
chief and basic means of struggle, as so
many people strongly incline to do at
present. Terror can never be a regular
military operation; at best it can only
serve as one of the methods employed
in

a decisive assault."
The spirit of what

Lenin

really

thought about heroic individualism

a
million miles removed from the "peaceful coexistence vdth capitalism" road
offered militants by the CP. It is not
Lenin preaching social peace, warning
against self-defense, trotting out cute
hints that violence serves the capitalists, organizing phony and pointless petitions to that decomposing gimcrack of
pious bourgeois unity, the U.N. Lenin
clearly opposes terrorism from a strategic point of view; it is wrong in the
long run because outside a revolutionary situation it is only one more
diversion from political struggle. Lenin
opposes left-wing terrorism because it
is not revolutionary enough. As against
individualistic diversions he offers not
mealy-mouthed platitudes or liberalism
but the construction and organization
of the revolutionary party. Lenin's
thought, in its context, would have
served Mitchell admirably as a polemic
against adventurism if that was really what she wanted. But she was forced
to truncate and distort Lenin's statement because honest consideration of
is

—

what Lenin wrote shows he opposed isolated acts of terrorism from a revolutionary, not a "respectable" standpoint.
liberals whom Mrs. Mitchell
fears will be alienated by terrorism
WQuld certainly be equally horrified by

The pious

Leninism!

SWP

Red-Baiting

The central weakness of groups like
Weatherman is that, while its adherents are subjectively revolutionary, objectively they lack even the rudiments
of a revolutionary program. However

the revisionists deny them even the subjective intent. In this regard, the response of the Socialist Workers PartyYoung Socialist Allia,nce is similar to
the CP's. After neaily a year of exotica-baiting and heaping ridicule on
Weatherman (ef. "You Don't Need a
Weatherman to Know Which Way the
Wind Blows or Anything Else" in the
October 1969 Young Socialist) the
has finally surfaced a hard, definitive
George Novack's "Marxism
position
vs. Neo- Anarchist Terrorism" in the
June 1970 Intermational Socialist Review. Despite its title the article has
nothing in common with Marxism; the
view it states is qualitatively indistinguishable from the CPUSA.

—

SWP

:

The Novack article is replete with
dabs and pieces of "Marxist" scholarship: some passing references to RusLenin's
revolutionary
history,
sian
struggles against the Narodniki, quotes
from Trotsky, and the like. Unlike
Lenin and Trotsky, however, who howevermuch fighting against a deterioration of struggle resulting in individual
violence nevertheless indicated a sympathetic understanding of its sources,

Novack's statement is one more component in the SWP's iconization of
Trotsky doing with him what the CP
does with Lenin. Thus, an isolated in-

—
stance — in

this case Trotsky's

—

pamph-

The Kirov Assassination is singled
out from a welter of possibilities as the
sine qua nan of Trotskyism. This conveys a general impression which is radically different from the general thrust
let

of Trotsky's attitude, wliile the corpus
as a whole is allowed to moulder quietly in the archives.

The facts surrounding the Kirov assassination are these': Kirov, a leading
who was one of Stalin's
associates, was assassinated by Nicholaiev in 1934, in surroundings which are
still unclear, although it is now believed
the GPU was heavily implicated. The
assassination gave Stalin a pretext,
immediately recognized by Trotsky, to
frame up former oppositionists still in
the Soviet Union. This began the big
blood purges which, over the next halfdozen years, resulted in the root-andbranch extermination of all those individuals remaining of Lenin's Bolshevik
party.
Throughout the whole of The Kirov
functionary

Assassination Trotsky is attempting to
deflect the axe poised over the neck of
the Soviet oppositionalists, to head off
the clearly intended blood purges. Already, by the time Trotsky set out to
write his pamphlet, fifteen members of
the so-called "anti-soviet" group headed
by Zinoviev had been arrested in connection with the Kirov affair. It was

—

manifest and this was later to become
one of the central props for the staged
trials—that in the shooting of Kirov
an excuse had presented itself for the
physical liquidation of oppositionalists,
something heretofore lacking. It was

clear that a myth was being promulgated: Stalin was seeking to establish

Nicholaiev as, in Trotsky's words, "the
terrorist agent of an internal opposition in the party." It is to destroy this
official myth, to hold up to the ridicule of
the world the Stalinist lie that the old
Bolsheviks wanted to sabotage and de-

stroy the Soviet Union, that Trotsky
it imperative at this time to heavily and repetitively underscore those
components of Mai'xists' hostility to
terrorism. To single out the writings of
this period, as Novack does, in order to
imply such was the sum total of Trotsky's views on the subject, is disingenuous, deliberately misleading, and on a
par with the Stalinist iconography that
finds

what Lenin wrote in heated polemic
against Trotsky in 1912 represented for
undying and unchangable, his
full panoply of views on the man. By
so doing, Novack in effect suppressed
Trotsky's full views on terrorism.
all time,

Trotsky on Terrorism

For example,

in February 1939 Trotsky wrote a polemic against the opening of the French trial in which the
accused, Herschel Gi'ynzspan, was being tried for shooting a Nazi official in
the German Embassy in Paris late in

1938. Trotsky wrote

"For Grynzspan:
Against the Fascist Pogrom Gangs and
Stalinist Scoundrels," from which the
following passages are taken:
".
We Marxists consider the tac.

.

of individual terror inexpedient in
the tasks of the liberating struggle of
the proletariat as wjell as oppressed
nationalities. A single isolated hero cannot replace the masses. But we 'understand only too clearly the inevitability
of such convulsive acts of despair and
vengeance. All our emotions, all our
sympathies are with the self-sacrificing
tic

avengers even though they have been
unable

to

discover

the

Our sympathy becomes

correct

road.
be-

intensified

cause Grynszpan is not a political militant but an inexperienced youth, almost
a boy, whose only counsellor was a feeling of indignation. To tear Grynszpan
out of the hands of capitalist justice,
which is capable of chopping oJf his
head to further serve capitalist diplomacy, is the elementary, immediate task
of the international working class!"
"In the moral sense, although not for

mode of action, Grynszpan may
serve as an example for every young
revolutionist. Our open moral solidarity

his

with Grynszpan gives us an added right
to say to all the other would-be Grynszpans, to all those capable of self-sacrifice in the struggle against despotism
and bestiality: seek another road! Not
the lone avenger can free the oppressed, but only a great revolutionary

movement of the masses which will
leave no remnant of the entire structure of class exploitation, national oppression and racial persecution."
(Continued Next Page)
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TERROR

Needless to say, there is not a whisper
of a word like this anywhere in Novack.
This is only consistent: Novack's organization has given up any hope for
proletarian revolution and today deliberately blocks the development of revolutionary consciousness, seeking to tie
would-be radicals to the labor bureaucrats and the liberal bourgeoisie. When
Novack writes that "terrorism is pettybourgeois liberalism temporarily gone
berserk" the only response can be that
Novack is Pabloist revisionism going
out with a sigh and a whimper, arm in
arm with the "sane" liberals.
which so
Further, this same
one-sidedly condemns the small, isolated,
harassed left-wing terrorists
here as if they were not even part of
the movement also abandons Trotskyism from another angle. It is noteworthy that in those countries where
guerillaism and other non-proletarian
strategies are most prevalent (e.g. Latand its internain America) the
tional collaborators capitulate to their
popularity. One hears nothing from the
and its associates about Lenin's
polemics against the Narodniki, about
the necessity to counterpose a proletarian strategy and program to guerillaism and anarchism there,, precisely where the ideological battle against
petty-bourgeois terrorism is most necessary. In fact it is the vociferously
anti-terrorist
which seemingly
owns the import license and patents of
vicarious Guevarism.

SWP

SWP

SWP

SWP

draft resistance, student power,
etc.) many of the current Weathermen
would have become dedicated pro-work-

least.

ing-class revolutionaries.

with wrong, faulty ideas and defeat
them politically in Trotsky's words, to
help them "choose another road" not
to stand by with a "hands off" attitude
hoping the cops will purge them from
the movement.

Another SDS statement went even
further. Regarding the RYM confrontations around the country, culminating in the Chicago actions last fall, a
national press release by SDS dated 2
October (reprinted in New Left Notes'
Moratorium supplement) called the
demonstrators cops outright!
"These actions were all the work of
a group of police agents and hate-thepeople lunatics who walked out of the
SDS at the June Convention. . . The
bankers and big business men who run
the country are using this clique (led
by Mark Rudd) for two purposes. First,
to divert people so they won't light
back anymore. Second, to discredit SDS
and radical ideas in general. This
group's 'Days of Rage' planned for
."
Chicago, Oct. 8-11 is a police trap.
This disgusting red-baiting can have
only one consequence: it disarms the
movement in the face of vicious repression aimed at destroying the left. Obviously, the most vocal, thorn-in-the-

RYM

.

.

As if the SWP-CP disavowal of
Marxism were not enough, an atrocity
similar in kind was presented by the
Progressive Labor-supported SDS. A
leaflet advertising an SDS anti-war
demonstration on April 15 ("SDS: Mass
Action Not Mad Bombings") ends with

harangue:

"We

see the way forward as winning
masses of students to ally with working people to attack the problems that
most people in this country face. We
absolutely condemn and have nothing
to do with terrorist bombings that only
attack and intimidate the people!"
This is all askew. Whatever the consequences of bomb-throwing, these are

not "mad bombings" by mentally disturbed people but political acts, however inefl:'ective or even dangerous to
the movement. It is a gross deception
for people calling themselves radicals
to pretend otherwise. Those courageous,
individualistic, disoriented radicals came
the abto their politics in a context

—

sence of a strong, truly Leninist revolutionary vanguard party. Had such a
party existed, or had the various left
tendencies been more interested in laying the roots for one rather than chasing after every petty-bourgeois will-o'the-wisp ("peace now," Black National-

.

It is the responsibility of the ostens-

revolutionaries

ible

to

come

grips

to

—

—

Defend the Movement

What will really aid the movement in
fighting repression is not sanctimonious
fingerwagging a la Novack or pretended virginity, but vigorous defense of
those persecuted by the government.
For the PL-led SDS to argue that recent violence was aimed against "the
people" again denies the political motivation of the activists, who sincerely
thought blowing up large corporation
offices and police stations was fighting
the bourgeoisie. Such actions are indeed naive: they deny the potency of
the armed might of the state and
the strength of most people's legalistic
necessary
would-be terrorists that
stituting the excitement
individual actions for a
illusions. It is

confrontationists and terrorists
come first; then, after public opinion has been suitably prepared by the
first repressions, all the rest. If there
is one thing to be learned from the gutless behavior of the CP during the

side
will

task

—the

to explain to
they are subof courageous
much harder

radicalization of the

can working

class.

But SDS

Amerimore

is

"has nothing
to do with" terroristic activities. Legal
interested in explaining

it

defense of all radical activists victimized by the bourgeois state is necessary
not only to protect the movement as a
whole but also to establish the authority

witchhunt it is that going "respectable"
only disarms the left's supporters; the
bourgeoisie will not be confused in the

MARXIST BULLETIN SERIES

—

"Police Agents"?

this
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revolutionary left to set the
followers straight. Individualistic, programless tactics must be
politically exposed and counterposed to
a Leninist strategy. But all the quotes
in the world from Lenin will not conconfrontationists
radical
vince
the
when they appear in the mouths of
those who prove themselves more concerned with their own "respectability"
than with principled defense of represthe

of

Weatherman

sion's victims.

Through

its

hypocrisy,

PL

has man-

aged to hang itself in an exquisite contradiction. It has recently indulged itself in a series of gangster attacks on
other radical groups (primarily the
and SWP-YSA) in the Boston
area. As a point of principle they have
resolutely refused to join with other
organizations (whom they label "counter-revolutionary") in common strug-

SMC

gles against exclusionism and beatings
of other organizations on the left. Yet
they are quick to repudiate and label
as cops any "section of the movement
which proposes violence against the

bourgeoisie.

PL-SDS would appear

to

operate under the general slogan, Violence Within the Workers Movement,
But Hands Off the Bourgeoisie! It is
not a position calculated to bring much
clarity to the necessary political struggle

with individualistic-oriented radi-

only begins here. Another passage in
the Panthe same editorial states ".
thers are nothing more than a black reflection of Rudd." Since a socialist
group is hardly in the habit of supporting or defending fascists, "proto-" or
otherwise, obviously they would refuse
has
to defend Weatherman. But the
elsewhere (29 July 1969 Bulletin) argued that it is a class issue to defend the
Panthers! According to the Wohlforthites, then, defense of the Black Weathermen (Panthers) is a class issue,
whereas defense of the (white) Weathermen would mean support to the class
.

.

WL

enemy! What

REUBEN'S BOMB:

means

mock-up mailed

this gobbledygook really
is that it is opportunism alone
which makes the Bulletin come out to

defend the Panthers.

But the Wohlforthites are only a
grosser example of the acute contradiction which alfects the CP, SWP,
SDS and PL. All of them defend the
Panthers. And none of them state any
solidarity at all with groups like Weatherman. Where lies the difference? The
Panthers are a large oi-ganization, they
are Black, and they are popular with
large segments of the left-liberal bourgeoisie. The Weathermen ar& small,
white and unpopular. The former is
supported, the latter not. And the difference is unbridled opportunism. Nothing more.

cals.

PL's shameful conduct toward its poantagonists is symptomatic of the
weakness and sectarianism of the left in
general. Side by side with the recent
litical

fierce intensification of government repression against the left is a catalogue

incidents of right-wing terrorism
against radical organizations threats,
beatings, bombings and even murder.
Not only legal defense against the government but also physical self-defense
against the right wing is urgently
called for. What is needed are united
fronts of all radical organizations to
protect groups and individuals threatened and victimized by the organized
right wing. But a radical movement
split apart by rampant sectarianism,
blatant exclusionism and scandalous
gangsterism does not have the consciousness necessary even to defend

of

—

against a danger which menaces
very existence.

Wohlforth

its

Amok

Whenever swinish behavior over and
above the norm is to be found on the
left, it is a certainty that Wohlforth's
Workers League will be there in full
wallow. Their characterization of the
terrorists was perhaps inevitable; they
this prorefer to Weatherman as ".
tofascist group of declassed hoodlums."
{Bulletin, 6 Oct., 1969) It should suffice to say that Wohlforth, as a premature anti-proto-fascist, again places
himself on the wrong side of the class
line. But the difficulty for Wohlforth
.

.

As with the Panthers, it is the class
duty of all radicals and militants to defend Weatherman. Class issues are not
dependent upon what is currently popular with the liberals. One may disagree
with "outbreaks" tactically; one is
bound to advise militants

—

—including

Black militants against adventurism.
But this much must be clear: once the
battle has been joined, we have a side
the side of the oppressed, outraged and
exploited (ghetto "rioters" against the
cops, strikers against scabs, the Panthers and Chicago "Conspiracy" against
bourgeois "justice") against the ruling
class and its state.
In this connection, Marxists would do
well to recall Marx's own stand at the
time of the Paris Commune. He anali^zed the class antagonisms of French
society and understood that the emerging French proletariat did not yet have
the social force to hold power and rule
in its own right, and therefore the Paris
Commune rising could be no more than
a heroic, tragic episode whose fulfillment could come only later on in another historical epoch. But Marx also
understood that his side in this struggle was the side of the embattled
French working class and that he would
not stand on the sidelines denouncing
equally the futile rebellion of the workers and the murderous bourgeois reaction. The Marxists of today must similarly understand that we cannot be
neutral or noncommittal in the face of
confrontations between the bourgeois

to

Ultra-rightist

Texas comrade.

state and those who seek, no matter how
gropingly, to struggle against it. In this
one respect the ill-advised super-militancy of the Weatherman followers
can be likened to the spontaneous, inchoate outbursts of rage against the
system and the cops on the part of
Black people in the ghettoes. Fully
though we understand that these Black
rebellions cannot, in the absence of a
conscious and united proletarian revolution, succeed in overthrowing the capitalist state, we must nonetheless recognize that on the most elemental level
of solidarity and defense we stand with
the oppressed against their exploiters.

The
tics

real crime vis-a-vis terror poli-

and heroic individualism

allows

some

the

of the

revolutionary

is that it
energies of

movement's most talented,

dedicated people to be channeled into
futile

and self-destructive

actions. It is

our job to seek to redirect these energies into genuinely revolutionary directions.

For a Vanguard Party

To terrorist diversions, Lenin counterposed the vanguard party:
". . . the immediate task of our party
is not to summon all available forces
for the attack right now, but to call
for the formation of a revolutionary
organization capable of uniting all
forces and guiding the movement in
actual practice and not in name only,
that is, an organization ready at any
time to support every protest and every
outbreak and use it to build up and
consolidate the fighting forces suitable
for the decisive struggle."
The kind of organization envisioned by
Lenin does not now exist in this country, but only some rotting corpses of its
former aspirants or pretenders. These
sei've only to repel genuine revolutionary
impulses so that some youth turn in despair toward methods of combatting the
bourgeois order "by the deed." To revolutionai'ies who might be inclined toward
such methods we say "seek another
road": the construction of the Leninist
combat party which can lead the working class in smashing the capitalist order
and the bourgeois state.

SPARTACIST

The Wohlforth League:

COUNTERFEIT TROTSKYISTS
There is a strong objective need to
deal with the Workers League of Tim
Wohlforth at this time. The WL, like
the Spartaeist League, claims to embody authentic Trotskyism and to oprevisionism of the
Socialist Workers Party- Young Socialist Alliance (SWP-YSA) from the left.
by its many indefensible,
But the
anti-Trotskyist positions, actions and
gyrations helps to stabilize the YSA on
its rightward course by serving as a
ready-made "horrible example" for the
Pabloist leadership and hardens in
anti-Trotskyism young militants who
take the
as good coin. We have
written at length in the past about the
opportunistic course and conduct of the
Pabloist

pose the

WL

WL

Wohlforth group and have documented
origin and development extensively
in Marxist B^dletins. This article will
therefore center on some of the more
its

significant recent
course.

extensions

of

the

WL's

WL

The
for its part has been devoting an extravagant amount of space to
us in recent weeks in its organ, the
Bulletin. We want to defer consideration of the Wohlforth series, "What is
Spartaeist?" (which at this writing has
reached 5 parts, each 4 pages in
length!), which is so full of grotesque
misrepresentations, deliberate obscur-

antism and out-and-out lies that our
reply must of necessity be detailed and
documented at greater length than is
suitable here. In addition, we hereby
challenge Wohlforth, as we have many
times in the past, to a public debate on
the history of our two groups and their
political differences.

ever, that
late date;

we do

We

must

not expect

say,
it

how-

at this

Wohlforth group has
never dared to emerge from the security of its own organ to combat us politically on neutral ground.
the

But leaving aside definitive treatment of the Wohlforth "What is Spartaeist?" series, his characterizations of
the SL are alisurd on the face of it.
are portrayed as selling out simul-

We

taneously to every left current under
the sun— the SWP, Stalinism, Black
Nationalism, the International Socialists, Lynn Marcus, Posadas, etc.
while
carrying on throughout our additional
task as "the fingerman for the world
capitalists." The sellouts attributed to us
are so all-sided that one is left only a
pattern of conduct so incomprehensible

—

as to recall the absurd and contradictory accusations leveled by Stalin
against the Trotskyist "counter-revolutionary wreckers" in the 1930's. The
WL's substitution of slanderous nonsense for polemical criticism is inte-

same pattern of
conduct they undertake elsewhere.
"Only the Workers League ..."
To a casual Bulletin reader the imis
mediately striking quality of the
its strident sectarianism. They sneer at
women's liberation as non-proletarian

is

and boast, "The Workers League is
proud of the role it has played in relationship to SDS. We have had abso-

bers, welfare clients, students, etc., to
protect not the bosses' order but the
masses. The
position shows they
are in favor, not only of the racist
and murderous status quo, but even of
the racist murderers.

grally related to the

WL

lutely nothing to do with that mess."
(Bulletin,. 14 July 1969) As if isolation
from the ideological battles of this
country's most radical youth were something to be proud of! They blow their
own horn even at the expense of destroying their credibility; thus report-

a trade union conference where
several tendencies (including the SL)
called for a political party of labor, or
an anti-war protest where several
tendencies (including the SL) demanded military victory to the NLF side,
characteristically the Bulletin will complacently state that "Only the Workers
League" called for the labor party demand, or Viet Cong victory, or what
have you. But within this sectarian
framework, the striking quality of actual political work by the
is gross,

ing

WL

even childish, opportunism.

Most Bulletin trade union reportage
based solely on a hasty reading of the
Times, not on
union involvement. The WL's real union work
is concentrated almost exclusively in
the New York white collar field, where
they have several leading supporters.
Their conduct here is archtypical of all
their practices. Against even the qualms
of local union officials, the
supporters have insisted on supporting and
upgrading as "fellow workers" the
despised welfare guards whose main
appetite is to get the legal right to
carry guns, the better to intimidate and
attack the desperately abused welfare
recipients. These are the same guards
who have helped to physically break a
series of welfare workers' strikes. The
supporters even defend the "right"
of welfare directors i.e.
high-level
management to be members of the union and even run for union office! The
13 July Bulletin also solidarizes with
the grievances of campus cops, whose
job it is to "protect" campus property
against radical students and "outside
agitators." Behind the
pro-cop line
stands the most fundamental reformist
belief. To support the cops' aims of betis

WL

WL

WL

—

—

WL

ter

pay and better

conditions

—

Army

generals or FBI informers,
who also work for wages. We want
neither hungry cops nor well-fed cops,
but their replacement by workers' vol-

than

untary patrols, drawn from union mem-

WL

On

the Black question itself, the
has swallowed its earlier appetites
SWP's Black Nationalism and, under the tutelage of Healy,
adopted a position which caters to white
racism. In the name of the very real
need for working-class unity, the
adamantly concludes that "Black Caucuses Are Reactionary" (headline from
21 April 1969 Bulletin) regardless of
the circumstances of the particular
Black workers or the program of the
given caucus. But it is not just racial
consciousness that cuts across class

WL

to conciliate the

WL

unity;

WL

racial oppressioyi. The
class unity on a reactionary

it is

demands

basis and tells Black workers they must
wait to struggle against their exploitaand oppression until the consciousness of all workers reaches the same
level. This entirely belies the whole
thrust of Trotsky's concept of transitional organizations.
tion

Cops and Bosses Do Not
a Labor Party Make

New York

a fundamental betrayal of a class
Cops are not workers no more

line.

(e.g.

guns) to do better their job of oppressing all but society's property owners,
of enforcing capitalist "law and order,"

"Hard Hat" Conciliation

What

this cops-bosses-whites accommodation adds up to is gross conciliation to the "hard hat" mood of conservatized sections of the labor movement.
This conciliation is not new to the

Workers League. When two years ago
they launched their "Trade Unionists
for a Labor Party" the essence was already there. The TULP 5-point platform deliberately omitted any reference
to either racial oppression or the Viet

Nam war, and the Bulletin (18 December 1967) explicitly defended these
omissions when SLers protested that
these questions were central to the class
interests of workers. In a similarly opportunist manner, the WL's West Coast
supporters walked out of the Bay Area
"Committee for a Labor Party" over
the CLP's principled opposition to militants relying on the bourgeois courts to
fight union bureaucrats.
At the recent Chicago "Rank and
File" union conference the
representatives, in refusing to sign the SL
oppositional statement, finally admitted
that we each mean a different thing
when we call for a labor party. The
looks towards pressuring the existing
union bureaucracy on their present

WL

WL
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basis to build a labor party, a purely
anti-Trotskyist, reformist approach.
political party representing the interests of workers can only be built on the
struggle against the treacherous labor
"leaders" and for the Trotskyist prowould have
g7-am. The cynics of the
us think that more backward workers
and ambitious bureaucrats will be the
driving force to politically counterpose
labor to the capitalist class. A party
such as TULP's projected formation
which did not fight racism and imperialism is a far cry from the labor
party which Trotskyists have always

A

WL

fought

for.

WL

has committed
Most recently, the
yet another betrayal in the labor movement. In that same white collar union,
when a coalition of liberals, Black Nationalists
and right-wing Stalinists
emerged to oppose the incumbent union
supporters called
leadership, the
for a vote to this slate in the runoff
on the grounds that when it was elected
it would prove to be no better than the
incumbents! (27 April 1970 Bulletin)
Their rationale was that they wanted
them elected to expose them in office before those who had illusions. This argument, one of the standard Leninist
arguments explaining critical support
to e.g. the British Labour Party against
the Tories, has precisely no weaning
here, for it rests upon the existence of
a class difference between the contenders. No doubt many union militants did
have illusions about the hustlers of the
more left-talking slate, just as many
anti-war militants had illusions about
McCarthy or Kennedy. But Trotskyists
do not play "lesser evil" politics unless
there is a real, i.e. class difference between the alternatives, like Labour vs.
Tory. The
was just maneuvering
in the two-bit game of union politics,
for the sheer organizational advantage
of telling their followers they held the
"balance of power" at the cost of any
claim to principle.

WL

WL

SWF and PL—A Conflict
of Appetites

In 1967 the WL, which had appetites
toward the Maoist Progressive Labor
Party (PL), offered a defense of PLers
who, in a fit of anti-Trotskyism, physically assaulted SWPers distributing election literature at a rally: "they [PL]
are not incorrect in assuming that
these are people who are scabbing on
the Chinese Revolution. Their hostility
is quite understandable." (Bnlletin, 25
September 1967) The WL, for petty
thus justified
factional
advantage,
gangsterism instead of political debate
within the radical movement. (Somesomersault,
what later, in a typical
they declared themselves gung-ho for
election campaign
the self-same
they had denounced.) Now, following
recent incidents of PL violence against
piousSWP-YSAers in Boston, the
ly avails itself of all the principled ar-

WL

SWP

WL

guments against gangsterism and exclusionism within the movement. In
their appetites toward the YSA, they
praise themselves to the skies as the
defenders of free speech on the left,
hoping nobody will remember their earlier shameful conduct.

That the WL's attitude toward exclusionism and gangsterism is determined not by principle but by appetite is
further shown by their conduct at the
Cleveland conference of the Student
Mobilization Committee, run of course
by the YSA. When the PL-SDSers were
suppressed and justifiably raised a
clamor against the bureaucratic manippulations of the conference leadership,
the
solidarized with the YSA (on
the grounds of "Stalinism vs. Trotskyism") and denounced the victims for
their unruly conduct. And this despite
the fact that the criticism of the PLSDS contingent was from the left and
in the main correct, in opposition to the

WL

overwhelmingly class collaborationist
nature of the SMC! It makes no sense

WL

at all for the
to pose its behavior
as "Stalinism vs. Trotskyism" when
the essence of Stalinism, as of all antiMarxist revisionism, is the subordination of the interests of the working
class to alien class forces
precisely the
role of the SMC in the anti-war movement, precisely that which the PL
forces, for all their
deficiencies, are
correct in opposing.

—

Gf a piece with this conduct is the
15 June Bulletin, which comes out for
and Sihanouk (the "patriotic
prince") in Indochina. It might be
thought that this line is just a continuation of their "Red Guards," "Arab
Revolution" line and their soft, antiTrotskyist attitude toward Ho Chi
Minh and the Viet Cong. But given the
WL's long-term pattern of making international principles of out miniscule
factional appetites, their real aim is
evidently to rally round Bill Epton and
other PL dissidents who believe PL
goes too far to the left in criticizing
Sihanouk and, by implication, the Chinese government. To be sure, PL has
deep contradictions and these, flowing
from their Stalinist heritage, are, without resolution, ultimately decisive in
disqualifying them as a revolutionary
tendency but the
is seeking to
embarass PL for one of its strengths, a
strength which tends to isolate PL from
more orthodox Maoists. Thus the Bulletin has recently made much of PL's
expulsion of Bill Epton, one of its
founders, but in the process has suppressed half of the Epton group's case
against PL. Along with a catalogue of
PL organizational atrocities, no doubt
most of them accurate in the main, Epton berated. PL for its criticism of Sihanouk and its polemics against "Marxist-Leninist" parties and "liberation
movements." Thus, for petty factional
reasons the
has again falsified, ne-

Mao

—

—

WL

WL

glecting to point out that the main political thrust of the Epton document is
criticism of PL from the right.

The Sherwood

How

Affair,

Or

Defend the Indefensible
The 5 June 1967 Bulletin, carried a
to

front-page editorial entitled "No Individual Cop Guts" presenting thei'e the
standard Leninist position, which we
hold, that anti-war militants must not
evade military service by individual
draft resistance which ensures their isolation from the mass of working-class
conscripts. Well

and good. But the

WL

was wilHng

to betray this principle
time the opportunity presented
Robert
itself, in the person of one
Hartley Sherwood (who had earlier left
the SL by signing one of the usual
wretched pacifist-Stalinist-SWP popular front "peace" calls). Gn his way
through New York, Sherwood joined
the WL, then continued to Canada to
avoid the draft. There he acquired the
status of a landed immigrant and be-

the

fii-st

WL

spokesman there. Such
came the
an action, while fully legal, was a gross
betrayal of the WL's public stand. The
SL publicly pointed out the rotten opportunism of the WL, and they gritted
their teeth, until they found an out. The
Canadian authorities found an omission
in Sherwood's papers and for a brief
period threatened to deport him. The
immediately declared that we had
deliberately "fingered" him by our exposure of their rotten private turnabout, stating in an article entitled
"Spartacist Aids Rulers": "We state
Spartacist
unequivocally
that
the
League acts as the fingerman for the

WL

world capitalists." {Bulletin, 2 December 1968) However outrageous, such a
serious accusation must be dealt with.
The WL's inability to pass up the
recruitment of one (badly tarnished)
member, just because of one major
Leninist principle, could not be ig-

nored.

And

like the

WL,

the Stalinists

have often sought to retreat behind
charges of "red-baiting" inside unions
when Trotskyists exposed thein for
sellouts, but despite these anguished guilty cries the necessity to call
the CP to account for its betrayals remained.
While Sherwood's legal case was still
pending (and after the
had made
its scandalous accusation) the SL, in
keeping with our principled policy of
defending all radicals against rulingclass repression whatever our political

their

WL

differences, sent the WL-Sherwood defense committee an official statement of
support and a $10 donation. And the
of course readily accepted the
money! Thus either the
knowingly
accepted money from "police agents"
or else they acknowledge that their accusation was of course a vicious, base-

WL

WL

less slander.

The pattern here is a very simple
(Continued Next Page)
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repetition of that of their mentor Gerry
Healy in England, when he had an opponent (Ernie Tate of the SWP-affiliated United Secretariat) beaten, then
compounded his outrageous conduct by
threatening to take Tate to the bourgeois courts for protesting. To further
justify themselves, the Healyites then
escalated this to a general defense of
their using the courts against opponents and union bureaucrats ("IC Statement on Tate Allegation," February
1967). (This reliance on the repressive
apparatus of the capitalist state is cut
from the same cloth as, but is more
self-serving than, the SWP's 1963 call
for U.S. troops to the South to protect
Black civil rights ) Caught by a public
revelation of an overt betrayal of principle, the WL, like Healy, tried to take
refuge in deepening the worst consequences and implications of their action, seeking to silence us and playing
right into the hands of the Stalinists,
who have sought to slander the Trotskyists as police agents since before the
Moscow Trials.
!

Characterization of the conduct of
is not exhausted by noting its
the
ever-increasing opportunism in a sectarian shell. The opportunism itself
contains two characteristic parallel
streaks: 1) working both sides of the
street at the same time (e.g. "Only the
has fought for the victory of the
Viet Cong" while denying the war is an
issue of interest to TULP)
2) complete 180° reversals in line even every
few months (e.g. conciliating the SWP,
then PL's beating of SWPers, then back
again). The deep-seated contempt of
Healy- Wohlforth for their followers,

WL

WL

;

and their mockery of any semblance of
Marxism, has been seen before. Comrade Lenin's term for such people was
political bandits.

Internationalism

To be

under pressure a knowledgeable
cadre might be forced to
admit the factual and essential truth of
sure,

WL

everything we have written about his
organization and still be unperturbed.

When

WL

the
always invokes its crowning glory its "internationalism." The argument runs something like this: We are part of the
Fourth International and you are not;
the IC is lineally descended from Trotsky himself; its core, the British Socialist Labour League, has a daily paper; we have never opposed Gerry
Healy on any subject; you oppose the
IC and are therefore anti-internationalists, petty-bourgeois American chauvinists who refuse to subordinate yourselves to international discipline. Thus
member,
our not-so-hypothetical
armed on a micro-scale with the same
assurance of a Stalinist apparatchnik in
the Comintern, asserts as self-evident
exactly that which experience disproves
namely, that international connections
are the only proof, and are sufficient
proof, of internationalism.
all else fails,

—

WL

But organizational loyalty
Healy-Banda group (and their

to

others.

Factually pivotal to the spurious nature of the Healyite assertions are two
points from the London 1966 IC Conference, from which we were expelled
on the transparent organizational pretext that comrade Robertson, a member
of the Spartacist delegation, refused to
satisfactorily
apologize
for
having
missed a session of the Conference without prior permission. But comrade Robertson did offer, not a groveling- admis-

WORKERS' ACTION
Publication of the Committee for a Labor Party
Written by rank and file union militants. WORKERS' ACTION
reports and analyzes strike actions (like the G.E. and postal
strikes) and presents a program around which working people
can struggle. Recent issues have featured articles on the goveernment's attacks on unions, the sellout labor bureaucrats and
the special oppression faced by Black and women workers,
subscription price $1 for 10 issues write:

—

WORKERS' ACTION
Box 6241
Albany, Cal. 94706

the

politic-

far superior but internationally
quiescent French allies, the Lambert
group) simply evades the struggle
which we of the SL face: to rebuild the
Fourth International through a complex process of splits and fusions among
existing "Trotskyist" groups combined
with intervention into the working-class
struggle directly. The Healyites simply
despaired of the outcome of such a
struggle, and contented themselves with
being big fish in small ponds, in setting
up the IC as yet another competing
spurious "Fourth International" like
the United Secretariat and numerous
ally

WORKERS' ACTION
Box 313. Canal Sta.
York, N.Y. 10013

New

sion of petty-bourgeois American nationalism, but a genuine apology for
genuine ignorance of an alleged, unannounced "rule" (which was of course
never applied to other delegates who
had missed sessions), thus exposing the
Healyites' fraudulent, calculated aim to
create a servile U.S. appendage. To
make absolutely unambiguous the real
character of the Healy "apology" campaign to which he devoted the main
attention of 1% days of a 4-day international gathering! we are reprinting

—

—

below comrade Robertson's complete final statement to the IC Conference
"Comrades: We believe that it is a
violation of Leninist practice to demand
that a comrade affirm to his comrades
what he does not believe. I have in
substance said several times that if I
had known of the rule I would certainly have abided~-by it. I wish to assure
the comrades that my action was in no
way intended to constitute a violation
of the procedures governing the conduct of individuals participating in the
Conference. However, this has been
deemed not good enough. Instead, in
the guise of discipline, the Spartacist
organization has been subjected to a
series of slanderous attacks, despite
our basic political agreement on the
necessity of the fight against revisionism. This is an attempt to substitute
for international democratic centralism
for the American section a mechanism
not of consciousness and discipline but
of fear and obedience. Hence an incident without significance of an unintentional violation of protocol has been
uniquely singled out and inflated into
an accusation of petty-bourgeois arrogance and American imperial chauvinism. If the comrades go ahead to
exclude us from this Conference, we
ask only what we have asked before
study of our documents, including our
present draft on U.S. work before you
now, and our work over the next months
and years. We will do the same, and a
unification of the proper Trotskyist
forces will be achieved, despite this
tragic setback."
And these are the words of a supposed
arrogant petty-bourgeois nationalist!
That the Healyites found this statement manifestly unacceptable and excluded the Spartacist delegation from
the Conference forthwith shows that
they were seeking not a recognition of
supposed rules but a cringing demonstration of organizational and political
subservience.
The other factual point is that the
Conference itself admitted with reference to the relations between the British and French IC groups (the IC's only
that "the only
significant sections)
method of arriving at decisions that remains possible at present is the principle of unanimity." This admission
that the IC does not have international
democratic centralism means that the
IC as an organized body is essentially

—
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was now Pabloist and must be fought
from within the party. To Wohlforth,
this characterization could mean only
one thing we were in the way and had
first from the comto be gotten rid of
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WOHLFORTH EXPOSED:
talists"

then takes money

Bulletin slanders us as "fingerman for the world capifrom us three weeks later!

nature is a bloc between two national groupings. It is not
an International at all, "Fourth" or
otherwise
But the Wohlforthite travesty on internationalism goes even further. The
prides itself on its loyalty to the
Healy leadership. Typical of their cyniillusory. Its real

WL

cal attitude

toward

political questions,

WL

tendency has never fought for
its political positions even inside the
IC. For example, at one point virtually
every member of the Wohlforth cadre
held a position akin to ours on Cuba
that Cuba is a deformed workers state,
not a capitalist state, as Healy asserts
yet they never for an instant opposed Healy on that or any other point.
What kind of "internationalist" joyfully embraces a "discipline" which is
not mutually binding on all sections,
which is not based on democratic centralism, in an "International" where the
only proof of internationalism is renunciation in principle and in advance
of all political differences? This is the
"internationalism" of Lovestone and
the

—

Browder toward the Stalinized
intern, not of Trotskyists.

Com-

The Unspeakable
In Pursuit of the Inedible

One principal real reason for our expulsion from the 1966 IC Conference
was our assertion that the anti-revisionist forces in the Trotskyist movement had not yet done very well in
smashing Pabloism organizationally,
and that a further process of splits and
fusions would have to take place before
the political lines would be clear. The
IC, however, asserted that the victory
over Pabloism had been definitively won
and the continuity of the Fourth International on a revolutionary basis assured.
But, four years later, the self-same
Healy, representing a badly degenerated IC, has now come to the United
Secretariat with a proposal for common
political discussion and common work,
hopefully to result in a "joint international conference"! What can one
say? In the four years the Pabloists in
their substance have gone from bad to
worse, but the IC (with Wohlforth
trailing behind with an article of oh-so-

comradely criticism of the SWP in the
20 July Bulletin) proposes unity! What
as we
is apparently really happening is
insisted in 1966, and before, and after
that some individuals and groupings in
the United Secretariat formation have,
in the light of events and experience,
begun to genuinely move left in opposition to the United Secretariat leadership. And Healy, in a clumsy effort to
ingratiate himself with these forces,
commits the grossly unprincipled act

—

of authenticating and bolstering the
Trotskyist credentials of the whole
Pabloist gang Frank, Mandel, Maitan,
Hansen by a unity maneuver, after
years of declaring them already defeated and committing even provocation
and violence against their organiza-

—

—

tions.

Healy will certainly not succeed in
wooden maneuver. But what we
have before us is a pristine example of
his

why

along clear
has not taken place among alleged Trotskyists over the last 20 years.
Anyone who believed Healy's unity protestations would have to conclude that
there is indeed a "family of Trotskyism," as centrists have long suggested,
and that the questions separating erstwhile Trotskyists into their separate
organizations are not decisive. This
only deepens the confusion which has
served to retard political polarization
and the rebirth of a real Fourth International. Thank you, Gerry Healy.
political differentiation

lines

Healy applied the same method to the
1963 fight inside the SWP. Our comrades correctly saw that the party had
become a rightward-moving centrist organization whose central leadership

—

faction, then out of the party. For
Healyites could conceive of only
possible courses of action. Either

the United Secretariat would reunify
with the IC and Wohlforth and his minions would continue to play the role
of left cover and party policeman for
Dobbs and Co., or the fight would be
over and they would split. Healy's recent revealing turn-about toward the

Pabloists shows the same false dichotomy: either concilate the Pabloist leadership or else declare the fight over.
Principled struggle is their excluded
middle.

Incompatible
Faced with such a history, the muchvaunted "Marxist method" that Wohlforth teaches his members is of necessity a profound cynicism which cannot
but erode and destroy the backbone of
those who start out by seeking revolution and end up following Wohlforth
ever deeper into the mire. A cadre
which learns to cover up the embarassing old opportunism while embracing
the new, to proclaim "Only the Workers
." in defiance of self-evident
League
realities, to excuse the 180° shifts in
line by reference to the frequency of the
Bulletin, cannot, whatever its intentions, build consciousness and make a
revolution. Thus even when the formal
and the
political positions of the
SL have closely impinged, as they have
at times in the past, the cadres of our
two organizations are fundamentally
incompatible; we have been educated in
two different schools, the one in cynicism, the other in Trotskyism.
.

.

WL

The example of the Healy-Wohlforth
grouping provides an impoz'tant lesson.
Even the most revolutionary ideas of
our epoch Trotskyism in the hands
of a corrupted counterfeiter like Wohlforth lead straight to an organization
like WL. And that is why we are compelled to mercilessly expose, combat and
destroy such a trend in the workingclass movement. Nothing less than the
construction of an authentic revolu;ionary vanguard in the citadel of imperialism hinges on the outcome.

MARXIST BULLETIN NO.
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—
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Basic Documents of the Spartacist League
"Development and Tactics of the Spartacist League"
I. General Tasks

—

II. Objective Situation
The Economy
III. International Perspectives
IV. National Perspectives
V. Ostensible Revolutionary Organizations
VI. SL Functioning
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(Continued from Page 16)
access to the bearer of his children.
Hence, the institution of marriage
emerges. The bourgeois family is the
main social institution of women's oppression.
At the very beginning of the industrial revolution women and children
formed the bulk of the industrial proletariat. The reasons for this are well
established. Women and children were
cheap, unskilled, docile labor used by
the rising capitalists to batter down the
wages of men (usually more highly
paid) and to destroy the craft indus-

employing (relatively) highly paid
male artisans. Workers with large families were often given preference by the
early capitalists who, as a matter of
fact, often compelled the worker to re-

tries

quire his entire family to work in the
factory or lose his job.

The bourgeoisie of this period actually devised ideological apologia for female and child labor. The limitation of
female and child labor (by, e.g., the
Factory Acts in Britain) represented
concessions wrested by the working
class

from

capital.

The progressive

withdrawal of this super-exploited labor
from the factory system compelled the
capitalists to employ machinery instead
if they wished to remain in business.

The destruction of the traditional
family by the employment of women
and children in production creates the
possibility of founding the relationship
between the sexes on a new economic
basis. But the spontaneous way this employment developed with the rise of
capital was, to quote Marx, "a pestiferous source of corruption and slavery"
which the advanced sections of the

working class fought. The kernel of this
contradiction is that under capitalism
the family remains because there is no

—

other socio-economic institution to replace it.

The

bourgeoisie

and

class will tolerate and even encourage
female and child labor but without allowing the development of institutions

its

theorists

tinkered with the old institutions in
order to fit them better into the new industrial capitalism. In the age of disintegrating feudalism, before the capitalists had accumulated much experience
in running their own system, some of
them eveo toyed with very radical ideas
regarding the state, family and religion.
They soon learned, however, that
whether they themselves liked conventional family life or not, or whether
they believed in God or not, the institutions of religion and the family were indispensable for inculcating the required
docility,
submissiveness, respect for
authority and superstition in the working class. The bourgeoisie learned to
pay public obeisance to the ideals of religion and the family whether they personally believed in them or not. When
economically necessary, the capitalist

to replace the family.

Although individual families were
and are being destroyed by
capitalism, the family as an institution
was not hurt, as it rises or falls with
the existence of private property. When
economic considerations permitted, the
ruling class periodically initiated campaigns, through the media and the
churches, to get women back into the
home. This tendency reached a peak of
brutal chauvinism and cynical barbarism with the Nazi slogan, "Kinder,
Kuche, Kirche," which portrays the woman deluded by religion and as breeder,
babysitter and cook. "The family that
prays together stays together" both religion and the family are bourgeois institutions of false consciousness.
destroyed

—

—

:

Women and children left the process
of production, not chiefly because the
capitalists feared for the nuclear family
and forced them out, but in large part
because under capitalism no substitute
for the family is available. The domestic labor performed by the housewife
has no exchange value, and the family
is socially necessary to maintain the
class. Women who do work
outside the home are not freed from the
role of domestic slave they mei'ely have
one responsibility added to another.
In the present period, a period of
capitalism in decay, there simply are
not enough jobs to go around. Women,
because of the domestic role they of
necessity (under capitalism) must more
or less fulfill, are on the fringes of the
reserve army of the working class.
When they are needed in production
(such as World War II) the capitalists
have no compunctions about the sanctity of hearth and home, and will gladly
hire them to do "men's" work and will
just as gladly drop them from production when they are no longer needed.
(An unemployed male ex-soldiery would
be a far greater threat to the bourgeois order than the more docile women
unemployed workers.)

working

;

exploitation. Biat they contend a "separate" women's revolution is necessary
Some supposedly Marxist organizations, most
prominently the International Socialists, play down their socialist convictions and concede the point that a socialist revolution would not "automatically" liberate women. To say this
shows no understanding of what a rev-

to abolish sexual oppression.

means

olution

in

terms of conscious-

ness. A socialist revolution does not
"automatically" liberate anyone, because it is not an automatic process.
These empiricists look at the working
class as it is, filled with male chauvinist
backwardness, and imagine that these
backward workers will be the motive

force of socialist revolution. The working class will indeed be the class which
liberates society from capitalism, but
not the class as it is now, filled with
male chauvinist, racist, religious and
patriotic illusions. It is precisely the
task of the revolutionaries to replace
these illusions by class consciousness,
an awareness that- such backward prejudices divide the working class and
keep it from struggling against its real
enemies.

The Russian Revolution

Women who maintain the necessity
of a "separate" women's revolution
point to the Bolshevik Revolution as an
example of a class revolution which did
not liberate women. This is a very important question. A closer examination
of the Russian Revolution shows precisely that the revolution was such a
advertisement

WOMEN'S LIBERATION—
REVOLUTION—
THE CLASS STRUGGLE
A

collection of 3 articles on Women's Liberation, published by "The

Workshop."

Socialist

fifty

cents
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94110

The hollow satisfactions of male
supremacy within the home oppress
both the men and the women and en-

powerful force for women's liberation

courage false consciousness (male chau-

which placed
hands
of
a

vinism). The working man learns to direct his anger and frustrations against
his wife, rather than against the bosses.
He is told that he is the boss in his own
home ("a man's home is his castle").
Thus, the family as an economic and
social institution is a shackle on the consciousness of the men workers as well
as that of women.

A

"Separate" Revolution?

Many women's

liberation

activists

understand that the destruction of capinecessary, not only to the overthrow of the oppression of women but
also to the abolition of war, racism and

talism

is

that

it

required a counter-revolution,
political power in the

nationalist
usurping
bureaucracy, to reverse the pi'ocess. Excellent documentation of the role of
women under Russian revolutionary society and under the counter-revolutionary Stalin is provided in Dale Ross
Rubenstein's article "How the Russian
Revolution Failed Women" (available
fi-om

the

Socialist

Workshop, 376-A

Dolores Street, San Francisco).
The Bolsheviks in their revolutionary
agitation campaigned 'ceaselessly for
the rights of women. Upon coming to
power, they immediately set about to insure women free and equal status in
Soviet society. Women won full political
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legal rights. The revolutionary
state also attempted to destroy the traditional family and replace its petty

and

housekeeping functions with voluntary
collective institutions. Enlightened legislation concerning marriage, divorce,

sential to the liberation of individuals

illegitimacy and abortion contrasted
strikingly with the traditional backward peasant attitudes toward women.
Alexandra Kollantai described the

from the narrowness, authoritarianism
and sexual inequality inherent in family life. But this task will not be fully

hopes of the new regime

and their vestiges have been eradicated

—freedom and

equality
"On the ruins of the former family,
we shall soon see a new form rising
which will involve altogether different
relations between men and women, and
will he a union of affection and
comradeship, a union of two equal members of the communist society, both of
them free, both of them independent,
both of them workers. No more domestic
'servitude' for women. No more inequality within the family."

which

Stalinist

its

reactionary

fist

counter-revolution

to the position of

women. Whereas the revolutionary regime demanded that all its citizens be
free to participate in all aspects of social life, the Stalinists glorified the full-

time housewife who fulfilled her "mission" by caring for home and family.
The Marxist belief in the eventual withering away of the traditional family
was replaced by attempts to bolster the
family and enhance parental authority.
Divorce was made much more difficult

and abortion was illegalized. In 1943,
co-education was abolished in favor of
to
designed
education
separate
"strengthen our primary social unit, the
socialist family, on the basis of full development of the characteristics of masculinity and femininity in the father
and mother, as heads of the family with
equal rights." The purpose of education
was defined as developing "boys who
will be good fathers and manly fighters
for the socialist homeland, and girls
who will be intelligent mothers competent to rear the new generation." Just
as Stalin was willing to use Great Russian chauvinism against national minorities, praise the Orthodox Church and
foster anti-Semitism, so he found that
the backward Russian family created a
base for his bureaucratic and authoritarian aims. Even when private property had been legally abolished, the institution of the family served as a tool of
the bureaucracy in the degeneration of
the Russian revolution. It is vital that

women's

liberationists

today

accomplished

until

class

distinctions

in the achievement of a classless society. This also holds true for other features of all class societies aspects not
peculiar to capitalism, such as the need
for a state power, the existence of a
certain amount of religious superstition, what Marx called "the idiocy of
rural life," etc. The ideology of male
chauvinism is pervasive and its subtle
overtones will not be wholly purged
from individuals shaped by capitalism
even by a cataclysmic social revolution.
But it is a far cry from this observation to the conclusion
based on those
so-called "Marxist" societies which perpetuate oppressive institutions and rely
on the survival of the family to suppress consciousness and render the
masses subservient to the parasitic bureaucracies that women's liberation requires a "separate" revolution.

—

—

Stalinist Degeneration

The

which wiped out the old Bolsheviks,
stripped the Soviets of power and made
a travesty of internationalism, applied

.

family will require more than the abolition of capitalism in and of itself before
it is superseded by a freer system of relations between men and women. The
overthrow of the capitalist state is es-

under-

stand that it was not "socialism," but
Stalinism, that failed women.

The family unit represents a division
of social labor far older than capitalism,
dating back to the division of labor between men and women. As such, the

—

—

These countries like Russia, where
the deepening social gains of a proletarian revolution were cut short by the
failure to extend the revolution internationally and the coming to power of
a repressive Stalinist bureaucracy, or
China and Cuba, which eradicated capitalism under a petty-bourgeois leadership, in the absence of a conscious proletariat acting for itself, and upon
a heritage of economic backwardness
and colonial oppression require far

—

more than a supplemental women's

revolution. What is required for the SinoSoviet states is the building of a proletarian revolutionary vanguard to oust
the parasitic, nationalist bureaucracies,
replace political control by an elite with

democratic government by the working
people and establish a revolutionary internationalist foreign policy. Only from
this context can a society based on consciousness which needs the greatest
imaginable atmosphere of freedom for

—

citizens rather than continued institutional ideological shackles on their
its

—

bodies and minds eradicate the bourgeois family and enable women to take
their rightful place as free and equal
participants in all aspects of social life.

For a Class Perspective!
advanced capitalist nations
Western Europe, Japan, etc.
a rich, militarily powerful and
ruling class, only the work-

people's" issues and allowed
own oppression to be considered
secondary. Women's liberation activists
point to the participation of militant
women in the abolitionist movement and
the subordination of the struggle for
women's suffrage to the fight for Black
suffrage, and resolve to "do their own
thing" and dedicate themselves to women's liberation above all. But regardless
of how strongly these women feel their
own oppression, the class question is
the decisive issue in class society. Additional, compounding oppression
of

"other

their

—

nationalities, racial minorities, women,
etc.
cannot be solved except in a class
context. Any movement for social liberation which fails to identify itself with
the struggle of the working class
against the capitalist class is doomed to

—

be beset by utopianism, crackpotism,
liberal illusions and, ultimately, irrelevance or co-option by the ruling class.
It is not a question of demanding that
women recognize their problems as
less important or resign themselves to
"Uncle Tom" status. Absolutely no
quarter must be given to puritanical or
male chauvinist ideas or practices in the
revolutionary movement, not just in
deference to militant women but because concessions to false consciousness
destroy the integrity of any movement
and render it impotent as a revolution-

ary vehicle.

By entering the spectrum of multi-issue radical politics, women do not sell
out their own struggle. On the contrary,
it is only by developing revolutionary
class consciousness that the women's
struggle can be advanced. There is a
place for a separate transitional organization to fight women's oppression, organize women whose introduction to radicalism is the issue of sexual oppression,
and insure women in a male chauvinist society the protection of their interests. The development of consciousness is not a uniform process and specially oppressed groupings in society
need separate transitional organizations of struggle.

A

women's transition-

organization must reject classless iland replace the provincialism
inherent in separatism with an understanding of the need for a class-based,
combined and unified assault on capitalism. Such an organization must be
linked to the class struggle through a
commitment to the struggle of the exploited working class and through the
participation and political leadership of
a revolutionary proletarian vanguard
vi^hich transcends the current radical
al

lusions

In the
the U.S.,
ruled by
cohesive

fragmentation into separatist "interest
groups" by a capacity to unite the
forces of the oppressed and exploited in

ing class has the potential to abolish

The present women's liberation movement includes both radical women and

capitalism. Many women's liberationists
feel the problem with earlier women's

movements and women
that

they

involved

activists

themselves

was
with

concerted struggle.

women whose
liberal

orientation

is

basically

and middle-class. The focus of
(Continued Next Page)
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many women seems

mainly the social and personal problems of middleclass, college-educated women. Groups
such as the National Organization of
to be

Women (NOW) embody

where unions have calculated that
wages would increase 11% if women received the same pay as men, equal pay
for equal work has become a major
union demand. In the U.S., a related
process of awakening is going on.
ain,

a legalistic

and

Male chauvinism has made

many

merely liberal reformist approach to
sexual oppression as manifested by the
media's portrayal of women and by

women workers

sexual discrimination in middle-class
careers. The experience of the problems
of middle-class women may provide a
valid starting point for radicalization,

convinced that it isn't "ladylike" or
"feminine" to be really militant, that
political activity is only for men, that
the picket line is too dangerous a place
for women. These attitudes must be
fought. Radicals should encourage militancy among women workers and relate
women's oppression to the oppression
and alienation that all workers experience under capitalism. Thus, women's
liberation has an important role to play

but a movement which adopts a liberal,
is doomed to sterand failure.
The women's liberation movement
must adopt a working -class orientation.

middle-class approach
ility

This involves not only a recognition of
the need for class consciousness but,
concretely, an effort to draw workingclass women into the women's liberation
movement through an understanding of
the role of sexual oppression as a bulwark of capitalist rule.

Women

as Workers
The economic aspects of the inferior
position of women in our society provide
the most immediate benefits to capitalism. Whenever capital needs to draw
women out into the labor force, it has
been able to use the ideology of male
superiority to justify the super-exploitation of women workers that is, women being paid less for doing the same
work as the men.
The assumption is that the woman's
main role is that of tender mother;
hence, she is forced to take care of her
children, even if they are unwanted,
even when she is divorced. Any woman
who wants more out of life is termed
"unnatural" or "unfit". The lie is
pushed that women are fit only for
domestic chores and that therefore their
labor is not worth as much as the labor
of men.
Women make up one third of the
American labor force, but the wages of
the full-time working woman average
only 60% of those of the average male

—

working

full-time. The non-white working woman, suffering under a double
load of exploitation and oppression,
must indeed be the most victimized category in American capitalist society. In
itself, the lower average income of
women workers roughly indicates the
degree of their oppression, not their
super-exploitation relative to working
men. (They might and do take home
less money because they are concentrated in less productive jobs.) But
women, even more than other oppressed
groups such as Black male workers,
frequently receive less for work identical to that performed by more highly
paid men. In addition to suffering oppression and discrimination, working
women are super-exploited in the literal
and technical sense of the term. In Brit-

—

—

passive in accepting
their lower wages and generally poorer
working conditions. Many women are

working class.
sometimes arise

in the struggles of the

Further,

situations

—

where the women because they are
more oppressed by poor working conditions, low wages and speedyup
are
more militant than the men. Women are

—

not pale, fragile, helpless creatures; as
workers engaged in industrial production, they can wield workers' power!

Enter the "Marxists"
It is the responsibility of all serious

Marxists to intervene in the women's
movement with an analysis
and program which can provide the
polarization
and political direction
which can win militant women to Marxism. However, the participation of such
groups without such a program can
liberation

only serve as a brake on the movement
and reinforce the worst fears of serious
militants toward what is presented as Marxism.
The Socialist Workers Party- Young
Socialist Alliance
(SWP-YSA) provides, as usual, the perfect example of
non-Marxist tail-ending. Their propaganda and interventions into women's
liberation conferences have been utterly devoid of programmatic content or
class criteria. They have once again
transgressed the principle that must be
the cornerstone of all intervention into
mass movements the need for a work-

women

—

ing-class orientation. An official SWPposition paper distributed at a
New York "Congress to Unite Women"
paralleled their role in the anti-war

YSA

movement, where they provide the left
cover for a block between anti-war youth
and liberal politicians. It stated:
"The women's liberation movement
must be open to all women, no matter
what their political beliefs in order for
it to become the most massive and have
the best chance to win the struggles it
carries out."

Does the

YSA

really believe all wo-

men belong in the movement? How about
Jackie Kennedy, then? They proudly call
for "non-exclusion" of the class enemy,
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and even for a separate women's

politi-

cal party.

In women's liberation groups and conYSA women have permitted
themselves to be horribly red-baited as
"man-dominated" and "stooges" because
of their membership in an organization
which includes men. Instead of challenging the male chauvinist premise
underlying such an accusation that
women are so inferior they could not
help being politically dominated by the
men in their organization the YSA
women remain silent or make excuses;
one replied, yes it's a serious problem
but we're working on it. The YSA's
general unwillingness to present any
controversial political positions in broad
ferences,

—

—

is also compounded by
a special problem in the women's liberation arena. The SWP-YSA view of the
solution to all social struggles is separatism Black Nationalism and "commun-

mass movements

—

When any social group deliberation the YSA, regardless
of the material possibilities, cries "selfdetermination." The logical extension of
this position toward the problem of sexual oppression is the demand, raised by
some women, for lesbian communes and
ity control."

mands

even a separate women's state. The
YSA, which has a policy of driving any
known homosexuals out of its organization, is far too staid and respectable to
trumpet the call for lesbian communes!

Hence their women's liberation

inter-

vention remains abstract and programless in propaganda as well as in practice.

The International Socialism group
gives a high priority to women's liberation work. Their propaganda is often
correct but is flawed by their premise
that a socialist revolution is not sufficient for women's liberation, as if imagining that this country's prbletarian
revolution will take a Stalinist form
and will somehow manage to defeat
capitalism in the heart of world imperialism without any increase in social
consciousness in the masses. Their women's liberation intervention is focused
through the "IS Women's Caucus." If
the "Women's Caucus" decides the line
for the women's liberation arena, one
wonders whether IS women are excluded from decisions involving, for example, policy toward an all-male trade
union or work among draftees in the
U.S. Army. The other interpretation of
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the role of the "Women's Caucus" is
equally disturbing. If the "Women's
Caucus" is not the body empowered to
make policy, then it is no more than a
sop to IS women, encouraging them to

pursue "women's work."
Progressive Labor and its SDS organization give lip service to women's
liberation but in actual fact capitulate
and male chauvinist
to Puritanism
backwardness. They have refused to
oppose bourgeois marriage and the family, instead insisting that revolutionaries can "make the family a unit for
fighting the ruling class." Most of their
membership is incapable of defending
their position, rooted in puritanism,
that the demand for free legal voluntary abortion should be opposed. At the
New Haven SDS Convention, PLers repeatedly attacked the demand, raised by
Spartacist
supporters,
as
"middleclass" a transparent absurdity since
middle-class women have the money and
connections to secure safe abortions
while working-class women get butchered for $25 or have their chances of
functioning as political activists cut
short by the responsibilities of rearing
often unwanted children. Most recently,
PL-SDS has come out against birth control,
echoing the Black Nationalist
argument that the only purpose of birth
control is Black genocide. This line of
reasoning sees women not as potential
revolutionaries themselves but as breeders of (male) revolutionaries. Inside
PL, considerable hostility was unleashed by the publication in Challenge
of a "Women's Column" of recipes and
household hints and the assertions by
West Coast PL leaders that it is right
women should play a subordinate role
within the organization.

—

The

role of the Workers League has
been to deny the responsibility to fight

for Marxism within the women's liberation movement. They have invoked
their sometime pseudo-class line and denounced the issue as middle-class. Their
leading figure, Tim Wohlforth, at their
recent West Coast Educational Conference, denied that women under capitalism are specially oppressed and mocked
the movement's participants. This supposedly "proletarian" position completely belies the Leninist approach. Central
to Lenin's method was the attempt to
reach oppressed strata (e.g. oppressed
nationalities as well as women and
youth) with an analysis and program
linking their oppression to class exploitation. On this basis he fought Rosa
Luxemburg on the national question,
insisting that class exploitation was the
decisive but not the only aspect of oppression in class society. Instead of separating the Bolshevik struggle from the
question of oppressed nationalities as
did the sectarians he fought to destroy
the influence of the reactionary nation-

by fighting national oppression
proletarian
an international
standpoint. Trotsky explicitly recognizes that special forms of oppression
Blacks, women, youth would require
special organizational forms of struggle based on the need to unite with the
class-conscious proletariat, linked to the
vanguard party through its most conscious cadres. The attitude of Mai'xists
to a women's organization should be dealists

from

—

—

program. The Workers
League which
recently
proclaimed
that cops are part of the working class
has once again shown its utter lack
of a class line in politics by refusing to
termined by

—

its

—

recognize the fight of women against
their degradation under capitalism as a
legitimate focus of a Marxist vanguard.

Program and Organization
Considerable attention in the moveis devoted to the presentation of
and women's liberation in the

ment

women

—

—

"mass media": the capitalist press, TV,
etc. The degrading, patronizing treatment of women through these media is
certainly a valid target in exposing and
fighting male chauvinist attitudes. But
the movement's preoccupation with the
"mass media" is also evidence of its organizational weakness. The women's
liberation movement, by and large,
seems to consider that its main propaganda vehicle the way ideas about sexual oppression are shaped and dissem-

—

inated

—

the capitalist press rather

is

than its own propaganda. Compared
with the large numbers of women in-

and participating in the
movement, the volume of regular, externally directed women's liberation
propaganda is surprisingly small. The
women's liberation movement cannot
rely on "the media" to present women's
struggles, but must aggressively and efterested

in

fectively present their ideas publicly,
especially through a regular press, and

seek to win adherents.

The political amorphousness of the
present women's liberation movement
must be replaced by a commitment to a
socialist,
working-class program of
struggle. Its organizational diffuseness

must be transcended by the creation of
a non-exclusionist class-conscious

wom-

en's liberation* organization with a perspective of becoming national in scope.
Political consciousness cannot be developed in isolation; small groups and

sporadic

particular

ated activity. Political consciousness is
built by the open competition of different viewpoints for adherents and by the
testing of competing programs in practice. The women's liberation movement
must reject spurious unity across class
lines in favor of a broad-based radical
women's liberation organization with a
clear program of struggle.

The following points form the basis
for the development of a transitional
program for women's liberation.
For
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ten issues— $1

three issues— free

the abolition of family restrictions:

Abolition of abortion laws; each
be free to make her own
Free abortions, as part of a demand for free quality medical care for
everybody, so poor women will have the
same freedom of choice as middle-class
women. Freely available birth control
devices and information.
1.

woman must

decisions.

2. Free full-time child-care facilities
for all children, the expenses to be
borne by the employer or the state. Free
pre-natal, maternity and
post-natal
care with no loss in pay for time off.
3. Establishment of free voluntary

cafeterias in the factories and other
places of work.
4. Divorce at the request of either
partner. Abolition of alimony with expenses for children to be paid by the

state.
5. Lower the legal age of adulthood
16. State stipend for schooling or
training for any child who wishes to
leave home. Free education for all children, with housing, food and stipend.
End "sex tracking" Home Ec for
girls, all boys' vocational schools teaching skilled trades. No loco parentis. Student-teacher-worker
control
of
all

to

—

schools and colleges.

To

fight the super-exploitation of

women workers:
6.

SUBSCRIBE TO THE

conferences cannot play the

an organized group in which the
local activities and ideological curi'ents can receive a wider
hearing and which can direct co-ordinrole of

Pull and equal pay for equal work.

Equal work: equal access to all job
categories. Shorter work week with no
loss in pay ("30 for 40") to eliminate

unemployment at the

Address
City

ex-

For workers power:
7.

Only the working people of this
can establish a free and hu-

society

mane

social

order.

workers and their

Name

capitalists'

pense.

Class conscious
revolutionary

allies

—

students, militants of the women's and
Black and other movements must fight
for the creation of their own political

—

party and establishment of a workers
government.
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Toward Women
The emergence of a movement for
women's liberation has attracted much
recent attention. The "mass media"
have seized on the outspoken women
activists as a natural for building circulation, while radical organizations
seek to capitalize on the issue and hastily add "and male chauvinism" to their

traditional catalogue of evils. The women's liberation movement itself is loosely organized and ideologically hetero-

geneous, and differs widely accordingly
Most of its participants have
some point belonged to small informal groups in which the distinction between "personal liberation" and political
action is not clearly defined; many who
consider themselves part of the movement belong to no group at all.. The response to the issue on the part of most
multi-issue radical tendencies has paralleled their earlier adaptation to the
Black liberation movement enthusiastic tail-ending in lieu of political polemic and program. For this reason as
well as many other, less justifiable reasons the women's liberation activists
generally view the broader radical
movement with contempt compounded
to locality.

at

—

—

—

by suspicion.

Many

of the women who helped to
the women's liberation movement had earlier participated in multiissue radical politics. By and large, they
found these groups steeped in male
chauvinist (now called "sexist") assumptions and practices they were second-class citizens whose main contribution was expected to be typing and clerical work rather than creative political
leadership.
The
New Left which
prided itself upon its democracy and
libertarian atmosphere and the Black
Nationalists were perhaps the worst offenders in this regard. The women activists' refusal to tolerate systematic degradation in the radical movement is as
understandable, and as necessary, as
their rebellion against the brutal oppression of capitalist society. But many
ideas current among women's liberation
militants show a tendency to throw the
baby out with the bathwater. Some of
the propaganda of the movement shows'
considerable familiarity with and explicit rejection of Marxist concepts. Just
as many young radicals start on. the
path to apti-communism out of revulsion against the fake "communism" of
such organizations as the Communist
Party, so many women activists have
taken the step of rejecting Marxism as
a reaction against the gross male
chauvinism of self-styled Marxists.
Nothing could be more disastrous to the
revolutionary women's struggle.
initiate

;

—

—

Personal Liberation ?

Thus many women's
fine the

liberationists debasic flaw of the multi-issue
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Liberation

radicals not as bad politics but as poli-

To some, politics by definition
equals male power trip. For these womtics itself.

en, the goal is not political action but
"personal liberation." This view is at

best irrational. A main rationale for the
small group, in which women discuss
personal problems and experiences, is
that the participants learn to understand that their "hang-ups" are not
unique but are shared by other women. But if this is so
if the individual's
guilts and dissatisfactions are rooted in
society rather than the fault of the individual woman then the quest for individual self-liberation cannot be fruitfully pursued in a deforming male
chauvinist society. It is a society which
must be changed.
who have been
raised and shaped in capitalist society
can never be truly free the greatest personal liberation we can attain is creative
participation
in
revolutionary
struggle against an oppressive social
system. Further, the assumption that
the only legitimate ideas about women's
liberation must flow entirely from each
woman's personal experience denies the
importance of history and condemns

—

—

We
;

every movement to repeat past mistakes.

For Male Participation
It

is

accepted

as

axiomatic in the

women's liberation movement that participation in the movement is restricted
to women. Arguments for this policy
vary. Some claim that only women are
interested in fighting against women's
oppression. Where this is true, it is a
sufficient rationale. Others insist that
male presence automatically relegates
women to an inferior position in an organization. This idea is dangerous because it accepts the male chauvinist
premise and assumes that women are
really inferior, just as Black separatists
seem to fear that whites would automatically dominate any organization.
We ask, why? Are men really better?
Women militants can and must offer
political leadership to women and to
men. Certainly a women's liberation
organization can legitimately insist on
its right to define its own membership.
The movement must in any case exclude
men who are merely curious, or are just
trying to meet women, or seek to wreck
the group. But the women's liberation
movement should define itself on the
basis of politics, not sex (or age, or
race, etc). Women who object to society's stereotyping of them as creatures
whose ideas and behavior are determined by their sex ("women are passive,"
"women instinctively love children,"
"that's an unladylike idea," etc.) must
also allow men the right to consciousness.

Are Women a "Class"?
The most common rationale

for ex-

men is at least logical, but
Many women's liberationists demen as "the enemy" and insist that

cluding

wrong.
fine

the basic division in society is not class
against class but men against women,
that women ax-e "a class." From this
analysis flow slogans like "Women
Unite" and "Sisterhood is Powerful."
Women militants argue that all women
are oppressed, and thus all women
should unite against their oppression.
It is certainly true that male chauvinist ideology oppresses all women. Likewise racist ideology oppresses all Black
people. There are other kinds of multiclass oppression as well: oppression of
nationalities, oppression of youth. But
the exploitation of the working class by
the ruling class is the decisive axis upon
which this society turns. To put it another way, Jackie Kennedy and her
maid both suffer oppression as women,
but the maid has more in common with
her own husband than she has with
Jackie Kennedy. Women radicals must
not view ruling class women as allies
or excuse women bosses or women in
government as "tokens" or "stooges."
Those women who consciously serve the
capitalist order or who profit by the
exploitation of the labor of others are
our enemies, not our allies.

Many women

activists

who

realize

they do not want to unite with Jackie
Kennedy still accept the premise that
women are a class. They point out, correctly, that male supremacy antedates
the advent of capitalist society, and conclude that a women's revolution, not an
anti-capitalist revolution, is what is required.
closer examination of this

A

question shows

women

how

the oppression of

and

in-

The Bourgeois Family
The oppression of women has

its

rooted, historically
stitutionally, in class society.
is

roots in the primitive division of labor,

which resulted in the social division of
man and woman, laying a basis for the
later subordination of women. Later on,
the class divisions transcended the sexual division and class became the dominant reality of society. In The Origins
of the Family, Private Property and the
State Frederick Engels traces the history of the increasing oppression of
the various stages of
economic development of society, showing that the appearance of private
property the personal acquisition of
social surplus
brought with it the need
to transfer this property through inheritance. From this flows the need to
trace descent; since the male had come
to be the property-owner, he is therefore given the right to exclusive sexual
(Continued on Page 12)

women through

—

—

Syndicalism and Leninism

.

.
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Conflicts

Sharpen

polarization of American
society, triggered chiefly by the Viet Nam war and its
economic effects, has begun to make itself felt within the
labor movement. After a prolonged period of relative
quiescence in the wake of the McCarthy witchhunt,
which beheaded the labor movement by purging from its
ranks the most active militants as well as all known
radicals, a period of heightened struggle has begun. As
is often the case, the most evident signs of this renewed
upsurge are manifestations of friction and fragmentation at the top. The split within the union bureaucracy,
reflecting the deep split in the ruling class itself over the
Viet Nam war, is entirely limited to bureaucratic jockeying for position, but such a schism provides opportunities for radicals within the labor movement.

The deepening

political

Inevitably, those within the union movement M'ho fear
the burgeoning mood of dissent among the i-anks will
get "out of hand" are moving quickly to keep it within
"respectable" bounds. The Communist Party, despite its
exposure as arch-betrayer of militant struggles during

World War II and the organizational beating it took
during the witchhunt, still has a trade union residue and
is in the best position to take immediate advantage of
any. increased room to maneuver within the labor movement. The CP now prepares itself to play the same role
it has played in the anti-war movement: to tie the militant upsurge to liberalism.

CP "Rank and

File" Conference
In June 1970 the CP organized a trade union conference of some 800 delegates. The conference had a
thoroughly respectable air, featuring many union officials and mayor-elect Gibson of Newark. It was remarkably low-key, little more than a passive adaptation to the
widely felt need for a left labor grouping to counter the
developing Meany-Nixon combine. A major aspect was
defense of "progressive" union bureaucrats against attacks by both radical groups and rank and file militants.
In particular need of such defense were the "liberal"
Jennings leadership of the lUE and the old-time Stalinist Matles-Fitzgerald leadership of the UE. Thus Will
Parry, Secretary-Treasurer of the Association of Western Pulp and Paper Workers, devoted much of his
keynote speech to an empassioned defense of the GE
strike settlement.
President Fitzgerald
Let's look at the settlement.
stated that the GE workers had lost 30c an hour during
the previous contract due to inflation. The sti ike settle-

UE

ment

called for a BSc an hour increase over 40 moiitlis
(longer than the staii'lard '^ years). To top this off. the
cost-of-living escalator had a 21c an hour cap. Even

with moderate

inflation, the

GE

workers

1970

will

be lucky

if
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their real wages in 1973 are no lower than in 19G7 It
was this sellout contract that 20 thousand workers (or
a quarter of the strikers), including the major Schenectady local, voted to reject. The settlement was so bad
that even as qonservative a business union as the
Machinists felt compelled to keep their GE plants out
despite scant hope of victory.
After defending the GE settlement, Parry went on
to defend union leaderships against charges of antagonism to the rank and file. What was involved was not a
!

defense of the principle of leadership against anarcholibertarian gripes, but a positive and specific endorsement of a substantial section of the existing trade union
bureaucracies. Singled out for praise were Jerry Wurf

(AFSCME), Leonard Woodcock (UAW) and Harry
Bridges (ILWU). Parry's only attempt to provide political justification for this disgusting display was the
inane argument that union leaders organize classstruggle actions such as strikes. Any moderately militant
rank and file woi'ker knows that these bureaucrats disturb their comfortable coexistence Vv'ith anti-strike politicians only when forced to do so by their memberships.
Moreover, the "liberal" union machines are by no means
necessarily the most aggressive even in purely "business
union" terms. By his own logic. Parry should prefer the
reactionary head of New York's Central Labor Council,
Harry Van Arsdale, who called a number of strikes
when organizing New York's taxi drivers, to the CP's
darling Bridges, who hasn't called a strike in 35 years!
The conference reaffirmed the policy which llic CP
pursued throughout the history of the Clf):

to act as
the loyal "left" supporters for "progicssixf" uiiinn bureaucrats and liberal bourgeois ]iolilicians. IL is precisely this policy of seeking to build woi'kors' c-oiifMh:-n( e
in their "progressive" enemies that facilitiiL'd llupui'ges of the labor movement when the political (.liinale
turned reactionaiy. The CP tried to jirotcct itself by
adopting a fawning attitude to the ("10 leadei'ship,
first Lewis and then Murray. To this end, they c;tref ully
avoided supporting any internal opposition in llie enal
miners' or steelworkers' unions, just as today llie CI'
defends the sellout GE settlement and refuses to conso
demn the rei)ression of Black caucuses in the
as not to antagonize the Jennings and Woodcock leader-

UAW

ships.

Such opportunist tactics simply do not work. When
the Cold Wai- pressure got to Murray h(,' announced,
"there is no I'oom for Connnunisni iu tiie CIO." to which
the CP could only piteously reply, "Whei'e is the Philip

Murray

ifc

knew'.'"'

The CT's (lis;is(rous polie\- of caway not only for ifs own

pilulaliun thus pi-epait-d the

(Couliiiucd Ne.xt I'age)
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destruction but foi- the purge of all militants and radicals from the labor

movement.
The CP trade union conference

clear-

—

—

Representatives

of

Spartacist

the

League at the conference opposed the
disastrous

policy of

allying with the

wing of the bourgeoisie and
their "labor lieutenants." Along with
other militants, they put forward an
libei'al

oppositional proposal

(see

Spartacist

#17-18). Appropriately, the
sition at the conference

left

State,

County and Municipal Employ-

union, are seeking to strengthen
their image as "progressive," "democratic" union leaders and garner middle-class liberal support to fortify their
position within the labor movement.
Throughout the history of American
labor, bureaucrats such as Hillman and
Reuther have sought to draw attention
away from their rotten record in fighting for their own members by projecting a liberal humanitarian posture.
Thus David Livingston's Distributive
Workers' union has recently shifted its
attention away from the difficult job of
organizing the mass of poorly-paid

SPARTAOST
An Organ

ees'

ly indicated the CP's continued refusal
to break with the two capitalist parties.
Against the demand for a political
party of labor, the conference repeated
the ancient Gompers axiom of rewarding one's friends and punishing one's
enemies. The Democratic Party "friend
of labor" myth, eagerly perpetuated by
the CP, is a fraud. All bourgeois politicians,
whatever verbal concessions
they make to secure union endorsements and union members' votes, oppose the expansion of labor's power.
The true sentiments of that classic
"friends of labor," Franklin Roosevelt,
were revealed during the decisive Little
Steel strikes in 1937, when he said "a
curse on both your houses" this after
Eepublic Steel had murdered 13 picketing woi'kers! Similarly, for all their
talk, not a single major liberal politician
not one condemned Nixon's use
of troops to break last year's postal
wildcat.

—

leading advocates of anti-working-class
wage-price controls. Some, such as
Victor Gotbaum, head of New York's

oppo-

was handled

in

much

the same manner that the CP's
friends in labor officialdom handle their
own internal opposition gross suppression.
:

The War Hits The Bureaucracy
The CP "Rank and File" conference
took place in the shadow of the split
in the union bureaucracy over the Viet
war. The split represents not so
the liberal bureaucrats to the left as the movement

Nam

much a moveinent by

of the dominant Meany leadership to
the right along with the general political climate, criticizing the national
Democratic Party and flirting with the
Republicans. It is Wurf and Woodcock
the supposed left wing who are pursuing the same old conservative policy
of seeking to maintain labor's traditional alliance with the liberal wing of the
Democratic Party.

—

The past year has seen the emergence of a definite group of union bureaucrats who have joined the folk
singers and liberal politicians on the
speaking platforms of major anti-war
demonstrations. In one sense, this is a
simple reflection of these bureaucrats'
ties to the lil)eral bourgeoisie. In part
it represents a genuine desire to curb
the war-generated inflation which is
causing such dissension and militancy
within the union ranks. Thus many
anti-war bureaucrats are among the

workers in light manufacturing, retail
and wholesale in favor of organizing
campus employees on the basis of a
social
do-goodism
anti-war,
liberal
stance.

In good part, the development of
anti-war activism among sections of the
union bureaucracy is an attempt to
undercut opposition within their own
unions, especially unions like Livingston's Distributive Workers' union and
Leon Davis' Hospital Workers' union
which contain many Black and Spanishspeaking workers, many of whom are
sharply critical of the Viet Nam war.
One of the most important aims of
the anti-war bureaucrats, welcomed by
the anti-war movement's established
leadership, is to bring anti-war radicals
back to the liberal wing of the Democratic Party by implying that liberal
oppressed
represent the
politicians
workers. The New York Times praised
the Gotbaum-Livingston "labor-student"
anti-war rally for the same reasons it
praised the Eugene McCarthy campaign: in the hopes of bringing the
student "crazies" back to the "mainstream" of bourgeois lesser-evil politics.
The rally, itself a perfunctory
affair, was a deliberate attempt to
squelch the nascent impulse following
Cambodia-Kent State toward anti-war
strikes. Its political thrust was, of
course, to build support for liberal
politicians, such as Paul O'Dwyer, then
Democratic Party hopeful for senator.

For Anti-War Strike Action

While the activity of the anti-war
wing of the union bureauci'acy poses the
danger of strengthening bourgeois control of the anti-war movement, it also
creates an opportunity to turn the
movement in a genuine working-class
direction. The Spartacist League has
continually maintained that the felt
need for more powerful anti-war tacshould take the form, not of futile
attacks by isolated radicals against the
cops, but of wo7-kivg-class action. Now
tics

that a number of important unions, for
the bureaucrats' self-serving reasons,
have taken verbal anti-war positions,
the need for such a strategy is even

of
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more obvious. Anti-war union activists
should launch agitational campaigns to
have their union

call

a one-day strike

in conjunction with the next national
protest. The inevitable opposition from

even the most "progressive" bureaucrats to mobilizing the real power of
the working class against the war will
expose them and convince many workers that all sections of the existing
labor bureauci-acy must be thrown out.

The Legal Trap
Because of the overtly dictatorial regimes in many unions, some honest militants as well as some self-proclaimed
radicals have turned to the government and its complex of labor laws,
such as Taft-Hartley and LandrumGriffin, in the hope these will give them
a handle to fight corrupt and undemocratic bureaucrats. That liberals should
look to the state to enforce union democracy is understandable; liberals regard the state as class-neutral. But for
socialists, who recognize the state as
an instrument of class oppression, to
advocate government intervention in
determining the leadership of the unions, whatever the pretext, should be
unthinkable. The appointees of the capitalist parties do not act in the interest
of abstract democracy. The major rethe
sult of the Landrum-Griffin Act

—

rank and

file's

so-called bill of rights

Jimmy

Hoffa, a
was
tough and troublesome business unionist, to further the career of Bobby
the railroading of

Kennedy.

Even strong advocates of governmental policing of the unions, such as
Burton Hall (Workers Defense League)
and Herman Benson {Union Democracy
in Action) continually complain that

—3
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somehow the government always seems
to favor the bureaucracy against rank
and file oppositionists. The Labor Department's benevolent indifference to

Boyle's open intimidation of the Yablonski forces (UMW) is well known;
the Morrissey caucus in the NMU,
which banks heavily on government intervention, is continually the victim of
pro-Curran judgments. But even if appealing to the courts were successful in
terms of immediate goals, such a policy
allows goons like Boyle and Curran
(who work hand in glove with the
bosses and government officials when
it's in their interest) to pose as independent-minded union patriots and deride their opponents for crying on the
shoulders of outsiders in the liberal
establishment.

Government intervention
major role in destroying the
the labor movement. In the

played a
base in

CP

mid-fifties,

the Seafarers International Union sued
for jurisdiction over the CP-led Marine
Cooks and Stewards. Knowing that the
membership of the MCS opposed such
a merger, the National Labor Relations
Board ordered that the voting unit be
all West Coast unlicensed sea personnel; thus, the MCS was voted out of
existence by the membership of another union! Biased NLRB judgments
were also important in the absorption
by the
of the CP-led Farm Equipment Workers. Recently, most cases of
government intervention into unions

UAW

stemmed from appeals against
corruption or discrimination. But it
should be clear that this same weapon
will be used against any militant classconscious opposition which is successful
in unseating the sellouts. State intervention in union affairs is a powerful
means for the ruling class to determine
the leadership and policies of the labor
movement. Any increase in state control over the unions, regardless of the
ostensible reason, must be opposed.
have

"Good Guyism"

Due
left

weakness of the organized
within the unions and their exto the

treme bureaucratization,

many

oppositional challenges are of a purely personal character. Oppositionists emerge
who have no serious policy differences
with the incumbents, even of a "business union" sort, but merely present
themselves as honest and democratic in
contrast to the corrupt and dictatorial
"ins." Good examples are the Yablonski campaign in the
and the
Morrissey caucus in the NMU.

UMW

Overthrowing an entrenched bureaucracy requires the full commitment of
the rank and file. Workers are not going to risk their jobs and often even
their physical safety just to see the
same policies carried out, only with a
friendlier face! Even sincere unionists who restrict their platform to
"good guyism" in hopes of enlisting

"broad" support thus undermine their
own potential strength. But even where
they do unseat the incumbents, they are
but a diversion from the pressing task
of radicalizing the labor movement.

The labor movement recently has witnessed a tendency toward "palace coup"
oppositions: the long-time lieutenant
of some tarnished union head
someone who's negotiated all the rotten contracts and policed the union on his
master's behalf suddenly turns on the
leader and declares himself an honest

—

—

and
militant
unionist.
Examples
abound: the McDonald/ Abel fight in
the Steelworkers, Carey/ Jennings in
the lUE and Morgenstern/Hill in the

steel contract (51c an hour raise over 3
years) is as bad as any McDonald ever
negotiated; the GE settlement was a
disaster. Nor can one arg-ue that left
oppositions have flourished under these
regimes. In fact the strongest challenge
to Abel, that of Narrick, was clearly
from the right, although partly motivated by resentment over the 1967 contract. "Palace coup" oppositions are not
bridges to strong rank and file movements; they are often all-too-effective
substitutes for them.

Enter the Black Movement

The varioas Black groups within the
unions constitute an important potenlocus for rank and file struggle.
Some Black caucuses can be valuable
components of a revolutionary workers
movement and can play a vanguard role
tial

SSEU.
In 1957 a rank and file steelworker
named Donald Rarick, a political conservative, ran a surprisingly strongcampaign against the incumlaent McDonald, around the issues of opposing a
dues increase and salary raises for union officials. The Rarick challenge was
beaten back, but it alarmed the bureaucracy by showing McDonald's vulnerability. To avoid a real rank and
file revolt, the bureaucracy turned McDonald out to pasture and pushed forward I. W. Abel, the union's long-time
Secretary-Treasurer. When McDonald
appealed for outside supervision of the
presidential election, the pro-Abel executive board rejected it, thus showing
the supposed reformers' total lack of
interest in union democracy.

in leading class struggles against the
bosses; others are essentially a diversion from struggle; while still others
are positively dangerous to the organized working class. Black and white.

Chief among the latter are those
groups with a Black Nationalist dual
union perspective. While revolutionaries have a responsibility to defend individual militants in these groups
against victimization by bureaucrats
and bosses, we equally must present
implacable political opposition to the
disastrous consequences of Black Nationalist ideology. The ease with which
such groups can become simply anti-

Some radicals, notably the International Socialists and Workers League,
admit there are no substantive differences between such bureaucrats but
still
maintain that radicals should
support all nominally left oppositions
even when their programs fall qualitatively short. They argue that such oppositions are part of an inevitably radprocess; or, after Abel, us.
This is simply a comforting myth. The
forces of bureaucratism and inertia in
the trade unions are strong, particularly after an exhausting faction fight.
The leaderships which rode in on the
CIO revolt against the AFL Murray,
Bridges, Curran, Quill remained in
power for decades. What such arguments really show is that their proponents prefer opportunist adaptation
to limited bureaucratic revolts against
unpopular regimes to the prospect of
building truly class-conscious oppositions among the rank and file.
icalizing

—

—

By now, those who once argued that
the Abel and Jennings revolts were part
of a movement to the left have been proven wrong. Abel has been in power for
six years; Jennings for five. Politically
nothing has changed: Abel is a downthe-line Meany supporter, and Jennings,
privately touted as a liberal, hasn't
even taken a public position on the war.
Even as business unions the Steelworkers and lUE haven't improved. The 1967
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is demonstrated by Joe Carnegie's
"Fight Back" group in the New York
transit union. Frustrated by his failure
to build an effective opposition to the
Quill-Guinan
machine, Carnegie
sued to have the
decertified
because it refused to sign a no-strike

labor

TWU
TWU

—

pledge

The best-known of the Black union
caucuses is the League of Revolutionary Black Workers (formerly the Revolutionary
Union
Movement,
or
DRUM) among Deti'oit auto workers.
While much of the impetus for the
(Continued Next Page)
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tionalism as a guide to labor militancy:
ailing with

many good demands.

DRUM

agitated for nioi'e Black foremen and
personnel,
corporate
administrative
tliereby proclaiming greater kinship
with the Black petty-bourgeoisie than
with white fellow auto workers. The
DRlJl\I forces abandoned any possibility
of leading a struggle against the Reuthpi-V\'oodcock
machine when they
called for Black workers to stop paying-

union dues and channel this money
stead into the "Black community."

in-

Careerism vs. Class Struggle
Some Black caucuses can best be described as careerist, acting as pressure
to get more Blacks
usually the

groups
caucus

—

elimination of a broken-up work day,
the Black leadership of the
led
two highly successful wildcats, carrying
the majority of white bus drivers along
with them. By proviiiing genuine class
leadership, the
was able to get
white workers to support its demands
for more Black representation in union
posts and
prohibiting the
(largely
white) retirees from voting on issues
concerning only active drivers.
The attempt of some politically conscious Black caucu-es to strive for
j'adical leadership of the class as a
whole is represented by the Black Panther caucus in the Fremont, Cal.
planl. lis proirram includes opposition
to tl;e \'iet Nam war, defiance of antilabor laws and "^.O for 40.''' A caucus
spokesman notes the caucus is formally

CTW

group was the leji'itimate grievances of
Black workers, leading to successful
wildcats around these issues, DRUM
soon levealed the dangers of Black Na-

—

leader.s
into union posts. They
generally collaborate with their respective union bureaucracies.
A good example is the Black Caucus in
the Social Service p]mployees Union. Initiall.v, the Caucus opposed the mei'ger of
the relatively democratic and militant
SSlOU with Victor Gotbaum's conservative and bureaucratized District Council
.37
until Ciotbaum privately assured
caucus leaders that the Black Caucus
would continue to receive goodies under
the new arrangement. Needless to say,
the Black Caucus showed no pai ticular
concern over the new contract which perjietuated the low-wage pattern for the
laigcly Black titles, such as case aide
and honieinaker, restricting its interest
to the position of the college-educated
"professionals," the Black caseworkers.

—

Perhaps the most important careerist
Black caucus is the Ad Hoc Committee
of ('onceriied Steelworkers. Practically
the sole concern of this group is getting
a I'.lack member on the union's national
executive board. An all-white executive
in a 25 jicr cent Black union is certainly
a glaring injustice, but to devote the energies of Black steelworkers to fight for
this kind of tokenism is a betrayal of
their desjjerate day-to-da.y needs. Since
the Concerned Steelworkers lack a proyram capable of enlisting white workers' support for a Black union leader
on the basis of a commitment to fight
for all the workers' needs, they are
forced to collaborate with Abel and
supported him in the anti-McDonald
campaign. In fact, the Concerned Steelv/orkers' support for Abel has actually
strengthened racism among the steelworkei's by allowing right-wingers like
Narrick to identify the Black group
with Abel's sellout in the 1967 contract
agreement.

However the 1968 experience of the
Concci-ned Transit Woikers among Chicago bus drivers is a good counter-example. Around issues such as I'epair of
unsafe buses, increased bus runs and

CTW

GM

white and Chicano workers but
that social pressure (on both sides)
militates against a genuinely integrated
caucus, l^.ut the Panther caucus has yet
to overcome its self-limiting concept of
a localized, largely Black pressnre
oiien to

If the Woodcock bureaucracy is
be overthrown
a precondition for
realizing the Panthers' demands
an integrated
opposition
must be built
throughout the union. \\'ithout such a
perspective, any ethnically-based caucus
i.=ks degenei ating into passive adaptationism, in uneasy alliance with the
f/roiip.

—

to

—

i

union bureaucracy.

Overcome Ethnic Exclusiveness
True to its traditions of yellow journalism, the Woi-kers League's Bullet h)
ran an article headlined "Black Caucuses Are Reactionary," in toto. (This
did not i)i'event the WL, in its typical
opjioi'tunist adaptationism, from sup])orting Stanley Hill, candidate of the
CP-Black Caucus bloc in the SSEU, or

from

enthusing about

i-ecent unci'itical

the Panthers.)

Whether or not a par-

ticular Black caucus

leactionary is
not determined by its exclusionism or
oven by the subjective attitudes of its
members, but by whether its jn'ogram
objectively leads to united working-class
action. In a country for immigiants, as
ethnically conscious as the U.S., most
mass inovements will exhibit certain
ethnic biases. The Molly Maguiies were
is
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New

exclusively Irish Catholic and believed
they were fighting a "W.\SP" bourwouldn't dare
geoisie; yet even the
declare the Mollies reactionary. Groups
such as the United German Trades and
United Hebrew Trades v.'ere the forerunners of the cigar makers, brewers
and gai-ment unions.

WL

The best of the Black caucuses suffer
from a contradiction between the revolutionary thrust of their program and
regressive exclusionist organizational
concepts which prevent that program
from being carried out. It is the responsibility of Marxists to seek to overcome
our
not turn
contradictions,
these
backs on thousands of militant Black
workers bv a convenient "reactionary"
label.
It is not separate Black organizations
which ai'e primarily responsible for undermining class unity, but rather racism or apathy toward racial injustice

on the part of conservatized white
workers. Rather than demanding as
"Black Caucuses Are Reactionthe
ary" position implies that Black workers must wait to struggle until all workers are ready to "unite and fight." we
recognize that Black workers' action
against the bosses generates a strongly
felt impulse for the most riilitant white
workers to ally with the Blacks against
the common class enemy, thus providing
the objective basis for revolutionaries
to project united struggles and discredit Black Nationalists who continue to
pose ethnic exclusionism. Thus, where
Black caucuses exist and command the
loyalty of the bulk of militant Black
workers, we seek while worliing to build
integrated caucuses to engage in princijiled common action, both around the
workers' general needs and against the
double oppression of Blacks, seeking
uncompromisingly at the same time to
win the mass of Black workers away
from their caucus mis-leaders.

WL

—

—

In certain union situations, there is
a legitimate need for an inclusive organization primaiily concerned with the
special oppression of Black woikers;
similarly other groups of particularly
oppressed workers apprentices, women workers, immigrants may require
separate organizations of struggle. But
such groups are not, as the International Socialists believe, in themselves the
vanguard of union struggle. Rather,
certain such caucuses may become components of a regroupment process toward united radical caucuses based on
a shared oppositional program.

—

—

The split at the top, the Viet Nam
war, inflation and unemployment. Black
caucus developments all- these provide
an objectively poweiful opportunity for
Marxist intervention in the union movement. There is no room in our tactics
for vacillation or opportunism, for our
aim is nothing less than to turn the
power of the organized working class
against the capitalist class.

—
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PL

AT A DEAD END

Pi'ogressive Labor Pai'ty stands
today a subjectively revolutionary organization bankrupt in its suidiiiji' oonception,s, its presti.n'e at a low ehb as
the result ol' years of left-right-left
shifts on virtually all major questions.
This state of affairs must be apparent
to the more perceptive of PL's membership and periphery despite efforts to
cover the confusion by optimistic bombast. By 1968 it was evident that PL,
burned by disasters such as Alg-eria and
Indonesia, had awkwardly abandoned
its orthodox Stalinist-Maoist approach
to nationalism and, however much seeking to delay the reckoning, stood estranged on major issues from its mentor, the Chinese Communist Party. Referring to PL's empirical rejection of aspects of Stalinist opportunism, the Spartacist League in June 1969 tei'med PL's
course "Trotskyism with a pre-frontal
lobotoniy." Recently the sharpness of
the choice facing PL to opt for genuine Leninism-Trotskyism or spiral into
a rejection of Leninism as it repudiates
Lenin's betrayers becomes clearer as
PL flounders over the question of the

The

—

—

trade unions and mass work.

Only a

time ago, a hallmark of
PL was "base-building" in mass and fesp_ecially union work. Crude as its "basebuilding" concept was, PL fought hard
against groups which regarded the
working class as inherently reactionary (such as the RYM-Weatherman
splitters in SDS) and against the Labor Committee's orientation of endless

mass
side.

shoi't

leafleting

campaigns from out-

Now, however, PL

is

furiously

emphasizing "mass sales" of. Challevge
rather than systematic colonizing into
unions while professing that any PLers
in factory situations will work as "open
communists." Earlier, PL's main union
policy revolved around the same concept as that of Browder's CP: the "leftcenter coalition" strategy

—

in practice

an alliance with left-talking would-be
bureaucrats and their hangers-on.

Dual Unionism Implicit
The Campus Worker-Student Alliance (CWSA) line, pushed in SDS by

PL supporters to the exclusion of virtually all other arenas of struggle, was
implicitly abstract propagandist in nature. PL-SDS refused to call for unionization of campus workei's or to deal
politically with unions when the workei-s were organized. Frightened by the
rapidly revealed reformist content of
the only trade union policy it knew, PL
sought to become more "revolutionary"
by holding itself aloof from the scene
of its demonstrated opportunism
the
unions through the abstentionist, im-

—

plicitly dual-unionist

—

CWSA. The

con-

centration on campus workers provided
PL with an additional advantage: while

the plight of oppressed campus workers helped win class-guilt-ridde,n stuwas also an activity
dents, the

CWSA

in

which PL's opportunist

errcifs

and

demaniia would not
damage its reputation as seriously as
the same errors in a union-organized,
more politically conscious and economically powerful sector of the class engaged in industrial production.
the triviality of

its

PL-SDS has now downgraded

the
strategy but continues to de"elitist" the idea that SDS
should bolster its material support to
strikers) with exworkers (e.g.

CWSA

nounce as

UAW

plicit

programmatic demands

to assist

in crystallizing militant left-wing cau-

cuses in the unions. SDS is unable to
break from social-workerism (locating
the axis of struggle in self-criticism
over "individualism," "racism," "male
chauvinism") because they lack a /jjognim to fight oppression, clinging to
support of the bourgeois family, opposition to abortion and college "Open
Admissions," refusal to be openly socialist, etc.

The CWSA strategy offered no answer
to unionized workers seeking to fight
within the complex, demanding and
confusing arena of their unions. The
groundwork was laid for PL to retreat
into SLP- or Wobbly-type backwardness, characterized by glorification of
the
hypothetical
apolitical
"honest
worker" and avoidance of the longterm struggle for leadership within the
key trade union

PL

ai-ena.

does not, of course, proclaim in-

difference to union struggle. But an organization must retreat from an arena
for which it lacks a program. PL explicitly rejects the "Trotskyist" (and
Leninist) concept of transitional program
which gives communists a
liridge between the workers' felt needs

—

for immediate improvement of their lot
and the ultimate demand of state

power. Lacking such an approach,

PL

must

be-

shuttle

impressionistically

tween the obviously desirable "minimum" demands well understood by all
workers (the CWSA's "rubber mats
for the cafeteria") and empty ultimatism.

"Historic Penalty for Opportunism"

PL i-ecoils from the results of its
"left-center coalition" oppoi'tunism and,
recently, from its trivial, moralistic
orientation in SDS. But its reaction can be no more than to run

CWSA

blindly

PL is at a
intcipretation of com-

from opportunism.

dead end

in

its

munism;

its

sulj.ject ively

revolutionary

impulse is at odds with its own liistory
as a left variant of Stalinist-Maoist revisionism. I'L has been shoved off its
Stalinist base. Two years ago it repudiated its fonncf line of suiJiJorting "progi'essive" nationalism, thus implicitly
criticizing the Communist Parties from
Stalin to Mao on this fundamental
question. Now it stands face to face
with the imi)lications of its opportunism toward the unions. Its reaction on
botli (piestious is a classic case of sectarianism as opportunism standing in
fear of itself. In its confusion, a large
section of PL ma.y find Leninif^m as
easy to abandon as the Maoist caricature of Leninism, central aspects of

which it had already dropped ("New
Democracy," the two-stage theory of
revolution, peaceful coexistence with
reactionary "Third World" regimes,
etc.)

without Leninist analysis.

PL has taken the same position on
elections as the confused anti-opportunists criticized by Lenin in Left-Wing
CovDnunis)!!
An hifavtilc Disorder.
Lenin saw that ultra-leftism (and anarchism, its "purest" form) was a sort
of "historic penalty for opportunism."
Though recognizing the impulse which

—

drove some communists

away from

elec-

toral struggle and activity in reformistled unions, Lenin was no less quick to
point out the result of such a policy
sejiaration from the struggle for the consciousness of the mass of the workers,

mistake which saves inexpeiienced
communists from opportunism onlij bea

cause it separates them from real struggle with all its temptations to adaptationism.

For a

Political

Party of Labor!

To its revolutionary credit, PL does
not mimic the pseudo-Trotskyism of the
Workers League in calling for a readymade opportunist Labor Party. But its
response is to deny the relevance of a
workers' party to the needs of the U.S.
working class, replacing a concept of
struggle for a real workers' party by
the sterile slogan of "the elections are
a hoax." Plenty of workers and students
have long believed that "you can't
fight City Hall," but most people who
consider the elections a hoax also believe revolutionary politics are a fraud
because of the history of betrayals by
revolutionaries. PL's rejec(Continued Next Page)
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Syndicalism
One surprising effect of the French
May-June 1968 events has been a resurgence of anarcho-syndicalism within the U.S. left. In fact, the French
events completely reaffirmed the fundamental thesis of Lenin and Trotsky:
that the mass reformist (Stalinist or

social-democratic) party of the vv^orking class can deflect even the strongest
spontaneous impulses toward revolution,
in the absence of a pre-existing revolutionary party with considerable authority in its own right. Precisely what was
lacking to carry the French workers

.

.

PL

.

tion of the workers' party demand merely sidesteps the need to convince workers that revolutionary politics are qualitatively different from capitalist politics and the political cynicism they generate among the masses.
In PL's pamphlet "The Great Flint
Sit-Down Strike Against General Motors 1936-1937" Walter Linder correctly
notes that a major consideration preventing Roosevelt from intervening militarily against the strikers was the
fear that "the finat result might become a strong case for an independent
workers' party to challenge the ruling."
class parties on a higher level.
.
(p. 121) Apparently the bosses did not
believe, as PL now insists, that such a
party is simply a trap for the workers
PL does not lead the workers to the
Democratic Party as the CP did in the
thirties, but neither does it call for a
political alternative to capitalist poli.

tics.

Since PL does not regard a workers'
party as a significant step forward for
the workers, one logically can ask what
they think of unions. The world's rottenest Labor Party does not have a
more* treacherous and pro-capitalist
leadership than the American trade

union movement. But isn't union organization, even with its inherent limitations and potential for bureaucratism
and co-option, still a gain for the workers? What condemns a workers' union
or party to the leadership of the "labor
lieutenants of capital" is precisely the
weakness of the revolutionary forces

within

it.

And

if

communists dare not

fight the union fakers for workers' leadership, how are they ever to go up
against the entire bourgeois social order, the capitalist state which hires

and

fires the

bogus leaders of the work-

ing class?

"Trotskyism" as Secret Remedy

PL

is

indeed moving left from

many

of its previous positions. But, equating
Leninism with their own Stalinist tradition and the garbled Menshevism of

and Leninism

from general

process is supposed to take roughly this
character:
wildcat strike creates a
strong factory committee, which declares its independence from the official
union and establishes e.g. the "liberated
area of the Metuchen GE plant." When
enough
such
"liberated
industrial
areas" exist they combine and the system is thus overthrown.

strike to taking power was
revolutionary political organization
vanguard party. But the New Left drew
the conclusion that spontaneous localism is revolutionary and all centralized
parties counter-revolutionary. The glorification of spontaneity fit in with
classic New Left biases toward "doing
one's own thing," and variants of syndicalism became the form under which
New Left radicals turned toward the

working

For a

—

A

However, the existing relatively centralized union structure is not a plot by
bosses and union bureaucrats, but a
victory gained by long, bitter struggles.
Most syndicalists look back to the thirties as the heroic period of U.S. labor,
but fail to realize that the main object
of the labor struggles of the thirties
was the consolidation of atomized factory groups into strong national unions. The principal goal of the great
1936
strike was to establish a single union to bargain for the thirty-odd

class.

syndicalist, the revolutionary

Maoism, PL recognizes its mistakes
only by threatening to jump "left"
past both Lenin and the working class,

from opportunism to sterile sectarianism. No amount of ultra-revolutionary
rhetoric, no amount of gimmickry or
genuine hard work, will compensate

GM

GM

plants. Before this, all bargaining
was done at the plant-wide level. Some
plants were organized, others not; some
had localized unions, others had unions
with broader aspirations. It was easy
for
to play one plant off against
another or to shift production if one

for PL's theoretical confusion.

The only way out of PL's present
is to come to terms with

bankruptcy

—

authentic modern Leninism Trotskyism. PL's present rejection of key aspects of Stalinist-Maoist revisionism
does not substitute for consistent com-

munist program; it merely removes
the greatest formal obetacle. PL will
either discover the Leninist road in the
only tendency authentic Trotskyism
consistently opposed to the revisionism
PL rejects, or reject Lenin along with
the usurpers of his mantle and be lost
forever in the wilderness of backward
sectarianism and political banditi'y.
Often PL seeks to dodge the issue of
Trotskyism, sometimes invoking the
straw man of the ex-Trotskyist SWP,
while adopting particular quasi-Trotskyist positions empirically and without acknowledging their source or wider
implications. (Canadian and European
Maoists have accused PL of such
"Trotskyism," not without reason.)
This is a self-destructive method, ensuring vulgar empiricism and sporadic
opportunism. It is the method of those

GM

plant was particularly troublesome.
The auto workers instinctively recognized they would have to give up a degree of local autonomy to achieve any
real bargaining power.

—

who say they are

revolutionaries without acknowledging Marxism at best a
confusion of the inexperienced radical,
at worst the device of opportunists to
make a left turn while keeping their
class options open.

—

Trotskyism is not an antidote to be
taken in small doses by an organism
living on a steady diet of Menshevism.
Rather it represents the continuation
of Bolshevik politics. PLers must understand that PL's opportunism has
been the result not of Leninism, but of
pseudo-Leninism, and that its refusal
to deal with Trotskyism is at the root

•

Even now, it is the existence of 14
different unions as well as many nonunion shops that has allowed GE to
walk all over its workers for so many
years. The growth of conglomerates
has faced a number of unions with
greatly reduced leverage.

Form and Content
The existence of

strong

working-

institutions under capitalism
unions or parties necessarily creates
the objective basis for privileged bureaucracy.
sure-fire cure for union
bureaucratism is not to have unions at
all! The corollary, of course, is that
the workers are then completely at the
mercy of the bosses. There is no mechanical solution to the problem of declass

—

A

mocracy. The only answer

is an aroused
and conscious working class which conits own organizations, whether
these be hundred-man factory committees, unions of hundreds of thousands
or mass parties numbering in the mil-

trols

lions.

of its inability to effectively distinguish
the genuine from the revisionist in

Another important aspect of the syndicalist perspective is what form rank
and file opposition should take: unionwide caucuses based on a comprehensive radical program, or attempts to
undermine the centralized power of the
bureaucracy through factory-level organizations? The goal of socialists in

communist

unions

politics.

is

not

occasional

defiance

of
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the bureaucracy, but rather its overthrow to command the tremendous power of the organized woiking class for
revolutionary ends. Strong- factory committees and wildcats can be potent
weapons in discrediting an incumbent
bureaucracy and strengthening internal
opposition. But such localized and episodic organizations are no substitute
for all-union program-based caucuses,
which alone can pose an alternatii'e
leadership to the bureauracy as a whole.

As Marxists, we do not take a

fetishistic attitude toward the existing jurisdictional union structure.
bureaucracy may be so entrenched that an opposition cannot gain the formal union

A

leadership regardless of how much support it has. In such a case, an opposition may be forced to split from the
official union. The
and Amalgamated Clothing Workers were created
when militant oppositions split from
the official unions. But such splits are
justified only if the opposition has
gained the unquestioned loyalty of an
economically viable section of the work
force, leaving the official union an
empty shell, not when they mean the
voluntary isolation of the most militant
and conscious minority of workers,
leaving their fellows still under the
sway of the sellouts.

NMU

Another facet of syndicalism

the
belief that the main activity of revolutionaries is to foment trouble in the
shops, the more trouble the better. Its
fallacy is demonstrated by recent events
in Italy. The anarcho-Maoists have
made deep inroads among Fiat workers, who have been systematically sabotaging production. Fiat's giant Milan
plant has been operating at 50 per cent
of its normal capiacity. One way Fiat
has reacted is to purchase 30 per cent
of Citroen, the French auto firm, and
they are quite capable of closing down
the Milan plant and shifting production
elsewhere, out of Italy altogether, if
it is more profitable. Thus militancy
for its own sake simply leads to unemployment.
is

General Strikes and Reaction

A

—7

1970

rational syndicalist might agree
that atomized militancy can be selfdefeating. He would counterpose the
syndicalist panacea of a general strike.
While a general strike always raises
the question of embryonic dual power,
it cannot overthrow capitalism in itself.
The capitalist state must be smashed
in its most concrete manifestation, the
armed forces. If the army is not defeated or won over politically, it will
suppress the general strike.
One of the most important general
strikes in history occurred in the 192527 Chinese Revolution. It was an explicitly political strike, designed to extract concessions from the imperialist
powers. The strike was characterized
by a division of labor whereby the
Communist Party ran the strike and

commanded the
army, through Chiang Kai-shek. When
the bourgeoisie reached its compromise
with the imperialists, it suppressed the
CP and Chiang's army forced the
strikers back to work at gunpoint. The
Chinese revolutionaries learned the
hard way that control of the labor
movement is insufficient for revolution.
(The Maoists draw the wrong conclusion
namely, that the labor movement
is irrelevant as long as one has an
army!) Political and military as well
as economic organization are necessary.
And winning over the soldiers, who are
not subject to the discipline of the labor movement, requires a political parthe national bourgeoisie

—

ty.

All general strikes create sharp political polarization, in which all sections of society come down for or
against the strike. Even major industrial powers such as Japan, Italy and
France contain large peasant populations which must be won over to the
workers' cause if the strike is to be
successful. The demand for workers'
control of production is not sufficient;
enlisting the support of the peasantry
requires a program of e.g. reduced
taxes and rents, changes in land tenure, easy agricultural credit, etc.
demands which can be put forward convincingly only by a revolutionary pai'tij
capable of establishing a socialist gov-

—

ures, city-wide general strikes. After a
few years of this, demobilized soldiers

and other unemployed workers,

lini's "law and order" movement. It has
been noted that fascism develops in
periods when the labor movement prevents
from
operating
capitalism
smoothly but is unable to overthrow it.
Syndicalism, to the extent it is successful, creates this very situation
a revolutionary situation without the strategy necessary for assuming conti'ol of
the state thus paving the way for the
triumph of reaction.

—

—

The resurgence
ism
and

of radical syndicala reaction against the economist
class-collaborationist policies of

is

the trade union bureaucracy. But syndicalism is only economism in reverse:
accepting the working class' lack of organization, especially political organization and refusing to recognize the
dialectical character of the bureaucratized workers' institutions
the contradiction between class-struggle and ruling-class elements which can be resolved only by principled intervention
by revolutionaries to replace iron-fisted
control by capitalism's lackeys with
working-class leaders armed with a real
program of class struggle.

—

—

CHILE

ernment.
.

General

strikes

economic hard-

ship for the entire population. It is certainly not true that all those not directly involved in a general strike will
oppose it because of the hardships entailed; but such hardships must not
be open-ended. Unemployed workers,
welfare recipients, peasants and small
shopkeepers will support a general
strike if they believe it is a step toward
creating a revolutionary government
with a positive program to meet their
needs. But if the strike appears interm-

inable, self-centered and purposeless,
these intermediate layers and backward
sections of the working masses will turn
to reaction.

This

is

demonstrated by the

Italian fascism. Following

rise of

World War
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the Italian working class, under
strong syndicalist influence, engaged in
a tremendous but un-coordinated wave
of industrial militancy factory seiz-

—

civil

servants, small shopkeepers and farmers were prepared to support Musso-

(Continued from Page 8)

SWP;

they are just more critical within
the same framework. Healy's Wo7'kers
Press of 12 Sept. concludes, "There
must be a preparation for class action
to defend Allende's victory and his election programs to meet this danger."
And the U.S. Workers League states:
"There is only one road and that is the
revolutionary road of the October Revolution .... As a step in this undei'standing the workers must hold Allende
." (Bulletin, 21 Sept.)
to his promises
invoking the October Revolution, they
demand the masses should compel an
essentially bourgeois government to
achieve socialism!
Not surprisingly, dui-ing the 1917
February Revolution in Russia the vacillating resident Bolsheviks, including
Stalin, came up with the very formula
the
has rediscovered: to support the
provisional government "insofar as it
struggles against reaction or counterrevolution." Lenin telegraphed his protest from abroad: "Our tactic; absolute
lack of confidence; no support to the
new government; suspect Kerensky es.

—

.

WL

pecially;

arming of the proletariat the

sole guarantee; ... no rapprochement
with other parties." All we could add
today is to repeat Trotsky's fundamental conclusion about our epoch that the
time has never been more urgent for
the building of the international party
imbued with Leninist aims and Lenin's

determination.

8—
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CHILEAN POPULAR FRONT
The

electoral victory of Dr. Salvador
Allende's Popular Front coalition in
Chile poses in sharpest form the issue
of revolution or counter-revolution. The
Chilean crisis is a fully classic expression of reformism's attempt to derail the
felt needs of the working people for
their own government to rule society in
their own interests. The revolutionary
duty of Marxists in Chile and internationally should be utterly unambiguous.
Above all, the experience of the Russian Revolution and of Trotsky's critiques of the Spanish and French Popular Front governments of 1936 illuminate the objective of revolutionists in
such a situation.

Dr. Allende's candidacy, which gained
a plurality on 4 Sept., was based on a
coalition of reformist-labor and liberalbourgeois parties, including the proMoscow Communist Party, Allende's
own somewhat more radical Socialist
Party, the very right-wing Social Democrats, the rump of the liberal Radical
Party, fragments of the Christian Democrats, etc. To gain confirmation by the
Congress, Allende agreed to a series of
constitutional amendments at the insistence of the dominant Christian
Democrats. Most crucial among these
were the prohibition of private militias
and the stipulation that no police or
military officers will be appointed who
were not trained in the established
academies.

With the maintenance of the foundations of the cajntalist order thus, assured, Congress elected Allende presi-

He has now announced the division of spoils in his
15-man cabinet: the CP gets economic
ministries, Allende's SP the key posts
of internal security and foreign affairs,
and a bourgeois Radical the ministry of

volutionary Marxists to irreconcilably
oppose the Popular Front in the election and to place absolutely no confidence in it in power. Any "critical support" to the Allende coalition is class
treason, paving the way for a bloody
defeat for the Chilean working people
when domestic reaction, abetted by international imperialism, is ready. The
U.S. imperialists have been able to temporize for the moment and not immediately try to mobilize a counter-revolutionary coup on the usual Latin
American model because they have
softened the anticipated nationalization

—

—

through

massive profit-taking
over several years.
Within reformist workers' parties

losses

there is a profound contradiction between their proletarian base and formal
ideology and the class-collaborationist
aims and personal appetities of their
leaderships. This is why Marxists,
are not themselves embodied
in a mass working-class party, give
reformist parties such "critical support"
against overt agents of capital
as will tend to regroup the proletarian

when they

—

base around a revolutionary program.
But when these parties enter a coalition
government with the parties of capitalism, any such "critical support" would
be a betrayal because the coalition has
supjiressed the class contradiction in
the bourgeoisie's favor. It is our job
then tc re-create the basis for struggle
ivifhin. such parties by demanding they
b}-<'ak with the coalition. This break
must be the elementary precondition for
even the most critical support.

dent on 24 October.

defense.

national

This

is

reroiniism's

answer

to the Chilean masses' years of
struggle and their desjierate hojies that

Allende's election

them a new way

would open up for

but they will
not be held for long inside the Popular Front's bourgeois straight jacket.
It is the most elementary duty for reof

life,
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Chile's

claiming

same

peasants to support his victory, thus
throwing their weight behind the popular illusions.
While the "revolutionary" Chinese
Maoists have been very diplomatically
noncommittal, for Gus Hall of the U.S.
CP, "the elections in Chile are a revolutionary, democratic mandate of the
))eople." He goes on, "Does this experience deny the theses of Debray [i.e.
Guevara and Castro] and Mao? Yes it
does." {Dailij World, 17 Oct.) Not to
be outdone in enthusiasm, Castro's
Grairina of 13 Sept. headlined Allende's
election as "The Victory of People's
Unity," thus willy-nilly sharing the
same bed with Gus Hall and once again
exposing as political charlatans those
wlio )ireach confidence /in the Cuban
leadership.
Tragically, most of those formations

heritage

of

Trotsky's

road, in disorientation or concili-

ation to Popular Frontism. At its April
1969 World Congress the United Secretariat majority around Livio Maitan
affirmed that the strategy for Latin
America was "rural guerrilla warfare"
with a peasant base and a petty-bourgeois
(student) derived cadre, thus
rendering themselves irrelevant in the
face of urban-based upheavals in Latin
America. How about the United Secretariat minority, gi'ouped around the
American Socialist Workers Party?
Their spokesman, Joe Hansen, stood on

apparent Trotskyist orthodoxy, seemingly rediscovering the need to build
revolutionary workers' parties as the
key to the Latin American revolution,
but this was just a fig leaf to cover the
SWP's descent into legalistic reformism. The first response of Hansen's Intercontinental Press (14 Sept.) was agnostic, concluding, "Undoubtedly Allende's program is more radical, on paper,
than the program of the Popular Front
of 1938. But it remains to be seen what
his bourgeois allies, present and prospective, will allow him to put into practice."

Behind the SWP's bland know-nothingism was its operational position:
critical support: "It would be a crime
to whitewash the UP [Unidad Popu-

But failing to recognize the posielements in it, condemning it in
toto out of some sectarian dogmatism,

lar].

tive

What Is the

The Left Views Chile
most extreme known forma-

tion, the Movimiento Izquierdista ReGuevarists,
comprising
vokitionario,
demonstrated
etc.,
scmi-Trotskyists,
conciliationism toward Allende as his
campaign wore on and on 4 Seiit. issuc<l
a call for the workers, students and

the

Fourth International have taken the

Permanent
Revolution?
by Leon Trotsky
25 cents

order from: Spartacist,
Box 1377, G.P.O.
New York, N.Y. 10001

would mean suicidal isolation." {IP, 5
Oct.) To be sure, the SWP "knows
better." But after all the Allende candidacy was enormously popular among
the Chilean masses, so these revisionists
chose to feed the illusions which block
the path to socialist revolution and expose the workers, in this situation of
great social polarization, to the danger
of victorious reaction and right-wing
terror.
llealy's I'abloisin

The alleged anti-revisionists of Gerry
Healy's "Fourth International" stand
only quantitatively to the left of the

(Continued on Page 7)

[retyped]

Open Letter to the International Socialists:
THE IRISH UPSURGE AND THE CLIFF GROUP

"No one has ever shown In practice or tried to explain articulately on paper how the proletariat can seize power without
the political leadership of a party that knows what It wants."
L. Trotsky, Stalinism and Bolshevism

—

The Northern Irish Civil Rights upsurge of the past few years has
been enormously, justifiably popular with the American Left.
All the
elements of high political drama and standard Imperialist tactics are
Civil
present.
Rights petitioners are handed the same brutal treatment as was meted out to Black protesters in the American South in the
early 1960's.
With acquiescence from the British government in Westminster the leader of the Orange reaction. Rev. Paisley, uses his armed
goon squads to foster the classic "divide and rule" tactic of exacerbating differences among the working class within the colonial North Ireland enclave.
A certifiable ultra-rightist and religious bigot with
ties to American reactionaries, he manipulates the rhetoric of fundamentalism to muzzle the Protestant workers by means of anti-Catholic ideology and to foster the oppression of the largely Catholic poor through
pogroms
But a vicarious emotional identification with the oppressed Irish
fighting back against their tormenters is not enough.
Nor is barricade
rhetoric or mere activist militancy adequate.
To be sure, no one fit to
bear the title revolutionary can possibly oppose the reflexive reaction
of the oppressed the streetf Ight Ing tactics, the shooting of occupying
soldiers, the periodic upsurge of rebellious violence, and the rest.
But no matter how justified, such episodes must not become a substitute
Without the knowledge of what to
for revolutionary political struggle.
do next
that Is,- without a program, a conscious plan of action the
struggle will simply waste Itself in secondary considerations.

—

—

—

The revolutionary
There is a historical basis for such a judgment.
struggles of I916 on ultimately produced the independence of the Free
State in the South.
But this independence came as part of a compromise
between British imperialism and the conservative Irish nationalists,
frightened by the growing radical mood of the majority of the Irish peoThe
ple, so the settlement contained the establishment of partition.
nearly 50 years since partition until the renewed wave of radical upsurge were a wasteland of missed opportunities and faulty misdirection
from the bombings of the late 30 's through the border raids of the 50' s.
While no one doubts the integrity and courage behind these actions, no
one should have any doubts either about their futility
.

major difficulty for the Civil Rights movement is its local isolaMuch of the
It can never win so long as it is limited to Ulster.
hostility the Protestant workers feel toward Catholics stems from the
"Green Tory" clerical state in South Ireland, and they are Impelled to
fight against becoming a small minority of a united censorship-dominated
The Civil Rights movement must struggle to guaranreactionary Ireland.
It is
tee Protestants the freedom from clerical reaction they wish.
false to say, as some radicals have, that the troops were sent in to opThey were sent in to divide and smash
press the "Catholic Community".
The struggle must be nation-wide in scope, seeking
the Irish workers
to link up with the radical anti-clerical struggle in the South, with
A

tion.

.

the ultimate aim a united Irish workers republic.
this will simply prove another swindle like 1921.

Anything less than

The similarity between the Irish and American Civil Rights movement
goes deeper than the treatment handed both by the authorities.
Both had
their source In student and petty-bourgeois arenas; neither had much
theoretical understanding of what they ultimately hoped to achieve.
Neither were afforded much direction from the established ostensible
revolutionary organizations, who mostly preached emulation of Martin
Luther King and non-violence.
In 1964 the revisionist Socialist Workers
Party publicized a slogan calling for the return of American troops from
Vietnam in order to "protect" civil rights demonstrators in Alabama and
Mississippi!
That would have been something new under the sun, all
right!
Coming from self-proclaimed "Marxists" this grotesquerle signaled their fundamental repudiation of Lenin's theory of the state.

Didn't the SWP understand what imperialism's role in the liberation
struggle in Vietnam was? Do they maybe think in Indochina the Yankees
operate as a "neutral .buffer" between the Ky-Thleu government and the
Viet Cong? What kind of "revolutionary" is it who thinks that federal
and empire troops are neutral in the class struggle? Trot skylst have
always called upon the labor movement to organize a workers defense
guard in such situations they see them as the only guarantee against
the armed freebooters of the right wing!

—

But this revisionist nonsense is not limited to the US.
One of the
co-sponsors of the meeting tonight is the International Socialism group,
which has fraternal ties with Tony Cliff's state capitalist group in
Perhaps the American ISers don't know
Britain, International Socialism
When
the history of their British co-thinkers on the Irish question.
7,000 British troops were sent to Northern Ireland in 1969 to quell the
disturbances and "keep order" (what else?) the Cliff group defended
This was not an
their presence on the grounds they would "save lives".
accidental miscueing (like "accidentally" ending up on the wrong side of
In their
the barricades!) but was consistently defended in their press.
organ Socialist Worker (11 September 1969) they viciously accused those
"
who called for the immediate withdrawal of British troops of inviting
a pogrom which will hit first and hardest at socialists " (our emphasis)
It is hard to know what to say to such an abomination except to point
out that a year later those same soldiers were rounding up Cliff's supporters in the People's Democracy organization.
.

.

So far as we know, Bernadette Devlin still agrees with Cliff on this
issue.
At least she did 9 months ago.
In an interview conducted by
John Spenser of the British Socialist Labour League, she had this to say:
"The saving of lives, the necessity of saving lives in that circumstance, was brought around by the whole system and therefore
Because
you cannot simply say take the troops out of Ulster.
the people will say you cannot take the troops out because if you
Workers Press l8 June 1970
do the people will die."
,

If you preach reliance on the troops and
This is wrong and false.
police to keep order then you will begin to believe they are protecting
They are not; they are imposing by force a
lives and keeping order.
There would be a lot less
deadly social system which costs lives.
bloodshed and lost lives if protection of the people of Ulster were in
We hope Miss Devlin underthe hands of the armed workers of Ulster.
stands now that it is necessary to win the people of Ulster away from
those false advocates like Cliff who preach reliance upon the class inOf all the major political groups
stitutions of the bourgeois state.

;

in England, only one took a revolutionary position regarding Ireland.
Taking time out from cheering on the Vietnamese and Chinese Stalinists
and Arab nationalists for a while, Healy's Socialist Labour League consistently opposed British troops in Ulster.
We would like to address ourselves to the comrades of the American
do you approve of the tactics preached by Cliff?
Don't you see the
connection between Cliff's repudiation of Trotskyism, his embracing of
the pseudo-theory of state capitalism, and his disorientation to the
point of choosing the side of the Guardians of Empire on what is for
Marxists the elemental question of the class nature of the British and
Isn't it clear that Cliff is half-way down the road that
Irish states?
Max Shachtman walked and all flowing from a theoretical repudiation of
Trotsky's defense of the Russian workers state, which then opened up a
revision of the whole conception of imperialism?
IS:

—

—

—

You yourselves have partially overthrown the ant i- communist bureaucratic collectivist myth in order to do your revolutionary duty regardBut that is only a halfing Vietnam calling for victory for the NLF.
Similarly, your 1971 deciway advance toward revolutionary socialism.
sion to support the Newark Teachers Union stands fundamentally counterposed to the strike-breaking you advocated in the New York teachers
strike.
But that too is only an empirical step in the right direction.
Your subjective intentions to function as revolutionary militants is
continually sabotaged and betrayed by a flawed understanding of the
One does not have
world.
Ther^ -are lessons to be learned from history.
to make every mistake over again.
07 March 1971

—
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SOCIAL CRISIS DEEPENS
The deepening economic and

political

crisis

in the

U.S., part of the world capitalist crisis, flows not from
superficial difficulties, wrong policies or mistakes, but

from the fundamental contradictions of the system
itself. The crisis must be analyzed with the tools of
Marxism and confronted with a revolutionary program
designed to exploit these contradictions to advance the
struggle against capitalism as a whole.

The U.S. -Saigon invasion of Laos and Cambodia points
up the sharpness of the political aspect of the crisis internationally. U.S. imperialism cannot win militarily, and
the basic cadre of the Vietnamese revolution, despite
rotten leadership and U.S. pounding, remains unbroken,
but the U.S. administration is equally incapable of accepting a defeat. Thus they strike out wildly at Laos
and Cambodia now, and in t?ie near future may invade
North Viet Nam or even use nuclear weapons against
Hanoi-Haiphong, as Hanoi and Peking already fear.
Equally desperately, however, the U.S. is searching for
a deal with the Stalinist leaderships in Hanoi, Peking
and Moscow, all of whom they know can be bought.
The real question is can the Stalinist bureaucrats
deliver the Southeast Asian liberation movement to
the imperialists for anything less than what would be
seen as a clear U.S. defeat? The U.S. may have bombed
itself into a position of such hatred by the masses that
it is beyond the bureaucrats' ability to bail it out, although if there continues to be no alternative, revolutionary leadership in Southeast Asia, the present leaderships will eventually be able to sell out again, as they
did in 1945 and 1954.
:

U.S.

Hegemony Threatened

In the economic sector, the renewal of rivalries between the major capitalist powers, marked by the resurgence of European and especially Japanese capital,
underlies the crisis and has led to a sharp decline from
the U.S.'s previous position of unchallenged dominance
in the world market, which was the economic fruit of
victory in World War II and the basis of the U.S.'s i-ole
as the policeman of world capitalism in the post-war
period. Now, as the U.S. spends billions to send its
armies to Southeast Asia, Japanese capitalists follow in
its wake gobbling up the Asia-Pacific market. In Europe,
the Gaullist-led attempt of a section of the Euroi)ean
bourgeoisie to resist the instrusion of U.S. capital,
which lay behind the monetary crisis, was temporarily

set back by the May-June 1968 events in France, but
the continuing economic strength of West Germany
threatens U.S. capitalist dominance as well as French
and British capitalist interests. The reappearance of
trade barriers and protectionism in the U.S. are an
early warning of what is to come. Inter-imperialist rivalries will continue to increase, and with them the threat
of new inter-imperialist wars of aggression for a redivision of the world market.

Economic Bubble Bursts
The "American Century," the longest continuous
boom in the reactionary period of capitalism, has come
to an end. This phase was based on a permanent Cold

War

economy, under which the capitalist class' general
economic ups and downs by care-

staff could regulate

measured government transfusions.
The Vietnamese, however, had the audacity to start
a real war in the outer reaches of the empire, and the
fully

further impudence to force the Pentagon to go way
over the normal budget allotment for controlled war
spending, thus distorting this delicately balanced economic policy. The war produced a situation of over-full
employment while at the same time it failed to raise
real wages or intensify the basic rate of exploitation.
This contributed to a further falling off of capital investments, which were becoming less profitable as the
rate of profit fell. In the post-war period generally, the
rate of exploitation has remained relatively constant,
while the rate of profit has fallen considerably, due to
an increase in the organic composition of capital, as predicted by Marx. The "full" employment period improved
labor's bargaining position while the inflation, resulting
from the heavy government spending, slashed away at
real wages. The capitalists, trapped within the laws of
motion of their own system, have no solutions aside
from stop-gap measures to attack the working class'
living standards and raise the rate of exploitation. This
has led to a renewal of defensive trade union militancy
which continues unabated. The Nixon government's
calculated creation of massive unemployment as a means
of restoring a labor market favorable to capital has
triggered the current economic crisis. The capitalists'
increasing impatience for new ways to shauklc the labor
movement such as wage-price controls are eagerly
expounded by labor's supposed "friends" the liberal
Democrats and even some of the more traitorous union

—

—

(Continued Next Page)
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ment spending. True

CRISIS

bureaucrats, including
trayer George Meany.

that

PL

Marx

Interprets

Although the U.S.
but be aware of the

left

arch-be-

cannot help
there has

crisis,

much wrong

been

stance, the

analysis. For
September 1970 issue of

in-

PL

magazine, in "Crises Weakening the
U.S. Economy,'' states that we are entering the "typical final phase of the
crisis
of over-production." A quote
from Marx is given which describes
exactly the opposite of PL's conclusions

:

"The real barrier of capitalist production is capital itself. It is the fact
that ca/jifal avd its self-expavsiov appear as the starting avd closing poivt,
as the motive and aim of prodnctiov
that production is merely prodnctiov
for capital and vot vice-versa
these harriers come contivvally in collision n-ith the methods of prodnctiov,
lehich capital must employ for its purposes, avd irhich steer straight toward
an mirestrictcd extension of prodnctiov, toward, production for its onui
self, to'umrd an nncovditional developme-nt of the prodnefive forces of society."
(Capital, Kerr Edition, Vol.
Ill, p. 293)
.

What Marx was

.

.

pointing out here was

precisely that capital slotvs doirn production and havipers the growth of the
productive forces, not that it overproduces and gluts the market with
unwanted goods. This occurs because
the capitalists produce only when it is
profitable for them, i.e. "merely pro." The goods
duction for capital.
that are not being produced could be
bought and used liy the workers if the
boui-geoisie sold at a suitable price,
but the capitalists, in effect, want too
high a price for the goods before they
are willing to produce. In this way, as
determined fundamentally by the falling rate of profit, capitalism acts as a
brake on the development of the economy and prevents production for use
by the mass of producers, the working
.

.

class.

to form, these
empiricists were so concerned to develop "new" theories to explain "new"
realities that they were unable to comprehend the difference between temporary conditions and the underlyingreality already analyzed by Marx and
Lenin. The development of the current
crisis
in which the debt structui-es
of major corporations have expanded
in classical fashion, to the point that
long-standing and key industrial corporations
(Penn Central, Chrysler,
Lockheed and Rolls Royce to name a
few) as well as countless smaller companies, are hovering near disaster or
plummeting over the brink into bankruptcy, government receivership, etc.—
shows the complete worthlessness of
this method of analysis.

—

Program
The

crisis

and developing

situation

gle

of Struggle

place

the

class strugquestion of

program ever more in the forefront.
The working class, attacked at once by
lay-offs and an uncontrolled inflation
of prices, rents, insurance rates, taxes,
etc., is

hamstrung

in its ability to fight

by irrational race and sex divisions,
weak and moribund unions run by
increasing
quisling bureaucrats, an
pool of unemployed workers with no
economic power and no ties to the
unionized workers, and the lack of any
organized political force they can call
their own. Workers in every sector of
industiy are in a fighting mood, but in
strilce after strike, the union bureautrats compromise and betray. The liberal "friends of labor" condemn wildcat strikes and clamor for more government controls to "curb inflation" by
shackling the class struggle.

How

left to deal with this
kind of demands should
be raised and what paths must be
avoided? How, and on what political
basis, can a revolutionary leadership
of the class be built? Unfortunately,
most of the left fails to grasp even the
rudiments of an approach to this prob-

crisis?

is

the

What

lem.

The fundamental attitudes of the

now defunct New

Left,

which

demned pi-ogram out of hand
The Learned Empiricists

The end of the post-war boom highlights other errors of analysis, notably
the contention of Huberman and Sweezy that the dominance of finance capital, analyzed by Lenin in Imperialisvi, the Highest Stage of Capitalism,
was ended. Their analysis was based
on the observation following World
War II that major manufacturing corporations were very cash-heavy, and
thereby appeared able to indefinitely
generate their own financing. This
bloated condition was caused by the
wai'-period recovery from the preceeding depression a recovery based
in part on a great upsurge of govern-

—

—

con-

along
with theory, history, i.e. thought itself
are, unfortunately, alive and well.

—

Most tendencies now pay lip seivice
program, as they do to

to the need for

Marxism

But underneath they

itself.

believe that theory and history
are irrelevant and that program (the
mere mention of which conjures up
images of "sectarians" rushing into conferences with heaps of paper resolutions)
is fundamentally
a divei^sion
from action. Thus the "mass character"
of the anti-war movement is still seen
as more impoi'tant than its class basis
or political character. But all political
activity has a program, i.e. a basic
direction of activity. Those who put
still

"doing" first and thinking about it only
as an afterthought are carrying out a
program all right one that will lead
them up a blind alley into demoralization and political irrelevance.

—

Nationalization?
It is paramount that we prepare for
the struggles posed by the crisis by
consciously applying the tools of class
analysis. An example is the issue of
possible nationalizations of bankrupt
corporations by a capitalist government. The aim of such nationalizations
is, of course, perfectly clear: the bosses have gotten themselves over their
heads into debt and the government,
reluctantly, sees it must bail them out
to preserve the stability of the system
as a whole. The first step is simply to
nationalize the debts, as the Nixon

government has done with its Railpax
company, which secui-es the credits to
allow the privately-owned railroads to
continue operating with only minimal

government

A more comgovernment ownit is the workers
pay for the capital-

direction.

plete step is outright
ership. In either case,

who

are

made

to

operate profitably even
on the basis of existing levels of exists' inability to

ploitation.

Some

of the

more far-sighted

union bureaucrats, for example those
of the Brotherhood of Railway and Airline

Clerks,

call

for

nationalizations,

no doubt wishing to find themselves a
permanent niche in the new arrangement.
This, then, is the "solution" of the
capitalists, their government and the
reformist union leaders to deal with the
crisis. But the working class must not
choose among the alternatives of the
oppressors and their agents, which is
precisely the situation which allows
capitalism to continue. The left must
intervene with a program which ad-
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NPAC Pop

Fronts:

FOR CLASS ACTION
AGAINST THE WAR
The "Spring Offensive" is over, but the Vietnam war
drags on. The Mayday Tribe's threat to "Stop the Government" if the government did not stop the war only
demonstrated with what ruthless efficiency the govern-

ment handles radicals who talk about stopping the
government but lack any means except wishful thinking.
The Mayday Tribe represented merely a new chapter in
the conflict of perspectives which has been ingrained in
the anti-war movement since its inception: "respectable" reformism vs. petty-bourgeois adventurism. Each
outbreak of confrontationism is greeted by a new wave
of "we told you so" from the radical-liberal-bourgeois
coalition dominated by the astute class-collaborationist
maneuvering of the ex-Trotskyist Socialist Workers
Party (SWP). What hjT)ocrisy! For it is precisely the
obvious liberalism of the mainstream anti-war movement which has driven the frustrated student protesters
in desperation into the ranks of the Mayday Tribe. And
as for futility, what has the SWF's much-touted "mass
movement" accomplished? the National Peace Action
Coalition (NPAC) "peace action" of April 24 only produced the traffic jam to which the Mayday Tribe aspired.
So long as the anti-war movement continues to be cir'cumscribed by these two alternatives reformism or
adventurism there can be no way forward.

—

—

—

Kent State Revisited
The outraged opposition spontaneously generated last
year by the U.S. invasion of Cambodia and the KentJackson State massacres has been completely dissipated.
The invasion of Laos earlier this year an escalation
and expansion of the war equal to the Cambodia invasion produced only scattered protests. The July 2-4
NPAC Convention takes place after the first relatively
quiet spring in nearly a decade on college campuses,
heretofore the bastion of the anti-war movement. Instead, the campus has become a breeding ground for reactionary cultism (with Campus Crusade for Christ Revivals rivalling anti-war rallies for attendance) and

—

—

relative political apathy.

The energy of the May 1970 upsurge was dissipated
precisely because its lessons have been ignored. The
massacres of students took place in the midst of a massive, ascending strike wave representing a radicalization

of the U.S. and international working class unprecedented since World War II. One of the most important
episodes of this strike wave was the nationwide teamster wildcat. In Ohio during April-May 1970 twenty
thousand teamsters went out. Joining with the trucking

owners in calling on right-wing Republican Governor
Rhoades to mobilize four thousand National Guardsmen
to break the wildcat were "friends of labor," "friends of
the peace movement" like Senator Saxbe and Mayor
Stokes, and the international "leadership" of the Teamsters, including President Fitzsimmons and Vice-President Harold Gibbons labor's "representative" on the
podium at the April 24 rally in Washington and endor-

—

ser of this

NPAC

Convention.

The trucking owners

tried to

move

scftb

trucks in

convoys of five, supported by a massive show of firepower: military helicopters, armored cars and armed
Guardsmen literally riding shotgun in each cabin. The
teamsters countered by organizing flying-picket squads
which massed at terminal gates whenever the owners
tried to move scab trucks. The teamsters were able to
face down the Guardsmen and defend their strike.
It was from this strike-breaking detail that four hundred Guardsmen were taken and sent to Kent State.
Unlike the teamsters, the students put up no resistance.
But it Vf&s students, not teamsters, who were gunned
down. Why ? A massacre of teamsters, in the middle of a
tense, militant nationwide wildcat by one of the country's strongest unions, would have precipitated a series
of nationwide protest and sympathy strikes a far
greater show of social power than all the student strikes,
peace crawls and police confrontations combined. In contrast, the massacre of students had little more long-term
social impact than starting summer vacation three
weeks early on college campuses.
What made the protesting students so vulnerable was
precisely the question of brute social power: the teamsters and other organized workers have it; students do
not. Likewise, while polls, parades and police confrontations may demonstrate that the overwhelming majority in this country is against the war, no variation or
combination of protest politics can force the U.S. ruling

—

(Continued Next Page)
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Only a combination of social
forces whose consciousness and militancy pose a greater
threat to the world hegemony of U.S. imperiahsm than
military defeat in Vietnam can force a halt to the war.
class out of Indochina.

NPAC's Predecessor
The predecessor to this NPAC Convention was last
year's "Emergency National Conference Against the
Cambodia-Laos-Vietnam War" held in Cleveland over
June 19-21. Mayor Stokes, fresh from helping break the
teamster strike, officially endorsed the conference and
proclaimed June 19-21 as "Peace Action Days." The

SWP-dominated

conference immediately proposed a
demonstration in downtown Cleveland "against Agnew"
demonstration
which any liberal Republican or
a
Democratic hustler like Stokes could solidarize with.
SDS, supported in their demand by Progressive Labor
and the Spartacist League, counterposed a demonstration in support of the teamster wildcat and against
Stokes as well as Agnew. The SWP, predictably, was enraged at the suggestion of anything that might "divide"
the peace movement and alienate its "friends" in the
Democratic Party and trade union bureaucracy.

—

In addition to marching "against Agnew," the conference attempted to reassemble from the wreckage of
various Mobilizations, Coalitions, Committees, Conferences, Caucuses, Congresses, Conventions and other concoctions an even newer, broader, more indivisible peacegroup-to-end-all-peace-groups the "National Peace Action Coalition." Although maneuvering in lesser arenas,
the SWP has adopted the Communist Parties' proclivity for forming coalitions only to toss them out again
when their treachery is no longer of service. Such was
the history of the "Spring," "National" and "New"
Mobilizations behind which the SWP was the motivating
force, and such will be the history of NPAC. NPAC is a
Popular Front combining the SWP with the liberal
bourgeoisie and Cold Warrior "socialists," through
which the SWP can "lead" masses of people and rub
shoulders with Vance Hartke and Victor Reuther. The
SWP is able to "lead" these masses through the oldest
opportunist sleight-of-hand in the world by adopting
the liberal bourgeoisie's program Capitalist politicians
like Hartke know that the real decisions about when
and how to "end" the war are made in Wall Street highrises and Pentagon sub-basements. They come to these
conferences as they go to livestock shows and state

—

—

!

fairs

—to garner

votes.

"Mass Actions"
like NPAC are
Popular Fronts of class collaboration, SWPer Doug
Jenness responded
"If NPAC was watering down its program to get support from capitalist politicians, your charges would
be justified. But NPAC follows an entirely different
course. It has an independent perspective to unite

To the accusation that formations

many

people as possible, regardless of political affiliations or views, in mass actions against the Vietnam
(.Militant, 28 May 1970)
be sure, the Cleveland "Emergency Conference" dutifully passed a resolution calling for "mass
actions," Jenness' statement is perfectly clear
and per-

War."

And

to

—
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Supplement
fectly meaningless.

The

SWP

wants to "unite"

lots of

regardless of politics) in "mass
actions." "Unite" which "people," on the basis of what
program, in what kind of "mass action" ? The massacre
of a million Indonesian communist workers was a "mass
action." So were the Cossack pogroms. So, for that matter, was the October Revolution. The demonstration
"against Agnew" and the teamster wildcat were also
endorsed the former
"mass actions." However, the
while one of their spokesmen (Miguel Padilla, at
Cleveland) dismissed the latter as "racist and reactionary." Why do the self-proclaimed "Marxists" of the
SWP have so much difficulty understanding that society is made up of classes, not undifferentiated masses,
and that the two primary classes in capitalist society are
the bourgeoisie and the working class? It is absurd to
talk about having "an independent perspective" the reformist anti-war movement is deliberately organized as
a classless formation, but though it may opt to ignore
the class struggle, the class struggle does not ignore it
The middle-class youth who have flocked to the anti-war
movement in moral outrage must choose sides in the
class struggle; they can play no role outside it. The
SWP's "independent perspective" in reality means independence from the fight for the international proletarian revolution, in favor of back-handed support to the
class enemy of U.S. workers and their class brothers in

"people"

(explicitly

SWP

;

Indochina.

Lest anyone should think that the SWP has gone
astray through simple ignorance of these elementary
tenets of Marxist analysis, it is instructive to compare
the SWP's current politics with its analysis of the way
to conduct anti-war struggle at the time of the Korean
war, another instance of imperialism's continuing assault on the gains of limited social revolutions abroad
expressed militarily. In March 1953 Farrell Dobbs
wrote:
then and now a principal leader ^of the

SWP —

"... the most
tion and

vital place to carry

on anti-war agita-

participate in anti-war actions is in the
unions where the masses are. We have always en-

JULY

—3

1971

visaged the struggle against war as an extension of
the class struggle onto a higher plane. The fight
against the war can really be effective only to the extent that the workers adopt class-struggle policies in
defending their interests. If we are to help this pro." (SWP Incess along we must be in the unions.
our
ternal Bulletin Vol. 15, No. 6, March 1953
.

.

—

emphasis)

Now

this

is

neither a particularly profound nor a par-

ticularly eloquent polemic. It is simply a matter-of-fact

statement of an orientation which stands blatantly and
diametrically counterposed to the current politics of the
SWP. The SWP leaders are not naive would-be revolutionaries ignorant of the theories of Marx, Lenin and
Trotsky; they have consciously rejected Trotskyism in
favor of a perspective of reformist class collaboration.

Clear-Cut Choice
Like the national postal strike before it and the recent
two-day mini-general strike of New York City public
employees, the teamster wildcat produced a clear-cut
line-up of class forces. The trucking owners, cops,
courts, the bourgeois press and politicians (from the
most liberal to the most conservative) stood united as
a class and, together with their agents in the unions,
the labor bureaucracy, tried to crush the teamster
struggle. On the other side of the barricades were the
teamsters. The SDS resolution put before the Cleveland
"Emergency Conference" a clear-cut, inescapable
choice: support the teamsters (which would have forced
NPAC to break with capitalist politicians like Stokes
and the "lieutenants of capital" within the workers
movement like Fitzsimmons and Gibbons) or cement
the Popular Front bloc by calling the teamsters simply
"racist and reactionary" and demonstrating against
;

IT
In

an

on the anti-war movement, veteran

anti-

communist Michael Harrington evaluated the role of
the "Trotskyist" SWP in the single-issue anti-war
movement to which it has devoted so much attention
since 1965. Discussing the April 24 demonstration,
Harrington showed he and his co-thinkers have
reason to be grateful to the SWP for the results of
its "leadership" in the anti-war movement:
to the extent that the Trotskyists [i.e. the SWP]
did influence the event, they carried out one of the
most remarkable exercises in dupery in our political
history: they duped themselves. For they are sworn

".

.

.

opponents of the "class collaborationists" in the Kennedy and McCarthy movements and bitter foes of the
notion that Democratic Congressmen con end the v/ar

—and yet they helped assemble a gigantic audience
which demonstrated in favor of just such an approach.
What happened was

SWP

chose the latter course

class collaboration

On

—the course of

and betrayal.

the main issue facing the Cleveland conference
the SWP's conduct was unequivocal.
class collaboration
Not so that of the pseudo-Trotskyist Workers League
(WL) which, in a frenzy of the same opportunist appetite which led it to enthusiastically and virtually uncritically endorse the wretched 1970 SWP electoral campaigns, insisted that the real issue was "Trotskyism vs.
Stalinism." By this catchy slogan the
meant that its
main enemy at the conference was PL ("Stalinism")
and the SDS motions which posed, in a limited but generally correct way, an anti-liberal, working-class orientation for the anti-war movement. The
in effect
made a bloc with the SWP ("Trotskyism" but since
when is the SWP legitimately Trotskyist?) against opposition from the left, thereby endorsing the essence
of Stalinism though not the label, for Stalinism
like all
is nothing more or less than
varieties of revisionism
the abandonment of an international, proletarian and
revolutionary perspective in favor of alliances with
some wing of the class enemy, precisely the SWP's
policy in the anti-war movement! (The WL, which has
jumped all over the map on the anti-war question tailending the Popular Front in 1965, offering critical
political support to the NLF Stalinists and Ho Chi Minh
in 1967
recently adopted a new face: calling its own
rally on April 24, the
denouqced all those who participated in the "official" rally, thus condemning the
mass of anti-war activists for the betrayals of their reformist, social-chauvinist leaders.)

—

WL

WL

—

—

—

—

—

WL

The SWP Rediscovers Worliers
The SWP and its succession of front groups have
made their choice class collaboration rather than class
struggle. But since the SWP's usefulness to its bour-

—

geois allies depends precisely on its continued ability to
lead the would-be radicals among the anti-war protesters
into the Popular Front trap, the
now needs the left
cover of a pseudo-working-class orientation. Many of
the more conscious student activists cannot fail to compare the futility of the April 24 "mass action" with the
virtual paralysis of New York City caused by a few
thousands of militant workers, even despite their sellout
leaders. So the
is making renewed efforts to develop the facade of a labor base. A call in the June 18
Militant for the
Convention announces that
is preparing a series of letters addressed to "various anti-war constituencies." Prominent among these
separate-but-equal "constituencies" is "trade unionists,"
and several union bureaucrats are listed among the
sponsors of the Convention.

SWP

TAKES ONE TO KNOW ONE

article

Agnew. The

that the Trotskyists, who were
organizing the rally at the start and doing their best
to attract a reasonably large crowd, so successfully
adopted to the position of the masses they were supposed to be manipulating that they did yeoman work
pushing views they regard as dangerous and illusory."
(Michael Harrington in the New York Times magazine,
30 May 1971)

SWP

NPAC

NPAC

But a Marxist working-class perspective does not consist of the willingness to orient

towards workers (me-

diated through the class traitors of the labor bureaucbe sure) for the purpose of including them
among the various other "constituencies" assembled
under the political banner of the liberal bourgeoisie. The
empirical reflex of much of the U.S. left, faced with
the demonstrated revolutionary aspirations of the working class following the 1968 French upsurge, has been
to go where the action is by adopting a simple-minded
"workerism" underlaid with the social do-goodism previously characteristic of the New Left's attitude toward
the "Third World." In this respect PL-SDS's "tactics"

racy, to

(Continued Next Page)
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24 in Washington, D.C. Hundreds of thousands marched for peace but the war went on.

NPAC

classless, implicitly pro-capitalist line.

of "allying" with workers by showing how much you
want to help them is not atypical, and provides yet another excuse for the right wing of the radical movement (perfectly typified by the SWP's Padilla as well
as the old New Leftists) to justify dismissal of the
working class as the force for revolution because of
the false consciousness (racism, patriotism) which simple-minded "workerism" must ignore as a principle.
To the extent that sections of the working class do
remain imbued with the ideology of the bourgeoisie,
have only themselves to blame.
groups like the
Workers see their most sophisticated enemies (McCarthy, Jjindsay, Hartke) lauded by the supposed
"Marxists," cheered on by the labor parasites who serve
the bourgeoisie within the workers' own organizations.
The sections of the left who recognize the SWP's sellout
for what it is must go beyond "workerism" to a program
which can break the disastrous unity of anti-war militants with the most self-conscious and dangerous wing
of the bourgeoisie, and replace it by a real unity
unity based on a program of international class strug-

SWP

—

gle:

Class Struggle

No

Program

Liberal Bourgeois Speakers at Anti-War Rallies! Under the rubric of "non-exclusionism" and "independence" the SWP-NPAC leadership welcomes the
class enemy into the anti-war movement. The major
activity of the movement's "mass actions" has been to
provide both the forum and a captive audience for liberals to do their canvassing. The only real "independence" for the movement is irreconcilable opposition to
the class enemy.
2. For Labor Political Strikes Against the War! No
amount of student strikes and weekend peace crawls can
force U.S. imperialism to end the Indochinese war. But
a strike by U.S. workers in solidarity with the IndoChinese working people could compel the capitalists to
face an enemy even more potent than the Vietnamese
Revolution a powerful, organized and conscious working class in struggle for its own class interests in the
very citadel of imperialism. The NPAC leadership opposes this perspective because it wants to maintain its
alliance with the liberal bourgeoisie, trading away the
potential of a powerful, working-class-based mass movement in order to win the adherence of "moderates" to a
1.

—

A struggle for this demand means the struggle
against the conservative, self-interested labor bureaucracy which mortally fears any class action which would
upset its peaceful coexistence with the bosses and their
politicians.
3. Break with the Capitalist Parties— For a Political
Party of the Working Class! The U.S. working class
will remain politically trapped until it has built, by

struggle against

its

fake "leaders,"

its

own

party.

A

workers party must have a consistent class program as
well as a working-class base. We do not call upon the
tested servants of capitalism, the labor bureaucrats, to
form this party we do not seek to pressure them into
building a trap for the workers along the lines of the
British Labour Party. We must fight from the beginning to make the workers party a revolutionary party.
;

—

All U.S. Troops Out of Asia
4. Smash Imperialism
Now! We must expose the pro-imperialist liberals who

speak at the invitation of the SWP-NPAC— no negotiations, no timetables! We must make it clear that we
want no bourgeois evasions de-escalation, troop
to interfere with the defeat of
shifts, moratoriums
imperialism in Asia!
No Confi5. Victory to the Indochinese Revolution
dence in Sellout "Leaders" at Home or Abroad! The
SWP-NPAC demartds "self-determination" for Vietnam.
But for Marxists there is an even higher principle at
stake: the class nature of the war. We have a responsibility to take sides. Our commitment to the revolutionary struggle of the Indochinese working people demands that we must give no confidence to the Stalinist
traitors who have repeatedly sold out the struggle (from
the Geneva Accords to the People's Peace Treaty). All
Indochina Must Go Communist!

—

—

—
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varices the struggle on the basis of the

workers'

intei'ests,

i.e.

by rejecting the

capitalist answers.

The core of the

crisis

precisely

is

that production for profit rather than
for social use is unworkable. Only
workers' control of production can
solve this, and this means full nationalization without compensation and expropriation of the bourgeoisie as a
class. At the same time, however, to
simply reject the "nationalization"
schemes of the bourg:eoisie and the reformists in favor of the call for socialism leaves the workers with no immediate alternative to the lay-offs posed
for them by capitalism. What is needed
is a transitional demand
i.e., one that
demonstrates how the socialist solution
would apply in the specific case, providing both a focus for the immediate

—

struggle and a genuinely revolutionary
direction for it. The demand in this
case should be expropriation binder
workers' control, without compensation. Thus we say to the workers, "Of
course nationalization is the only solution, but for whose benefit and under
whose control?"

Transitional

Program

The concept of a transitional program, which is as old as the commumovement itself and an inherent
part of Marxism, flows from the successes of Stalinism and social democ-

nist

racy

in

defeating

and substituting

tween the socialist movement and the
working class) seem all the more absolute and inviolable to the workers,
while those alternatives which require
and lead to the workers' struggle for
power, though more than ever called

workers'

struggles

in their place

either

'dependence on reformist solutions within the system, or, occasionally, ultraleft adventurism. Thus the alternatives
of the oppressors and their agents
(especially in the U.S. where the
witchhunt literally severed all ties be-

by the objective conditions of im-

perialism in decay, seem all the more
unrealistic and remote.
The labor movement has suffered
throughout the post-war period as a
result of a large pool of unemployed
workers, many of them racially excluded from some jobs and unions,
thereby becoming a potential pool of
scab labor. Yet because the only answer to unemployment is a struggle

which has revolutionary implications
that is, a shorter work week with no
loss in pay
no section of the "official"
labor movement has dared to seriously
approach this question. (Meany's call
for a four-day week, which skirts the
issue of hours worked, possible pay

—

—

etc., is
a despicable pretense.)
Similarly, the working class must
raise its own answer to inflation, by
demanding control of prices, rents,
etc., not wages, and a sliding scale of
wages to keep up with the cost of
living. Yet here too the trade unions'
discussions do not break from the trap
of viewing "management" as somehow
legitimate despite it all: if profits are
not protected, say the liberals and labor fakers, the company will go out
of business and then where will your
jobs be?
must be prepared with a
revolutionary solution. Workers don't

and partial victories obtainable under
the system) while keeping up a genpropaganda calling for

eral stream of

"the dictatorship of the proletariat" as
the only solution is no separate road
at all, but an unresolved juxtaposition
of two contradictory impulses, reformism and ultra-leftism. It is linked to
what they think the workers will accept, rather than to the objective needs
of the class, which is the scientific
i.e., Marxist
approach. But how is it
possible to fight for something that
"can't be won"? If the struggle is confined to demands that the capitalists
can grant, they will give nothing, or
very little. The more that is demanded,
•the more political and revolutionary the
struggle, the more they will grant
concessions, even concessions that hurt

—

—
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cuts,

We

care about the company's welfare, but
they have a right to care about their
own. Without leadership to organize a
struggle which will literally put the
companies out of business by replacing

them with something

better,

workers

are dependent on the choices under
capitalism. The left must demand that
the company open its books to the
workers, and if it is actually in the red
expropriation under workers' control.
There is no other road.

PL's Schizoid Approach

The middle road of Progressive La-

—

which is to fight only for things
"which can be won" (i.e. immediate
bor
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— because

they are forced

to,

for fear

Thus a struggle over
demands which "can't be won" will be
more effective even materially than

of losing power.

one kept within reformist channels.
But much more important, PL's approach betrays not only its immediate
struggles but its ultimate goal. PL calls
for socialism, but then i-efuses to lead
the struggle in that direction; it accepts the level of struggle that exists,
out of which, no matter how many
"victories" are obtained, socialism will
not come.

Revolutionary Regroupmcnt

No tendency which

fails to understand the chief contradictions of the
epoch of imperialist decay, and to exploit them with a transitional program
which reflects the objective needs of

the working class in its struggles, will
remain revolutionary for long in the
midst of this crisis; its internal contradictions, brought more to the fore
as it attempts to seize upon the opportunities of the crisis situation, will drive
it either into sterile ultra-leftism or
opportunist betrayal. The continuing
disintegration of SDS, and the spectacular explosion of the Black Panther
Party, show what lies in store for all
those who seek to build a revolution
on the basis of Maoist and Black Nationalist
mirages.
We repeat once
again our call for a revolutionary regroupment of all serious foix'es on the
which seek to fight around a
left
working-class program for the key
questions facing the class.
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SPARTACIST

BRUSSELS STATEMENT
We

reprint here the brief statement
distributed to the United Secretari-

we

"Conference of European Revolutionaries" held 21-22 November in Brussels, Belgium. The statement, printed in
French, German, English and Spanish,
was produced jointl3' and signed by the
four Trotskyist groups listed below.
at's

Comrades

You have come to this congress because you consider it necessary that the
international problems of the struggle
for the socialist revolution also be discussed and tackled practically in an international framework. What do the organizers of the congress have to offer in
this regard?
In their announcement they have declared that it is to be a congress "of
European revolutionaries," i.e., of all
organizations, groups and comrades who
regard the socialist revolution as the
goal of their political work. They are to
engage here in general discussions and
come to common conclusions regarding
the line their revolutionary activity
should follow in the future. And the
main slogans of the congress are likewise kept so general that in them there
is to be found not the slightest suggestion as to the course to he followed.
However, comrades, the following
must in any case be clear: If even on
the national level the revolutionary
struggle cannot be conducted through
the mere coordination of the activities
of the mo.st diverse groups; If it is
necessary even on the national level to
construct the organization of revolutionaries not around the peculiar practice of the day but around a clear revolutionary program; If this organization
must therefore be not a loosely confederated association but rather must
closely supervise the individual activities of its subdivisions and develop a
unified course of action; If, then, the
revolutionary struggle even on the
national level can be victorious only
under the leadership of the bolshevik
party of struggle; If, finally, for these

available free on request

Special report on the Brussels
U.Sec. "Conference for Red
Europe," attended by 2500
young radicals, and an account of the principled bloc
intervention of anti-revisionists to challenge the U.Sec.'s
claim to represent Trotskyism and the Fourth International.
write: SPARTACIST, Box 1377,
G.P.O., New York, N.Y. 10001

reasons the first strategic task at the
present time in all countries and the
one that must assume absolute precedence is the coristructiov of just such
organizations; then this is doubly and
triply so on the international level For
the very heterogeneity of the conditions
of struggle, differences which necessarily assume gi-eater dimensions in a variety of countries than within a single
state, renders necessary an international centralization of the national struggles in order to direct these in practice
toward the one goal, the proletarian
world revolution.
!

Struggle for the world revolution
then means: struggle for the creation
of the world party of the proletarian
revolution, struggle for the construction of the Fourth International, whose
program, in its essential features developed by Trotsky, alone embodies the
lessons drawn from the failure of the
first three internationals. If an inter-

national congress such as this is not to
exhaust itself in fine speeches but
rather to lead to practical results, then
this question must be placed in the center of the discussion.

But why is this point not explicitly
contained in the program of the congress, although by far the majority of
the sponsor organizations belong to the
"Fourth International" of the United
Secretariat or are directly allied with
it? Do the sponsors, in so far as they
belong to this organization wish to
maintain silence on this point? We do
not think so. What they wish to avoid
discussing with you is hoiv the Fourth
International is to be constructed, for
they claim after all to already be this
Fourth International themselves (or
else
its
nucleus, which in practice
amounts to the same thing). All that
they have to offer is then the demand
to join up with them. But to wi'ite that
into the inogram of the congress was,
however, just a bit too embarrassing
for them.
And rightly so! For to what extent
does this "Fourth International" live
up to its claim of having preserved the
continuity of the international left opposition and the Fourth International
from 1938 up to the present day? Here
are only a few points from the balance
sheet:
1. In the 50's and early 60's this organization supported the concept of entrism
into the Stalinist and social democratic
parties, a course that led in practice
to the voluntary surrender of the or-

ganizations aflSliated with it. This 'entrism' was carried out by complete submersion, the formation of centrist
papers, and the abandonment of any

open propaganda in many cases. This
was abandoned without a

conception

word, then, in just the moment when
its correctness might have been confirmed, namely during the general upsurge of the mass movement a few
years ago. The authors of this entrism
have not, however, criticized it in retrospect but remain still of the opinion
that its employm,ent in the past was
completely justified.
2. Today this organization is carrying out a policy of complete tailending
of the student movement,, which it bases
on the completely unMarxist "theory"
of the "dialectics of intervention-sectors," according to which priority of
work in the proletariat supposedly does
not follow from the perspective of the
revolutionizing of the proletariat. But
with this theory it cannot point the way
to the proletariat for you, whose social
position places you for the most part
in all probability amongst the pettybourgeois intelligentsia, but rather can
only hinder you in achieving this contact, once you accept this line.
3. In the colonial and semi-colonial
countries it advocates guerilla, warfare
and defends the concept of the People's
War. Politically this means a totally
opportunistic accommodation not mere-

ly to

Maoism and Guevarism

but' also

to the international petty-bourgeois stu-

dent movement, which stands under the
influence of these tendencies. Theoretichowever, it signifies the final
ally,
withdrawal to the Narodnik line so
strongly ojiposed by Lenin and Trotsky,
which later was to find its continuation
in Stalinism, and it signifies the completed inogvammatic surrender of the
theory of j)crmancnt revolution.
All these points amount to one: to the
turning away from the proletarian class
line! An organization, however, that has
so completely abandoned the leading
role of the proletariat does not deserve
to bear the name of the Fourth International. Do not let dust be cast in your
eyes: at the present moment the Fourth
International does twt exist! It can be
constituted only in a long and painful
process of regroupment affecting all the
organizations and gi-oups, which today
make up the Trotskyist world movement. The absolutely indispensable presupposition for a positive result of this
already discernible process lies in the
restoration of complete programmatic
clarity. That is the task of the day.

FOR THE VICTORY OF THE PROLETARIAN REVOLUTION! FOR
THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE
FOURTH INTERNATIONAL!

— International Communists of
Germany
— Spartacist League of the U.S.
— Revolutionary Communist League
of England
—Spartacist League of New Zealand
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TROTSKYISM
(Continued from Page 8)

documents on China prea devastating analysis of the
Chinese Revolution as deformed from
its inception by the hegemony of the
Stalinized CCP and the absence of the
Chinese working class as a contender
for power in its own right. Hansen's
conclusions not only represent the "or1;hodox" position on China, but also by
the
destroy
irrevocably
implication
cherished arguments of the SWF in its
willful capitulation to Castroism! For
if Hansen admits over China that a
petty-bourgeois formation at the head
of a peasant army can, under certain
conditions, break with capitalism but
cannot go beyond the repetition on new
tack. Hansen's

sent

terrain of Stalin's anti-revolutionary,
anti-internationalist "socialism in one
country," then the Cuban Revolution,
which in a Marxist sense was an essentially identical process, did not open any
"new" path to socialism making the
Trotskyist theory of the permanent revolution obsolete, and the SWP-U.Sec.
capitulation to nationalist-limited, bu-

reaucratically-deformed and non-proletarian "revolutionary" currents is revealed as just another revisionist aban-

donment of Marxism.
The European U.Sec. forces, by and
lai'ge, have become disgusted with the
SWP's extreme rightist line and pracas demonsti'ated especially by its
merely liberal anti-war policy. The only
in
weapon which remains to the
its polemics against the U.Sec. innovators is an appeal to orthodoxy and
the traditional Trotskyist positions both
is
sides claim to share. Thus, the
now compelled to defend the political
revolution line on China in the face of
challenges by diverse forces within the
U.Sec, some of them wishing to be left
apologists for the Mao regime, others
seeking, in contradiction to all available evidence, to make of the Liu Shaochi wing of the Stalinist bureaucracy a
proletarian element deserving of critical
support. Hansen convincingly demonstrates that both these impulses are a
departure from Trotskyism, but he cannot indicate where they come from, for
they are prime examples of the Pabexcels:
loist method in which the
having lost all hope in the working class
as the decisive force for revolution, all
these revisionists are reduced to casting
around for a "lesser evil" among the
petty-bourgeois forces and bureaucratic
strata like Mao, like Liu, like Castro
and the U. See's earlier hero, Ben Bella
in order to give the "Fourth International" some justification for existing
within a world-view which makes Trottice

SWP

SWP

SWP

—

—

skyism irrelevant.

New "Vanguard" Discovery
The Ninth World Congress discussion
on the youth question was also a manifestation of the European U. See's turn

to the left within the confines of revi-

sionism. In the period before the French
general strike, the U.Sec, riding the
crest of the popular anti-Marxist theories which wrote off the industrial
working class and the advanced countries in general, had found a willing
audience for their vulgar Third Worldism and capitulation to nationalism. But
May-June 19G8 put them in an acutely

embarrassing position. The new-found
working-class

struggles
radicals and the vast
influx of youth into the revolutionary
movement in France from which the
Ligue Communiste benefited as did
every left-of-CP organization necessitated at least a facade of proletarian
orientation.
interest

in

among student

—

—

Accordingly the U.Sec. hit upon the
strategy of the "new youth vanguard."
Pointing to the restlessness of young
workers everywhere (and indeed young
workers, like other specially oppressed
sections of the working class, often
show greater militancy and potential
for radicalization than the class as a
whole),
the
educational
expansion
which means more working-class youth
are spending more time as high school
and sometimes even university students,
and the lack of integration of young
workers into the traditional workers'
organizations with their sellout leaderships, the U.Sec. is right to conclude
that young workers are a fertile field
for work by revolutionaries. But the
U.Sec. proposes to win these workers
not by work at the point of production
but essentially through campus work
through the time these workers spend as
students and through some metaphysical
kinship between the oppressed
young workers and the restless middle-class students. The fact is, however, that "the youth" is not a class;

student youth and working-class youth,
although both in motion, do not act as
a coherent section of society, but are
radicalized by different experiences and
over different issues. Glossing over this
elementary Marxist proposition may
enable the U.Sec. to congratulate itself
on what is supposedly a turn simultaneously to both the working class and
the radical intelligentsia, but it provides no way to accomplish the central task of revolutionaries to win the
:

working
out

class

from

leaderships
cause.
it

to

established sellthe revolutionary

its

The dilemma facing the U.Sec. is that
cannot transcend the two opportunpoles of "proletarian" economism

ist

or "revolutionary" petty-bourgeois nationalism. Thus the Europeans' current
left face requires an even more resolute turn away from the working class,
exemplified by their renunciation of
the Leninist theory of entrism (i.e.,
work by revolutionaries within the
union movement and reformist workers' parties in order to discredit their
class-collaborationist leaders and win

the workers to the revolutionary program). In order to better appeal to the
radical students, who are distressed by
the policies of the CPs and the fakeTrotskyists under the name of entrism i.e., conciliation of left-talking
bureaucrats and attempts to pressure
them into somehow leading revolutionary struggles themselves the European U.Sec, in reflexive reaction
against its own past opportunism, now
denounces entrism in general, thereby
turning its back on the working class
in the name of the uncorrupted "youth

—

—

vanguard."
The SWP's own document on the
youth question came under attack from
the main authors of the Europeans'
new perspectives, the Ligue Communiste. Simply a gloss on YSA practice,

SWP

the
document is too blatant in its
simple "student power" orientation, too
smugly reformist in its overall thrust.
The Ligue's fragmentary and rather
incoherent critique is more an objection
document's self-satisfied
to the
rightist tone than a refutation of posi-

SWP

tion.

U. Sec. Mini-Split

The basic driving force of the U.
Sec. -SWP fight can be seen neatly in
in the discussion and subsequent split in the British International Marxist Group. This struggle re-

microcosm

the divided loyalties of the
IMG, its core of Canadian colonizers
loyalists, well trained
essentially
vs. cadres
in its brand of politics
identifying mainly with the European
groups and responding to the same
Student radical currents as the continental U.Sec. The main heat of the IMG
discussion centered on the domestic
anti-war movement, with the right wing
pushing for this work to be the group's
main activity around a narrowly stureformist
dent-oriented,
single-issue
program, while the majority insisted on
a moi-e leftward face through slogans
like "Victory to the NLF." The right
wing, while being the most vociferous
for a purely student orientation in antiflected

SWP

—

war and "youth" work, found

itself

compelled, in the context of the larger
"orthodox" vs. "innovators" fight, to
aigue at length for the traditional entrist policy as well, at least in theory.
Politically, the most significant factor in the IMG fight is that it resulted
in a cold split, which may presage more
to come in the U.Sec. and conceivably
even a total breakdown of the unholy
alliance between the
and the
Europeans. But whatever the consequences for this unprincipled unity of
revisionists, there can be little doubt
that groupings and individuals within
the U.Sec. formation, forced by the
fight to re-examine Trotskyist theory
and the history of the Fourth International, will burst the theoretical
shackles of Pabloism and make their

SWP

(Continued Next Page)
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way towards

authentic Trotskyism. The
unwilling isolation into separate national compartments forced upon the
general tendency represented in the
U.S. by the Spartacist League by the
deliberate obfuscation of crucial issues

by the rotten blocs masquerading as
"internationals" has been shattered,
and the vital process of clarification

and polarization,

splits

and fusions,

is

proceeding despite the desperate efforts
of the fake-Trotskyists.

The road

to the rebirth of the

Fourth

International is paved with the corpses
of many who set themselves to the task
but fell by. the wayside through an incomplete understanding of the process
of its degeneration. The
itself,
under the Cannon leadership, was at
first a main bulwark of the world movement in the struggle against revisionism, but even as it resisted the encroachment of Pabloism on the American party, its theoretical shortcomings
and the erosion of its internationalism
were laying the stepping-stones for its
own retreat from Trotskyism. The degeneration of the
followed a different pattern than that of the European groups, but reached the same
point, and the current politics of the
now surpassed its international
allies in anti-Trotskyism and outright
betrayal of the class struggle.

SWP

SWP

SWP

The New Revisionism

An

essential precondition for the
conquest of the European Trotskyist
movement by revisionism was a fundamental break in continuity of leadership
and cadres as a r'esult of World War
II. During the war, through Stalinist
terror and in the course of the Nazi
occupations, the European sections of
the
Fourth International in effect
ceased to exist, and were reconstituted
after 1943 by new cadres thrust to the
fore by the decimation of the movement
and the physical annihilation of key
leaders, including of course Trotsky
himself, who was murdered by the Stalinists in 1940. The new leaderships were
composed of young revolutionists who,
lacking the living experience of the
earlier movement, had only learned
their Trotskyism from books. The restabilization of post-war capitalism,
combined with the Stalinist expansion
in

Eastern

Europe which seemed

to

contradict the Trotskyist analysis of
Stalinism as an essentially counter-revolutionary force which opposed the
extension of the October Revolution
beyond the borders of the Russian state,
posed new problems which a mechanical application of book-learned Marxism
was insufficient to handle.

Thus the Euiopean Trotskyist movement was a fertile field for the growth
of a revisionist current which appeared
more in consonance with the realitie? of
the moment. Exemplified by Michel

Pablo, himself one of the new leaders
thrust to the fore by the break in continuity, the new revisionism reacted impressionistically to the stabilization of
Eui-opean capitalism made possible by
the slavish counter-revolutionary conduct of the European proletariat's established leaderships, and the apparent strength of international Stalinism,
by postulating a role for the Trotskyists as left "pressure" groups on the
Stalinist and social-democratic apparatuses. Later this was combined with a
turn ^way from the industrial working
class as the decisive force for anti-capitalist overturns and a search for a
new "epicenter" of world revolution in
the
underdeveloped
The
countries.
European cadres, having only read
polemics against earlier departures

from Marxism but never having lived
through their exposure in practice, and
lacking real roots in the working-class
movement, had no strong inner resistance to the petty-bourgeois revisionism
of Pabloism.

Retreat to Orthodoxy

After the
5-3

initial

faction fight, the

period of the 1952-

American

SWP

in

majority was a mainstay of the antiPabloist faction and an ally of the

its

European

anti-revisionists centered pri-

marily around the Bleibtreu-Lambert
faction in France. The degeneration
of the SWP, whose revisionism eventually outstripped that of the Europeans,
cannot be explained by any destruction
of its central leadei ship, but was rather
the result of serious integral weaknesses, particularly in its international
perspective, which enabled it to prop-ressivelv succumb to Pabloism, al'though of course not in a simply linear
way. The SWP's isolation from the
European battleground, which preserved it from the leadership discontinuity which the European groups suffered, was also a cause of its own
downfall.

After the death of Trotskv, the SWP
gradually ceased to see itself as a section of an inteinational party. In this
period it no longer understood the world
very well, and sought to replace its lack
of grasp of Marxist theory by a simple
determination to be orthodox. Lackingtheoretical tools to fight Pablo politically, the SWP invoked orthodoxy while
treating the organizational questions as
primary. Despite some uneasiness, the
refused to align itself with the
French anti-revisionists until it faced
Pabloist liquidationism within its own
cadre.

SWP

When Pabloism
within the

SWP

Cochran faction

first

manifested itself
1953 with the

itself in
fight.

Cannon mobilized

the party leadership to fight Cochran
primarily on the basis of a conservative
organizational impulse. Cannon's main
concern was maintaining a majority of
the American section, not fighting inside the international movement. He

denounced the Pablo-dominated international leadership for "interfering"
in the affairs of national sections

—

fundamentally federalist premise which
denied the crucial need for democratic
-centralism on the international plane.
Armed only with defensive orthodoxy,
the SWP itself was seduced by the revisionists' theories after the Cold War's
onset had cut its ties with the workingclass movement, so that it was no long-

er subject to the corrective of involvement in mass struggles. The lack of
clarification on key political issues,
facilitated by the SWP's preoccupation
with organizational matters and its isolationist conceptions, paved the way for
the American party's degeneration and
its eventual reunification without discussion with the European revisionists
of the then International Secretariat
to form the United Secretariat in 1963.

Healy: Inverted Pabloist
split in the world
Trotskyist movement, the main alternative to the revisionists was the International Committee, whose main forces
were the SWP under Cannon, a British
group under Gerry Healy and the
Bleil)treu-Lambert tendency in France.
Healy functioned simply as Cannon's
agent (in which capacity he earlier
helped expel the French anti-Pabloists,
his current allies). Following the breakaway of the SWP. Healy's faction became the driving force of the IC, and
his intervention was instrumental in
forcing the deeply unprincipled rupture of the anti-revisionist forces inside the SWP (which gave rise to the
Spartacist group and the group currently calling itself the Workers League). Healy's hegemony in the IC was
never challenged by the French, although some serious political differences existed and emerged over the
next period.

Following the 1953

,

The Healy grouping, whose revolutionary competence was seriously called
into question from the beginning by
Healy's own tarnished political history, represented politically a reflexive
reaction against Pabloism which never
broke from its essential theoretical
method. The Healy position accepts the
revisionist analysis of the implications
of the Cuban Revolution, concluding
that the only way to avoid its abjectly
Hquidationist conclusions is to deny that
anti-capitalist social transformation took place in Cuba (a political ab-

any

surdity which the U.Sec. constantly in-

vokes to discredit

all

its

opponents on

its left).

Healy's analysis of Stalinism follows
the method which is the very crux of
Pabloism the choosing of one or another fundamentally defective nationalist or Stalinist current to "critically
support" on the grounds of the implicit
rejection as iin-elevant of principled
Trotskyist politics posing an independent proletarian line. Thus the Healy:
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supported the Mao wing of the
Chinese bureaucracy in the "Cultural
fight
intra-bureaucratic
Revolution"
and purge, enthused over the petty"Arab
bourgeois nationalists of the
Revolution" and abstained for years
from the unpopular task of denouncing
Ho Chi Minh and the NLF for their
repeated Stalinist sellouts. The French
have hung back fi-om Healy's vulgar
accomodation to Stalinism, and have a
fundamentally counterposed line on the
Arab-Israeli conflict which is perhaps
not sensitive enough to the question of
national oppression, but have thus far
appeared content to defer to Healy.
ites

sively along for the ride. (It turned out
to be quite a ride, with Hansen of the

U.Sec. using Healy's bizarre machinations to discredit the IC for his own
purposes.) In their own lengthy published report of the Conference in their
theoretical journal, the OCI mentioned
vot one -ivord about the political fight
and exclusion of our tendency, although the attacks on Spartacist and
pretext
oi'ganizational
absurd
the
dreamed up by Healy for our expulsion
monopolized two full days of a four-day

Conference!

Healy Eclipsed?

The new factor

IC: Rotten Block

The IC

Healy's domination
has been of considerable assistance to
the now problematical stability of the
faction-ridden United Secretariat. But
the IC is at this point no more a homogeneous political entity than the U.Sec.
For years it has functioned as a bloc betwee# the political bandits of Healy's
Socialist Labour League and the more
left-wing- Organization Communiste In-

under

ternationaliste of Lambert, emulating
the U. See's fundamental abandonment
of principle in matters of international
organization. The operation of the IC's

non-aggression pact has taken roughly

two major sections, the
British and French, arrive at their
positions and publish them publicly, but smaller IC affiliates are under
discipline to uphold the line detei'mined
by one or both of the larger sections.
this pattern: its

own

Any

such

affiliates,

while

paying

lip

service to "the International," are the
property of one of the dominant groups:
thus, the U.S. Woi'kers League belongs
to Healy's SLL, the IC German group-

ing to Lambert's OCI. (There has been
little competition between the major
partners for these spheres of influence
since Healy deeply believes in the insignificance of any group whose native
language is not English.) In the past
this federalist conception has been sufficient for political matters, but not for
organizational ones which are for centrists
more important and therefore
require a common line. And here,
Healy's SLL maintained the whip hand.

in the IC is not the
existence of serious political differences
between the British and French, which
is nothing new, but a developing threat
to Healy's hegemony. The challenge of
the growth of the OCI and decline of
the SLL has been qualitatively augmented by the drawing toward the IC
of a third significant group
the Bolivian Partido Obrero Revolutionario of
Guillermo Lora. The POR's policy of
conciliation of the left wing of the
bourgeois nationalist
government
following the 1952 Bolivian uprising
places a question mark over its revolutionary capacity. The POR is roughly
comparable in size to the SLL and
OCI. but its considerable implantation
in the Bolivian working class
(particularly the tin miners) makes it of
great impoi'tance. Lora's decision to
affiliate with the IC was based specifically on political sympathies with the
OCI, and in spite of strong reservations about Healy. Although the alignment occurred a year ago, the SLL
appears unwilling to admit or acknowledge the POR as an IC section and its
press has made virtually no mention
of the POR. This new balance of forces,
combined with the Lambertistes' apparent success in developing collaborative relations with others in Latin

—
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Thus the IC declares that

the
simple organizational continuity of the
Fourth International, although the
Lambertistes' private position is that
the Fourth International has been destroyed by revisionism and must be rebuilt. The last international Conference
of the IC, held in London in April 196fi,
was decidedly Healy's operation. When
the Spartacist tendency raised its political disagreements with the IC (primarily, then, centered around the question of Cuba), it was Healy who
launched the assault of villification and
distortion which culminated in our expulsion, while the French went pas,

it

is

three issues— free

disgraceful overtures to the
United Secretariat leadership, as Healy
casts around desperately for leverage
and possibly even a new international
alliance. The original IC motion authorizing the approach to the U.Sec. was so
different in tone
and intent from
Healy's declarations that it is no surprise that it was printed only in the
Lambertiste press, while Healy and his
U.S. epigones shamelessly pursued what
could only be termed a preliminary unity
overture, thus rehabilitating the U.Sec.
leadership's Trotskyist credentials at
precisely the moment when they were
beginning to be held accountable for
their defection l)y young Trotskyists
internationally. Healy's anti-revisionism has always had something of the
character of a personal vendetta by a
cast-off currently on the outs with his
masters. Thus to Healy the
remained a "revolutionary party" with
whose leadership left-wing elements
should bloc as its left cover despite its
Cuba capitulation, its Black Nationalism, its Kennedy assassination condolences, its unstoppable and accelerating rightward motion until after its
1963 breaking of the New York-London
axis. Healy's much-vaunted "method"
may well produce another international
flip-flop if given half a chance.

Healy's

SWP

—

—

Rebuild the Fourth International!

The deepening frictions within the
various "internationals" provide a renewed opportunity for the Spartacist
League to intervene in the world Trotskyist movement with its principled
political outlook and program. Because
despite our forced isolation from cothinkers in other countries, we never
abondoned our internationalist outlook
and continued to wage a principled
struggle against revisionism, our history and politics can serve as a guideline for newly emerging currents seeking to reconstruct an authentic Trotskyism out of the demonstrated bankruptcy of revisionist degeneration. The
Spartacist League has entered into a
political
process of discussion and
struggle with several groups of Trotskyists

Germany, England, New
and elsewhere, and consum-

in

Zealand

mated a single-issue bloc on the question of the U. See's revisionism at the

November 1970 Brussels U.Sec. gathOur aim since our inception as
an organization in 1964 and our break
from the IC in 1966 has been the crystallization of a cohesive democratic

ering.

Name
Address

centralist

City

America, appears
Healy's stalling

to be the reason for
holdi.ng the fourth

in

IC Conference (originally promised for
late 1967!) for which the OCI has lately been strongly pressing.

The

i)iirrti(ifi<i)i(il

tetuiniry

to

stand as the alternative to the political
charlatanism and organizational rotten

instability of the .anilicrt-Healy
may also lie wliaL is behind

connection

1

of those who falsely claim to
lepresent Trotskyism. We are confident
that the theoretical battle against revisionism, which has never been fully
joined, will jiroceed towards the goal
to which we have dedicated ourselves:
blocs

FOR THE REBIRTH OF
FOURTH INTERNATIONAL!

THE

8—
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WORLD TROTSKYISM REARMS
The international Trotskyist movement stands before its definitive crossThe revisionist currents which

roads.

have dominated world Trotskyism over
the past period are in crisis. In the
aftermath of recent developments, most
particularly the May-June 1968 explosion of the French working class which
stunningly
demonstrated anew the
bankruptcy of the impressionists who
had abandoned the proletarian internationalist strategy for levolution, the revisionists find themselves as challenged
by authentic Trotskyism as do the Maoists and other non-Marxist currents.
Even the most ardent revisers of Trotskyist theory are now finding themselves compelled to argue on the terrain of Leninism grown rusty and distorted in their minds by years of abuse,
abandonment and betrayal. The conglomerations which for years have masqueraded as international political tendencies are forced willy-nilly into reopening the disagreements which had
long laid buried by mutual consent.
New currents are seeking the answers
to the questions what went wrong with
the Fourth International? how can an
authentic Trotskyist politics be constructed over the theoretical ruins of
revisionism? And such currents are
emerging even within the very heart
of
the
revisionist
"internationals"
themselves!
:

The

arch-revisionist

United

Secretariat (which prefers to be known as
"the Fourth International") has already seen splits from its sections in

Germany, England, Argentina, Ceylon
and Belgium. But moi-e serious, in its
teims, is the factional war exhibited at
its "Ninth World Congress" in early
1969, primarily between the European
groups, whose major force is the
French Ligue Communiste, and its U.S.
political associate, the Socialist Workers Party, between the Ligue's aggressive centrism and the SWP's deepening
reformist impulse.
Livio: an Ersatz

"Che"

The key dispute at that Congress revolved around the Europeans' draft
resolution on Latin America, whose
thrust was that the U. Sec. itse'f should
seek to initiate guerilla warfare in a
selected country in Latin America. This
proposal was only the logical implementation of the U. See's long-time political and theoretical capitulation to Castroism. The U.Sec. maintained that
Cuba, after breaking with capitalism
under the leadership of a petty-bourgeois radical formation, had established
an essentially undeformed workers state
despite the lack of any conscious intervention by the Cuban working class as
a class and without the revolutionary
leadership of a Trotskyist vanguard

party. Cuba was, according to the U.
Sec, a dictatorship of the proletariat
lacking only the "forms" of workers
democracy, and Castro was "an unconscious Marxist." The Europeans now
propose to extend this pattern to the
rest of the "Third World," and put
forward peasant guerilla warfare as
the new strategy for the "Fourth International." Livio Maitan, the leader
of the Italian section and a main proponent of this turn, enthused over the
advantages of the "Fourth International" having a state of its own to give it
relevance and prestige. And this is perfectly logical, for what relevance can
authentic Trotskyisni possibly have for
these revisionists who have at bottom
despaired of -proletarian revolution?

Hansen Heads Right Wing

A minority at the Congress, led by
SWP's Joseph Hansen, opposed the
proposed turn. Resorting to a rediscovery of "orthodoxy," Hansen maintained

the

that any form of armed struggle must
be seen as a tactic subordinate to the
building of a Trotskyist vanguard
party. But the Hansen-SWP initiative
in the U. See's capitulation to Castroism, and the class-collaborationist and
"Third World" nationalist politics of
domestically, reveal the funthe
damentally reformist impulse driving
the
to oppose the guerilla warfare
line under the lubric of orthodoxy. Just
as the Communist Paities counter the
confrontationist urgings of impatient
petty-bourgeois radicals with quotations from Lenin opposing adventurism,
for the purpose not of upholding Leninism but of practicing reformism, so
the
now makes use of its formal
Trotskyist tradition while opposing its
factional antagonists from the right.

SWP

SWP

SWP

The European U.Sec, which competes
left Maoists and radical syndicalists in the more radical and class-

with the

conscious European milieu, is impressionistically chasing after a more "left"
line. But the
aims at a different
constituency: a base of middle-class
youth recruited on the basis of the
SWP's "success" in building a refoi-mist, single-issue Popular Front against
the Viet Nam war. In the long run, the
SWP's competitors are not the other
erstwhile Trotskyists, nor the Maoist
and semi-Maoist confrontationists, but
the ghost of American social-democracy.
Its Young Socialist Alliance in effect
fills the niche previously occupied by the
YPSL-SP, but is unencumbered by the
latter's arid anti-communism which is
now a detriment rather than an aid to
becoming America's mass reformist
party. With such a perspective, more or
less consciously recognized by at least
leadership, what
a section of the
could be moie disastrous than to threat-

SWP

SWP

en

its

precious legality and respectabil-

ity by the undertaking of anything so
illegal as guerilla warfare?

China Dispute Revisited

The dispute over the Latin American
x'esolution was not the only evidence of

SWP

the widening breach between the
and the European U.Sec. At least as
much space in the SWP's internal bulletins around the time of the Congress
was devoted to the question of China.
Although it was the 1965 "Cultural
Revolution" which precipitated the U.
Sec. discussion, the

fundamental issue

—the nature of the state issuing out of
the 1949 victory of the Chinese Revolution — had been a carefully suppressed

bone of contention within the U.Sec.
since its 1963 inception and before. The
SWP was unable to arrive at a position
on the Chinese Revolution until 1955,
when it finally characterized China as a
defoi-med workers state run by a bureaucratic
caste
which monopolized
political power and control over the
nationalized economy. Only implicit but
unmistakable in the 1955 document was
the need for a political revolution to
oust the Maoist bureauracy and open
the road to socialist development and
proletarian democracy. When the SWP
"reunified" with the International Secretariat forces (long led by the archrevisionist Michel Pablo) to form the
U.Sec, it blurred its earlier stand to
l^lacate its

new

allies

who maintained

an agnostic position on China, capitulating to the Pabloist position that Stalinized Communist Parties could, under
pressure, be forced to play an essentially revolutionary role, thus eliminating
the need for Trotskyist working-class
parties to lead socialist revolutions. At
the 1963 "reunification" Congress, both
sides shelved the difference
with its
fundamental
implications
regarding
Stalinism and the entire character of
the colonial revolution
in favor of an
unprincipled unity.

—

—

But the difference over China refused
to lie down and play dead. The SWP,
threatened by the current left turn of
the U.Sec. forces and their non-proletarian but would-be-revolutionary strategy projected for Latin America at
the "Ninth World Congress," found itself compelled to fight on the Chinese
question as well. Directly challenged by
the U.Sec.'s rewriting of the SWP's
draft resolution on the "Cultural Revolution," and perhaps also goaded by
a desire to cut some theoretical ground
out from under Livio Maitan, a leading
advocate of the new confrontationism
on Latin America and a long-time
"soft" on Maoist China,
theoretician Hansen launched a counterat-

SWP

(Continued on Page 5)
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The SWP in the NPAC Conference

POP

FRONT

[retyped]

:

SEALED

BLOODJ_

IN

The forcible and brutal expulsion of the Spartacist League and Progressive Labor-SDS from the Friday night session of the NPAC conference
carried out principally by the Socialist Workers Party writes a new
chapter into the SWP's history of betrayal.
Escalating the struggle
against political opponents on its left to physical violence, the SWP
has now attempted to seal its anti-war bloc with bourgeois politicians
in the traditional Stalinist manner the bloodletting of the left wing.

—

—

—

Vance Hartke

:

Class Enemy

The events leading up to the physical exclusion of left-wing opposition from last night's session centered around the "keynote speakers,"
particularly U.S. Senator Vance Hartke.
The Spartacist League opposes
the presence at anti-war actions of conscious representatives of our
class enemy 3 the capitalist class.
We have political differences of the
most serious sort with people like the SWP (which has been instrumental
since 1965 in keeping the anti-war movement in the pockets of pro-imperialist liberals like McCarthy, McGovern, Lindsay and Hartke) or with
class traitors like union bureaucrats Victor Reuther and David Livingston (who use their "progressive" anti-war image to stifle militancy in
their own unions and prevent real working-class action, for example political strikes, against the war).
But our opposition to Hartke is on
SWPers, CPers, union "leaders," etc.
a qualitatively different plane.
must be fought because they sell out the movements of which they are a
part.
But Hartke represents the class enemy pure and simple.
Ee has
no more place in the anti-war movement than Nixon^ for both are conscious agents of the same class
the capitalist class which aims to smash
the Vietnamese social revolution and all revolutions which threaten
world capitalism.
They differ only as to tactics
:

.

Accordingly, the Spartacist League attempted to present a motion
to the conference: that ruling-class politicians like Hartke be summarily excluded from the conference, and that the conference dispense with
the "keynote speeches" and instead begin floor discussion from the conference participants.

—

—

But the conference: tightly controlled by the SWP refused to debate the agenda.
The chairman would not permit our motion to be debated or voted.
Vocal opposition broke out when Hartke began his speech,
with chanting from Spartacist and PL-SDS supporters of slogans like
Chanting also broke out when Victor
"Class Enemy Off the Platform."
Reuther began his presentation.
Spartacist supporters shouted "Labor
Strikes Against the War," then sat down.

The Halstead Provocation
The fight began when Fred Halstead, long-time SWP public spokesman and former SWP presidential candidate, came barrelling down the
aisle and attacked an SDSer.
At that point SWP-NPAC guards immediately
came down off the platform and began to drag people out of the hall.
When Spartacist supporters moved to defend those being excluded, we were
A PL-SDSer was reportedly thrown through a plate glass
also attacked.
When it became clear
door; one of our comrades had his nose broken.

that the PL-SDS contingent was being forcibly evicted as a body, we
walked out in opposition to the exclusion of any tendency from the conference.
On our way out we were repeatedly attacked by SWP-NPAC guards,
ostensibly to clear us out, but actually since we were leaving already
just because they wanted to get their punches in.
The group known as
the Workers League Joined in the eviction squad.
Despite having denounced "anyone who brings one body in front of the platform" at April
24th, the WL sat silently during the anti-Hartke protests.
Finally,
after Halstead's provocation gave carte blanche to attack leftwingers,
the WL actively and physically aided in helping throw the militants
out!
The International Socialists, who have apparently decided to "relate constructively" to NPAC, remained neutral over the attack and exclusion.

—

—

The SWP will no doubt seek to "justify" these expulsions with
claims of protecting the conference against "disruption." This is
false.
All the left did was make noise; there was no attempt to physically prevent those on the platform from speaking.
An analogy suggests
Itself: when the SWP s British co-thinker Tariq All was asked how his
organization would respond to a projected address by George Wallace in
London, All replied they would "kill him"; he later modified this to
stating, perfectly correctly, that they would shout him down.
What
does the SWP say to this?
Should its British comrades have sat quietly
with clasped hands while Wallace spread his racist poison? Or would
the SWP dare to argue that Hartke, unlike Wallace, stands on our side
of the class line?
'

Hoodlum Violence vs

.

the Struggle for Consciousness

The question of violence within the socialist movement has a history.
Stalinists and other betrayers have often used violence to silence their left-wing critics and prevent the political confrontation
which would have exposed them.
Fop this reason the Spartacist League
has always opposed violence within the movement and has defended all
Unlike
tendencies against government repression and hooligan attacks.
groups such as the Workers League, which has sometimes opposed these attacks and sometimes defended them (depending on whom they wanted to get
Thus we defend"close" to), we have always fought for this principle.
ed members of the SWP-SMC when they were attacked by PL-SDSers in BosWe defended the SWP s rights even though we stood poton in May 1970.
litically closer to PL on the issue in question: the need to break the
anti-war movement from class collaboration.
We are proud of this and
have repeatedly raised this incident inside SDS, calling on SDS to repudiate the use of physical rather than political confrontation within
the movement.
Similarly, we came to this NPAC conference to fight the
SWP's politics but prepared to defend them had any group attempted to,
for example, seize the platform.
'

Instead, it was the SWP which launched a gangster attack aimed at
This was not a surprise to us, alsuppressing political opposition.
though it has been a while coming because the SWP has until now used
The SWP has, of
only "respectable" violence against the left-wing.
course, collaborated in the anti-war movement with that most violent of
all groups, the U.S. ruling class, and at anti-war demonstrations it has
acted as cops within the movement, seeking to prevent any left-wing
break-aways from the official, "legal," liberal-sponsored marches.
But now the SWP has opted for more overt violence within the moveThis is logical; faced with the yawning abyss that now exists
between its past revolutionary Trotskyist history and its current re-

ment.

formism, Its methods for suppressing that contradiction must grow more
extreme.
Violence within the working-class movement helps the SWP, for
It destroys the political consciousness It fears and establishes false
organizational loyalties loyalties based not on common programmatic
agreement but on common guilt.
As the SWP seeks to get ever closer to
the liberal bourgeoisie. It becomes Increasingly Important to exclude
communists, since the bourgeoisie, understandably, does not like comThis was the political logic behind the Panthers' physical
munists.
attacks on and exclusion of the Spartaclst League and PL at the "United
Front Against Fascism" conference, which was the Panthers' first major
attempt to form an alliance with the liberal bourgeoisie.
And this Is
the logic behind the SWP's behavior last night In forcibly expelling
the communists and would-be communists from the conference session.

—

Many of those who attended last night's session will have come
away appalled at the conduct of the SWP, but for the wrong reasons.
Let us make this clear: we are not appealing to you In the name of
"non-violence," for we believe not In the "law and order" pacifism
which shields a murderous social system, but In class struggle and so cialist revolution
Our concern Is-not with free speech In the abfor the purstract but with free speech within the socialist movement
pose of openly and clearly exposing and defeating the sellout politics
of groups like the SWP.
For that purpose we will defend the rights of
For that
any tendency within the movement against hoodlum suppression.
purpose we will continue to struggle politically.
.

—

The NPAC aonferenoe must repudiate aollabovation with the alass
enemy 3 and it must repudiate gangsterism within the movement
These
issues aannot he separated.
Only in this way aan a real struggle against the imperialist Vietnam war go forward.
3 July 1971
.
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SUBJECT INDEX SPARTACIST-

February-March 1964 to July 1971 (Issues Nos. 1-20)

This volume contains the issues of Spartacist, its
supplements and our major leaflets from February-March
1964 to July 197

1

.

Spartacist

was at this time, of course, the

organ of the Spartacist group in the U.S. This period covers
the inception of independent Spartacist publication
through the line in blood between the SWP and us drawn at
the NPAC Conference in July 1971. By that point the
character of the Spartacist League of the U.S. was
undergoing a transformation due to a qualitative increase
in membership and organizational resources. In October
1971, the Spartacist League undertook the publication of a
regular monthly newspaper. Workers Vanguard. As a
result Spartacist, beginning with issue No. 21 (Fall 1972),
began to be transformed into a journal reflecting the
program and work of the Spartacist tendency

During the period covered in this volume, Spartacist
was, of course, the organ of the Spartacist group of the U.S.
and its successor, the Spartacist League. The evolution of
is

editorial

layout spirit of the originals as possible.

fullest listing is by SUBJECT. Subject headings are
arranged alphabetically. Entries are listed under subject
heads chronologically. In some cases, subject heads are
broken down into subcategories. These subcategories are
listed
immediately after the initial subject head and
preceded by a dot (•).

•

The

•

The numbers following each entry headline give the issue
number, date and page number(s) for the article. Thus:

box.

CORE

in

Thus:

To Win This Strike...! (Leaf), 18 Jan. 65 (3 pgs)
means the title of the leaflet, published on the
January 1965, three pages
•

is listed twice; see cross references for guidance in
the subject head for particular articles. Cross
references are of two types: those following the word "see"
deal centrally with the subject head; those following the
words "see also" are related articles. Subject heads in cross
references are separated by a semi-colon. Thus:

Popular Frontism— See Chile; Vietnam War: U.S. Anti-War
Movement
means that articles on popular frontism can be found by
going to the subject head CHILE and by going to the subject

head VIETNAM

mentioned in articles are usually not listed
separately unless the article is primarily about the given
person. Entries relating to foreign countries are listed under
mainly national headings, occasionally regional ones, as
appropriate. Articles which particularly concern political
organizations, foreign or domestic, are listed under their
organizational names.

•^144

A number

Specific defense cases (e.g.,

Bill

Epton)

will

be found under

CIVIL LIBERTIES: Cases.

on the anti-war movement of the period, draft
and related subjects will be found under
U.S. Anti-War Movement.

resistance

VIETNAM WAR:
•

particular

political interest, generally of a very large press run. often

thousands.

and looking under the subcategory

• Individuals

• Articles

some

WAR

U.S. Anti-War (Movement.

are only a very small percentage of total leaflet production
during this period. They were chosen on the basis of several

infrequency; and those of

18th of

length as reprinted.

locating

•

decisive considerations: those that were national in scope;
those that represented supplements to Spartacist occa-

in

No entry

Although Spartacist was the main organ of the SL/U.S.,
also produced a number of national supplements,
leaflets and regional newsletters. The leaflets reprinted here

we

Baltimore, #7, Sept.-Oct. 66 (12, 13)

means the headline of the article. Issue No. 7, SeptemberOctober 1966, pages 12 and 13. Entries for leaflets and
reprinted supplements indicate the number of pages of the
given piece rather than the page numbers within an issue.

ship or interested archivists.

in the tens of

Cam-

volume were initially mimeographed and/or legal sized, we
have had to retype, reset or reprint many of them. In doing
so, we have tried to retain as much of the typographical and

the international Spartacist tendency, our general reader-

its

Spartacist West, Spartacist East,

otherwise be included here have been published in Marxist
Bulletin No. 5 (Revised), "What Strategy for Black
Liberation? Trotskyism vs. Black Nationalism."
As the majority of leaflets and supplements in this

indicated that Spartacist

sioned by

i.e.,

—

reflected formally in statements in the

Initially,
the editorial box
was "published bimonthly by
supporters of the Revolutionary Tendency expelled from
the Socialist Workers Party." Beginning with issue No. 6
(June-July 1966), the inscription was changed to "A
Bimonthly Organ of Revolutionary Marxism." With issue
No. 8 (November-December 1966), "Published by the
Central Committee oi the Spartacist League" was added.
While this last addition was maintained throughout, two
subsequent changes were made. Beginning with issue No.
15-16 (April-May 1970), the word "Bimonthly" was
removed from the inscription. With issue No. 20 (AprilMay 1971), "(Fourth Internationalist)" was inserted after
the masthead in the editorial box.
In light of our persistent effort to document our party
history, this first Spartacist volume takes on particular
importance. The struggle of the Revolutionary Tendency
within the SWP, leading up to its expulsion from that
organization and the subsequent founding of Spartacist, is
found in our Marxist Bulletin series. Likewise, the program
and poHtical positions of the SL/U.S. from 1971 is readily
accessible in bound volumes of Workers Action and
Workers Vanguard. But until the production of this
volume of Spartacist, particularly the supplemental
reprints, the compiled public propaganda of our tendency
from 1964 to 1971 has not been available to the members of

Spartacist

—

GUIDE TO THE SUBJECT INDEX

internationally.

the tendency

newsletters

pus Spartacist (New York City) and Campus Spartacist
(Austin, Texas)
all published on an occasional basis,
were not included in this collection because of their largely
local and ephemeral character. Some leaflets that would

Abbreviations used

in

entries are:

Letter

Sup:

Supplement

Review

Leaf:

Leaflet

of local and regional

Published by: Spartacist Publishing, Box 1377,

GPO, New

York,

New

York 10116

May

1981

SUBJECT INDEX

2

New

ALGERIA

York City School Strike: Beware Liberal
Union Busters (Leaf), 13 Nov. 68 (3 pgs)

Coup— A

Crushing Blow to
Revisionists' Theory, #5, Nov.- Dec. 65

Algerian

(12, 13, 14)

Blanco,

American Committee for the Fourth International
(ACFI)— See International Committee of the

Hugo— See

Civil Liberties:

Cambodia— See Vietnam War:

Cases.

General.

Fourth International; Woriters League.

CHILE

AMERICAN SOCIALIST ORGANIZING
COMMITTEE
ASOC Dissolves, #6, June-July 66 (5)

Chilean Popular Front, #19, Nov.-Dec. 70

CHINA— See

(8, 7)

Soviet Union; Vietnam War:

General.

"Anti-War" Movement— See Vietnam War: U.S.
Anti-War Movement.

Maoism Run Amok,

Black Panther Party (BPP)— See Black Question;
Civil Liberties: Cases. See also New Left;
Terrorism.

Obituaries; Spartacist.

Red Flag on Defense

Aug. 64

in

Revolutionists

the North, #2, July-

After, #3, Jan. -Feb.

•

Conspiracy and Treachery
June 65 (4, 5)

Toward Arming the Negro
Dec. 65

May-

Riot" (L), #4,

in

Alabama,

#4,

Baltimore, #7, Sept. -Oct. 66 (12, 13)

in

New Orleans,

Victory for Gallashaw, #8, Nov.-Dec. 66 (16)

Repression

Harris, #10,

May-June 67 (Sup

3)

Free Khalil Touame!, #11,

in Israel:

Mar.-Apr. 68

Report from Chicago: The Struggle for Militant
Leadership, #5, Nov.-Dec. 65 (15)
in

In

(8, 7)

-

(5)

Report from Chicago: The Riots and Spartacist,
#5. Nov.-Dec. 65 (16, 14, 15)

Storms

American

Nov.-Dec. 66,(14)

Defend Latin American Revolutionists/Blanco,
#8, Nov.-Dec. 66 (14)

May-

Nov

June-July 66

Cases

Defend John
Struggle, #5,

of Latin

(L), #8,

#12, Sept.-Oct. 68

65

(1, 4, 5, 6, 7)

Conrad Lynn on "Harlem
June 65 (3)

#6,

HUAC: Repression

Cops, Spies,

(1, 3, 4, 5)

Harlem Riot and

CORE

Under Attack,

(1, 4)

Civil Liberties:

Cases.

Negro Struggle

(1, 5, 6, 7)

General— See Cuba.
Trotskyists

National Question;

See also

Nov.-Dec. 66

CIVIL LIBERTIES
•

BLACK QUESTION —See

#8,

Chinese Menshevism, #15-16, Apr. -May 70
(5 through 12)

(5)

Defend Them! Queens Case/Gallashaw/
Newton, #11, Mar.-Apr. 68 (13)
Bill

Epton

Save

TSU

Jailed, #11, Mar.-Apr.
Five!, #11,

68 (13)

Mar.-Apr. 68 (13)

Defend Black Panthers!, #13, Aug.-Sept. 69

the Ghetto, #7, Sept.-Oct. 66

(3)

(16, 14, 15)

SNCC

and Revolution,

#8, Nov.-

Civil

Dec. 66

Rights

Movement— See

Black Question.

(16, 15)

Newark Shows Need: Organize Black Power!
(Leaf), 15 July

Black and

67

(1

Red— Class

CUBA —See

Violence Start?, #11, Mar.-Apr. 68

Castro

In

It,

It's

(CORE)— See

Black

Guerrillalsm.

Moscow,

#1, Feb. -Mar.

The Cuban Revolution,

(12, 13)

Don't Beg, Take
(2 pgs)

of Racial Equality

Struggle Road to Negro

Freedom, #10, May-June 67
(Sup 1 through 8)

How Does

Congress

Question.

pg)

Yours

(Leaf), Apr.

68

Freedom
Feb. 65

for

Cuban

#2,

64

(16, 15)

July-Aug. 64

(8, 7)

Trotskyists!, #3, Jan.-

(1, 12, 13, 14,

15)

SUBJECT INDEX

RWP
#4,

3

[Posadas] on the Cuban Trotskyists
May-June 65 (3)

Cuban

Deacons

HISTORY OF THE MARXIST MOVEMENT

(L),

Trotsky and the Fate of the Russian Revolution:
On Deutscher's Trilogy (R), #5, Nov. -Dec. 65
(8 through 12)

Trotskyists, #5, Nov. -Dec. 65 (4)

for

Centrism and the Fourth International by
L. Trotsky, #9, Jan.-Feb 67 (8 through 11)

Defense and Justice— See Black

Question.

HUNGARY
Deutscher, Isaac— See History of the Marxist
Movement. See also Civil Liberties: General.

Revolution in Hungary— Ten Years
Nov.-Dec. 66 (8, 9)

Political

After, #8,

INDONESIA

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Hands Off the Dominican Revolution!
6

May 65

(1

Lesson

(Sup),

In Betrayal, #5,

Nov.-Dec. 65

(1, 4)

pg)

Reformist Betrayal, #7, Sept. -Oct. 66

(6, 7,

INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF THE
FOURTH INTERNATIONAL -See Workers

11)

League.

Resistance— See Vietnam War: U.S. Anti-War
Movement.

Draft

Lasch on Open Admissions

May 70

Statement to ACFI/'Spartacist',

Dec. 65

#Nov.-

#5,

(2)

Reunification Smashed, #6, June-July 66

EDUCATION
C.

I.e.

(L),

#15-16, Apr

-

(2, 3)

Third I.e. Conference: Defeat for World
Trotskyism, #6, June-July 66 (6, 7)

(2)

Spartacist Statement to International

Conference,

FARM WORKERS
Texas Farm

June-July 66

#6,

London Conference Aftermath,

Strike, #8,

Nov. -Dec. 66

Oct. 66

(4)

(7, 12,

#7,

13)

Sept

Revolution and Truth, #8, Nov.-Dec. 66

FRANCE
French Revolution, #12, Sept. -Oct. 68

(1, 4, 5)

Oust Healy! Open Letter
Jan.-Feb. 67 (2, 3, 4)
Healy

FREEDOM SOCIALIST PARTY
Freedom

(FSP)

(2, 3)

to I.C. Supporters, #9,

Liege and Peking, #10, May-June 67

(2, 3, 4, 7)

Socialist Party Reactivated, #7, Sept.-

International
Spartacist.

Oct. 66 (13)

GERMANY
A

at

-

(2, 3)

Communistsof Germany (IKD)— See

International Socialists

(I

S.)— See

Ireland.

Sinister Coalition, #9, Jan. -Feb. 67 (11, 12)

IRELAND
Gilly,

Adolfo— See

Civil Liberties:

The

General.

Irish

Upsurge and the

Cliff

Group

(Leaf)

7 Mar. 71 (3 pgs)

Guatemala— See

Civil Liberties:

Kavanagh, John

GUERRILLAISM -See
Guevarism

vs. Fidelism:

#9, Jan.-Feb.

General.

67

(6, 7,

Cuba.
in

U.S.: General.

the MR-13,

14)

Kent State— See Vietnam War: General.
King, Martin

Gerry— See

(Jack)— See Obituaries.

Kennedy Assassination— See

Posadas

Theses on Guerrilla Warfare, #11, Mar. -Apr. 68
(8 through 11)
International
Fourth International.

Healy,

P.

Committee

Luther— See Black Question.

of the

Klonsky,

Mike— See

National Question.

SUBJECT INDEX

4

LABOR, GENERAL

OBITUARIES

Labor Murder in San Francisco,
Oct. 66 (8, 9, 10)
Conflicts Sharpen

through

(1

in

#7, Sept.-

Death

of a

Comrade [Jack Kavanagh]

May-June 65

Labor, #19, Nov. -Dec. 70

4)

Malcolm

X, #4,

(L), #4,

(4)

May-June 65

(6)

Glen Robinson, #12, Sept.-Oct. 68

(2)

Syndicalism and Leninism, #19, Nov.-Dec. 70
(6, 7)

Organisation Communiste Internationaliste
(OCI)— See France; International Committee of
the Fourth International.

Labor Party— See U.S.: Elections.
Latin

America— See

Civil Liberties:

General; Cuba.

Parti

Communiste

(PCI)— See

Internationaliste

France.

Lynn,

Conrad— See

U.S. Anti-War

Malcolm

Black Question; Vietnam War:

Movement.

X— See

Partido Obrero Revoluclonario (POR) [Cuban]
See Cuba. See also Civil Liberties: General.

Obituaries.

Peru— See

Mexico— See

—

Civil Liberties:

Civil Liberties:

Cases.

General.

Poland— See
Movimlento Revoluclonario 13 (MR-13)

Civil Liberties:

General.

— See Civil
Police— See Black Question. See also

Liberties: General; Guerrillaism.

Civil

Liberties: General.

National Liberation Front
War: General.

(NLF)— See Vietnam

National Maritime Union

(NMU)— See Seamen.

Popular Frontism— See Chile; Vietnam War: U.S.
Anti-War Movement.
Posadas,

— See

National Peace Action Coalition (NPAC)
Vietnam War: U.S. Anti-War Movement.

Juan— See

Guerrillaism.

See also

Civil

Liberties: General.

Postal

Workers— See

Public Employees.

NATIONAL QUESTION
The Secret War between Brother Klonsky and
Stalin, #13,

Aug.-Sept. 69 (4 through

PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY
New

Stalin Lives?, #5, Nov.-Dec.

NEAR EAST— See

also Civil Liberties: Cases.

Turn the Guns the Other Way, #11, Mar.-Apr. 68
(4 through 7)

NEW

LEFT —See

National Question; Terrorism;
Vietnam War: U.S. Anti-War Movement.

Red Squad Handbook:
(R), #7, Sept.-Oct.

New
New

P. A.

Luce's

-See

The New

Left

A

65

(7,

15)

Letter (L), #14, Nov, -Dec. 69 (4)

Revolutionary Regroupment, #14, Nov.-Dec. 69
(1.2, 3)

An Exchange: Toward Regroupment,
Apr-May 70 (2)
PL

at a

Dead End,

#19, Nov.-Dec. 70

#15-16,

(5, 6)

66 (10)

Left Flounders, #12, Sept.-Oct.
Left's

(PLP)

Left.

7)

68

(2, 3)

Death Agony, #13, Aug.-Sept. 69
(8, 7)

Student-Worker Solidarity, #14, Nov.-Dec. 69
(8)

Social Workers.

Public Workers Fight No-Strike Scheme, #6,

June-July 66

(1.2, 3)

Spartacist at Chicago, #13, Aug.-Sept. 69

PUBLIC EMPLOYEES— See
(16, 14, 15)

Defend City Labor!, #11, Mar.-Apr. 68
Postal Strike Aids All Workers!

Troops' Use by General Strike! (Leaf),
23 Mar. 70 (1 pg)

New

York Peace Parade— See Vietnam War: U.S.
Anti-War Movement.

(2)

Answer Any

Red Flag—See

Civil Liberties:

General.

SUBJECT INDEX
Communist League

Revolutionary

See

5

of

England-

Spartacist.

(RT)— See

Revolutionary Tendency

Workers

China; History of the
Marxist Movement; Vietnam War: General.

Bureaucracy and Revolution in Moscow and
Peking, #3, Jan.-Feb. 65 (8 through 12)

Socialist

Party; Spartacist.

Revolutionary Youth

New

SOVIET UNION —See

Movement (RYM)— See

Spartacist League of
Spartacist.

Left.

Robinson,

Glen— See

Sanitation

Workers— See

New Zealand— See

Obituaries.

SPARTACIST/SPARTACIST LEAGUE -See
International Committee of the Fourth
International; Socialist Workers Party;
Young People's Socialist League.

Public Employees.

In

SEAMEN
Storm

in

the

NMU,

#15-16, Apr.-May 70

Toward Rebirth

of the Fourth International, #1,
Feb.-Mar. 64 (11 through 14)

(16, 13, 14, 15)

Letters Received/Some Responses to
Issue, #2, July-Aug. 64 (2, 3)

Socialist Labour League (SLL)— See
International Committee of the Fourth
International.

New

Spartacist

Vietnam War: U.S.

in

SWP,

the

#1, Feb.-Mar.

Expulsion!, #1, Feb.-Mar. 64

Rescind the Suspensions!,
(4 through 7)

Weiss Resolution,

Purge Hits YSA,

From Centrism

in

the

64

SWP,

(1, 3)

64

(16, 3)

Reformism,

#6,

June-

We

Are Here! Founding Conference, #8, Nov.Dec. 66 (10, 14)

Declaration of Principles of the Spartacist
League, #8, Nov.-Dec. 66 (11, 12, 13)

(4, 5)

Brussels Statement, #20, Apr.-May 71

(4)

World Trotskyism Rearms, #20, Apr.-May 71
(8, 5, 6, 7)

(SSEU)— See

Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC)— See Black Question.

STUDENTS —See
SOCIAL WORKERS

also

New

Left.

The Student Revolt at Berkeley,

Strike...! (Leaf), 18 Jan.

York Welfare

(3)

Spartacist Publication Schedule/
Announcement, #7, Sept.-Oct. 66 (13)

Dec. 69

65

Social Service Employees Union
Social Workers.

New

May-June 65

Spartacist National Conference, #14, Nov.-

July 66 (11, 12)

To Win This

(L), #4,

Greetings to the Spartacist Conference by
R. Fraser, #8, Nov.-Dec. 66 (10)

(7, 8)

#2, July-

#3, Jan.-Feb.

to

Growth

(3)

#1, Feb.-Mar.

#1, Feb.-Mar.

Witchhunt Deepens
Aug. 64 (6)

64

First

Baltimore "Town Socialist", #6, June-July 66(5)

Anti-War Movement.

Witchhunt

Our

Spartacist Editor Subpoenaed by "Harlem Riot"
Grand Jury (Sup), Mar. 65 (3 pgs)

SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY/YOUNG
SOCIALIST ALLIANCE (SWP/YSA) -See
Spartacist; U.S.: Elections;

Lieu of a General Policy Statement, #1, Feb.Mar. 64 (2)

Strike, #4,

65

(3

May-June 65

pgs)
(7)

(8

#4,

May-June 65

through 16)

The Berkeley Student

Strike, #9, Jan.-Feb.

67

(16, 15)

Crisis for Welfare Union, #9, Jan.-Feb. 67

SSEU
SSEU

Elections, #10,
at

May-June 67

(4, 5)

(8, 7)

the Crossroads, #12, Sept.-Oct. 68

Students for a Democratic Society

New

Left;

Terrorism.

(6, 7)

Death

of a

Union, #14, Nov.-Dec. 69

(8, 6, 7)

Teachers— See Black Question.

(SDS)— See

SUBJECT INDEX

6

TERRORISM

Anti-War
Labor Party.

• U.S.

Terrorism and Communism, #17-18, Aug.Sept. 70 (4 tlirough 7)

Leon— See

History of the Marxist

New York Parade
Nov.-Dec. 65 (2, 3)

#5,

Spartacist Letter to
Dec. 65 (3)

Movement.

Nov.-Dec. 65

General
Assassination, #1, Feb.-IVIar. 64

10)

Picket

Facing 1967, #9, Jan. -Feb. 67

(1,

May 68

NYC SANE

Rally. #10,

From Protest

to

Power

On

Draft Resistance:
Apr. 68 (16, 14, 15)

(1, 2)

Line, #15-16, Apr. -May

70

(Leaf), 21 Oct.

You

Crisis, #17-18,

It

(1-2, 3)

Social Crisis Deepens, #20, Apr
(1.2, 3)

-

May

through

(1

Aug.-Sept. 70

(5)

War

(Sup), July 71

4)

NPAC

in

pgs)

(2

Takes One to Know One (Sup), July 71

SWP

71

67

Will Gol, #11, Mar.-

For Class Action Against the

(1,3, 4)

America Faces

(1, 5, 6)

May-June 67

13)

Johnson Goes, Imperialism Remains! (Sup),
Drawing the Class

June-July 66 (10)

Sit-in, #6,

Anti-War Sellout, #10, May-June 67
(8, 9,

(L), #5,

(3)

Brooklyn College

Wing Views the Kennedy

Tlie Left

Guard/an, #5, Nov.-

/\/a^/'ona/

Lynn on 5th Avenue Peace Parade

C.

UNITED STATES
•

also Progressive

Spartacist Breaks with

Committee,
Trotsl<y,

Movement— See

(3)

Conference: Pop Front Sealed

in

Blood! (Leaf), 31 July 71 (3 pgs)

• Elections
Critical

Support for the Election Campaign of the
Workers Party (Leaf), Oct. 64 (9 pgs)

Voix Ouvriere (I/O)— See France.

Socialist

Socialist in Berkeley Elections, #4,

June 65

1966 Elections, #7, Sept.-Oct. 66

(1, 4,

Henry Wallace and Gideon's Army,
Oct. 66 (5, 6)
For a Labor-Socialist Ticket
Apr. 68 (1, 3)

in

Weatherman— See

14)

in

Welfare

#4,

Vietnam?

(Leaf), early

65

Off the Vietnam Revolution!, #4,

pgs)

(2

May-June 65

pg)

WOMAN QUESTION
Liberation, #17-18, Aug.Sept. 70 (16, 12, 13, 14, 15)

MayCommittee

and

Letter to

(2)
(L), #4,

May-June 65

What

(2)

Nov

Stalinists in Vietnam, #5,

(6, 7)
(1, 8, 9,

10)

Does Soviet Nuclear Shield Cover Hanoi?,

ACFI

Bulletin, #6,

June-July 66

(3)

the Workers League? Wohlforth's Latest
Incarnation (Leaf), 3 Nov. 67 (3 pgs)
Is

(8

through 11)

#9,

Jan.-Feb. 67 (14)
Fetter

-

International

of the Fourth International.

Counterfeit Trotskyists, #17-18, Aug.-Sept. 70

Battle for Asia, #6, June-July 66

NLF Program:

Workers League. See also

WORKERS LEAGUE -See

Jen on Vietnam
Dec. 65

Tim— See

Toward Women's
(1

(1)

Imperialists

Social Workers.

International Committee of the Fourth
International.

Spartacist Telegram to North Vietnam/Reply,

P.

Workers— See

Wohlforth,

Statement on Vietnam (Leaf), 17 Apr. 65

June 65

Terrorism.

1968, #11, Mar.-

General

What Gives
Hands

U.S.: Elections.

#7, Sept.-

VIETNAM WAR
•

Henry— See

Wallace,

May-

(16)

on Victory (Sup), May 68

(4, 3)

Rulers Invade Cambodia, Massacre U.S.
Students: Blood and Nixon (Leaf), May 1970
(2 pgs)

Worker-Student Alliance (WSA)— See New/
Progressive Labor Party.

Left;

YOUNG PEOPLES SOCIALIST LEAGUE
YPSL Tendency
Feb. 65

(2, 3)

Joins Spartacists, #3, Jan.-

